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FREEDOM AND TERROR IN THE DONBAS)

A Ukrainian-Russian Borderland, 1870s- 199\302\2608)

This book discusses both the freedom of the Ukrainian-Russian borderland
of the Donbas and the terror it has suffered because of that freedom. In a
detailed panorama the book presents the tumultuous history of the steppe fron-
tier land from its foundation as a modern coal and steel industrial center to the

post-Soviet present. Wild and unmanageable, this haven for fugitives posed a
constant

political challenge
to Moscow and Kiev.

In light of new infornlation gained from
years

of work in previously closed

Soviet archives (incJuding the former KGB archives in the Donbas), the book

presents, from a regional perspective, new interpretations of critical events in

modern Ukrainian and Russian history: the Russian Revolution, the famine

of 1932-33, the Great Terror, World War II, collaboration, the Ho1ocaust.,and

de-S tal i n i zation.)
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and Princeton University. He is also the author of Stalin- '4f) ln\037dustrial Rev-

olutioll.\" Polit;{-s and \\-%:)rkers, 1928-1932. Fonnerly a Mellon postdoctoral
fellow at Harvard University's Russian Research Center and a Research Fel-
low at

King's College, Cambridge, Kuromiya now teaches hislory at Indiana

University, Bloolnington.)))
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Notes on Names)

Names in a linguistically mixed area are a familiar problem to historians. For-

tunately, the case of the Donbas is not as complex as the infamous case of

L'viv (Lemberg. L'vov, Lw6w, Leopolis). There is no
satisfactory

solution for

everyone, however. For example, Nikita S. Khrushchev (an ethnic Russian),
Nikolai, and Aleksandr are respectively M. (Mykyta) S. Khrushchov, Mykola,
and Oleksandr in Ukrainian. The Russian name for Lugansk is Luhans'k (or

Luhans'ke) in Ukrainian, but most locals call their city Luhansk in Russian un-
der the influence of the Ukrainian language. John

Hughes's
town was luzovka

for most of its residents, but Iuzivka for the local Ukrainians. In the case of

Ukrainian names, the matter is cOlnpounded by several changes in
orthogra-

phy, the most infamous being the 1933 abolition by the Soviet government of
the special Ukrainian letter r. In both Russian and Ukrainian cases, the prob-

lem is further complicated by frequent changes in the 'official names of places.

In this book, for the sake of consistency, I have generally followed Ukrain-

ian geographical names for the present-day Ukrainian Donbas and Russian
names for the Russian Donbas. The personal names are harder to deal with,
but I have generally used Russian names for Russians and Ukrainian nanles
for Ukrainians. In all cases, I have followed the Library of Congress translit-

eration rules. Hence Luhans'k (rather than Lugansk or Luhans'ke), Donets'k

(rather than Donetsk or Donets'ke), Kharkiv (rather than K_har'kov), Taganrog

(rather than Tahanrih), M. S. Hrushevs'kyi (rather than M. S. Grushevskii or

M. S. Hrusevs'kyj), M. O. Skrypnyk (rather than N. A. Skrypnik). I have also

employed established English usages for well-known names such as Moscow

(instead of Moskva), St
Petersburg (not Sankt-Peterburg).. Kiev (rather than

Kyiv or Kyyv), and Chemobyr (not Chomobyl').
However,

it is impossible to be entirely consisten\037 because, for examp,le,
there were many Ukrainians who primarily wrote in the Russian language. In

confusing cases, I have listed both Ukrainian and Russian names.)

XI)))



xii Notes on Names)

The foJlowing is a partial list of important changes in geographical names:

Artemivs'k: B,akhnlut (to 1924).
Donets'k: Iuzivka (to 1924 and during the German occupation of

1941-43), Stalino (19 24-61).
Kadiivka: Stakhanov (1978--9().
Krasnoamliis'k:

Hryshyne. (to 1934), Postysheve (1934-38), Kras-

noanniis' ke (J 938-64).
Krasnodon: Sorokyne (to 1938).

Luhans'k: Voroshylovhrad (1935-5 8 , 19-7D--90)\037

Mariupol': Zhdanov (1948-90).

Shakhty: Aleksandrovsk-Grushevskii (to 1920)\037

Donets'k hubem;;a formed in 1919. After a series of complex administra-
tive

changes (including a 1924 territorial concession of the easternmost part
to Russia's northern Caucasus kra; [see Map 1.2]), Doncts'k ob/ast' was es-
tablishe-d in 1932. In 1938 it broke into Stalino and Voroshylovhrad ob/ast t

s ,

subsequently Donets'k and Luhans'k oblats\037s respectively.)))
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Introduction)

RUSSIA IS A BIG COUNTRY. So is Ukraine, at least by European standards.

This book is about the Donbas, or Donets Basin, a
relatively

small area (some-

what sma11er than the state of Indiana but much
larger

than Massachusetts) that

straddles Ukraine and Russia. Small though it may be, the Donbas, located far

from the political metropoJis of Moscow or Kiev, has always remained a
politi-

cal problem for the power center. When J was writing a book on Stalin 9S indus-

trial revolution in the mid-198os, I came to recognize the importance of this

coal mining and nleta11urgicat' center, Russia's (and Ukraine's) Ruhr and the

problem child of Moscow and Kiev. In 1988, after the book was published,
I

I

decided to write a monograph on the tumultuous history of the Donbas.

In the meantime, several books dealing with the Donbas (up to 1924) were

published
in English.

2
I have benefited from these publications, particularly

that of Charters
Wynn.

I challenge some of their conclusions and assumptions,
but my primary concern in this book is with political terror in the period not
covered

by my predecessors, namely, the Stalin era. I place nlY discussion

within a much
larger chronological context\037 from the Cossack era to the I990s,

in order to emphasize the central theme of this book: thr()ughout its history
the Donbas has embodied free.dom and it was this freedom that defined the

extraordinarily brutal and violent
political history of the Donbas.

Speaking of freedom in the autocratic Russian
Empire

or Stalin's Soviet

Union may seem to be a contradiction in terms. In fac\037 this book shows that)

I
Hiroaki Kuromiya, Stalill's Industrial Revolution: Politic,\037 and WorkerL\037' 1928-1932 (Cam-

bridge University Press, 1988).
2Theodore H. Friedgut tllZlJ\\tka ant! Re,'olution.. vol. I, Life and \",hrk in RII\037r.fia t.t DOl1ba.fJ,

1869-1924, and vol. 2, Politic.{and Ret'o!ution in RUJJia \037.fDOllha.fJ, 1869-1924 (Princeton lJ ni-

versity Press, 1989-94): Charters
Wynn. Worke1:\037, Strike.f;, and Pogrom.':: Tlte Donbas-Dnepr Bend

in Late Imperial Rus.'t;a, /87()-1905 (Princeton University Press, 1992); and Susan P. McCaffray,

Tile Politics of Industrialization in Tsaris/ Russia: The Association 0.(Southern Coal a,rd Steel

Producers, 1874-1914 (Northern Illinois University Press. 1996)\037 Also note a book on the con-

temporary Donbas: Lewis H. Siegelbaum and Daniel J. Walkowitz, \\\\'tJrker.\\' of the DonhuJ Speak:

Sun.'illal and Identity in the NeK' Ukraine. 1989-1992 (State University of New York Press. 1995).)

I)))



2 Freedom and Terror in the Donbas)

while poJitical violence was part and parcel of the history of the Donbas, para-

doxically, the Donbas, the steppe land once controlled by Cossacks, symbol-
ized freedom both in the popular imagination and in the perception of Moscow

(or Kiev).
I use the term freedom in its \"negative\" sense, namely, ufreedom

from\" and not \"freedom to. H3 With its highly developed underground (both
literal and symbolic), the Donbas collieries served as a refuge for freedom
see.kers. This does not mean that no economic exploitation or ethnic conflict
existed in the Donbas. On the contrary, attracted by the freed.om and

opportu-

nities this frontier region provided, all sorts of people came to settle there from

all parts of the country and beyond, and harsh economic
exploitation

and brutal

ethnic conflict were part of the everyday. life of the Donbas. In this sense, the

Donbas may be sonlewhat analogous to Siberia, the American Wes\037 or even

medieval European cities.

What is remarkable about the Donbas is that even at the height of Stalinism

it continued to maintain some elements of the free steppe,4 providing refuge to

the disenfranchised, to outcasts. fugitives, criminals, ,and others. So important

were some of these people to the operation of Donbas
industry

that when the

politically suspect were being expelled from the cities and towns of the Donbas

and the rest of the country, they were allowed to continue to work in the Don-

bas mines. When war and other cataclysmic events
produced

a large number of

helpless people, they were either wooed to the Donbas by Moscow or dumped

there as undesirable and dangerous elements. Consequently, the Donbas was

poJitically suspect from the point of view of Moscow. When Stalin decided

to eradicate his political enemi,es (real and potential), the Donbas
inevitably

became a target for extensive terror. Indeed, there is some evidence that the
Donbas was among the areas in the country hardest hit by Stalin's Great Terror.

It is not that the Donbas was wholly unique in maintaining a degree of
freedom and therefore in being terrorized by the state. The present book is a)

3 For the positive and negative concepts of freedom and their political implications, see Isaiah

Berlin, FOllr
EssaY\037f 011 Liberty (Oxford University Press, 1969). As Berlin explains, while

nega-

tive freedom (or libeny) was and can be used to legitimate the status quo of\037 say, despotism and

poverty, it was the positive conception of freedom that, historically speaking, tended to be Uinflated

into some super-personal entity
- a state, a class, a nation, or the march of history itself'

(p. 134).

As the present book demonstrates, the Donbas indeed rejected \037'class,\" unation,H and Hthe march of

hi\037tory\"
for much of irs hislory1 and that was why it remained Moscow's or Kiev's problem child.

4The steppe and freedom were inexorably associated in the minds of Ukrainians, Russians,
and other residents of the empire. Note, for example, N. Gogol's description of the '\037limit1ess,
free [vol'naia], beautiful

steppe.\"
N. V. Gogo}', PO/1I0t! .fobrall;e sochlnenii. vol. 2 (Moscow,

[937), p.
60. I owe this citation to Judith Deutsch Komblatt. The Cossack Jlero in RUJ!;;an

Literature: A Study i,1 Cultural Mrvthology (University of Wisconsin Press, 1992), p. 54, Note also

Mykola Cherniavs'kyi's hfree sons of the
steppe\037' [Vil.nykh step\" s)'niv] and Khrystia Alchevs'ka;s

i.e.mbraces of the free steppe\" '[V obU,nakh vaU steppovoi], in Vadym Olifirenko, Duma i
pisnia\037

Dzherela literaturrzoho kra;eznQ\037tst\\!a (Donets\"k, 1993). pp. 115 and 177. Toe Donbas folklore

abounded with the same kinds of notions. See Vira Bilets'ka, uShakhtarski pisni,\" Etnohrafichnyi

Vi,fIlYIc, no. 5 ( 19 2 7).)))



Introduction)
3)

case study, and it wil) require many more detailed case studies of cities and

various regions of the Russian Elnpire or Soviet Union to place the Donb,as in

proper comparative perspective. The cities, particularly Moscow, St Peters-

burg (Leningrad), Kiev, and Kharkiv, also provided a degree of anonymity to

their residents, but residency in the capitals and other major cities was tightly
controJled by the police during the Soviet period. So, as a rule, it was far more
difficult and hence much less attractive for people who wanted anonymity to

Jive in these cities than in the Donbas. Siberia, which also symbolized free-

dom\037 rnay have been as attractive as the Donbas in this
respec\037

but Siberia

enlbodied he]) as much as heaven. 5
Even though Siberia had attracted many

settlers (including Ukrainians) before the revolution, after the revolution it be-

came more a symbol of exile, convict labor, and death, particularly for Ukraini-

ans who preferred to try their luck in the more proximate Donbas.
6

Nor was political terror the monopoly of the Do'nbas\037 Violence was no

stranger in Russian or Ukrainian history. It is evident that the whole nation,

all cities and all villages, suffered from terror under Stalin. It would be in-

appropriate to overemphasize terror in the Donbas. The fact that the Donbas

coal-mining industry and quite a few of its workers were critically important

to the country's economy (and hence to its military) mitigated Stalin's terror in

all likelihood. Nevertheless, the terror of the 1930S in the Donbas was extraor-

dinary, and violence was an integral part of
political

life in the Donbas both

theretofore and thereafter. In other words, the present monograph Jnaintains

that the Donbas was an extreme example of the contention between freedom

and terror and that an extreme case can be extremely revealing.
.

Throughout
its history, the Donbas has been politically unmanageable.

Forces from the political metropolises
have tried to capture the hearts and

minds of the Donbas
only

to get b,umed. This has been most clearly demon-

strated at times of crisis such as the revolution and civil war period, the World

War II years, and at the collapse of the Soviet Union. For
example,

unlike the

neighboring Don, which articulated political ideas in 19 17 (such as \"Cossack

republicanism\"
and USoviet republicanism\,?") the Donbas rejected all polit-

ical groups. The political atmosphere
of the Donbas appeared noxious and

dangerous to all parties concerned. It was Leon Trotsky. Stalin's archenemy,)

5Galya Diment and Yuri Sle\037kine, eds., Ben1/een Heaven and Hell: The
M_vrh of Siberia in

Russian Culture (New York, 1993).
6Stephen Kotkint Magnetic Mountain: Slalini.f11z a.f a Cit,i/iz.,lllion (University of California

Press9 1995)\" presents a more heavenly picture of the Russian East (despite a hellish clinlate and

all the horrors of everyday life), but for Ukrainians. particularly the dekulakized. the Donbas was a

temporary refuge from which one day lhey hoped to return to their native villages, whereas Siberia

was too distant and too horrible. for them to entertain hopes of one
day reclaiming their homelands.

7Peter I. Holquist. uA Russian Vendee: The Practice of Revolutionary Politics in lhe Don

Counlryside, 1917-1921
n

(Ph.D. diss., Columbia Universi(y\037 1995).)))

i llatrJd\"o,,, k\"oz;ai.\037t\\'e. Sbornik state;

(Moscow. 193 0 ), pp. ]87-88.
44S ee an interesting description in SUTozhskii, uKrai uglia i zheJeza\037''I pp. 292 and 304.)))



4 Freedom and Terror in the Donbas)

who best described the political history of the Donbas: HOne can't go to the

Donbas without a [political] gas mask. H8

This book belongs to the genre of kraieZl1uvstvo (kraevedenie), or regional
studies. In focusing my study on one region in Ukraine and Russia. I have

benefited particularly from the concept of \"exit\" (as opposed to
\"loyalty\"

and

\"voice\") in Albert o. Hirschman's work. 9
It is my contention

t\037at
the Donbas

has always functioned as an \"exit,\" or refuge, an alternative to political c,on-

formity or protest. Various analyses of frontiers and borders 1o
and historical

geography
I J

have also been very useful in constructing my own ideas, even if

many of the works are concerned with national identities whereas the Donbas
case shows how little they mattered.

In both a geographical and symbolic sense, the Donbas constitutes a par-

ticular community, just as a nation, city, or village does. It is a space, a frontier

land. where inner yearnings for freedom, wild
exploitation,

and everyday vio-

lence have competed for dominance. Like other communities, the
steppe,

with

all its freedom and terror, was an imagined community.12 Like others, this

imagined community enjoyed myths. The peculiarity of the Donbas was that

however
differently

it may have been imagined by various groups of people,
the Donbas lived up to its reputation of freedom and terror.

At one point in the course of working on this book, I wanted to write a mi-

crohistory,13 something that would explore Soviet politics from a microscopic)

8Quoted in Xll.'izd Komllnistychnoi part;; {bil'shol-'ykiv} Uk rainy, 5-15 chervnia /930 r. Sten.

zvit (Kharkiv, 1930), p. 373.
9Albert O. Hirschman, Exit, Voh.'t', and Loyalty: Responses 10 Decline in Firms t O'rganizations.

and Stales (Harvard University Press, (970).
.oPeter Sahlins. Boundaries: The Making of France and Spain in the Pyrenees (University of

California Press, 1989); WilHam Cronin.. George Miles\037 and Jay Gitli\037 eds.. Under all Ope\" Sky.\"

Rethinking America's Western Past (New York, 1992); Catherine Wendy Bracewell, The Uskoks of

Senj: Piracy, Banditry, and Holy War ;l1lhe Sixtel!nlh-CenturyAdriatic (Cornell University Press,

199 2 ); and Linda Colley, The Significance of the Frontier in Brit;.fh History (Austin, Texas, 1995).
See also Russian History / Hisloi re RU.f!;e, 19: 1-4 (1992). devoted 10 the frontiers in Russian

history.
II

Of particular interest are Mark Bassin, '\037lnventing
Siberia: Visions of the Russian East in

the
Early

Nineteenth Century,'\037 Anzerican Historical Review, 96:3 (June 1991), pp. 763-94, and

'vrurner, Solov'cv, and the 'frontier Hypothesis': The Nationalist Significanc'e of Open Spaces,\"
Journal of Modern History, 65 (September 1993). pp. 413\0375II; and David Hooson, ed., Geog-
raphy and

Nalionalldentity (Oxford\037 1994). Note also Patricia Yaeger, eds., The Geography of
Identity (University

of Michigan Press, (996), particularly Pieter M. Judson, \"Frontie-rs, Islands,

Forests, Stones: Mapping the Geography of a German
Identity

in the Habsburg Monarchy\037 1848-

19QO;'Pp.3 82 -4 06
11

For an analysis of how a panicu lar place, in this case. the Don (part of which belonged to the

Donbas) in southern Russia was imagined., see Ho)quist., uA Russian Vendee..\"

1 J The
\037ost interesting recent work of this type on the Stalin era is Jochen Hellbeck\" ed.\" Tage-

buch aus Moskau 1931-
1 939 (Munich, 1996). Note also Orlando Figes, A People's Tragedy: A

History of the Russia,. Revolution (London. 1996), which combines both macro- and microper-

spectives.)))
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point of view a la, for example, Robert Darnton, Natalie Zemon Davis, and

Carlo Ginzburg. Such a history may become my next work, and the challenge
of the so-calle.d subjectivist school will have to be taken Up!4 but the sources I

unearthed in Ukrainian and Russian archives pushed me instead toward an ab-
straction of the notion of \"space,\" the \"free steppe\" in the case of the Donbas,

almost a macrohistory as opposed to my earlier intent The late Ernest Gell-

ner's influence as well helped me to analyze the Donbas in macrohistorical

terms, for example, in tenns of nations and nationalism (or, to be more pre-

cise, non nations and nonnationalism in this case).15 Nevertheless, this book

is still about the \"ordinary,\" nameless \"common\" people in the Donbas (al-
though I have tried to identify them wherever possible), and how their lives
were affected

by
state terror.

Through abundant cases of individual lives, I demonstrate the
complexity

of the place and the period for the masses of the
people

involved. Because the

main concern of the book is with the Donbas as a region, I can provide only

snippets of individuaJ lives. Nevertheless, the number of cases is overwhelm-

in,g. As well as interviewing people
in Ukraine and Russia, I have been able

to unearth numerous stories in various libraries and newly opened archives in

Donets'k, Luhans'k, Kiev, and Moscow. I have collected them ad nauseanl.

Tragedies, crushed lives, incidents of state as well as popular t.error, heroism,

villainy, cowardice, and gallantry are discussed here in great deL.1.iL

Of all the sourc.es I have consulted, the fonnerly closed archives have been
the most useful. Notably, \"criminal\" files of repressed individuals in the former

security police archives in Donets'k and Luhans'k, Ukraine, are the source of

many hitherto unknown stories on those repressed during the 19308 (Chapter

6) and in the war and postwar years, as well as on the Holocaust and war

criminals in the Donbas (Chapter 7). I have been less successful in accessing

archival sources on the more recent years, in part because of the official secrecy

laws in Ukraine and Russia. Nevertheless, I have found considerable new
infonnation on the tumultuous lives of people in the Donbas (Chapter 8). All

in a]l, these three chapters, along with Chapters 3 and 5 (on war, revolution,

and civil war, and the 1932-33 famine, respectively) compose the core of this
book.

To write about how Uordinary people\" experienced telTor is a formidable

challenge. What terror meant to the people and how they fel\037 t.hought,
and

acted can not be answered without exanlining the-ir world views. Yet one

knows well, empirically, that belief and ideology determine action as much
as they do not To examine an era of rapid change and transfonnation, both)

14Manfred HiJderrneier organized a conference on this
challenge

in Munich in June 199 6 , uStal-

i nismus vor dem zweiten Weltkrieg.
H

15Emest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism (Cornell University Press, 1983), and Encounters

\",pith Nationalism (Oxford,. 1994).)))
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synchronic
and diachronic analysis is needed. While hi$torical sources; even

hitherto secret archival documents, cannot tell the \"truth\" in and of tb.em-

selves, historical documents and events cannot be treated merely as texts or

semiotic fields. I6
Historical events took place under real material and human

constraints. Such universal constraints as power, greed, fear, hope, and hunger
have to be entered into the equation. Only then do the questions of how peo-

ple lived in a historically specific context and how their perceptions changed
become comprehensible..'? I have tried to do this in the present book through
the use both of detailed statistics when available and personal case histories.

In writing on terror in the Soviet Union, one must state categorically that

political terror on a mass sca]e in the modem era is not unique to the Soviet

Union. Adolf Hitler, Mao, Tse-tung, Idi Amint Pol Po\037 to name just a few, per-

petrated mass terror. This fact
does,

not mitigate the monstrosity of the terror in

the Soviet Union. However, its enormity has sometimes been downplayed for

other reasons, for example, in recognition
of Stalin's victory over Nazi Ger-

many. A similar phenomenon might have occurred with regard to Gennany

had Hitler won the war, as Saul Friedlander
posits

in his criticism of Hayden

White for the implications of White's epistemological relativism:

For instance, what would have happened if the Nazis had won the war? No

doubt there would have been a plethora of
pastoral empJotments of life in the

Third Reich and of comic emplotments of the disappearance of its victims,

mainly the Jews. How, in this case, would White (who clear1y rejects any

revisionist version ,of the Holocaust) define an epistemological criterion for

refuting a comic
interpretation

of these events, without using any reference

to \"political effectiveness\"?18

This hypothetica] case was a reality for the Soviet Union. Consequently the
Soviet case is

significantly
more complex than it might otherwise have been.

Stalin's terror was monstrous. Its operations were complex and extensive, writ-

ing about it is extremely painful, and its
analysis is daunting for historians, but)

16There is a vast literature on the subje 1cl Note.. however, Gabrielle M. Spiegel, .'History,
Historicism, and the Social Logic of the Text in the Middle

Ages,'\" Speculum.. 65 (1995), pp. 59\"-
86; a discussion

(UHistory
and Post-Modernism\") in Past and Present\" nos. 13 1 (May 199 1 ), 133

(November 1991), and 135 (May 1992); and Ernest Gellner, pOj'tmodemism, Reasol, and Religioll
(London, 1992).

17
For an interesting discussion of these issues of bel ief and action, see Marshall Sahlins, Islallds

of History (University of Chicago Press, 1985), and How UNati,'es\" Think: About 'Captain Cook..

for Example (University of Chicago Press, 1995); and Gananath
Obeyesekere,

The Apotheosis of

Captain Cook: European MythnzakilJg in the
Pacific (Princeton University Press, J99 2 ).

J 8
Saul Friedlander, Ulntroduction,\" in Friedlander, ed.. Probing the Limits of Representat;on+\037

Nazism and the
.,

Final Solution\" (Harvard University Press. 1992),p.
10. For White, see his The

Content of the For,n: Narrative Discourse and Hi.rlorical Representation (Johns Hopkins Uni.

versity Press, 198 7). p. 75, where he contends: '\037rWlhen it comes 10 apprehending the historical
record, there. are no grounds to be found in tile historical record itself for preferring one way of

constructing its meaning over anothe.r.
H)))
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this book suggests that there is no d,enying Stalin's direct role in it\"
9

I an11ess interested in examining Stalin's culpabiJity, however, than in an-

alyzing the political mechanislD of his terror.

The fundanlentaJ issue here is the construction of \"enemy.\" The Donbas,

in Moscow's imagination, was fraught with \"enemies.\" Moscow's perception

may well have been accurate, as the present book suggests. Yet
political

au-

thorities lacked effective means by which to gauge the political mood of the

po'puJation, notwithstanding th,e seemingly almighty secret police with its ex-
tensive surveiJlance network. This was because virtually all critical politicaJ

thought was driven underground. From the I9 32- 3\037_!amjne crisis onward, in

its efforts to eradicate the invisible, imagined uenemies,tt Moscow constructed

a new image of enemy, the class-neutral
\"enem\037 oft\037_\037 _p\037ople,'\037

instead of the

\"class enemy,\" which was constrained by Marxist-\037Ideology.-.

This new image was not simply imposed from above upon a politically
passive popuJation.

The Donbas case demonstrates that people created their

own images of enelnies, using
the official political discourse to suit their pur-

poses\"
20

People
who had suffered oppression for generations seized on the

concept of
\"enemy\"

as a focus for their frustration and anger\" Traditional

prejudices surfaced and received
p-opular

affirmation under a new label, the

\"enemy.\" Anti-Semitism is one disturbing example. Before World War II, the

Soviet authorities had discouraged this prejudice of long standing\037
but it died

hard in society. Such was the case, at least in the Donbas, where few Jews

were among the mining population.
The

pro,blem
was that the \"enemy of the people\" was so inclusive that it

embraced the upeople\" thenlselves. The otherwise safest po1itical option of

passivity was not safe in the case of Stalin\037s Soviet Union. because the en-

enlY
hunt concerned precisely those hidden, invisible enemies who, in Stalin's

imagination, feigned passivity. Thus, as if caught in a maelstrom, virtually

everyone got involved in the terror in some. capacity or another at some stage
or another. The Donbas case demonstrates how blurred and confusing the

concept of the
\"enemy

of the people\" \037ecame. Even though Moscow tightly
controlled its terror against the \"enemies of the people,\" the operations becanle

so extensive as to be self-defeating.
There is no need to assunle the impossibility (or difficulty) of \"subjectiv-

ity,\"
or the \"private sphere,'. in Stalinist society, as some historians contend. 21)

19Note the uncritical and unsubstantiated contention by Robert W. Thurston, Life and Terror in

Stali\" 'J Ru.r.,;;a, 1934-194 J (Vale University Press, 1996), p. 227: UStalin was not guihy of mass

first-degree murder from 1934 to 194 J .n

200ne fonn of this practice is denunciation. For a perceptive analysis of this in a European
context. see Sheila Fitzpatrick and Robert GellatelYt eds., AcclIsatory Practices: DenulJciation in
Modern

European HiJtory. 1789-1989 (University of Chicago Press, 1997).
21

See. for example, Hellbeck, TaRt'huch. Note also Kotkin, Ma.gnetic MOlln/a;n, and Igal; lfalfin

and Jochen Hellbeck, URethinking the Stalinist
Subject: Stephen Kotkin.s \037Magnetic Mountain\037)))
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For one, as Manfred Hildermeier has argued, just as the
Uobjective\"

world is

not the whole world. so \"the 'inner world' and 'self-consciousness' do not

compose the whole world.\"22 Indeed, one can safely assume that in a country
like Stalin's Soviet Union, a complete break between an individual's thought
and action was possible. This break explains why Stalin needed his own ver-

sion of trials of conscience.
2J For another, much of the argument of the \"sub-

jectivist\" school seems to assume implicitly or explicitly the immutability of

the regime in discussing an individuars action (or practice). The
regime

was

ll,ot at all immutable in parts of the Soviet Union: the war with Germany did

away with Stalin's power in occupied territory. (This is a fact very often missed

by studies focused on Moscow or St Petersburg.- hence the importance of

regional studies.) The German occupation brought entirely new factors into

politics. Even at the height of the Great Terror, individuals no doubt imagined

political alternatives. It was patently clear both to the ruler and the ruled that

war brings such alternatives. This indeed became the case for large areas of

the Soviet Union, including the Donbas.

An apparent contradiction has always been inherent in both traditional and

new approaches to the subject of Stalin\037s terror. In condemnation of Stalinist

terror, historians implicitly assume that there was no serious political resistance

to Stalin. At the same time, in
support

of Stalin's political foes, historians also

assume that there
actually

was considerable resistance. 24 While the subjectivist

interpretation allows for little or no room for dissent., historians who focus on

dissent, resistance, and subversion t.end to take too uncritically official archival

d,ocuments full of fabricated information. 25 I contend that it would be more
fruitful to conceptualize the \"frontiers,\" for example, the free steppe and the)

and the State of Soviet Historical Studies,n Jahrb;;cher liir GeL'ich;chte OJleUrOpas\037 44:3 (1996),

pp. 456-63.
22Manfred Hildermeier\037 liThe Circular Fl'ow of Theory: Some Interpretive Problems of Prewar

Stalinism in the 1990s\" (paper presented at the uStalinismus vor dem zweiten Weltkrieg\" confer-

ence, June 1996).
lJFor the best ana1ysis of the similarity between the Inquisition and the Greal Terror, see Kotkin\037

Magnetic Mounta;n, pp. 336-38. However, Kotkin tends to minimize Stalin's terror by treating it

as intraparty business.
14Note

Conques\037
The Great Terror, and Stephen F. Cohen\037 Bukharin and the Bolshevik Revo-

lution: A Political Biography.. 1888-1938 (New York, 1973).
25This tendency is blatant in many works by historians of the former Soviet Union. For more

careful approaches, see Jeffrey J. Rossman, '1l1e Teikovo Cotton Workers' Strike of April 193 2 :

Class. Gender and Identity Politics in Stalin '8 Russia..\" RU\037fJ;an Reviru 1, 56 (January 1997); Sarah

Davies, Popular Opinion in Stalin's Russia: Terror, Propaganda and Dis.fen\" 1934-1941 (Cam-
bridge University Press, 1997); and Leslie A. RirnmeL '.Another Kind of Fear: The Kirov Murder

and the End of Bread Rationing in
Leningrad,\" Sla\"v;c RevieHJ t 56:3 (Fall 1997). I have explored

this problem in more detail in \"How Do We Know What the People Thought
under Sralin?\" (paper

prepared for the confere.nce \037lhe Stalin Period: New Ideas, New Conversations ,
\"

University of

California, Riverside, 12- 1 5 March 1998).)))

represii proty porskoho naselennia v Ukraini lJ 2o-]o-kh rnki.lkh\037\037' Za

II,;zhnatsional'flll z/a/rodu 1,,-oly shovilliz,,,u la ek5trcl1l;ZI1JlI (Kiev\037 1995 t p. 82\037 and Ihor Vyn-

nychenko, Ukra;II11 192()--ly8o-kh.+ deror'l1tsi;\037 :..a.v;lall/l;ll, \\rys/alllli\302\243l (Kiev\037 1994)\037 pp. 39 and

106-7.
4 1

RTsKhlDNI. f. 17\037 op. 2. d. 561, II. 129 and 153.)))
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minds of the people, which the powers that be could not
fully

control.
26

This

case study suggests a new way of studying Stalin's terror.)

26Note 1. Arch Getty's important concept on center-local relations in his Origin\037'i o.f the Great

Purge.';: The So,tiel Com'rllln;st Pllrty Recon.\037idered, 1933-1938 (Cambridge University Press,

I 985 ) \302\267)))





I Life on the Wild Field)

A VISl\037rOR TO l'HE DONBAS, even today's industrialized Donbas, will

marvel at the vas\037 open steppe land that surrounds it The Donbas is part
of the area which used to be called the \"wild steppe'\" (d}'ke pole, dikoe pole).
In an analogy with the American expression uwild west,\"1 one might call the

area the \"wild south.\" In any case, it was so called because it was historically

a theater of continuous military operations. Its geographic peculiarities made

the steppe a wild, dangerous area: it Hstretches from Mongolia westward to the

Carpathians and has an extension into the middle Danubian area. In old times

it offered an excellent road for the Mongolian nomads, with no natural obsta-

cles to bar their way until the Carpathian Mountains.\" Therefore, according to

George Vemadsky,

In a sense, the steppe may be likened to the sea. With sufficient forces it could

be- blockaded but it was impossible for either the Russians or the Cumans
[i.e., Polovtsians, or Kipchaks] to control or guard every section of it. The
Cuman horde made year1y rounds of the steppe, men following their grazing
horses and cattle; the section in the vicinity of the nomad tents could not be

entered by any outsider but the rest of the
ste.ppe

was practically no rnan's

land, at least periodically.2

It was here where Slavs, nurnerous nomadic peoples such as Pechenegs and

Polovtsians (Kipchaks), and later Tartars
staged long

and bloody battles for

many centuries. In the psyche of Russians (and Ukrainians), again according

to Vernadsky, the steppe had speciallneaning:

This was the pole (Uprairie\") of the old Russian epic poems, the sense of
the heroic deeds of Ilia Muronlets and other Russian legendary bogatyri)

I
William Cronin, George Mj]es, and Jay Gitlin\037 eds., Under an Open Sk)': Rethinkillg Alner-

iCll '.f Western Past (New York.. 1992), is an inspiring work.

2George Vernadsky.
Kievl1ll Russia (Vale University Press. 194R).. pp. I] and 157. For the

nleaning of the steppe in Kievan Rus\037, see also Charles J. Halperin, RU\037fsia and tire Goldell Horde

(Indiana University Press, 1985), ch. 2. Even now a newspaper called Dikoe pole is published in

Atchevs\"k. near Luhans\"k.)

I 1)))
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(Uval iant knights\"'); also that of actual battles - of the exploits of thousands

of real Russian warriors, whether victorious, like Vladimir Monomakh, or

vanquished like Igor of Novgorod-Seversk. Covered with ro\\'}'l (a special
kind of grass peculiar

to south Russia) and abundant in animal life, but also

in Cuman archers, the steppe held out a strong attraction to the adventurous,
while re.pelling the weak. It is poeticallY1 if tersely, described in the

lAY of

Igor's Campaign of the late twelfth century and
hardly

less poetically but

with much more elaborate verbosity in Nikolai Gogol's Taras Bulba seven

centuries later.)

Vemadsky goes on to add:

In the course of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries this no man's land be-
came the abode of the Ukrainian and Russian Cossacks, who eventually or-

ganized themselves in strong military communes (Uhosts\,") of which the Za-

porozhie - beyond the Dnieper cataracts
- and Don hosts - the latter in the

lower Don
region

\037 were the most important two.]

The wi1d field ,of the Donbas is situated between these two historically Cossack

areas. 4 It was not fully incorporated into the Russian Empire until th,e era of

Catherine in the late eighteenth century.

Today the Donbas straddles Ukraine and Russia, but its history, up to the

present time, embodies the characteristics of the wild field - freedom, mili-

tancy, violence, terror, independence -
that transcend the borders of Russian

and Ukraine. The political history of the Donbas has been defined by these

characteristics even after \"modernity\" came to the wild fieJd. If anything.

\"modernity\" seems to have recreated these
very

characteristics of the steppe

frontiers in the Donbas (see Chapter 2).
Part of what came to be called New Russia,s the Donbas lies in south-

eastern Ukraine (present-day Donets'k and Luhans'k oblast\037s) and extends to
southwestern Russia

(part
of Rostov ob/ast'), the area surrounded roughly by)

3Vernadsky, Kievan RIlSJia, pp. 157-58. For a critical review of Vemadsky's view of the

steppe9 see Charles J. Halperin, uRussia and the Steppe: George Vemadsky and Eurasianism,tt

Fnrsc:hllflNell zur nSleuropii;.fchen Geschichte (Berlin), 36 (1983), ch. 4.
4

For the Donbas and the wild
steppe\037

see Petro Lavriv, UDyke pole: pravda i miry. Popu1iamyi

narys pro nashe minule,n Dorzbas, 1992\037 nos. 9-10, and UDyke pole: pravda. mify. Litopys zemH

Donets' koL\" DOllbas. 1992, nos. 11-12. For the interaction of the two Cossack groups in the
Donbas, see V. A. Pirko. uKozatstvo na Donechchyni,'\" in Ridnyi kra;. lstor)'ko-kraieznavch)'i
afmanakh, vol. I (Donets'k, 1995), and \"0 vzaimootnosheniiakh zaporozhskikh i donskikh
kazakov v xv I-X VII vv.,u in DOllbas.rs i Priazo\\} 'e: problemy sot.f;al'nogo. tzals;onaJ 'nogn ;

dukJrovr1ogo razvit;ia (Mariupor. 1993). For the. contemporary politicization of (he Donbas's
pre..

carious position between Ukraine and Russia, see Andrew Wilson's exceUent article, '7he Donbas

between Ukraine and Russia: The Use of History in Political Disputes,\" Journal ojConlemporary
Hi..'itory, 30 ( 1995).

5For a very good description of New Russia at the beginning of the twentieth century, see

V. P. Semenov-Tian-Shanskii, ed.\037 Rossiia\037 Po[noe geograficheskoe opisallie 1tashego olechestvQ.
Nafsio['naia ,. dorozhnaia kniga. Tom 14. N()\037'oross;ia i Krym (.St Petersburg, (910).)))
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the middle and lower Donets River (a tributary of th,e Don River) and the Sea

of Azov. In a more limited sense, the Donbas refers to the coal-steel industrial

region that has developed in this area and is as large as the state of Vermont in

the United States\037 It was Russia's (and Ukraine's) Ruhr. 6

On the eve of 19 17,

the year of revolutions, the heartland of the Donbas, which included major

cities or settlements such as Bakhmut, luzivka, Luhans'k, and Mariupor, be-

longed
to Katerynoslav (Ekaterinoslav) province (hubemiia, guberniia), and

its eastern part, with major cities or settlements such as Makiivka, Taganrog\"

and Aleksandrovsk-Grushevskii, to the Don Cossack Host (Voisko) province.

The Donbas has never been a single administrative uni\037 making statistical

compilations difficult for historians. However, its population grew very rapidly
through

intense migrations, once it was fully integrated into the .empire,? and
it

developed
into an ethnically diverse border area united by economic fac-

tors. After the Bolshevik Revolution the coal-mining industry in the Shakhty
area in North Caucasus krai of the Russian Republic was subordinated ad...

I ministratively
to the management in the Ukrainian Donbas. When, in 1928,

I it was announced that \"economic counterrevolution\" had been uncovered in
the Shakhty coal mines, the Soviet government contended that such incidents

were common in the whole of the Donbas, that is, on both sides of the border.

The climate of the Donbas is temperate-continental. Still its physical erl-

vironment is harsh. The Soviet dissident Petro Grigorenko, whose son died

of dysentery i'n August 1934 in Stalino (Iuzivka until 192,4). called its climate

\"lnurderous.\"8 Any visitor to Stalino will confinn Grigorenko's observation..

The harsh climate was made worse by a dull social environment A Russian
engineer

who in the early I 890S landed a position in Rutchenkove, just outside
luzivka, left the following impression of the Donbas:

The boredom, the monotony., of this
exceptionally

dull life were truly debil-

itating. All around was the
steppe\037

tlat as a board t lacking even so much

as a
gulch\037

in the winter blindingly white\037 in the spring all black except for

patches of snow. It was fair only in early summer when the wild peonies
tinted the steppe red, and the song of hundreds of larks rang almost like

chimes. But even this beauty was marred by the deliberately prosaic setting

of the mine, which seemed incompatibJe with spring -
especially

the great

mounds of grey-white rock\037 reeking of sulphur.. where, through pale smoke.
one watched the jerking outlines of the workman's figure, endlessly empty iog)

61n 1917, the year of revolutions, the Donbas produced 87% of the country's coal
outpu\037

7 0 % of pig iro\037 57% of steel, more than 90% of coke. and more than 60% of soda and mercury.
lu. V. Afonin, uMonopolistychna burzhuaziia Donbasu v 19 1 7 r.t't\037 Ukrains'L)\037i istorychltyi zhurnal 1

1990, no. 9. p. 45.
71n 1897 the population of the

(present-day Ukrainian) Donbas was less than 700..000i but it

grew to more than two miHion by 1920 and to nearJy seven minion
by 1959. Petro Lavriv i Istoriia

p;d\037,'e''''o-.t;kltidf1oi l/krainy (Kiev, 1996), pp. 175-74.

8Perro G. Grigorenko, Me,noirs, tf. Thomas P. Whitney (New York, 1982), p. 61.)))
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wagon loads of rocks. I recall the strange sense of bondage that often seized

me in my first years at the nline, most
aculely

in spring. I felt a strong urge to

run away, and I was weary to tears.
9

Makiivka on the western edge of Don Cossack Host province is an ill1pOr-

tant site of colliery and metaJlurgy. It was here that in 1895 the Makeevka

(Makiivka) Coal Company was founded by the Uinderbank of Austria with
I

the Societe Generale of France. 10 A French Catholic visitor to Makiivka not.ed
,I

in July 1908 that Hthe climate is trying. . . . At present..
I think it is hotter than

Palestine and I am told that, in winter, it is colder than St. Petersburg.\" He
continued to write of his impression of the Donbas and Makiivka:

It is a strange country. The soil is as black as the coal they take from it. There

are no trees and no
grass

and it seems even more of a desert than those I
saw beyond the Jordan. The only vegetation is an unusual kind of

plant
with

twisted leaves which are greyish-green in color. The sweeping undulations

of the terrain are pitted, here and there, by deep gu11ies
tom out by the rains

which rush along the rich soil and disappear leaving scarcely any moisture\037

The air is hot and dry. and the driving wind that comes off the steppe must
make this a terrible place in winter..

It

Come spring, the streets of Makiivka \"were
running

with water
H

: \"If only there

had been a few gondo]as in
sight\" one could \"easily have imagined hirnself in

Venice.\" After the floods, mud was everywhere -
\037'the mud of Makeyevka

[Makiivka) could never be imagined by one who has not seen it with his own

eyes ..\"

12

Just thirteen kilometers to the west, in Iuzivka in Katerynos)av province,
the Menshevik George Denike had a similar impression when he went there
after the 1905 revolution:

There were nice houses and apartments for workers, but the strongest im-

pression that remained with me from luzovka was that I got stuck in the mud

in the street and
barely managed to get out. It was an unpaved street, and

there was such an unbelievable amount of mud that I got stuck. I floundered)

9 A]eksandr I. F'enin, Coal and Politic.f in L.ate '\"'periai RrtJsia: Melno;rs o.la Russian Mining
Engineer, tr. Alex.andre Fediaevsky and ed. Susan P. McCaffray (Northern Illinois

University,

199 0 ), p. 43.

I\302\260John McKay, Pioneers for Profit: ForeiRfl E\037ntreprelleursh;p and Russian t\"du.-.;;Ir;ali;'llliofl,

1885-1913 (University of Chicago Pres.s, 1970)? pp. 392 and 395. FUT more of Makiivka history,

see Makeevka:
spr{1\037.(Jchllik (Donets.k, J 98 I).

II Patrick A. Croghan, The Pea.fllllt of Mllkeyevka: Biography oj' Bishop Pius Neve\", A.A.

(Worcestcr\037 Mass., 1982), pp. 14 and IS.
12Ibid.. pp. 31 and 121. To serve. the Catholic comnlunity. nlainly of French and Belgian

nationals\037 the Catholic Church Tl1aintained parishes in various places in the Donbas. (See CL de

Boisanger, Vi\\-'re ell Russ;e an te\"1p,\037 de In N. E. P. [Paris, 1961], p. 54.) In r enakiieve. for
examp'e-\037

in f 915 there were \"about 3,()()() Catholics\037 nlust or whom were elnproyed in the huge Russo-

BeJgian metaHurgical works.'\037 (Croghan, The Peasant of Makeyel'kll, p. 3 2 .))))
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around for a long time\037 and finally had to use my arms to help myself crawl

out
I])

It was such that in spring and autumn Iuzivka was unreachable for two to three

weeks}4 Even in 1923, of 334 settlements in Donets'k province, only II had

paved streets, 2 I 2 had unpaved streets, and [I I had no streets at all. Workers
had to wade in mud to go to work.'5 Mud would soon be replaced by frequent

duststorms. Despite the inhospitable climate, the foreign visitor to Makiivka
was optimistic

about its future:

In this comparative desert, one senses an intense life. The steppe is criss-

crossed with te.lephone wires and with cables which distribute light and pow-

er. Not many large
cities have such facilities. Makeyevka\" of course, is

officially only a viJlage, but it is a village with a future. They tell me that ten

years ago you would scarcely see a dog here. Now there are almost 25,{X)()

people and more dogs - all of them black
- than I have seen anywhere except

perhaps in Constantinople. I am sure that in thirty years\037 Makeyevka will

have a population of over 200,000 people.
16

Twenty-nine years later, in 1937, Makiivka had a population somewhat short of
his

prediction, 160,239,1
1

but, according to the 1939 census (which is widely
believed to be

exaggerated),
Makiivka exceeded the Frenchman's prediction:

24 1 ,897\"

8

The \"nice houses and flats for workers\" Denike observed in luzivka may

have actually been the \"little red-brick houses\" for technicians and adminis-
trators that the Welshman John Hughes (who had founded Iuzivka and after
whom the city was named) built, \"just like the ones I [Khrushchev] saw on

my trip
to England [in 1956].\"19 Certainly, in some areas nice houses were

built for workers,20 and, as Theodore H. Friedgut has shown in his detai1ed

study
of life in Iuzivka, by the time of World War I, \"the

civilizing influences\"

of education and. more generally, of \"a modem culture\" came to be felt in the)

'JLeopold H. Haimson in collaboration with Ziva Galili y Garcia and Richard Wortman t The

Making of Three Russian Revolutionaries: Voicesfro,n the MenshevikPast
(Cambridge University

Press, 19 8 7), p. 356.
14p. Surozhskii. uKr,ai uglia 'i zheleza. Ocherk,n Sovre\",ennik. 1913\037 no. 4, p. 301.
1 5 / log ; ..fp./oshnoi podvorno; perepis; Donetskoi gubenrii (ia1Z\\'ar'-fevral' 1923 g.), voL I

(Kharkiv, 1923), p. XXI.

16Croghan, The Pea..fanl of Makeyevlw, p. 15.

'7RGAE\037 f. 1562. op. 329. d. '51, I. 167, and d. 14', 11. 22-23 (for the fun name of archives
cited here and hereafter, see Sources). See also V.fesoiuznaia percpis

t

naseleniia 1937 g. Kratkie

itog; (Moscow, 1991), p.
66.

.8
Jlogi vse\037fou:.noi perep;s; naJe/\037n;;a 1959 goda. SSSR (Svodnyi 10m) (Moscow t (962), p. 30.

Materialy k seri; .Na,n}dy So\\'etskogo Soi14za'. Ch. 5. PerepiJ' /939 goda (Moscow. 1990), pp.

9 13- 14, gives a slightly lower
figure: 240, 145.

H} Khnlshclle!' Relnetllbers., Ir. and ed. Strobe Talbott introduction t commentaryt and notes by
Edward Crankshaw (Boston. 1970),p. 4\302\2603-

20See. for example, Fenin, Coal and Politic.f, pp. 79- 80 .)))
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Donbas. This may have been true for some factory workers who
enjoyed

much

better housing, education, and medical care than did the collie.rs.11
Denike\037 no

doubt working mainly with factory and railway workers, even went so far as

to note that \"I didn't feel that there was the kind of
poverty

in Lugansk which

I sensed in other places.\"22
Yet other accounts are not so favorable. The \"civi1izing influences\" of

modernity were hardly to be see.n; on the contrary, modem industrial deve1-

opment came to recreate the wildness of the
steppe engraved

in the Russian

and Ukrainian im,agination. A mining engineer observed on life in the
189\302\2608:

\"The uncleanliness and filth in the barracks was so awful that, when I decided

to inspect them in my first days as manager, the above-ground senior miner

[poverkh/Jostnyi]
warned me threateningly: fleas. In fact, after visiting three or

four such barracks, I had suffered innumerable bites and notice.d with horror
that the tops of my high boots were alive, so to speak.\" With much condescen-

sion, he went on to say that the peasant worker in the Donbas \"was capable of

turning a decent 10dging into a virtual
cesspool, 3:8 was the fate of the model

barracks built at the Verovka mine.\"23 Another, sympathetic observer noted in

I 9 I 3 that I uzivka was \"awfully filthy and sickly,\" while Horlivka, another set-

tlement to the north of Iuzivka, was \"quite a cesspoor.: HI have never seen such

a dark and hopeless life as in Horlivka. u14

According to the writer Konstantin

Paustovsky who lived in Iuzivka during World War I, it was \"a disorderly, dirty

settlemen\037 surrounded by hovels and mud huts. Different neighborhoods were

called by words like 'd,og' and 'filthy,' and the gloomy humor of the names was

the best proof of how wretched and miserable
they

were.\"25

The artist N. A. Kasatkin, who lived in Aleksandrovsk-Grushevskii in

1894, noted his impression of the city: \"The city is dirty. . . and dusty. Hither

and thither squalid men, women, and children roam between a sooty city
and

black coal mines.\"26 The image was black allover. A similar impression was
received by a visitor to the city from nearby Kamensk in 1917:)

21Theodore H. Friedgu\037 lu:o\\'ka anti Revolution, vol. l't Ufe and Work in Russia 'J DOllhas,

1869-1924 (Princeton University Press, 1989) (quotations fro.n pp. 330 and 334).
12Haimson. Tire Making of Three Russian Revolutioltaries, p. 356.
JJFenin. Coal and Po!it;CJ.pp. 5 I ant1 53.

24S uroz hskii, uKrai uglia i zheleza,\" pp. 300, 304, and 315. For ex.tremely poor living condi-

tions in Horlivka and in the Donba-s in the ear]y twentieth
century\037

see also Loren R. Graham, The

Ghost of the Executed Engineer: Technology and the fall of the SOI/iet Union (Harvard University

Press, 1993), pp. 8-10 (P. I. Parchinskii, who was to be executed in [929 by the Soviet
govern-

ment, investigated the living conditions in the Donbas and reported to his superior on his findings,

whereupon he was dismissed).

25 Konstantin Paustovsky, The StOT)/ of a
Life.

tr. Joseph Barnes (New York\" 1964). p. 429. See
also Charters Wynn, Workers, Strikes, and Pogroms: The DOflbas.5-Dllepr Bend in Late

Inlperial

RUJJia. 1870-1905 (Princeton University Press, 199 2 )., p. 30.
26

SJwkh/y. Istoriko-krae.'edcheJkii ocherk 0 gorode (Rostov on the D{)n\037 1974). p. 23.)))
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Figure I. I. Miners. settlement in Horlivka, at the end of the nineteenth century. From

Ocherki islorii Donetskoi oblastnoi Komsomol'skoi organizatsi; (Kiev and Donets'k\037

1987), insert.)

The miners in the sUlTounding district lived very wretchedly. - . - Everything

was black in this mi'ning settlement, even in summer. The mud in the streets

was black like liquid soot after a downpour of rain. and so deep and sticky

that not only passers-by, but even horses, could
hardly pull their feet out of it

The faces of the people and their children were also black because there was

no soap. They lived in small and
primitive

huts infested with vennin. 27)

The conditions barely changed even afte.r the October Revolution. Victor Krav-
chenko, who in 1922 went to the Donbas to become a miner, no1ed: \"A walk

through the miners' settlement scarcely raised our spirits. It was a long, dingy

lane flanked by time-worn shacks and raw-new barracks. A pall of coal dust

e.nveloped everything.
The romance of 'building socialism' with our own

hands ebbed
rapidly,

and it took many weeks to restore some of the zest with
which we had started.\"28 Khrushchev telJs us the following hOlTor story: UAt

the [Rutchenkove] mine where I worked after the Civil War, there was a la-
trine, but the miners misused it so badly that you had to enter the latrine on

stilts if you didn't want to track filth home to your own apartment at the end of
the workday. I remember I was once sent somewhere to install some mining)

21N. M. Borodin, O,it Man in Hi.! lime (London. I 955)t pp. 15-16. The Donbas settlements

were if-buried in black coa1 dust mixed with sticky dirt,n so much so that alongside the barracks \"not

one blade of grass grew.\" See Mikhai J Baitalsky, Notebooks for the Grandchildren: Recollections

of a
Trolskyi\037f' Who Survived the Stalin Terror.. If. Marilyn Vogl-Downey (Atlantic Highlands. N.J.,

'995)\037 p. 106.

28Victor Kravchenko 9 J Chose Freedoln: The Personal and Political Life of a Soviet Official

(New York, 1946,\037 pp. 34-35.)))
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Figure 1.2. A colliers' settlenlen\037 Red October Mine\037 lenaldieve, 1924, with the vast

steppe land in the background.. From TsDKFFA, 00. zb. 0-181508.)

equipment and found the miners living in a barracks with double-deck bunks.

It wasn't un,usual for the men in the upper bunks
simply

to urinate over the

side.''' 29

In any case, on the eve of World War I, according to one survey, 40.4

percent of Donbas colliers lived in \"dugouts\" (zemliankas), half buried in the

earth, most of which had no floor or windows and were said to be unfit even

for livestock; 2.5 percent
in barns and summer kitchen houses; 22..3 percent in

stone or brick houses; and 25.8 percent in peasants' huts. The average living
space was small: 64.8 percent

of them had less than 4 square meters a person.
Of the 9,658 workers surveyed, only 3,253 had sleeping places with only 21
mattresses and 54 pillows for every 100 workers. According to another

survey,)

29
Khru.fhl.\"he'.\037 Ren,elnher.f: The W.ft Te.'tlametrl\" Ir. and ed. Strobe Talbott, foreword by Edward

Crankshaw and introduction by Jerrold L. Schecter (Boston, 1974).1 p. 88. No doubt 9 housing

conditions were spartan. to put it mildly. According to the 1923 Donbas city census, of 159,007

families surveyed. only 1,695. .or J .1% had a toilet in their flats. 1n Starobirs'k, Lysychans'k,

Shaktny, and luzivka, no family lived in a flat with a lavatory. (ilogi .tpli).rhno; pOd\\'OnIO; perep;s;
DonetLfko; guberni;., p. xxiii.) Yet, as an official from the miners' union put it in 1933, attitudinal

problems, perpetuated by misery and despair, may have been partly responsibJe: embarrassed
by

foreign workers' questions about why the toilets and (he dining rooms were so diny\037 he had no

answer. (TsDAVO, (. 2605\037 op. 3, spr. 112 9. ark.
55.))))
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Figure 1,,3. Miners' dugouts, Shevchenko Coalfield.. Hryshyne, 1927. From TsDKFFA,
od. zb. 0-354<>9.)

there were only 6,793 sleeping places for 18,6 24. 30

The October Revolution hardly changed this difficult situation. No system-
atic data are available, but according to the miners' union in 1924 per capita
living space

in the Donbas was 5.3 square meters and in 1926-27 it was 5.8.31

The 1926 census\037 however, shows that in the city of Stalino, per capita living
space

was 4.4 square meters for those living in houses and flats and 3.6 for

those living in donnitories. 32 (Some miners could not find any place to live

but on the boilers, perhaps a substitute for the
fireplaces

in peasants

Y

huts.)33

According to another repo\037 in 1928 there were 3.8 square meters per mine

worker, but in 1932 only 3.5. 34 Yet another survey shows that in 19'29 40 per-

cent of Donbas workers (not just colJiers) occupied less than 2 square meters)

JOp. A. Pokrovskii, i4Kak zhivel donetslcii shakhter:' Rllsskoe bogatstvo. 1913, no. 12, pp. 243-

47. For discussion of earlier periods, see M. I. Masterova, \"Materialy
fonda lugo-vostochnogo

gomogo upravleniia 0 polozhenii gomorabochikh na luge Rossii (1900-1917 gg.),\037' Istoricheski;

arkh;v. 1957. no. 2. p.
600.

JITsDAVO, f. 2602,Op. I.. spr. 2320. ark. 21.
31 Statislicheskii spravochnik Stalinslwgo okruga (Stalino, 1928), p. 35.
33

Dev;aty; s \037'ezd Kotnmllnisticheskoi partii bol'shevikov Ukra;ny. Stenograficheskii otchet, 6-
12 dekabria '925 g. (Kharkiv\037 1926), p. 108.

34/nduslr;alizat.'iiia SSSR, '929-1932 gg. Dok,\"\"nenty; 11Il1.terialy (Moscow\037 1970). PI' 183. This

seems to refer to the miners in the country as a whole.)))
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'.\"J.\037
.) \037)

Figure 1.4. People living in a dugout in 1934 in Hryshyne. From TsDKFFA, 00. zb.

3- I 105.)

of living space a head and 11.7 percent
less than 3 square meters. 35 Archival

data reveal that in 1931 only 2.8
square

meters of living space was available

per capita RS
opposed

to 7 square meters, the nonn prescribed by the People's
Commissariat of Labor.

36
By 1936, however, the per capita living space of

workers was said to have increased to 4.9 square meters. 3 ? These figures do

not adequately represent the problem. Huge housing facilities may have been

buil\037 but because of poor planning, they often had no
electricity, running

wa-

ter, or sewage; in the surrounding areas there were no
paved

roads or even

roads of any kind. 38

The wages of the Donbas workers were relatively high by national com-

parison, in part because the Donbas was a center of heavy industry which gen-

erally paid higher wages than did light industry. (At the turn of the century,
\"Donbas coal miners were averaging 266 rubles per year and factory workers)

35 A. Abramov. Zhi/ishclr\"o-bytO\\lOe slroilel \037...ftv() Donbassa (Moscow and Leningrad, 1930), p.
12.

J60ARF, f. 7416, Opt I.. d. 2, I. 117.
31DOllbass v Isifrakh. StatLfliclze.fl<.ii ...pral.ochnik (Stalino 9 1936). p. 110. which refers to \"the

socialized housing fund.

yt
See also Z. G. Likholobov3. Rabochie DOlzbassa v gody pervykh p;-

alilelok (1928-/937 gg.' (Donets
1

k, 1973).. p. 13 2 .
J8 Udarnik ug/ia. 1933, nos. 10-] l't p.

26.)))
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3 2 3 roub1es per year\037 compared
with a national average of 203 rubles annu-

ally.\J9") However. this did not deter high labor turnover. This was particularly
the c.ase with the colliers. The persistent seasonality of labor was one reason
for

high turnover, and t.he poor housing situation in the Donbas was another.
Data are scant, but before World War I labor turnover in terms of the annual

rate of discharge to the average number of employed records over 100
percent

anlong
Donbas colliers; the turn()ver of factory workers was smaller, ranging

from two-thirds to three-quarters.
40 This trend continued well into the 1920S

and 19308, or if anything, intensified even more.

Among the colliers of the nation. turnover in 1930 was an astonishing

295. 2 percent (which meant that\037 on average, each collier changed jobs three

times a year); the rate of turnover then dropped to 95.4 percent in '934 as

a result of harsh administrative pressure
to contain it, but soon rose to ] 12.7

percent in 1936 and 114 percent in 1937. In other industries\037 including me.tal-

lurgy, the rates were usually dozens of points lower. 41 In the years immediately
before World War II, turnover seemed to have risen further. In 1939. for ex-

ample, the average work force of coal miners was 373,700 and the discharges
487.3\302\2600,

for a tunlover rate of
13\302\260.4 percent.

42 The overall high turnover

rate led to the binding of labor to the workplace on the eve of World War II.

Ironically, in the coal-mining industry the most important category of colliers,

hewers., were the most unstable with the highest labor turnover. Much of the

industry's seasonality was due to these colliers.43

Many
other factors made life in the Donbas difficult and promoted the

instability
of the labor force. Then as now air poJlution was so strong as to

nlake people ill. The sky glowed in various colors at night from the constant
smoke emitted from the factory chimneys.44)

39Susan P. McCaffray, '\037Origins of Labor Policy in the Russian Coal and Steel Industry. ,874-

19f)()t\" Journal of Economic History. 47=4 (December 19 8 7), p. 957.
40Se_e Friedgut, luzo\\'ka and Re,.'o[lIt;oll, pp. 225-27. Note a1so S. I. Potolov. Rabochie DOI1-

bassa v x/x pew (Moscow and
Leningrad\037 1963), pp. 144-45. 111is was 'much higher than that

of coal 1l1iners in othe-r countries that suffered from the same problem. The turnover of Ruhr

colliers in
Germany\037

for examp1e, fluctuated between 37% and 69%\" with the exce.ption of 1914.

which recorded I 02%\037 an impact of war. See Gerhard Adelmann, ed., Quellensal1l,nll/u'lg zur

Geschichte der so;jaJen Betrieb.n/erfassling Ruhr;ndllstr;e IItJter besollderer Berr1ckfichtung des
Indl-tslrie- llnd HandelJkaml1lerhezirks\037 vol. I (_Bonn\037 1960), pp. 145-46. See also EJaine- Glo\"ka

Spencer, Ma1ul8ementand lAbor ill In,pe,.illl Ger\"za,zy: Rulzr Indrtilria/ists OJ El1tplo)'ers, 1896-
19/4 (Rutgers University Press\037 19 8 4), pp. 46-47.

41 Trlld \\' SSSR\037 Statisticheskii spravochnik (Moscow, 1936). pp. 95 and log; la. Ka'ts. \"Te.kuch-

esf rabochei sily v krupnoi promyshlennosti:' Plan, '937, no. 9, pp'. 21-22, and Likholobova,

Rabochie Donba.f.fo. p. 116.
4 2

GARF1 f. 8225,oP. I, d.7oo. I. 15.
43

Sezonno.ft' i sezon1lye koleban;ia \\.'
pro\"'y.fJrlellllosti i llatrJd\"o,,, k\"oz;ai.\037t\\'e. Sbornik state;

(Moscow. 1930 ), pp. ]87-88.

44S ee an interesting description in SUTozhskii, uKrai uglia i zheJeza\037''I pp. 292 and 304.)))
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As serious as air pollution was the chronic water shortage that plagued the

Donbas both before and Hfter the October Revolutilln. On the eve of World War

I, workers, who received nluch less water than white-collar employee.s, were

able to use only one-ninth of what was considered the minin1unl daily allotment

of four vellr()s (I vedro = I 2.30 liters). Water was often not available for days
(even today a visitor to the Donbas may have to endure the same problem).
Human waste would seep into mine water de-posits, which, for want of clean

water, were c()nsumed
by

Donbas residents. Hence the chronic outbursts of

cholera and other epidemics in the Donbas. Once cholera broke OU\037 it spread

quickly to central Russia and Ukraine through residents who fled
by way of the

Donbas's well-(Ieveloped railway network. Thus, the Donbas was said to be

a nest and distributor of all kinds of epidemics. Other, nonepidemic diseases
assaulted the Donbas workers with equal ferocity. Even now typhoid fever\037

for exarnple, is not rare in the Donbas. A 1908 comparison of sickness rates

between peasants and colliers in Katerynoslav province shows that the latter
suffered two to three times more than the former who, as was well known,

the author contends, by no means enjoyed a good life.
45 Venereal disease was

said to be particularly widespread among the Donbas work force.
46 Life in

the Donbas was such that a \"'n130 at the age of thirty-five lo()ked fifty or fifty-
five.\"47

One area where a noticeab1e improvement was made in the late inlperial

period and in the Soviet period in particular was literacy. According to the

1897 census 38 percent (If the Donbas population was literate. In
general,

workers were more literate than peasants, who constituted the n1ajority of the

pop,ulati()n:
60.2 percent of metalworkers, 46.4 perce.nt of chemical workers,

but only 3' percent
of colliers were literale. 48 It. was another peculiarity of the

coal-mining industry
that the most inlportant category of colliers, the hewers,

had the lowest
literacy

rate among the colliers as a whole. 49

By 19 26 , 56.6

percent of the Donbas pllpulation was literate, anlong industrial workers 85

percent. According to the 1929 trade-union census, the illiterate accounted for

only 15.2 percent and 9.5 percent among the Donbas colliers and
metallurgical)

45S ee Pokrovskii. HKak zhive\037\" pp\037 250-55 and 26<>-6 t. For a case of cholera outbreak in the

Donbas, see Theodore H. Friedgut, uLabor Violence and Reginle Brutality in Tsarist Russia: The

luzovka Cholera Riots of I \03792.''t Slavic Revieu\\ 46:2.

4\302\260GARF, f. 5459, Ope 4, d. 80. I. 198 (referring to 1923). See also Gomorllhochie, 192 3, no. 9.

P.34.
47

Jacques Sandulescu, DQnh(1.\037 (New York, r I 968]).. p. 125.
48 Potolov, Rabochie VOllbassa. p. 133. In this census and the J 926 census, Hliteracy\" meant

t.he ability to read on1y: it was sufficient to be able to read prinled words if only by syJlables.

491n 192]-24.7 0 % of Donbas co)]iers were literate, hut Ihe Jiteracy fate of hewers was 60.2o/c.

27. I % of the former were Utotally illiterale,\" and )6.20/(' of the latter could not read or \\vrite at all.

Kho;Ja;Jt\\'o Do\"ba,\037sa, 1924\037 nos. 7- 8 , p. 95.)))
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workers respect,ively.5
0

By 1935 only 2.9 percent of the Donbas workers were

said to be illiterate. 5 I
In 1937, however, of those employed in the Donbas coal-

mining industry 3.4 percent were illiterate and 7 percent were half illiterate

(nlalogranlotfl)'e).5
2

How much literate culture was created is another matter.

In 1922..for example,
more than two-thirds of miners were reported never to

have read a
newspaper

or a book.. 53

Working conditions were as difficult as living conditions in the Donbas.

Coal mining in general was one of the most strenUOl1S industrial trades. A

Russian engineer who visited an anthracite mine in the Donbas before the

revolution noted:

To study the actual operation of modem
equipment

I went down to the 3. 000 -

foot level in the mines and saw the difficulties confronting the m,ine.rs in their

work. As the thickness of the anthracite layer did not exceed three feet, the

miners had to crawl into the narrow gangways and then out again with their

coal loaded on sleds drawn by ropes tied to their waists. Special training was

nee.ded for this work and few c,ould stand the strain.. I was told by an engi-

neer who accompanied me that a healthy young student who wanted sonle

practical experience would last only three days at the job.
\0374

Fatigue
and inertia 'were such that material incentive often did not work in

motivating colliers to harder labor.. At the turn of the century, managers ob-

served with despair that \"with very rare exceptions,\" higher wages did not lead
to

higher productivity.. The higher the wages of colliers, the fewer days they
worked and the less strenuous their work became. Consequently, their earn-

ings remained ffi()re ()T less constant, usually at subsistent Jevels\037 indepe.ndent

of the rates\03755

The following commentary on the British coal-mining industry is equally
true of Ukraine and Russia: \"The most painful feature of the coalmining in-

dustry
is the heavy toll it takes on human life by accidents causing death or

injury; this statement. . .
merely

echoed similar remarks made by generations
of observers, within and outside the

industry.
HS 6

By most accounts, data on

industrial accidents were far from complete. According to available data, in)

5 0
Likholobova. Rabochie Donba,fi.tto.. p. 41. and A. G. Rashin, SOoflav fabrichno-zavodslwgo

proletariata v SSSR. Pred\\:aritel 'nye ilogi perepisi metal/islov, gornorabochikh i tekstil'shchiko1/

\" 1929 g. (Moscow. ] 9'3 0 ), pa 97.

51
Likho1obova, Rabochie Do\"bo.5JO\" p. 122.

5 2
/ s tor;;a rabochikh Donhas.fa.. vol. I (Moscow and Leningrad\037 1963). p. 26 3.

5JKir'ianov. Rabochie
fuga Rossii. 1914\037fevral' 1917 g. (Moscow. 1971), p. 105.

54 The Life of a Clremi,fl: Me,noirs of Vladi,nir N. Ipa(;\037ff (Stanford University Press, I 946)t p.
160.

\037\037E. Taski n.. K l'OprOJU 0 privlechenii i uderzlWllii raboc/zikh na kn,nel11lougo['nykh kopiakh

DOlfet.ikago bas.')eina (Kharkiv, [ 18 99 J), p. 15.

5 6
Roy Church. with the as\037istance of Alan Hall and John Kanefsky, 1'h\037 /liJrory of the British

Coal Indllstry, vol. 3, 1830- / 9 1 3: Victorian Pre-eminence (Oxford. 1986). p. 5 82 .)))
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19 0 6-10, of every 1,000 Donbas colliers 329 were maimed at work, whereas

of every 1,000 factory workers only 33 were injured. 57

According
to another

repo\037 in 1906, of the 100,000 Donbas miners,. 40,000 were injured. These

figures appeared, according to a contemporary observer, as if they
had come

straight from the \"battlefields.\"s8 Industrial fatalities among miners were also

high.
In 19 0 4- 1 3. 2\0376 deaths for every 1,000 colliers were recorded in the Don-

bas. This
compared

with 3.7 casualties in the United States, 2.9 in Japan, and
2.1 in Gennany

for the period 1901-10.59 Yet for deaths per I million poods of
coal

production,
the Donbas (0.306) stood much higher than Germany (0.186)

or the United States (0.082).60
From 1893

to 1915-16 the total death toll in the Donbas collieries was

5, 15 2 .
61

The following c/lastusllka of the miners
sadly

reflect\037 reality:

Sirens blare alarmingJy,

People flock to the drif\037

And they carry out a young horsehand

With a smashed-in head. 62)

The Donbas metallurgy industry was an equally dangerous workplace. Its fa-

talities (I \0372 and 1.5 per 1,000 in 1913 and J 9 I 4 respectively) were fewer than

in coal mining, but accident rates (450 and 435 per one I,(X)() in the same

periods) were higher.63

After the October Revo1ution, the accident rates remained high: there was
little

ilnprove.ment
from the prerevolutionary years. In 1924-25 the fataJity)

57Lev Liberman, Trull; byl gorniakov DonbaJ\037,;a,prezIJde ; teper' (Moscow, 1929),pp.
20-22.

Liberman was an expert of industrial hygiene and mining safety who widely published both before
and after the revo1ution.

58
Quoted in V. N. Rubin, uRabochii vopros na snezdakh gomopromyshlennikov luga Rossii.\"

Uchenye zaph;k; (Moskovskii gosudarstvennyi pedagogicheskii institut im. V. I. Lenina, Trudy

kafedry istorii SSSR), no. 249 (1966 ), p. 30.
59

Voprosy tekhniki bezopa,fnosti i Iravmat;zma v gonlo; promyshlennOSli SSSR. Doklady gnnlo;
sektsii II Vsesoiuznogo s \037'ezda po profgigiene ; tekhnike be1.opasnosti (Moscow, 1928), p. 36, and

L.iberman, Tnld i byt. p. '22. In Britain between 1906 and 1913,1.4 deaths were recorded for every

1,000 miners. Church, History', p. 586. For similar
comparisons,

see Slatistika lIe\037..cht1st\"ykh

\037'til4chaie'\" J raboc1Ji/n; Mon,o; ; gonloza1/odsko; promyshlennoJti illzhnoi Rossii za 1908-/904 [sic]
gg. (Kharkiv. (910), pp. 92-93, which quotes 3.19 deaths per 1.000 for 1893-19\302\2603 in the United

States. According to Alben H. Fay, comp., Coal-Mine FatalitieJ in the United States 1870-1914
u..itll Statistic.s of Coal Production. Labor, and Mining Met II 0 d.r;, by States a\"d Calendar Years,
Department of the Interior. Bureau of Mines, Bulletin 1 15 (Washington. D.C., 1916), pp. 10-11
and 21. 3.)2 deaths occulTed per 1,000 miners between 1870 and 1913.

6\302\260D. M. Kirzhner, Gontaia proI11y.fihlenll()Jt' \\.' tsif,.akh. Kratki; spra,,'ochnik (Moscow, 1926)\037

p. 3 6 .

61
VOplVJY tekhl1iki bezopaJllosti ; travmatiznra .' gonlo; p\"OI,,)\037s\"lennOSI; SSSR. pp. 36-37, and

Stal;s/ika neschastnykh .'i/ucltaev s rabochimi gornni i gO\"JOzal\037odskoi promJ'shle\"nosti iuzhllo;

Rossii, p. 90.
62

Shakhty, p. 4.

6) Kir' ianov. Raboeltie Juga RO.5Si;., p. 79. See also Friedgul. lUlovka and Re'J'o{lllioll\" pp.
280-

81.)))
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rate was 1.36 per J ,000 nliners. It rose to 2.9 in 1929,64 remaining almost con-
stant at 2.84 in 1934, 2.84 in 1935, and 2.45 in the first months of 1936.65 This

Inay not have been unique, because in the British coal-mining industry, too,

in approximately the same. periods, deaths and accidents failed to dec1ine..
66

Theodore H. Friedgut may be right in saying that in the prerevolutionary years

b()th managers and workers shared \"the passive fatalism of traditional soci-
ety

in regarding work accidents as phenonlena of nature about which little or

nothing could be done.'''67 The same thought was expressed in a chastushka
recorde.d in Stalino in the 1920S:

A collier goes down the pit.
Farewell to the bright world\037

There he walks with a candle..

Carrying death on his shoulder.
68

Mining was such a dange.rous job that fatalism was not merely resignation,

but one way of contending with fear\" a counsel of despair. Recklessness was

part of the miners'
manly culture, and some, for example\037 dared light their

cigarettes in gaseolls pits or near dynamite warehouses.69

Mining was dreaded as the most dangerous and least attractive enlploy..
ment. When

Victo\037
Kravchenko declared to his parents that he would go to

work in the Donbas, Ufather looked sad. Mother wept softly and reminded me
that I was only a boy and that I would have plenty of time to work later.\"7

0
Un-

like sons and daughters of factory and railway workers, who often went into

the profession of their parents and thus formed a \"workers'
dynasty,.\" chiWren

of miners generally avoided following in their parents' footsteps. Those who
entereo In- rnTng work did so for economic reasons and n()t fr0l11 interest in the

job.?1 A contemporary CllQstllsJlka conveys the popular image of a 1l1iner's life:

Mummy, I'm done for -

l't vc . fallen for a collie.r:)

/)

64GARF. f. 5459, op. 10. d. r r'l L 110 (the figures in this document are r 3.6 and
29\037

obvious

errors). Published figures are ITIuch lower: 0.84 in IQ23-24, 0.93 in 1924-25. and 1.45 in 1927-

28. See 10 let soiuz.a gonznrahochikh SSSR (Moscow. 1930)\037 p. 75. \\I,:'{'''').\\')' leklrlJiki hez0l'a.tnoJti

; tra1.111,ol;z.nla v gnmo; pITJnry.\\'hJen\"o.fli SSSR, p. 37. lists 1.15 for
1923-24\037

I. 10 for 1914-25;

and 1.3 1 for 1925-26.

65RGAE\" F. 7566. op. I, d. 2522, L 4. The figures for the Donbas per se were 2.71.2.68, and

2.48 in the respective periods.

MBarry Supple, The History of the British Coal lndu.'itry\037 vol, 4\037 19 1 J--1946: TJrR Political

ECOflO'1lY of Decline (Oxford, 1987), p. 42 7.

67
F\037ie\037\037ut,

IIIZOl'ka and Re\\'olutioIJ. p, 288. See al so p. 276. _

.

6\037Vi ra B ilet s '-ka\037 UShakhtar\037\037\037-pisni:t \037tn\037\037r\037fichf1Yi yi\037\037)\037\037,. .!1Q\037 ,2 ( '927). p. 59.

69S ee . for examp1e\037-GA-RF. f. 5459, -op. 10. d. II t n. 63 and 137 on t'he-i.9 2oS .

7\302\260Kravchenko. I Cllo.tte Freet/onl. p. 34.
7 1

1. L Moshkovskii and R. L. Naranzon\037 HNekotorye dannye 0 professionarnoi ustojchivosti

shakhterov na osnovanij professional' nogo anamneza,H Vraclzebnoe de/o, 1934. no. I, p. 5\037t)))
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A collier is sooty, he is dirty,

Always drunk. and disgracefu1.72

For many people mining labor was something to' be avoided.

Drinking was a favorite escape
for miners. As the just quoted chastushka

suggests, heavy drinking was an integral part
of collier life. To many pre-

revolutionary observers, colliers lived only by
work and drink. 7] Often the

miners would insensibly drink away their wages.
As one engineer noted of

the Donbas miners in the 1890s, \"The plague of the miner\"s life was heavy

drinking after the monthly paydays;
sometimes work stopped for two or three

days.\"74 Conveniently, there were numerous taverns to serve miners. 15 In 1892

in Katerynoslav province there was one Orthodox church for every 3,094 in-

habitants, one school for every 2,040 1 and one public house (piteinoe zavede-

nie) for every 570!76
Even under the Soviet regime with all its \",enlightenment\" programs, min-

ers were said to
justify drinking

with misguided notions of the effects of al-

coho1: they wou]d drink to ease fatigue and stimulate the body for work and.
in cold weather, to fee.1 warmer. Consumption under such circumstances only
helped to ruin their health. Managers, when hard pressed for cash, gave work-
ers alcohol in lieu of wages, premiums, and overtime.?? Thus, more than half
of their wages were

spent
on vodka, the trade of which, unlike that of food and

i other goods, was well organized in the Donbas. 78

I

Drinking led to absenteeism, which increased on Saturdays and Mondays
and declined in the midweek. Miners' absenteeism was in fact by far the

highest of all industrial workers in the 1920S and I930s. In 1930, for example,
the average number of

days
absent without permission was 13-78 among the

colliers and 4.4 days in
industry

as a whole. 79)

7 2
Mikh. Donbasskii. hPesni shakhterov Donbass\037:\\' Re'fo!illt.t;ia i kul'tllra. 1928, nos. 23- 24,

p.
II 2.

73See. for example\" see A. Shestakov. 4'Na l.are rabochego dvizheniia v Donbasse. Vospomi-
naniia't\" Proletar.rkaia re\\'o[iutsiia. 192 t . no. I. p, 160.

74Fenin. ('oa/ and Politics, p. 49. For the same picture after the October Revolution. see the

192 5 report from Shakhty in Nichoas Werth and Gael Mounee, eds., Rapport.\037 ,fecrel.f so\\.'ietiques.

Ln societe m.fse dan.4; le.4; dOl'lImen,s confidentiel... 19 2/ - 1991 (Paris. 1994)..p. 195.

75
See, for example, the map of luzivka in the J 8908 in Friedgut. luzo\\\"ka and R\037\037\037o/utio\".. pp.

74-75 and 201, on tavern
keepers\037

7'\"
Robitnychyi nlkh rta Ukraini (1885-1894 rr.) Zb;rnyk dokumenti\\l ,. moterialiv {Kiev, 1990).

p. 284.
771. Kuznetsov, hRabochii klass i alkogol'naia problema,'t Gorn()raboch;i. 19 22 , nos. 7- 8, pp\037

4)-44\037

7 8
Desialyi VseIVssiiskii SUezd Sovetov rabochikh, kre.st ';anskikh. kra.r;lIoanne;.tkikh ; ka-

zach \037;kh deputaloV (23-27 dekabria 1922 goda). Sten. olchel s prilozheniiami (Moscow and

Leningrad, 19 2 3), p. 46.
79Trlld v SSSR (193 6 ,), pp. 96 and IIO\037 Note also Trud v SSSR. Spral'och/!ik, 1926-/93 0

88\"

(Moscow, 193 0 ), pp. 18-19.)))
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Drinking was an important part of the miners' observance of religious hol-

idays
and saints' days.80 This was particularly the case before the revolution

when
priests rang

the church bells even on holidays not sanctioned by the

mines and factories: \"The Ininers, with a never-corne-Monday alacrity, re-

sponded to the call, and, having nlissed their shift anyway, went on to lhe

tavern. The result. . . was a work-month of only twenty days.\"SJ

Yet even after the revolution their work-month hardly changed: in the 000-

bas coal-mining industry in 1924-25 it was 20.7 days
,and in 19 2 6- 2 7 21.4

days. The work-month for the most
importan\037

but also the most strenuous

of jobs, that of the hewers, was even smaller: 18.6
days

in 1926-27.82 Thus,

unlike other industries where the key categories of workers tended to be the

most stable and reliable.. in the coal-mining industry
the core of the miners,

the hewers, whose labor decided much of
production,

were the least stable, the

least reliable, and the least literate. 83

Drinking
led to everyday violence. Wife abuse appears to have been COITI-

mon even after the October Revolution, as is shown in a c/1,astus/lka recorded
in Stalino in the 19205:

He rakes up money from the earth,
On

Sunday
he drinks vodka\037

He drinks vodka on Sunday..
On Monday he beats his wife.

84

In Makiivka, in the last three months of 1928, 600
complaints

were filed with

the police by wives beaten by their husbands. Rj
In Luhans'k, wife beating was

widespread, but women could not complain because if they did they would

be beaten even harder.\0376 In 1'937 a man in Makiivka was sentenced to four
months of forced labor for wife beating.

87

Many observers testified that men's brutality was matched
by

that of wom-

e.n. A mining engineer recalls his life in the Donbas in the I 890s: \"My so-

cial circ]e consisted of poorly educated
people,

the junior mining staff. Their

manners were such thal once two of the 'ladies' started a quarrel that led to)

8\302\260Taskin1 K \\t'oprosu, p. 9.
Rr

Friedgut JllZ.O\037..ka and Revolution, pp. 322-23.
82

A, D. Ratner and V. P. Renke, Ka\".ennougol tnaia i antral.fito,,'aia promyshlennost' Donet-

skog() hassei\"o. Obzor so\037tremenn()go sostoianiia (Kharkiv t 1928)t pp. 21 and XLV.
8)

SezonnO.'it' i sezonn)'e kolebaniia \\' prolnyshlenno.tt; i narodnonl khoziai.5we.. p. 388.
8 4

Bilets'ka, \037'Shakhtarski
pisni,'\037 p. 55 (\"V zemli hroshi ohribaie\037 J U nediliu vodku piot, IOn

v Ilediliu vodku p'ie.. I V ponedilok zhinku b'ie H

). Bi1els'ka notes that this song refers to miners'
negligent attitude toward work in the field. Incidentally, this verse is not

grarl1maticaJly correct

As is often the, c-ase in the Donbas, Russian and Ukrainian are mixed here.

85Protiv uRo;.hdestva.'\" Material)' antirozhde.f1\\'en.5koi kampan;i /9 2 8-19 2 9 g.g. (Kharkiv,
1928 ), pp. 6-7. See also De'lliaty; .1.

U

etd Komnlunisticheskoi part;; bol.she....ikov Ukrainv, P . 18 7 .
R6

9

TsDAVO t f. 2605.. op. 2, spr. 602, ark. 58.
8?

Mak\037evskii rabochi;, 4 October 1937.)))
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blows,\"88 The writer Konstantin Paustovsky also observed the following scene
in Juzivka during World War I:

The women also had a vulgarity of speech attainable only by Philistines in the
south of Russia, an evil gossip compounded of impudence\037 dirt.. and halred.

Each of these women was, of course, \"the main one in her own
yard.\"

In

spite of the slander and the chewing of sunflower seeds, they
still had time

to fight As soon as two women had grabbed each other's hair with animal

shrieks. a crowd would fonn around them and the fight would be turned into
a gambling game: bets of two kopecks were placed on which one would win.,

Old drunkards of the neighborhood were
always

the bankers.. They would

hoJd the money in a tom cap.
The women were de]iberately provoked to this fighting. Sometimes a

fight would
spread

to include a whole street. Shirt-sleeved men would join
in, using brass knuckles and lead-tipped whips, and cartilages would crack

and blood 'would flow.. Then a patro\"1 of Cossacks would ride up at a trot

from Novi Svil, where the administration of the mines and factories lived t

and disperse the crowd with knouts. 89

Even today a visitor to luzivka, now Donets'k, or Luhans'k
(nay

encounter a

similar scene. 90

What outside observers considered violence was part of the Donbas work-

ers' everyday life. Fistfighting, for example, which Daniel R. Brower has de-
scribed as nineteenth-century entertainment among workers,9

1
was still fre-

quently observed in the late 1920S among Donbas colliers: barracks fought

against barracks, Riazaners against OreJians. Deaths were not infrequent on
these occasions.92

Children would inlitate adult ent.ertainment and beat each

other half to death.
93 In fac\037 fighting was a form of pastime brought from

the countryside. (In the Donbas countryside- today similar fighting can be ob-
served.)94 Even so, the violence in the Donbas was said to be extraordinary. In)

8RFenin, Coal and Politics, p. 43.
89

Paustovs.ky.. The Slory of a L{fe\037 p. 430. See also Wynn\037 Worker,\\\". Strike.tt;, llnd POMrom.f t p. 88.

900n 13 June 1992on Donets'k\037s main street one observed two women\037 a seHer and a buyer, in

a fight, grabbing each othe(s face. For beatings in the marketplace, see, for example. Lugallskaia
pra\037'da,

2 July 1994a

91 Daniel R. Brower, hLabor Violence in Russia in the Late Nineteenth Cenlury,\" Sla\\';c Revie\"\\

41:3 (Fal] 1982).
9 2

S ee , for example, GARF\037 f. 5459\037 op. 10, d. 9, II. I 14-15 and Rabocha;a gazela, 2 March

I 929\037 p. 2. For more detailed discussion, see Wynn. Workers. Strikes. and /Jo8mms, pp. 89-94.
9JThe future Ukrainian dissident Mykola Rudcnko\037 born in 1920 in lur'ivka near Luhans'k into

a collier family.
was almost beaten to death with stones in such a fight anl0ng children and went

blind in one
eye..

See Mykola Rudenko, Ekono,nichni m01lolohy. Naryj:V kara!ttrnfic\"l1nj pnmy/It-y

(M unich. 1978). p. 46a

94S ee B. V. Gorbunov. UNarodnye vidy sportivnoi bor'by kak. element traditsionnoj kurtury
russkikh (XIX-nachaJo XX v.).\" So\\'etskaia e'nografiia\037 1989, no. 4, p. 93. For this pastinle in

the countryside in the ]920S. see Helmut A Itrichter, Die Bauem \\y\", Tl\037er. Von, Leben allf dem

russischen Doife z\302\273\037ischen Revolution und Kollekri\\,';enurg (Munich, 19 84), ppa 1\302\2605
and 1\302\2607.)))
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Luhans' k, for example, one prerevolutionary observer noted that people would

beat even the fallen
fighters\037

whereas in Russia proper it was a rule not to do

so. This
inevitably

took a heavy tolL The observer had to wonder whence such

bellicosity came.95

To some exten\037 high absenteeism and violent entertainment were due to

the nature of mining labor itself. It was \"a cripplingly fatiguing task,\" and there

was Uin any case an extremely powerful socia] inertia surrounding traditional

rest ,days.\" Recreation was therefore \"of enormous importance to mining com-

munities.\"9
6

However, contemporary
- that is, both pre- and postrevolutionary

-
discussion almost invariably attributes violence to the lack of \"virtue,\" \"cuI-

ture t

\"

and \"respectability\" among the Donbas workers.

Then, as now, crime in the Donbas was
high

in comparison with other in-

dustrial areas. 97

Then, as now, there was a widespread belief that the Donbas
attracted numerous criminals. In the prerevolutionary years criminal gangs

operated widely in the Donbas: the
largest

in Iuzivka, for example, being the

Malakhovs and the Sibiriakovs, who
fought constantly

with ,each other. 98 Peo-

ple romanticized the life ,of criminals. In the J 920S, for example, \"hooligan

songs\" with much of the jargon of thieves were- popular among young Donbas

workers. 99

Yet crime was different from violence. However prevalent violence may
have been in everyday life in the Donbas, crime was limited largely to profes-
sional criminals, who were legion. For all its violence, the Donbas lived its

own moral life. As one
prerevolutionary

resident of an eastern Donbas town

noted, \"Their [Donbas people's] code of ethics was high, there were almost no

thefts, either in the town [Kamensk]or in the surrounding miners' settlements,

and yet there were always a lot of newcomers to the mines.\"loo

Many observers, both pre- and
postrevolutionary\037

failed to see the social

underpinnings of violence, however. 101

Much like Paustovsky, who seems to)

951.Nikolaenko, Rel'oJirllsionnoedvimen;e \\' Luganske (Kharkiv, (926), pp. 6-7.
96

Supple. History. pp. 5 8 -59-
97See

Wyn\037
Workers t Strik.es, and PogrolnJ, p. 89.

C}8
S ee , for example. F. Zaitsev, \"BoJ'sheviki luzovki do 19t 8 goda,'. Literaturnyi Donbass, 1933,

nos. lo-l2\037 p. 15 6 \" and \"Nravy Donetskogo basseina:\" Done/skU kriam (Donets'ik), no. 119 (26
MaY-I June 1995), p. 3.

99 Donbasskii, uPesni shakhterov Donbassa,H p. 112.

'OOBorodin, One Mall in HiJ 7inte., p. 6.

rOI
The values of a society do inform vio]ence, as some historians of the United States assert (see.,

for example, Richard M. Brown, No Duty to Retreat: Violence and Values in American Hi.'\037torv

and Society (Oxford University Press, 1991])<t but there are also socia1 underpinnings not
specifi\037

to a particular culture or nation. An overwhelmingly male (and young. to boot) environment is
one. According to David T. Courtwright, Violent LAnd: Single Men and Social Disorder from the
frontier to the Illner City (Harvard University Press, 1996), p. 79. \"Put fonnally., the assortment
of traits found in frontier mining regions

- violence, cruelty, recklessness, irreligio\037 dissipation,

neglect of hygiene.. bad cooking, and widespread bachelorhood on the one hand; friend] iness.)))
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have seen only HPhilistines\" amid the Donbas inhabitants, a Russian engineer
saw only a crowd in a crowd. He noted of the Donbas min,ers:

It seemed as if these people lacked something essential, strong, and basic:

perhaps the fflllZ!lik [peasant] way of life had never given theln
any

kind of

economic \"upbringing,\" which was the root of the peasant psychology. They

were incredibJy ignorant;, it seemed that neither religion nor tradition had Jeft

any trace on their souls. They were somber, and if not empty, at least they

were not touched by anything, living
more by instinct than by reason.

102

This view of workers and peasants as animal-like creatures was indicative of

the social cleavage that plagued the old regime.
Such a view is more than a mere reflection of the cleavage. The \"wildness\"

of the southern steppe land in general and the Donbas in particular, in its mod-

em incarnation, was a creation of the imagination of contemporaries. What is

more., in many respects the modern political history of the Donbas did indeed

embody this imagined wildness.. as the following chapters demonstrate.)

carnaraderie t sharing\037 and democratic decision-making on the other - was a
biological1y\037

cultur-

a1Jy\037
and socially determined byproduct of an economically driven migratory process that initially

screened out the very young\037
the very old\037 and women.

n

r02Fenin, Coal and Politics, pp. 48 and 50.)))





2 Political Development to 1914)

Politics and
Geography)

The political developm,ent of the Donbas was affected by its geographic lo-
cation in the \"wild field.,\037' at least in terms of Moscow's perception of it In

three respects, the impact was perceptible. First, the mili:tant traditions of the

Cossacks continued. Second, the Donbas (and the steppe in general) served
as a haven for

many fugitives from political an,d econolnic oppression. Third,
ethnic tensions were inevitable in the multiethnic steppe.

The Cossacks (kozak;\037 kazaki, horsemen or brigands in Turkic) formed

martial communities in the wi1d field, composed
of those who fled the op-

pression of Polish-Lithuania and Muscovy, dreaming of a free. independent,

and better Jife in the new land. In the free steppe, life forced them to Jive as

\"free warriors,\" fighting both against their enemies in the north and against the

Tartars and Turks in the steppe. Being free warriors often meant in practice

fighting as mercenaries, allying with this or that
camp depending on political,

military, economic, and other exigencies. Apart from fighting, the Cossacks

made their living by a combination of fishing, hunting, commerce, agricul-

ture, and plunder. Life itself was at once brutal, savage, ruthless, and heroic.

Whatever the mythology of the Cossacks.
I

they came to be integrated into the

Russian Empire in the course of the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth

centuries, as Moscow expanded its control over the
steppe.

2
This long and

conlplex process involved give and take, both material and symbo1ic. In the)

J
For a judicious discussion of Cossack mythologies. see t for exalnple, Linda Gordon, Co.'isack

Rebellions: So(';al Turmoil in the SixteerJlh-CenturyUkraine (State University of New York Press,

1983), and Serhii M. PJokhYt
uCossack Mythology in the Russian-Ukrainian Border Dispute,\" in

S. Frederick Starr, e.d., The Legacy of Hij.tof)' in Rus..'iia and the NeH<' States of Eurasia (Aml0nk,

N .Y., I 994 ).

2For a similar process of the Hetlnanate (Little Russia, referring to the Kiev-Polt.ava-Chemihiv

area, as opposed to New Russia). see 7\037non E. Kohut. RUL'isiafJ C\"entra/isnt alld Ukrainian Auton-

oln..\\': In'per;a[ AbSl1lption of the Helfnanale 176o.'i-J830L.'i (Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute,

1988 ).)
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case of the Zaporozhian Cossacks, in ] 775 their host was altogether abolished

by
Catherine the Great. ,(Some fled to the south, to the Ottoman Empire, but

many of the Zaporozhian Cossacks were \"transplanted to become the Cher-

nomorskoe [Black Sea] voisko, [host]\" in the Kuban region in the northern

Caucasus.)3 By the nineteenth
century,

the Don Cossacks, the largest hoSl

in the Russian
Empire+

like other Cossack groups, came firmly under tsarist

controL4 In exchange for loya1ty and military service, they were granted a de-

gree of
self-gove.rnment

under the jurisdiction of the War Ministry; even after

civil self-government (zenlstvo) was introduced in most localities of European

Russia following the 1861 Emancipation, the Don Cossack Host was exempted

from this invasion of civil authority right up until 1917 (with
the brief existence

of a temporary ze\"tstvo in the I 870s). Cossack leaders were co-opted into no-

bility and officialdom. Cossackdom in general was given a
special legal

status

(soslovie, or estate), and most importantly the Co,ssacks were never obliged to

pay poll (soul) tax (before it was abolished in 1887) or labor or moneydues. In

sho\037 the Cossacks became an important military power of the empire. Ironi-

caJly,
the Cossacks were thus viewed by revolutionaries as the embodiment of

counterrevolution, the oppressor of revolutionary movements. 5

Nevertheless, Moscow feared the Cossacks 4J

passionate aspiration for in-

dependence. The Zaporozhian Cossacks' participation in the 1768 peasant
(haidamak) rebellion on Right-Bank Ukraine (Koliivshchyna) served as the

immediate reason for their disbandment The Don Cossacks produced many

leaders of large-scale peasant uprisings: Stenka Razin (1672), Kondratii

Bulavin (1707-9), and Emel'ian Pugachev (1792-94). The relationship be-
tween tsars and Cossacks was so important that \"When Nicholas I appointed
the first most august ataman [chieftain] he journeyed with his son to Novocher-

kassk, the Don Cossack capital, for the presentation. . . . Each successive tsar

from Nicholas I managed to make at least one ceremonial visit to the Don, the

largest and senior
surviving

Cossack community.,,6 In the imagination of the

common people, too, the Cossacks
upersonified

the yearning for a better world

and a kind of anarchistic freedom.\"?)

3Robert H. McNeaJ, Tsar and Cossa(,t 1855-1914 (Houndmill and London. 198 7)9 p. 15.

4For an excellent account of this process, see Bruce W. Menning, UThe Emergence of a

Military-Administrative Elite in the Don Cossack Land 9 1708-1836,\" in Walter McKenzie Pintner

and Donald Karl Rowney, cd., Russian Officialdom: Tire Bureaucratization of Russian Society
from the Seventeenth 10 the Twentieth Century (University of North Carolina Press. 1980).. pp.

13 0 - 61 .
5 For an exceIJe.nt study of how each political actor imagined the Don and Ihe Don Cossacks in

their multiplicity of Toles. see Peter I. Holquist, uA Russian Vendee: The Practice of R,evolutionary

Politics in the Don Countryside, 1917- I 92 J
.,

(Ph. D. diss., Columbia University, (995).
6McNeal t Tsar and Cossack, p. I.
7

Jeffrey Brooks 9 When Russia uarned to Read: Literacy and Popular Literature, 1861- 1 9 1 7

{Princeton University Press\037 19 8 5)1 p. 177.)))
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The Cossack militant traditions were to bec,ome most evident in the civil
war that followed the J 917 October Revolution. The Donbas was to become
a theater of fierce battle in which, as narrated in Mikhail Sholokhov's famous
stories on the Don, many Don Cossacks participated on the White side. The
militant traditions of the Cossacks a150 helped the Reds, as Sholokhov's sto-

ries show or as seen in Isaak Babel's Red Cava/I)', yet even the Red Cossacks
were n,ot easily brought under Bolshevik control This is clear from the case
of the civil war hero and Red Army Cossack officer FiJip K. Mironov. whose
independent

rnind aroused suspicion in Moscow and led to his arrest and exe-
cution.8

Like other frontier areas, the Russian-Ukrainian south had an antimother-
land tendency. It had traditionally attracted Old Believers and sectarians who

sought freedom there. The Donbas and New Russia in general were bastions

of Utremendous sectarian
activity.H9 According to a Kuban Cossack ataman,

Uthe genius of the Russian
people\"

had always been attracted by the south;

therefore the refonn of Peter the Great was a mistake; the Cossacks embodied

for the Russians the attraction of the south. In 19 J 9 the ataman emphasized
this point to the White Army leader A. I. Denikin, who had fled to the free

south frorn the north conquered by
the Bolsheviks.

TO

The Cossack militancy or its mythological power was still feared even
in the I 96os. At the first news of the famous 1962 strike uprising in Novo-

cherkassk at the outer edge of the Donbas, a Sov'iet military commander of the

northern Caucasus reacted by claiming \"the Cossacks are in rebellion
[VZbUll-

tova[is' kazachki].\" The people's outrage against Moscow was such thai they
beat a woman and tore out her hair simply because her surname was Khrushch-

eva, II
a feminine form of the nanle Khrushchev, the Soviet leader in Moscow.

Even in the fonner area of the Zaporozhian Cossacks, civil war seemed to

revive their militant traditions in the form of a large-scale, anarchistic peasant
war (Makhnivshc/1)'na.Mak/1novshchina) , which engulfed the Donbas. Dur-

ing the civil war fought from 1918 to 1920-2 I, the Bolsheviks condemned

the Ukrainian peasants. for Han
extremely clearly crystallized individualistic

consciousness and strong anarchistic tendencies.\" The Ukrainian peasants, al-

lying neither with the Soviet power nor with the White Anny, did not resemble
their Russian counterparts.

12
More generally, the Cossack heritage was at the)

8
Sergei Starikov and Roy Medvedev, Philip M;r(}no\037J and the Rlls-rian Ci\\lil \\\302\245lJr. tr. Guy

Daniels (New York, 1978).
9V. P. Semenov- TIan-Shanskii, ed.. Ro.fsiia. Polnoe geoKraficlzeskoe opisanie nashego otech\037

estva. Nasta/ tnllia ; dorozh1Ulia kniga. To\"r J 4. NOl'oros.siia i K ry,n (Sl Petersburg. 1910), p.

182.

10
A. G. Shkuro, Zap;ski belogo part;zana (Moscow, 199J ), p. 149.

1101' ga Nikitina. \"Novocherkassk: khronika tragedii,n Don (Rostov)_ 1990, no. 8_ p. 124.

'2Vo.r;'maiakon!erents;iaRKP(b), dekabr' 19'98. Proloko/y(Moscow 1 1961), p. 81.)))
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core of Ukrain.\037an national consciousness IJ and, in the eyes of Moscow, pro-

vided separatist aspirations for a free\037 independent
Ukraine. Under Soviet rule t

therefore, academic research on the Ukrainian Cossacks was greatly
restricted

and Hat times virtually taboo.\" \"All Ukrainian political groups, including the

early Soviet Ukrainian republic, used Cossack symbols,\" and when recently
the chance for independence

has loomed and become real, the Cossack past
has served as \"a focus for national self-identification\037\"14

As the formation of the Cossacks illustrates, the wild
steppe

served an

important functio,n in the history of Ukraine and Russia. Many of the Cossacks

were originally fugitives\037 freedom seekers. The poet Tynlko (Khoma) Padura

(1801-70) sang:

The Cossack never knew a master.

for he was born on the steppes.' 5

Over the years the Cossacks were joined on the steppe by numerous peasants
fleeing political

and economic oppression from the north. Ivan the Terrible's

famous Oprichnina, for
example,

caused much ruin in the country and numer-

ous peasants found refuge
on the steppe.16 It was in part in response to the

service class of landlords who demanded that Moscow stenl the loss of their

peasants to the free steppe in the south and elsewhere that Muscovy e.stablished
serfdom in the heartland of Russia in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. I 7

The deprivation of freedom of movement did not stop the exodus of peasants.
On the contrary, it gave them all the more reason to flee. Some were caught

and returned to their owners\037 but others gained freedom on the steppe. Their

settlement was not
entirely negatively perceived by Moscow, however, which

de.emed it helpful for the defense of the southern frontiers against the Muslim

\"infidels.\"

The steppe also attracted all kinds of criminals and the politically or reli-

giously persecuted who sought a haven: there
\"they

felt like fish in water.\"18

Many protestants, Catholics, and Old Believers, those who adhered to the old)

r 3 For this as reflected in literature't see George Grabowicz. \"Three Perspectives on the Cossack

Past: GogoI', \037evcenko, Kulis,\" Han'ard ,Ukrainian Studie..,., 5:2 (June 1981), pp\037 171-94.

14 Frank
Sysyn\037

\"The Emergence of the Ukrainian Nation and Cossack
Mythology,'tt

Social Re-

searc.\"11 1 58:4 (Winter 1991), pp. 846, 848, and 864. Se.e also o. W. Gerus\037 uManifestations of

the Cossack Idea in Modem Ukrainian History: The Cossack Legacy and Its Impacl.'\" Ukrains
'A:yi

istoryk (New York), 19: 2
<: 1982). Gems maintains that the Centra] Rada of 1917-18 ui\037n many

ways saw itself as an extension of the
Zaporozhian republican traditions and its socia) myths\" (p.

33).
' 5

Dmytro tyzevs'kyj, A Hi.'itory of Ukrainian Uteratflre
(fronl

the 11th 10 the End of the 19th
Century), tr. Dolly Ferguson, Doreen Gorsline.. and Viana Petyk (Littleton. Colo.1 1915). p. 5 6 8.

J6See, for example, S. F. Ptatonov 1 Ivan the Terrible, ed. and IT. Joseph L. Wieczynski (Gulf

Bree7\037t Fla.; t 974).

17S ee Richard \"ellie, Enserfment and Milital)' Change
in Mu.r;co V)' (University of Chicago

Press, 1971).
ISp. Surozhskii, uKrai uglia i zheleza. Ocherki,;' Sovremennik, 1913, no. 4\037 p. 300.)))
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rituals after the church schisl11 in the seventeenth century, for example, canlC

to settle on the steppe. Non-Orthodox Christians composed a consi(Jerable

percentage of the local population (including the Cossacks). As the revolu-

tionary movement gathered nl,omentum, and JX)litical persecution intensified,

revolutio,naries also fled to the south as fugitives.
Econornic development on the

steppe, particularly in the latter half of the

nineteenth century, lured many people from central Russia and Ukraine who

sought there a freer and better life than they could have found back hon1e. The

presence of growing economic
opportunities

also attracted n1any Jews to the

steppe, the area west of Don Cossack Host
province being within the pale of

settlelnent. 19

Much of the imagery associated with the free steppe was mythology, how-
ever. Many people who fled

oppression were again subjected to harsh exploita-
ti,on by serfdom reintroduced ,or reinforced in the eighteenth century. After

the Emancipation of ] 861, gentry \"latifundia\" and ukulak
H

fanning became

strong. True, the peasants, the majority of whom were Ukrainians, tilled land

allo,tments substantial1y larger than the Russian pe.asants to the north, and be-

fore 1905 arrears in re,demption payments in the Donbas were much smaller
than in\037 say, Tula. Indeed, this was why local Ukrainians as a whole were
much more reluctant to go to work in mines and factories. Yet the economic
differentiation of the peasantry was more intense in the Ukrainian steppe than
elsewhere. 20

The popular enrnity toward kulaks was. therefore very strong in

the steppe.
21

After the emancipation act, in both agriculture and industry, an

unmistakably capitalist logic
was always present in the life of the population,

but there was a peculiarly southern twist to it here, as the writer Konstantin

Paustovsky observed:

It was hard to understand who had settled Yuzovka [Iuzivka). The
imper-

turbable hall porter in the hotel explained to me that it had been chiefly Ui)_

legals'\"
- buyers ()f secondhand goods, small usurers, market traders) richer

farmers, tavern keepers, all of them living off the surrounding workers' and
rniners' sett]enlents.

22)

The steppe was far fronl \"free.\"

Nor did the free steppe always live
up

to its reputation in a political sense.)

19 John D. Klier and Shlomo Lanlbroza.. eds+. PognJlns: Anti-Je\037\"rish Violence in Modern Rus-

ShIrl /liJtory (Cambridge University Press, 1992),pp. 140 and 334 (Alexander Orbach and Hans

Rogger).
2\302\260lu. I. Kirtianov, \"Kr'est'ianstvo stepnoi Ukrainy v gody pervoi mirovoi voiny (1914-1916

gg.),U
in O.\037ohenn()\"\"i agrarllogo !;Imia Ross;; 1.1 period inrperializma (Moscow, 1961), pp. 225

and 253.
21

See, for example, the memoir of Volodymyr Sosiura\037 who grew up in the Donbas. \037'Tretia

rota\037\037' K.v;\\', 1988, no. I, pp. 8R and 90.
22

Konstantin Paustovsky, The Story of a Life, tr. Joseph Barnes (New York, 19 64), p. 430. For

a similar statement, see GARF, f. 5459,oP. 7, d. 2, II. 83- 8 4,)))
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For example, the formally democratic Don Cossack government in the form of

krug (assembly) and ataman was largely legendary, losing what little substance

it h,ad as the Cossacks became incorporated under Moscow's rule.

The romantic image of the steppe was also absent from the Donbas. A

visitor to the Donbas would be disappointed
not to find there the \"sweet bit-

terness of the wonnwood,\" traditionally
associated with the steppe. Instead

the Donbas smelled of dust and smoke\037 Everywhere
was \"just the same: the

steppe, factories, mines, and the steppe.'.2]
Yet the \"myth itself was of the greatest importance for it

provided every-

one with a paradigm of problem-solving,\" as Albert Hirschman once remarked

concerning the American West 24
Similarly, the mythology (and the image)

of the free and wild steppe influenced politics.
25 Just like the Cossacks, the

non-Cossack residents in the steppe appeared to Moscow as unruly fighters for

freedom and
independence. Indeed, their record was hardly encouraging to

the center. It was here on the steppe that major peasant uprisings, usually led

by Cossacks, took place
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In the

twentieth century, this history was to
repeat itself, reinforced by new elements

in the cities (the labor movement). To Mosc,ow the image was more than just

a myth.
One has to be careful in emphasizing th,e force of myth, culture, and tra-

dition. Thirty years ago, Barrington
Moore Jr. warned against the assumption

that \"cultural and social continuity do not require explanation\":

To maintain and transmit a value system, human beings are punched, bul-

lied, sent to jail, thrown into concentration camps, cajoled, bribed, made into

heroes. encouraged to read newspapers, stood up against a wall and shot, and

sometimes even taught sociology.16

Apart from whether people were
taught sociology. Moore's contention applies

to the Russian-Ukrainian steppe with the roles reversed: the tsarist
government)

21 S B
. \"

P D k b
. \" Pt.! . \302\267

-
'. onsov, 0 onets omu asselnu; n'OV)\" m,r, 1929, no. 12, p. 124.

24 Albert O. Hirschman, Rtit, Voice, and Loyalty: Responses to Decline in Firms t Organizat;ons\037

and Stales (Harvard University Press, 1970), p. 107.

25The myths and images of a geographical region are often political1y influenced constructions.
For an excellent discussion on this point regarding the Don. see

Holquis\037 \037iA Russian Vendee,'.

and for Siberia, see Mark Bassin, \"In venting Siberia: Visions of the Russian East in the Early
Nineteenth

Century,\"
American Historical Review, 96:3 (June 1991). The Donb\037<t, sandwiched

by two historically Cossack areas; also inherited some of the image of the slobid.r:hcllyna C'the
land of free communes\") 'created in the seventeenth century by refugees from the Polish-Cossack

wars to the present Kharkiv-North Donbas region. For slobidshchyna, see Michael Hrushevsky,
A History of Ukraine, ed\037 O. J. Frederiksen (Yale University Press, 1941), p. 274. For the

ilTlportance of geography to historians; see David Hooson, ed.. Geography and Natiollalldentitv
(Oxford, 1994), and Patricia Yaeger, ed.; The Geography of Identity (University of Chicago Pres\037\037

I 996).

26Banington Moore Jr.; Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy: Lord and Peasant in

the Making of the Modern World (Boston, 1967), p. 486.)))
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took violent measures to suppress the spirit of the free steppe while making
efforts to integrate the borderland Cossack states into the empire.

Even under the Soviet regime the steppe in general and the Donbas in

particular provided a
refuge

for those politically disenfranchised, especially the

dispossessed kulaks who fled collectivization and famine, as wi]) be discussed

in later chapters. The horror and charm of the Donbas was well described

by the writer Borys Antonenko-Davydovych who visited there in 19 2 9. The

wide open spaces of the Donbas steppe, punctuated by waste tips (t erakony)\037)

were so diffe.rent from the Donbas of his imagination: they aroused ri'\037 -hr m -n\037

\"

sentiments, no \"historical romanticism,\" so intimate.ly associated with the wild

steppe. Yet it appeared to him that there a new history, some new peculiar
romanticism, was unfo1ding. Maybe even a new Ukraine was being bom. 27

Despite all the oppressive measures of the Soviet government, the Donbas
retained an

aspect
of freedom.

Part of the \"wildness\" of the steppe was ethnic tension. Because so many

ethnic groups crisscrosse.d the steppe, it was a battleground for constant eth-

nic wars. Even after the Russian Empire conquered the south and coJonized

it mainly with Slavic populations, still the steppe (including the Donbas) re-

tained a multiethnic character. According to the 1897 first general census of
the country, the \"e.thnic\" composition of the Donbas population (in Bakhmut,
Sloy'ianoserbs'k and

Mariupol' uezds) was (in percent) Ukrainians, 52.4; Rus-

sians.. 28.7; Greeks, 6.4; Germans, 4.3; Jews, 2.9; Tartars, 2.1; Belarusian, 0.8;

and Poles, 'O\0374.

28

How ethnically diverse the Donbas was may be seen from the case of the

Ukrainian poet Volodymyr Sosiura (1898-1965) who was born in Debal'tseve
in the Donbas. He could count at least six ethnic. groups in his ancestry: Ser-
bian, Hungarian, Jewish, Ukrainian t French, and Karachai. 29 The Don Cos-

sacks, a blend of Russians and Ukrainians, included a special rank of non-

Slavs: KaJlnyks.
30 Similarly, the Zaporozhian Cossacks included many non-

Slavs: Jews, Tartars, Polcs\037 Turks. Nikita Khrushchev fondly remembers Bul-

garian farmers in the prerevolutionary Donbas Uwho ran many of the best agri-)

2 7
Borys Antonenko-Davydovych, Zemleiu Ukraifls 'koill (Phi)ade'phia\037 1955), p. 14 J (this is a

reprint of a 1942 L'v iv edition).

28Calculated from Pervaia vseobshchllilll'erepi.-;. naselerziia Rossiisko; irnperii. 1897 g. (St Pe-

tersburg\037 1904-5), 13:74-75. (In the 1897 census, '.nationalityu [llotsional'nost t] was defined by

the Hmother
tongue\"\037 [rodno; ;az)'k].) The Don province to which the eastern

part
of the Donbas

beJonged 1 the Russians accounted for 67.2% and the Ukrainians 18.1 %. (See Semenov-Tian-

Shanskii, Rossiia.. p. 182.) The Greek population was conce.ntrated on lhe shore of Azov\037 part.icu-

lady in the Mariupor area, as this Greek nanle suggests. The Jews resided main ly in the western

part,
since the Don as well as the Kharkiv area was outside the Jewish paJe of settlement.

19So\037iura, UTretia rota\037H p. 63. The Karachais are Muslinls and mountain tribes
by origin from

the North Caucasus.

\037oMcNcal, Tsar and ,Cossack, p. 10.)))
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cultural enterprises. They were marvelous organizers. They literally showered

the markets w\"ilh high-quality, low-price produce.\"3. In the Donbas there were

many German fanners, descendants of those who came to colonize the steppe

under Catherine the Great

Many languages were spoken in the Donbas, but the dominant ones were

Russian and Ukrainian. The Don Cossacks
spoke

a \"Cossack language,\" Rus-

sian with Ukrainian and Tartar influences. The dominant language in the cities

was and is Russian, as the Menshevik activist George Denike said of Luhans' k

in the prerevolutionary years:

I was real1y struck by the fact t.hat I never heard a single word of Ukrainian

in Lugansk itseJf. When I went around to where the workers were.. as I did

fairly often, no one ever spoke Ukrainian. But when 1 encountered a non-

worker\037 peasants or petty bourgeoisie\" it was sometimes difficult to make

myself understood. It was a striking contrast between the town and industrial

population in
general\037

and the peasantry.3
2

Some less educated Donbas residents spoke (and to s,ome extent stil1 do) a

language that blended Russian and Ukrainian, a \"Ukraino-Russian dialect.'''33

Often people in the Ukrainian-Russian borderlands identified neither with U-

kraine nor with Russia, calling themselves perevertelli or perevert)'shi (con-
verts).34

Ethnic coexistence almost 'inevitably meant ethnic conflict, however. In

the industrial Donbas, the Tartars, Muslims.; were ready victims of violence

by Slavs. Local authorities
persecuted

the Tartars whom they regarded\037 it was

said, as nonhumans. 35
In

19\302\2602,
in the lakobenko coalfield, Russian colliers,

incited by rumor that their low wages were due to the influx of Tartar workers,
broke into their barracks and beat and stabbed them. 36

The relations between Russians and Ukrainians were sometimes strained.

In the countryside, they lived a very simi]ar life, but villages were either Rus-)

3 1
Khru.'lhchev RememberJ: The La.\\\" Te.\037tamenlt tf. and ed. Strobe Talbott foreword by Edward

Crankshaw and introduction by JelTold L, Schecter (Boston, 1974)t p. 187. For Bu]garian farmers

in the Donbas, see also GARF\037 [, 5459, op. 9, d. 145, I. 167.

J 2
Leopotd Haimson, in collaboration with Ziva Galili y Garcia and Richard Wortman, The

Making o/Three RU.\037Jian Revolutionaries: Vo;ce.rfrom the Menshevik Past (Cambridge University
Press, 1987), p. 354.

.tlSee Bohdan Krawchenko, Social Change and National Con.fciollsness in TK.'entieth-Cenlllry
Ukraine (New York 9 19 8 5), p. 79. For more detai1s9 see t. Nimchynov, \"Do iazykovoi problemy v
Donbasi.\" KIII'llIra i pobut, J 5 November 1925 (supplement to Vist}' VUTs V K).

34L. N. Chizhikova t Russko-rtkrainskoe pogranich
t

e . Istor;ia; slid 'by traditsionno..bytO\\lO;
ku/.tury (XIX-XX veka) (Moscow, 19 88 ), p. 49.

35F. Zaitsev, HBol'sheviki Iuzovki do 1918 god\037n Literatunryi Donbass, 1933, n054 10-12. p.

15 6 .

J6 5 -letnii obzor deiateltnnsti SO;llza gnnlorabochikh \\t Do\"el,,./a,,n basse;n.e (1920-/925 gg.) i

krark(i och-erk rabochego ; professionarnogo dvizheni;a gonr;akov Donetskogo basstina do /920
gnda (Artemivs\"'k, 1925), p. 18.)))
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sian or Ukrainian 1 and the.y hardly mixed with each other. Sonle
ways

of life,

such as the Russian cust()nl of building fences around their houses, were not

liked by Ukrainians. 37 Relations seem to have been more strained in cities and

w{)rkers' settlements. Russians and Ukrainians would insult each other with

derogatory names (kJllJkllO(V [the tuft or hair on a Cossack's shaven head] for

Ukrainians't katsapJt [a standard derogatory term meaning billy goat]'t hracJ1i

I garnblers], klllllif)\037 [roosters] for Russians, etc).]8 Russian nliners \"were con-

stantly at odds with\" I()cal Ukrainians, mainly over women. Workers would
steal things from peasants simply \"to spite the hated khokJ,OI.\"39 In the Don-

bas, according to a former Bolshevik activist, their hostility \"systclnatically
took the form of the most wild fonlls of knife fights.\"4

0 In prerevolution-

ary Luhans'k, there was constant enmity among its three districts, the city
itself where Russian workers lived, the left-bank village Kamennyi Brod, and

the right-bank Gusinovka populated by artisans (many of whom were Jews).

Their hostility was such that it was dangerous to cross the line into another

district: one would be forced to \"swim in dust and dirt,'\" subjected to all kinds

of nl0ckery, and
finally

beaten repeatedly. Local Ukrainians seem to have had

the upper hand in many cases: four to five. Ukrainians could beat up twenty-
five Russians; if a Ukrainian in Luhans'k was in a good mood on a

ho]iday\037
he

would go to the working-class district Hto knock out
katsQJJ}\037.\"

He might break

into the church during the service to fight 41

The most complex and serious conflict involved Jews. According to one
account, \"The whole

p,olicy
and work of the authority was ,directed against the

Jews. The church, the school, and the whole police apparatus were adapted to

persecuti()n and oppression.''t
41 In the Donbas, as in other parts of Ukraine and

Poland. there were periodic pogroms. The Jews were confined to the pale of
the settlement, living under a host of officially sanctioned restrictions on their
nlaterial and spiritual life. Some were able to attend technical schools such as)

J7Semenov- Tian-Shanskii i ROJ\037..iia, p. 189. See also K. E. Voroshilov, Rasska:y () z.hizni.

Vo.\037pn'nina\";;a. Kniga pl'n\037aia (.Moscow\" 19(8), p. II, and Chizhikova, RIIJJkO-l\037krll;n.fkoe

pOKrll\"ich 'e, p\037 47. For a silnilar, mutually suspicious attitude of Ukrainians and Rus.sians in

Poltava in the early 1930s, see Lev
Kopelev\037

I .'iot\\'oril .r;ebe kU111irll (Ann Arbor, Mich... 1978).. pp.

135-3 6 .

J 8 Z a itsev. \037\037Borsheviki luzovki.... p. 156. Sholokhov's classic. And Quiet Flo\".','i the Dolt (1934),

also includes vivid descriptions of such discord in the Don.

.19A. A. Aucrbakh. \"Vospominaniia 0 nachale raz,virija kanlennougornoi pronlyshlennosti v

Rossii:\037 RlI.'tskll;a staril1a, 1909.. no. 12, p, 555. For the enmity between Russians and Ukrainians
in the Donhas, see also 5-letllii o\"'-:.or, p. 19.

4\302\260T. Kharechko, uSotsial-demokraticheskii SOiUl gomo-zavodskikh rabochikh. Iz istorii revoli-

utsionnogo dviz.heniia v Donbasse I goo-I 9 08 g.g..u Letnpi.s. revoliufsii, 1925, no. J. p. I]. See

also Aleksandr Gambarov, uOcherki po istorii revoliutsiunnogo dvizheniia v Luganske, 1901-

19 21 gg.,\" Letopis' rel'olilltsii, 1923\" no\037 4, p. 4 6 .

4' Voroshilov. Rllsskaz.'i () z!ri-;.n;, pp. 121-22\037 and I. Nikolaenko, Re\\,o!illfs;ollnof' dl '
iz},ellie \\.'

LlIg(JIlJke (Kharkiv, J 926), pp. 7-8.
42 Zaitsev. uBol'sheviki I uzovk i.

n
p. 156.)))
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Illining institutes, which provided a growing number of Jewish technicians and

engineers. 43
Yet the majority of the Jews engaged in \"traditionaf' trades such

as \"mercantile and artisanal occupations, dominating the provisions of services

for the rapidly growing settlements of the Donbass.\" Here, as elsewhere within

the pale of Jewish settlemen\037 they had to compete in their trades with Russians

and Ukrainians who, like themselves, had come to seek new opportunities.

Few Jews engage.d in physical labor in mines and factories. Thus not only

their ethnicity and religion but tl1eir occupational concentration contributed to

their isolation from the working population in the Donbas. Workers viewed

Jewish shopkeepers and tavern keepers as outsiders who, in ,collusion with

mine and factory managers, exploited them. Yet for the gentiles they
were

not merely \"exploiters\" but \"Jewish exploiters.\" In the famous Iuzivka cholera
riot of 1892, for example, which led to pogroms against the Jews, \"the mob at

first looted only the Jewish shops, and, where a merchant proved his Russian

identity by displaying an icon, th\037 rioters paid for all goods taken. Only after

they were senseless with drink did the rioters burn and loot indiscriminately.\"44
In the Donbas, as elsewhere in Ukraine, anti-Jewish pogroms took place

periodically, particularly in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

The Donbas was largely spared the first large-scale pogrom$ of 1881-82,45
but the specter of pogroms haunted the Donbas in ] 89246 and 1903. In the

latter case, the pogroms that took place in Kishnev in the spring of that
year

led to a widely circulated rumor of imminent pogroms in the Donbas. Jews

evacuated to safer places, and mine officials fled to avoid danger. The Social

Democrats who had prepared for May Day demonstrations had to cance1 them

Jest, according to their own account, the miners take part in pogroms. The

timely dispat.ch of Cossack troops, however, prevented any pogroms from tak-

ing place in 1903.41 A small-scale pogrom did occur in
February 1905 in the

Rykove coalfields (near Luhans'k): three thousand striking miners assaulted

and destroyed the shop of Davydovich.
48

Here, as elsewhere, the most destructive pogroms occurre.d in October

1905, during the few days immediately after Nicholas II issued the famous)

4) Theodore H. Friedgut, lu::,o,\"ka and R\037'/olllt;on, vol. I, Life and Work in Rus,sia \"s Don bass.

1869- 19 24 (Princeton University Press, 198 9), pp. 197--9 8 .

44lbid., p. 201.
45 Mate ria

1)1
dlia i.\037torii llnti-evreiskikh pogromov v Ross;;. voL 2 (Peu-ograd and Moscow.

J 923), p. 531, lists only two in the Mariupol' area. For the 188 I pogroms in general, see I.

Michael Aronson, Trouh/elf \\Vaters: The o rig ill.\\' of tire 1881 Ant;-Jet!l;sh Pogronl in Russia (Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh Press, J 992). See also the articles by lhe same author, Moshe Mishinsky, and

Eric.h Habere,r in Klier and Lambroza, Pogrolns.
4 6

S ee Theodore H. Friedgu\037 uLabor Violence and Regilne Brut.ality
in Tsarist Russia: The

luzovka Cholera Riots of 1892:1 Slavic RevieJ,1/, 46:2 (Summer 19 8 7).
47/,t;kra (Geneva, Switz:erland)\037 no. 45 (I August 1903), p. 7.
4 8

V. Nevskii9 \"Ianvarskie dni 1905 goda v Ekaterinoslave i Donetskom basseine. Po arkhivnym

dokument\037lm.n Proletarska;a ,.evo/illisiia, 1923t no. 3. pp. 55 and 60.)))
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October Manifesto, promising political concessions, when anxiety for the fu-
ture of the autocracy nlobilized conservative elements. 49 In luzivka., where

one of the biggest pogrolns in the Donbas broke OU\037 at least twelve Jews were

murdered. 50 The luzivka pogrom started when a small group of
people,

said

to have been made up mainly of Jews, demonstrated in order to acquaint the

workers with the October Manifesto. Workers instead countered with a savage

pogrom. Almost all Jewish properties were destroyed, so was the synagogue
in Iuzivka. Workers, both from factorie.s and mines, chased the fleeing Jews

(among whom were wornen and children) to infirmaries with axes. Miners

went around searching for Jews hiding in surrounding viliages.
S1 Some Jews

were tossed alive into blast fumaces.
52 Nikita Khrushchev. an eleven-year-old

boy at the time, was a witness to this pogrom:

In my childhood in the Donbass, I once witnessed a pogrom with my own

eyes. . . . It was a lovely. sunny, autumn day. . . . The mob surged to the south
side of the slope, but the soldiers didn't let the workers into the city. A valJey

of rifle fire rang out. Someone shouted that they were shooting in the air.

Someone else shouted that they were shooting with blanks and that only one

or two soldiers were shooting with live bul1els, just to scare the Jews a little.

Everyone was inventing his own version of what was happening. lne crowd

dispersed late in the evening. The workers from our mine were bragging the

next day about how
many

boots and other trophies they'd picke-d up during
the looting. One man said he had made off with ten pairs of boots. Some of

the miners were telling about how the
Hyids\"\"

marched around calling the Rus-

sians abusive nalnes, carrying banners 9 and bearing their \"yid tsar\" on their

shoulders. When the Russians attacked them with clubs, he hid in a leather

factory. The Russians set this factory on fire, and the uyid tsar\" was burned
alive inside. The

day
after the pogrotTI started I ran straight from school to

Yuzovka fIuzivka 1 to see what was going on here+ There was still a Jot of

looting. I saw clock repair shops which had been broken into, and feathers

were flying along the streets where the looters were
ripping open nlattresses

and shaking the feathers out the windows of Jewish homes. . . . J heard that

tnany of the Jews who had been beaten were in lhe factory infinnary. I de-

cided to go there and have a look with one of my friends, another liuie
boy.)

49S ee Shlomo Lambroza. '4The Pogroms of 19()3-1906,\" in Klier and Lanlbroza, PORr0l11s. For

Odessa, the most pogronl-prone citY9
see Robert Weinberg\" The Revolution of /905 ill Odessa:

Blond 011 lire Steps (Indiana University Press, 1993), ch. 7.
5\302\260A. Linden 9 ed.. Die Jlldellpogrol1,e in RufJlalld (Cologne and Leipzig, 1910). p. 217.

\037I Voskhol/ (SI. Petersburg). 1905. nos. 42-43, col. 34, and nos. 47-48, cols. 18-21. See

also Heinz-Dietrich Lowe, Alltise,niti.rnrusllnd reakJinniire UtofJie. Russischer KOllsen.'al;snJlls

itn Kalllp! gege\" de\" Wandel ..'nll StatU find GeselLf('ltaft (Hamburg, 1978). pp. 24()-41 (lu/.ivka
is rnisspel1edlu7.okov), and S. A. Stepanov. Cherna;a sOlnia v RO.f,fi; (/905-1914 gg.) (Moscow.

199 2 ), p. 77.
,52L. Shklovskii (Sergei). uVosponlinaniia 0 1<}o5 gode,U Proletarskaia re,\"oliutsiia, 1926. no. I,

p. 20r, and Surozhskii. uKrai uglia i zhe1ela..
1

p. 304.)))(15 Decenlber 1993).)))
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We found a horrible scene. The corpses of Jews who had been beaten to dealh

were lying in rows on the floor.53

No one can be certain whether all the details of this reminiscence and its expla-

nation of the cause of the pogrom are accurate. 54
Yet Khrushchev's comments

are a valuable testimony to the tension that obtained in Iuzivka.
In Luhans'k, the pogroms were more limited with only one reported

death. 55
However\037 there was much robbery, and a woman was raped \037hile

her daughter was forced to look on with a candle in her hand. People could

not get away by showing a cross on their chest:
they

had to show \"more ma-

terial evidence,\"5
6

most often the absence of circumcision. In Luhans'k the

perpetrators of the
pogrom, initially a crowd of 150, carried a portrait of the

tsar and a red flag. An observer, a Social Democrat., could not understand what

this
apparent

contradiction meant: a patriotic manifestation or a revolutionary
demon strati on. 57

Ethnic and religious hatred and prejudice were no doubt responsible for

the pogroms, but there were other important factors. Take the geography of

pogroms, for example. As many students of pogroms have noted, both the

1881-82 and the. 1903-6 pogrom waves were. concentrated largely in several

provinces: Kiev, Poltava.. Chernihiv. Kherson, Bessarabia, Podilia, Kateryno-

slav, in other words, by and large the southern Ukrainian steppe. In the north-
west (Lithuania and Belarus), which had an equally large Jewish population,

pogroms did not take place or were limited. 58
This was often attributed by

some Russians to the \"Cossack traditions\" of the Ukrainian people (which)

\037] Khrushchev RpI11enlber.f, with an introduction, commentary, and notes
by

Edward Crankshaw.

tf. and ed. Strobe Talbott (Boston, 1970), pp. 266-67. Black Hundreds refer to organizations of

the extreme right
54 For pogroms in luzivka and elsewhere\037 see Charters Wynn. ,.yorkers. Strikes. and PogronJ.f:

The Doltbll.r;s-Dnepr
B\342\202\254ndin uue /lnperial R,tssia. J 870--.1905 (Princeton University Press, 1992),

ch. 7.
5S It was. according to S. M. Ryzhkov\" due to a teacher and delegate lo the first Duma from

Katerynoslav province: \"an unarmed teacher\" (Ryzhkov?) and Hunanned workers\" dispersed the
pogrom.fhchiki (pogrom perpetrators). He emphatically declared that the Russian people had no

enmity toward the Jewish people; Gosudarst\\.'enrzaia Du,na. Stenograficheskii olchet. If}06 god.

Ses.fiia pen'aia. Tom IJ. ZaJedaniia I C}-]8 (s 1 iiunia po 4 ;;lIlia) (Sl Petersburg. 19 06 ). p. 956.
56DALO. SIF 94f.
57Nikolaenko, Revo!iuls;onnoe d\\lizlrellie\" p. 28. For pogroms in other parts of the Donbas\"

see Linden, Die Judellpogro,ne. pp. 204-10 (Bakhmut). 227-40 (Mariupol'). 245 (.lasynuva\0371 and

other stations). See also T. Kharechko, UOktiabr'sko-dekabr'skii pod'''em 1905g. v Donbasse,\"

ulopis' revoliutsii. 1925. nos. 5-6.. pp.
8-10 and 13-14. Pogroms also took place in the east-

ern Donbas in Don Cossack Host provi nee. where relatively few Jews resided. See the case of
Alcksandrovsk-Grushevskii in Kharechko. p. 14. In the Don anthracite mines 9 the victims of

pogroms were said 10 be the
U I

seditious; intelligentsia.\037' (Proletariat \\' 1t1,\\.\037o/iuls;; 1905\037 1907 gg.
K 25- leti ;u re\037'Olittlsii 1905 g. [Moscow and Leningrad, 1930), p. 203.) [0 the

city
of Rostov, just

outside the Donbas, where of its 144.000 population 14,000 were Jews, pogroms also took place.
See Linden; Die Jildenpogronze, pp. 488-98.

,58S ee the maps on Klier and Lambroza\037 Pogroms, pp. 43 and
194.)))
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included the massacre of Jews by Cossack Hetman Bohdan Kl1melnylsky in

1648 and by the peasants and Cossacks who took part in the 1768 Koliiv-

shchyna).59 Yet the later pogroills were not so nluch a new version of old

atrocities as events caused by tensions fronl rapid e.conomic development, and

indeed it was in the steppe that the old social structure was under the severest

strai n.

As Hans Rogger has convincingly shown in his recent essay. the
pogroms

were
u

p rimarily and originally an urban phenomenon and a projection of the

fast growing southern cities' socia] and ethnic tensions.\" The nlain perpetra-
tors were nlernbers of urban lower middle classes (nlesllChlll1e) and \"migrants
from the inner-Russian provinces, from which most Jews were barred.\" These

were Urai]way and construction workers, the
day laborers, freight handlers,

and vagabl)nds'1 (one \"light add factory workers and colliers in the case of the

Donbas) who \"fled from poverty to the towns, ports, factories, and workshops

of the south.\" Yet \"in raw settlements or urban slums\" they clashed with Jews

(who, like themselves, came to the steppe seeking a better life), viewing Uthis

despised and alien group as rival job seekers, as
employe.rs,

as buyers or sellers

of prinle necessities.,,6o The conservative cJernents, in turn, were alarmed by

rapid economic devell)pments, which assau]ted the rural old regime and caused

Inllch tension in the cities. These people regarded the Jews as the embodinlent

of all they feared: change. ITIodernily, and an uprooted life.
61

When these two

forces merged, as was the case in 1905, the effect prl)ved deadly.

Without popular Judeophohia, anti-Jewish p()groms could not have taken

place,
but it alone cannot explain their geography. Certainly, as Shlom{) Lam-

broza Inaintains\" the fact that in the steppe Jewish comnlunity organization was
linlited and tile Bund (General Jewish Workers' Union in Lithuania, Poland,
and Russia) Uhad not yet eSlablished significant self-defense units\" may also

account for the concentrati{)n of pogronls in the south.
62

Yet part of the reason

for these weaknesses was that the Jews in the steppe we.re more assimilated in

a nlore competitive cconolnic environnlent than th()se in the n()rthwest Few

Jewish workers spoke Yiddish, which made it difficult fllr the Bund to organize

thent. o3 As Hans R()gger has suggested, in western EUr(lpc the liberation of

Jews and the competition offered by them were important causes for pogronlS.

\"Had Jewish en1ancipalion been a fact in Russia rather than a chinlera of the)

59 John Klier,. uThe PogroJn Paradignl in Russian
History,'\"

in Klier and Lam,brola, PORnnll,r;\",

p. 14.
('I(\037Hans Rogger. uConclusion and Overvje.w\037\" in Klier and Lambroza, Pogron'J, p. 336.

61
See Lowe\" Ant;Jel\";ti.utlll,\\' IInd reakt;oIJiire lllopie.

\037lLanlhrOla,. UThe Pogroms in 19 0 )-1 9('J6,\"

,
in Klier and Lanlhroza,. PognntlJ. p. 2)0. For

the Bund, see Henry J. Tobias. 11le Je\"\"i\",\" BUild in Rll.'isia: FIt\"ll ItJ OrigillJ 10
/(j(J5 (Stanford

l' n iversity Press. 1972).

n.\\Friedgut, Illzovka and Rl-'\\'ol\",;(},,\037 p. 2()4+ The Bund had thus to conlpete Ylith the Russian

Socia1 Denu}Crats. See Tobias\037 1'he leu'hill BUild. P+ f r
7.)))
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Right, its anti-Semitism might possibly have found a wider echo\" than it ac-

tually did after 19 0 5. 64

Rogger
has also suggested that antiblack riots in the

American north in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have much in com-

mon with anti-Jewish
pogroms

in Russia's south. Even though these took place
in radically different bodies politic, one an autocracy, the other a liberal democ-

racy, the antagonism in both countries stemmed from \"the stress of change in

the. urban environment.\"6s

Geography
is important to understanding the politics of the Donbas. The

Donbas was located between two historically Cossack areas. The Cossack

forces as oppressors of
popular

demonstrations symbolized the old Russia, the

status quo, and their presence in and near the Donbas provided a powerful

conservative force to Donbas politics. At the same time, however, the Cossack

spirit of freedom continued to pose a threat to the central authorities, whether

tsarist or Soviet. For all its economic
exploitation,

the Donbas was a haven for

refugees from poverty and oppression. Finally..
the Donbas was a place where,

historically, many ethnic groups gathered. Ethnic tensions were exac.erbated

by rapid economic development In the Donbas, political battles were fought
against this historical and geographical background.

66)

Labor and Violence)

The emergence of modern industry and its rapid expansion in the Donbas in

th,e latter half of the nineteenth century recreated symbolic frontiers by of-

fering tre-mendous opportunities and thereby attracting numerous people from
various

parts
of the e\"mpire. The Donbas came to embody many of the charac-

teristics of the historical wild
stepp\037

- freedom and violence - in their modem
incarnations.

Industrial development created numerous workers' settlements and colo-

nies in the Donbas. These were typical company towns, where almost every-

one was connected with the company and almost everything was run
by

it.

Iuzivka was a good example, as Theodore T. Friedgut has shown.67
There was

a peculiarly feudal atmosphere about it According to Nikita Khrushchev, who
worked for the Hughes company,)

64 Hans Rogger. Jeut;sh Po/icie.f a,td Right- Wing Politic.f in Imperial Russia (University of Cal-
iforni a Press, 1986). p. 227.

6:')
Rogger, uConclusion and Overview\037\" in Klier and Lambroza, Pogroms\037 p. 361. For a more

general argument linking nationalism and industrial society, \037ee Ernest Gellner, Nations a'ld Na-
tionalism (Cornell University Press, 198 3).

66For an excellent discussion on the competing identities in uNew Russia\" in generat see Terry
Martin 1 uThe Empire's New Frontiers: New Russia's Path from Frontier to Okraina, 1774-1 9 2 0,'\"

Russian Hi.'itoryillislo;re RUJ.f'e, 19: 1-4 (1992).
67

Friedgut. luzo.\037ka and Revolution.)))
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It is interesting to note that at the mine there was no financial office, not even

a single accountant or payroll clerk\037 The owner did it aU himself. He handed
out 'the pay, calculated production figures, and kept track of it all. He

really

did control the entire mine, acting as manager, bookkeeper, and cashier\037 He

knew how much each worker should get and he
paid

thenl.
68

Makjivka possessed sirniJar characteristics, as a French visitor observed in

1908:)

At the same time, the Makeyevka regioll is one of the most important in the

Donetz Basin which itself is one of the most highly industrialized in Russia.

Apart from the soil which is immeasurably rich, the subsoil holds treasures

which, until thirty years ago, had not been
tapped

or exploited. Both soil

and subsoil are owned by the various industrial concerns, many of which

are French; and it is they who, around the mine-shafts and the blast fur-

naces. build towns and
villages,

administer them and collect taxes from the

inhabitants. We have here a real feudal system in which the tall chimney has

repJaced the castle\037
69

These settlements and towns differed from other industrial centers such as St.

Petersburg
and Moscow where industry was developed at least partially based

upon existing resources.. True, these cities and centers, as Daniel R. Brower

has argued, Jacked adequate human resources and had to rely on migrant labor

(hence he has called them \"migrant cities\..70") Yet the sparsely populated Don-

bas had to build its industry from scratch, relying almost entirely on migrant

labor. SirnilarJy, while private, state, and foreign capital financed industrial-

ization in Moscow and 51. Petersburg, in the Donbas foreign capital was the

driving force be-hind its economic development On the eve of World War I.

twenty-six of the thirty-six joint-stock companies in the Donbas coal-rrUning

industry had almost exclusively' foreign capital. These firms yielded 95.4 per-

cent ,of coal output by the joint-stock companies and ITIOfC than 70 percent of

all coal production in the Donbas. The boards of nineteen of the twenty-nine

companies were situated in France and Bc1gium.11

Foreign
and Russian managers in the Donbas lived a lavish life. Direc-)

68
KJrruJhchev RememberL\037: The Gll1.fll(J.\037t ull'es.. foreword by Strobe Talbott.. tr. and ed. Jerrold

L. Schecter with Vyachestav V. Luchkov (Boston 7 1990), p. 7. Khrushchev referred to 1909.
69Patrick A. Croghan. rile PeaJalJ1 fro\", Makeye,tka: Biography 0.( Bishop Pirls Ne,'el4. A-A.

(Worcester. Mass. \03719 82 ).. p. 14.

7\302\260DanieJ R. Brower.. The Rll.fJialJ City betu.'t:oen Traditi(ur alld Modernity, 185\037J9()(J (Univer-

sity of California Press\037 1990).

7 J
V. S. Ziv., Inost ranrzye kapila/y \037rrusskoi gornoZll vot/skoi pnJm.\\/shlerr1losti (Petrograd, 1917).,

p. 59: G. D. Rakulev 1 Raz.'ril;e IIKol 'no; pm'\"ysl,len\"oL\037tj L)onetskoRo ba.fJseinll (Moscow, 1955)\"
pp. 150-53: and V. I. Vovykin, \"Frantsuzskii kapital v aktsionemykh predpriiatiiakh v Rossii

nakanune Oktiahria;' Istoriia SSSR. 1991; no. 4.. p.
180. Anthracite production\" particularly in

the eastern Donbas. was
mainly

in the hands of Russian capital financed
by

St. Pettrsburg \037s credit

institutions\037 foreign finns accountjng roughly for 15% lo 20% of Donbas anthracite production

(Ziv, 11l0JlrlllllJ_Ve kllp;lal}'., p. 64).)))
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tors lived in \"palaces\" with large yards planted with rare trees, while foremen,

shop directors, and chief accountants lived in attractive flats with four to twelve
rooms and with free servants.

72 Their extravagance sometimes assumed a pe-
culiar fonn. The director of Makiivka Mine in the early J890 S was A. N.

Glebov, a transport engineer. \"Living about 25 versts [26.5 kilometers] away

from the mine at Ilovaiskii's country estate, Zuevka, Glebov used to arrive at

the mine in a wild troika amidst great uproar and ringing of bells, either late

at night or at dawn - these unexpected visits were the
way

he 'controlled' tIle

works.\"73 Another director at a mine near Iuzivka was
reported

in r 892 to

practice the same flaunting of power and wealth. 74

Naturally they Jived to-

tally isolated from the workers. The peasants in the area, in turn, treated the

managers as new noblemen:
\"They

used to come to pay their respects very

solenlnly on major holidays, when it was traditional, alas, to give them some

rnoney 'for vodka' -
there was no escaping it\"75

The wild steppe was a stage for wild
exploitation.

In the workplace, man-

agerial authority was often unbridled. The workday of the average collier was

characterized by bruta1 expJoitation and affront. Foreign foremen were said to
be extremely arrogant and often beat Russian workers. 76

The mining engineer

Aleksandr Fenin maintained that he and his fellow engineers \"were able to win

the strong sympathy of the workers,'. but a 1903 leaflet contended that Fenin

treated workers worse than animals. 77

Even artel's (independent work gangs) were not free from exploitation.
Workers often

organized
al1el's to cope with hard, dangerous work alld to

fight against exploitation. Generally speakjng, artet's were tightly knit organi-
zations which ensured (or at le-ast sought to ensure) equality\" mutua) assistance,
and autonomy. In other words, arfe['s were a sort of transp1anted village com-

mune (\"1ir, obshchina), which the peasants idealized and which preserved their

distinct communities. Artel's could be very paternalistic, as was often the case,

but its chiefs, (artel'shchiks), or elders (starsJlinas), were
usually elected, and

respected, by their members. Such communities were particularly important)

717..ail\037ev, hBorsheviki luzovki,tl p. 153. See also Levus\037 \"Iz istorii revoliutsionnogo dvizheniia

v Donetskom basseine,\" Na,vdnoe dela. Shornik, 3 (1909), pp. 47\03748. For more cxanlp)es\037 see

Wynn, Workers J StrikeLf 1 and Pogrom..tt:, pp. 35-36.
73 Aleksandr I. Fenin\037 Coal and Po litiC.1' in Late /lnperial RUJJ;a: Metnn;rs of a Russian Mining

Engineer.. tr. Alexandre Fediaevsky and ed. Susan P. McCaffray (:Northem Illinois University
Press t 1990\,") p. 56.

14S ee V. Veresae.v, uv studencheskie
gody,'\"

in his Sobranie Jo(.'lti\"\037\"ii, vol. 5 (Mosco\\\\\", 1961)\"

p, 333.
75 Fenin, Coal and Polilic.\037t p. 93.

76
Se.e., for

example\037 Voroshilov, Ras.r;kazy 0 zhiz.n;\" pp. 57 and 63. However\037 Voroshilov has

added that he has a fond memory of foreigners. too. See also. Wynn, \037Vorkers, Strikes. and

Pogroms, p. 64.

77Fenin, Coal and Politics, p. 45., and \037LPoslednie novosli,'\037 Letopis' revoliutsii, 1923\037 no. 2, p.

241.)))
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for dangerous underground work, and the dissolution of arle/'s after the 191 7

revolution destroyed the traditional bonds underground and resulted in danger
and confusion. 7R

Yet exploitation existed in llrtel's. In Russia t unlike in
Italy,

according to one account, arte/'s somehow becanle ,dependent on contractors
for their labor (for who'D the artel' elders often doubled) and were exploited
by therTI,.79

To regilnent labor, managers ilnposed fines for the slnaUest violation of

workplace rules, depriving workers of 10 to 25 percent of their wages.
80

(This

offset the relatively high wages ,of Donbas workers\037) Mining engineers were

thus referred to as \"mining officers.\"s I
Fenin suggested that historica11Yt in

Russia, the word engineer had been synonymous with \"money grubber,\" \"an

ahnost utterly shameless plundcrer.
n82 In the case of the Donbas, moreover,

they could even have been branded lackeys of foreign capital because many of
them worked for foreign concerns. Management tended to pay wages late to
retain the work force.. but the wages were often merely credits or coupons for
the company shop

and taverns. Workers, many illiterate or barely literate, were

cheated at work, in shops, and in the office. 83 Labor was not free but hard, as

workers would say: \"Why Siberia. we have our own Siberia.\"R4

Almost all accounts of the Donbas ]abor movement maintain that it was dif-

ficult to organize workers, particularly colliers. The coalfields were scattered
around the

steppe\037
and there was little contact among them. Disaffected work-

ers moved from one colliery to another; so did those persecuted by managerial
personnel and fugitives without proper documents. Ethnic diversity ITlade the

task of organization all the more difficult. yet antagonism and separation re-

nlained str()ng even within a single ethnic
group,

for example, the Russians,

whose loyalty often belonged to their barracks or zelnliac/lest\\'os (groups of

people frOITI the sanle family, clan, village, district. or region). R5
Moreover,)

7 8 For artels., see my HWorkers' Arte]s and Soviet Production Relationst'\037 in Sheila Fitzpatrick,
A1exander Rabinowitch\037 and Richard Stites, eds., Rll.f.f;a in the Era o.lNEP: Explorations

ill So\\t;et

Society llnd Cu/lure (Indiana University Press, 199]).
79See B. Boronov. Arte/ 'ny; trud. Kak organi:.ovat

I

tntdo\\'ye art('li, 2nd ed. (Moscow, 1918)\037

p. I r .

8\302\260This was the case even on the eve of the J 9] 7 revolution. See lu. I. Kir'ianov. Rabochie Juga
RO.fS;;. 19 1 4-je\\'rlll. 19/7 t\037. (Moscow i 197 1 ), p. 64.

81G b

\0374

0 h k
. ,.

am arov. c er I\037 p. 49\037

81
A. 1. Fenin, VOJpo\",ilfalfiia inzhelfera. K is/ori; nbshchestvt'1fllngo i klro;.;a;stvellllagn ra:,v;.

I;;a Ro.\\\037si; (1883-19()6 X.g.) (Prague, 1938), p. 40. The English translation is inaccurate. (Fenin.

Coal and Po[ili!'s, p. 36.)
8J PnJ/elariat \\' rel

tolilll.5ii /
9\302\2605-

1 907 \037\037q p. 190: Robitnych yi rukh /In Ukra;,,; ( /8R5 -1 R94 ,.r.)

Zbirll)'k doku,,,enf;v ; mater;ali,,\037 (Kiev. 199()\037 p. 32 '( \037and G. Novopolin, UPcrvye \037besporiadki
t

gurn(nabochikh ( 1887 god).,\" Pro[etar.,.kaia rero!iurs;;a, 1923, no. 2. p. 1).

84 A. N. Pasiuk, hRabochee dvizhenie na predpriiatiiakh Novorossiiskogo O-va (1872-19\302\2605

g.g.. ),H Letopis' revo!iulsii, 19 26 , nos. 3-4, p, 205.

RSS ee Voroshilov, Ra\037f,r;kazy 0 :hiz\";, p. 67. Kharechko, \037.Sotsial-denl0kratjcheskii soiuz gorno-
zavoUskikh nlbochikhtt\037 pp. 12- 13. and Gambarov\037 uOchcrki,H pp. 46-47.)))
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as Theodore H. Friedgut has shown, there was a nlarked differentiation be-

tween
factory

workers (\"advancing into a modern culture set in something that

grew to resemble an urban settlemenf') and colliers (\"stuck in the throes of

the unsettling transition from village to industry\,") \"two totally different so-

cieties.\"86 Add to these differences divisions by skill, earnings, religion, age.,

and regularity of emplo'yment, and one had very disparate groups of workers.

By contras\037 the southern industrialists (of whom the Donbas entrepreneurs

composed a majority) were among the most organized in the empire. As early

as 1874 they formed the Association of Southe.rn Coal and Steel Producers,

which \"advocated speedy economic modernization for their
country.\" Many

of the southern entrepreneurs also pressed for the formation of syndicates to

promote
\"a centralization and control of industry we]) suited to absolutism.\" In

1902 the Prodamet (of steel producers) was sanctioned by the
govemmen\037

and

in 1904 it was followed by the Produgol' (of coal produce.rs).87
The association

becanle a large and influential interest group' with many lobbyists placed
in

strategically important organizations.
88

.

Historians concur that the Donbas industrialists were of the relatively \"en-

lightened\" sort. Alfred J. Rieber has maintained that they \"displayed toward

their workers a concern which was hierarchical rather than paternalistic. That

is.. the workers were perceived as contractual employees rather than as 'mem-

bers of the family,' as they were in Moscow.,,89 The need to attract and retain

the work force in a labor-shortage region was said to be one reason why they
concerned themselves with the welfare of workers. Indeed, without gove.rn-

mental legislation the southern industrialists took the initiative to create a dis-

ability fund in 1884 and expended as much as one-third of the association's

budget to this end. 90 Their po1iticaJ orientation was nonpartisan. Even when
the 1905 revolution was taking place, one prominent Donbas engineer recalled,
\"I am quite embarrassed at the difficulty of defining the political orientation of
most of my friends or even of my own views.\"9 1

Susan p\037
McCaffray has called)

ft6Friedgul Illzovka and Re\\'oLut;on, p. 330.

87 Susan McCaffray. uThe Association of Southern Coal and Steel Producers and the Problems

of Industrial Progress in Tsarist Russia\037n Slavic Re\\,ie'Hl, 47:2 (Fa1l 1988), pp. 464 and 478. See
also Alfred J. Rieber, Merchants and Elltrepreneurs in J,nperial Rus.tia (University of North Car-

olina Press, 1982), pp. 222-43 and 333-45, V. Liashenko, UTorgovo\037promyshlennaia burzhuaziia

Donbassa v 1861-1917 gg.:' Gorod (Doflets\037k), 24 (6]) (22-28 June 1992), p. 7; and Rene Gi-
raul\037 Empru\"t..\037 russes et ;'n\037est;JSenlenrs franrais en RllS.fe /887-1914 (Paris, 1973), pp. 364-7 1

and 449.

881n 19 17 it had more than 200
lobbyists.

See Iu. v. Aronin\037 \"Monopolistychna burzhuaziia

Donbasu v 1917 r.,H Ukrai1ls
l

kyi istorychllyi zlturnal, J990, no. 9, p. 49.
8 9

Rieber, Merchants and Entrepreneurs. p. 235.

9Olbid.

9 1

Fenin, Coal and Politics, p. 134. Many of them were to join the liberal party, the Kadets (the
Constitutional DeITIocratic Party). Yet Fenin still found uthe demand for universal suffrage. . .

absolutely unacceptable\037 as I knew the Russian peasantry weir' (p. 156 ).)))
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their position \"welfare capitalisnl,\" or \"welfare liberalism. u92

Despite
all this, as the report of the KaterynosJav governor on the I 892

cholera riot in Iuzivka p()inted o,ut, there was a gross imbalance of
power

be-

tween labor and management: the former\037s welfare was completely dependent

on the latter's goodwill; and, in fact\037 the former was exploited by the Jatter

with
impunity\037 (Marginalia jotted down by the ministe.r of the interior read:

UIsn't this the crux of the matter?\") In this sense, in the Donbas industrial

towns and settlements strong paternalistic relations pertained. As elsewhere
and in other countries, strong patenlalism often made labor

passive\037
Yet once

conflict occurred, savage force was used; and workers were
flogged

as if they

were children and slaves whose misbehavior ought to be corrected
by paterna)

whipping. Everyday life in the Donbas was so brutal that the Russian
press

attributed savage exploitation to brutal capitalism alien to Russia, a convenient
device because the Donbas was dominated by foreign capital:

Exploitation exists everywhere, wherever there are people who work and peo-

ple who utilize the labor of others. But never in Russia, not at a sing1e factory,
has it taken on such grandiose proportions of '\037misunderstanding.''1 . . . Mor-

I
tality among the Hughes Ylorkers significantly exceeds that among prisoners \"

in the Siberian mines. 93)

Not surprisingly, the history of the Donbas was marked by periodic outbursts
of violent

protest.

One of the fir\037t_\037onflicts in the Donbas took place in I
uzivk\037 j.!lJ \0374..

Colliers demanded a wage hike; they wanted the rolling-mill operatives to
join

them in halting work. The Hughes administration provided the operatives (who
were much better paid) with some barrels of vodka. When the colliers came
unarmed, the operatives attacked them with iron bars under the comtnand of the

Hughes clan. The
operatives

chased the workers for a mile, but then stopped
\"as if they felt ashamed of their deed,\" but in fact they were

simply
drunk. Then

the Hughes officials mounted on horseback, pursued the colliers ot and captured

thenl one by one, beating one of them with an iron bar. The leaders of the

HrebeJ]ion\" (bUIlt) were deported to their native village under police guard. In

summer, to prevent the seasonal exodus of workers, Hughes
did not return

passp(Jrts to workers who wished to leave. When
they began

to leave without

their documents, Hughes had the railway station master deny tickets to those)

92 Susan P. McCaffray, The Politic.'! of Industrializ.ation ill TJ\0371r;sl Russia: The AJ.\\\"{Jc;at;OJl of

SOlilhen, Coal and Steel Prodllcers\037 1874-1914 (Northern Illinois University Press, 1996). Their

outlook
may

be conlparah1e with that of Baku oil industrialists. See Ronald Grigor Suny. \"A

Journeyman for lhe Revolution: Stalin and the Labour Movefnent in Baku, June 1907- Ma y 190\037:'

StJ\\';et StlldieJ, 23:3 (January 197 2).

9JQuoted in Louise McReynolds, The Ne\037\"s tinder RlI.\\\"J;a's Old Reg;'lle: The De\\'elopf1lellf of
a Mass-C;rr'ulatioll Press (Princeton Universily Press, (991), pp. I I{)-] I.)))
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without passports and send them back to the company.94 In the following year,
workers of the Hughes company. angry with a delay in payments, pillaged

shops and taverns when their promised credit was rescinded. 95

On 5 May 1887 colliers of Mines II, 18, and 19 in Rutchenkove near
luzivka struck and then robbed and ravaged shops, the reason being that the

seasonal wage hike (every spring, when the supply of labor became short, the

wages were raised to retain workers) was smaller than the previous year. Be-
cause there was no technician who spoke Russian in the mjnes, they could not

convey their demands. Finally, fifteen hundred colliers gathered at the man-

agement office, and when the director Vincent refused a further wage hike,
the workers

verbally
threatened hitn, and Vincent reported the occurre'nce to

the police chief in Bakhmut. When this report became known to the miners

that evening, several hundred of them raided a brewing factory, drank up the

beer\037 and then broke into a tavern and consumed the vodka on the
spot.

The

following morning several hundred miners congregated again at the brewery,
this time breaking into the locked storage, and again drinking up all the beer.
At mjdnight of that day about fifteen hundre.d colliers again gathered and

pro-

ceeded with their head lamps on (according to some reports, armed with hacks)

to the Hughes company, three miles away. On their
way, they destroyed seme

houses, robbed a tavern, and drank its vodka. Anned workers gathered by the

police at the Hughes factory broke up the demonstration, pursuing the demon-

strators all night. Forty-seven workers (according 'to some reports, forty) were
detained. Still for two days the Rutchenkove workers refused to work. When
the vice-governor of

Katerynoslav province
arrived in Rutchenkov,e with two

battalions of soldiers and the 1l1iners were ordered to resume work, the strik,e

ended.

It was pointed out in official reports that workers' wages were. reduced

by heavy fines \"for their insolence toward the bosses\" and that the mine ad-
ministration gave the c,olliers coupons (in lieu of wages) for purchase at the

company shops at
higher

than market prices. According to the gendarme offi-

cer, the workers
presumed

that \"they will be punished for the disorders but at

the very least others will understand their situation and improve it, even if just
a little.\" After the strike, Cossack regiments were stationed to guard the mines
and factori es. 9(1

A much more destructive event. the so-c.alJed
'c.\037oler\037riot.

took place in

18 9 2 at the Hughes company, taking a
h'eavy

toll in lives. Troops fired more

than 150 live cartridges .and used sabers and lances on a rioting crowd. At)

94Robilnyc/tyi n4kh no Ukrailli. SlaIJo'ly.fhche fa borot\037ba robitllychoho kla\037\037u, 1861-188.4 rr:

Zhi171yk dokll'nenli\037\037 ; 11111IeriaU\\. (Kiev, J986), pp. 12 4- 25.
95Ibid., p. 127.

9 6
Robilnych.\\'i rukh Ita Ukra;,,; (rX85-1894 r1:), pp. 113-31;, Novopolin. UPervye 'bespori-

adki \037:t p. 13: and Brower, The RU\037\037Jian City. p. 2 16.)))
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least 2] workers were killed (according to some reports, 50 or more) and 7

were. burned to death. A total of 182 shops, I I taverns. 7 private houses, and I

synagogue were burned and looted. Up to 500 people were arrested4 The riot

soon spre.ad to Don Cossack Host province. Colliers fled from the mines en

masse to escape the epidemic and persecution, with the result that coal produc-

ti()n declined by 60 pe.rcent. Still from the beginning of July to 6 Noven1ber

cholera accounted for 738 deaths in the steppe industrial belt. 97

The immediate reason for the riot was fear of the epidem.ic, which had

spread to the Donbas from Astrakhan on the Volga. The epidemic revealed

a profound socia] cleavage in the olining community. Every year the number

of \"home.le.ss, wandering\" rnigrants was increasing. According
to a report

of the Katerynoslav province governor, people harbored resenlment against
those responsible for their Jot and against those who took advantage of their

weakness,. and were
ready

for revenge at the earliest opportunity. When the

cholera epidemic broke out, one peasant wOlnan was ordered into isolation

in the sick barracks. Workers, suspecting
that doctors would finish her off,

rioted. An estimated fifteen thousand to twenty thousand participated. The riot

continued for more than 24 hours, and was
suppressed by the Twelfth Don

Cossack Regiment and the p<'llice. Hughes had complacently believed lhat

their workers (five thousand)\037 many of whonl were already settled there., were

therefore content and loyal. In fac\037 when the riot began., \"all of the workers\"

abandoned the factory and joined the crowd of rebels. They did not listen to

COlllpany
officials' refutation of the rumor of the doctors\" sinister plot The

crowd did listen to a clergyman's sermon and kissed the sacred cross as a

gesture of deference, but advised the clergy to hurry home and rioted all the

same. The crowd trusted and obeyed only their own leaders \"ffonl among the

unknown vagrant people.\"9
8

The leaders of the riots were arrested and subjected to public fl()gging in

the burned down main square of Iuzivka. Local peasants
were mobilized to

I

administer the punishment, which continued for three days. Even the strongest
were unable to scream after ten strokes. A military doctor decided, judging by

appearance\037
how many blows the workers could withstand. Appearance was

deceptive, and some were carried out dead. Others were tried by a military

court; eight of them were sentenced to death.
99

Less destructive disturbances were numerous in the I 890s, a time of vast)

97
Rohitnyc!zy; ntkh Ill' Uk,.ai\"i (/\03785-1894 rr.), pp. 285. 297.. and J 18: Y. Kolpenskii.

uKholernyi bunt v 1892 godu,.' A,.kJri\\' iSfor;; truda \\' Ro.\037s;i, vol. ] (Petrograd. 1922), p.
11 2;

and Surnzhski1\037 hKrai uglia i zheleza,'\" p. 303. For a detailed work of Ihis rtOl see
Friedgul.

hLabor Violence and Regirne Brutality i\037
T\037arlst Russia:\"

9R
Rohitnycllyi n\037kJr 1lt1 Ukrai\",; (1885-1894 rr.). pp. 280-87.

99
Kharechko. \037\037SotsiaJ-demograti('heskii soiuz gornozavodskikh rabochikh,\" pp. 9-10; Zaitsev.

uBol'sheviki luzovki,\" p. 157; and Srara;lI/u;.o\",ka 1869-/905 (Moscow, 1937), pp. 9] -9 2 .)))
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industrial expansion in the Russian Empire.
100 In the mid-1890s, for exam-

ple, in Holubivka y three thousand colliers ravaged the administration building,

dropped a mining crane down the shaft, and damaged draining machines.. (The

reason for this riot is not known.) The authorities armed peasants of surround-

ing villages and pitted them against
the miners. Then two Cossack squadrons

jo,ine.d in. Arrested workers were birched sixty times each.
lor In 1900 strik-

ers at the Makiivka and Prokhorivka Coalfields who demanded better working

conditions were subjected to flogging.
102

Until 1904 flogging (and corporal punishment in general) of peasants (the
majority

of workers belonge.d to the peasant estate) was legal. 10)
Yet this prac-

tice (which did not stop even after 1904, as will be seen) was symbolic of

the deep social divide that characterized the tsarist regime. It was far from

befitting the supposedly liberal ideals of the Donbas industrialists, replicating

instead the old noble-serf, master-servant relations. The old regime actually

survived. Its endurance is ofte.n attributed to the lack in the Donbas of civic ex-

perience. According to this view, so-called third ele.ments, profe.ssional groups
such as doctors, teachers, agronomists, and statisticians who would have pro-
nloted such experience from their base in the zen1stvo (local governing body),
were \"minimal in the Donbas.\"

,o 4 It is not clear whethe.r this was indeed the
case in statistical terms as far as lhe western, Ukrainian part of the Donbas
was concerned.,0 5

(The eastern Donbas in Don Cossack Host province had
no zem.stvo.) Yet the third elements with whom workers came in contact were

employed largely by
the Donbas companies.. private employers. (However big

the company towns
may

have been, they were not elevated to the status of mu-
nicipalities.) From the workers' point of view. these professionals belonged to
the administration. (Hence doctors were viewed as enemies.) Extreme though
the Donbas may have been, the vast gulf between ideals and harsh

reality
was

observed in Russian cities in general. Daniel R. Brower has called this \"the

confrontation between the visionaries and the business elite. on the one hand,
and the migrant city, on the other.\"u>6

The Donbas riots were directed against those whom workers considered)

IOOFor a list of such events, see S. I. Potolov, Rabothie D(}\"ba\037fSa \\.' X I X veke (Moscow and
Leni

ngrad\037 19 6 )). the insert between pp. 248-49. See a] so I urii 'Gessen, /.'itor;;a gomorabochikh
SSSR. Tot\" vtoroi. Vlora;a polovina 19- go vekn (Moscow, 1929), pp. 141-49.

101
Levus t Hl z is{orii,'\037 pp. 53-54.

I02Ibid.\037 p. 57.
l03For the history of corporal punishment in Russia, see N. Evreinov, lstoriia

tele.snyklt nakazanii

\".\037ROJ.fii (New York, '979).

J()4This is one of the conclusions of FriedguCs study of the Donbas. See his luzo\\'ka and Re\\'o-

lilt ion.

I05Note various statistical data in B. B. Vese]ovkii, /storiia zem..\"t\037'a za sorok let, 4 vots. (51.
Petersburg, 1909-1 I )\037

r06Brower, \"The Russia\" City., pp. 225-26.)))
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their oppressors and their accomplices: managers, merchants, tavern keep-
ers\037 physicians, and foreigners in general. It is often suggested in the Lenin-
ist framework of spontaneity versus consciousness that they did not seeln
to concern themselves with \"fundamental socia], econornic, and political

changes\037\"'07 In the post-Soviet 1990S some observers would make the same

argument about the Donbas colliers' lack of concern with ufundamentaf' issues

(Chapter 8).

Yet they may have viewed fundalnental issues in terms of
autocracy.

The

tsarist nlyth. the benevolent tsar and evil officials, is said to have obtained

wide]y among the Russian and Ukrainian peasantry.
J08

Destructive though the

riots were., they were, as the 1887 incident in Rutchenkove discussed earlier

in this chapter suggests, \"ritualized violence in which the workers appealed

to the tsarist officials.u,OC} According to Aleksandr I. Fenin, the colliers,. still

tied to the countryside, were \"inclined to fe.el that taking part in a strike. was

a kind of 'rebellion'
[bUilt], something

that is punishable by the authorities

[nachlll 'stvo] but that is fu 11 of rakish protest.\"
110

I n other words, according to

this view, the workers' sense of the world in which they lived, their
perception

of their self-identity, and their concept ,of the mora] econonlY were defined and

shaped by official political discourse: benevolent autocracy, loyal narod, and
abusive elements in between. Doctors, trained in modern medical science, fit

easily
into this view of the world. Even flogging was consistent with the view

of the narod as the tsar's repentant subjects.
One could argue, however, that in fact workers simply used such concepts

to their own ends. Like the
peasants

Danie] Field has studied\" workers were

cunning, opportunistic, and calculating. There is evidence that the Donbas

workers were shrewd operators in the market and understood its mechanism

well. For instance, they often struck in the spring, as they did in 1887, for max-

imum effect when the labor market became a sellers' market with the seasonal

exodus of the work force. I II

Clearly, the kind of market force that operated
in the south was an enormous transformational force and was a threat to the

traditional social and moral fabric of the autocracy, an.d that is why the au-

tocracy remained ambivalent all along about rapid capitalist dcvelopnlent.
r 12)

I07See Wynn's Leninist-sounding interpretation in Wynn. Worker..f. S,,.iki'S, and PogltJllls. p. 128.

loRDaniel Field\037 Rebe/L{ ;\" the Na,,,e of the Tsar (Boston\037 1989). One of the two cases FieJd has

analyzed comes from Ukraine (Chyhyryn, south of Kiev).

HKJBrower, The RlIJS;all City, p. 223. 1\037lis examples include the Donbas riots of 1887 Cpp.
116-

17).
I

JUFenin. VOJpon,ilZan;ia ;,.rzhellera, p. T 4\037t The English translation of this phrase. renin, Coal
and Politics, p. [40, is inaccurate.

.. \302\267
For this bargaining tactic, see E. Kolodub, Trlld ; zhi:.n

I

gor1Jortlhochikh till G\"lIshel'\037'k;kh

Glllral.5irnykh nldnikakh, 2nd ed. (Moscow, 1907), p. 44.
112See the classic by Theodore yon Laue.. Sergei \"'itre and the !1u/uJlriali:.at;()11 of Rll\037fs;a

(Columbia University Press, J 963).)))
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Yet the tsarist officials were convinced, despite frequent riots, that the colliers

were not inclined to get organized (why should they if it was assumed that

they operated in the traditional manner), and, in this sense, it
appeared

to offi-

cials that the colliers were politically less disloyal than the
factory

workers.
I 13

(Studies show that even though the mining industry io other countries, too, is

prone
to strikes and violent protests, it can also be peaceful.) 114Until the turn

of the century, to the sat-isfaction of the tsarist officials, revolutionaries were
unable to

organize
Donbas miners. 115 The behavior of Donbas miners was so

silnilar to Field's peasants that one might conclude, following Field, that \"we

cannot establish the balance of since.rity and dissembling within the peasants
themselves.\" 116

From the turn of the century onward, however, underground 'organiza-

tions of Social Denl{>crats (Marxists), PopuJists (later Socialist Revolutionar-

ies, SRs), and anarchists came to
operate

in the Donbas on a sustained basis. 117

How effective they were in organizing workers, especially colliers, is difficult

to ascertain. Anarchists were not very organized by definition; the SRs were

diverse groups. As for the Marxists, in the wild steppe of the Donbas the

moderate Mensheviks were much
stronger

than the Bolsheviks. This may sug-

gest that the organized segment of the Donbas workers, which was very small,

preferred open, economic struggle for tangible gains.
I 18

The 1905 revolution, which took place during a losing war against Japan,
was a watershed for the Donbas as elsewhere in the empire. Both the

privileged

and ed,ucated and the lower classes were united in their political dissatisfaction

with a regime that al'owed no political input from society. The tsarist mo,ral

order failed in 1905, symbolized by Bloody Sunday, urban and rural unrest)

.13 Kharechko. 41'Sotsial-demokraticheskii soiuz gomo-zavodskikh rabochikh,u pp. 13-14.
1f4Note Gaston V. Rimlinger, Ulntemational Differ,ences in the Strike Propensity of Coat Min-

ers:
Experience

in Four Countries,H Indus/rial and lAbor Relations Re.v;ew, 12:3 (April 1959).

C'Four countries\037. refers to Britain\" France, Germany, and the United States. lne reason for min-
ers' contradictory behavior is attributed to their socia1 and geographic isolation and the.ir intense

so) .darity.) For an interesting comparison of Gennan collie.rs and iron and steel workers\037 see Bar-

rington Moore Jr. Injustice: The Social Ba.c;e.f of Obedience and Re\\.'olt
(,London\037 197 8 ), ch. 7.

For a more recent e.xamination of miners' militancy, see Roy A. Church\037 Que.ntin Outram, and

David N. Smith, uThe Militancy of British Miners, I 893-1986: I nterdisciplinary Problems and

Pcrspectives\037U )(.\",rnal of Interdisciplinary H;story\037 22: I (Summer 1991), which emphasizes three

f\037ll:tors: structure, consciousness\037 and organization.
Jl5 Some members of the People's Will, a populist party, worked in the late 188os, but their

impact seems to have been minimal. See Levus, '.Iz istorii:\037 p_ 50. For the People's Will in
the South in general, see Norman M. Naimark, Terrorist.\037 and Social Venlocrats: The Russ;an
Re\\,'o/utionary Movemenl under Alexander III (Harvard University Press. (983), ch. 4.

J
16Fie]d\037 Rehel.\"i t p. 214.

117S ee
Wynn\" }%:)rkers. Strikes, and Pogrnnl.5\" ch. 5.

JI R
See George Denike \037s interesting account in Haimson\037 Th\037 MakinR of Three Ru.rsiall Re\\.Jolll-

tin1tarie.5, pp. 355-56T Luhans'k had \"a11 the things that in most cases distinguished the Menshe-
viks from the Bolsheviks,'H but there the Bo1sheviks were

predominant.)))
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with much bloodshed, and the continuing battle in 1906-7. Charters Wynn
has described this process in the Donbas. 119

An attentive observer of the revolution in the Donbas noted that by 1905,

a tangible change had occurred in the Donbas workers' political outlook. The

revolutionaries' agitation was probably one factor, and, no doubt, workers had

learned lessons from t11eir struggle for the redress of what
they regarded as

injustice. Fenin, for instance, has noted that 1905 and the preceding few years

Ubrought something new in the workers' 111ood, which became generally ex-

cited. Now and then we met downright arrogance\037 something
inconceivable

before.\037' With \"the old authority . . . strongly shaken,\" workers \"started per-

ceiving us as direct enemies\037\"'20 According to another observer, owing to
the hliberation moveme,nt\" of that period, the old \"patriarchal\" re]ations be-
tween workers and their bosses were replaced by hostile ones. Now some

workers, however sinaI) they might be in number, viewed the industrialists as

exploiters, not as employers. \"Having
lost belief in God,\" they understood

\"freedom\" simply as a personal freedom to attack the bosses with a knife or a

revolver: 21
In fact, in the Donbas, political terrorism came to be practiced by

worker-revolutionaries under the influence of the SRS.'22

These individual observations should be
qualified. First, in everyday life,

the workers' \"downright arrogance\" took the form of maximum humiliation

rather than terrorism. The carting off of rude bosses in a wheelbarrow was
their favorite ritual. \"5maIJ villains\" we.re simply carted out of factories and

mines and dumped in the street The bigger ones were treated with much

pomp. For example, a
guard

of honor, workers with brooms, was set up to

haul out one
Zakopyrki,

a foreman in Luhans'k. Managers we.re subjecte.d t()

harsher treatment HTauson'\037
(probably

'Tawson or Towson, an Englishman), in

Luhans'k, was first put in a bag and then thrown into the mud before being

dragged out J2J
Second, workers may not have discarded their Hbelief in God.\"

On 14 December
1905

in Oebar'tseve, for example, a large crowd went to at-

tend the funeral of fallen comrades at a church. With no sense of contradiction,
they sang

a hymn and t.hen revolutionary songs.
J 24)

119Wynn\037 WorkeT:f\037 Srrikes t and PORnJm....
!

2\302\260Fenin, Coal and Politics, pp. 140-41.
111A. A. Auerbakh, \"Vospominaniia

0 nachaJe razvitiia kanlcnnougoJ'noi promyshlennosti v

Rossii,\" RLLf\037fkaia star;lIa, '909, no. 12.. p. 5604
121Le.vus,\"11. istorii,\" p. 68. and Zaitsev, \"Bol'sheviki luzovki,\" p.

161-. No doubt, terrorism

was in part a response to official terror. In February 1905, for example, rniners
\037

strikes in two

Donbas coalfields led to shooting by
the police, which left se,ven workers dead. See Materialy

po islor;; Ekaterinos/avskoi sotsia/-deI11okraticheskoi organizatJ;; bot'sheviko\\' ; revoliu/siotl1lykh

.\037ob)\037tii 1904-19\302\2605-1906. K 2o-ti letnenru iubileiu re}Joliutsi; 1905 g+ (Katerynos1av, [924), p.

223.
i2 3

Gambarov, '4iOcherki,\037' pp. 73-74.

1241bid.)))
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Sti II, the language of politics had begun to change in the Donbas.125
The

workers in the Donbas began to speak openly against the tsar.

126
The old tsarist

myth appeared no longer to be tenabJe (if it had been tenable at all). In 1905

Donbas workers marched singing, characteristically
in Russian:

In Piter (St. Petersburg) on the throne
Sits a scarecrow with a crown.

117)

Another song from December 1905 went: \"From Warsaw to the Altai there is

no one more evil than Nicholas.\"128

Opinion among the worke.rs was not unanimous, however.. In the Decem-

ber 1905 armed
uprising

in Horlivka, the \"cesspoor' of the Donbas\037 many

fighters uttered, \"The tsar is a swine.\" Ye\037 as one Donbas collier later testi-

fied. he did not know whether the tsar was a swine or no\037 but all the same he

went to help the armed comrades. 129
The uprising originated in a local labor

dispute in this settlement, developing into armed conflict with the authorities

in which several thousands of railwaymen, miners, factory workers, and oth-

ers from allover the Donbas participated. In one of the largest
and bloodiest

battles in the empire in 1905, the several thousand
strong

workers were routed

by several hundred Cossacks. The workers had 250 rifles, 5 00 revolvers, 400

guns of other types,. and thousands of lances\037 as well as plenty of dynamite

and other ammunition. Still they were defeated, because, apart from the lack

of leadership and military training, they had
hoped

that the troops would re-

treat and that the matter would not become serious. ')0 More than one thousand

mutineers knelt down in defea\037 asked for mercy, cried, and sang the national

anthem. The military commander
Ugrinovich

was so shaken by their wailing,

\"unfeigned desperation,\" \"miserable look, and faint-heartedness\" that he did

not even make a list of the arrested.
The

\"unfeigned desperation\" and penitence of the rebels may have been
a shrewd tactic to save their lives, rather than a manifestation of their belief
in the tsar's benevolence. In fac\037 their \"unfeigned desperation\" did not save

them from humiliating punishments. Those detained were forced to take an

oath (which probably involved kneeling down before the portrait of the tsar

and even kissing t.he imperial flag) and then to
sing \"God Save the Tsar.\" Oth-

ers we.re whipped by Cossacks until
they

could not move. 1) I
After 1904 such)

I 25 For the link between language and \"class\" action, see Gareth Stedman Jones, Lang.uage of
Class: Stfldies in English Working Clas\037'i HiS10T)\037 1832-1982 (Cambridge University Press\037 19 8 3).

116 Le
u

I
. .. ....

66VUS, Z lstonl, p. .
117

Sosiura\037 \037'Tretja rota,'\" p. 7 8 .
128K. G. Ershov, uDekabr\037skoe vooruzhennoe vosstanie v Donbasse,\" Katorga i ss.vlka, 1930,

nos. 8-9, p.
12.

119Ibid., p. 13. For an interesting account of popular attitude toward the tsar, see Wynn, Workers,
Strikes, and Pogromr, p. 249.

1 3
0Ershov, HDekabr'skoe vooruzhennoe vosstanie,\" pp. 56 and 61--62.

1]1
rbid. t pp. 60 and 65-66. Fearful of terror, Donbas miners fled en masse with the result that)))

:48-49. See also Bohdan, A\\'oid-

ing t.\037ttinct;oll, p. 6\037.)))
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Figure 2. J. A Donbas worker being whipped for participation in the revolutionary

struggle in 1905. From A. N. Shcherban' and A. A\037 Rutenka, Stranitsy letopisi Donet-

skoi (Kiev, 19 63), p. 74.)

punishment
was illegal but was still widely meted out. The whip was in

great

demand in the Donbas \"as a means of 'reproof\" for the colliers. I ]2
(Punish-

ment and humiliation by whipping remained a source of bitterness for many

years among the Donbas workers. When, for example, the engineer N. N.

Berezovskii, who worked at the Uspenskii coaJfieJd near Luhans'k from 1905
to 1910, was implicated in the famous Shakhty trial of 1928.. sixteen former
workers from the mine wrote to the pubJic prosecutor's office, accusing him

of lashing and torturing his colliers in 1906.)133

Eventually, dozens were tried, but the majority were acquitted on the

grounds
that they were \"utterly dark masses\" [sovers!1en1Io temn)'e liudiJ.134

Whatever the tactics of the \"utterly dark masses,\" the tsarist myth appears to
have still retained some power in official discourse. As is clear from the ex-
ecutions in 19099 of the thirty-two rebels who were sentenced to death, the)

the number of colliers almost halved after the uprising.
IJ1P.. Pokrovskii, uKak zhivet donel5kii shakhter,\" Russkoe bogatstvo., 1913..no. 129 p. 256..

IJ3GARF, f. 9474., op. 7. d. 159. II. 89-90.

I 34
Materialy po is/or;; Ekaler;noslavskoi sotsia/-demokraticheskoi organizatsii bol.sheldkov,pp.

460-61 .)))
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twenty-four who repented escaped execution, while the eight who did not re-

pent
were executed in 19<>9\"35

The political behavior of the Donbas workers, particularly
the miners,

posed some troublesome questions for the revolutionaries. For one, unlike
the workers in the capitals and other industrial centers,13

6 the Donbas miners
showed little interest in organizing themselves. (I shall discuss this issue later

in this chapter.) For another, revolution and reaction appeared to merge in

the wave of anti-Jewish pogroms. As Khrushchev has discussed in his mem-

oirs quoted e.arlier, ordinary Donbas workers were among the active .partici..

pants. Surely, some segments of the working class\037 particularly colliers, were

recruited into the company posses or stood on the side of counterrevolution,

attacking their fellow workers with anTIS.[)7 In 1905 and the following few

years
the notorious Black Hundreds, radical right-wing groups, also recruited

Donbas workers., including
colliers.

I 38
Similarly, in some coalfields the Black

Hundreds succeeded in recruiting colliers into, the \"Union of the Russian Peo-

ple,u often said to be a
protofascist organization.

(39 Yet in 1905 many workers

participated in both strikes and uprisings and
pogroms.

14\302\260
Indeed, an observer

of the Iuzivka pogronls stated that the \"dark masses'\037 a thousand strong had

surpassed the Black Hundreds in their \"cruelty and inhumanity.\" He
despaired

of the \"awfully difficult and awfully long\" process of educating these \"dark

\"14 1
nlasses.

The revolutionaries had difficulties in dealing with these seeming contra-)

J.\\5 Donbu.s \037,ret-!o/illts;; 1905- 1 907 godo,,' (Stalino, 1955), p. 7 I, and Kharechko, UOktiabr'sko-

dekab(skii pod\"em v Donhasse\"n p. 51.

136 Laura Engetstein.. Mosco.\". 1905: Working-Cla,fi..fi Organization and Political Conflict (Stan-

ford University Press, 1982), and Gerald D. Surh, 1905 in St. Petersburg: Labor; Society. and
Revolu/ion (Stanford {Jniversity Press, 1989). Even the oil workers in Baku seem to have been

much more eager to get organized. Se.e Ronald Grigor Suny, The Baku Commune, 1917-/9/8:
Cll1S.f and Nationality in the Russian Rel'olution (Princeton Unjversity Press, 1972),ch. 2.

137 See the case of Dol zhansk coal field mi ners in 5 -letnii obzor, pp. r 8-19.

',18Linden, Die Judetrpogrome., p. 211; P. A. Moiseenko, Vo.5pominaniia, 1873-1923 (Moscow,

1924). pp. 146-49; and T. Kharechko. UIz istorii RSDRP v Donbasse,n Letopis' re\\tol;utJ;;, 1927,
no. 2 t pp. 165 and 167, and Ulz istorii, RSDRP v Donbasse (1906-1909 g.g. ),\" Letop;s. revoli...

IItLrii, 1927, no. 3, pp. 12\03731. Generany speaking, the Black Hundreds also includ\037d \"pure

proletarians,u ski lied workers of long standing. For this
poin\037

see Stepanov, Chenla;a sotnia, pp.

224- 25.
I 39

Kharechko, \037\037Iz istorii RSDRP v Donbasset\037 (1927, no. 3), pp. 130-31. In ) 905-7, there were

J 7,386 union members in Kalerynoslav provi nee, more than in Moscow (12,000) or St Peters-

burg province (11,081). In lhe Don there were 3,059. See I. N. Kiselev, A. P. Korelin, and V. v.

Shelokhaev\037 HPoliticheskie partii v Rossii v 1905-1907 gg.: chislennost', sostav, razmeshchenie\037

(Ko1ichestvennyi 8I1aliz)t't' l.'itoriia SSSR, 1(}90; no\037 4; p. 77\037 See also I. H. Samartsev, uChornoso-
tentsi na Ukraini

(19\302\2605-1917 rr.),'\037 Ukrains 'k}'i istorychnyi wumal, 1992. no. I, p. 99.
14 0

This is one of the major conclusions of
Wynn. Workers\037 Strikes. llnd Pogroms. See also

Lowe, A ntisemitismus fInd reaktionare Utopie; p. 90. For pogroms in miners' seulements in

Slov'ianoserbs'k near Luhans'k, see Stepanov; Cl1ema;a sotnia, p. 58.

14 1
V. lulii, UChemye ili temnye? (Poezdka v luzovku),\" Voskhod. 1905, nos. 41-48, p. 21.)))
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dictions: the \"Russian revolutio,nary parties with one or two notable exceptions
rarely

inte.rvened to fight the October pogroms.\" Their problems had historical
roots. As Jonathan Frankel has perceptively noted,

That the revolutionaries in Russia
generally

welcomed the pogroms was in

reality not surprising. The inherent tendency of revolutionary populism to

idealize the narnd was here reinforced in varying degrees by
Bakunist bU1l-

Illr.ff'.'o (the ideology of the peasant jacquerie) and
by

Tkachev's or even

Nechaev\"s Jacobinism (lhe justification of the means
by

the ends). More...

over. the struggle
-

1 iterally for life or dealh - against the, tsarist regime, the
constant

depletion
of the ranks by arrests, and the failure of the assassination

of Alexander II
I in 1881] to shake the regime inevitably drove many revolu-

tionaries to read an apocalyptic meaning into the pogron1s.
142

Some Jewish revolutionaries, too, uconsidered the antisemitic nlassacres to be
a good. omen.Hl43

Even in 1905 and beyond anti-Semitism and ethnic issues
were not high on the

agenda of revolutionaries. Khrushchev has maintained

that \"Later the workers canlC to their senses. . . . The workers realized that the
Jews were not their enem ies when they saw that many leaders of the factory
strikes were Jews, and the 111ain speakers whom the. workers eagerly listened
to at

political meetings were Jews.\"I44 Yet, as he also admits, \"the germs of

anti-Senlitism remained in our systeJl1.\"
145

They were to nlanifest themselves
in various forms throughout the period under study.

The militancy of Donbas workers, as of those workers in Moscow who re-

tained a strong nexus with their village.146

may be understood from their life

goals. Because many Donbas workers wanted to save and relurn to their na-

tive villages, their temporary tenure made
militanC)l

less risky. Such patterns

have been observed in other countries, for exalnple, with
regard

to immigrant

workers in the United States. The workers did not need perll1anent organiza-

tions. To prove this, one wou1d have to analyze carefully, among others, the

economic fluctuations in agriculture and the pattern of industrial actions.

One can hypothesize here. however, that in their struggle the Donbas work-)

142
Jonathan Frankel. Prophecy and Politic.f.\" Socialism. Nationalism, and ,lte Russian .Ie.\",,',,;,

1862-1917 (Cambridge University Press, 1981)1 pp. 150, 101. (Bakunin, Tkachev, and Nechaev

were all Russian revolutionaries.)
14JErich Harber, \"'Cosrnopolitanisll1, Antisemitism, and Populism: A Reappraisal of the Russian

and Jewish Socialist Response to the Pogroms of 188 I -I 882,n in Klier and Lambr07Jl, Pog,vms,

p.
III. As a sad commentary on the plight of the luzivka Jews, it is said that, save for a few

exceptions, the
majority

of the
U

more or less well-ofT
t

Jews in luzivka Uobstinately would not

give anything to support their poor brethren:' See Orchel () deiateltnosti prl1vleniia obshcheJl\\'ll

pOJobi;a bednynl eVreel11 v Juz.o'Vke, Ekal. gllb. za /907 god (Iuzivka, '90 8 ). p. 3.
J44 Kh rush clte\\.' Relnel1,berJ, p. 267. According to Denike\037 the Mensheviks in the Donbas were

\"virtually all Jewish. H
In Haimson, Tire Mak.ing of 7'h,.ee RllJsialJ Re\\.\037O/UI;Ollaries\" p. 345.

J45 Khrushchev Remembers\037 p. 269.
14 6

S ee Robert Eugene Johnson.. PeaL'iant and Pro/elatian: 71le
Working

Class of Mosco\",' in the

Late NineteelJth Century (Rutgers University Press\" 1979).)))
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crs sought to defend lheir own space of freedom. The workers wished to
pro-

tect their freedom and independence and their sense of dignity, the actual or

synlbolic guardian
of which was their actual or imagined communities. 147

The

revolutionaries failed to understand that these communities were not necessar-

ily political parties, trade unions, or other forms of their own making. Rather,

these cOlnmunities could be paternalistic and fluid and could be as small and
concrete as

transplanted vi1lage
communes (llrtel's), barracks, zenlliacJ1estvos,

and neighborhoods, and as large and abstract as the \"free steppe,\"
the \"work-

ing class:\037\037 and even \"Ukraine\" and \"Russia.\" Thus one could simultaneously
be a Donbas worker froln Kursk, a Russian patriot and anti-Semite, a pious

churchgoer and wife-beating drunkard, a fierce defender of the free steppe and

a participant in the revolutionary events of 1905. People identified the.mselves

with a multitude of actual and imagined societie,s and communities, which, in

turn, constituted their moral universe.

The church was
part

of their moral universe, and the revolutionaries and

the tsar were their
protectors

or foes depending on specific circumstances, but

there were clear outsiders such as managers,engineers, educated people, Jews,

and foreigners. There was little need for workers to organize if
they

under-

stood that their communities were already there. People were able to choose,

ideologically, existentially, and emotionally, where they belonged (a Ukrainian
could become a Russian nationalist, a Russian could'turn against Russia, and

so on), but in real life they played particular roles according to their actual

sense of belonging. When they perceived a threat to their moral communities,
for example, this

justified
violence. At least to the extent that their belong-

ing was moral and emotional, they used violence as much out of morality and
emotion as out of calculated reasoning. This

hypothesis
is further supported

by what was to happen in 1917 (see Chapter 3).
The Donbas workers. sense of community is similar to what Mark Stein-

berg
has discussed concerning the printers in Moscow and St Petersburg.'4

8

Yet, unlike the printers Steinberg discusses, the Donbas workers, particularly
miners, laid little claim to the universality of their fight for freedom, dignitYt
and moral order. They made little effort to link their narrow, particularistic
demands to universal liberation of the laboring population and of humankind..

This was not a sign of their \"backwardness.\" As Isaiah Berlin has shown, the

claim to universal liberation was a dangerous element of Urational\" reason-)

147Here one may draw an analogy with Benedict Anderson.s study of nationalism as an
im\037gined

political community. See Benedict Anderson\037 lmagi1led C01nmunities: Reflections on the Origins

and Spread of Nationalist\" (London.. 1983).
14 R

Mark D'. Stejnberg.. Moral Commu1Iities: The Culture 01Class Relations in the Ru.ssian Print-

ing buiu,f;try.. 1867-1907 (Unive.rsity of California Press. 1992),and \"Workers on the Cross: ReH-

gious Imagination in the Writings of Russian Workers. 1910-1924,\" Rrlssian Review, 53:2 (April
J 994).)))
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ing,1
49 and there was no historical necessity for the Donbas miners to

acquire

a class-based, Marxist world view. Steinberg maintains that the \"discovery
of selr' was an important stage in the development of Russian printers' con-
sciousness. Yet the Donbas colliers ,did not have to discover their \"selves\": the
Cossack myth, reinforced

by
the open space in the steppe and the dark, yet un-

controUable underground, provided, almost by default, a community for them.

They were more interested in protecting their space than in liberating it. Their

struggle was more defensive than offensive. Their sense of cornmunity was

ak'in to the peasants' view of their community, mir. 150 Unlike the 111ir. how-

ever, which excluded outsiders, the open steppe, like the American West and

Siberia, was inclusionary: the steppe did not reject those who sought freedom

there\" 51

The extent of peasant militancy in the Donbas in 1905-6 matched that of

the workers: arson, destruction and plunder of noble estates, armed attack on

the authorities. 152 In 1905 Fenin fe1t lucky to be an engineer when he he,ard a

Ukrainian peasant woman shout to workers: \"Just let me get my hands on the

paIlS [noble landowners]. I'll cut their throats.\" 153

Among
the Donbas peasants (the majority of whom were Ukrainian-speak-

ing), however, national sentiments were not articulated, not only because of

political repression and
organizational problems, but also because of the Uintel-

lectuals' unrealistic statelnents, which often did not correspond to the interests

of the peasants being addressed.\"154 The Ukrainian peasants in the east did not

necessarily need Ukrainian nationalism to articulate what they wanted. They

had their own cultural and ideological heritage, the Cossack past, which helped

them to formulate their dreams and demands. This
tendency

would manifest

itself during the civil war from I 9 I 8 to 1920-2 I. After the T 905-6 revolution,

outright violence declined in the countryside in general. but instead, through-
out the

European provinces of the empire, pe.asants came to express their H

open)

'491saiah Berlin\" uTwo Concepts of
Liberty.'\037

in his Four E.rsays on Liberty (Oxford University
Press.. 1 969).

15 0 S ee Ben Eklof and Stephen P. Frank, eds.. The World of the RIIJLfian Peasant: /)051-

Enlallcipaliotl Culture and Society (Boston, 1990).
IS1 For the inclusionist hospitality of the frontiers, see Leonard Thompson and Howard Lamar,

\"The North American and Southern African Frontiers,\037' in Thompson and Lamar. eds., The Froll-

tier in History: North Anlerica and SOllthern Africa Co,npared (Vale University Press, 1981), p.

J 8+

15 2
See. for example, NaJh krai. Dokulnenry po is/or;; DonJkoi oblasti (Rostov, 19 6 3). pp. 373-

75. For geographical analysis
of peasant disturbances, see S. M. Dubrovskii\" KreJt 'ianskoe d\\'izhe-

n;e v rero/jut.tii 1905-1907 gg. (Moscow, 1956). pp. 61-62, which lists the steppe area of Ukraine

among the most active areas.

153 Fenin, Vospominaniia ;nzJreflcra. p.
16 9+

154S ee the discussion on 1905-7 in Rudolf A. Mark. HSocia1 Questions and National Revolution:

The Ukrainian National Republic in 19J9-1920,\" Haf1!ard Ukrainian Srudie.'i, 14: 1
- 2 (June 1990),

p. t I 8.)))
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hostility to, and rejection of. authority\" in the form of widespread, spontaneous
\"hooliganism\" (which ranged from public obscenity and brawling to \"assault

and battery, rape, arson, and murder
H

).'
55

Violence had long been a way of life in the steppe. After 1905, violence

came to assume a more explicitly political
character than before. It became

common for workers to swear at managers with obscenities and threaten them.

It was therefore considered dangerous (and, here and there, impossible) for the

mine. officials to walk around the coalfields without a revolver in the pocket
and a whip in hand. 156

Political meetings sometimes ended in shootings in-

volving the police and troops.157 In 1907 in Luhans'k the Hartman factory

police chief Grigor\"ev, reputed to have been extraordinarily savage, was as-

sassinated by three Social Democrats while he was strolling in a
city park.

15 8

Here and there bombs were thrown.. and guns fired, \"against
the protectors of

the old regime:'1
59

Until the end of [906 Mine 2 I of the Voznesensk Com-

pany remained inaccessible to the police and dragoons: at every crossing they

would encounter bomb throwers. l60 The Black Hundreds caus.ed disturbances

on the street and in public places. Workers were beaten and flogged,
and their

living quarters attacked. In return, from time to time bodies of murdered con-

stables and Cossacks were found in various comers of the Donbas.. 61
When

the Social Democratic party prohibited terrorism against individuals, terrorists
drifted to the SR party and anarchist groups.'62

The steppe provided a certain freedom in the Donbas. For examp1e\037 work-

ers' political meetings often were held at night not surreptitiously but in the

open steppe, because the police and Cossacks, afraid of bomb attacks from

unknown quarters, would not approach them. '63
The fact that the mines, dis-

persed widely in the steppe, were isolat.ed from one another also helped the

working population to flee from oppression and exploitation: they
moved from)

155Neil B. Weissman, '\037Rural Crime in Tsarist Russia: The Question of Hooliganism; 1905-
191 4,'\" Slavic Revien\\ 37: 2 (June 1978).

IS6Pokrovskii, \"Kak zhivet donetskii shakhter, p. 256.
157See. the case of luzivka in May 1907 i n TsDIA\037 f. 705.. op. 2.. spr. 4, ark. 67.
158Gambarov\037 uOcherki,u pp. 76-77 (lhe three assassins escaped). See also Voroshilov, Rasskazy

o zhizni, pp. 331-32. Levus, Hlz istorii,n p. 82, claims that ir was an act of the SRs. For olher

cases, see TsDIA, f. 705\037 op. 2, spr. 4, ark. )0 I.

'591...\302\243vus, \"Iz istorii,\" p. 82. For cases of murders of engineers.. se.e TsDIA.. f. 705, op. 2. spr. 4\037

ark. 79, and Trudy eJe.'\\trennago s\"ezda Gornopromysh/enniko\\J iuga Ross;i'(/5-21 IPlaia 1907 g\037).

Ch{l.\037/' 2 -ill. Stellograficheskii otchet (Kharkiv\" 190 7), pp. 76-77.

c60Kharechko, \"Iz istorii RSDRP v Donbasse\" (1927, no. 2), p.
J68\037 Dynamite was easily

available in mines and was
frequently

stolen. See TsDIA, f. 705, op. 2, spr. 4. ark. 93, 98, IO!,
112, etc.

16J
T. Kharechko, i'lz istori i RSDRP v Donbasse (1906-1909 gg. ).'\" Le top is

,
rt\\Poliut...i;\037 1927 t

no. I, p. 195, and Voroshi]ov\037 Rasskazy 0 '[.l1i:)l;, pp. 36)-64.

Ib1Kharechko, Hlz istorii RSDRP v Donbasse
H

(1927. no. I), p. 196, and (1921. no. 3). p. 129.
16]

Kl1arechko, UOktiabr\037sko-dekabr'skii pod,'em 1905 g. v Donbasse.
t '

p. 6, and Hlz istorii RS-
DRP v Donbasse

U
(1927.. no. 2), p. 156.)))
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one mine to another and hid there, (High labor turnover was in part an expres-

sion of this geographical peculiarity.) Furthermore, the nature of mining labor

itself restricted m,anagerial control: undergroun,d work was difficult to super-
vise. In other words, if neither confoffility, nor rebel]ion, nor exit was possible
or

preferable,

164 there was still a fourth possibility or option: everyday forms
of resistance were

readily
available.

16 5

The political violence of the Donbas lower classes was emblematic of the

political and social rifts that divided D'onbas society. It was in the Donbas,
perhaps

more than anywhere else because of its Cossack association, that the

specter of a Pugachev re.be1lion and popular uprisings haunted \"respectable so-

ciety.\" Alexandr I. Fenin, who
happened

to see armed workers in Debal'tseve

in December 1905, recalled \"a
large

crowd of people armed with the most

incre.dible weapons - home-made pikes, shotguns,
even scythes\037 which gave

the ,gathering the appearance of one of Pugachev's bands.\"166 The colliers'

militancy reminded the mayor of Luhans'k of Pugachevshchina (the Pugachev
rebellion).167 In popular perception, the Cossacks as a political force still em-
bodied the coercive power of the state, but here as elsewhere some Cossack

regiments engaged in mutiny, expressing resistance to military mobilization

and dissatisfaction with the bleak status of their farms.
168

The unresl was not

merely economic, but political: some Cossacks evoked \"that old Cossack spirit

of freedom which created the Cossacks, which lived in them and which in the

course of centuries our Russian autocratic bureaucratic government destroyed

in the Cossacks.\"I&} These mutinies foreshadowed the failure of Cossack sol-

diers to support the tsar in February 1917. Many impoverished
Cossacks and

retired soldiers had no choice but to work in collieries.
170 While their pres-

ence was feared by workers and revolutionaries, the entry of people from the

military estate into industrial labor did signify that the old ,order was being

eroded by economic development. \"Respectable society\" in the Donbas, as
elsewhere, was horrified at the specter of Pugachevshchina. What they saw

right under their noses, offense to person and property, went against their lib-

eral beliefs. 17
1)

164 Here I have in mind Hirschman.. Exit; Voice, and Lo)'alty.

165 See James C. Scot\037 Weapons of the Weak: El't!I),Jay Fonns of Peasant Resi.rtllnce (Yale U ni-

versity Press't 1985). Yet another option was famous:
heavy drinking\037 Severe polilical repression

paralyzed the activity of miners\037 some of whom sought refuge in drinking,
16hFenin,Coal and Politic.'t., pp. 158-59.

167Shklovskii, \"Vospominaniia.\" p. 207. For liberals' fear of Pugachevshchina. see also Rogger,
Je,t,.tiJh Policies.. p. 199.

16S
See John Bushnel1. Millin)' a,nid

Repre..fJion:
Rlls...ian Soldiers in the Re\\'olutioIJ o..f 1905-

1f}06 (Indiana University Press, 1985). For a case of support of workers' struggle by
Cossacks in

1906, see Donbass v re,,'o/iuts;; ICJ05-1907 godov, pp. 76-77.
16 9

Quoted in McNeal. Tsar and Co.5.5ack.. p. 133.

17\302\260Levus, ulz istorii;\" p. 84, and Kofpenskii, uKholernyi bunt\" p.
112.

171 The best account is Roberta Thompson Manning, Crisis of the Old Order ill RU.f.fia: Gentry)))
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The fate of the sick fund law of 1912 was sYlnbolic of these fissures which

entailed no political compromise. In Moscow, S1. Petersburg, and elsewhere,.
the sick funds were accepted by both labor and management, and contributed

quickly
to the creation of surrogate trade unions and cultural organizations of

labor.
172

Yet in the Donbas they were rejected in most cases
by

both parties:

labor was angered by a stipulation that required workers' contribution to the

funds, while the employers, disappointed as they were by the financial burden

imposed upon themselves. were apprehensive that reductions from workers'

wages would cause labor unrest. The industrialists' demand that the govern-
ment provide national sick funds was not met. Consequently, few sick funds

existed in an industrial ,center with notably high accident and illness rates. 173

Workers' organizations, particularly, trade unions, were
legalized

after the

1905 revolution. Some formed but were soon disbanded. '74
In the Donbas only

two metalworkers' unionf\\ in Luhans'k and Sulin and about ten small unions

of artisans (tanners, tailors, dockers, printers) existed on the eve of World War

1.
17 .5 Revolutionaries were literally hounded by gendannes and Okhrana (the

secret police) underground
,or into exile, or were sent to jail. As a resul\037 it was

said that after the 1905 revolution no other industrial ce,nter was as devastated

as the Donbas. 176 The social and political rifts thus created in the Donbas may

correspond roughly to what Leopold H. Haimson has called a dual polariza-

tion in Russian society on the eve of World War I: a rift \"between workers

and educated, priviJeged society,'\037
and a chasm between Hthe vast bulk of the

privileged society\" and \"the inept, helpless tsarist regime.\"'7? It was not that

elements of modern
civility,

which might have helped to create a modem, civil

society, were absent in the Donbas, but that the Donbas lower classes chal-

lenged the very notion of civility through their
deep suspicion

of \"respectable\"

society. Unlike the St. Petersburg workers Haimson analyzed, the Donbas)

and Governlnenl (Princeton University Press, 1982).
112

For example\037 see the case of Moscow in Diane Koenker, Mosco\",' Workers and the 19 1 7
Re\\\037olution (Princeton University Press. 1981), pp. 73-74. For a more critical view of the sick

funds in S1. Petersburg., see Robert R. McKean, St. Petersb\"rg beh...'een the Revolutions: Worker.\\'

and Revolutionaries, J.4ne 1907-Feb'lIary 19 17 (Vale University Press, 1990),pp. xiii, 163-64.,

182\" and 489-
17Jlu. I. Kir.ianov, Rabnchie

fuga Rossii. /9/4-fe1/rar 1917 g. (Moscow, 1971), pp. J 97-2,03.

The industrialisls had also been in dispute with the zemstvo concerning their cost sharing of local
administration.

174S ee Profe.\037sionar'nye .fO;UZ.V rabocJ,ikh ROL\037sii. /905 g\037-fevral' /917 g. Perechen
t

organizat-

sii, vol. I (Moscow, 19 85). pp. 89,90, 103, 104., 105., 108, and 109.
17SKir'ianov, Rabochie

Juga Ro.vsii, p. 190.

176 \"[ Kharechko, HNakanune Fevra1'skoi revoliutsii v Donbasse.'\" Ulopis' revoliutsii, 1927, no.

4, p. 175.
1 77

Leopold H. Haimson, \"The Problem of Social Stability in Urban Russia, 1905-1 9 1 4;\" Sla\\lic

Re.,'ieHl, 23:4 (December 1964)..,and 24: I (March 1965).)))
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workers were not easily susceptible to the intluence of the Bolsheviks, as 19'7
would witness (Chapter 3).1

78

In the meantime, as one perceptive observer noted, Donbas society was

stuck in
U

a relationship of eternal and sharp enmity\": industrial managers
100ked on colliers as

dirty, stinking
humans of inferior stock, while the lat-

ter saw in the fomler their most malicious enemy}79)

17 8
This is similar to McK ean

1l

s criticism of Haimson regarding.51. Petersburg: \"None of the
socialist groups, including the Bolsheviks, entered the new free Russia fin 19171 with solid legal

or illegal structures or anyching other than a minute following among a minority of \037kined male

workers.
H

(.M,eKean, St. Petersburg. p.. 494.) A sophistic.ated cultural study by Joan Neuberger,
Hooliganism: Crime, Culture, and Po\037'''er i'l St. Petersburg, 19oo-I914 (University of California

Press, 1993)\037 points to the same conclusion (see pp. 24. 261-64, and 271). Another sophisti-
cated cuhural

studY1l
of Petn,shka (\"the Russian equivalent of Punch and

Judy\"').,
which Haltered

and developed. . . above all in the Ukraine and in the south,\" also points to the exist,ence, in ur-

ban popular culture, of the same kind of profound distrust of any authority. See Cairiona KeHy,
PetrllslJka: The Russian Carnit lal Puppet Theatre (Cambridge University Press, J 990) (quotation

from p. 78). It is not known, howevert whether even this fonn of \"popular culture\" ever existed jn

the Donbas.

\"9Pokrovskii, uKak zhivet donetskii shakhter:; p. 256.)))





3 War, Revolution, and Civil War)

THE S EVE N YEA R S from 1914 to 192 I reve-at
just

how distant relations

were betwe.en the Donbas and the political power
centers of Moscow and Kiev.

Although patriotism of a kind was observed among the Donbas colliers, in the

revolutionary era they demonstrated a distinct lack of awareness or concern for

national politics. The interests of the people of the Donbas lay in protecting

their freedom and the space that guaranteed it Neither the \"class\" ideology

(represented by the Bolsheviks in the Russian capitaJs) nor unation\" (repre-

sented by the Ukrainian nati()naJists based in Kiev) mattered much to them.

Their apparent lack of political comnlitment baffled and angered both the Bol..

sheviks and nationalists, while their insistence on freedom brought about a

siege of terror by the counterrevolutionaries.)

War and Patriotism)

\037he _\037\037_t
preak_ _of Y(ar__ill the _BaJkaJ)s in_ '9 1

4_,
so on to become World W8! I,

w-ai
-

an important event for the Donbas as for the country as a whole. Few

people appeared to think that another war might lead to another revolution. The
initial reaction of the population to the war seems to have been positive, even
enthusi,astic. Many European socialists and Russian Marxists (including the

father of Russian Marxism, G. V. Plekhanov) supported the war\037 abandoning

\"proletarian internationalism.\" In the Donbas, a future leader of the Workers'

Opposition within the Conlmunist Party noted that \"a significant number of

the workers
H

had been caught up in a wave of chauvinism\037

I
Another account

contends that the colliers were the most belligerent: they were ublinded by

'patriotisnl,'

\"
frOITI which they were to be freed only by military failures at)

r
A. Sh1iapnikov, NakllnUlle 1917 goda. Vospo\",iIlQl1i;a i dok,ullelJty 0 ,.abochem d\\,';zhell;; i

re....o/iutsionno'\" podpol'e za 1914-1917 (Moscow\037 1920)\037 p. 276.)

7 1)))
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the front. economic collapse on the home. front., and the underground antiwar

propaganda by the Bolsheviks.
2

In luzivka, when the war began, according to one observer, a crowd gath-

ered in the main stree\037 and agitators made patri()lic speeches: \"Death to Aus-

tria and Germany. Long live Russia. Hurrah!! r\037 (According to this observer,

\"many. many workers\" believed in the war. The market was filled with por-

traits of \"tsars, kings, presidents, and various
generals'\037

on sale. People thought

it necessary to hang a portrait of the tsar not only in their homes but in the bar-

racks as welL In this obse.rver's barracks, too, a man named Su,rzhak Tishka\037

theretofore known as a curser of God and the tsar.,
hammered in a nail, strung

up a portrait of Nicholas, and hung it on the waIL)] Another observer described

the event in Iuzivka in somewhat different tem1S. The gathering had been or-

ganized by the leader of the Black Hundreds Zuzulia. There were only several

hundred. demonstrators who carried banners and sang \"God Save the Tsar.\"

Yet he conceded that \"the majority of w,orkers\" were \"patriotically minded.\"4

As was the case with inductions in general, however, the mobilization of
the peopJe for war was often accompanied by rioting. In July 19 [4, for ex-

ample, twenty thousand young Donbas residents were mob,ilized from villages
an,d mines and assembled in the city of Luhans'k. Many were said to be \"chau-

vinistically minded.\" At their request, services were performed in churches.
Then

they
asked for drink before departing for the front. They believed that

in other places in the Donbas the mobilized were given free liquor. When
their demand

\037o
open a state wine warehouse was denied their anger escalated

into a full-scale rio\037 which ended in looting and anti-Jewish pogroms: they

destroyed almost a]1 the shops in the main street. A drunken crowd, perhaps

following their fighting traditions, attacked a fallen policeman.. The police and

the soldiers mobilized to, dea] with the riot shot three men dead, according to
official data.

5

Other reports paint a very different picture of the Donbas population.
6

In Katerynoslav, just west of the Donbas, the chairman of the Union of the
Russian People, Kuz'm

Martynov,.
was beaten by reservist\037 for his patriotic)

21u. I. Kir\"ianov, Rabochie fuga Rossi;. 19/4-fe\\'ral
t

19/7 g. (Moscow\037 1974), p. 221.

3GARF, f. 6870\037 op\037 I, d\037 150, II. 1-2 (memoirs of V. Galuzin). Galuzin was a Menshevik,

and he probably tended to describe the people as patriotic to defend his wartime position.
4 F. 7..aitsev, uKak my tvorili Oktiabr' (1917-18 gg. v luzovke ),n U10P;S' ret'o!iulsi;, 19 2 5, no.

4, p. 132.

5 Aleksandr Gambarov, HOcherk po istori1 revoliutsionnogo dvizheniia v Luganske, 190 1-19 2 J

gg.,\" Lelopi.'i
t

revoliul.fii, 19 2 3, no. 4. p. 80; Rabochee dv;;.henie na Ukraine v period pentoi
m;ro\\'o; imperialisticlteskoi voiny. ;;UIl' 1914 g\037-fevral

t

1917 g. Sbonlik dokllmenIO\\' ; materialnv
(Kiev, 1966), pp.

12- 1 7; A. Rashkov's review in Litopys revolilltsii, 1929, nos. 5-6, p. 352\037 and

lu. I. Kir\037ianovt uKrest'ianstvo stepnoi Ukrainy v gody pervoi mirovoi voiny (19 1 4- 1 9 16 gg.),H
in O.'iobennoJti agranlogo stro;a Ross;; '1 period imperiaIiznaa (Moscow, 1962), p. 244.

60\037 K. Koshyk, \"Antyvoienni vystupy robitnykiv i selian Ukrainy na pochatku persho&
svitovoi

imperialistychnoi viiny,\" Uk rains 'kyi iSlor)'chnyi zhurnal, 1959, no. 3, p. 34\037)))
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speeches. Further attempts by him to appeal to patriotism met with the same
treatment. An anonymous observer noted that he did not see any enthusi-

asm, or any ucheerful faces\"
among the mobilized: they were apathetic toward

\"the identity and intentions of the foreign enemy,\" but they had a very clear
and hostile attitude toward the internal enemy, in this case the police.? Thus..
people in the Donbas declared, \"Why not mobilize the police constables for
war?\"g When colliers of the Varvaropol' coalfield were horded to a railway
station, they

disarmed the guards and went back home singing revolutionary
songs. 9

In July 19J4 in Makiivka, reservists and factory workers clashed with

the police and Cossacks. One gendarme officer and a shopkeeper who
heJped

the police by firing at the demonstrators were killed by the rioters. The riot-

ing
continued the following day. The reservists hijacked the train to be used

to transport them to the front Fifteen people, according to the police repo\037

were shot dead, and the riot was quelled}O Similar riots, with shootouts with

the poJice t Cossacks, and shopkeepers, took place in other parts of the Donbas

at t.hat ti me.
[ (

The majority of the mobilized, however, did go to war. They did so, be-

cause, according to a Bolshevik activist in the Donbas, \"others went\"ll Allan

K. Wildman has noted that the typical mood of the mobilized was that \"the

rest of society seemed to be telling them
they

must go. Unable to sort out

the reasons, they simply surrendered to the current and kept their thoughts to

themselves.\" I) It is not certain, however, whether the mobi1ized men were

\"unable to sort out the reasons.\"

Even in 1917, when the general mood of the country turned against the

war, the Donbas workers in general would continu,e to express support for the)

7 Rabochee d\037';zhen;e na Ukraine. pp. 16-17\037 Koshyk, UAntyvoienni vystupy,'\" p. 35\037 and A. B.

Berkevich,
U

Kresl' ianstvo i vseobshchaia mobilizatsiia v iiu)e r 9 1 4 g.,\" }sto,.iclleskie zap;ski, voL

23 (1947), pp. 23- 2 4.
R

A. P. Hritsenko\037 uSelians'kyi rukh u Donets.komu promyslovomu raioni v
roky pershoi svi-

tovoi itnperialistychnoi viiny Oypen' 1914 r.-sichen' 1917 r.),\" Ukrains'l)'i ;storychny; zhunlal ,

195 8 , no. 4, p. 79.

'9K ir'ianov\037 Rabochie fuga R().f.\\'ii\037 p. 219.

10Koshyk, UAntyvoienni VystuPYt,' p. ]6, and Hritsenkot uSelians'kyi rukh,\" p. 77. C'Ulichnye

besporiadki i vystup1eniia rabochikh v Ross ii,\" /storicltesk;; arkh;v. 1995. no. 4\037 pp. 95-96.

reports thirteen people dead.) See also lu. I. Kir'ianov, UByli 11 antivoennye stachkj v Rossii v

1914 godu\037n Voprosy is/\"r;;, 1994, no. 2, p. 47-
II

Koshyk, '.Antyvoienni vystupy:\" p. 36, and Hlitsenko, uSelians'kyi rukh:' pp. 77-78
(Bakhmu\037 Khrustal's' k, and lasynuvata). See also Berkevich,. uKrest' ianstvo.\" p. 24.

12A. Batov, \"V Donbasivs'tkomu pidpilli,\" Litop)'s re\\\"olillt.5ii, 1930, no. I, p. 152. See also

Kir.ianov, \"Krest'ian\037tvo
\037tepnoi Ukrainy,\" p. 243.

13 Allan K. Wildman, The End of the RlI.f,fian Imperial A mI)\\+ The Old Anny and the Soldiers'
Repoll (March-Apri/1917) (.Princeton University Press, 1980), pp. 78-79- Yet Wi1dnlan goe.s on

to say that the induction riots
suggested

that many of them uregarded the war as a fruitle.ss ven(ure

of the upper class for which they wouId have to pay, and they took their vengeance in various
subtle and not-so-subtJe ways\" (ibid.).)))
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war, baffling the antiwar Bolshevik party. Because they kept their thoughts
to themselves, it is difficult to know exactly what kind of patriotism obtained

among them, but
popular patriotism did not necessarily spell loyalty to the

tsar} 4
As would become clearer in 1917, the war assumed a moral, anti-

\"bourgeois'.
character in political discourse.

In the meantime, those who stayed in the Donbas were Umilitarized.\" By

August 1914 30 percent of the Donbas miners were mobilized for the front.

Their mobilization created a labor
shorta,ge\037 particularly

of skilled workers,

and the Donbas industrialists pleaded with Moscow for their return to the coal-

fields. Thus by September 19147 to 10
percent

of the mobilized colliers were

brought back to the mines.'5 With some
exceptions

such as messengers and

cooks, many of those working in the mines were thereafter exempted
from war

mobilizations. Instead, they were obliged to work in the mines as if called up

for military service. In March 1917 these l'oennoob;aza/ln}\037e with a deferred

call-up accounted for 45 percent of the almost 290,000 workers in the Doo-

bas collieries. (Prisoners of war constituted more than a quarter of them. The
Donbas managers preferred to use the POWs because they could not strike.)'6
The

voen.noobiaZQJJn)'e
were bound to their workplace. This created a strong

dissatisfaction among them: \"We are like serfs here.\" Some restrictions were

removed later\037 but still they were not free to move. 17

The nlilitarization of mining had the additional advantage of curbing the

notoriously high labor turnover. The war created coal hunger in the country,
even though coal

production
rose a] most without a break from 19 13 to 19 I 7.

This was achieved exclusively by adding labor, which increased rapidly. The

productivity
of labor, however, declined accordingly.

,8 There was all the more
reason to minimize labor turnover, which adversely affected labor productivity.
Summer field work under the sun in which many engaged normally was part of
their work cycle: it was seen as a seasonal break from hard underground work;
so the miners did not want to work underground all year round. They had to be

goaded underground.
19

Despite the ban on seasonal work\037 up to 30 percent of)

14Por this point, see Hubertus F. Jahn, Patriotic Culture in Russia during World War I (Cornell

University Press\037 1995).

15Iu. I. Kir'janov, UV]ii,anie pervoi mjrovoi voiny na izmenenie chislennosti i sostava rabochikh

Rossii .., VoprOJY is to rii , 1960, no. 10. p. 91.
16Ibid., p. 94.

r
7Lev Liberman, UShakhtovladel'tsy i shakhtery,\" Rll\037\037Jkiia zapiski, December 1916, pp. 241-

4 2 .

r8See the table in GornoZ(1\"\037odskoedelo, 1919, nos. 3-4. p. 16640;M.
Ostrogorskii, \037'Rabochee

dvizhenie v Gorlovsko-Shcherbinovskom raione Donbassa (v gody imperialistiche.skoi voiny).\"

Litopy.v re','olillt\037iii. 19 28 , no. 3, p. 80: and S. O.
Zagorsky,

State Control D.l J\"dll\037ftry during the

War (Yale University Press, 1928), appendixes XXI, XXII. and XXX.

r 9
Liberman. \"Shakhtovladeftsy i shakhtery\037n pp. 240-41 and

244.)))
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the miners left for the countryside, which also suffered from a severe shortage
of male hands during the war.

20

Wartime conditions made the exploitation of labor easier. By 1917 the

real wages of tniners and factory workers in the Donbas decline.d by 42.6 per-

cent from 1913.2
t

Their wages were further reduced by all kinds of fines and

deductions for the church, school. and soldlliki (wives of soldiers). Under-

ground work was now legalized for women and minors, and for \"al] without

any exception\" the work day lasted twelve hours. 22

Consumers' cooperatives

exploited workers more than helped them. Hence workers referred to them as

Hrobbers' cooperatives.\"2
J

Many of the new recruits were said to be sons of

rich peasants who bought their way into factories and mines to evade military

service. They were among \"the most conservative and most
cowardly\"

and

were willing to break strikes. 24 Strike leaders and participants were arrested

and dispatched to the front.

Still, strikes continued. 25

Many
accounts contend that during the war the

Mensheviks, with their emphasis on legal, econofnic struggle, gained consider-

able influence in the Donbas. 26

Yet, according to contemporary observers, the

strikes were all spontaneous, without the
leadership

of political parties or even

the most primitive strike cOlnInittees.27
Both metalworkers and miners struck.

but the fonner, better paid and better
provided for, often failed to support the

latter'ts strikes n10rally or
materially.28

In April-May ) 916 a general strike of colliers took place in Horlivka-

Shcherbynivka. It was, according to an official repoJ4 a
purely

economic strike

demanding a 50 percent wage hike; no
p-01itical party activity was observed)

2oGnr1lozavodJkoe de/of 19 I 5.. no. 8. p. 10510. and 19 t 6, no. 4, pp. I 2844-45, and KiT'ianov.

\"Vliianie pervoi Tnlrovoi v01ny,'. PP+ 98-99.

21
Bor.ha Ztl Okrillhr' na Artenl0\\'shchille. Sbor\"ik

l'o.vpominollii
i .flute; (Kharkiv\" 1929), p. 25.

See also Kir'ianov, Rabocltie
Juga Ros.-,;;, p. 77. which reports a 3()% to 50% decline.

220strogorskii,
4'Rabochee dvizhenie..'11 p. 8).

1\037
Ibid., p. 86.

24T. Kharechko. \"Nakanune Fevral'skol revoliutsii v Donbasse.\" Letopi.f

t
re\\'nliUfj\"ii, 1927. no.

4. p. 166, and F. Zaitsev., uBol'sheviki luzovki do H} 18 goda,\" Lilerlllur1Zyi Do\"b(l,f.\\\"\037 ] (;)33. nos.

10-12 1 pp. 166-67. For anti-German assaults in general'. see [u. I. Kir\037ianov,
'. 'Maiskie bespori-

adki' 19r:; g. v Moskve.\037' \\.-hpro,\\'y i.,.t{)r;i\037 1994\037 no. 12. especially p. 143.
25For the strikes

during
the war. see' lu. I. Kir'ianov, uSlachechnaia bor'ba rabtKhikh Eka-

terinoslavskoi gubemii v gody pervoi Inirovoi voiny (iiul' 19I4-fevrar 19 1 7 g.),U lstor;ia SSSR,

19 60 , no. 4.

26Kharechko, uNakanune,\" pp. 179 and 184-85: Bor\037ba :.a Oktiabr' IlQ Artemol'shchine, pp.

31-32; Kir'ianov, Raboclzie fuga ROJJ;i 1 p. 187\037 R. la. Terekhov. Tak \"llcha/as' lJortba. Iz

\\,ospo\"';1fanii (StaJino, 1957), p. 52, etc.
2 7

Kharechko, HNakanune 1

\"

pp. 17 I and 176, and Ostrogorskii, URahochee dvizhcnie,u pp. 93-

94.
2R

See.. for exanlple, Ostrogorskii, uRabochee dvizhenie:' p. 92\037 and Bor \037ba za ()Jaiabr
t

nil

A rte,llovshclzirrc, p. 3 I .)))

v Luganske, 1901-

19 21 gg.,\" Letopis' rel'olilltsii, 1923\" no\037 4, p. 4 6 .

4' Voroshilov. Rllsskaz.'i () z!ri-;.n;, pp. 121-22\037 and I. Nikolaenko, Re\\,o!illfs;ollnof' dl '
iz},ellie \\.'

LlIg(JIlJke (Kharkiv, J 926), pp. 7-8.
42 Zaitsev. uBol'sheviki I uzovk i.

n
p. 156.)))
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(such activity took place only among the factory workers).2 9 Yet according

to another, it was organized by a Bolshevik strike committee.30 Whatever

the case,. the dayworkers, those least provided for., threatened the better-paid
workers with force if they refused to join the strike. Altogether, thirty thou-

sand (according to some accounts, forty-five thousand), including women and

children, joined in the strike, but mechanics and electric station workers did

not. The administration responded
to the walkout by sending in soldiers. They

clashe,d, leaving four (five.. according to some data) dead. More than three

hundred workers were arrested. They
were whipped and beat.en with sabers

by the soldiers.: u Moreover, more than a thousand colliers of draft age were

arrested and sent to the front 3 ] The lost workers were replaced by \"yellow la-

bor,\" cheap and unorganized Chinese workers. After the strike was put down,
the embittered workers were described as being inclined to \"break machines,
flood the mines, and attack the administration.\"33

In the eyes of the workers\037 the mines and factories had made a considerable

profit from t.he \"coal hunger'\" created by the war and from the steel and coal

production quotas imposed by the Association of Southern Coal and Steel Pro-
ducers. 34

The German finn Hartman in Luhans'k, for example, was believed to
have increased its profits by 75 percent from 1913 to [915-16.35 By contrast,

workers had good reason to feel that they were being more
harshly 'exploited

than before the war. 36 Moreover, even in what were identified as Upurely eco\037

nomic strikes,\" \"polit.ical\" demands that the administration treat the workers

courteously were evident. 37
By the end of 1916 the specter of hunger began

to)

29 U
Stachka shakhte,rov Gorlovsko-Shcherbinovskogo raiona Donbassa (19 aprelia-I I maia

19 16
g.)\037\"

Istoriia proletariata SSSR., 1934., no. 2., p. I J I.

JOOstrogorskiL \037'Rabochee dvizhenie:' p. 95. See also L. R. Nikiforova, uGorlovskaia zabas-
tovka 1916 gL'\"

lLfitoricheskie zapi.\\-ki 1 vol. 4 (1953). For this bone of contention. see Theodore
H.

Friedgut,
\"Professional Revolutionaries in the Donbass: The Characteristics and Limitations of

the Apparat:' Canadian Sla,'onic Paper.5, 27:3 (Septenlber 198 5), p. 293.
J I

Ostrogorskii. uRabochee dvizhenie;. pp. 95- 101 , and \"Stachka shakhterov Gorlovsko-
Shcherbinovskogo

raiona Donbassa.\" pp. 1\302\2605-32.

)2
Kir'ianov, RabncJrie 1r4ga Ross;;, p. 25 2 .

33Batov, uV Donbasivs'komu p;dpilli;' p. 158 . See also A. Batov and M. Ostrogorskii, uPis'mo
v redaktsiiu zhumala

i

Letop;s' revoliut.J;ii;
\"

Litopys revolilllsii, 1928, no. I, p. 340.

34Por the quotas, see V. A. Manzhosov, uPre.dstavnyts'ki orhanizatsii hirnychopromyslovtsiv

Pivdnia Rosii, v 19 J 7-19 1 9 rr+.
H

Ukrain,5 'kyi ;.storycllny; zhunral. 199 f . no. 10. p. 7 8 .
J5 Kharechko,. \"Nakanune,\037' P'+ 165.

)\"Iuzivka was perhaps an exception. Here the New Russian Company created its own networks
or supply of food and other consumer goods and rationed them. As a result. there was no inflation

between 1914 and 1917 and there. were no stn kes by workers. (Zaitsev, uBol'sheviki luzovka do

1918 goda\037'\037 p. 168.) E1sewhe.re, however, Zaitsev says that even in Iuzivka a strike occurred at the

end of 19 16; people were searched in the street and at home C'Kak my tvoriJi Oktiabr':\037 p. 133).
37See., for example. (he case of the 1916Horlivka-Shcherbynivka

strike in \"Stachka shakhterov

Gorlovksko-Shcherbinovskogo raiona Donbassa,1\" p. 12). Kir'ianov, \"Stachechnaia bor\037ba

rabochikh Ekaterionslavskoi gubernii..\" lists twenty-seven upolitical strikes
u

with more than halfa

million participants.)))
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haunt the Donbas, even though the fertile southern steppe was better
supplied

than the northern provinces.
38

By 1916. according to one observer.. cries of \"To the devil with your war\"

came to be heard openly in the Donbas. By \"your war\" was meant \"the war
of the Tsar and his government who were daily becoming more and more-

unpopular\": UThe people were half openly saying that the Tsar was a drunkard,

that the Tsarina was corrupt and a Gernlan
spy

and that the Court ministers

appointed by the Tsar were selling Russia to the Germans.\"J9)

The Inversion of the Old Order)

The food crisis
prompted

female workers in the capital to walk out on Interna-
tional Women's

Day, 23 February 1917. The strike and demonstration quickly -
.\"

gained
111omentum. Within a we.ek, on 2 March the tsarist government col- i

II

../

I' \\

lapsed
with the. abdication of Nicllolas II and the refusal of his brother Michael

to succeed.

The news of revolution in the capital soon reached the Donbas
by way

of the grapevine. Much of the local press was censored. In Kamensk (Iate.r

Kamensk-Shakhtinskii), when runlors of the revo]ution were confirmed, \"there
were endless speeches in the streets and a great number of panlphlets were

distributed to the
people,

who were a]l singing the 'Marseillaise' and \037We fell

as victims in the fatal struggle.\" All the Tsar's pictures were burned or tom.\"4
0

The old order was overturned and revolutionary politics
became fluid i \"\"-

\037

I L ---

\037
..--

the extrerne. In the process, no political parties succeeded in capturing the j

hearts and minds of the Donbas workers, who followed their own notions of

justice and
morality in their political life.

Here as in the capital, one of the inlmediate effects of the revolution was a

steep rise in crime. 4J

Along with political prisoners. criminals were released

from the tsarist prisons in the spirit of revolutionary freedom. The old po-

lice force was ,disbanded or disabled, and a new militia was not inlmediately

formed. Thus, in Luhans'k. for example. criminals conlmitted Han unbeliev-

able number of thefts\" every night. Workers' militias (rabocllie drll:I,;n}')were)

)81n the autumn of 1916 many miners who had gone to sunlmer field work did not come back

from the countryside where the food sitU3tion was better. Kir\037ianov, Rabnchie Juga ROL\037sii, pp.

47-4 fL

J9N. M. Borodin, One Man in Hij. Tilne (London't 1955), pp. 12- J 3.

4\302\260
Ibid\" p. 14.

41 For an interesting account of crime in the
capital

in 1917\037 see Tsuyo\037hi Hasegawa. uCrime,

Police, and Mob Justice in Petrograd during the Russian Revo]ution of 1917,\" in Charles E. Tim-

berJake, ed.. Religion ant! Secular Forces in ulle Tfarist RIILfsia:
E'\037I\037aYJ

ill Honor of Donald ,\\I:

T,.eadgold (University of Washington Press, 1992).)))
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hurriedly organized, often under the leadership of the Socialist Revolutionar-

ies (SRs). They organize.d raids and upunished [most likely, executed on the

spot]
criminals caught red-handed.\" Others were forced out of the city and

flcd to the countryside where they perpetrated more crimes. Workers' militias

n1ade expeditions to villages in lorries. Then crime declined, according to one

account 42
(In June, however. a Luhans'k newspaper still maintained that the

city was in a war situation with many thieves and murderers.. Clearly some

crinlinals nl1lst have been lynched, as in tile capital, because newspapers urged
the residents not to resort easily to lynching.)43 In Makiivka, soon after the

February Revolution, colliers set up \"workers' control\" everywhere. Distrust-

ful of specialists and intellectuals, they
staffed the militia and even took up the

duties of judges. All organizations were thus said to be in their hands. 44

Some revolutionaries punished former Oklzra/1a spies and police agents

brutally. Here the wild steppe did not betray its reputation for violence. In
Huliai-Pole at the western edge of the greater Donbas area, for example, Nestor
Makhno (1889-1934), the famous anarchist leader who was released from the

tsarist prison on 2 March by the Provisional Government amnesty after a nearly

nine-year incarceration.. returned from the capital to his native land to take

immediate revenge. Back in 1905, in Huliai-Pole, whoever was caught on

the streets
U

was brutally whipped. Those who were arrested in thejr homes
were led

through
the streets and beaten with the butts of n1uskets to instill fear

among the people.'\" In 1908 Makhno had been arrested\" tried, and sentenced to

death by hanging (which was subsequently commuted); he had been betrayed
by

me.mbers of his anarchist-Communist group who were police informers. 45

Makhno found the nanlCS of the agents in the. police archives. He
dragged

out

Kirik Basetskii from his house and shot him on the \037treet. He caught Sergei

Martynenko at a meal and shot him dead through a window, a dumpling in his

1110Uth. Dmitrii, a priest, was taken to a ,clay quarry, beheaded.. and the head
was

dragged
around town in a cart 46

Anti-Semitic sentiments also surfaced immediately. As in October 1905,

the revolution caused anxiety over the future of the new state. Political uncer-
tainties, food shortages, and inflation heightened social tensions. Newly freed
from

legal restrictions, the Jews were regarded in the country as the main ben-)

4 1
J. Nikolaenko, ufevrarskaia revoliutsiia v Luganske (Iz vospominanii)Ip\" Letopis

t
revoliut.ti;.,

19 2 7i nO.
3\037Pp. 38-39.

4JDonetsk.i; pro/etar;; (Luhans'k), 21 June 19'7.
44S e d'ma;a (Aprel'Jka;a' Vse,vssii.rka;a kn1tferetllSiia RSDRP (bol\037sllel.rik()'v). Petrograd.fkaia

oh.\037'hchegorodskaia kOIl!ereI11J;;(l RSDRP (botshevik.ov). Apref '917 g. Protokol)' (Moscow,
1958),p.

160.

45Michae] Pa lij , The Anarchism of Ne.Vlor Maklzno, 19/8-192/: An Aspect of tire Ukrainian
Re\037\037oluti()1t (.University of Washington Press, 1976), p. 68.

4 6
Taras Bespechnyi, HNestor Makhno - buntar' s rozhdeniia.'\037 l)o\"ba.\037.. 29 February J 99 2 .)))
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eficiaries of the revolution. Snlall-scale pogr(1mS took place in reaction here
and there in Ukraine.

47

The collapse of the old regime was accompanied by the formation of new

alternative organizations to fill the power vacuum. In the Donbas, as elsewhere,
soviets of workers' and peasants' deputies were

organized\037
In the case of the

Donbas, however, industrialists initially led some of the coalfieJd soviets. 48 N.

F. von Ditmar (Con Ditmar), the president of the Association of Southern Coal

and Steel Producers, declared that Uthe
only possible fonn of government in

Russia is republican. . . there is a real need to abandon the fallacy of monar-

chism once and for alt
H

He and other industrialists considered themselves

\"participants in the revolution.' and in March adopted a resolution to donate

money to help former
political pris.oners by collecting one ruble from each

worker! They proposed an eight-hour workday
and some wage hikes. 49 Yet

the workers did not seem to
accept

the new political stance of their bosses.

In Luhans'k, for example, it became difficult after the February Revolution to

restrain workers from using force against their
supervisors.

50

In (917 the deep sociopolitical division in the Donbas manifested itself in

vi()lent explosions of conflict between labor and n1anagement. It appeared tha\037

unlike the more hsophisticated\" workers of Moscow or Petrograd, the Donbas
colliers struck back with a vengeance in the immediate aftermath of the Febru-

ary
Revolution. They showed only mild interest in such institutions as coll,ec-

tive
agreel11ents

and conciliation boards. When unionization became possible
and fashionable, they_

un) ike many other groups of workers and artisans, hardly
bothered to unite themselves in trade unions. 51 Instead the.y took direct action

against managers in the form of search ((Jb.ysk), relTIoval from lhe mines.. and
arrest. 52

When the autocracy fell, the Donbas colliers had little illusion about

any fonn of
poJitics.

53 What Leopold H. Haimson has called the \"absence of a)

47 1. Cherikover, Ant;senlitiZl11 ; poglvnr)' tla Ukraine 1917-1918 gg. (K is/or;; uk,.ainsko-

e\\.'reiJkikh otlllJsheni;) (Berlin, 1923), pp. 29-3 I .

4 R
S ee , for

ex.ample\037
F. Zaitse\"v\037 UOktiabr' v IUlovke\037n in Okt;abr.ska;a re\037'olilltJi;a. Pen\037oe

pill tile' it.' (Kharkiv, 1922). p. 619. and Manzhosov. UPrcdstavnyts'k.i orhanizats1i:' p. 79.

49Manzhosov, \037\037Predstavnyts\037
ki orhanizatsii,'\" p\037 79.

sflNikolaenko. hfevrarskaia re.voliutsiia\037n p. 32. For a similar contest of new republican and

new socialist visions in the Don1 see Peter I. Holquist, HA Russian Vendee: The Practice of Revo-

lutionary Politics in\"the Don Countryside, 1917-'92 ,H (Ph.D. diss.. Columbia University. ]995).
51Ziva Gahli1 The MeIlJhe\\1;k Leader.r; ;11 RII.'i.fiia ','t Revolution: Social Re/\302\243lt;oJrJ arid Politica/

Strategies (Princeton University Press, 1989)1 p. 9R. speaks of Hthe highly organized y..'orkers of

the Donbas
mining regions.

n
bur it did not see[n to have been (he case except for a few factories.

The unionization of miners
proved

difficult even after the February Revo1ution. See V. L. MeHer

and A. M. Pankratova\037 eds., Rabo('/tee d,'iz.he1lie \037\0371917 god\" (Moscow, 1926), p. 246.
52 See V. la. Boshcherskii, HStachechnoc rabochee dvizhenie v Donbasse v period podgotovki

Oktiabria,\" Rahochii klllSJ i rabo(\037hee dv;zhe\"ie v Rossi; v 1917 ,g. (Moscow, 1964), and A. M.

Lisctskii, Bol'she,/iki ,,'n glcn'e I1za.f.'io\"ykh Jtaclrek (\",aI1-oktiahr
t

1917 g.) (Kisnnev, 1974). pp.

267-68.

5.1
They n1ay be cOlnpared with the Russian and Arnlenian \"\\lurkers of Baku who through 1917-)))
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Figure 3.1. A meeting at the Gustav Mine. Lutuhyne\037
near Luhans'k, in the spring of

19 1 7. Note the cross on the banner on the left-hand side with an inscription which

reads: 6'For the eternal memory of the heroes who fell for freedom.\" From DALO, f.

P-7I 18.. op. I, spr. III.)

minimal consensus -
not mere1y

about an institutional fralnework and a polit-
ical and socia] order but also about a moral order\"S4 - manifested itself in an
extreme form in the Donbas. What happened in the Donbas in 19] 7 was thus

characterized as \"unbroken, continuous conflict. nS5

The February Revolution was followed
immediately by

what mine admin-

istrators tenned \"excesses\" on the part of colliers: the introduction of a de

facto eight-hour workday and willful removal of contractors. senior officials\037

engineers, and technicians, followed by their uforcib1e arrests.\"s6 Throughout)

18
u

were concerned about safeguarding the freedoms won in February and consolidating their

economic position through the labor contracl\" See Ronald Grigor Suny,
The Baku Commune,

1917-1918: Class and Nationality in the RU.fs;an Revolution (Princeton University Press, 1972),

p. 346.
54

Leopold H. Haimson. UThe Problem of Social Identities in
Early

Twentieth Century-Russia:

Observations on the Commentaries by Alfred Rieber and William Rosenberg,\" Slavic Rfi.';eHJ, 47:1

(FaJi 1988). p. 516.

55M. Balabanov. '4Konnikty v Donbasse v 1917 godu:' in Materialy po izucheniill i.\037/orii pro-

fess;onal '\"ogo dll;zl,ell;;a tla Ukrai\"e. Sb. 1. Professiona
t

noe dV;l./.erzie v 1917 godu \302\253(Kharkiv].

[ 1928]), pp. 65-66.
56See DADO. f. 306. op\" I. spr. 3. ark. 28, and the

complaints
of managers cited in Meller and)))
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] 9 1 7 the Donbas industrialists bombarde.d the Pr()visional Government with

requests for assistance and intervention. According to one such procJamation
of 27 May 1917, Uthe

dictatorship
of the working class has been estab1ished

in its most primitive form. The working class t carried away by tempting per-

spectives depicted to it
by irresponsible leaders [vozhaki], awaits the advent

of a golden age. Terrible will be its disappointment.. which it is impossible
not to foresee. uS ?

By August 1917, it was reporte-d that in the Donbas no state

authority, inviolability of domicile, or personal safety existed at al1.58

Between March 1917 and January 1918\" 149 instances of violence oc-
curred in the Donbas collieries, of which 127 were concentrated in the summer
and autumn (from] July

to 20 September). The main reasons for conflict were
\"interference with internal ord,er\" (72 cases) and wages (38 cases), followed

by work hours (15 cases) and the closure of mines and firing of workers (15
cases).59 The

preponderance
of \"'interference with internal order\" meant work-

ers' challenge to nlanagerial authority
in the workplace. In other words\037 these

data suggest that power in the workplace was the major bone of contention and
that the colliers were as concerned with settling old scores with management
as with demanding sharp

increases in wages and deductions in work hours.

What happened in the Chystiakove pit of the South Russian Coal Company
at the end of March is typical and instructive. One day workers' delegates
came to the main office of the company and demanded, among other

things\037

the removal of a mechanic\037 against whom three accusations were lodged: (I)
before the revolution he imposed excessive fines; (2) he did not let workers
earn

proper wages, by placing only two workers where three or four were

needed; (3) he did not place the order for a spare gear for a steam winch, even

though
its cogs had long been broken and threatened to disrupt work. The

mechanic responded: (I) fines were necessary because of the miners'
\"poor

w()rk,\" but they were assessed in accordance with the company rules, and after

February
he had not fined them; (2) he had a long experience in the mining

business, and therefore he knew better how many hands were
adequate

and

where: (3) the gear, ordered fourteen mont}ls before t had not been delivered

yet. The main office found the accusations unfounded, and the mechanic wenl

on a \"holiday.\" When he came back. workers
dumped

him in a wheelbarrow

and carted hinl around Hall the mines.\" Simultaneously, his telephone line was

CU\037 and his horses taken away, so as to prevent him from working. (Enginee.rs)

Pankratova\037 Rabochee dvizltenie, p. 123. See also Gonro;.:a\\1odskoe lfeln, 19 1 71 nos. 1)-14 ( 15

April). p. 15605, and Robitll)'('hy; kOlltrol
l

i llat.f;ollali:\"lItsiil1 promyslo\\'osti na Ukraini. nJ;rllyk

dok'l1llent;l' ; 11ulteria!i\\'.bereze,r
I

/917-berezel1

'
192 I r1: (Kiev. 1957), pp. t4()-41.

57 Meller and Pankratova, Rabochee dvi:.henie, p.
126.

58 See Bor Iba za i'/a.,.,' SO\"\037/()'\" Ila DO/Ill. 1917- J 920 gg. Sbon,ik doku11,elltolf (Rostov-on-Don.

1957)\037 pp. 7 8-79-
59Balabanov, uKonAikty v Donbasse.\" pp. 52-54. These are far from complete data on Unlore

or less big confl icts\" that were eventually solved.)))
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were usually provided with a horse to facilitate their travel and work.) The

conciliatory b()ard, recommended by the management, refused to elaborate on

this affair on the grounds that the case was not one of a conflict of interests,

but of a \"mutual misunderstanding,.\" The workers refused the mechanic any

guarantee of
safety..

Eventually the case was handed over to the \"comrades\" court\" of miners.
Held in early June. the court declared: (I) that before the revolution the me-
chanic dealt

despotically
with his subordinates; (2) that of late he still main-

tained the same attitude toward workers and acted disrespectfully toward their

organizations; (3) that holding
a responsible position, he left the mines without

reporting to the miners' committee, which had 'to take the responsibility on it-

self for the order of work. The court decided to force him to quit his position.
The manageme.nt, however, preempted

the inevitable outcome by dismissing

him first, yet allowing him to live in his flat until a new mechanic took over.

Thereupon, the workers forced him out of both his flat and the coalfields.
60

Similar events were legion. Those flats taken away from engineers and

white-collar employees were either oc.cupied by workers or wrecked by them,.6J

Neither the newly created workers' Soviets nor the prosecutor's office was

said to have done much to calm the situation. 62
When a fire broke out at the

lakovenko Brothers Coalfield in June, for
example,

a crowd of agitated work-

ers aITested the director, Engineer Kogan. Taken to the executive committee of

the Soviet, he was threatened by the crowd with a samosud (which meant any-

thing from a kangaroo court to lynching). Eventually Kogan
was released at

the request of some workers, whereupon he,
promptly passed out 63 In August

the director of the Russian Providence
Conlpany (Providence russe) in Mari-

upol', \"Fer' e\" (Ferie?), a French citizen, was detained by a crowd of workers

and his house was searched. Workers seized his revolver and a box of wine. At

the Kamyshevats\037k coalfield as elsewhere the food shortage was severe. The

owner of the coalfield was beaten and robbed by his workers. 64

Many other

directors, engineers, and foremen were subjected to house arrest and beating,

their weapons and horses confiscated. 65 Vladimir Ipatieff, a chemist who vis-
ited the Donbas in Septenlber 19 17, was not beaten but nlet with the following
reaction at a chelnical (explosive) plant: HI gave a speech [no doubt a prowar
speech] to the workers, which on the whole was favorably received; but as
I was leaving the

plant someone shoute.d at me, 'Sing your tune while
you)

6rJlbid.\037 pp. \03761.

61
DADO. f. 3 06 ,oP. I \037spr. 32, ark. 2.

61 See Rob;,,,yclty; kontrot ; natJ;OIlOlizal..fiia pmJ1Iys!O\\iOJI; nl1 Ukraini, pp. 135-3 6 .

hJGornoza\\rodskoe delv, 1917.. nos. 24-25 (24 June), p. 15938. This attack may have been
anti-Semiti,c, because

Kogan
was probably Jewish.

64 (JARF, f. 393,oP. 3, d. 150a , II. 1-2.

6sS ee , for
exalnple\037 GARF, f. 1255, op. I\" d. 3'. JI. 48-50 (Makiivka).)))
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can!'
\"

Ip,atieff sensed that \"another revolution was in the offing, with peace its

first objective.
H66

Miners often organized a large nlceting for a S(lffllJJLld of engineers and

forenlen.. just as peasants did for crinlinals anu violators of cOlnmunity ru Ics

and custOITIS. It was intended as the ultitnate hunliliation. For instance, in

August 1917, the foreman at the Union Coal Company. Vasilii Maikut\037 was

c()ndenlned for having denlanded order at work.. (Demands like this (}ne were

regarded by workers as an encroachrn,ent on their hard won
freedom.)

After

much altercation, Maikut was to1d by the crowd of workers that the only way

out was for him to take off his service cap (furazhka,
a synlbol of elevated

status).. kowtow in all directions, and beg the workers for
nlercy.

Maikut was

fortunate to be able to steal a mOlnent to escape, but he could no longer go

to the nline. 67
Salno.fud occasiona]ly resulted in lynching. At the lasinivka

coalfield, for exal11ple,an assistant mine director was killed by workers. 68

Coal managers bitterly complained that such anarchy sharply decreased

labor productivity. Indeed, in the course of 19 I 7 both production and produc-
tivity

declined. According to one accoun\037 in the first half of 1917 the
average

collier produced 521 poods of coal a n10nth, but in the latter half of the year,
421.69 Yet it was not clear whether this was due to the alleged lack of work

discipline or the
shortage

of food. In any case., the industrialists, panicked,.

appealed to the worke-rs to Upostpone your class struggle unti] the end of the
war.\" Yet they note.d in alann- that by June the workers had become increas-

ingly convinced that they
could nlanage on their own the factories and nlines

in adnlinistrative\" econoJnic, and technical respects, without their owners and

administrators, who therefore could be disnlissed.
70 How concerned the Inan-

agers were can be seen
by looking

at their organ Gorllozavod\037,:koe de/o. In

19 17 the journal is full of references t() crowds ()f people.. who are depicted as
anarchists and terrorists.

71

Many humiliated and threatened managers refused to return to work unless)

foJfiThe Life nf a Che\",i.ft: Me\",o;r.\"f of Villdi\",;r N. ll'otie.ff (Stanford University Press\037 [946), p.

257.
67Gonro::.avod\",koe delo\037 J917\037 nos. )6-37 (25 November). pp. 16342--4\037.. and DADO, f. 306\"

op. I. spr. 3\037
ark. 28-28zv.

ttRDADO. f. JO:;. op. I \037spr. 6. ark. 38+ In June. \"\"hen the qucstion arose as to what to do
\"\",'ith fonner policemen and gendarn\\es. (he Donbas industrialists jumped on the suggestion lhat

they be sent to the mines. See E. Osipov, HGumorabochie i gornopromyshlenniki v 1917 godu..'\037

M(J/erialy po i,Ho,.;; f}nifessiol1al'\"ogo dv;z/reniia v Ross;;, Sbon,ik 4 (Moscow, 192 5). p. 402.

6tJ
Narodfloe khnz.;a;.f(vo, 1919\037 no, 5. p. 76.

7 o
Gorllo:.apodJk.oe de/a.. 1917. nos. 26-27 (12 June), pp.

16012 and
10\302\26045. Indeed, some

ntines were taken over anti
ITlanaged by workers thcfnsclves. For the case of Khanzhenkove

(Khanz.honkove)1 near Makiivka. see A. Frolov. UOktiabr
1

v Khanzhonkove,11 in Pro/t\037tarJkllia

re\\'o!iut.f;;llIJU [Jnnll. Shonlik vloro; (Roslov\037 1922\\"") p. 6R.

71
See\037 for example\" (;onro...\037{l\\,odskoe de/o. 1917. nos. 22-2) (12 June). p. ISR61, and nos.

34-35 (15 Novernber), p. 16
3\302\2609.)))
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apologies
and a guarantee of safety were offered. When such offers were not

forthcoming. they did not go back to the mines.?2 To counter the workers,

industrialists resorted to lockout and closure. By the beginning of September,
two hundred coalfields were said to have been closed, with perhaps a hundred

thousand workers thrown into the streets.?3

If in the summer of 1917, Uillegar' acts, strikes, and workers' control in

the capital cities of Moscow and Petrograd
were largely motivated by a desire

to maintain production,74 the concern of Donbas colliers was elsewhere. They

maintained, for example\037 that horses taken from management were to be used

to transport workers' families in case of imminent civil war\03775

What appeared to respectable society as a general breakdown of order was

symbolic
of the inversion of order brought about by the February RevolutionA

Once the formerly underprivileged classes realized that they could attack the

privileged classes with impunity, they began to do so with vengeance. Such

attacks were not unique to the city and industry. Soon after the revolution, the

peasantry began to mount the same kind of violent attack upon the landed gen-
try

to take back land. 76 Soldiers an,d sailors. in the midst of the war, challenged

their officers\037 authority.77

The inversion of the old order would not have occurred without a con-

conlitant inversion of the concep't of the
\"enemy.\"

If before the revolution

the enemy was the subversive, revolutionary element (or t to reverse the point

of view, tsarism and its supporters), then in the
postrevolutionary

months the

enemy became the burzhlli. This word, a popular term
referring pejoratively

to \"bourgeoisie,\"7
8

was appropriated and politically constructed in 1917 not

just by
the Bolsheviks but by the Mensheviks, the SRs, and even some church

refonners. Even the liberals could not resist the anticapitalis\037 antibourge,ois
rhetoric of the revolution, which gained wide popularity. In the political dis-
course of 1917, bllrzlllli came to refer to a greedy egoistic person regardless of
his or her social

origin.
The term became such an all-inclusive dirty word that

both the right and the left were able to proclaim: \"Down with the provisional
Government Beat the burzhuis and the Yids [zl1;dov].\"\037'79 Thus, navy officers,)

7 2
S ee , for

example\037 DADO. [ 306.oP. I, spr. 41, ark. 4-11.
73Mcller and Pankratova\037 R'abochee d\\,\037izJren;e, p. 228. See also Manzhosov, \"Predstavnyts'ki

orhanizatsii,\" p. 82.

74S ee WilJiam G. Rosenberg and Diane P. Koenker, \"The Limits of Formal Protest Worker
Activism and Social Polarization in Petrograd and Moscow, March to October. 1917..\" American

HiJlor;cQI Rev;e\"t,.\037 9 2 : 2 (April 19 8 7), p. 319.

15
Rob;tIJych\037)'i kOfltrol' i Ilalj';onalizats;;a promyslol'O.'i/i na Ukra;I!;.. p. 15 6 .

1 b
S ee K. G\037 Ko(er nikov and V. L. Meller, eds.'t Kresl'ial1skoe dvizhenie \\7 19 ' 7 godu (Moscow

and Leningrad, 1927), which also covers the Katerynoslav and Don provinces.
77See, for example, Wildman\037 Tire End of the Rus..\\.i'an Imperial Anny.
78 S ee Andre L,irondelle\037 UBourgcois el 'Bourjoui,'

\037\037

Le Monde Slave (Paris)\037 2:8--9 (February-
March 1918).

79For an excellent discussion of this construction of the bUrzltll; in 19 1 7, se.e B. I. KolonitskH,)))
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angry with demands of the saiJors, could denounce them as \"burz/utis.\" Like-

wise, supporters of the Provisional Governrncnt could contend that its minis-

ters were not burzJ'IUis., because they were selfless patriots. In both popular

con\037ciousness and political propaganda, economic and other difficulties ob-

taining in
society came to be explai.ned by \"conspiracies of burzl,uis.,,80

This construction of burzlzui is similar to that of \"speculator.\" As Lars T\037

Lih has shown\037 uThe Bolsheviks' crusade against speculation should thus be
seen less as an offshoot of socialist ideology than as a precapitalist attitude

they shared with the rest of the Russian political community. Analogues to

medieval English laws against 'engrossers,' 'forestallers,' and
'regrators'

are

still on the books in the Soviet Union.\"sl The terms /}urz/Zui and \"speculator\"

thus came to function politically just like the notorious tenn kulak, rich peasant

or rural bl,rz},ui, which was similarly constructed. 82

This political construction did not imply a complete inversion of the old
order, however. It incorporated both new and old elements, as, for example,
the inclusion of anti-Semitism. In

Petrograd
some food riots in the summer

of 19 I 7 were \"accompanied by pogroms against Jewish merchants\037\"83 In the

Donbas, anti-Semitic propaganda was widely distributed in the streets. So-
cialists feared that \"dark forces,\" who they claimed \"formed a bloc with the
Jewish Bund,\" wou]d fight against them. 84 When workers' strikes were orga-
nized, rumor circulated that the strikes were calls for pogroms.

85
In Septelnber

19 17 a crowd broke into a Bakhlnut 1
iquor storage of I (){),OOO vedro (I vedro

= 12 liters) of vodka and 600.,000 vedro of other kinds of
liquor\037

The drunken

crowd then assaulted grocers to obtain food to go with the vodka and rampaged

through the city. Jews fled the city in fear of pogroms. (The crowd accused

the militia of \"defending burzlluis.!t)86Even within the Bolshevik party, in the)

UAntiburzhuaznaia propaganda i 'anti-burzhuiskoe. soznanie i
\"

in Allato\",iia re\037'{}lil.lt..\037i;. /9/7 god

v Ro.'i,'i;;: tllass)'. part;;. b/(I__\\\"/' (Sl Petersburg i 1994), p. 194. For the historical origin of the

pejorative
ternl zlrid for Jew in Russian.. se-e John D. Klier, UZhid: Bibliography of a Russian

\\

Epithet.,\037' Slavonic and East European Rt'\\;;e\302\273\\ 60: I (January 19R2).
80 Kolonitsk i i, UAnti burzhuaznaia prop3ganda.\" p. 20 I. Thi s constructaon of the term seems to

incorporate much old usage. See Louise McReynolds. T/l(' NeH's under Ru-\\',\\';a '.t Old Regil11e: 71Je

De\\!eloplnellt of a Mas.r;-Ci,.crtlalion Pre..'i.\037 (Princeton University Press, 1991), pp, 110 and 270,
and Lirondelle, UBourgeois et \037Bourjoui.\"

n

8_
Lars T\037 Lih, Bread and Author;ty in RlIs.t;a, 1914-192 J (University of Cali fumi a Pre.ss, 1990),

p. 24 2 .

SlFor an excellent discussion of this, see A. N. Solopov, UKogo schit.IJt kulakom v lo-e gody.
(K istor1i predposylok peregibov

v derevne).\037. VoproJY i.ftori; KPSS.. 1990, no. 10.

83Hasegawa, uCrime\037 Police. and Mob Justicet\037. p. 260.
84

DOllet,\\\"kii proletarii (Luhans' k), 16
C\037) August 19' 7.

85 A- M. L..isetskii, uBorsheviki vo glave stachechnoi bor'by pro1etariev
Donbassa v period pod-

gotovki oktiabrtskogo shturma (sentiabr\"-oktiab( 19' 7 g.),'. ShonJik 1l1111CIl/zykh rabol kafedr i\037f-

tor;; KPSS VUZO\\,1 g. Kharko\"l1 (Kharkiv), vol. 3 (19 60 ). p. 70.

86
0. Kuranov. uSovel y na Artenlovshchine mezhdu Fevralem i Oktiabrem 19 J 7 gnda.'\" Letopi.f'

re\\'o/iut.';i;\037 1927. nos. 5-6, p. 187. When initially liquor was dUJJ1ped into the river, Bakhmut)))
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midst of revolutionary events in the autumn of 1917. anti-Semitism persisted,
to the extent that on 18 November 1917. for example, the Iuzivka Organiza-
tion of the party placed the problem of intraparty anti...Semitism as the second
item on the agenda: some Bolsheviks treated I>'members of other nationalities\"

badly. heaping \"all kinds of insults\" on them. 87

Many ob,servers noted that in places like the Donbas collieries where liter-

ate culture was minimal and few elements of modem politics and civil society
had ever existed, rumor and demagogy found fertile ground. Such perceptions
reflected the prejudices of the observers, in this case both industrialists and
Bolsheviks. To deternline the extent to which press reporting in the Donbas

influenced the ways in which political identification was formed would need

the kind of careful analysis done by Diane P. Koenker and William G. Rosen-

berg,
with regard, mainly, to Moscow and Petrograd.

88
Yet the press played a

far nlore limited political role in the Donbas than in Moscow or Petrograd. By

nearly all accounts, anti-Bolshevik
agitation provc.d very effective\037 even though

it was the Bolsheviks who supported workers' \"excesses,\" while the SRs and

particularly the Mensheviks called for moderation.. In Hryshyne, for exam-

ple.. popular sentiment was so strongly against the Bolsheviks that they were

not able to engage in open political activity until mid-July 1917. Bolsheviks\037

when identified.. were subjected to a samoslid even without any provocation.
Such was the case in a significant part of the Donbas, as one witness has ob-
serve.d. Their antiwar campaign was so unpopular w'ith miners and peasants
that some Bolsheviks were lynched by the sa\"Z0LfjLld of crowds in luzivka. 89

In the. Donbas, anti-BolsJlcvik forces branded the Bolsheviks as German

spies, who worked for the defeat of Russia and the reinstatement of the tsar.

They evoked Lenin's useale.d train\" c.onstantly. Such demagogy, according
to observers, \"confused workers, who 1eaned both to the right and left. In

those days [March [9171 whoever told them whatever, they applauded every-

one al1 the same.\"9\302\243> Workers' meetings often were filled with a \"pogromlike
mood1': \"Beat the Bolsheviks.\" The arrest of Trotsky and Lunacharsky, and

retreat into hiding of Lenin and Zinoviev, in the aftermath of the July events)

residents flocked to the. river to recover vodka floating on the surface.

87 Bo/\"Jhe1';,,'/skie o/:\037a\"iz.al.fii Ukrainy: organizat.'tiorlllo-parliinaia deiatel 'llo.u' (fe\037.'ral' J 9 1 7-

iiut 19/ 8 ). SbOl1lik dnkll\",entov; nlateria/ov (Kiev, ]990), p. 445.
HRDiane P. Koenker and William G. Ro\037enherg_ Strikes and Revolu/;Orz ill Russia, 1917 (Prince-

ton University Press, 1989), ch. 7. See also Koenker and Rosenberg, uPerceptions and Rca1ity of
Labour Protest., March to October '917.'\" in Edith Rogovin Frankel\" Jonathan Frankel.. and Baruch

Knei-Paz, eds., Re,.polt.ttion ill RusJia: Rea.f,'ieJ.tnlelU of 1917 (Cambridge University Press t 199 2 ).

89E. Medne. UOktiabr-skaia revoliutsiia v Donbasse-,H utopis

t
re\\'Olilltfii, 1922, no. I, p. 49.

9C')P. Kazimjrchuk\037 uRcvoliutsionnoe dvizhenie v Gorlovo-Shcherbinovskom raione Donbassa

(VOSpoTlli naniia).,u Letnpis' rC\\'Oli'ilJii. J 92 3\037 no. 3, pp. 45 and 47. See also Kuranov, hSovety;'
p. 179, and I. Nikolaenko, \"Lugansk. Istoriia odnoi organizatsii kompartiL\"

in Okt;abr\037.skllia

,.e\037'oliut...iia, p. 632.)))
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(armed demonstrations in the capital and other cities), were said to have like-

wise sparked hostilities against the Bolsheviks am()ng Donbas miners: Bol-
shevik agitators were beaten

up
and had to be rescued from the Sllfll.osud of

crowds, whose mood was Upogromlike.\"91 In Iuzivka, a Menshevik cente.r

according to V. M. Molotov,92 nliners chased their Bolshevik fellow workers

with picks, forcing tl1any activists to recant. 93
Workers' prejudice was fully

utilized: they were fed propaganda to the effect that Lenin, Trotsky, and others

were all Jews who were guilty of the ruin of Russia. 94 Rumors about German

g()ld't allegedly received by the Bolsheviks. were insidious ill the Donbas. 95

All this suggests that a significant segment of the Donbas workers believed

in patriotisln, an abstrac\037 efnot1()nal attachment to ()ne's c()untry, which was, in

the Bo]shevik view, at odds with proletarian internationalism. Violent attacks

against Bolsheviks were hardly surprising\037 given that in the political discourse

of 1917 a lack of patriotism was considered part of the despised bllrzllui char-

acteristic. Thus, the anticapitalist Bolsheviks becanle burz/uli! (Indeed some

regarded the Bolsheviks as the e.nemy of the revolution.)96
Patriotism tran-

scended ideology, as was clear from the fact that not only nonsocialists but

even the majority of socia1ists in and outside Russia supported the war. At a

miners' meeting in May 1917 in Hryshyne, most of the men supported the war,

and only an insignificant number were against the war. Yct\037 at the same time.

it turned out that there was a strong anti-Mens.hevik, anti-SR ferment taking

place atnong thenl.. 97

In the summer of 1917..for
exarnpJe,

at a miners' nleeting in the town of

Aleksandrovsk-Grushevskii, the following incident occurred6 The chairman

of the local revolutionary conllnittee. who was a lawyer, spoke at the nleeting.

\"He wore a shiny bowler hat, his plulnp body was clothed in a clean snlart suit

and his pOlnaded moustache was stiffened like. a corkscrew.\" The chairman

spoke very wen and his audience listened with attention; but when he said.,

HEverybody must be ready for further sacrifices in the natne of the immortal

ideals of the Revolution and an the name of our victory in the war with Ger-)

91
Kazimirchuk.. uRevoliutsionnoe dvil.henie\037'\" pp. 51 \0375J\037 and

55\037
and She.Hoj s \"e:.d RSDRP

(I)o/+s!Jeriko\\'.). AvguJI /9/7 goda. Proloko!y (Moscow.. 1958)\037 pp. 92 and 362. See also the

protocols of the luzivka party nleetings where these anti-Bolshevik actions \\vere discussed in

Bo/ tJht\"\\\037iJ/Skie organiz.aL\\-;; Ukr\"i\"y.. pp. 175\037 215, 2 L 6.. and 242. For a more favorable view of

Donbas miners, see I. Vishniakov, \"V bor'be za diktaturu proletariata v Donbasse (\" 1916-1918

gg. ),\" Lito!'YJ ,.e,'o!iuls;;. [928. no. 2, p. 225.

9 1
SIO Jorok besed s MO!o10\\'ynr. I;. dne\\tnika F. Chllcva (Moscow, '99 1), p. 352.

9JSee Zaitsev.. uKak my t\\'orili Oktiabr' ,\" pp. 136--J7\037 and UOktiabr\"' v luzovkc,\" in Ok-

t;ahr \\kll;a ft'} tofiU/.\037iill, p. 622.

Q\037
Kazinlirchuk\037 uRcvoliutsionnoc dvizhenie,'t' pp. 63-64\037 and Donelski; pro/eta,-;; (I..uhans' k),

16 (3) August 1917, p. 2.

QSSee, for example, Donetskii prole/ar;; (Kharkiv), 9 (22) December 19 1 7, p. 3.

96 Ka7.imirchuk, i-Revollutsionnoe dvizhcnic,\" p. 55.

97Mednc, hOktiabr'skaia revoliutsiia:' p. 50.)))
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many,.\" the mood of the crowd changed. On to the speaker's platform jumped

a miner, his face black with coal dust. uSme-lJ that!\" he cried. shaking his fist

under the nose of the
speaker.

\"'We wanl none of your ideals and your war

to . . . !\" There followed the recommended place of destination in very strong
and colourful words.

URight! Down to hell with this fat belly!\" shouted the crowd. and the

meeting broke up amidst pandemonium.98

They
had their own ideals and their own sense of war. Few revolutionaries

understood exactly
what they were.

In fact, no one see-med to understand the
complex politicaJ development in

the Donbas in (917. The evident anti-Bolshevism was certainly nightmarish
for the Bolsheviks. Yet this same development was hardly a comfort to the

Mensheviks and SRs, because their counsel for moderation was not sought
by

the Donbas miners. Le.on Trotsky, later in exile\037 sought
to understand this

seemingly contradictory process of political identification in the Donbas in the

following fashion:

An excellent example of this quid pro quo
between the Compromisers [Men-

sheviks and SRs] and the masses, is to be seen in an oath taken at the be-

ginning of July by 2,000 Donetz [Donbas] miners. knee1ing with uncovered
heads in the presence of a crowd of 5.000 people and with its participation.

uWe swear by our children., by God., by the heaven and earth., and by all things

that we hold sacred in the world, lhat we will never relinquish the freedom

bought with blood on the 28th of
February;

J 917; believing in the Social

Revolutionaries and the Mensheviks, we swear we will never listen to the

Leninists.. for they\" the Bolshevik-Leninists., are leading Russia to ruin with

their agitation, whereas the Social Revolutionaries and Mensheviks united in

a single union, say: The land to the people, land without indemnities; the cap-

italist structure must fall after the war and in place of capitalism there must

be. a socialist structure. . . . We give our oath to march forward under the lead

of these parties. not stopping even at death.\" This oath of the miners directed

against the Bolsheviks in reality led straight to the Bolshevik revolution. The

February shell and the October kernel appear in this naive and fervent
picture

so clearly as in a way to exhaust the whole problem of the Pennanent Revo-

lution.

By September the Donetz miners\" without betraying either themselves or

their oath, had already turned their back on the Comprolnisers.
99)

98
Borodin.. One Man in His 1irne, p. 16.

Q9Leon Trotsky, The History o.f the Russia'i Revolution, Ir. Max Eastman (London. '977).. pp.
792-93. Appe.aJ to patriotism by

their bosses did not alv..tays work, however. In Ihe sumrner

of 1917 the Donets-Grushevsk coa1field director urged the colliers to work harder to help the
country's war efforts ('.so that they would not end up under the rule of the German Emperor

H

).

Yet the miners responded: Ul\037et us. all the same. You know the [Genn.an] POWs, even though

they\"ve lived under the kaiser, they aren'lt any more
stupid

than us, lhey're clever.'\" DADO\037 f. 3 06 ,

op. I, spr. 3, 29zv.)))
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The influence of the Mensheviks and SRs may hypothetically be explained in

sl)ciological terms. Those workers who settled in the Donbas had much to

lose and were more receptive to moderalion., whereas peasant workers were at-
tracted to the SRs' agrarian p)atfofITIS. Yet Trotsky's description also suggests
that the Donbas miners followed the direction of no single political party: they

rejected the Bolsheviks on the issues of land and peace while spuming the

Mensheviks and SRs on dire.ct acti()n.

The scene described by Trotsky is similar to an event witnessed
by

another

Bolshevik in the autunln of 19'17 (probably shortly after the October Revo-

lution) at the Eristovo coalfieJds. There about five thousand colliers worked,
half of whom were Tartars. It was a revolutionary center. The director of the
coalfields was a man nallled

Konopliannikov,
who was also a political leader

[,'ozhd']. Konopliannikov, like a boa, was said to \"hypnotize the whole of this

brave nlilitant 5,000 strong collective.\" He had the power of suggesting to the

colliers that \"he, Konopliannikov,
and only he was the embodiment of revo-

lution, tnlth, and
justice.\"

He did not subordinate hinlself to the Provisional

Governnlen\037 according
to one acute observer, \"quite right1y ca11ing it coun-

terrevolutionary.\" Yet at the same time he inspired the miners to be]jeve that

an the parties., including the Bolsheviks\" were \"enemies of the people and the

revolution.\" This Bolshevik visitor encountered the folIo, wing \"crazy and wild
\"

scene :)

Konopliannikov gives a speec.h from the balcony of a two-story house to six

to seven thousand colliers+

\037\037On your knees. Kiss the earth!\" orders Konopliannikov imperiously in
the shrilJ voice of a gaHant commander. The six thousand strong, like cut

grass,
fell to their knees. uRaise your hands and take this oath after me.

H
.

HWe swear!'\" issues forth from the six thousand nliners' mouths, resound-

ing
in a boonling echo in lhe wood. uWe. swear! We'll all die for Konoplian-

nikov. For our republic-comnlune. We'll all die! We\0371I bctray him to no one.

We will not. We'll die (first].\"

I don't understand this, I who have seen the worJd. Is it a conledy? A

melodrama?IOO)

It turned out that this was a rehearsal for \"genuine
class war\": the l11eeting was

followed by an attack by an Harmed band of the Provisional Governnlent\" The

colliers faithfully defended their ataman and repelled the attack, with forty-

nine deaths on the enenlY side and none on the Konopliannikov
side. (Yet

soon thereafter the hKonopliannikov republjc-conlmune\" was destroyed by the

bands of Kaledin, the Don Cossack atanlan. and Konopliannikov was arrested

and sent to Novocherkassk. l-lis fate is unknown.)IOI)

IOOPuchkov-BczrodnyL \"Oktiabr' v Donbasse. (Iz zapisok krasnogvardeitsa):' Katorga
i s!;ylkcl.

1932. nos. 11-12, pp. '9 2-93.
IOl

lb

\"

d.1 .t pp. 193-94.)))
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The famous Makhno movement shared similar charismatic dimensions. In

the course of 1917 the peasants in I-Iuliai- Pole area simply confiscated gentry
lands and divided thenl up among themselves. When the Provisional Govern-

ment sent its representatives there they were kicked out Some Mensheviks

who were elected to the city Soviet were forced out by Makhno on threat of

execution. When land was given to the peasants after the October Revolution,

the peasants and workers believed that it was given not by the Soviet
go,v-

emment but by Nestor Ivanovich Makhno.
102 These accounts imply that the

free
steppe

had a very strong localism\037 with allegiance owed to its atan1ans.
Anti-Bolshevism was part of ,a centrifugal force.

This implication may not be as peculiar to the steppe as first appears.. and,

moreover, it still explains far from everything that took place in the Donbas.

Patri()tism, for example, appeared
to merge with localism. As Donbas political

activists knew well, each mine, each coalfieJd, each factory operated under

very different conditions, with links among them often absent. Thus, in some

places in the Donbas, the Bolsheviks were
extremely weak. in others they were

very strong.
1\302\2603

This may support the hypothesis pr()posed ear]ier that the Donbas work-
ers, partic.ularly colliers, fought for ideas\037 values, and symbols they believed

protected their communities. These communities could be as snlall as artel's,

barracks, and ze11Jliacl1estvos and as large as the Konopliannikov cornmune,
the ufree steppe,t1 the Hworking class,H and even \"Ukraine\" and \"Russia\"; they
could be paternalistic; but they had to ensure freedom, welfare t and personal

dignity. In reallife t one could belong to a number of such groups, by being, for

example, a Tambovite-, a patriot., a militant revolutionary, and an anti-Senlite.

Allegiance to a group or a sense of belonging necessarily include.d an exclu-

sionary
orientation against those dee.ned outsiders. Hence th,e managers and

engineers were outsiders or even e.nemies (because they appeared to deprive
the workers of freedom and to denigrate them). So were many others, in-

cluding foreigners and some ethnic and religious minorities. They were all

lJurz.hl(;s. in the parlance of the time. The church still appeared to be part of
the workers' moral universe\037 but war and Bolshevism could be their allies or

enenlies, depending on
specific

cirCUll1stances.

For the Bolsheviks, it was a historical necessity that, with
proper

outside

guidance't the workers would c()me to identify themseJves with the \"working
class'\" and its self-professed vanguard, the Bolshevik party, over and above

allegiance to all other groups. For workers, there was no reason to subscribe

t(>
any political party, because its politics could not encompass the whole of

their lives. Yet even within tIle narrow confines of politics, it was not illogical)

102
Bespechnyi, HNes[or Makhno.t\037

I OJ Shetito; .'t \"ezd RSDRP (hoL .sllevikov)t p. <)2.)))
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at an for them to remain patri()ts and denounce the Bolsheviks as Gemlan
spies

while actively fighting for fre.edonl and their atamans. Such behavior appeared
to the Blllsheviks to be a nlanifestation of petit bourgeois Inentality. Even
the

languag,e
of class, as reflected in, for eX3lnple, the use of burzhu;, did not

necessarily follow the party line.

The political identification of Donbas colliers in 19 17 was thus a very com-

plex process. The autocracy was discredited; so was ]iberalism, Jong regarded

as the bosses' p()litics, which was.. in any case, utlerly incompatible with work-

ers' action. (Among the workers the word Kadet Ineant H

o bscene.\10")
4 It

was left to the Mensheviks, the SRs, the Bolsheviks, the Ukrainian natj()nalist

gr()ups, and to a lesser extent the anarchists to fight for political hegeillony.

(Once the tsarist regime collapsed, Ukr.ainian nati()nalism became a
po1itical

force in the Donbas. Slogans such as Het' z \"ashe; khal)' (Get out of our hOlne)

and He!' z Ukrlli\".v Zl')'l!ir ta katsapi\\, (Get Jews and Russians l)ut of Ukraine)

began to be heard in the Donbas\037)'05

In the Donbas, as elsew'here\037 Bolshevik influence did surge in the sun1mer
and autumn of 1917.

106 For exanlple, in the August e1ect.ionsto the Luhans
\037

k

City Dunla, the Bol'shevi'ks gaine.d 29 seats l)ut of 75 (the SRs I 8 seats, the

houseowners\037 group I I, the M,ensheviks 10.,etc.)\"o7 <In luzivka.. however\037 the

Bolsheviks won only 6 seats out of 73, the SRs
.acquiring 50 seats\037 the Men-

sheviks I o\037 the Kadets 5, etc.).108 In the September elections to the Luhans'k
Soviet, the Bolsheviks won 82 seats out of 120\037

109 In Iuzivka, the Bolsheviks

gained one-third of the Soviet delegates, a
sharp

rise from only a handful (5-6)

out of 200 in
JUly.IIO

The political ascendancy of the Bolshevik party in the Donbas reflected

the political discredit of the Mensheviks and the SRs in Ukraine and Rus-
sia. III

When in the summer \"hunger revolts\" were threatening the Donbas\037 the)

I04Il1. v. Afonin, \"Monopolistychna burzhualiia Donbasu v ] 917 r\".. Uk rains 'kyi ;story('h\"yi

zh\"rl1a/, 1990, no. 9, p. 51.
IO;SCC. for example. Kuranov\037 USovety,H pp. 184-85, Bo\"she\\,'ist\037k;e o':\037aniz.atJ;; Ukrainy, p.

42R\037
and GOl710rllho('hii, 19 2 7. no. 41, p. J5.

I06See Alexander Rabinowitl'h\037 The Bo/she\\-,;kJ COJne tn po}\\.'cr: The Re\\lolution
(\037r 1917 in

Pt'lroRrad (New York, ]976).
u17Donf:'ISkiip,.oletarii (Luhans'k),. 22 (,9) August '917. See also fu. I. Tereshchcnko. Pnlirychna

borol'ba \"a r:rborakh do \",is tkykh dU,,1 Ukraill)' \\1 prriod pidJu>tu\\,'A)' ZJflH'tne\\1o; revolilusii (Kiev.

1974). pp. 108-9.
InRZaitsev\037 uKak nlY tvori1i Oktiahr',H p. 137. In lenakiieve.. the Bolsheviks won 27.2\302\260/(; (or r 1

SC(lts out of 42,), the SRs 3X.90/(1. the Mensheviks. the Bund\037 and .he Ukrainian socialist b10c 19CJf.

of the votes. ('Tereshchenko, Politychlll1 borot 'ba, p. 110.)

f09N. Goncharenko'l Oktillbr' l' DOllbll.f.\\'e (Luhans'k. 1961), pp. 165-66. The majority of the

Bolshevik delegates were representatives of metalworkers from the Hartman factory.

II\302\260Zaitsev, hKak nlY tvori1i ()ktiabr'l,'<\\ pp. 1]6-37.
111For the

precipitous
decline of the Mensheviks. see lu. M. Hamrets!kyi, uBirshovyky ta ikhni

politychni protyvnyky na Ukraini v 1917 r.: spivvidnoshennia syl,\"
Ukrail1J 1kyi i,ftor)'c1znyi zhllr-

fill I, 1987, no. I I.. pp. 66-67.)))
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Soviets failed to cope with the deepening food crisis. 1 ' 2
The persecution of the

Bolsheviks by the Menshevik-SR dominated militia was said to have militated

against the Mensheviks and the SRs\037
113

In the No,vember e.lections to the All-Russian Constituent Assembly, the

Bolsheviks won a
victory,

albeit insignifican\037 being challenged by Ukrainian

national groups (including the Ukrainian SRs and the Peasant Union) and the

Russian SRs. Out of 577,010 votes cast in \"the most important districts and

cities in the Donets- Kryvyi Rih Basin.'\037 the results were as follows:

Bolsheviks 186,543 (32.30/0)

Ukrainian national groups 132,604 (23.0)
Russian SRs 107,917 (18.7)

Kadets 42,606 (7.4)

Mensheviks 30,899 (5.4)
Others 76,441 (13.2)

In SOlne cities the Bolsheviks fared far better, receiving 48 percent in Luhans'k

and 47 in luzivka. 114 In the coal mines in
particular,

the Bolsheviks defeated

the Mensheviks, the SRs, and the Ukrainian nationalists by
a wide margin

(r6,775, 3 62 , 2,043. and 889 votes
respectively).

I 15 How complete the avail-

able data on the Donbas mines are is far from clear, however, because the total

votes cast amounted to only 20,279.
I r6

An SR newspaper bitterly cornplained

that Donbas miners, carried away by bootleg vodka and gambling, forgot
their

\"civil duty
-

voting in elections.\"\" 17

According to another account, only 5 to

8 percent of miners
participated

in various organizations.
I IS

Historians can)

[12
See\037 for example\037 L. S. Gaponenko, Rabochii klasJ Ros.'\037;i v 1917 godu (Moscow, 1970), p.

451. For the best study of the food crisis in general, see Lih\037 Bread and Authorit)' ;11 RU.'isia.

n3Zaitsev\037 uKak my Ivarili Oktiabr' ,\".p. 137\037
See also Kazimirchuk, uRevoliutsionnoe dvizhe-

nie v Gorlovo-Shcherbinovskom raione. Donbassa.,'\" LetopiJ. re\037\"olilltv;;, 192), no. 4, pp. 55-56.
1141. K. Ryba]ko\037 uRabochii klass Ukrainy na vyborakh \\10 Vserossiiskoe i Vseukrainskoe

uchreditel' nye sobraniia,\037' I.'iloriia SSSR, 1965, no. I \037pp.
J r 9-20.

,. 5 Donetskii proletari; (Kharkiv), 18 November (I December) 1917. See also GAR F. f. 795 2 ,

op. 6, d. 13, I. 3, and Steven L. Guthier, \"The Popular Base of Ukrainian NationaJism in 1917.'t'

Slal,'ic Rev;e\"\" 38: r (, 979); p. 44.
r

'6There are wel1-preserved archiva] data on the election results in the Don. The Bolsheviks won

large numbers of votes in the coalf1e1ds. See 1u. K. Kirienko, Re\\-\037o/iutsiia i Donskoe kawchesn.'o

(fevra'.-oktiab,' 1917 g.) (Rostov, (988). pp.
208-18.

t 11 See K/i\302\243\037hnaroda (Iuzivka), 5 November] 917, p. 4.
118Gontoza\\'odskoede/a, 1917, nos. 34-35 (15 November), p. 16279. The e1ections for the AII-

Ukrainian Constituent Assembly. held in January 1918, were even less popu)ar: the tumou( was

only about one-third of that of the All-Russian elections.. (TsDA VO, f. t 146, op. 1, spr. 2\037 ark. 24

and 199, and RyhaJko, '\037Rabochji k]ass Ukrainy,U pp. J 21-25. See aJso F. I. Zait\037ev, Zhovten. nn

Stalin\037r;hchyni [Kharkiv, 19331. p. 42.) The result was favorable to the Bolsheviks. \"In the major
towns and districts of the Donets-Kryvya Rih Basin,\" the Bolsheviks gained 38.50/0 of the votes\"

the Ukrainian SRs, the Peasant Union. and other Ukrainian groups 3 t .6%, the Russian SRs 9.9%,
the Mensheviks 2.\"2%. (In Iuzivka the Bolsheviks won only 18.3%.) At the Mykytivka coalfield

only 585 of the 3. 101 electors participated. (Rybalko, uRabochii klass Ukrainy,\" p. I 24.) The)))
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hardly aSSUllle lhat the election results reflected the political configuration of
the D()nbas at the time.

As it turns out\037 even where the Bo]sheviks prevailed. the workers often did
not follow the Bolsheviks. In Makiivka, for example, it was reported in Octo-
ber that Heven the 1110St influential party of Bolsheviks\" was losing popularity
with workersl'\037119 In the Donbas as a whole the Mensheviks and the SRs still

combined to present a fonnidable challenge to the Bolsheviks. For example,
when the unionization of the mine.rs finally took place in October 1917, much
nlore

belatedly
than for other trades, the Bolsheviks sent the largest contin-

gent, forty-seven.,
to lhe first union conference, but they were outnumbered by

the Mensheviks and the SRs combined, seventy-eight The leadership of min-

ers' unions remained in the latter's hands until 1919.120 On 31 October 1917
tile Iuzivka Soviet

adopted
a resolution propose.d by the Menshevik Interna-

tionalists, which condemned the Bolshevik seizure of
power

in Petrograd and

appealed for a \"horTIogeneous democratic government.\"121 In sonle other So-

viets in the Donbas, the Bolsheviks gained lead,ership with great difficulty.

l21

Because no one party could manage the Soviets in the name of the workers,

recalls of delegates and reelections took place frequently. 12]
When the Bolshe-

viks disbanded the Constituent Assembly in January 19 I 8, Hsome coalfields,

which have always followed us [Bolsheviks)\" became troublesome. At meet-

ings, many workers asked why tIle Bolsheviks dissolved the assembJy: \"You

yourselves
held the elections, didn't you? But now you've disbanded it:' J2 4

Soon after the Bolshevik seizure of power, the new government appeared
to the Donbas miners to have deprived thetn of \"the freedom bought with the

blood of the 28th of February, 1917,\"which
they

had sworn never to relinquish

Uby our childre.n, by God, by the heaven and earth, and by all things that we)

general chaos and the civil war. which had already started in the Donbas, adversely affected the

turnout.

r
19GARF. f. 1255. op. I, d. 31. 1. 49.

12\302\260Meller and Pankratova, Robochee d\037.'iz.helJie, p. 248, and 5-1etnii ohzor deialelfnoJti Soitlz.a

Romora!Jochikh \\' DOlletskol1J ha.f.ieille (/920-1925 gg..J ; kratk;; ocher/.:. raboche\037o i pnJfes-

sionaflJogo d\037,tizhelliia gor\"iak(H\037 DOlle/skoRo ba.r.'fei/lD do /9 20 Roda (Artemivs'k, 192 5), p. 35.
,121See Done/ski; prolt'tarii (Kharkiv), 9 (22) Decenlbcr 1917. and Pobeda Velikoi Oktiabr.skoi

.solsialiJtiche.'iko; ,.evo/iulS;i i 1l.'illlnO,tlenie SO\\Jetskot ..,t[a.ft; na Uk ra ill e. okl. -dek. 1917 g.. vol. 2

(Kiev\037 1957), p. 285. In February, in the luzivka Soviet the Bolsheviks still accounted for on]y

65 seats out of 143, or 45%. See P. M. Tryhub 1 HPro kirkist', partiinyi 13 sotsiarnyi sklad Rad

Ukrainy v hrudni 19I 7--kvitni 1918 fr.,\" Ukra;lls'k}tj istorychnyi zhunJal, 1972\037 no. J, p. 113. In

April it still maintained that it did not have authority or real power. See the J 3 April 191 R protocol

of the Bolshevik organization in luzivka in Bol'shevi.\\'lsk.ie organizal.rii Ukrainy, p. 622.

121See N. G. Goncha.renko.. V bit,'okJ, za Oktiabr' (,,,art 19/7-nlart 1918gR.' (Donets'k t 1974),

pp. '44-5 0 . 155-57.
I1JMeller and Pankratov3. Raboc/ree d,'izhel1;e 1 pp. 242-43. The state of affairs in luzivka, for

example, was described as umuJtiple power'\" (nrllogolluchalie). Lit0I'YJ re\\.'o/iul.iii. 19 2 8, no. 3, p.

37 r.

124 Kazi'Olirchuk, \"Revoliutsionnoe dvizhe.nie.\" p. t 25.)))
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hold sacred in the world.\037' The arrest of opposition party members on whom the

new government spied prompted Donbas colliers to describe the Bolsheviks as

\"gendarmes of the revolution.
ul25 Rumors of German gold, allegedly received

by the Bolsheviks, kept circulating in the Donbas.
126

From late 19 17 onward\037

the worsening economic situation further complicated matters. New Bolshevik

masters soon became as harsh as old masters and, in difficulties.. threw workers

out into the streets. f 27
Some party members came to behave like dictators, and

those who had entered the party on the spur of the moment turned against the

party}

18)

Civil War)

The experience of civil war and foreign intervention on the periphery of the

fonner Russian Empire differed sharply from the ,experience of the heartland:

it restored the old regime. As was characteristic of the civil war in the south,

the Reds, Whites, Blacks (anarchists), and Greens (peasant armies) fought

against
each other. 129 In the Donbas, the batlle was so fierce that some twe.nty

political regimes were set up one after another.']O Like Mikhail Bulgakov's

Kiev, the Donbas repeatedly changed hands among the Reds., Whites, and the

Blacks. In the particularly chaotic months of February through May 19I 9 Kos-

tiantynivka in 'the center of the Donbas changedl1an ds tweflJy_-_\037\037v
en-tinies.

131

In the process, the- Donbas turned. into a truly \"wild field'\" of carnage and sav-

agery. Thirty percent or more of the Donbas colliers were said to have per-

i shed. 1]2

In the Donbas 9 unlike the capital cities, '\037the victory of labor over capita)'.

was not \"achieved remarkably, and perhaps deceptively, easily.\"133 Many col-)

125Klich naroda.. 8 November 1917.
J 26

DonelJkii pro/etarii (Kharkiv)\" 9 (22) December 1917.
127See Profokoly I-go de leg a tJ kag 0

ohla.\037tltogo
.'i \"ezda prt\037fes.ii(}nal\",'ago so;uz.a gornorab-

orhikh
Do\"el.fk.ngo\037 Krivorozhskago i So/ianogo Basseino\037'. 25 MarclJ-} April 1918 (Kharkiv,

J 918).. p. 22.

128Bor\"ba za vlast J

SOl'eIOV DotlhaJsa. Shonlik dok'lfllentov ; materia/oil (SraJino, ] 957), p. 313

(Gorlovka-Shcherbi nov ka party conference j n February 1918)+

[29S ee HolquisL UA Russian Vendee
H

; and Peter Kenez, Civil War ;11SOllth RUJJia, J 918: The

FirJt Year of lire Volll'Jleer Army (Universjty of California Press, 1971), and Civil War in South

Rll.\037s;a. 1919-/920: The Defeat of the Whiles (University of California Press, 1977).

[]05-letni; obzor, pp. 8--9.

1]I/Jroriia rabochikh Donba.ftsa, vo1. I (Kiev, 1981)\037 p. 182. For a kaleidoscopic picture of
Donbas life with various armies, \"fightings, funerals, shootings, retreats, offensives:' see Vasil'

Haidarivs 'kyi. .IA .';1.1;(laky; horny; . . .
\"

(Buenos Aires, 1962).. p. II.
1)1GARF, f. 5459, or. 1 t d. L I. 62.

I]JSheila Fitzpatrick, UNew Perspectives on the Civil War:' in Diane P.. Koenker.. William G.

Rosenberg, and Ronald Grigor Suny. eds., Party, Slale\037 and Society in the RUJsian Civil War.:

Explorations in Social History (Indiana University Press, 1989), p. 15. See also Fitzpatrick, i'The)))

0.( Modenl Hi.flory. 40:3 (Septernber 1968 ).
141

See B. F. Sabri n, A lIiallce for Mttrder: The Naz.;- Uk rainian Nationalist ParflZer.\\'hip in Ge1lo-

(\037ide (New York.. 1991\302\260). This is a work of passionate and partisan condemnation. For a dialogue

between Ukrainian and Jewish historians, see Potichnyj and Aster, UkrainiafJ-)eu';Jh Rela/ions.)))
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liers did flee the Donbas to avoid the war, but unlike in Moscow, where \"this

confrontation was rel110ved frOIT] the ,direct daily experience of ftl0st work-

ers,,\"'34 in the Donbas, the war was the \"direct daily experience\"
of those wh()

chose 10 stay.

Lab()r's vi()lent attack on managenlent, as some w,orkers were well aware,

led inevitably to the latter's retaliation. The Donbas industrialists were elnbit-

tered by the brutal assault of labor on them and their liberal beliefs. On 30

November 19 17, for exalnple, the director of the Petrovsko-Khrustal\"sk An-

thracite Conlpany, S. G. Violin, was dragged from his house to the general

nleeting of workers and ell1p1oyees. They demanded a 50 percent wage hike

above the previously agreed-upon level and the i,nnlediate introduction of an

eight-hour workday
without a paycut He was given ten minutes to sign the

Uagreement\037'
with the threat that if he refused he would not be able to leave

the
meeting alive. The threat was supported by the menacing cries of workers.

Violin had no choice but to accept tile detnands. '35 In December the Donbas

industrialists declared: \"The inevitable has occurred. The Donbas has been

destroyed, the fuel and metal supplies of the country are almost completely
lost. T'he moment of the collapse of economic life in the Donbas is near.\"I3

6

From August 1917 onward, in fac\037 the Donbas industria1ists inlportuned

the Provisional Government to dispatch Cossack regimenls and declare mar-

tiallaw in the Donbas. The Komilov affair delayed the implementation of this

scheme. By early October Amman General A. K. Kaledin's squadrons had oc-

cupied
almost the entire region.

'37 On 25 Oct()ber, in c()nnection with the loss
of the telegraph connection with the capital Kaledin declared martial law in the
Donbas coal-mining area. Kaledin justified this measure by citing anarchistic

disorder caused by \"agitators
who have come in large numbers from Germany\"

(an allusion to the Bolsheviks)}3

8
Martial law was met with threats of strikes

by workers. 139
As the seizure of power by the Soviets spread through the Don-

bas, the confrontation developed into arnled fighting. Already in Decen1ber,

White terror was in full swing in the Donbas. In lasynivka, f()r example. the

Kaledin bands dissolved the workers' Soviet, tore up Red banners, broke the

furniture, murdered
twenty workers, and dUlnped their bodies into cesspools)

Bolsheviks' Dilemma: Class, Culture, and Politics in I,he Ear1y Soviet Years;\" Slavic Re\037l;e\"\\ 47:4

(Wi nter )' 988), p. 600.

134Diane P. Koenker, HUrbanization and Deurbanization in the Russian Revo1ution and Civil

War i

H
in Koenker, Rosenberg, and Suny, Party. Stale. and Society ill the RU.'ts;alf Ci\\\037il War\037 p. 99.

13\037DADO\" f. 305, op. I\" spr. 6.. ark. 29-29zv.

1\037f'JGor\"oz.a\\'ndsk(}e de/o, 1917.. nos. 4(}-42\037 p. 16427.

137Meller and Pankratova, Rabochee d,tl;zllell;e, pp. 229-35. See also Bor'ha za vIas'. Sovetov

DOllba.fsa, p. 143, and P. V. Volobuev, Proletariat i burzhuaziia Ross;; v 1917 godll (Moscow,

19 6 4), pp. 24 8 .. 256--61.

13 8 DA DC), f. 305. op. I\" spr. 6\037 ark. 47.

IJ9GARF. \302\243:1255\037 op. I, d. 56,11. J36--)8, and RTsKhIDNI, f. 71. op. 33, d. 24 1, I.
5.)))
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Figure ].2. The bodies of 118 workers killed at Iasynivka and Makiivka by the Kaledin

men on 31 December 1917. From TsDKFFA, od. zb. \"2-28891.)

and dung. In Makiivka, in revenge for armed resistance, the Kaledin forces

plucked out the eyes of arrested workers and cut their throats. Workers who

came up from the underground were chopped up and shot, while others were

thrown alive down mine shafts. Altogether. I 18 miners (including 44 Austrian
POWs) were shot in lasynivka and Makiivka. 140 In lenakiieve t an anti-Soviet

raid resulted in the execution of all the workers caught 141
In January 1918,

all Red Guard commanders congregating in Debal'tseve were caught and shot

by the men of the Don Cossack Captain Chernetsov. 142
Elsewhere White of-

ficers showed up at mines, rounded up all the workers, and exiled them to

places unknown; managers evicted the families of arrested workers from their
flats.'43 In the surrounding villages, the White officers flogged peasants and

raped women.144

Red terror was likewise brutal. Officers, cadets, and other anti-Soviet)

14\302\260Vishniakov\037 \"V bor\037be za diktaturu:\037 pp. 228, 230-31. and 5-1elnii obzor, pp. 38-39. See also

T\037 Kharechko. UBor'ba za Oktiabr\" v Donbasse. Organizatsiia biuro revkomov i Tsentroshtaba v

Donba..\037se,:t Letopi.tt' re'vo!iuts;;., 1927, nos. 5-6, pp. 141-42.

141 E. Kholmskaia, 'LIz istorii bor'by v Donbasse v oktiabr'skie dni,\037' Letop;s

J
revoliutsii t 19 22 ,

no. I, pp. 55-56.
142

Gregory \037 Tschebotarioff, Russia, My Native lAl1d (New York, 1964), pp. 147-49.

f4JDonetskii proletar;; (Kharkiv), 13 (26) December 1917.
1441. Nikolaenko, 'foGrazhdanskaia voina v Luganske,'. Litopys' re\\loliut.s;;, 1928, no. I\037 p. 202..)))
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forces were. arrested and shot, and their bodies displayed in public. 145
Some-

times, the Reds selected \"nonproletarian\" people on the basis of outlook (or

on the basis of whether one's hands had calluses or not) and summarily ex-

ecuted them: 46 In the eastern Donbas. Red Guards arrested and
brutally

ex-

ecuted many clergymen, one of whom was found later with his sexual organ

cut oft: 147 On 7 January 1918 the Red Guards arrested the director of the

Berestovo-Bogodukhovska coalfield, Engineer Porakov, and a cadet (son of
an employee) for

alleged cooperation with the Whites. On the same day, the
court sentenced them to be shot and executed them. 148

Managers, engineers,
foremen.. and other specialists suspected

of sabotage were subjected to harsh

treatment 149
On 7 January 1918, for example, a riot by hungry colliers in the

Nikolai coalfield resulted in the murder of a foreman, the only remaining mem-
ber of the administration!50 The Bolsheviks, according to some observers,
were given to

drinking
and to looting not only rich estates but peasants\" huts

in their class war.
r 51

To compJicate matters, terror was not committed just by the Reds and
Whites. In the Donbas, as in much of Ukraine, numerous armed bands of
unknown or vague ideological persuasion

were soon to take adVLlntage of civil

war and plunder the helpless population.
In Iuzivka, for example., shortly be-

fore it was occupied by the Germans and Austrians, the Bolsheviks fled, and

power moved into the hands of anarchists. They terrorize,d the population and

engaged in \"the most extensive and unrestrained robbery.\"15
2

While the steppe did not provide as good a hideout as the green forests
did for the peasants in the north and in the south, it did allow the Cossacks

to retreat far across the open and inaccessible parts of the Don
steppe,

\"as far

away from railroads as possible, where the Red Guards would have
diffic\037lty

in foil ow i ng us.\" r 51)

145 See P. V. Kovalev, So.rloiallie DOlletskogo Basseina \\.' oktiabre-ian\\'are \",esiatsaklr f 9171/8

g. ([ Moscow?] 9 ( 19 18 J), p. ).
J4 tJ

VMA, box II ]. folder 5 (Akt razsledovaniia po delam () zJodc.iianiakh bol'shevikov . . . ). and

James E. Mace and Leonid I-Ieretz.. eds.. Oral Hi:;IOI}' f)roject of ti,e Con,\",iJ.\\'ion 011lhe Ukrai\"illl'
Fan,;ne, 3 vo]s.

(Washington, D.C.,. 1990), 2: 1156.

147VMA, box III, folder 9 (Soobshchenie 0
goneniiakh

borshevikov . . . ). For Inore cases,

see A. A. Valentinov. comp., Cherna;a klliga (Paris, ] 925), p. 38. For Bolshevik atrocities in the
Don9 see also GT lanov, uDon pod bol'shevikami vcsnoi 1918 gada

i vozstanie stanits na Donu\037\037'

DOIlJka;o letnp;s' (Be Igrade), 1924. n06 3. p. 17.

14 R

DADO, f. 306,oP. ], spr. 32, ark. 3Zv. See also Terekhov, Tat tzacha/as' bor'h(l, p. X4.

14QKovalev, So.-;toianie D()netskogo Basse;lIa, p. ), and P. Kazimirchuk, \037cRevoliut\037ionnoe

dvizhenie i
\"

J92]i no. ), p. 65i and 192). no. 4. p.
r 26.

I \037o
Kovalev, SO.floian;e Do1terskogo 8a.\037.\"eina, p. 4.

15IBo/\"L\037/,e,'isr.tkie orgllf1iztll'sii Ukra;\"y, pp. 618,622-23, and 6319 and VMA, box III, rolder 5

(Akt rassledovan.ia).
152

GOl110zavodskot delo. 1918. nos. 5-6\037 p. J 6535.

153TschebotariofT, Russia, pp. 170. 208\037 and 25tr-51. Those peasant detachments in the north
and the south were call\037d \"Greens.\" For the most famous Greens (the Antonov movement). sec.)))
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After the October Revolution in Petrograd the Donbas fell under crossfire

from Nov,ocherkassk and Kiev. Kie.v became the center of the Ukrainian inde-

pendence movement, represented by the Central Rada, while Novocherkassk,

the Don capital, assunled the role of the capital of counterrevolution, or Rus-

sian Vendee.. 154

The Don provided the best hope for c,ounterrevo)ution, and Novocherkassk

(and Ekaterinodar. the capital of the Kuban Cossacks) attracted many anli-

B()lshevik forces, who sought political refuge
and a new basis for political

struggle, in Cossack lands. These included
prominent generals such as M. V.

Alekseev, A. I. Denikin, and A. S. Lukomskii, Kadet leaders such as P. N. Mil-

iukov, V. A. Stepanov, A. I.
Shingarev,

and P. B. Struve, the Octoberist M. V.

Rodzianko, and the former SR terrorist and Kerensky's aide B. V. Savinkov. 155

Some Donbas industrialists, including A. A.
Svitsyn.

the director of the New

Russian Company of luzivka, also fled to Novocherkassk and Ekaterinodar. 156

They were often followed by intellectuals such as
professors

and Academi-

cians, and specialists such as engineers and technicians who sought safety
and

enlployment in anti-Bolshevik territ{)ry.157 It was in the Don that in December

1917 lhe Volunteer Anny, the most powerful anti-Bolshevik armed force in

the civil war, was formed.

Kiev's nationaJism prompted the cession of the Donbas from Ukraine. To

c()unter the Kiev-based Central Rada, which declared the independence of
Ukraine in

January 1918,158 in February 1918 the more industrialized eastern

part of Ukraine and the industrial area of the Don formed the Done.ts'k-Kryvyi
Rih Soviet

Republic,
with Kharkiv as its capital.

159 How much support the)

Oliver Radkey. Tire Unknou'1J Ch'i/ \"'Or in Soviet RlI.f;,f;a: A Study of the Green Mo\\tement ill the
Tclnfb()\\' RC}fiott, 19 2 0-- '921 (Hoover Institution Press, 1976).

154The best work on this is Holquist, UA Russian Vendee.\"

155WiIJiam G. Rose.nberg, Liberals il1 the RII.f).f;ian Re\037'(}lut;oll: The ConstitutionlJl Delnocrat;c

Party. 1917\037 /92/ (Princeton University Press, 1974), pp. 308 and 311, and Kenez. Ci\\-til War

in South RUJJia, 1911i, p. 74. See also Richard Pipes, Struve: Liberal on ,he
Right. 19\302\2605-1944

(Harvard University Press\037 1980). pp. 246-67. See also Anna
Prosyk,

Russian Nat;onllliJnt and

Llkrll;lle.+ Tile Nationality Policy of lite Volunteer
Ar\"ry during the C;l'il \\Var (Edlnonton, Canada,

1995).. p. 39.

I
S6Manzhosov, \"Predslavnyts\"ki orhanizatsiL\" p. 83-

157See 1 for example\037 S. Timoshenko (a metal specialist who later enligrated and became a pro-

fessor at Smnford
University)\037 \037hJpomina\"iia (Paris, 1963)1 pp. 170-83.

15R
For the Ukrainian revolution, see Pavlo Khrystiuk, Zamid,:y i materiialy do is/or;; llkrains;'koi

revoliuts,;;. 1917-1920 rr., 4 voJs. (Vienna, 1921-22): John S. Reshetar Jr., The Ukrainian Re\\,'olu-

t;n'1, 19/7-1920: A Study ill NQtional;.\037I1J (Princeton University Press, 1952): Tara.s Hunczak, ed.,
The Ukraine. 19 1 7-192 J: A Study in Rel'olution (Harvard lfniversity Press., '977); and Richard

Pipes, The Fnrff,alion of the Soviet Union; Comfl,uni.rnr and Nationalisn1t 1917-1923 (Harvard

University Press, J 954').
1 59

Evgeniia Bosh. God bor'by. Bor.ba za vlast' ria Ukraine s aprelia 1917 g. do ne,nelskoi

okkllpat.rii (1\\1oscow and Leningrad, 1925), p\037 108., and uK materialam 0 Donetsko-Krivorozhskoi

respublike,\" Litopys ,.e,,'oliutsii,1928,no, 3. For the uneasy relationship between the Donbas and)))
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new republic received from the population is difficult to tell. There were few

representatives from the Donbas per se, and none frOlll its miners (because,

according to one account, \"the majority of the Donbas colliers,\" whose
h

pO
_

liticallevel\" was very low, simpl'y were \"not up to [even] the provincial level

of w()rk\.I60") This suggests that it was a bureaucratic creation. Even V. I.

Lenin oppose.d the fornlation of the repubJic on the grounds that it would split

the Ukrainian front 161 The republic h()ped that by declaring independence
fr()m Ukraine it would be saved from occupation by the Gennan armed forces,
which, according

to the Brest-Litovsk treaty concluded with Ukraine, caIne to

occupy Ukraine. (For sirnilar reasons a Don Soviet Republic was also Fonned

at that tinle.) They hoped
in vain: nluch of the Do,nbas was occupied by late

April and early May 1918, and the republic evaporated.

Lenin's disapproval\" however, had a long-standing impact on the territo-

rial delnarcation of Ukraine: Moscow acknowledged t.hat rnuch of the Don-
bas, including

the Russopllone industrial towns and settle.ments, belonged to

Ukraine.)

The
Occll/Jaf;(JIl)

The occupation of the Donbas by German and Auslrian tro()ps and the SkOrlJ-

pads'lkyi coup d'etat in April 1918 (which toppled the socialist-oriented U-
krainian Central Rada) helped to restore the old regime to the 111ines and facto-

ries. Those managers who had fled returned to recover their mines\037 and those

who had stayed reasserted their authority. The triumphant fornler nlasters sent

their regards and devotion to PavIa Petrovych Skoropads'kyi\037
the hetlnan of

Ukraine. The president of the Association of Southern Coal and Steel Pro-

ducers, N. F. von Ditlnar, even addressed him with the grandiose title las-

Il(J\\.'el \037111(}zhl1.vi Pan Hefllll1'1, His Highness Hetman. 162
The nlanagers soon

called for a thorough review ()f aJI labor legislation enacted under the Provi-

sional and the Soviet 'Governments,, 63 Thus. w()rking hours were increased,
wages cut, the unions ignored or closed, and strikes virtually outlawed. 1 \302\2604)

Ukraine.. see MykoJa Skrypnyk, UDonbas j lJkrajna\037n in Start; i proI110l')' ;: llatsiollof'no/]o pytann;a
(Munich\037 1974)\037 pp, 9- 18 .

1
f)\302\260M. Ostrogorskii, UIstoriia odnoi ncpravdy:\037 Litopys re\\.'olililsii, [928, no. 2, p. \03738.

161
v. I. Lenin, Po/noe sobra,,;e sochinerzii. vol. 50 (Moscow, 1965), p. 50. For Trotsky's

opposition to Donbas separalism, see The Trot.fky Pllper.f\037 1917-1922. ed. and annotated by Jan
M.

Meijer..
voL I (The Hague.. 1964).. p. 500 (doc. 267).

162(;orJ1oZGL'odskoe (Ielo, 1918, nos. 7\0378 (31 June), pp. 16554-55 ll8 May speech by
yon

Ditmar).

163Ihid., pp. 16 574-75.
164See B. Kolesnikov. Pn\037fes.rio\"al'noe d\\'izhenie i k.olttr-rel'oliutsiia. ()cherki;\037 ;stor;; pro-

!e.fs;01Jlli \"!logo dvizlreniia na Ukraine (Kharkiv.. 1913). pp. 46-50. See also the case of Adam

Svitsyn., director of the New Russian
Company..

in Gonlolrrlll, 19 19, no. 2, p. 9.)))
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Figure 3.3. A group of Gennan officers with the administration of Iuzivka's metallur-

gical factory, 1918. From Donets'kyi kraieznavchyi muzei.)

The restoration of the old regime meant not just the denationalization of

nationalized industry'6
S

but also terror. In Nesvetai in the Don, for example,
forty-five

miners were caught and executed by the Gennans on the first day

of the fight, 18 May J 9 18 . 166
In Aleksandrovsk-Grushevskii, colliers were

executed en masse or dropped down the mine shafts.
167 In this mining towo t

the site of the future Shakhty affair, as many as eight thousand to ten thousand

workers were shot in the civil war..
168

It was symbolic of the restoration that savage corporal punishment was

widely
reintroduced by anti-Bolshevik forces, including former factory and

mine owners. '69
In luzivka, for example, forty politically suspect workers

were subjected by Skoropads'kyi's men to
twenty-five

or more blows by a ram-)

16SForthe nationalization of Donbas coalfields, see t Sh. Chemomaz, Bor'ba
rabochego klassa

Ukrainy za kontrol' \"ad proizvodstvom (mart /917-mart 1918 gg.) (Kharkiv, 195 8 ), p. 159.

I66L. V. Karasev, Shakhterskaia letopis'. II islorii shakhty i,n.. ulI;na (Rostov, 1960>. p. 37.
1671.Borisenko, So\\.retskie respllblild na Sevenwm Kavkaze v 1918 god\", vol. I (Rostov, 1930).

p. 1
\302\2603.

f68Kh. Rakovskii t Donbas (ix. nJaterialov 0 Don\037lskom basse;ne i Donetsko; gub.) (Kharkiv,

1921). pp. 12-13 and 22.
16c}Manzhosov. hPredstavnyts\"ki orhanizatsii,\" p. 84.)))
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Figure 3..4.. Red Guards after battles near Morozovs'ka railroad station, 1918or 1919..
The left banner reads: \"Proletarians of all countries, unite! Long live freedom, frater-

nity, equality. Long live. . .
,..

From TsDKFFA\037 00. zb. 0-10951..)

rod; one of them died from this punishment 17\302\260

Striking colliers in Horlivka

were declared traitors and nogged to death. 171
Women\037 tOOt were subjected

to flogging.
111 Yet terror was often met with terror. Here and there, anti-

Bolsheviks disappeared one by one without trace or were found murdered.
173

The old regime was also restored in the countryside. Peasants were
flogged

by German troops and Skoropads'kyi's men for having taken the lands and

estates of former nobles. 174 The German colonists, who had suffered much

during Wor]d War I and were suffering from the new regime's policy because
of their relatively ]arge landholdings, actively collaborated with the Gennan

forces. 175

Greeks, who like Germans, tended to have larger landholdings and)

11\302\2605-/\037lnii obzor. p. 48. For the flogging praclice\037
see Lev Libennan. V ugo/'nom rsar.ftve.

Ocherki us/ovii truda. byta
; razviliia prom)'shlenno.sti v Donetskom bcuse;ne. ]rd ed. (Moscow,

192 4), p. 153.
171

Khrysliuk.. Zamitk)' i materialy, ):4 6.

171See\037 for example, Kazirnirchuk, \"Revoliutsionnoe dvizhenie,n p. 123 (192). no. 4).
17JGARF\037 f. 6870, op. I.. d..

150\037
I. 13.

174G. A. Kolos, Zametki 0 podpol'; i vooruzh\037nll'Oi bo,'be 1918-1919 g. (Dnipropetrovs.k\037

1927), p. 9, and
VoJodymyr Sosiura\037 'iretia rota\037n I(\\';V\" 19 88 , no. I, pp. 109 and I

14\037
and no. 2\037

p. 76\" However 1 the flogging was not the monopoly of the Whites. Peasant rebels against grain

requisitioning were mercilessly flogged by the Bolsheviks, regardJess
of their sexes; for a case

in Kaluga. see The Ufe of a Chelnisl, P+ 273. Makhno often flogged his own men. See Nataria
Sukhogorskaia\037 uVospominaniia 0 makhnovshchine\037n Kanda I 'nyi zvon (Odessa), no. 6 (1927), p.
39.

t75See, for example, Mizhnats;onaI1n; vidnosyny na pivdni Ukraini, pt 3 (Zaporizh7..hia., 1993),)))
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to be more prosperous than Ukrainian and Russian peasants, were likewise

said to be no friends of the Soviet govemmenl
l76

The violence and brutality of the
political revenge frightened even the nlan-

agers who feared that the workers would flee the mines en nlasse. 177 Their

fear was justified: numerous colliers deserted the Tnines to avoid the famine

and fighting.
178

Donbas miners \"now were enrolled in the Red Anny, now left

the coalfields retreating with the Soviet Government, now went tO
I the Kuban

or other grain-producing areas to escape famine, now returned to their na-

tive villages. now went back to the coalfields. H

The population movement

was such that it was described as a
\"great migration

of peoples.\"179 Accord-

ing to one account, the number of Donbas miners thus declined progressively

from 215,000 in March 1918 to 78,239 in October 1918, a 64 percent drop

in seven Inonths. 180
Coal produ,ction accordingly plummeted from 24,836 to

8,910 thousand tons from 1917 to 1918}81

The dire shortage of labor led the desperate managers to round up recalci-

trant workers by force from their flats and barracks. 182
Yet they often did not

pay wages. Strikes erupted everywhere. In the Sofievka coalfield, for example,

on 24 September 1918 a spontaneous strike took place over
payment

of August

wages. On that day, the trade union under Menshevik
leadership managed to

convince the strikers to end their action, but the following day
the strike re-

sumed. The administration promised to pay by 28 September, and the union's

appeal
ended the strike. The promise was not kept, however, and the colliers

struck anew.
18) uAII during the summer of 1918 spontaneous strikes remained

a mass p'henomenon.\"18
4 To the surprise of the Bolsheviks, in

spite of the strike

waves and the material hardships under which the Donbas colliers lived, the

restored \"capitalist\" regime managed to increase the productivity of labor. 185)

p. 176. During World War I the ethnic Germans were often physically assaulted by local (Russian

and LJkrai nian) peasants for being German. Tn 1915 the government confiscated more than three

miJlion desiatinas (I desiatina = 2.7 acres) of land from the ethnic Gennan citizens of the empire,
See Hritsenko, uSelians 'kyi rukh,\" pp. 8 J -82, and Kir'ianov, uKresf ianstvo stepnoj Ukrainy,\" pp.

246 and 249.

17\"V. N. Nikol'skyi, uNatsionarnye problemy 2o-kh godov i ikh reshenie\037n Novye stranits,V v

isto,.U Donbassa. Slat'i, vol. 2 (Donets'k, 199 2 ), p. 54.
177

Gonzozavodskoe de/o, 1918, nos. 5-6 ( 15 May), p. 16524.
\302\26778

Se-e, for exa.mple, DonetskU pro/eta,.;i (Kharkiv), 23 March 1918. and Protokoly J \037
go dele-

galskago oblastnogo s \"ezda, p. 47.
' 79

5 -Iern;; obzor. pp. 9-10.
.RoE. M. Skliarenko, Rohitllyclly;

kla.5 Ukra;n)' v roki hrolnadialls '/wi vliny (1918-1920 rr.}.
Narysy (Kiev, 1960), p. 24.

,81 G. D. Bakulev, Razvitie lIg0/ 'no;
prol1,Y.fjhJen110st; Donelslwgo ba.sse;lJa (Moscow, 1955). p,

662.
. 82

5 -1 etll ii obzor, p. 47.
IRJDADO\037 f. 306., op. 1, spr. 25. ark. 9.
I R4 Kolesnikov t Profe.c; ,don a I

,

lIoe d\\'izhe\"i\037 1 pp.
1

\302\2603-4.

185See the case of luzivka in RTsKhIDNI, f. 71, op. 351 d. 436t I. 89, and Narodnoe kholiaistvo\037)))
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The remaining work force, cOlnposcd largely of uold\" (i.e., skilJed) workers
with fanlilies, exerted thenlselves to their limits in order to feed their families.
The sanle

pattern
was repeated in 1919 under lhe Oenikin reginle.

186
The be-

wi1dered Bolsheviks almost certainly wondered where the politicall()yalty of
these Donbas workers lay.

Civil war was conlplicated by the intervention of capitalist powers against
the new regime. They.. particularly the Entente countries, still at war with

Gernlany, wished t() push Russia back into the war by toppling the Bolshevik

government. They were
deeply disturbed by the emergence of an openly anti-

capitalist power on the world scene. The new government nationalized foreign
concerns without conlpensation and annulled

foreign
debts\037 France\" for exam-

ple, which had heavily invested in the SQutllern industrial belt in general and in

the Donbas in particular, had nluch reason to want to regain the area. 187)

/11 the Crossfire: Revenge)

The surrender of Germany and the end of war in the autumn of 1918 weakened

the Skoropads'kyi regime in Ukraine\037 which had relied on the 'German anlled

forces. FroJn late 1918 (when Skoropads

t

kyi was toppled by the socialist and

nationalist Directory) to mid-1919 (when almost the entire Donbas fell to A. II

Oenikin and his Volunteer Army), the Donbas again became a theater of savage
warfare and class revenge. In Makiivka, hostilities \"had broken out again not

long after the departure of the Germans\037\" and \"for four long mo,nths\" people
lived hwith the constant sound of

gunfire.\"188
Workers were terrorizcd by the

Whites simply because they were workers. IR9
In Dccember 1918 in Iuzivka,

for example, according to General S. V. Oenisov's order, one out of every ten

arrested workers was hanged. Hundreds of corpses were kept hanging for days

in major streets; all others were f1ogged,,
90 In January 1919, in lenakiie.ve,

Horlivka, and Shcherbynivka, 1t10re than five hundred workers were shot; olh-

ers were hanged in the city centers and left on the gallows for two or three

days. This was repeated each time the Whites canle. J9 1

In Ukraine captured)

I 9 1 9, no. J, p, 28,

rR60krillbr \"; Rorniaki (Moscow, 1927), pp. 49-50.

187Michael Jabara Carley, Revolutionand Illtentenr;nn: The French GOVe,.\"l1lent and the Russ;an

Cil';[ mu: 19'7-1919 (McGill-Queen's University Press, 19 8 3), p. T 3J.

I\037Hparrick A. Croghan, The Pea,f(uzl fronl Make)'e-vka: Biography of B;\037thop
Pill.\037 Ne,/ell, A.A.

(Worcester, Mass., r ( 82 ), p. 41.

18QSec Rohi,nychy; kontro[
I

; natsiollolizalsiia prOnl)'.flovOSI; Ilil Ukrl1ini, p. 495.
190

Prllvda, 4 December 191 R\037 and L IJukomskaia, uPro1etariat Donbassa i realizatsiia Stalin-

skogo plana razgroma Denikina.-' 1.'.;torik-f1'arl\037isl, 1940, I (77), p. 106. See also GARF\"I f. 687 0 ,

op. 1'1 d. ] 50, I. I), and Kolos, Zlmetki n podpof'i, p. 20, where the order was U
to hang a1l

arrested workers in the main streets and not to remove thenl for three days:'
191

GornOI rlld, 1919, no. I (: loA pri 1.), p\037
20.)))
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Reds were forced to dig their own graves before being shot A popular song
from that time runs:)

A young [White.1 general went up to them:
-

Now, I hope that you'll understand:

You have asked for land, I'll give you Jand\"

But find freedom r 1.'oliu] in heaven'! IQ2)

Many
workers managed to fle.e with the retreating Reds, fearing White ter-

rOf. In April 1919. for example, forty thousand workers (obviously with their

farnilies) left Iuzivka with the Red Army soldiers. 193 Those who stayed were

subjected
to savage terror. They were often recruited at gunpoint for the Vol-

unteer Anny. Resistors to call-ups were flogged severely}94 In May 19 19
(he divisions of the Cossack General A. G. ShkufO captured

u
many prisoners-

Reds and Makhnovites U

in luzivka and hanged all the arrested Communists. 195

With Denikin\037 former managers returned again. This time they criticized

the Ukrainian nationalists, Skoropads'kyi and Symon Petliura (the leader of

the Directory), with whom
they

had opportunistica11y collaborated. Only with

the Volunteer Army and its leader General Denikin did they declare,
U

we have

that national power. . . to revive and create a Single and Great Russia.
Hl96 In

Iuzivka the former director of the New Russian Company, Adam Svitsyn, canle

back with the Volunteer Army and restored the pre-February regime\"
97 As in

1918\037 public flogging was widely practiced. Often the victims were subjected
to this

pre-1905
fonn of corporal punishment in markets and town squares

for everyone to see. 198 The Whites used corporal punishment because they
believed that the n1iners were an \"extremely embittered and immoral element
with rude instincts and without the slightest value for their own or anyone
else's life.\"'99 As in previous times, such savage treatment embittered workers.

When Aleksandr Ne.krasov, for example, was indicted at the famous Shakhty
trial of 1928, a worker named V. P. Saksonov wrote to the prosecutor that in

1919 Nekrasov worked at the Pararnonov mines under the Whites, beating and)

192
Moris Simashko, uPisanie po Bondariu'l'\037 Lireraturnaia gazeta, 1 June 19 8ft

193V. A. Antonov-Ovseenko, Zapiski
0 grazhdall.5ko; l'oine t vol. 4 (Moscow and Leningrad..

1933)..p. 6]. See also 7Aitsev, UOktiabr' v luzovke:
t

p. 6]0.
194 A. V. TurkuL DrozdovtJ}' v oglle. Zlz;\\'ye razsknz.:v ; fflaterialy obrabotal /}.1an Lukash (Bel-

grade.. 1937)\037 p. 7 1 .

195 A. G. Shkuro.. Znpiski belogo partiza,za (Moscow\037 1991)\037 p. 12 5.
t96 Gornozavodskoe de/o, 1919\037 nos. 1-2 (5 September)1 p. 16595 (editorial written by A. I.

Fenin. The president of the Association of the Southern Coal and Steel Producers.. yon Ditmar,
died from typhus on 5 January 1919).

'97
GornOlruJ\037 19191 no. 2<t p. 9, and Kolesnikov.. Professional \"not d\037'izlJenie<t p. 17 2 .

19 R
Bortha z.a vias\" Save/o}.' no Donu, p. 4 23.

1995 ee the repon in VMA, box 41 \037folder 10 CiSvodka.').)))
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insulting workers. Because of him, thirteen arrested workers were flogged to
death. 20o

This time around the former factory and mineowners were said to be con-

cerned not so much with increasing their profits as with getting revenge.
201

The workers were ruthless1y exploited.. in any case, and deaths from starvation

and epidemics were \"not rare in lenakiieve, Kadiivka and other districts.\"'lOl

Captured
Red Anny soldiers who were lucky enough not to be shot or

hanged

were used as slave 1abor. At the New Russian Company of luzivka., for exam-

ple, where 1.,406 soldiers worked in September 1919, every day
ten to sixteen

bodies had to be buried. By December only 458 of the 1,406 Reds remained

alive. 20) In Aleksandrovsk-Grushevskii, half of the population was sick with

typhus. No medical help was given, nor were patients isolated, and the epi-

demic spread uncontrolJably. Mortality reached 20 percent, hitting hardest the

thirty-five- to
fifty-year age group.20

4 Here and there desperate wildcat strikes

occurred\037
2\302\2605

Yet, as in '914-1917, strikers were threatened with, and pun-
ished

by
mobilization to the front with the result that the strike movement was

nl0re limite,d under Denikin than under Skoropads'kyi.
206 Anti- White anned

insurrecti()ns, too, were organized, but the.y were bruta11y slippressed.
207

The Whites justified their terror as revenge. Colonel Drozdovskii, who

operated in the Don and Kuban area, for examp,le declared that \"we live in a

terrible. time, when Inan is becoming an animal. These unbridled hooligans
understand

only
one law: an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth. But I would

propose two eyes for one, and all teeth for one.''208

Red terror was as savage as White terror. This was particu]arly the case in

the Cossack are.a of the eastern Donbas. The Reds looted Cossack settlel11ents

(Stllllil.ft.V), captured local residents, sent the'TI to Luhans'k t and executed thenl.

The executions inv,olved the cutting off of ears and noses, the
gouging

out of)

200GARF. f. 9474.oP. 7, d. 259\037
I. 110.

20 I
Kolesn ikov\037 Profe.'is;ollal

\037
II Of! dv;zhellie t p. 172. More generallyt see M. Mar t. \"'Deniki n-

shchina i rabochie 9

'.
Proletllr,vkaia re\\'Olilll.'i;ill\037 19 24. no. 5.

202Gor'lotrlld, 1919.no. 3 (25 September 1919). PL 7. See also TsDIA, f. 2161. op. I. spr. 279,
ark. 91.

20\037
Man7hosov, UPredstavnyts'ki orhanizatsii:- p. 86.

204
A. Nebotnv. Boe\"\037ye god)'. PnJ!elarskii Donbass \\' bor'be za SO\\lel.fkuiu I'lasl' (1919-1920

g\037.) (Stalino\037 1959), p. 39.

l05Note. for ,example.. the Makiivka case in Pro!e.sJ;ollar\"oe dt'izhel1ie. no. 40 (5 Dccember

1919)\037 P+ 3.. and VMA, box 28. folder 4 (Obzor 0 naslroenii . . . ).
206Kolesnikov, Profe.\037J;()nar\"oe dpizhenie, p. )08.
2U7 L. A. Pavlova, uRabot'hie Donba\037sa v usloviiakh Denikjnskogo voennoi

diktatury (po materi-

alanl TsGASAf' (unpublished paper, Russian State Humanittes
University, 199 2 ), pp. 75., 76 1 and

7\037t

lnRQuoted in Viktor G. Bortnevskii t \"White Administration and White Terror (The Denikin Pe-

riod):\037 RlI.\\'si\302\243ln Re\037tie\"\\ 5 2 :3 (July 1993)9 p. 357.)))
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Figure 3.5. Burial of colliers in Iuzivka, killed in action by the Denoon
anny, 19]9.

From TsDKFFA. 00. zb. 0-53773-)))
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Figure 3.6. Bodies of
prisone.rs\037 poisoned by the Denikin army before retreating from

the city of Artemivs'k (Bakhmut)\037 1919; the bodies were also mutilated and their lower

parts left exposed. From TsDKFFA.. 00. zb.
o\0378596.)

eyes, and dismemberment. 209 In Luhans'k. the Cheka (Soviet secret police)
killed all the ex-officers found in the town.. 210 The engineers and technicians
were battered by the workers. When the Whites retreated, workers would at-

tack engineers and technicians, even those sympathetic with the Soviet govern-

men\037 rationalizing that the time for revenge had come.. 211
Many tragic deaths

resulted.
212

Nor did the Soviet government trust the specialists as a whole,
many of whom had cast their lot with the Whites. 2 '] In December 1919. half

of the mining specialists fled the Donbas with the defeated Whites.
214

In Kamensk, east of Luhans'k, \"there were always a lot of corpses lying

in the streets for quite a few days before
they

were removed.\" A witness re-

counted the following horror story:)

2 09
VMA.. box I II, fo1der 8 (Akt razsledovaniia . . . ).

210Robert Argenbright, uRed Tsaritsyn: Precursor of Stalinist Terror,n Rel'olut;oltur)' Russia., 4:2

(December 1991), p. 171. Luhans'k provided some of the important Cheka members in Tsaritsyn

where Stalin used them to
apply

extensive terror against (he Whites and his own opponents.
111

Protokoly III-go obla.rlnogo delegal.5kogo snezda profes\037'iio'f(ll'\"ogo .ioiuza \"GorlJotr\"d\"

Donet\037\037kog(} Ba\037\037seina. Kri1/o,vzJrskogo ; Soliallogo ra;onol', 26 aprelia-6 nra;a 1919 g. (Kharkiv,

19 1 9).. p. 67.

112Forconcrete cases, see V. A. Manzhosov, \037'Oktiahr' 1917 goda i tekhnichcskaia inteJligentsiia
Donbassa,u in No\\)ye stranil.sy \" ;..'uor;; DOllba.f.fa. Sta,.i, vol. I (Doncts\037k. 1992), p. 110.

2 r ,1 Narod\"oe khoz;aist1lo, I g 19,. no. 5. p. 29.

2 I 4
Ekolfon,;clreskaia zhi\037n', 25 February 1920.)))
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One day the rebellious Red Cossacks with the Red Guard miners
pulled

out

the local governor
- the atarT1an-

from his house and slashed him with sabres

in the stree\037 with several captured White officers. Colonel \"Bloodsucker\"

[who used to beal his batmen]' was amongst them. The officers died hard.

One of thern, a handsome. tall, strong man with black hair and a haughty

face, tried to cover his head with his arms, but his wrists were slashed in two.

Lying with his face on the ground the officer screamed. moving his arms

with the severed wrists as if he was swimming in the mixture of his blood
and the road's dust. The ataman was sitting with his back

supported by the

leaning fenoe of a garden in front of his house. He pressed his large hands

with outstretched thick fingers to his slashed chest as if he would prevent his

sou1 from leaving his mutilated body. His eyes in his pale face with the thick

moustache were wide open. Tears were running from them like streams, and

dripping from his moustache. Colonel \"Bloodsucker's\" face was a mass of

bloody flesh, his mouth had been slashed by a slanting stroke and it produced
the impression of a horrible smile. One of the Cossacks swore.

U

so you are

smiling, son of a bitch\" and brutally struck him with the butt end of his rifle4

After this blow\037 the c.olonel began to snore like a horse.
\"Finish them off,H crie.d one of the crowd.

The reply came: \"Shut
up\" you dirty dog! Do you want to get the same

punishment? They will cough until they have coughed out all the blood they

drank from us. Understand?''I2I S)

When the Whites returned, they captured about two hundred Red Cossacks
and Red Guard miners. Some died soon Hbecause their genitals were gradually
screwed with wire to compel them to give up their leaders.\" The Whites shot

every
fifth man from the captured Reds. The executions attracted a crowd:

The common grave was already dug by the condemned men themselves. It
was long like a trench but not very wide or deep. After the first layer of soil

there was bright yellow clay, and a heap of it rested on the other side of the

grave. It was sticky and heavy after the rain, and here and there was a trickle

of yellow water running down into the grave.
There was unusual silence only broken by discharges from the rifles of the

firing squad. It seemed as though both the executioners and the condemned
were

obliged
to carry out s,ome dirty and tiresonle work and hurrjed to finish

it as soon as possible. When their turn came, each condemned man
quickly

undressed\037 as soldiers do, and having put their fo1ded clothes aside walked in

their worn-out dirty underwear to their last resting place, trying not to step
into the cold rain-pools with their bare feet. At the edge of the grave some
of them were whispering and nobody knew whether it was their last oath or

their last prayer. Some crossed themselves with the orthodox cross, then all

quickly disappeared into the grave4
216)

115
Borodin\037 One Mall in His Timet p. 19.

216
1b

'
dI .1 p. 20.)))
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Others were flogged \"with the thick metal rods which were used for cleaning
rifles. After a few blows of the rods the bac.ks of the scourged men were ]ike

chopped meat and at the end ()f the beating each of the punished men was
carried

away
from the bench either unconscious or dea(t n217)

F,.iellds and Foes)

The Donbas miners were no blind followers of the Reds. In May 1919 in

Iuzivka\037 for example, before the Bolsheviks marched to the cilYt workers gath-
ered and

adopted
a resolution that if the Bolsheviks showed disrespect for the

,church and clergy, they
would stage an uprising. The reso]ution was handed to

the Bolsheviks and the church and clergy were saved. 218

The mass movements of Ukrainian nationalism seem to have largely by-

passed the Donbas. It is not that the nationalist
groups

had little support. As

the elections to the two constituent assemblies demonstrated, they had consid-

erable popular suppo\037 especially among the peasants, and people like the poet

Vol()dymyr Sosiura participated in the movements as recruits. 219
Yet the na-

tionalists hardly succeeded in organizing their supporters. The peasants would

stage
an uprising against their enemies and go back home once the

fight
was

over4
210

In the Donbas) according to a testimony by a Ukrai nian residen\037 the

names of the Centra1 Rada and Skoropads'kyi were not spoken of or even
mentioned.22J

Peasant aspirations for land and freedom were stronger than the

appeal of Ukrainian nationalism, a creation of intellectuals. Popular aspirations
were manifested

largely
in th,e form of arlned movements of warlords against

Reds.. Whites, Germans, Skoropads'kyi, an,d Petliura. These movements were

modern-day haidarnatstvo (steppe fighters\" rebe]lion), which had been glori-
fied for centuries in Ukraine and in the steppe in particular for their resistance

to \"every would-be conqueror.\"22l The warlords.. like their predccess()[s, the

Cossacks.. acted like mercenaries, allying with this or that camp, depending ()Il

the situation, and in the process perpetrated as much terror as did the Rcds and

Whites.
22

))

217 1b
'
d1 . \037p. 2 I .

218
Va1entinov, Chernaia knigll. p. 42.

219See Sosiura\037 ....Trctia rora.\"

2 20
Maksill1Cnko. ulz istorii partizanskoi bor'by v Donbasse i Ekaterinoslavshchine v '918\03719

godu\037\037' ulopis' re}1()/iu/Jii, 19 2 5, nO'. 4\037 p. 16 3.
211 Mace and Heretz, Oral History Project, I :35.

222
Arthur E. Adanls, B(}IJhevik.\037 ;11 the Ukraine: The Secolld

C(u\"p'a;\037Il, 19 [8\037 1919 (Yale Uni-

versity Press\037 [9(3), p. 234. See also his uThe Awakening of the lJkrajne,'I\037 in Donald W. Tread-

gold. ed._ The Del'e[opulent of the USSR: A\"
\302\243tchange of Vi.e\037\037''''\\' (University of Washington Press,

19 ( 4).
12JAdams's Bo/.'ihel'ikJ in the Ukraine has much in fOflll at ion on these various brigands. See also

his uThe Great Ukrainian Jacquerje..\0371 in Hunczak\" The Ukraine.)))
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The most notable of these was the Makhno movement. Whether or not its

followers were anarchists is less important than the fact that they supported

their leaders in their fight against all outsiders. Cossack traditions of inde-

pendence and freedom shaped the ITIovement 224
The following proclamation

attributed to Makhno attracted many followers:

Down with all authority. . . so that we can have what we want. Kill the Jews

who bleed us. Kill the generals who wish to establish what they call law

and order. Kill the landowners wh,o keep
us from our own, and then kill aU

Communists who would make us share With the towns. When we've killed

the lot we'll divide the land.. and then we will dictate to the towns what they

must give us't and we can nlake pro'll;se.f
as to what we will give them in

exchange. 225

The Soviet grain requisition detachments became the favorite targets of terror.
\"Hundreds and thousands of them\" were ITIurdered by peasants and Makhno-
vites. 226

(So were Volunteer Army so1diers who often looted towns and vi1-

lages.) Sometimes the skin was tom from the victims still alive. 227
When

chased, the Makhnovit.es were given refuge by peasants who saw a savior in the

Russ()phone Ukrainian Makhno.
228 Makhno had some followers among the

workers as welt 229 His popularity., according to contemporary observers, was

such that even some Bolshevik
party organizations,

in Hryshyne and Iuzivka,

for example, were \"contaminated with the Makhno movement.\"l)O For other

contemporaries. it was simply unclear whom Makhno was serving. 231

Many

other \"bandit\" groups similarly captured and killed Communists. (Therefore,
Re.d terror against Makhno,vites and their sympathizers was particularly sav-

age.)2 3 2

According to a Ukrainian resident in the Donbas, these warlords did
not rob the people and enjoyed popular support.

233

They did, however\037 perpetrate anti-Jewish pogroms. So did the Whites, the
Ukrainian nationalists, and the Reds. (In the Don, Kalmyks were subjected)

l14Palij,
The Anarchisln of Alakhllo. pp. 57-60.

21;Quoted in John Ernest Hodgson. With Denikin IS Armies: Being a De.scription 0.( the COLf-

sack Coultter-Rel.'olulion in South Ru.s.sia t /918-/920 (London, 1932), p. 118 (enlphasis in the
originaO.

226Viktor Pn1dnikov\" HAtaman iz Guliai-PoHa,'\" Vechern;i Donelsk. 7 September 1990.
2\0377 Bo,.'ba za Oktiabr

J
na Artemo\\'.fjh(\037hinf\\ pp. 370-7].

2z\037DAOO\037 f. R-1146, op. 2, spr. 26, ark. 240, and VMA.. box 49.. folder 14 (Obshchestvennaia i

politicheskaia zhizn' , . . ).
22 9 S ee , for example, D. Kin, Denikinshchina

(Leningrad. 1927). p. 116.

2)0
Re\\'oliuts;o'1I1yi front (Kharkiv). 1920, no.

5\037 p. 56.

2)1 Macc- and Hcrelz, Oral Hi.ftory Project, I :206. Some peasants confu\037cd these \037\037banditsn with

the Reds. See 1.\\\"PJ'lol1;eJo/gol1l. V(J.\037po'n;nalliia cheki!;to,'. 3rd ed. (Donets 'kt 1989).. p. 27.
Z\037'l See V. A. Savchenko and L, L Basanets,

U

'Chervonyi teror' ptoty makhnovtsiv i selian pivd-
nia

Ukrai,ny
u r917\037 1920 pp.,'\" in SJrosta V.tt'ukrains tka naukOl'a konfere\"t.\037-;;a l iSlor)'chnoho

kraiezna1/.';tVQ (\",. Lrlt.fi 'k, \\tereself '-z)rovten' 1993 I).) (Luts \037k, 1993).

2:\\.1Mace and Heretz, Oral History Project, I :37 and 57.)))
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to similar terror.}2:14 The pogronls in the south during the civil war were the

bloodiest in modern history. They began in
1917\037

continued in 19r8, and

reached a peak in intensily and frequency in 1919. the climax of the civil

war. The pogroms were perpetrated by
all sides. including the Red Army

led by the Jew Leon
Trotsky135

and the soldiers of Makhno, one of whose

close comrades was V. Volin (Eikhenbaum), a Jew. 236
According to a recently

declassified account
by Trotsky, Trotsky had resolutely declined to become (he

leader of the Red Arlny on the grounds that he was a Jew, but eventuaJly was

persuaded to do so
by Lenin. In 1923 Trotsky told the party that he should not

have assumed the leadership of the Red Army because, at critical moments

of the civil war, the agitation of the Whites. \"At the head of the Red Army

stands a Jew,\" undernlined the Red Army.2]7 In any case, slogans such as

\"Beat the Jews and Save Russia,\" \"Soviets, but no Jews,\" UDeath to the Jews

and C,ommunists,'t' and uJews and Russians, Get Out of Ukraine\" were used

according to the needs of the
perpetrators.

23R The estimated number of deaths

in Ukraine and Belarus from 1917 to J 92 I is 180,000 to 200,000. 239

As in the previous waves 'of pogrc)ms, the pogroms in the Donbas
during

the civil war were fewer and more linlited than in the western
parts

of the coun-

try where there were larger and more concentrated Jewish populations. Still at

least twenty-four pogroms were recorded in Luhans'k, Iuzivka\037 Hryshyne\037 len-

akiieve, and other places in the Donbas: six by the Denikin men and eighteen

by \"bandits
n

such as Makhnovites. 24 0)

134 Pav Jo\\'a, HRabochie Donbassa,u p. 47.
2J\037See V. L, Genis, \037&Pervaia Konnaia anniia: za kulisami

slavy..u V(Jpro\037fY ;stori;, 1994.. no. r 2:

Orlando Figes, uThe Red Anny and Mass Mohilization during the Russian Civil War, 191R-1920..u
Past and Present, 129 (November 1990), pp. 195--96\037 lu. De]evskii. \"Bol'shevizm i pogromy.\"

E,'re;skaia tribuna (Paris). 8 (20 February 1920): and Oleh Romanchuk.. HZirka Davyda i tryzub

Volndynlyra na tli Kremlia:' Dz.,.j\" (Kiev), 1991. nos. 9 and 10. Stories on the pogronls com-

miUc.d by Rcd ArnlY nlcn, contained in Lenin's papers t have been withheld from publication. See

/storicheskii ark/,,',.. (Moscow), no. , (1992'),p. '217 \037

23 6
N. Gerg.el, uThe Pogrofns in Ihe Ukraine in 191R-192I,\" Yl\037J() Anflual of leu';.\\'\" SOCilll Sci-

ence, 6 ( 1951 ), and Henry Abran1son, UJcwish Representation in the Independent Ukrainian Gov-

ernments of 1917-1920,,'\" Shu';c Re\\'ieu.\" 50:) (Fall I CJ9 T ), both of which have statistical data with

hreakdo\\vns of pogroms hy the parties that conlmitted them. For pogronls by
Makhnoviles in the

Donbas\" sec\" for example, DAD()\" [ R-2593,oP. I. spr. t. One of Makhno\"s bodyguards was a

Jew. See Zhertvy repreJJii (Kiev. 199J)\037 pp. 255-62 (l. N. Zin\"kovskii-Zadova. who returned to
the Soviet Union from exile in Rumania, \\vorked for Ihe ,GPU-NKVD\" and was shot in ] 9J8 as a
U

spy \.") See also 58 (Moscow),. J 992 (probnyi nomer}\037 pp. 24-25.
2J7

u
L. D. Trotskii zashchjshchaetsia\037't' VOf\"psy ;,\\\"0\";; KPSS, 1990, n(). 5, p. 3h .

lJ8S ee , for exanlple.. RGVA. f. '99.oP. 3, d. 900\" 1. I.
2J9 E\\.'rei.\\'kie /,oRrol1'Y 19/8-/921 (Mns<.:ow\" 1(26), p. 74. See also Peter Kenez, UPogroms and

White Ideology in the Russian Civil War,\" in John D. Klier and ShloOl0 Lambroza\" eds.\" PORlnnts:

A1tti\037Je\037riJJr Violence i\" Modern Russian History (Canlbridge University Press\" (992). p. )02.
14\302\260

El'(t';skie l'0grott1y 1918-1921. p. 76, and I. B. Shekhtman\037 Pogro,,,y D()bro\\\"orclz.\037koi ar111i;

net Ukraine (K iJtorii alll;sen,it;:'\",Q no Ukraine \037' 1919-1920 gg.) (BerH\", I <J32), p. )85. For

cases of po\037ron)s, see also S. Pogrehnoi, ULugansk i ego pro1et.ariat.'\" Lelopis. re1-'otiutsii. 1924,)))
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C1early the traditional images of enemies
persisted.

Peter Kenez's argu-

ment that \"'the Jews a.waited the coming of the Volunteer Army with high
h,opes\037'

is arguable (the majority of the Jews were artisans and traders who
were hurt by the antitrade policies qf the BoJsheviks).2

4 1

Ace,ording to Henry

Abramson, Zionist parties were the most popular among the Ukrainian Jews.
242

Yet Jews were killed because many Whites believed Bolshevism was a Jewish

conspiracy. because they suspected Jews of sympathy with the Bolsheviks, and
because

they
viewed the Jews as burZ/luis, however poor they may have been

in actuality.

The Bolshevik leaders and the Soviet government, partially in a move to

protect
the oppressed Jews and counter anti-Semitism, sought to construct new

images of enemies: counterrevolutionaries of all sorts under the general rubric

of class enemies, wreckers (vrediteli), or saboteurs. With this went \"the call

(and the- menace) to volunteers to engage in
'espionage'

work - an order is..

sued by Piatakov, head of the Donetz Che-Ka [sic], and proclaiming that 'any

failure of any Communist to denounce a traitor will be regarded as an offense

against the Revolution, and punished with all the vigour of the laws of the

present war-rev,olutionary period.\"2 43

Already
in 1917, \"sabotage\" and \"'sabo-

teur\" became key words in political discourse in Petrograd.
244

By 1919, these

terms supplanted anti-Semitism as a catchphrase for politica1 scapegoat:

Formerly, during the time of the tsarist government. it was said that uJews are

to blame\037\" but now\037 when our system is bad, it is said that \"'Saboteurs are to

blame.\" Of course, sabotage is a criminal act, but small defects are the result

of a misguided system.
145

This construction became even more expedient politically after the civil war,
when the enemies were mi1itari1y defeated (Chapter 4).

Some workers were faithful and courageous Volunteer
Army soldiers.

Donbas rniner$ recruited in Hor1ivka, for instance, were the best. of the pa-

triotic soldiers who fought \"for the sake of Russia\": they were valued by the)

no. 4, pp. 63-64; DADO. fo R-1146. Opt 2, spr. 26, ark. 52; RGVA, f. 198,op, 3, d. 553, I. 61;
and Grazhdan..fkaia \\.'0;110 na Ukraine, 1 (Kiev, 1967), p. 326.

241 Kenez, UPogroms,\037. p. 300. See also Kenez. Ci,';' War in 5014tll Russia. 19/9-192U.. p. 169.
242 His lecture at the Harvard Ukrainian Research I nstHute on 16 March 1995.
243Sergey

Petrovich Melgounov, The Red Terror ill Russia (London. 1926), p. ) 42. citing

Kharko},'ska;a Z.1},ezda, 7 June '919. lu. (G,) L. Piatakov did not SeeJll to have ever been the
Uhead of the Donets Che-Ka,\" however. In 1919, he did work in the Donbas area as a menlber of

the Revolutionary-Military C'ouncll of the Thirteenth Army at the Southern Fronl See V. F. 501-
datenko\" U.1. L. Piatakov: epjzody zhinia i diiar nosh na Ukraini;' Ukra;ns

'ky; ;storyc},uy; zhllrnaJ,

19 8 9. no. 4, p.
102.

1.t4.See S. A. Smith\037 Red Pelrograd: Rel'olulion ;/1 the Factories, 1917-1918 (Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1983,), p. f 67-

145 Vtoroi Vseros5'iiskii S OJ

ezd pmfes.'t;onal 'nykh so;uzov, 16-25 ina\",'aria 19 19 goda.. Sicno-

graficheJkii otcltet. Cha.fl
\037

i-;a (plenum)') (Moscow, 1921\,") p. 180.)))
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Whites as being Uworth their weight in gold.\"2
46 Vel by the adlnission of the

Whites, the Donbas miners as a whole were not on their side. 247
In the Don-

bas, w()rkers protested White rule by cutting out the
eyes

in the portraits of

Shkuro, Manlontov, and other generals. 248
In fact, from the very beginning

the battle for the support of the workers was a lost cause for the Whites who

correctly understood lhis and treated the workers as enemies. This contrasts

sharply with the
way

the Whites made every effort to woo the peasantry as

political allies.249

Certainly', the political identification of the Donbas workers was complex
and problematic. Bolshevik

ideology
was only partially accepted by workers

and peasants, which may be seen from the following observation of the French

Catholic bishop, Father Neveu, in Makiivka in 1919, as recounted
by

his biog-

rapher:)

Four of the five Orthodox priests in Makeyevka had fled, leaving be.hind only

one old priest who was escorted to and from his church by a band of women
who were determined to ensure that no harm would come to him. On the

other hand, Fra Neveu saw many of the Red soldiers go openly into his church
to

pray, and\037 once again\037 he had to confess that it was not easy to understand

the soul' of Holy Russia.,

Father Neveu further noted. perhaps optimistically:

This r sic I poor people has Isic I always been ill-treated, distrusted, despised

and exploite.d by their masters.
Nobody

has ever tried to serve thefTI or show

them any kindness. On the day when they see nuns like our Little Sisters
of the Assumption working freely anl0ng the sick poor, they will be already
halfway into the Catholic Church.

250

However hard the Bolsheviks tried to \"serve them or show them any kindness,\037'

the political process of 1917 discussed earlier indicated to the Bolsheviks that

they were in for trouble.

Under war conditions. sonle societal fissures were repaired but others wid-

ened. The coercive measures of the Soviet government and the Red ArnlY had

a strong negative political inlpact Like the Whites, the Red Anny engaged)

146
TurkuJ, Droz.dortsy l' oglle, p. 75. For more famous cases of workers

\037

anti-Bolshevik fighting,

see Stephen M. Be,rk, uThe 'Class-Tragedy' of Izhevsk: Working-Class Opposition to Bo1shevisnl

in 1918,u Rus.fian Hi.story, 2:2 <\" 1975). For the altack on these, workcr\037 by the Bol\037heviks, see XI

s \"ezd RKP (b). nlart-aprel
t

1922 g. Slenograficheskii otchet (Moscow. 1961), pp. )87-88 and

455.
247

See\" for exall1ple, V. E. Pavlov. comp., Ma,.ko,\037ts}'
\\t boiaklr i poklzodakh za Rossiiu l' Os\\'ob(J(J-

itel'no; roine /9'7-1920 godo\\: Klli\037ll \\-'toraia. 1919-1920 \037g. (Paris. 1964). pp. 2 and 27-2&.
and M. B. Shteifon, Krizis dohro\\'ofcheJtva (Belgrade t 1928)\" p. 6. For the saine vie\",' by Soviet

intelligence, see RGVA, f. 198\037 op. J\037 d. 552 J L 23.

24 R
pavJova. \"Rabochie Donbassa,'\" p. 45.

249
Kenez. Ch\"i/ War in SOllth Russ;a. 19/9-1920. p.

102.

2 50
Croghan. The Peasant fro,,, Makeye\\tka f pp. 42-43'.)))
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in looting, re,quisitioning, and murder.
25 1

The Red Army also forcibly re-

cruited civilians. In May 1919, for exanlple,
\"units of the 8th and 13 th Annies

in the Donbas
region

carried out forcible mobilization at the Bakhmut coal-

Inines by occupying the
pits

and simply rounding up at gunpoint all the miners

under the age
of fortYI\037' The complaints by concerned local Soviet authori-

ties were not
accepted by Lenin for military reasons. 252 Elsewhere the Red

Army surrounded settlements and mobilized men. Such mobilizations did not

create the desired effect: some men were able to hide and others deserted

lateL 253 Tartars were described as being particularly
unreliable. because they

went back and forth between Red and White. 254
In May 1919 various groups

of roaming armed deserters numbered
thirty

thousand to forty tho'usand in

the Lysychans'k-Bakhlnut-Kupians\"k area alone, neither moving to the Soviet

north nor wishing to be enlisted in the Volunteer Army. They were reported \"to

be extremely embittered against the Commissars, Communists, and Jews.\"255)

The Outco,n.e)

The Donbas population underwent terrible sacrifices during the civil war. In
December '919 a Bolshevik described \"this economic center of the Soviet

Republic\" as
\"having

becolne a cemetery of Donbas ruiners and metalwork-

ers.\"256 A journal of the miners' union congratulated their members on their

brave fight:

Among the miners there was not such deep degradation and depravity as seen
in the ranks of other industrial workers, not excluding even the vanguard met-
alworkers. In the Donbas (we] didn't even know what the Kirstov movement

was. The dark, ignorant miners have come out honorably from the ordeal of
those

gloomy days. .. . I With the exception of some rare instances in which
individual workers or groups of workers showed a friendly attitude toward
the [White] authorities, the miners as a whole, after a brief depression, were

opposed
to lhe Voluntary Amly.

257)

25[
See\037 for examplet VMA t box 47. folder 20 (Svodka svedenii .. . . za fevrar i mart 1919 g. . \037. v

Luganskc).

lS2Figes, '6The Red Army and Mass Mobilization..\" p. '90.

253VMA, box 47. folder 20 (Svodka svedenii 0
prcbyvanii

bol'shevikov v Bakhmutskom raione).

254GARF, f. 452, op. I, d. 42\037 1. II.

2551hid. See a)\037o VMA, box, 47.. fo1der 20 (Svodka svedenii po oprosu ]its
pribyvs\"'ikh

iz Sovde-

piD. Even many Rcd Cossacks under S. M. Bude.nnyi's command maintained independence and

separatism, proclaiming slich slogans as UBeat the Jews.. C'onlnlunisls, Commissars, and Save
Russia. u

See Genis, \037\037Pervaht konnaia armiia, pp. 70-77.
256 \\vs ',naia

kOllfe rentJiia R K P( b)., p. 86 (Ia. A. lakovlev).
257

Go,-notrud. 1920, no. I (22 March).. p. 16. The K irstov movement was a ki nd of Zuba-
tovshchina

(police socialism) under the. Denikin rule, slrong in Kiev and Odessa. For a view more
favorahle of l11inersthan of metalworkers., see also Kolesnikov, Professionll/\"noe dvizhenie., p. 113.)))
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Surprisingly, then, once the Whites were gone and the Reds caine back, some

eighty thousand renlaining Donbas colliers, among others, found themselves

decried by the Bolshevik party:

All the best [elementsJ of the [Ukrainian 1 pro1etariat have gone to Russia and
to the Red ArTny. and few have returned. The remainder are those who have

families and private property: not a few have a house by the coalfie1ds and

factories and have stayed there. They are psychologically crushed.
They

have

no work, but engage in petty speculation. This is understandable\" because

they want to ea\037 but their proletarian consciousness\" whic.h wasn' t very high
to begin with, has now been completely crushed. 258

The colliers were even told that in the Donbas the working class had disin-

tegrated into the Makhno nl0vement and that the proletariat did not exist. 259

S.ome workers did join the Makhno insurrections. Yet this disparagement by
the Bolshevik party was symptomatjc of the troubles lying ahead, which it

attributed to the \"declassed proletariat\"260 The civil war had brought the Bol-

sheviks and the miners closer in their
fight against

common enemies. With the

end of the war came not a
peaceful

but a turbulent time. In the years of eco-..
nomic crisis that followed the civil war, the Donbas miners res()rted repeatedJy
to strikes, and the Ugreat migration of peoples\" could not be halted. 261

Inlplicit
in the reproach by the Bolsheviks, however, seemed to be the

party's suspicion of the political loyalty of those who stayed on unde.r the
Whites. (Moreover, SOl11e workers were refugees fro01 the north under the

Soviet government to the Donbas under White ru]e. The 111igration of peo-

ple embittered by the Bolsheviks, according to a White newspaper, \"inlproved

the Inood of workers\" in the coalfields,,)262 To be sure, the suspicion was not

explicitly stated, but it would have been absurd for the party to assunle their

loyalty without reservation. It feared that the frequent change of
pl)WerS\037

that

is, the availabiJity of political alternatives.. made the population less firm in

its support of the Soviet government
26J The restoration of the old

regi
me

during the civil war distinguished the Donbas froln other industrial centers

in the Russian he.artland. The civil war gave the Donbas workers
political

choices that Moscow or Petrograd workers did not have. Even
th()ugh

the war

united the Bolsheviks and workers against their cOlnmon e.nemies, the forlner

renlained suspicious of the latter. Those \"liners who rCI11ained and w(Jrked in)

'25 R
\\lfJs',naia konfe,.el1tsiia RKP(hJ, p. 104 (V, P. Zatons'kyi). For a similar criticism of Donbas

coil iers, see Gornorllhoclri;, 1920, no. 3, p. 44.
259 Vas tnrll;a konferelll.\\';;(1 RKP('bJ\037 p. 1\302\2607 (D. Z. t\\.1anuirskii).

26oFor this prohlern in generaL see
Fit7.patrick,

uThe Bo1sheviks' Dilemma,\"

lh J
See Chapler 4.

262 Pos/edllie J10L'osti (luzivka), no. J (6 Dccember 1919).

26JThis fear is (Iearly seen in Sb0l11ik ot('hetol 1
Narodll.\\.'kh kOl1tiJJari\302\243llo\\} USSR, Upolno\"rochf1tl.

Ilykh Nl1mdllykh krJ1n;Jsari111ov RSFSR \",.; So\\,)llarkonle USSR ; r.ff Y

l1fral'''ykh l.Ich,-ez.lrllcllii

Ukra;,,)' (Kharkiv. 19 21 ), p. 23.)))
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the Donbas were suspected of sympathy
if not collaboration with the Whites

and the war lords. As a Ukrainian Bolshevik leader declared in December

19 I 9, in Ukraine, where many powers alternated, \"there is deep distrust of

any power.\"26
4

The same kind of suspicion would be exhibited by the Soviet

governm,ent
toward people who lived under the Germans during World War

II. In any case, that many workers chose to remain, and even recorded a high
productivity.

under the Whites was not palatable to the Bolsheviks.

The civil war experience po,sed a very serious conceptual and practical

challenge to the Bolsheviks. If the Bolshevik party regarded as true proletar-

ians tll0se Moscow or
Petrograd

workers who held out through the civil war

years and as
\"se.miproletarians\"

those who fled to the countryside, then cou]d

the same criteria be
applied

t(} the Donbas colliers? Should those workers

who settled in the Donhas an,d
staye.d

on under the Whites and the warlords

be labeled Htrue pro]etarians\"'? Should those migrant peasant workers who

fled from the Donbas, presumab1y
with the retreating Bolsheviks, be viewed

as usemiproletarians\"?

To the specific circumstance of civi] war must be added the historical her-

itage of the steppe. In the Donbas, political alternatives were not necessarily
created by the civil war, b'ut were readily available in the traditions and myths
of the Cossacks and the free steppe4 As th,e political developments in 19 J 7

show, the Bolsheviks came to garner an increasingly strong support among the

Donbas workers. Yet the allegiance of workers was far from limited to the

Bolshevik party. They were willing to resist all outside forces and fight for

whatever they believed protected their freedom and dignity_ The Bolshevik

suspicion of the
post-civil

war Donbas was thus compounded by the historical

legacy of the Donbas.

From the party's point of view, this lingering suspicion was counteracted

by
the profound enmity of workers toward the representatives of the old regime.

Those workers who had stayed on under the White.s and the warlords had
worked

desperately to survive. Yet their enmity hardened with their bitter civil
war experiences. The civil war was not just any kind of civil wart but one in

which almost all major capitalist countries, including those which had invested

much capita1 in the Donbas, intervened in support of the Whites and Ukrainian

nationalists. Therefore, the supporters of the old regime appeared in the minds
of workers as representatives of foreign interests. Such a view was supported
by

the service rendered by the anti-Soviet forces to foreign concerns that dom-
inated the Donbas economy. In Luhans'k, when the Bolsheviks came back,
few intellectuals retnained, the majority having fled with the Whites. So the
Bolsheviks treate.d the few remaining intellectuals (who may well have been)

264
VO.f t\"za;a ko,tjerentJiia RKP( h)., p. 97 (K. G. Rakovskii).)))
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Bolshevik sYlllpathizers) Uextremely harshly.\"26; Thus, even in the peacetime

that followed the civil war\037 \"specialist baiting\" (.fpetseed.5(v(J) was kept alive

among the Donbas colliers.)

26SVMA1 hox 47t folder 20 (Dolkad 0 deiateJ'nosti Luganskoi Chrezvychainoi Komissii . . . ).)))





4 The New Economic Policy)

THE NEW ECONOMIC POLICY was generally successful in its imnlediate

goal ()f restoring an econonlY ruined by war, revolution, and civil war. How-

ever, the eco'IJomic benefit to the Donbas in particular was far from evident
Nor was the political goal\037

the restoration of civil peace in the aftermath of the
class war. categoricaJly

achieved in the Donbas. Peace remained precarious,
and the Donbas was difficult to manage. As before, the Donbas continued to at-

tract numerous outlawed people. Not
only did the disenfranchised find refuge

and work in the Donbas collieries, but. the fortner \"capitaJist\" ene.mies (Inainly

technical specialists) returned to restore industry, this time as nomina] subor-

dinates of new't Comnlunist bosses. Friends and foes of the new government

had to work side by side in a new political and econonlic order. Few pe.ople
believed that the New Economic Policy (NEP) would be. the final seltlenlent

of the revolutio'n.)

Precarious Peace)

When Nikolas the fool was with us,
B real! was live kope i ka\037

But then the clever COlnnlunists came,

And there was nothing left to eal,

No bread at any price.
r)

The outcolne of the civil war was decided by and
large by

the beginning l)[

1920. However, for many Ukrainian peasants the new regime compared p()orly

with the old, as the preceding folk s()ng delTIOnstrates. Makhno's
troops

and)

I
Hlak buv u nas Mykola-durachok. I To khJib buv piatachok. I A iak priishly rozumny kom-

munisty. I To nicheho s(al0 liudiam
iSly.

I Khliba oi za iaki hroshi ne distanesh' ,\" in Vladimir

Koro1cnko. HPis'ma k Lunacharskonlu.\" Nor.\"; \",ir. I yR8, no. In. p. 211, a cOlnp!airu by
a peasant

in Pohava. This Ukrainian song contains Russian1sn1s.)

119)))
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other hbandits\" continued to disturb the hard-won peace for a few more years.
2

Characteristically
of the \"wild steppe,\" there were many of these \"bandit\"

groups
in the Donbas: Makhno, Sabonov, Belash-Kurilenko, Foma-Kozha,

Kameniuk, Zolotoi-Zub, Pogorelov, Hromov, Miliushchenko, Shkipko, Sy-
rovatskii, Zhugin\037 Donchenko, Maslakov, Sychev, Zhorzh-Babitskii, to name

just a few. Even in December 192 I \037 it was reported that there was Unot even a

hint of the consolidation of Soviet power'\" in the Donbas countryside.
3 These

\"bandits\" were said to enjoy \"the full support of the peasant population:'4 In

the meantime, the Red terror continued. The Donets'k province Cheka shot

thirty-one people in June 1920, fifteen in the latter half ,of July, thirty in the

latter half of August, and
twenty-two

in lhe first half of September.
5

Conditions in 1920 also posed a formidable industria1 challenge for the So-

viet governme.nt: producti,on had to be restored. Coal
production

had dropped

by more than 80 percent from 1,751 million poods in 1916 to 338 million

poods in 1919; none of the sixty-five blast furnaces that had operated to full

capacity in 1913 worked at the beginning of 1920.6 Even at the end of 1920
pig iron production was a mere 0.5 percent

of the prewar level. 7
Overall, by

19 2 I nearly half of all the Donbas industrial plants had been closed down.8

There was little with which to feed and clothe the Donbas
population

in gen-

eraL By the autumn of 1919 80 percent of the horses used in the Donbas mines

had either been taken by the Whites or died from lack of fodder. 9 There was

no communication. telegraphic, postal. or personal, between the Donbas and

Moscow; official correspondence from Moscow took several months to reach

the Donbas.
'o

To increase coal production in the Donbas, the Soviet government took

nlany harsh measures: it introduced \"poJiticaJ de.partments\" to tighten disci-
pline

and political control; it used Red Army soldiers as labor; and it milita-

rized the Donbas coal-mining industry (which involved the binding of workers)

2
See O. O. Kucher. Roz},rom zbroinoi \037'nlilri...'ilt\"

4

0 ; kontrrel'oliuts;; nll Ukra;n; \" /92 1-19 2 3 rr.

(Kharki\\'\037 T 971).

JTsDA YO.. f.
3204\037 op. 1 \037spr. 25, ark. 44zv.

4 Donetskii shakhter. 1921. no. 1, p, 23.

5DADO, f. R-1146, op. 2, spr. 26, ark. 44t 226zv.. 242ZV.. and 235ZV.

6N. P. Prokopcnko t uBor
\037

ba 1.8 vozrozhdcnie u gol' nogo Donbassa v 1920
godu,H Istoricheskie

z.apiski, 25 (194 8 ), p. '25, and E. Kurdiumova.. uBol'sheviki Donbassa v bor'be za vosstanovlenie

promyshlennosti v period perekhoda partii na mirnuiu rabotu (1921-1925 gg.).\" \\.-(Jpros)' is/ori;,

J 951; no. 11, p. 4.
7G. D. Didenko, Raboclrii klaJs Ukrainy l' gody ,,'os\037\"ita\"ovJeniia flarodtlogo khoz;aistva (/9 21-

192 5) (Kiev t 1962), p. 17.

8ltog; sploshlloi /Jodvorno; perepiJ; DOfletskoi gubern;; (;a,u
1

ur'-!et'ral' 19 2 3 g.). To,\" pervyi.
Pr(}'''J.shlellllol\037f

t

Do\"ba\037{\037't(l (Kharkiv\037 (9 2 3). p. 16.

9Prokopenko. '''Bor''ba:'' p.
26.

IOGonlorabo('hii, 1920, no. 3, p. 14.)))
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t() the Inines).
II

\"Many [Terek 1 Cossacks.\037' who had fought against the Bol-

sheviks during the civil war, were sent to forced labor in the Donbas mjnes\037
1\"2

The trade unio,ns of the. nliners were taken away from the Mensheviks in '920,

and, as M. P. Tomskii, the head of trade unions, ]ater described, the miners'

unions were recreated from above. 13
Iu. (G.). L. Piatakov, the chief manager of

the Donbas coal
industry

in 1920-21, in whose cabinet the trade-union bureau

nleetings were held,14 was so dictatorial as to be described as \"'a conquistador

anlong the Papuans.\"'1
5 Under his direction the unions were

merged
with the

politica1 departments to tighten discipline in the nlines. lo

Enllna Goldman\037 an American anarchist who visited Kharkiv in 1920,

gives an indication of the dire conditions that prevailed. She reports that an

engineer
who had worked in the Donbas informed her that

In reality, the Donetz nlines were in a most deplorabJe state. . . . The miners

were herded like cattle. They received abominable rations, were almost bare-

foo\037 and were forced to work standing in water up to their ankles. As a result

of such conditions very little coal was being produced. \"I was one of a com-

mittee ordered to investigate the situation and report our findings,n said the

engineer. HOur report is far from favourable. We know that it is dangerous to
relate the facts as we found them: it may land us in the Tcheka L Cheka]. But

we decided that Moscow must face the facts. The
system

of political Com-

missars, gene.ral Bolshevik inefficiency, and the paralysing effect of the State

machinery have made our constructive work in the Basin almost impossible.

It was a dismal failure.\"'7

Other accounts give a similarly disnlal
picture.

18

Trotsky, a man known for

his harsh and authoritarian adlninistrative
style.,

was sympathetic to the Don-)

11See '\037Il istori i ukrainskoi trudovoi armii (ob7.or dokumentov i matcria1ov) 1920 gq.. Prole-

tarJka;a re1'olillt.riia. 1940, no. ]. See also V. Bazhanov, Kal1zelll1ougnl \037Ilaia pmtny.,'lrlenllo.fl

\037

:'0 1920 g\037
Pen\037(lia pro;zvodsn

1
e\"\"a;0l'rogral1J1na GIcU'flOgO ugof'nogo kOl1litl'la ; ee \\'ypnlnenie

(Moscow, 1920), p. 6.
'2N. F. Bugai, \"2o-4o-e gody: deportatsiia naseleniia s territorii evropeiskoi R()ssiL'\037 Oleeh.

estvelll1a;a ;!\037/()ri;a, 1992, no. 4. p. )8. The Terek Cossacks were based in the northern Caucasus

with Vladikavkaz as its
capita1.

I) RTsKhlDNL f. 17.. op. 2. d. 354. L 55.

14GARJ':. f. 7920. op. I, d. I; L 29. For Piatakov in the Donbas. see Andrea Graziosi, \"At

the Roots of Soviet Industrial Relations and Practices. Piatakov\037s Donbas in J921:' CahierJ du

Monde rUJ.\\'e, 3 6 : 1-2 (January-June 1995).
15V. F. Soldatenko. \"H. L. Piatakov: epizody zhittia i diiaf'nosti na Ukraini\" llkrllill... 'kyi ;..\\'-

torychnyi zhurna/, 1989'. no. 4. p. 104. Later Piatakov was said to have fcd his pet a bear, on

white bread, while the Donbas workers had to live on oil meal (\"'llkllkha). Once his bear fled to a

Inarket \037lhere it caused ucalanlities:' for which Piatakov had to
pay de.arly. Per.rhn Vseukrain.'i 'kll

ko,\037rerentsia K p( b )U. /7-2/ :.ho,'In;a /926 roku. Stel1. Zl'.;t (Kharkiv.. 1926). p. 03.
16See 600. ()()O,OOO. Shor\"ik. Stat I; i 'naterillly\037 \"yp,,!.k II. POS\\,'ill.'ihcllaets;o Vel ikonllt Or?,lllli-

Zlllorll K()'1lnlll,,;\037vticheskogo Khnziaist\\\037a - X s\"ezdu RA.rp (Kharkiv!, 192.). pp. 52-55 and, 46.
17Emma Guldnlan. My DisiJlllsion\",elllin RUJiSia (New York, J913), p. 18..

II\\See, for example, TsDAVO, f. 2602,Op. L spr. 2. ark. ((}-J I.)))
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bas miners aft,er a visit there in November and December 19 20 . He
dispatched

a telegrarn to Lenin on 19 November: \"The situation in the Donbas is ex-

tremely serious. The workers are starving; there is no clothing. In
spite

of the

revolutionary-Soviet mood of the masses strikes are flaring up here and there.

One cannot help being surprised that the workers are working at all.\"19

The transition in the Donbas from the \"war communism\" of the civil war

to the market-oriented NEP proved a very painful process both fOlr workers and

for Moscow. As Trotsky noted\037 strikes demanding wages, food, and clothes en-

gulfed the Donbas. 20

Many workers could not work simply owing to the lack

of shoes or clothes.. or both.
2 J

To weaken UcounterrevolutionH in the coun-

tryside and to compensate for the shortage of labor, the Cheka took kulaks as

hostages and forced the.m to work in the mines.21
From I 920 onward\037

u
con -

centration campsn were set up in the coalfields both for violators of discipline

and for criminals and political prisoners. 23
Whatever peace the end of the war

brought about proved precarious. It is no surprise, then, that in tIle recollec-

tions of Soviet citizens who grew up in the 1'9208, the era is associated more

with hunger, pain\037
and bitterness than with pleasure\03724

Moscow gave a great deal of material assistance to the Donbas. Yet with

the country as a whole in deep economic crisis. the assistance was not suffi-

cient to ease the Donbas's hardship. In an attempt at rationalization, the au-

thorities heaped political
denunciations upon the workers, accusing them of

counterrevolutionary thought. Such was the case not only of public statements

but in numerous, secret reports by the Cheka. A Donets'k province Cheka

report for June 1920, for example, cited food strikes in luzivka and elsewhere

and contended that such uselfish nlatters\" dominated the minds of workers,

which only demonstrated their lack of Uconsciousness and politicalliteracy.'''2 5

Another secret Cheka report for September 1920 nlaintained that workers de-
manded

only shoes, clothe.s, and food and that they lacked \"consciousness\

'CJThe Trotsky Pal,er.,;. 1917-1922, ed. and annorated by Jan M. Meijer, voL 2 (19 20-22)
(The Hague and Paris, 1971), pp. 360-61\" and L. Trolsldi, Soch;ne\"iia\037 vol. 15 (Moscow and

Leningrad. 1927)\037 p. 32. See also Trotsky's speech in Biulletell' V VJeukra;'tsko; konferentsii

KP(b)U.. no. 5 (Kharkiv, 1920). p. 9-

20Por more infonnation on strikes, see DADO, f. R-I f 46, op. 2, spr. 26, ark. 94. 205, 225lV\037

GO/71orabochii, 1920. nos. 2-3\" p. 2 I; and Dilaarllra
Ilglia.

Sbornik. Stat'i i'Material)', \"ypusk. III.

Past',;a,v!lchlleIJ;O Il-mlt Donetsknmu s '\037ezdll gnrllorabochikll (Kharkiv. ll92 I 7)), pp. 88 and 167.2' Narodnoe khoz;a;.ftvn. 19 21 .. nos. 8-9, p. 102.
22

DADO. (. R-, 146, op. 2, spr. 26, ark. 45.

2.\037D;kta(llra llglio, p. 177. and Gorl1orabocIJii. 192J, nos. 1-3. p. 35. Until 1924 the GPU.
the successor to Cheka\" operated several.nines in the Donbas. Se.e, Pronly.\\'hlenllost. SSSR \\-' 19 2 4

gndu. EzheRollnik VSNKh. G/chelill s .'ezdu SOltelnv SSSR (Moscow and Leningrad, 19 25), pp.
4, 15. and 17.

14S ee V. A. Bykov,
U

. . . prostupaiut cherty pokoJenii:' EKO (Novosibirsk), ] 987. no. 10, p.

60.

.2) DADO, f. R- [ 146, op. 2. spr. 26. ark. 26 and 42ZV.)))
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at a tinle when the whole country was suffering from econonlic devastation.

The dernands were the resul\037 according to the secret police, of ususpicious

persons'\" with anti-Soviet views who had infiltrated the working class.
26

On the other hand\037 a quite different \"strictly secret\" (as opposed to \"se-

cret\") Cheka report for December attributed workers' strikes to the actual

shortage of fO(Jd, clothes, and shoes, and reported on the disturhing nlood
of the population in

general.. quoting the people as complaining that \"previ-

()usly we were downtrodden
by

the burzhllis., and now the Soviet government

exploits us . . . but the children of the burzhuis and the burzJluis themselves
have

crept
into [Soviet] institutions and are living in clover. . . while those

who
fought

for free.dom, our fathers and brothers, died in the battle against
counterrevolution, and we are starving and freezing.\"2

7 Such candid reporting
was lilTlited even among \"top secret\" documents.

In any case, the question of
political

nlotivation among workers living in

such circumstances was not easily understood. Concern about \"suspicious per-

sons\" stemmed in part from the recognition that the Donbas had
historically

provided \037_\037_aven
for refugees and fugi_tives. During the civil war,- many kulaks- \037 --

and- ofners who-fi ao reasOTItO -ft-ee-froll1 Bo1shevik rule in various parts of the

country were
suspected

,of escaping to the Donbas. 28
Moreover, in 1917 the

Donbas was a
stronghold

of the S,ocialist Revolutionaries (SRs) and the Men-

sheviks.. and the Cheka
suspected

that their influence was still strong.
29 H()w

strong these political parties
still were is difficult to determine. The secret po-

lice closely n1o,nitored these and other non-Bolshevik groups. I nits July 1920

report.. for exalnple.. the secret police disclosed that in Iuzivka there were thirty-
five Menshevik members and Its.tetrffienames of a]) activists. In Alchevs\"k

\037-

there. was an organization of:\037:BQf\037ttbisty (\037'n offshoot of the Ukrainian SRs,

many of whom joined the BolshevTK\037
pan Y--\037ln 1920), with thirty-one nlembers,

alnlost all nliners. In Chystiakove there were t.hirty-two SRs<9 twelve rightists

and twenty leftists. 30
Many SRs and Mensheviks. according to other reports\037

Ilad crept into the Bolshevik party. The lenakiieve committee of the Bolshevik

party <9 for example, consisted Hentirely of SRs.\"3
1

The secret police appJied

various measures of repression to all no,n-Boishevik partie.s.
J2 The Menshevik)

26Ibid., ark. 334.
27Ibid., ark. 222,

28
See\" for example, GARF, [ 39R4. op.

I. d. 8\037 I. 7.

29DADO, f. R-1146. op. 2\037 spr. 26. ark. 240, and L. N. Maimeskulov, A. L Rogozhin. and V.

V. Stashis. Vseukra;I1.'ikaia clzrezv.vchainoia ko\",;ss;;a. 1918-1922 (Kharkiv. 197 1 ). p. 173.

JODADO, f. R- I 146, op. 2, spr. 26\037 ark. 42. See also RTsKhlDNL f. 5,oP. r, d. 2617, 11. 30b

and 50b.
J I

DADO, f. R\037 I 146, op, 2, spr. 26, ark. 48.
]10 n 26 Novenlber 1920. for

example\037 346 prorninent anarchists \\vcre arrested in lhe Donbas.
See Edi1lo\037ltd}' pr;Jl;av IJr;s;agu , . . Rasskaz)' 0 chekistakh (Donets\037k, 1990), p. 12.)))
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party
was thus driven underground, but in the Donbas its influence was felt

well into the 1920S.3J

The challenge to Bolshevik power also came from within the party itself.

The so-called Denlocratic. Centralism faction within the Ukrainian Communist

Party,
critica) of the lack of concern among the party leadership for democratic

principles, was
strong enough

to outvote the supporters of Moscow and Lenin

at its fourth conference in March 1920.34 Of the twenty-four delegates from

the Donbas, twenty-one voted againsllhe principle of one-man management in

industry advocated by Lenin and in favor of collective management
35 Another

faction, the Workers' Opposilion, which had similar concerns with democracy

and the defense of workers' interests, also retained considerable influence in

the Donbas in 1920-2 I. In February] 921, for exanlple, the Iuzivka
party orga-

nization had forty-five supporters of Lenin, eighteen of the Workers' Opposi-
tion, and seven of Democratic CentraJism. Some of the strikes were ,organized

by these dissenters.J6

The apparent lack of political comlnitment among the Donbas workers ex-

asperated
all parties. Ivan Maistrenko, who was se.nt to the Donbas at that time

by the Ukapisty (the Communist left wing of the Ukrainian Social Democrats,
which was to be absorbed by the Bolsheviks in 1925), has left this impression:

the Ukapisty appeared to have more support among the Donbas workers than

d,id the Bolsheviks. Yet those workers who supported the Ukrainian Com-
munists had no sense 'of nationality issues. They just wanted to see how the
Ukrainian Communists would

improve
their lives, their thought being \"Well,

if nothing comes of the All Russian party (Bolsheviks), let's try the Ukrainian

one:\"'37

In fact, there were many signs of trouble brewing for the ruling (all-Rus-
sian) party.

In Nesvetai in the eastern Donbas, the press reported worker senti-
ment that the party had become a closed caste and that therefore the rank-and-

file. workers, miners, and \"honest laborers\" in general were disaffected. The)

33S e e Boris Dvinov\" Ot lega/'tlosti k podpol';u (1921-1922), Pri/ozhenie: G. Kucllin.-Orall..r;kii l

Zap;Jki (Stanford, Calif'\"4 1968)\037 pp. 49, 90, 172\037 and 173. The writer Vladimir Korolenko, who

closely observed the civil war in Poltava, noted in 1920 that\037 because of the mistaken policies of
the Bols.hevik administration, the Mensheviks strengthened their influence among the workers.
See. KoroJenko, hPis'ma k Lunacharskomu:' p. 211.

34See R. Pirog, UChetvertaia konferentsiia KP(b)U,\" Pod llla'\"\037\"eln lenin;z.ma (Kiev), 1990,
no. 2.

35
De\\,'il1ty; \037'iUez.d R K P( b). Mart-aprel' 1920 goda. Protokoly (Moscow, 1960),p. 177.

,\\f'lR. Terekhov, Slorinky hero;clr1to; boro(by. SpolJady slaroho hi!
'sho,'}'ka (Kiev, J 963)\037 pp.

200-1. For the Workers; Opposition in the Donbas, see also M. Zorkii. ed., HRabochaia Op-
pozit.'liia.\" Material)' i dokllmenty 1920-1926 g8. (Moscow and Leningrad.. 1926), pp. 41 and

5 I -53.

31Ivan Maistrenko, I.\"tori;a moho pokolinnia. Spohady uchaJnyka t\"evo!iuts;i\"yklr pod;; \\'

Ukra;n; (Edmonton, Canada 1 1985), p. 171. Ten years later Maistrenko categorically refused
to go back to the Donbas C\037this culturally joyless province\") to work (p. 25 1 )\037)))
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deeds of local Conlnlunists were such that the party appeared to be nlere]y a

nleans of achieving wealth, leading some old colliers to dec]are: uJ\"m sick of

working. rId like to join the party of the Communists.\"38

With the end of the civil war came a severe famine, brought on by eco-

nomic ruin, Soviet seizure of grain, and drought. The famine hit the Voiga

basin hardest\037 but a large area of Ukraine, incJuding
the Donbas, also suf-

fered severely. According to one observer, N. M. Borodin, a Don Cossack boy
who later wrote of his experiences in the book 011e Mall in His n,ne, in Ka-
mensk the upeople died like autumn flies.\" Cats and dogs \"disappe.ared from

the streets, either
they

had been eaten or were kept under lock and key by
a few

people
who had enough food. . . . Even the fish disappeared from, the

river Donetz [Donets] and it was said that the water had been poisoned by the

corpses which were thrown into the river during the Civil War. \037 . . There were

many murders for a piece of bread.\"39 Armed bands took
advantage

of the sit-

uation and assaulted villages, railways, Inines, and factories. In October 192 I

their activity had \"reached an incredible scale\" in some areas of the Donbas.

They shot \"many good colljers.\037'40 Trade in human meat was widely rumored.

For example, in the former Aleksandrovsk-Grushevskii, renamed
Shakhty

in

February 1920, an old wOlnan was arrested at a market near the railway sta-

tion on suspicion of selling human meat. According to N. M. Borodin (who,

swollen from hunger., bought and ate cooked meat from her and witnessed the

subsequent event).. her house was searched, and there \"were discovered two
barrels containing parts of children's bodies, sorted and salted, and scalped
heads.\" Borodin goes on to report that people said that)

these sellers of human flesh had lured homeless waifs from passing trains

and enticing them to their house had killed them; and that it was not until

they began boldly
to steal chi]dren from the neighbourhood that they were

discovered. I did not try to find out any details. I left the place as soon as

I could, using the moment of confusion when the crowd be.gan to lynch the

old man (the husband of the old woman) and his wife.. a business which the

militia (ried in vain to
S(Op.

The couple must have been beaten to death. The

last I saw was the man kneel ing on the snow which was red with b]ood.

\"Get him -!'\" \"Kick out their -
brains!'\" the crowd shouted 9 and the

victims were screaming like pigS.
41)

In Kamensk, there were trials of cannibals. 42)

J\037
Trud, 3 March 192 J .

.19N. M. Borodin, Olle Mall ill Hi.rt Ti\",e (.London, 1955), pp. 26-27 and 30.

4\302\260Kuchec Rozh,.01\", p. I L

41 Borodin 9 O',e Ma\" ill Hi.f nrne, pp. 39-40. Railway stations were convenient places for

nlothers frorll falnished areas to abandon their children. See Gorrzorllhof'hii.. '922, no. 11, p. 26.
4 1

Bonxlin, Olle Mall in His Tinle, p. 35.)))
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..................\037\037.I':\"\037,)

Figure 4. J \037 Abandoned children in the Donbas t 1921.. From Donets'kyi kraieznavchyi.
muzel.)))
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In Makiivka the situation was sirnilar. Fathe.r Neveu, who stayed through
the terrible period in Makiivka, wrote in February 19 22 :

We arc witnessing scenes reminiscent of Flavius Josephus. description of
the siege of Je.rusale.rn. Mothers kill their children and then commit suicide
to

put
an end to their sufferings. Everywhere we see people with haggard

complexions and swollen bodies, people who can hardly drag themselves

around, and who are driven to eating dead cats\037 dogs, and horses. Small

wonder that there is so nluch typhus, cholera1 scurvy and even the glanders.

. . . The fal11ine continues. We feel almost gui1ty whenever we eat a piece
of bread, and we have seen so many horrible things and heard of others,
including cannibalisnl. that our s.ensitivities are becoming numb. There are

still two long months until the harvest. . . . People are dying like flies fronl

hunger and typhus, now the dreaded cholera has made its appearance.
4J

In Donets'k province. in the first half of April ]922 alone\037 1,075 children and

I ,038 adults were registered as dead from starvation.44
In lenakiieve, every

evening a hospital horse cart went around the streets, collecting for burial dead

and half-dead people whose eyelashes still moved. 45

In enacting repressive nleasures, the Cheka chairman F. E. Dzerzhinskii
warned that

only by inlproving the conditions of workers would political re-

pression work. 46
Even the Cheka operatives lived under terrible material con-

ditions, and SOBle of thenl as well as famished Red Army soldiers joined the
\"bandit'\" guerrillas.

47 As a song of that time recorded in Iuzivka goes,

Eh.. Apple.

What a nation . . .

All around robbery.

Specu lation.4 8

Hungry workers continued to strike. Comll1unist nlanagers enjoyed little

authority over them as the workers suspected that their new bosses were nlercly
pursuing their own selfish interests. 49 In July 192 I in the famine-struck luzivka

coalfields, Ininers walke,d OU\037 \"incited by Mensheviks.\037' At one of the nleet-

ings, \"counterrevolutionary slogans\" were voiced.. and the party secretary and

a member of the Soviet executive comlnittee of the district were not allowed)

43 Patrick A.
Croghan\037

The Pea.fant .{ro,n Mllkeye\\'ka\037' Biography of Bishop Pius Nc\\'eu, A.A.

(Worcester. Mass.. 1982), pp. 56 and 59-60.
44

DADO. f. R-I ) 46\" op. 2. spr. 140, ark. 2ZV.

45 Ivan Ir in Uksusov.. HPosle mo)chaniia\037\" Sopet.tkii .fhllkhter.. 19 8 9. no. II.. p. 9.

46/z istar;; v.')eross;;,-\037ko; Chrez\\'ychaiflo; konriL'isi;, 1917-1922 gg. SbOl1lik doklunenlo\\'

(Moscow. 1958)\" pp. 427-2R.

47DADO, [ R-1146, op. 2. spr. 140, ark. 3 and 3zv.
4 8

A. V. Piaskovskii, KoJlektivGlla;a prolelar.'ikaill poeziia. PtYSIl; Donbl1.fsa (Moscow and

Leningrad, 19 27), p. 79.
4QNote the complaints in Biulletell' r Donetskoi gubernJkoi korzjercJrt.tii L\\'oiu'i.a gnrllor-

abochiklr, no. 3 (Bakhmu\037 192 I )1 p. 2 {November 19 2 I t)))
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to speak.
50 In August. at the Auerbakh and Prokhorivka coalfields, rightist

SRs appealed to workers for an armed uprising, declaring that the Commu-
nists were to blame, for the food crisis. Strikes started. In view of the strik-

ers' \"counterrevolutionary mood,\" local authorities declared martial law in the

coalfields. 51

Food supply was the most serious political and economic problem at that

time. When
payment

in kind was introduced in 1921 and supply was increased,
the productivity of emaciated colliers jumped beyond the 1913 level. This sur-

prised the Donbas officials. The desperate workers, in fact, sought to secure as

much grain as
possible by e.xerting themselves beyond their strength and of-

ten working two shifts.
52 When in December 1921 food supply was curtailed,.

the industry fell into chaos again. Twenty-five thousand workers recruited in

the autumn had to, be returned to their villages; many of them did not make it

home,. dying along the way.53 Predictably, the following year 1922 was punctu-
ated by numerous strikes. often described by the authorities as \"anti-Soviet'9S4

The famine subsided by 1923, but its end did not significantly improve
the overall

political
and economic situation. The hyperinflation of 1921-24.

reflecting the ec.onomic breakdown in the aftennath of war, revolution, and

civil war,. frustrated all
attempts

at alleviating prevailing conditions. In June

1922, in Iuzivka, one pood of wheat flower cost 9.5 million rubles and ten eggs
I million.

55 This hyperinflation was \"one of the largest and longest in world

history,\" and at its close 50,000 million rubles of Soviet monetary tokens were

exchanged for 1 new ruble. 56

A wave of industrial strikes swept the country in ]923. perhaps
the largest

in the decade or, for that matter\037 for most of the Soviet
period\037

and were, for the

most p\037 in reaction to delays in
wage payment

57 Such delays were critical

for workers already living in hand-to-mouth conditions. In the Donbas, there

were almost two hundred strikes with more than sixty thousand miners p,artic-)

SOTerekhov, Stor;nk)' heroichnoi borot 'by, pp. 208-9.
5 I

DADO, f. R - I 146, op. 2, spr. 77, ark. 79.
52 Donetskii slzakhter, 1922, no. 4, p. 34. Khozia;.ftvo Donbassa, nos. 3()-31 (15 June 19 2 3),

p. 71 and PnJmyshlennost' i raboc/z;; klass Ukra;nskoi SSR \037,period vosstanovleniia narodnogo

khoz;aistvo (19 21 - 1925 gody) (Kiev, 1964)\037 pp, 37-38\037 128, and 134.
53 Narodnoe khoziaistvo Rossii za /921 g. (Moscow and Berl in, 1922), p. 91.

54S ee .. for example, DADO, ( R-1146, op. 2, spr. 140, ark. 4, and Gomorabochii, 1922, no.
20. p.

26.

55Vladimir Nikorskii, UPovtorenie proidennogo. NEP \\'0 vtorom prochtenii,'\" Don bas , 1991.
no. 2.. p. 143.

5 6
S ee Judith Shapiro, !LiThe Cost of Economic Re.fonn: Lessons of the Past for the Future?\"

in Catherine Merrida)e and Chris Ward, eds., Perestroika in lhe Historical Perspecth'e (London,

1991).. pp, 139-40.
\0377 For this, see Gert Meyer, Stlldiell Zllr soz.;alokonom;Jchen Ent\302\273

'
ickJullg SOK:jetrujJlands 19 2 1-

/9 23. Die
Hez.iehrJllgen Z\".\037ischen Stadt und Land zu Beginn der Neuen Okonomischel1 PoUlik

(Cologne, I 974), pp. 393-402\037)))
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ipating
in them\037 far more than metalworkers. 58 Loss of production owing to

strikes in the first nine months of the year equaled a two-nlonth outpUt.59
The

strike wave peaked in the summer when tinlely payments were
particularly

im-

portant f()f workers to return to field work. The June
wages.,

for example, were

paid on 25 July for 39 percent. and the remainder on 3 August
60

Often wages

were paid in the form of bonds, the redemption of which was not easy and took

some time. In the meantime, hyperinflation rapidly decreased the
purchasing

power of the wages. Thus, miners' labor appeared to inspectors from Moscow

as
u

vo luntary penal servitude. H61

The unions of colliers did virtually nothing to

help the members. According to M. P. Tomskii's subsequent account, in 1923

the miners
\037

unions, virtually created from above in 1920, still \"didn't resemble
trade unions.'\03762 Almost all strikes were reported to be \"spontaneous\" with the

unions and the
party standing by or unaware of strike initiatives. 6J Harsh real-

ity, according to a trade-union re-po\037 had disillusioned workers about NEP.64)

The strikes thus inevitably carried elements of political protest This is clear

from archival data as well. Secret police reports note that labor\037s view of

Communist managers was very negative. The director of Makiivka Coal and

Steel Combine. Comrade Liaksutkin, treated workers rudely. According to

the report, he considered speaking to workers\037 meetings beneath his dignity.
When workers came to him\" he berated them, not letting them finish their sen-
tenc.es. Liaksutkin

reporte,dly spent
his free tilne sipping tea or drinking with

specialists. He thus
appeared

to workers as \"a lackey of specialists'9 who would
indict ten innocent workers to spare one guilty spets.y (specialist).6 5

In other

coalfields, striking workers condemned the \"extravagant way of life\" of their

Communist bosses, calling it \"bourgeois:
t66

They
accused other Con1munist

officials of using orphans (of whonl there were many in the D'onbas) as their

servants. 67 At a June 1923 nliners' strike in Krasnodon, the party cell sec-)

5 R
Orchel Gubotdelo' Vseros.rii.,-kQgo Soiuza Gorflorllbo('hikh Zll J 923 (Bakhmut, 1924), p. 183,

lists 193 strikes with 6 f .833 participants from January to November. (GARF, [ 374scht op. 27sch,

d. 1535.. L 71 lists 9 1 ,829 person days for the first nine months alone.) In December there were

(wo slrikes. See GARF, f. 5459, op. 4. dl 80. II. 63 and 208-<).
59Volodymyr Nikors'kyi, i\037Same loi dokument...\037 Ukraino 1 1992. no. I. p. 2.

600 tchet G\"hotdela
VJeross;iJk080 Soiuza Gonzorahochikh za 19 23. p. 158.

61
RTsKhIDNI, f. 76, op. 2, d. 133, I. 123.

62Ibic..l., f. 17, Opt 2. d. 354, I. 5.5.
6JGARF. [

.5459. op. 4. d. 14. I. 53. and [ 374sch. op. 27 sch , d. 1535. I. 7.
640rclztl GUhOldt!/ll VJemJ.fiiskogo So;uza Gornorabochikh ;.a 1923 g.. p. 5.
6; DADO. f. 9P,oP. I, spr. 80. ark. 28.

MV. Nikorskii+ USvidetel'stvuiut GPU. Iz arkhivov,t. SOl'etJki; slzakhter. 1990. no. 12, p. '().

67 GARF. f. 5459, 0p. 4. d. t 4 L I. 28ob. J n December r 921. there were nearly 4o\037oOO orphans

in Donets'k province. Some of thenl were fostered by factories\037 mines. and individual households.

The fostering was done first voluntarily and later compulsorily. See VOlvraJ1zc:haiaJ' k ;Jloka,n.

Nauchno-I'opulianrye ocllerki (Donets' k, 1990), p. 56.)))
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retary I. Revint who doubled as secretary of the miners' union in Krasnodon.,
treated the striking miners just as the much detested former owners had. The
workers were understood to be mindless followers of agitators, a very familiar

view to students of the prerevol\037tionary
labor movement Revin denounced

the strikers as gangs of demagogues
and had the following altercation with

them:)

I began to argue with them sharply, UAgitators have muddled you. You are

following agitators. Such despicable scum engaged in provocation ought to

be shot!'\" The outcry grew fiercer. I said to them.. HComrades\037 if it's necessary

for the Soviet government to arrest an
age.nt provocateur; and if he turns out

to be Stupivtsev [a member of the strike committee J, he will be shot.\" At this

momen\037 several fists were raised in the crowd with the shout: \"Kill him, tear

him to pieces.\" I responded, of course, indignantly. I said that I was there and

that they could go ahe.ad and tear me to pieces and kill me. I said this moving
toward the crowd. When I told thenl to go ahead and kill met they became

quiet.

In commenting on this incident the secret police noted that the reason for the

strikes had been forgotten by both Revin and other leaders.
68

In so.ne areas, strikes involved violence. In Krindachevka, a strike. com-

mittee was formed by the trade union headed
by

a Communist It appears to

have been a desperate attempt by the union to contain the de.mands of workers

within what it considered reasonable limits. But workers beat up the Konlso-

mol members and strike-breakers. Dynamite was thrown into the yard of the

local miners' union secretary. After the strike ende.d t nonparty members of

the strike committee were arrested. 69
In another incide.nt in the Sovetsk coal-

field, miners' had been given rotten flour and potatoes, resulting in illness, by

cooperatives at higher than market
prices.

Other consumer items were avail-

able only to the wives and daughters of their bosses. The miners struck, but

their strike ended with the appearance of the secret police (GPU) officials who

discussed the international situation and accused the strikers of having coun-

terrevo]utionary intentions. In fact, the mining officials had contemplated as-

sassinating the worker leaders Tolmachev and Savin on their way to Holrivka

and then declaring that the two had deserted the min,e and were subsequently

shot. 70

Perhaps the most serious disturbance occurred in
Shakhty

in October-

Novenlber 1923, when five thousand co]liers from four coalfields struck. A

certain Kapustin, a former party member, was said to have
agitated

workers

against the party. Kapustin contended that the party was living well at the ex-)

6S V. N. Nikorskii and V. I. Iziumov, NEP l' DOllbasse. Istoriche.,.koe issledovallie (Donets\037k't

199 2 )\" p. 88, and Nikorskii, HSvidete1'stvuiut GPU,,\" p. 12.

69GARF, f. 374sch,oP. 27Scht d. 1535, II. 8 and 14- 1 5.

7\302\260Ibid.. f. 5459,oP. 4, d. 14' t 11. 127-28.)))

of Khanzhenkove

(Khanz.honkove)1 near Makiivka. see A. Frolov. UOktiabr

1

v Khanzhonkove,11 in Pro/t\037tarJkllia

re\\'o!iut.f;;llIJU [Jnnll. Shonlik vloro; (Roslov\037 1922\\"") p. 6R.

71
See\037 for example\" (;onro...\037{l\\,odskoe de/o. 1917. nos. 22-2) (12 June). p. ISR61, and nos.

34-35 (15 Novernber), p. 16
3\302\2609.)))
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pense
of workers and issued the slogan: \"Down with the party cell and the

union comnlittee. Long live the C[centralJClonlnlittee] of RKP(b) [Commu-
nist Party] and VSR [?].\" Kapustin was also said to have circulated various

runlors, for
example.,

on the schisms in the party. (I_ater the local party was
accused of nol

discrediting hinl, assi,gning him responsible positions in coop-
eratives or mine adlninistration, and

giving
hinl other Hdangerous\" jobs!) On ]

November the local party organization arrested Kapustin. That evening w()rk-

ers gathered\037 demanding his release. They even demanded the release of six

arrested former White officers. The workers threatened to detain the coalfield

manager, the okrug party secretary, Ravich, who came to the meeting, and the
chairman of the okrug Soviet executive committee, if their demands were not

nlet When Ravich condemned former White officers for the strike, a con-
certed outcry came from the crowd: \"There are among us many who were

White officers. The Soviet
government

has given us amnesty.'\" The Commu-

nists and Komsomol members present at the meeting backed down and did not

vote against the demand to free Kapustin. At the critical momen\037 the. party
cell secretary fainted and had to be carried out.

The following morning, a small group of workers (100 to I
50)\037 carrying

a red trade-union banner, t{)gether with an amateur orchestra, made a pro-
cession to the prison in the city. As they progressed, the crowd expanded to

1,000.. including \\\\'ornen and childre.n. The delegation scuffled with the po-
lice and the guard, seizing the weapons of several soldiers, and shooting a
horse dead.

Kapustin
shouted frOlll a prison window, delnanding imnlediate

release\037 otherwise, he threatened, it would be too late. When the police began
to use their revolvers, Kapustin ordered the crowd to disperse. Shots were fired

into the air, and water was poured onto the crowd. Only then did the crowd

bre.ak up. A commission sent by the party Central Conlmiltee, while admitting

the difficult living conditions, concluded that there were counterrevolution-

ary
elements all10ng the colliers, particularly among the forrncr Cossacks who

had been obliged to work in mines after losing their land, and among White

emigres who.. given 3111nestyby the Soviet
governmen\037

had returned to their

homeland. 7 '

Whether Kapustin's authority represented the kind of
power

held by Kono-

pliannikov in 19 J 7 (see Chapter 3) is not cJear. Yet what is clear is that the

party Central Committee commission ignored the widespread resentme.nt of)

7 1
GARF, f. 374sch. op. 27sch, d. '535. 'II. 8-12, 19, and 22. This

hKapu\037ttn
affair\" was

remembered in 1928 when the Shakhty affair was discussed hy the party's Central Conlnlittee.

According to the 1928 discussion, in '923 L. B. Kamenev, a Politburo member. was not convinced

by the conclusion of the comn1ission: if it is right. then Soviet power is nonexistent in Shakhty.
Kamenev

suggested
that to bJaJl1e only '\037counterrevo)utionary elements\" was to misunderstand the

prohlenl. In 1928 Kamenev was accused of not having taken the presence of counterrevolutionary

eleillents seriously in Shakhty in 192]. (RTsKhlDNL f. 17, op. 2\037 d. 354, L 70.))))
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Figure 4.2. \"Assault on distinguished newcomers,!t. 19'23. From GARF, f. 3 2 4,oP. 27,

d. 64, I. 40.)

workers\" blaming instead so-called counterrevolutionary elements.

The Centra] Committee commission was, by its own admission, greeted

with suspicion in the Donbas. Very few locals held out any hopes for the

commission.. The main reason was that the commission was just another of
numerous such commissions sent by Moscow (said to be the thirty-fifth - or
the forty-third, according to another account - since 1920) arriving with much

pomp, occupying whole trains. 12 The pomp, pretense, and arrogance of the
commission was caricatured by Donbas workers in songs and cartoons. One

song opens with

They pondered
and predicted in Moscow

At last to the Donbas they went.
Zh .Zh .Zh.

73

The thirty fifth [commission] by count
To show, they say, they cared.

Zh.Zh.Zh.)

7 2
GARF, f. 374sch,oP. 27sc'h. d. 1535, I. 6.

73J( is not clear what this refrain means, but it most likely is a sound effect. It may be taken from

the name of some mine boss. or from the often used refrajn uZhura\037 zhura, zhuravel', zhuravushka

molodoi,\" signifying a merry mood (see, for
example\037 Piaskovskii, Kol/ektivnaia proletarskaia

poeziia, pp. 98\03799).
If the lauer is the case, of course., the refrain is used ironical1y.)))
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Come sirs no
ordinary powers

Powers big!)

Zh.Zh\037Zh.)

laroslavl'\" Goncharov,

And Chubarov and Bubnov)

Zh.Zh\037Zh.

Seniushkin, Akulov with them

And Ugariushka -
hefty chaps!

Zh.Zh.Zh.)

The song goes on to ridicule the method of investigation, discussion, and rea-

soning, and concludes ironically with the following:

We'll wait for Moscow

So impatiently.74)

Zh.Zh.Zh.)

There'll be credits and wages
And the collier'U have a house

Zh.Zh.Zh.

There'JI be a house, not a hen cage

He'll be more literate and cultured
Zh.Zh.Zh.

The Donbas'li begin to live again,

To sing its merry songs.
7S)

Evidently
this last part referred to promises that would never be realized. Such

evidence of a \"count.errevolutionary\" mood was collected by the commission

and brought back to Moscow.

In 1924 the stabilization of the currency realized whatever merit the NEP

had to offer by restoring market relations to the economy. In the Donbas,

industrial production gradually revived, but the benefit of the NEP was not no-
ticeable

everywhereL
The Donbas was again haunted by the specter of famine.

The 1924 famine, which the party attributed to drought and bad crops, was
less extensive than the 192 1-22 famine., but. as reports from the Donbas noted

the situation was
u

very , very difficult\"7 6
Workers began to sell whatever they

possessed in order to secure as much bread as possible, and there was a run on

the market 77
The kulaks were said to have bought up whatever livestock the

poorer peasants possessed. thereby widening
the stratification of the country-

side. Because of the pessimistic mood created by the famine. religious activity)

14The original is \037tBudefn 1.hdat' my iz Moskvy, I Slovno s nebushka
krupy.\" Literally, this

phrase.. which evokes the Russian idionl Ukak manny nebesnoi zhdat. ,\" can be translated:
U

as if to

wait for goats from the
sky.\"

7sGARF, f. 374sch,op. 27sch\" d. 64.. L 5.

7 6
RTsKhiDNI. f. 76,oP. 3, d. 338, II. 1-2, 28, 4 2, and 45.

17
See, for example. Kochegarlw\037 3. 18. and 27 July 192 4.)))
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37)

\037)

Figure 4.3. \"Visit by Kirilkin before wage pay.nent\" and \"After payment\"
From GARF,

f. 324, 01'. 27, d. 64. I.
37.)

\"increased noticeably.\"7

8
Closure of churches, banning of processions, and

other antireligious campaigns at a time of famine, according to official reports,
allowed the clergy and the kulaks to shift the blame for drought onto the Soviet

governlnent. 79

Industrial strikes never ceased in the Donbas. Workers accused the Soviet

government of
being incapable of feeding lhe population. In August J 924 at

the Rykove coalfield, for example, five hundred miners struck, demanding an
ill1mediate

payment
of their outstanding wages for June. During the strike one

policeman, who detained a miner suspected of stealing a piece of coal, was
beaten

up by a crowd with cries of \"Beat the foremen (desialniki] and those
who live in p1enty.\" The ringleaders of the strike were interrogated by the
GPU. It turned out, according to a secret GPU report, that the workers were
very angry

with the nline 1l1anager Tarenko, who would rudely kick them out of)

78RTsKhIDNI\037 ( r 7. op. 16\037 d. '448, II. I and 261, and DADO. ( R- f 146, Opt 2. spr. 3 '7.. ark.
r 20ZV.

79DADO.. f. 9P,oP. I, spr. 29, ark. 33 and 33zv .)))

Moscow, 1968.)
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193\302\260.
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his office.
80

Vari()us secret reports expressed considerable concern about local
Comnlunists' life-styles. Many Comnlunisls, including sOlne fronl the much

praised \"Lenin recruits,H were a11eged to appear drunk at meetings, practice

polygamy, engage in moonshining, and even rape young girIs.

R1
Some C()m-

Inunists w'ere even accused of murdering defiant but helpless Soviet citizens.
A

report
fronl luzivka warned of a possible lynching of Conlmunists by angry

w()rkers.
R2

Whether the renlaining Mensheviks incited strikes, as was often alleged,
is alnlost impossible to ascertain. As of October 1923, according to a Utop

secret\" dOCUInent of the party, Donets\037k province had the largest nUI11be-r of

Uorganized Mensheviks'\" (160) in Ukraine,83 but they were closely monitored
and h{)unded by the GPU. What is apparent is that there was a Menshevik-like
mood and.. perhaps.

Menshevik synlpathizers. For exanlp1e, Donbas work-

ers characterize.d the drive for cost reduction as \"exploitation of labor,\" as the

Mensheviks had. 84
Trade unions enjoyed little authority among the workers.

At the Pastukhov coalfield, for example, in February 1924, two workers, angry
that the nline union committee office was always closed. broke into it, smashed

the windows and chairs, and turned everything upside down. 85 Another inci-

dent is also illuminating. When Lenin's death was announced in January 1924,

a cleaning wOlnan at Donbas Coal. named \"Matiumi,\" clearly underpaid and

poorly treate.d by her bosses, re.acted in an emotional outburst: \"To hell with

him\037 he died, so what\" [CI,O,..t ..'i n;11', chlo Oil l,zdokll].86

Negative sentiments tllward the Soviet government were often tinged with

anti-Semitism. It was particularly strong, according to a secret report, among
low-paid workers

engaged
in heavy work. 87 Some miners asked: HIs it true

that Lenin didn \037t die from an iUness, but was poisoned by Trotsky?.... Others

responded openly=
\"Yids [z!lid}'] poisoned him and now say that he died.\" In

Shakhty, w()rkers reas()ned that uLenin has died, the Jew
Trotsky\03711

be
put

in

his place, then there'll be more tax.,,88

Even 1925, supposedly
the. height of the much praised economic prosper-

ity brought about
by

the NEP, was not a good year in the Donbas. Again there
was a

relatively
localized famine.. cause.d by harvest failure. In Luhan'sk, Mar-

iupor, and Starobil's'k okruhs, according
to a GPU 'fotop secref\037 doculnen\037)

80
Ibid., op. 2, spr. 3 I 7. ark. 455.

81 J\037TsKhIDNt f. J7\037 op. 16, d. 1448. II. 262-63. The Lenin recruits were those new party

members, mainly from the factory hench, who were rccflJ'itcd in connection with Lenin's death.

81Ibid.\" and DADO, f. 9P, OPT J \037spr. 80, 3rk. 28-]0.

\037J
DADO, f. 9P, op. I, spr. 29. ark. 30Zv, The next

largest
nurnber was Katerynoslav's 140.

84'
d

.

8GARF, t. 5459, op. 5, . 16, I. II .

R\037
G

.
h /

..
\037. orlfO' a oc Ill, 1924. no. 2. p. 29.

RftDADO, r. R-1146; op. 2, spr. 322, ark. 12.
\0377RTsKhIDNI, f. 17,oP. r 6, d. 1448, I. 262..

8RDADO, f. R-1146,op. 2, spr. 322, ark. 10, 1],an<.l14.)))
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Figure 4.4: \"Attention to the trifles! Don't walk barefoot, or catch cold. Or are you

better off on your own? From the speech of a Kulturtrager to dirty Donbas
peoplet\037'

1923; nole that the Kulturtrager addresses the workers with
uty,\" just

as the bosses did

before the revolution. From 'GARF, f. 374,oP. 27, d. 64, I. 33.)))
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people were swollen with hunger. As much as ha]f of the population in StlfO-

birs'k okrlliz fed on a mix of grain substitutes such as oilcakes and weeds.

A nUlnber of deaths from starvation (mainly among the poor peasants) were

recorded in 1925. Many hungry children roamed the countryside, begging. 89

And the Donbas saw an \"enormous rise in criminal elements,\" committing
armed robbery and murder. 90

Often Communists and Kon1S0mol members could not cope with the mas-

sive problems associated with the NEP. It is indicative of these difficulties

that the nUlnber of suicides in the country rose sharply in the first half of the

I920S from the prewar years and that many of those were Communists and

KOITIsolTIol members. 91)

Old and New \"Enemies\

The end of civil war and the consolidation of the new regime did not mean

that the ,old enemies of Bolshevism had been eliminated. However, the estab-

lishment of a new order meant that
perceptions

of who the \"enemy\" was did

change. The image of the

u
c lass enemyn promoted by the Soviet authorities

was not necessarily identical to the image of \"enemy\" as it was generated by
the working population,

which refused to accept the regime's civil peace with

old enemies such as the specialists. Moreover, the Communists as new bosses

also began to enter the
popular perceptions of enemies at this time.

The most serious problem was that it became increasingly difficult to iden-

tify the \"enemy\" as politica] expression was d\037iven underground.
Macabre and

ghastly the civil war may have been, but the world was
relatively sinlple:

there

were enemies and allies, even though sometimes enemies became allies and

vice versa. Once the war ended, however, the situation becanle more complex
in

spite
of the fact that the enemies had been defeated militarily.92

In the 1920S rhere were still many supporters of the Whites, Makhno and

other numerous atamans, the Mensheviks.. the SRs, and the Ukrainian nation-

alists who had fought in armed cOlnbat against the Bolsheviks. Summary ex-

ecutions, which characterized the period of the civil war, gave way to more

formal legal punishment I n the first half of the 19205, particularly in 1920,
1921, and 1922, the revolutionary tribunal, which dealt with \"counterrevolu-

tionaries.,\" relnained very active. The Donets'k
province revolutionary tribunal

handled thousands of cases against alleged enemies of the Soviet
government,)

R9Ibid., SpL 348, ark. J 60. 363, 376. 65()--52, and 94' +

C}(>
Ibid., f. R \"129, op. I, spc 6. ark. 9-10.

91
See V. S. Tiazhel'nikova. uK analizu suitsidnosti revoliutsii,\"It reported in O'recheJtl'.ellna;(J

i.rlori;a. J 993, no. 4, pp. 2 14- 1 5.

92 Borodin, Olle Man in Hi.'i Ti11,e, p. 54.)))
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spies
for foreign countries.. and traitors, sentencing the defendants lo death and

other harsh f(}rms of punishment. An archival fund of the tribunal for 192 1-

19 2 5, which is far fronl complete, lists alm()st seventy thousand cases
brought

before the tribunal. 93

Some of those who had falle.n under the general rubric of \"enemy\" dur-

ing the civil war, like the intelligentsia, were
placate.d

as a conciliatory mea-

sure, and some of those who had emigrated came to terms with the Soviet

government and returned to their homelands (the so-called smen.ovekhovstvo,

the Change of Landmarks movement). Of the Mensheviks and SRs who had
been outlawed, some went underground and obstinately fought against the new

regime. The famous SR trial in 1922 shows that they were still a force to be

reckoned with. 94 Yet others.. who believed in the consolidation of the NEP, did

n10derate their opposition and in 1923\03724 made their peace with the Soviet

government. 95

Similarly, the policy of korel1izatsi;a (\"indigenization;' or, in the case of

Ukraine, Ukrainization) placated
at least some Ukrainian nationalists. It was

designed to nlaintain civil peace among the Ukrainians, whose national ideol-

ogy, ac,cording to Trotsky, was \"an explosive force of immense proportions.\"9'6

According to Frank Sysyn, after 19 I 7, a \"revolution in perception\" had oc-

curred in Ukraine, that is to say, \"the acceptance of the idea of an entity with

fairly
well-defined borders called the 'Ukraine,' and lhe self-identification of

the masses living in this area as 'Ukrainians.' \"'97
This revolution was made

possible, at lea.\037t in
pa\037 by the new conciliatory policy to contain the poten-

tially explosive
nature of national ideology. Ukrainization was officially ap-

proved and promoted by
Ukrainian Communists. (Hence their ideology came

to be called Hnational Communism.\9")
8

Ukrainization promoted Ukrainian

culture and the Ukrainian language in education\" publication, and adminis-

tration. 99 Even the Orthodox Church in Ukraine was now allowed to hav,e its

own head (the Autocephalous Church).loo The symbol of the reconciliation)

9JS ee DADO, f. R-274osch. op. I sch.

94This is the conclusion of Marc Jansen, A ShO'1l Trial under Le,z;n: The Trial of Socialist.
Relloilitioltories, MO.fCO\302\273', /922, fr. Jean Sanders (The Hague, 1982).

95 For a good discussion of this phenomenon, see P. A. Podbo1otov, Kraklz esero-ntensltevistskoi

kontrre\037.t()liutJ;i (Leni ngrad. 197_5). pp. I) ]-1 s.
96

Quoted in\" 50hdan \037awch\037nl.-\037
Social Change and National Consciousness in Tn'\037entie,h-

Century Ukraine (New Y(jrk;-t9S\"5J\037-P.. 58.
97Frank Sysyn 1 \"Nestor Makhno and the Ukrainian Revolution.\" in Taras Hunczak, ed.. The

Ukraine, /9/7-/9 2 /: A Study in Re\\,'olutiol1 (Harvard University Press\037 1977). p. 277.
98 See James E. Mace, C.ol,,,,,unisI\" and the Dilemmas of National Liberation: National Com.

mun;sm in Soviet Ukraine 1918-1923 (J-Iarvard University Press, 1983).
99See, for ex.ample, George Liber, ULanguage 1 LiteracYt and Book Publishing in the Ukrainian

SSR, 19'23-1928,\" Slavic Re\\de\037t-'\037 41:4 (Winler 19 82 ).
iOOSee Bohdan R. Bociurkiw, uThe Ukrainian Autoce.phalous Orthodox Church\037 19 20-1930:

A Case Study in Religious Modernization,\" in D. Dunn. ed., ReligiolZ and Modent;zation in the)))
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was the 192 4 rct\037fn.._t? \037i\037v_ \037\037?n\037 .\037.\037r9\037\037..9fJh.\037 \037.e.an '9f lJ_kr\037.i.n\037\037n st\037die_s
and

the fornl,er
p!:\037sident

of the. Ukrainian Central' R'ada, -M.- .S. Hrushevs' kyi.
101

U halniZ3ti- on helped Moscow to maintain civil peace in Ukraine. As one

prominent Ukrainian put i\037 without Ukrainization, Hwe wou]d have a civil war

in Ukraine under nationalist
slogans.

nl02

By contrast, the NEP did Jittle to nl0derate the confrontation between re-

ligious groups and the explicitly atheist Soviet governme.nt In the Donbas,
eight churches were closed in Artemivs'k (Bakhmut) and its surroundings,
five in

Petrovs\037kyi (Horlivka), eight in Rykove (Ienakiieve) and its suburbs -

altoge'ther at le.ast forty-two (all appeared to be Orthodox churches). In addi-

tion, six
synagogu,es, thirty-five chapels (mainly Baptist), two Roman Cath,olic

churches. and three nl0nasteries were shut down. 103

Father Neveu in Makiivka had b,een the subject of search twenty-two times

in 1917 and 1918 and was sentenced to death, only narrowly escaping execu-

tion. I04 In 1922-23 he was again subjected to the same number of searches.

In May 1922,

All the clergy in town were sunlnloned to the ]ocal Soviet where we were told

that the Government is go'ing to requisition all sacred vessels and precious

objects from churches, temples and synagogues and intends to use them to

buy wheat (r(1m abroad. Since then. I have been sent for six times. The only

thing of value that I possess is a crucifix, but they rejected lhis because it was

not in the Russian style 1 having only one nail in the feet of our Saviour instead

of two. I must say that on each occasion I was treated with great respecL
Jt)5

On other occasions he was not so lucky. When he was ordered lo leave his

house in July 1923, he asked the police officer for the docunlent
ordering

the

eviction and was told; \"I anl the document.
u

On 14 November Hthe search

party decided to come at I :00 A. M. We were awakened by a thunderous hanl-

fl1ering
on the door.\" He \"c()uld no longer walk down the street without

being

insulted\". and \"was stoned several times by conscientious young citizens. H100

From time to time in the 1920S\" the government accused religious groups

l)f having ties to the monarchists, the Whites\037 and foreign cl}untries.. Cath{}lics

were particularly suspect because of their alleged connection with P()land.. the

Sovie.t Union\037s h()stile neighbor on the western b(}rder. In Novcnlber 1923 in

Makiivka and Iuzivka all Catholics, specifically those associated with Father)

SO\\lief Union (Boulder, corn.. 1977).
101

For Hrushevs\"kyi, see Thomas M. Pryrnak, Mykllaifo Hrll.t!te\\\"fi!...')':
The Politics of \"rational

(\037ultI4re (lJniversity of Toronto Press, 1987).
J 02

Krawchenko, So(\";al C'hlJltge and National Consciousness, p.
I I I .

tU.lTaras Bespechnyi. uKak nJshi1i tscrkov' v Donbasse.\" Vechenti; DonetJk, 21
Septernher 1t)90.

and GARF, f. 374sch,oP. 27 sch, d. 1535.. L 15.

'O\"-Croghan.. The Peaslllll,r,rJlll Alakeyevkll, p. 55.
I05lhid\" p. 60.

u,6
Ibid., pp. 71 and

R4.)))
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Neveu, were arrested, and he was subjected to a search and had his few posses-

sions (including his letters) confiSCaled. 'o7 Later he reported that \"there we.re

spies and infonners everywhere.
H'os

Still, many religious groups remained ac-

tive. The Baptists, for cxanlple, were \"very organize,d, and even had their own

religious publications.\"r
09 A number of Communists in Stalino were ousted

by

the party for observing religious rites: thirty-seven members on 20 December

192 4, fifty-four on the following day, and so on. I'O

Clearly the attitude of the populace toward religion was conflicted. From
the

point
of view of the atheist regime, on the other hand, the question

was

rather sirnpJe: religious groups were at best political irritants\" at worst outright

eneillies. In any case, the government did not need their service.
The question

of technical and other specialists was much more complex,
because the

regime
needed their services to restore an economy ruined by war,

revolution, and civil war, and simply to run the country. In the 19205, these

SIJeIS}t (a frequently used pejorative word for specialists, particularly \"old\" or

\"bourgeois\" specialists, i.e., those trained under the old regime) were given in-
centives to work for the new rulers, but they remained among the most damned
enenlies

among
the workers.. How to use experts and professionals was part of

the larger problem
of how to deal with the political and cultura11egacy of the

old regime. In this sphere, as Sheila Fitzpatrick has shown, there was constant
conflict between moderates and hard-[iners throughout lh,e 19 205 . II J

The government had no other choice but to use the old
speciaJists, just as

they had used former tsarist military officers to win the civil war. When the

civil war came to a close in 1920, the government sent special trains to Rostov,

where many Donbas experts had fled, to recruit oJd specialists back to work.
I 12

By the end of 1920 the Donbas succeeded in bringing back 65 percent of the

prewar technical experts.
113 Some were sent into forced labor as punishment

for retreating with the Whites. I J4
Still, emotional resistance to their use re-

mained strong, hard]y surprising
in light of what had happened in the Donbas

mines and factories during the civil war. The families of specialists were per-
secuted, making it impossible for them to live in the Donbas. '15 Antispecialist)

107 Neveu Documents, 2EQ-197. p. 2.

I08Croghan, The Peasanl jrr\"\" Makeyevka, p. 120. For the infillration of religious groups by the

GPU, see V. Nikors'kyi, \"Taiemni ahenty v riasakh,\" Skhidnyi choJopys (Donets.k), March 1992,
p.

6. Apart from jnformers\037 many priests, engaged in infighting. informed on each other. DALO..
f. P-34. op. 1, spr. 17, ark. 9a.

109Crogha\037
The Pea\037\037antfron' Makeyevka, p. 119.

IIOBespechnyi, uKak rushili tserkov' v Donbasse.\"

III
Sheila Fitzpatrick, 'The \037Soff Line on Culture and Its Enemies: Soviet CuJtural

Policy\" 1922-

19 2 7 ,\" Sla\037'ic Rev;ek\0371 33:2 (June 1974).

112V. Drobizhev and N. Dumova.. \037 fa. Chubar', Biograficheskii ocherk (Moscow.. 1963), p. 38 .

I I 3
Prokopenko. uBor\"ba..'. p'. 3 6 .

u 4
RTsKhIDNI. f. 17 tOp. 2 1 d. 354\037 1. 4.

I I 5
See.. for exampJe. The Life of a Chern;,st: Memoir.,; ofV/adilnir N. Ipatieff (Stanford University)))
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feelings
had considerable support in the party leadership. T. V.

Sapronov\037
a

prominent Left Communist who would become the leader of the Democratic
Centralism faction, de.elared to a Soviet Congress in December 19 1 9: HThe

specialist? He won't do. He'll work not for revolution but for counterrevolu-
tion.\"

f]6
At the first all-Russian congress of the nli ners' union in April 19 20 \"

A. I. Rykov declared that without science an,d technology
U

we will go back to

the time of Ivan the Terrible:' Yet he was rebuked by a delegate who declared

lhat the fist ought to lead the brai n. 117

In industrial communities, the old
spets)J

became the symbol of the old

regime with all its injustice, because the real capitalists and their associates

had largely disappeared. Only a few, for example, Adam Svitsyn, the former

director of the New Russian Company in Iuzivka, returned and worked in the

Donbas, apparently with the reassurance of the Soviet government (Svitsyn

was to be arrested in 1928.) When the former Paramonov coalfield in Nesvetai

decide.d to hire back the fonner manager P. E. Kalnin as chief engineer, the

engineer
I. I. Nekrasov as his assistant, and another engineer V. M. Kuvatdin

as mechanic, many openly
demanded that the party secretary K. M. Gorlov

intercede: \"'Throw him [Ka1nin] out on his ear, Kostia. However IDuch you

may feed a wolf, he still looks to the wood!\" Kalnin appeared to th,e miners

to be Paramonov's manager, a Jord, just
as before.

I 18

(Kalnin, Nekrasov\037 and

Kubaldin were all indicted at the farnous Shakhty trial in [9 28 .)'
19

The old engineers, whose return to work disturbed many, were harassed by

workers and Communists in every possible way. Indeed, workers c0l11pJained

that the revolution brought nothing good.
120

The way of life of the special-
ists was said to be

very lavish while workers went hungry and naked. At the

Shcherbynivka coalfield, experts
lived in houses of three to eight roon1S, with

baths, electricity.. and running water. as weB as a barn in which to keep live-

stock, and were served by a servant and a driver at the expense of the adminis-

trati'on. Some even had a field to sow, also at the expense of the administration.

Their wages were only 20 percent of what they had been before the revolution,

but they had many privileges and were paid regularly.121 None of the conve-

niences and privileges were enjoyed by
Inost of the workers. Consequently,

workers turned to physical and verbal assault and \"emotional torture'\" in their)

Press t 194h). p. )00.
116

7-; 'l.\\\"eros.rii.\"ikii .5\"e\037d Jovelov rahochikh, kresfia/lskikh, kraL'iflOantle;skikh ,. kaz.ach 'ikh dep-

u'ato\037'. StelJ. otchel (Moscow, 1920). p. 20 I .

I
!7GARF. f. 5459.. op. J. d. I. II. 147 and 159.

1r8L. V. Karasev, S/rakhlerska;a /CIOp;.\\' '. lz Lifor;; slraklrty ,;,n. Le\"ino (Rostov. 19 60 ), pp. 47
and 49.

119For the Shakhty trial. see my \"'The Shakhty Affair,,\" South East EUroplJQIl M01iitor. 4: 2 (1997).
f1\302\260DADO. f. R-1146, op. 2, spr. 348\037 ark. 932.
121

Khozillistvo Do\"baLrt\037fa. no. 29 (15 May (923), p. 18. For their salaries. see DADO, f. I p. op.

r, spr. 187), ark. 1-].)))
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negotiations
with specialists.

122 Their sentiments are well expressed in the

following chastllshka, heard in Stalino in the nlid-1920S:

The collier works at night,

He cares nothing for the rich,

Show me a rich man
And I'll mash his mug.

I 1)

The phenome.non of antispecialist attack became so common that it
acquired

a

special term spet\037eedL\037tvo, or spec.ialist baiting.

Workers frequently attacked the specialists savagely,12

4

outraged that the

Soviet government treated the sJ}etsy too humanely. r25
When a Communist

tried to kill the director lof the Artem Coalfield in Debal'tseve, the party orga-
nization asked for his release on the grounds

that he acted according to his pro-
letarian instincts. The

secre\037\037ry
of the party bureau of the Orhoversk Coalfield

shot a technician dead. In 1924, at another mine near Artemivs'k a Communist

shot an engineer who made him
stay

at work until the end of his shift 126
In

Ukraine, Makhaevshchina, violent hostility toward the educated, was said to
have worsened with the NEP: the word Uintellectuar\037 had become an abusive

word, and Hnot be.longing to the working class is becoming a crime:' I2 7

There wer,e bizarre incidents as well. On 14 June 1922 in Dolzhano-

Rovenets'kyi, Popov.. the director of Mine I, was killed and his wife and chi1d

injured by dynamite placed on the window sill of his flat Popov
was a for-

mer Kadet party member. and rumor had it tllat the party officials Buliukin.

Zhikharev, Pashin, Abramov\037 Kovalevskii, and Kornev, as well as Boiko (who
made every effort to acquire the directorship of the mine) were guilty of the
murder. Two weeks earlier, a leaflet was circulated that stated, not quite gram-

matically,. that Popov had come back to suck the workers' blood and appeaJed
to the people to throw over Popov and all Kadets and Cossacks. Even before
the murder, rumors circulated that the Communists were trying to assassinate

Popov. The investigation commission concluded, however, that some political

organization (an SR circle was implicated) hostile. to the Communist Party had

committed the murder to discredit the party's authority. The leaflet had been a)

1220tclret IV-go Rubs ue:.,da gort1lJrlIbo{'hikh Donbassa, pp. 9-10. and Inzhenerny; rabotllik.

192 4.. no. 5, p. 58. This was both litera1 and actual. For an actual case.. see DADO, f. R-2607,oP.

I \037spr. 1 326, ark. 29. Interviewee 2 used the tenn uOloral terror.\" According to hitn\037

u
a 1l colliers\"

were hosti Ie to the engineers.
( 2) Vira B i lets

'I

ka, \"Shakhtars' ki pisni,u Etnohrafichn)'j \";.5nyk, no. 5 ( 1927), p. 55.
I

24DADO, f. R-1146, op. 2. spr. 77.. ark. 2 and 20, and GARF\037 f. 5459.. op. 5, d. 223, II. It 2.
190b., and 59. Do'u?t.t;kii ..rt;Jrakhter, 19 22 , no. 4. pp.

26- 2 7, and GonlorabocJri;, 1922\" no. 12; p. 7.
I

25DADO. f. R-1146, op. 2. spr.. )17, ark. 145.
126V. A. Noskov. \"Rukovodstvo Kommunistiche.skoi partii vosstanovleniem ugo1'noi pro-

myshlennosti Donbassa v 1921-1925 gg.\" (Kand. diss.. Rostov State University. 19(6)..pp. 107-8.

127 Biu/leten. VIII-; V.feuk rain.5koi kon!erentsi; Konll,ulItisticlteskoi part;; ( b) ,Ukrailt},. Steno-

grclfl1ma. /2- 17 maia 1924 R. (Kharkiv, 19 2 4), pp. 41 and
64-65.)))
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preparation for this act T-he case was then handed over to the secret police.12K

One nlight wonder who actually committed the crilne: the Communists, the
SR circle. or the I()cal GPU.

Such a st\037lte of affairs deeply concerned those who were in charge of coal

nlining. The noted professor L. K. Rarnzin (who was to become the chief
defendant at the famous Industrial Party trial in 1930) maintained that much
l)f lhe problem the Donbas was experie.ncing in restoring its economy was the

result of the engineers being terrorized and subsequently fleeing the Donbas. J 29

The press attacked Rarnzin for his views,. but it was certainly the case that even

a small accident at work could land the engineers in jail. In 1926, no less
I

than 50 percent_
of the Donbas

tech\037i\037\037I__\037\037(f
wa\037 o\037 .tri\0371-,_ rr;t_\037jo.ly- fQ[jrulugd \037I __

accideil[s-.-'3U

-- ---- -

---specIalist baiting also enconlpassed anti-Semitism. In Horlivka.. for ex-

ample, when Jewish
university

students (prospective specialists) came to the

mines, angry workers protested: \"Look, are there many of them among the

workers? Fewer than Russians. But only Yids become the bosses.\"I)'

The NEP was a comprolnise. At all levels of the political hierarchy there

was strong discontent over the civil peace with
suspected political

enemies.

Much anxiety was expressed over Soviet policies being distorted
by

the spe-

cialists working for the Soviet government The anxiety continued to torment

the authorities. Consequently, the Bolshevik government's policy toward the

specialists was
contradictory.

In a conference in the spring of 1923, for
exarnple\037

I. S. Unshlikht (1879-

1938) of the GPU warned against overconfidence in the spels..v: among thenl

were those with aspirations for \"econonlic counterrevolution.\" A certain large

()rganization abroad., U nshlikht contended, with the ainl of \"economic counter..

revolution 1
\"

was in contact with sJ,ets)'. To prove this link was difficul\037 because

it was as yet inlpossible to demonstrate the existence of the organization, but

correspondence
with the overseas leaders had been intercepted.

I ]2

As if to placate the workers, the government staged a number of show tri-

als during the NEP. In the first half of the 1920S several Shakhty-style show

trials of
spel\037t)'

took place in the Donbas. (These were a part of the nlany
show trials staged in the 19205 against the lIkrainian intelligentsia, including)

12ROADO, [R-247osch.np. I. spr. 7. ark. 24-25.

129GARF, f. 5459,oP. II, d. 139. I. 6ob.. and Eko1l0f\"icheska;a zh;:..n t, 27 April 192).

1_1\302\260GARF. f. 5459,oP. 7. d. 2. II. 139 and 150.
r JI

DADO, f. R- 11 4 6 . op. 2, spr. 348. ark. 964. See also HMonarkhiia
p()gibla\037

a anti-Semili\"m

ostaJsia. Dokumenty Informatsionnogo otdela OGPU 1920-kh gg.... Neiz\\'es/na;a R(\037s,fiii(l. \\'01.

3 (1993). pp. 33 1 -3 2 and 3J9\037 and Khoz.;u;J/,'o Douba..-..\\;a. no. 29 (15 May 1923), p.
22. For

strong anti-Senlitisn1 an..ong Ukrainian workers, see also De\037'iatyi z'izd Kort\"u,islychllo; parti;

(hil'.fih(}\037\037Jk.;,') ilk rainy. 2o-291...,.slopada 1927 r. Sten. \037,'i/ (Kharkiv\037 192 R), pp. 214-15.

IJ2HSovcshchanie v Sovnarkome n gosapparate [1923g.]\037U
Sovetskoe gO!ilidllrSl\\tO; prtJ'to, 1990\037

no. 91 p. I 16. This vi,cw was doubted
by Foreign Trade Conllnissar L. B. Krasin (I R7O- J 926).)))
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groups
of Z1nino'vikhivstvo [slllenovekhovstvo].)133 One of the most important

trials against the technical experts was the Kadiivka trial, or the \"case of eco-
nomic

espionage
at the Kadiivka coalfields,\" in 1924:34 At the end of 1923

and the beginning of 1924 a number of mining engineers in Kadiivka were ar..

rested by
the GPU.

135 Sorne of them were put on trial in June 1924 in Kharkiv,

then the capital of Ukraine. The chief defendant was the former chief engi-

neer Guliakov; in addition to him four more engineers, Manuk'ian, Baltaitis,

Godzevich, and Ovsiannyi, and the wives of Guliakov and Manuk'ian were
indicted on charges of economic espionage and counterrevolution. Guliakov

was accuse,d of
providing

data concerning the coalfields to the former own-

ers residing in Poland. Guliakov admitted having had correspondence with

his former bosses through URuzhitskii,'\" a councillor of the Polish Embassy in

Kharkiv, who before the revolution was a shareholder of the former Dnipro

Company. Guliakov also confessed to having received money from his for-

mer bosses for his service, but he contended that the data he provided was not
secret because he collected them from newspapers and that correspondence
with them was not illegal. The

money
he received,. Guliakov maintained, was

meant to help those former employees who were living under very difficult

circumstances. Guliakov and his company were also accused of willfully mis\037

managing the coalfields, as a result of which production lagged, machinery fell

into disrepair, and labor discipline was lax.

According to the local
newspaper K(}cllegarka.. the alleged crimes of Guli-

akov and company came to
light \"only because\" his estranged wife, the daugh-

ter of an old Donbas worker, informed the authorities, and their guilt was

\"proved solely by her testimony:'13
6

Guliakov was declared guilty and sen-

tenced to death, which, \"in view of the strength of the Soviet government,\"
Y./as commuted to ten years of imprisonment Other defendants were given
various lengths of

prison
terms ranging from two years to seven years. Gu-

liakov's wife was reprimanded, and Manuk'ian's was sentenced to one-year
incarceration.. which was suspended, however. A

KoclleRarka
article accom-

panying the report on the sentenc.es contended that not all of the intelligentsia

had Hbumed all their bridges behind them\" and that a considerable stratum still

harbored hatred toward the Soviet government, spat on its effort, and dreamed

of a return of the capitalists. Hence, the Guliakov
spy clique.

I)?)

I J3 See H. V. Kas
\037

ianenko and V. M. DanHenko\037 St111inizm ; ukraills 'ka illfeJilzelllsiia (2()- 30-

; roky) (K iev\" 199 ..)\037 and Heorhii Kas\" ianov, Ukrains 'ka il1telihelltsiia /92o-klJ-19JO-kJr rokh.':
sOl.5ial'nyi portret fa ;storyc1lllo doNa (Kiev\037 1992').

1\0374The following discussion is based on KocIJega,.ka, 16, 17, 18, 19.22, and 23 July 1924.. and
Pra ,\\'dll 16, 18, 19. 20. 22\" and 23 July 1924. See also Kas\037ianov and Danilenko, Stalinizm, pp.

40-4 I .

IJ5DADO, f. R-2607. op. '\" spr. J 326, ark. 20,24.396,421, and spr. 13631 ark. 8.
f}6

Kochegarka. 22 July 19 24.
'37Ibid.\" 23 July 1924.)))

(Paris)\037 2:8--9 (February-

March 1918).

79For an excellent discussion of this construction of the bUrzltll; in 19 1 7, se.e B. I. KolonitskH,)))
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A very similar case, again involving the Pole Ruzhitskii, and
staged

in

Katerynoslav (later Dniproptrovs'k), was discovered in April 1924, and twenty
people (engineers, technicians 1 accountants, including some peopJe in the

Donbas) were tried in June 1925 and sentenced to various tenns of impris-
onment 1)8

Both the Kadiivka and the Katerynoslav cases were to be mentioned at

the J 928 Shakhty tria); they implied the continuity of \"economic counterrev-

ollltion.\"J39 Regarding the former case, E. F. Domchenko, then the director
of the Snizhne coalfield, wrote to the prosecutor in 1928: when Manuk'ian
was arrested, two future defendants at the Shakhty triaJ, N. P. Boiarshinov

and L. 'G. Rubanovich [Rabinovich] of the Donet,sk Coal to which the coal-

fields were subordinated, \"scolded\" h,im for Unot supporting\" Manuk'ian and

alJowing him to be arrested. Domchenko concluded from this episode that

Boiarshinov and Rabinovich were associated with, or even directed, the Kadi-

ivka group of wreckers (l'rediteli). Soon Demchenko was fired from his post

by both men. 140

Whatever the case, after the two
\"espionage groups\"

were discovered, the

Donets'k party secretary A. Krinitskii circulated a secret letter, suggesting
that

a series of recent fires in large factories and mines was not accidental but that

there was ground to suspect the existence of \"economic counterrevolution.\"

He urged tile GPU and the police to pay special attention to the observation

of people of foreign origin and those on the GPU black list.
141 The hunt for

enemies never abate.d\" 42
The secret police agent, Viacheslav Ga)itskii, thus

succeeded in unmasking \"a series of underground counterrevolutionary and

espionage organizations.\"
143

Complicating
the issue of the \"enemy\" was the fact that the wounds of the

civil war had not healed in the people's minds. The war had been brutal and

internecine, as one Kamensk schoolboy later recalled:

The Reds shot our headl11aster Bogaevsky dead, because he was White. The
Whites hanged the teacher Gorobtsov because he was Red. The Rcds shot

my schoolmate Obukov and his six-year-old sister, because they synlpalhised
with the Whites. The Whites shot the boy Solovjev and his old mother, be-

cause they sympathised
with the Reds. OUf school no longer existed. The

teachers and pupils were either fighting or helping one or other of the sides.,)

JJRSee P/\"(1l'd(l, 12, 16 April 1924. and 16 May 1925. See also. Kas\"ianov and Danilenko. Sia/-

in;:.\"r. pp. 41-42. and D. P. GoHnkov, Krushellie afll;SO\\'etskogo podpo/';a l'SSSR.. vol. 2, 2nd ed.

(Mosco\\\\-', (97 8 )\" pp. 178-80.

I}QGARF\" f. 9474\" op. 7. d. 256. II. 135-39. and d. 25 8 , 11. 2oR--9.
140lhid., d. 2S8, II. 208--q.

14 1

DADO, f. 1 p, up. 1.. spr. ,862. ark, 4.
142 For the zeal to find enemies 1 see, for exarnple, RytJllri eloign. VO.\037f1()\"Jitliuli;a

clteki.c;tov

(Donets\037k, 19 82 ), p. 37.
14\037See a

u

10p secret\" ,GPU document in DADO, f. R-I 29. up. I. spr. 6. ark. 135-135zv.)))

sOI.fia/'l1o-de\"'o\037ra.l-

;clzesk;e i\037me\"eni;a v SQstave shakhtero\\,t DOIJbassa v 1926-1932 gg. (Donets\037k1l 19R6), pp. 16-

17.

J3GARF, f. 5459, op. ) 0, d. 10, I. 186.)))
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and many of them had been killed, some by stray
bullets during street fight-

ing.
'44

Another witness.. a White Army officer, testified that revenge was an important

part of th,e savagery. In 19 I 8 he saw an \"illustration of this\" in Zverevo, south

of Kamensk:

A Red Guard prisoner was brought in past our train by one of our
infantrymen

from a forward palrol- he was a shabby-looking young fellow.
Suddenly.,

one

of our own young volunteers jumped off the car, rushed
up

to the prisoner and

held the muzzle of a revolver cJose to his head\037 repeating, his face distorted

with hatred: .\037See this? . . . See this?\" Before anyone could intervene, he

pressed the trigger and killed the prisoner by a bullet through his brain. It

turned out that shortly before that he had found the mutilated
body

of his

uncle, a stationmaster who had been killed by the Reds for having co-operated

with the Whites. The nephew was thirsting fOf vengeance.
And so it went

on \037 one act of brutality produced another, causing what nowadays would

probably
be. called an \"escalation\" of reciprocal terror. 145

For much of the Donbas; to this Red-White scene must be added the vari-

ous warlords and Ukrainian nationalists. Instead of fighting, people were now

supposed
to live peacefully without mutual slaughter. It would be absurd to as-

sunle, however, that the NEP successfully introduced peace among the people
in places like the Donbas where internecine 'war had been foughl There were

too many scores to settle. In Iuzivka, for example, one armed band named

itself \"Sons of Offended Fathe.rs\"
(Sil1)\037 ol};zhellll}'kh otSOl J

).14

6
Some foroler

Cossacks were openly hostile and regarded Ukraine as their haven:

We are Cossack heroes

The Communists are fools
We'll smash the commune

And go to Ukraine to live. 147

The ways in which people related to o'ne another were not just ideological but

also highly emotional. The questions people had of others were not just of

their social origins or party status, but also of a deeply personal nature: what

had they done during the civil war?

The peculiarity of post-civil war Soviet society was that the state did not
allow the war woun,ds to heal. The civil peace of t.he NEP did not preclude
the final showdown with class enemies. In fact, the fight continued in various
forms. Denunciations, which had begun on a mass scale during the civil war
years\037

for example, continued. 148 As Borodin recalled, during the civil war,)

' 44
Borodin, OtJe Alan ill His Ti\",i', p. 18.

\"45Gregory P. Tschebotariof[ RlIs,via t My Nati\\'e Lund (New York, 1964), p. 163.
f 46

Kurdiumova, uBorsheviki Donbassa,'. p. 9.
147 RF IMFE; f. 1-7/866, ark. 15.
14R

The practice of denunciations, however, was not peculiar to the. Soviet period. Denunciations)))
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Denunciations hecanlc a deadly weapon and a very convenienl one for peopl'e

who were too fastidious to dirty their own hands with the blood of their per-

sona1 enemies. Both fighting calnps encouraged denunciations and eagerly

shot down the uenenlies'\037 who were pointed out to them by the finger of a

Uloyal isl.'\"

r 49)

This practice rel11ained vigorous even after the civil war ended. Nt) doubt, all

kinds of human enl0tions (revenge\037 envy, love, jealousy, greed) entered into

the equation. Borodin was able to go ()n to
university\037

but some of his friends

were not allowed to take the e.ntrance exanlinations, because
they

were falsely

denounced as Ubourgeois litter.\" Borodin says, uThere were a great many sim-
ilar denunciations and the social selection comnlittees were kept busy reading
them, and had not the time or opportunities to check up on the truth.\"15

0

Jews renlained old enemies among some segments of the population, even

though \"nlany
Jews\" in the Donbas

u
were very, very poor.\"1 5

1
This sentiment

may have been a reflection of the larger representation of ethnic Jews in posi-

tions of responsibility. According to a 1923 survey,
of 601 \"leading figures\"

in the Donbas (party and Kon1somot lead,ers, technical expert\037, and others) 77.

or 25.8 percent, were said to be Jews. J5 1
Jews appeared to be designated as

enenlies even within the COnll11Unist Party.
Borodin recounts the following

conversation with a Novocherkassk Comnlunist in 1927:

\"J'ITI not anti-senlitic\037 I am a Communist and fonner Red Guard. but you

know 9 all the members of the opposition are Jews.
Trotsky\037 Zinoviev\" Kamen-

ev\" Buckarin. . . .
\"

uBuckarin is not a Jew 9

H
I contradicted.

\"A masked Jew,\" the man replied with conviction, 4i\037and if the opposition

were allowed to rule\037 we would beconle a Jewish kingdonl, they will put in

their Jews everywhere. I was secretly told this by a reliable man who was

sent from the propaganda gr()up of the Centra1 COlllmittee of the COlnrnunist

Party to deliver lectures in our district.H
15.1

Even though Borodin\"s Inemory is somewhat unreliable (Bukharin was Stalin's

ally
in 1927), his account is consistent with popular anti-Semitic views. One

is reminded that in 1922 when Lenin suggested Trotsky assum,e the position of)

of Fellow villagers were widely practiced in the prerevolutionary Russian village. See Jeffrey

Burds, Peasant [Jrellnzs and Market Po!itic.t: Peasant Lahor Migration. Culture and ConU11fl11ity

in Old RCRi,ne RlI.\037sia. r86J-1914 (University of Pittsburgh Press, forthcolning).
.-'9Borodin 9 Olle Mlln in HiJ n,ne, p. 18.

1.5\302\260lhid., pp. 52-53.

15 r
Interview 2. according to whom they spoke poor Russian \",'hile. the rich Jews spoke good

Ru \037si an.

15 2
V. M. Nikors'kyi. \037.Natsionarnyi sklad kcrivnykh ta vidpovidarnykh pratslvnykiv DonbaslJ

na pnchatku 2o-rokiv,\" }Vfizhnal.\\';ollcJI 'fli ,..idlZosyny no ph'd,,; Ukraill.v. pI. 3 (Zaporllhzhia. ) (93),

pp. 222-2).
\302\267).,

Borodin, One Mnll in Hi.'i Tilne.
p. 59a)))
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vice-chair of the cabinet (Council of People's COffilnissars). Trotsky declined

on the grounds
that by taking up the number 2 position in the Soviet govem-

nlen\037 he would only help the enemy by inciting popular anti-Semitism. A year
later, Trotsky

reminded his colleagues of the serious consequences of a Jew's

leading the Red Army during the civil war, and ass,erted that Lenin. while dis-

missing Trotsky's reasoning as \"nonsense,\" had implicitly accepted it J54
In

1925\037 coll'iers at Mine 15 of the Snizhne Coalfield were reported to believe
that \"Trotsky

wants to become a tsar\": \"The Jews have taken power into their

hands and want to seat their own Jewish tsar.\"'55

There were enemies from without as well. The nobles and landowners had

been dispossessed. politically suppressed,
and deported;

IS6 some emigrated

abroad. Likewise. former capitalists were dispossessed and many of them fled

and revived their organizations abroad\037 These people, along with many oth-

ers (intellectuals, White officers, Ukrainian nationalists, local warlords such

as Makhno) were constantly described by the Soviet government as \"enemies

fr()m without,\" who, supported by capitalist countries\" were still attempting to
restore capitalism

in the Soviet Union by armed intervention. The deeply \"of-

fended fathers\" remained belligerent and dreame,d of overthrowing the Soviet

government 151
These dreams were unrealistic. however. because the offended

fathers lacked strong military
forces. At the time\037 however p,olitically dan-

gerous it may have be.en, foreign 'correspondence was still relatively free and

possibJe; so was border crossing. 15 8

The identity of the enemy was far from clear, however. There were old
enemies such as the spets)', kulaJ;.s, and Jews, but the uofficiar\" and \"popular\"
enemies were not identical,. as was the case for the Jews, whom the government
never

officially regarded
as enemies at that time.

The complicating factor and that which exacerbated the growing divide

between the perceptions of the workers and those of the party was the rise of

Co,mmunists to' power. During the civil war the Communists had proved to be)

154\"L. D. Trotskii zashchishchaetsia.\" \\.rJpnJsy islar;; KP S5., 1990., no. 5., pp. 36-37.

155The GPU\037s
H

lOp secreC' report in DADO, f. R-T 146\037 op. 2; spr. 348., ark. 249.
15 6

As of March J 928\037 in StaJino okruh't there were fifty-four former landed gentdes and large

landowners; of them twenty-nine had been exempted from deportation. DADO\037 f. R-129; op. 1 \037

spr. 13t ark. 27-28.

157S ee ., for example, B. A. Starkov, UUtverzhdenie rezhima lichnoi vlasti I. V. Stalina i sopro-

tivlenie v partii i gosudarstve (itogi i uroki politicheskoi bor'tby v 30-e gody)\" (Doktorskaia diss. 1

SL Peterburgskii politologicheski1 institut, 1992)., ch. 3'1 which uses Soviet secret po'lice docu-

ments.

158
See\037 for exanlple, Jafnes E. Mace and Leonid Heretz\037 eds.; Oral History Project of the Co,n-

missio1l on the Ukrainian Fa1nine (Washington, D.C., 1990). I :284 and 287. According to thas

testimony, in 1928 it became impossible to cross the border; in this case. to Poland. In 19 22 -

2). however, at five western border checkpoints alone, II ,641 persons were detained. Of these\037

675 were hspies and terrorists\" and 2,604 were smugglers. See Pogranichnye \\1oiska. 19 18 -/928.
Sbornik doku\",entov i mater;alov (Moscow, 197), p. 525+)))
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staunch patriots, but they also proved to be no deillocrats. The Donbas col]iers

found themselves disparaged 'by the party once the civil war came to a close

and their religious beliefs derided and attacked even after the NEP was intro-

duced. They had reason to believe that a new
autocracy

had been restored in

the country: the new regime had enforced a
one-party dictatorship, organized a

p()werfu] secret police, the GPU, and deprived the.
parliament (Soviets) and the

trade unions of power., turning them into
JargeJy

cosllletic devices, with Lenin

and then Stalin presiding as a new tsar.

Indeed., this view had been propounded since the October Revolution by
influential intellectuals, rnany of whom were eventually forced out of the coun-

try
or chose to emigrate abroad. From this perspective,. the new ruler became

the enemy of the oppressed. Many of the new bosses were of humble origins
and had been promoted to positions of responsibility. Yet, as was discussed
earlier, at least some of them soo,n acquired \"bourgeois tastes,\" behaving much
as the old enemies had. It was as if the enemies of en,emies had become new)

.
enemIes.

Nor, from the point of view of Moscow, was the image of the enemy easy

to draw. Take the '923 Kapustin
affair in Shakhty. Kapustin's identity remains

ambiguous; he may have been a Red Cossack ataman. Whatever the case, the

worke.rs appeared to Moscow to have been incited
by

former Comnlunist and

fornler White Cossack officers. In comparison, the civil war
period

was indeed

much simpler.

Under one-party dictatorship, nonparty associations were political1y sus-

pect by
default. One could fool the authorities and protect religious practice by

displaying portraits of Lenin, Zinov'ev, and Kalinin along wilh those of Jesus
and

Virgin Mary.159 The free steppe continued to provide a refuge for kulaks,
former Whites.. Makhnovites, and other fugitives who came to the Donbas,

hiding or changing their identities, and working.
160 The nl0ral strength of

communilies varied. The
practice

of denunciations undoubtedly threatened to

divide them; so did the network of police informers. Suspicious of nonparty

associations, the party nlounted intermittent attacks on them in the 1920S.

Police agents co,uld not easily penetrate the Donbas communities, how-
ever. The aforementioned agent Viacheslav Galitskii. for example, was alm()st

lynched by a crowd. His secret work became known to the party secretary

of the factory in which he worked, because the GPU asked the secretary n<)t

to include him among those to be made redundant One
day\037

the secretary,

when drunk, caught Galitskii in the street and declared that the nlan was a)

'59DADO. f. R- t f 46. op. 2\037 spr, 34R. ark. 364. Different interpretations are possib1e. however:

they were ambivalent ahout their re']igiosity, or they crealed new gods out of C0l11munist 1e(1ders.

160S ee cases of hunting of such enenlies in DADO, f. R-J91, op. J. spr. 77. and f. R-129.

op. ',spr. 7. For an interesting personal account, see V]auimir A. Bohdan\037 A,\037oid;lIg
Extinc/ion:

Children of ,he Kulak (New York, 1992 ), pp. 15 and J 8-] 9.)))
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GPU agent col1ecting inforlnation and that people ought to be careful, other-

wise they would be put in jail. Galitskii was chased
by

a crowd of hundreds of

children and idlers. but he managed to escape.
161

From the party's point of vie\\v, the question, \"Who is the enemy?\" -
that is,

the identification of political enemies - was suprenlely importanL,
almost a life-

or-death \"latter. It became such an obsession that the party even searched for

enemies within its own ranks. The party leaders invariably e.xplained divisions
within the party in class terms, and branded defe.ated opponents as agents of

ene.mies, that is, bourgeois and petit bourgeois forces.

Clearly there was a grave danger of enemies
bec10ming

all-inclusive. Will-

ful abuses were legion, such as listing critics as counterrevolutionaries. 162
Yet

there was more to this problem. Because the government had banned any
method for measuring the popular mood, such as free elections and polls, in-
formation

gathering
became difficult The party encouraged all institutions to

collect data in order to gauge the popular mood: the
partY<t

the trade unions,

the Komsomol, and the Soviets and their inspection organizations all made a

considerable effort in this respect. When the people understood the new rules
of the

game, they found it safest to keep silent Occasionally people spoke
out and even staged collective action; yet they knew well that freedom was

severely restricted, that collective action, unless sponsored by the authorities,
was dangerous, and that the law provided no protection.

Many people did petition, often at
great risk\" to the local and central author-

ities and to the local and central press for assistance and i\037tervention. Yet. apart
from these actions, secret police surveillance often became virtually the only
means by which to fathom the thoughts and moods that had gone underground.
The surveiJlance rep.orts, usua1Jy

classified
u

top secre\037\" detailed various cases

of remarks critica1 of the party and the government, but alnlost none of these

reports ever attempted to give the policy makers an accurate sense of popular

political mood other than general remarks such as
\"'Generally good, but. . . ,'.

or \"Much discontent was observed in connection with. . .
\"

To identify who

was the enemy among the silent Inasses was no easy matter. It was therefore

as easy for the party to have an exaggerated sense of enemy strength
as it was

expedient to manipulate information to suit political purposes.)

161
DADO, f. R-129, op. 11 spr. 6, ark. I 35-13Szv.

162See, for ex.ample, StenogrllficheJkii otchet plellunla Donetskogo gubkonul KP(b)U. 9- 10 ;;U.

n;a 19 25 goda (Artemivs.k, 192 5), p. 45.)))



5 The Famine Crisis)

THE GREAT ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATIONS of the late '920sandearly

'9305 brought political upheaval: millions were disenfranchised. In its drive

for industrialization and collectivization Moscow waged war against presumed
enemies, many

of whonl sought refuge in the Donbas. The 1932-33 falnine
crisis\037 a result of the economic and political upheaval, brought Stalin's lead-

ership into
question. Even some of his own erstwhile supporters within the

Communist
Party

were alienated by ,the severe measures taken during the cri-
sis. Faced with this new political tension, Moscow began to paint the image of
,enernies in different colors; a conceptual shift was under way fr0l11 \"class en-

emy\037' to the class-neutral \"enemy of the people.\" The famine crisis was critical

to this shif\037 a shift that led to the Great Terror.)

Collectivization and Industrialization)

From 1927 to [928 onward\" Moscow terrorized \"class enen1ies\" and \"wreck-
ers\" in an effort to overCOlne econolllic and political crises. The deeper the

crises, the harsher the terror became. The famous Shakhty affair of 1928.. di-

rected against Ubourgeois'\" specialists, becanle the hall.nark f()f Mosc()w\"s war

against the NEP.1 It was no accident that the Donbas coal-111iningindustry,
of

which Shakhty was an important part.. played a centra] role in this urevolution

frool above\": it was there that tension had been running exceptionally high.

Political terror against alleged \"class enenlies,'. synlbolized by the Shakhty af-

fair, had proved very popular.
2

The atmosphere of the tinle is well described

by a British journalist who visited the country in 1929 and 193 0 : HI was not)

I
See Hiroaki Kuromiya, u'rhe Shakhty Affair\037.' Soulh Ell.ft European MO/l;tor, 4: 2 ( 1997)\" pp.

4 1
- 6 4-

2S ee HiToaki Kuromiya. Slalin \037s Industrial Rel'olut;oll: Politic.\\\" (Inti n'hrkers. 1928-1932

(Can\\bridge University PTess\037 19\037U\037).)

15 1)))
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Figure 5.1. Defendants listening to their sentences at the Shakhty triat 1928. From

TsDKFFA, 00. zb. 2-31336.)

quite certain whether I was moving in an atmosphere of revolution or of war.

The atmosphere seemed to contain elements of both.\"3

The imperative of industrialization diverted resources increasingly rapidly

from consumption to
c\037pital

accumulation. This, in turn, destabilized the mar-

ket. When the resultant grain procurement crisis broke out in late 1927, Stalin

and his close associates responded with
\"extraordinary

measures\" - extrale-

gal measures against kulaks and other wealthy residents who were
suspected

of hoarding grain. Stalin and L,. M. Kaganovich declared the crisis to be \"a

grain strike,\" an uexpression of the first serious action, under the conditions of
the NEP, undertaken by the capitalist elements of the countryside against the
Soviet

government

4 The crisis created a food shortage in the cities where by
1929 rationing began to be introduced widely (later Stalin called the situation

golod, i.e., famine or hunger).5 When the use of force overcame the immedi-
ate crisis, V. V. Kuibyshev proudly declared: uThe will of the party can create)

3An Impre.i.f;on ofR!ls\037fia.. Reprintedfrom Ille Ecollom;sl. November 1st. 1930(London, 1930),
p.

10..

4
Kuromiya, Stalin's Indu..ftrial Revolution, p. 6.

5RTsKhIDNl. f. 85.. op. 28. d. 8. I. 189. Indeed in some areas in Ukraine small-scale famine

did take place. See Valerii Vasiliev. \"KresCianskie vosstaniia na Ukraine. 19 29- 1 93 0 gody,n
S,'obodnaia mysl

f

t 1992, no. 9, p. 71.)))
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miracles. . . and is creating and wi)) create miracles despite all these nlarket

phenomena. . . . The will of the state has crushed the nlarket [gosudarstvellnaia
vI)l;a sl()11lila k()\" \"; U,.,ktll rll ] .,,6

The use of force split the party leadership. For N. I. Bukharin and other

\"rightists\" it spelled the end of civil
peace

with the peasantry and the possible

eventuality of the
government\037s

defcat in a war with the pe.asantry and foreign
powers.? They proposed

as a solution to the crisis, not the use of force, but an

import of grain. Ye\037 in the view of Strtlin and his supporters, such a solution
was

Inerely a pa1liative: if it solved the problem that year. then what was to
be done the following year?8 So the use of force did not cease. In the mean...

time the collectivization of agriculture (the creation of col]ective
farms)

as a

pernlanent solution to the vexing pro'blems of the peasantry loomed
large

on

the political agenda for the Stalin leadership: it believed that collective fanns
would ease the difficulty of the procurement of grain.

9
The right never ques-

tioned the ultimate goal of collectivization, but it regarded the speed and the

ways in which collectivization was being carried out as a sure way t() civi] war

with the peasantry.
As the

right feared, the 1929-3\302\260wholesale collectivization and dekulak-

ization (\"elimination of the kulaks as a class\") campaign strained the political
situation. In one Artenlivs'k village, the day after the 1929 October Rev-

,olution anniversary, fa. P. Trufanov, a Ukrainian peasant who was work-

ing in the Red Army coalfield and who owned seventeen desiatinas of land

with his father and therefore was regarded as a kulak. appeared
before the

village Soviet along with the Perepechaienko brothers, in order to
lodge

a

protest against collectivization. Trufanov attacke.d the village Soviet se.cretary
T. Tereshchenko and the worker brigade. representative Vysols\037kyi, yelling:

\"1.11 hang these Communist reptiles. You rob the peasants, you take our grain
and estates. )'11 show you how to rob.

H

Trufanov was arrested. The younger

Perepechaienko shouted: \"Why do you rnock a
person

who speaks the truth?H

The Perepechaienkos too were arrested. Trufanov was sentenced to
eight

years of inlprisonnlent (which subsequently was conlnluted to five
years)\037

the

Perepechaienkos to three years each. 10

A ]arge number of peasants were dispossessed and deported to various

parts of the country. As pe()ple would sing in Stalino in 1929,)

6Kuromiya. Stalin '05 Industrial Re1'olutio1l, p. 8.

7 Bukharin intinlated thi\037 to lu.(G.) L. Piatakov. See \"Matcria1y fevrarsko-tnartovskogo

plenuma TsK VKP(b) 1937 g(xla,\" '''hproJY istor;;.. 1992. nos. 2-). p. 19.

R
See G. K. Ordzhonikidze's respollse to Bukharin in N. J. Buklrllr;n. P,-ohlelllY lef}l-ii ; prakt;ki

snls;aliZl1ra (Moscow, 198 9).. p. lR9,

9For the events leading up to the aU-out collectivization campaign. see R. W. Davies. The

Socialist O/fens;\\re:
71,e Collecl;\\\037izalj(}11 of AK,.icu!tllre. 1929-/93\302\260 (Harvard University Press,

1980 ).
fO h

Rozkurku1ennia v USSR.\" llkra;lls 'k)'; islol}'chrryi zhurnll/, 1992 . no. 3, pp. 77-7 8 .)))
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Figure 5.2. Dekulakized peasants in the village of Udachne, Hryshyne in the early

19305.. From TsDKFFA, 00. zb. 3- 1101 .)

Oh, the apple ripens

The kulak surrenders grain
And bows down.' I)

The secret police (GPU) was involved directly in this dekulakization campaign,
deciding the fate of each kulak and his family.12 Among the dekulakized were

many peasants
with a perfect political pas\037 former Red partisans.

I} An untold
number of peasants were executed; some of those on their way to exile were

beaten to death by convoys or could not survive the brutal deportation process,

which took months or more. 14

The brutality with which collectivization and dekutakization were carried

out led here and there to \"anned uprisings\" by peasants. In 1930 in the vi1Jage
levhenivka in the Donbas, a

large group
of armed men (Communjsts\037 Kom-

somols, and policemen) arrested at night those who did not wish to join the

collective farm. The following morning the peasants gathered at the village

Soviet and demanded the release of those arrested. Polina, the
seventeen-year-)

t 1
RF IMFE\037 t: 1-7/816., ark. 74.

11See\037 fOf example, DAOO\037 f. R-39I sch. op. I\037 spr. 218, ark. 71-73.
I) uRozkurkulennia,'\" pp. 8 I and 83-84.

14For these cruel(ies, see. for exanlple. N. Mikhailov and N. Teptsov, UChrezvychaishchina,\"

Rod;na\037 1989\037no. 8.)))
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Figure 5.3. Dekulakized peasants in the village of Udachne, Hryshyne, in the early

19308. From TsDKFFA, 00. zb. 3-1102.)

old daughter of the arrested I. K. Makovets'kyi. cried and entreated, but she

was shot dead on the spot The armed men did not allow the Makovets'kyi

family to take
away

the body of Polina and bury it. Instead, during the night
her

body
was removed to an unknown place. The arrested were sent to the

district center, so the villagers assemb1ed there anned themselves with sticks
and forks. Their protest resulted in the release of some, but the fate of others

is unknown to this day.
IS

Similar and more violent protests were observed all

over the country.
.6

Stalin halted collectivization temporarily and sought to overcome the po-
litical crisis by creating the ghost of

pervasive
enemies bent on restoring the

old regime to the country and sabotaging \"socialist construction.\" Recently

declassified archiva1 data clearJy show that already in 1930 Stalin had had a

substantial number of \"enemies\" shot 17)

15PUl
t

Ii kommunizmu.. 23 May 1989 (Memoir of A. S.
Iablons\037kyi).

1 6
S ee \" for example.. peasant uprisings in Ukraine in Vasil' ev\037 \"Kresf ianskie vosSLanie.;' and

Lynne Viola, Peasant Rebels \"nderStalin: Collectivization and the Culture 0.( Peasllnl Resistance

(Oxford University Press. 1996).
17Vechem;a;a Moskva. for example, began publishing execution lists (rasslrel.nye spi\037\037ki) on

6 December 1990, which include many execulions in 1930. This. however, does not imply that

before 1930 executions did not take place\)
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In the Donbas as elsewhere, after a short bre.ak, the collectivization and

dekulakization campaign resumed with as much ferocity as before. In 193 I in

Novopskovs'k district in the northern Donbas, a report was sent to Moscow

stating that; although 85 percent of the district had been collectivized., 10 per-

cent of the collective farmers had no bread. Those unwilling to
join

c,ollective

fanns\037 whether they were poor or middle peasants, were declared kulaks, dis-

possessed, and confined to the ravines, where they lived in utter poverty and

hunger in dugouts. The kolkhoz officials looted and drank away the estates of
the dekulakized. At night shootings took place, and the police were in a com-
bat situation.

18
The GPU reported with alann that some kulaks sent to the north

had come back\" 19 In 193 1 arson and armed assaults had become common in

the Donbas
countryside,,20

Collectivization and dekulakization were accompanied by antireligious

campaigns. Churches were closed or
destroyed,

and the clergy atTested or

deported. Already in 1928, Bishop Neveu
reported

from Makiivka that \"ar_

rests among our Orthodox brethren have
multiplied

to an alarming extent\" In

1929. \"even families with whom I used to be very friendly were afraid to show

their faces in church in case they should lose their daily bread,,\" In ] 930 his

church was placed under seal. to be converted into a cinema. \"The crosses

in the cemetery had been knocked down in preparation for turning it into a

public park.\"21 From April 1929 to April 1930, thirty-six chapels were closed
in Artemivs'k okrl.lll, and a synagogue was closed in Rykove. Komsomol ac-
tivists of the HUnion of Militant Atheists\" went through the peasant huts, seized

icons\037 and then burned them in bonfires in the market squares.
22

In a Donbas

city an American engineer saw \"a clergyman, tired and
overwrough\037

and weak

from hunger, attempt to get on a street car, five
young Communists spat on hi Ill,

and one kicked him in the chest, and he fell off the car and swooned into the

gutter.\"2 3

Collectivization and dekulakization were particularly devastating for cer-

tain ethnic
groups_

The dekulakization rates among t.he Bulgarian., German,
and Greek fanners were much

higher
than the average.

24 Ten percent of the)

'8HRozkurkulennia v USRR,U Ukra;ns +{yi istorychnyi zhunJal\" J 992, no. 6, pp. 111-13.
1 9

DADO, f. R-391 sch.. op. ,I, spr. 218. ark. 101.

lOSee, for example, GARF\037 f. 7416, 0P+ 1\" d. 8, 1. 43.
21 Patrick A. Croghan, The Peasant

from Makeyevka: Biography of Bishop Pius Ne,,'eu, A.A.
(Worcester, Mass., 1982),pp. 183, 20 I, and 206.

22T. Bespechnyi, uKak rushili tserkov' v Donbasse,\" Vechernii Dot1tl.\037k.. 22 September 1990.
2JWil1iam H. Grady, uCommunistic Russia: The Viewpoint of an American Mining Engineer.'\037

Mining Congress Journal, 17 (August 193 1 ), p. s.
24 Vto1Vt' Vsellkra;nskoe soveshchall;e po rabote Jredi natsiorlal'

nykh men's!lin.'itv t 27-30

noiabria '930 goda. Sten. otchet ; postano\\l/en;ia (Moscow, Kharkiv t and Minsk, 1931). pp.
46. 54, 122, 128, and 131. See also L. P. Pol'ovyi and B. V. Chirko. UNatsional'ni menshyny
ukrains

1
koho sela v umovakh

kolektyvizatsii,H Ukrains 'ky; ;s/orychnyi zhurnal\037. 1993, nos.
4-6.)))
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Greek farmers were de.ported. In
Hryshyne, 40 percent of the German peasants

w,ere d'ekulakized. 25
Old conflicts that dated from the prerevolutionary years

resurfaced with collectivization and dekulakization.
26

Minorities would say,

UKatsalJJ' have invaded our land from Russia,\" or \"A Ukrainian has come. I . to

rule us.\" Thus, in Mar\"iupor Greeks and Ukrainians came to blows. 27

Many

Greeks and Germans nlade largely futile attempts to emigrate abroad. 28

Many

poor Jews, dispossessed for their trade activity, were driven into Jewish collec-
tive farn1s. Thirty percent of the Jews were said to have been disenfranchised
at this time. 29

'One important consequence of collectivization and dekulakization was that

nlany peasant.s
were pushed from the countryside into industrial and construc-

tion labor. In 1928 the Donbas was still suffering from many unemplo'yed
workers who upset the towns and settlements by causing disorder and engaging

in Hanti-Soviet\" propaganda.
30

By 1929, however, the number of unemployed

dropped dramatically and by 1930 unemployment had virtually disappeared.
31

The Donbas had always attracted labor, but the absence of unemployment
and the labor shortage that resu1ted from rapid industrialization made the Don-
bas an irresistible magnet for labor. The Donbas had historical1y provided a
haven for fugitives, and it continued to retain its reputation as the free steppe J

during and after col1ectivization: many who had reason to flee believed thatl

they
could \"hide\" in the Donbas.

I

As pressure mounted against the market in general in the late 1920S, NEP-

men, artisans, priests, and kulaks (including former Cossacks) were forced out

and sought employment in the Donbas. 32
At Chubar' Mine, one report noted,

28 percent of the workers were \"anti-Soviet e]ements: former officers, gen-

darmes\037--and other scllm\037tlJ3 According-to Sheila Fitzpatrick's calculation, in

the country as- a whole,
-

at least ten nlillion peasants entered the wage- and)

2 5
TsDAVO, f. 413, op. I, spr. 591 \037ark. 2.

2bV. N. Nikorskii, \0374Nemetskoe naselenie Donbassa 2o-kh gg. (nekotorye problemy),\037'
Donhass

i Pri\302\243lZO\\' Ie: problemy sotS;llJ 'nogo, natsiona/'nogo ; dukhovnogo ra:.vit;;a (Mariupol\". 1993), p.

9 6 .
27TsDAVO, f. 413, op. 1'1 spr. 561, ark. 44 and 50-51.
28

Vlo/\"()e V.'\037eukrainskoe sOl'es/1t+hanie po rabOle sredi Ilatsiollufllyklz nren '.'ihin:itv\037 passimping

one or other of the sides.,)

JJRSee P/\"(1l'd(l, 12, 16 April 1924. and 16 May 1925. See also. Kas\"ianov and Danilenko. Sia/-

in;:.\"r. pp. 41-42. and D. P. GoHnkov, Krushellie afll;SO\\'etskogo podpo/';a l'SSSR.. vol. 2, 2nd ed.

(Mosco\\\\-', (97 8 )\" pp. 178-80.

I}QGARF\" f. 9474\" op. 7. d. 256. II. 135-39. and d. 25 8 , 11. 2oR--9.
140lhid., d. 2S8, II. 208--q.

14 1

DADO, f. 1 p, up. 1.. spr. ,862. ark, 4.
142 For the zeal to find enemies 1 see, for exarnple, RytJllri eloign. VO.\037f1()\"Jitliuli;a

clteki.c;tov

(Donets\037k, 19 82 ), p. 37.
14\037See a

u

10p secret\" ,GPU document in DADO, f. R-I 29. up. I. spr. 6. ark. 135-135zv.)))

sOI.fia/'l1o-de\"'o\037ra.l-

;clzesk;e i\037me\"eni;a v SQstave shakhtero\\,t DOIJbassa v 1926-1932 gg. (Donets\037k1l 19R6), pp. 16-

17.

J3GARF, f. 5459, op. ) 0, d. 10, I. 186.)))
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salary-earning work force, and \"three out of ten peasants migrating to town

or entering the wage labor force in the years 1928-1932 were probably de-

parting Whl111yor essentially involuntarily from the villages in connection with

dekulakization.'\" This calculation does not include those \"self-dekulakized\"

who \"left on their own initiative out of fear of being expropriated by
the au-

thorities.\"34 There were many of them. In 1930 in the northern Caucasus that

included part of the Donbas, for example, eleven thousand households were

to be resettled as \"third-category\" kulaks
(i.e\037,

those who were spared impris-

onment or outright deportation), but only five thousand were actually resettled,

Hsince the rest turned out to have disappeared from the locality*\"35 In October

193 0 the mass elnployment of kulaks and other \"undesirable elements\" in in-

dustry prompted the government to issue a secret order to
purge

the enterprises
,

of these elements. 36 Ye.t the real problem for the authorities was that many of

these people concealed their identity and kept quiet; some of them even be-

came exemplary workers such as shock workers and, later, Stakhanovites.

The order and campaign to remove enemy forces proved ineffective: the

Donbas (or, for that nlatter, tile country as a whole) was hungry for labor, pe.o-
p]e of whatever origin

found employment easily in a sellers' labor market No
one was to be hired without proper documentation, and yet many were em-

ployed without any check; ot.hers used forged documents. While many work-

ers lived and worked in fear of exposure, testimony after testimony suggests
that it was indeed very easy to find work in the Donbas at this time. 37

The. constant threat of arrest, however, made labor transient. One witness,
for

example,
who was dekulakized in Kirovohrad in 1929 and fled to the Don-

bas in 1930, has given this testimony:

If no one who knows you notices you, then you can work [in the Donbas]..
only keep

silent about who you are, where you are from. This was never
spoken.

This was all locked up in the individual. People worked in this way.

As soon as someone notices, then you become
frightened

and wonder where

to hide, because if someone notices you, then
peo'ple

will know that you are

there. So people leave. 38)

J4SheiJa Fitzpatrick, uThe Great Departure: Rural-Urban Migration in the Soviet Union. 19 29-
1933,'\" in WiHiam G. Rosenberg and Lewis H. Siegelbaum, ed., Social D;,nell..\037i(Jn.f of Sov;etln.

dustrializ.ation (Indiana University Press, '993). pp.
22 and 25.

35rbid.\037 pp. 37-38, n. 53.

)60ARF, f. 55] 5, op. 33!' d. II, 11.53-54.
J1Note many testimonies in James E. Mace and Leonid Heretz_ eds., ,Oral History Project of

the Com,nission on the Ukrllille Fa\",;,re, 3 vols. (Washington, D.C., 1990). Se.e also Dmytro

Sorovey, Ihe Golgotha o!Ukraine (New York, 1953), pp. 11-15 and '7-20; Vladimir A. Bohdan,
A,'nidil1g

.

Exti'lctio,e Children of the Kulak (New York, 1992). p. 78\037 Antonina Khe1cmendyk-
Kokot. Kolhosp\"e dyl)1llJtvo ; n;,nets'!w net'olia.

SpolJady (foronto, 1989), pp. 61 and 82; and
Jochen Hellbeck, ed., Tagebuch aU.fi Moskau 1931-/939 (Munich. 1996), pp. 81 and 87.

3 8
Mace and Heretz, Oral History Project 2:

1136-37.)))
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People ITIoved from rnine to mine and were able to hide. The Donbas remained

tile free steppe, but the fear of Joss of freedorTI was also evident in the Donbas.
T11erewas another kind of fear, fear of \"wrecking.\" One of the accusations

against the hbourgeois\" specialists at the Shakhty trial was wrecking, which

included the destruction of expensive nlining equipment
and the willful caus-

ing of accidents and deaths of colliers. 39

Mining was, anti is\037 highly prone to

accidents. (In the 1J1iJ1j_n-\302\243, \037QmmJIDity. .of Shakhty,
_ f?f \037_xamJ?I.

e, .
._e_\037g\037\037

out of

ev'erY_JeDJ;l?JJier\037_ had had some kind of industrial injury in 1927.)40 So the ac-

cusations of wrecking struck a responsive ch-otd-in-ihe .workers. .Yet suspicions

of wrecking were cast not only upon the
.\\'pets,Y

but also upon \"class enemies\"

among the workers - kulaks, NEPmen, priests,
and so forth.

There are many frightening cases. In Novelnber 1928 at a Donbas mine dy-

namite was found underneath the rails. 41
Here and there electric cables were

severed, ventilation tubes damaged, sand thrown into roll bearings, bolts and

nails into machines, motors broken, an,d dynamjte stolen. 42 Soviet officials

described these incidents not as accidents but as deliberate sabotage by c]ass

enemies. In one case, an electric ,cable was cut, with seven meters of it nliss-

ing. (Most likely,
someone stole it to use for other purposes, because it was

defitsitl1.V; '1ll11er;lil, nlaterial in short supply.) I n another, a Tartar, who did not

know the Russian language and hence did not understand the safety instruc-

tions, if such had been given at all, hung his lamp on a naked electrical cable

and was electrocuted. In
yet another, a worker was crushed to death on an

underground rail by a wagon without lights. All these incidents were ascribed
to wrecking.43

Dangerous working conditions caused nunlerous injuries and deaths

throughout the '9305. As in the case of the Shakhty affair, whether deliberate

wrecking had been corrlfnitted was ilnpossible to prove. Whatever the case,

what struck Alnerican engineers who worked in the D()nbas at that time was

the general indifference to hunlan life.
44

Angry workers nlay have believed in

wrecking by '6class enemies,\" but they were also well aware that many Com-

nlunist bosses were not overly conce.rned with securing w()rkers' safety, l)ften

attributing accidents to wrecking or t{J the carelessness of the miners thern-

selves. At one mine, a worker refused to go to the pit face because it was)

.lQ See Kuroll1iya, \037'The Shakhty A ffair.\037'

4\302\260B. I. Bakulin and O. L. Leibovich\037 uRabochic, 'spetsy,' partiitsy (0 sotsial\"nykh
istokakh

'velikogo perelonla\037),'I' Rllho(:hi; klaL\\'S i s()\\,,.en,e,u,y; fltir, 1990. no. 6, p. 104.
41

GARF, f. 5459. op. 9, d. 136. I. 7. For another case\037 see ibid., op. I o\037 d. 33\037 I. ] 8.

41 Ibid., op. 10. d. 33\"
I. 18: op. I L (1 139. II. 68-68ob, and d. 155. I. 26. See Inany cases

reporte.d in, for example. 80r. Galin, Pe,.ekhod, KI1;KlI o('lterko\\\037 ( 19 29- 193 0 ) (,fv1oscuw. 1930).

p. 57: V. Turov. Nll .'ihtunn lIglia (Moscow, 1931), pp. 8- 10, and Donbass IIda\"\"yi (.Moscow and

Leningrad\037 1930)\037 pp. 115- 16 .

4JGARF\037 f. 5459\037 op. II, U. '39, I. 75.

44No[e, partjcularly\037
lhe Clarence Starr Collection,. I-Ioover Institution Archive, Stanford. Calif.)))
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not properly consolidate.d. So the managers sent a norm-busting shock worker

(ulJanlik).. who was killed in a cave-in. It took four days to recover his
body.45

The workers might well have wondered whether this was also wrecking. Their
distrust is clearly seen in letters written to the authorities (including the GPU)

asking for intervention in order to hold managers responsible for accidents and

deaths. 46

Ethnic animosity only reinforced fear of and anger with the imagined en-

emy.
There were cases in which people from capitalist countries (Germany and

the United States) were beaten by Russian workers. 47 Jews remained popular
enemies in the Donbas. In 1928 the murders of a Jew and a Chinese were re-

ported
fronl Luhans'k. The murderer, a blacksmith and apparently a Ukrainian,

was
quoted

to have said that he killed Jews, and not Russians, because there

were not many Jews but there were too many Russians. 48

(Nor, no doubt,

were there many Chinese.) In Artemivstk, the food shortages, which
began

in

1928, led immediately to a rise in anti-Semitism. 49

Many Jews, particularly

young Komsomols, came to work in the Donbas mines
during

the period of

rapid industrialization. Some came voluntarily, others through Komsomol mo-
bilizations. There, they were spat on, beaten, and referred to contemptuously
as Yids (z!tid)'). At one mine, a Jewish Komsomol worker was whipped while

bathing
in a bathhouse. 50 Colliers in Luhans'k refused to sit in the shaft cage

with Jews and beat them in the dark underground with rocks. 51

Beatings of

Je\\vish farmers frequently took place in the countryside as well. 52
In Stalino,

a Jewish worker named Davidzan had tar smeared on his face, while \"sensi-

ble schoolchildren
H

attacked Jewish schools with stones and be.at the children

bloody.53 Official campaigns against anti-Semitisln ied nowhere in Ukraine,
according to an official report, with the children resembling Janus: an official
face at school and an anti-Semitic face outside. 54

The secret police constantly uncovered and punished alleged political
ene-

n1ies and wreckers: spets..y, kulaks, NEPmen, priests,. former Whites, Makhno-
vites. (Some of these came to be referred to as b}'\\'shie liudi, or uhas-beens\037\

45GARF, f. 545' tOp. 14. d. 259. I. 27.

4f)See\037 for example\" ibid., f. 55 15, op. 33, d. 24. II. 29-31. According to a government report,
deaths by accidents in (he Donbas coal-mining industry increased by 29.60/0 from 1929 to 1930.
Ibid... d. 36\037 11. J 35\037 37 and 155-57.

47Ihid.., f. 74! 6. op. I, d. 8. l. 58ob.
48 TsDAVO t f. 2605\037 op. 2, spr. 602, ark. 53. His reference to '4Jews\" may imply lhat he had

murdered more than one Jew.

49RTsKhIDNI\037 f. 17., op. 85. d. 307, I. 67.
,5\302\260GARF., (. 5459., op. II, d. 173. J. 50b.
51

TsDAVO, f. 2605\037 op. 2, spr. 602, ark. 63, and TsDAHO, f. I, 0P+ 20 t spr. 3\302\26021,ark. 5.
,52

DADO.. f. R-1202, op. 2.. spr. 48, ark. 120.
5JTsDAHO t f. 1. op. 20, spr. 3\302\26021,

ark. 5 and 9.

S4Ibid.. op. 20, spr. 2894, ark. 26. See also le1/reis 'ke naselennia pivdnia Ukrainy.+ istoriia ta

slichasnisl
\037

(Zaporizhzhia, 1992), pp. 81-82.)))
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implying people who ceased to exist as a social and political group.) On the

popular level. hl)WeVer, there were the unofficial enenlies such as the Jews.

The 'prl)blem was that it became increasingly difficult to
identify

the a1-

leged enemies: \"The enemy. beaten in open battle, is seeking detours to un-

dermine the foundations of proletarian dictatorship. The enerny has changed
cl)lors

according to the latest in the technology of social mimicry.H55 This was

particularly the case in the Donbas where many individuals fled and changed
their identities to live a new life. Hence came the vigilance and denunciation

campaign.
However

popular po1itical repression of class enemies may have been in
the Donbas. the

party
and the government could hardly rely on the Donbas po-

litically.
The popular perception that the Communist bosses were a new kind of

enemy strengthened
at this time with the growing discontent among the w{)rk-

ers. One
party leader, who journeyed to the Donbas after the announcement of

the Shakhty affair, was asked at a Shcherbynivka mine: uWeren't Communist

Party members among the arrested traitors?\"56

The impact of the food shortage was reflected immediately in the pop-

ular perception of the party. In February 1928 rotten meat was knowingly
sold in Artemivs'k. Workers bitterly complained that the promises of a better
life

given by the party were just fairy tales of Communist
spongers\03757

In the

summer of 1928 several strikes by miners broke out, with strikers demanding

higher wages, ]ower work quotas, and better food supply. A hewers' strike that

took place on 27 June 1928 at the
\"ItalyH

mine in Makiivka was initiated by a

group of seven that inc]uded two
party

members and one Komsomol nlember.

The outcome of the strike is not known. 58

The crassness of sOlne Communist bosses surely antagonized Inany peo-

ple. After the Shakhty affair, many party dignitaries were dispatched to the

Donbas for an inspection. One of them, Molotov, along with the local bosses,
visited miners' living quarters. He met a min,er's wife and told her that he\"

secretary of the party Central Committee, wished to know how she was living.
She answered that she lived so-so, but that because the floor of her living place
was cement her first child had died an,d now her second child was ill. Molotov
said that it was too bad and was about to leave when the. woman yelled after

him: hComrade Molotov, we need. to
lay

a floor.
n

Molotov agreed that the

floor needed to be laid and left. Instead of offering any practical help, how-

ever, M()lotov Inerely scolded the local bosses, who told Molotov that such

floor p,robletns were legion and that little money was available to repair the)

55 Makee,,'skii raborlrii, 30 Dccember 1931.
56GARF, f. 374sch,op. 27sch. d, '332\037 II. 91 and 128.
\0377

RTsKhlDNI, f. 17. o P. 85. d. 311, I. 80.

5 R
S mo 'ensk Archive, WKP 250\" pp. 47-48. See also DADO. f. R- 129. op. 1, spr. 24. ark.

253.)))
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workers' living quarters.
59 British miners who visited the Donbas in 1929

were
impressed by the sharp contrast between the grandio\037e theaters and mon-

unlents and the humble houses of the workers. They confronted the local

Soviet official:)

The local Soviet official was asked why they spent a huge sum of money
in bui1ding the the.atres while allowing the workers to live in overcrowded

hovels.. and his reply was: UIf we make the workers too comfortable they wiH

refuse to fight or take any active
part

in politics.

H)

So the British miners responded that)

the rising generation will say: \037iWhere are the houses you promised us?

Where the
prosperity_ wages, pleasures, conlforts?\" Then there will be an-

other revolutionA

60)

The disre.gard for w,orkers is clear from the following anecdote in which, at

a Donbas mine, a Communist manager constantly spit on the floor during his

report
to a rneeting. One of the cleaning people brought a spitoon and put it be-

side him, but the manager stubbornly kept spitting on the floor, completely ig-

noring the spitoon. He did not understand that after the meeting people
would

have to clean the floor. 6.

As in the 1923 Kapustin
affair (see Chapter 4), certain outspoken figures,

usually non-party members, who enjoyed much
authority among

the Donbas

1l1iners were considered suspect. The accounting clerk at the Shchyhliivka

Coalfield near Stalino. Mironenko, was such a one. In the autumn of 1928,

when he heard that the chairlnan of the Ukrainian Counci] of
People's

Conl-

missariats,. V. Ia. Chubar' 't was to speak in Stalino, Mironenko took the trouble
to walk eight kilometers through nlud, appear before. the meeting, and, along
with other Uanti-Soviet elements\"H assail the party for its usuppression of the

working class and for the lack of democracy in the country.\" The party orga-
nizations asked the GPU to take appropriate measures. Subsequently, when on

May Day
of 1929 Mironenko gave an \"anti-Soviet'. speech to a large crowd

of workers. he was arrested. He then roused the workers, calling the GPU
agents gendarmes. The GPU contended that Mironenko had served in the
White

Army\037 however, the prosecutor\037s offic,e thought it impossible given his

age (sixteen years ()Id in 1918). The GPU maintained that Mironenko had won

many workers to his view, but the prosecutor's office disagreed. Conflict with)

59TsDAVQ, f. 2602.0p. I, spr. 2,320. ark. 39.
6oW.

Haydon\037 ed... Rlt.'iJia a,\037 Seen b)' THt(} Ti/manJtone Miner.\037: A Record of a Tour to the Donetz
Basin in Aug.-Sept. '929 (Dover, 1929), p. 18, and Ol4r Journey through Russia. A First-Hand

Accou\"t by T\037./o Br;t;.t;h \037Vorki,rg-Men of a JOlln1ey thro'''gh R\"S.iia (London. 1929). p. 27.
61

GARF, f. 5459, op. 9, d. 23. I. 82.)))
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the prosecutor's office led the local GPU to complain te> Kiev. What happened

to Mironellko eventually is unknown. 62

Even among party nlenlbers, the GPU reported that there were enemies.
One nlelnber named Stepura, a Makiivka worker, was said to have b()asted to
his fellow workers that he had served in the Oenikin army and that he and his
soldiers had slaughtered all the scum: Conlmunists and Russians. He urged
his nlen to wait for the return of the Whites and butcher the klltsapJ' (Russians)
and the Reds. 6 )

Many accounts also suggest that religious opposition strengthened notice-

ably
in t.he Donbas. 64 While the Orthodox church was under attack, other

sects\037 \\vhich had always been strong in the Donbas, became larger by absorb-
ing many of the

refugees
and kulaks from other parts of tl1e country. Baptist

preachers, reportedly
with financial support from foreign bourgeoisie, traveled

around the Donbas. 65
In 1929 in Artemivs'k ok\".i\"', for example, there were

175,000 members of various
religious sects whereas there were only I I 8\"000

trade-union members.
66

Vil)lence was used n()t just against the alleged class enemies.
Many

man-

agers beat miners. 61 New workers, who nlight have been ku]aks, or who might

have been poor peasants full of youthful expectations for a new Jife in the in-

dustrial Donbas, were badly treated. Most new workers
(nearly

80 percent in

1930) were peasants, and at least hal f were ethnic Ukrainians. At one mine,

the peasants were forced to cut their
characteristically long hair.

68
Moreover,

they were given virtually no care or respect by anyone,
so they came and went..

uThey did not even claim their
pay.\"69

In 1930 more than half of those peasants
were said to have deserted the Donbas.

70 An American journalist who visited

the Donbas in 1930 recounted:

UThis is the best mine we have.
H

said the engineer\037 \"It is the most highly
mechaniz,ed. With 250 workers we produce 120,OQO tons a year. They only
work a six-hour shift.\"

A younger engineer, manager of the mine. burst into the room and with a

curse exc lai med: \"They've sk ipped.\

62
DADO. f. R-39 1 \037op. I sch, spr. 213, ark. 13' -13 I ZV.

63
Ibid., f. R-129, op. I, spr. 23, ark. 93 and I 10.

64S ee , for
example\037 Kochegarka (Artemivs\"k), 15 October 1928, and DADO, f. 5459,oP. 10.

spr. 9\"
ark. 152, and spr. II, ark. 207.

65 Protil'
4 II

Rozhdestva.
U

Mlllerialy k anr;rozhdestvellsko; kar\"palli; 1928-1929 gg\037 (Kharkiv\"

19 28 )\" p. 27.

h6GARF1 f. 5459\037 op. ] 0, d. 9, I. 14\037t In 1930 37.4% of the nla]e n1iners in the Donbas were

not trade-union menlbers. See ibid., op.
1 I, d. '72, I. 46.

67
See. for example\037 ibid. 1 f. 5517, OPT 17, d. 3 13 t I. 125.

68Ibid.. f. 7416, Opt J, d. 50, 1. 84.
f1 9

Grady, uCommunistic Russia,\" p. 5.

7\302\260TsDAVO, f. 2623, OPT ., spr. 4638. ark. 66.)))
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\"Who've skipped?H

\"Those blasted fellows from the farms. Came up last week, worked five

days. and now the half of them have lefl\"

\"Why?\" came in a chorus from the chief and the others in the room.

.'Lily livered - still wet behind the ears,\" yelle-d
the mine manager, slam-

ming the door. 71

In the hot summer of 1930 virtually none of the bathhouses had water.
72

Poor

living conditions spread typhoid fever and dysentery. In 1930 60
percent

of all

the antiepidemic funds of Ukraine was used in the Donbas. 73
In some districts

there were only half-a-day food reserves left. Even with the help of the GPU,

the mine officials had to scramble for foodstuffs.
74

An Anlerican nlining engineer testified that in the summer of 1930 the

Donbas coal-mining industry was in deep crisis, because the miners \"were not

being properly fed. They were not receiving even enough for them to live on.\"

Many workers left or did not show up for work. So in the autumn, the GPU

issued an edict \"to the effect that every man must get back into the mines and
work on lhis

production

H

:

To accomplish that they discharged all the officers of Ugel Trest [Ugol', or
Coal Trus\037 the trust that controlled the Donbas coalfields] and put in com-
mand a man by the name of Deisch [M. A. Deich]. . . . Mr. Deisch, in his ca-

pacity as a G.P.U. (Secret Police) surrounded himself with the G.P.U. agents.

and from the beginning of his career as Director of Lhe Ugel Coal Trust.. there

were hundreds of arrests amongst the miners, which very promptly brought

the return of miners to the mine because of the threat of arrest by the G.P. U. 75

According
to another American mining engineer, in the winter of 1930-31

it was impossible to freely obtain coal for ordinary household use and heat-

ing, at the very mouth of the mine, even though thousands of tons of coal

were stored\037 ready for export. At one of the mines, Mine No+ 5, a resolu-

tion of protest was sent to the central committee of the Communist Party at)

71 H. R. Knickcrbocker J The Soviet Fi\\.'e- Year Plan and Irs
Effect 011 World Trade (London,

193 I), pp. 167-68.
7 2

GARF, f. 5459, op. II, d. 1551 I. 16.

73Ibid+. f. 7416, op. J, d. 2, t 148.
74Ibid., I: 5459. op. I I ,d. 102. I. 270b.
75Clarence Starr Collection, 1100verInstitution Archive, Testimony before the Commissioner,

pp. 7-8 and 10. Deich was appointed director of the Coal comple,x on 6 October 1930 and

removed on 18 April 193'. SbonJik postanovlenii ;
prikazo\\,' po promyshlennosti (Moscow, 1930),

75: 1138\037 and Za ;l1dllslrialiwtsi;lI. 19 April 1931. Another American engineer also discussed

De,jch's GPU connections. Deich was chosen, according to this account. ubecause of his 'iron

willed achievements.'
n

(Se.e Grady, \"Communistic Russia,\" p. 4. See also Knickerbocker, The
So,liet Fii'e- Year P/an 1 P+ 174.) It cannot be confirmed whether Deich was a GPU official, but he

may well have been: Deich came to the Donbas from an appointment in the garment industry,
an

odd transfer. He was later criticized for his lack of expertise in coal mining. See GARF, f. 74 16 t

op. I, d. 88. L 67+)))
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Moscow. Deutsch [Deichl dissolved the [workers') comlnittee and arrested
aU its members. They were charged with counter-revolutionary activities. 76

Coercion was prevalent in the free
\037teppe.

The high-handed Inanner in which the party and the government ,dealt with

the workers reinforced their resentment. In 1930, at the funeral of a fellow

collier killed in an acciden\037 a man with lhe Red Banner Order gave a speech

to workers from the mine Ivan near Stalino: uln the USSR as in the West peo-

ple are being mutilated in the mines. Down with the USSR.\"77 Many miners

declared openly that unless
they

were fed properly they would not work, and

demanded that the wages of
spec.ialists

and managers be cut 7 8 Like the battle-

ship Potell1kil1 sailors in 1905, Donbas workers became extremely agitated to

find worms in the canteen food. The GPU reported nineteen strikes in the Don-
bas mines and factories in May and June 1930.79 At the mine Mariia, Egorov,

a

party m,ember, collected workers' signatures to appeal to the GPU to release a
man accused of having been a White officer. At the workers' meeting, Egorov

exploded: \"We should shoot all these snakes for this.,,80 Hungry workers even

went so far as to hold Stalin responsible for their hunger: \"We need to appeal

to Moscow, maybe Stalin is dizzy with success.\"RI In 1930, Ia. Golyshenko, a

worker from the Mi1Jerovo-Shak.htyarea, wrote to M. I. KaJinin, the nominal

head of the Soviet government, \"no one believes in anything\" and 'l\"he people
have gotten angry. They curse Stalin.

u82

The old division into the privileged upper classes (verkhi) and the down-

trodden masses (niz}') became evident, as one party member, a worker at Mine

10 in Artemivs'k, said, \"The verklli are sitting on the
'1;Z),.,,8

3 In the Don-

bas this was almost literally true: workers toiled in the dark and dangerous

underground and the bosses sat conlfortably on the bright and safe surface.

The food situation remained acute in 193 I. Meat was not sold at all, or sold

infested with wornls. 84
Flour was of such poor quality that workers became

ill from consuming it.
85

Surprisingly, the.n, Stalin declared in June 1931 that

in comparison with the hunger of 1928-29, the food situation had inlproved

and that the government was now able to export grain, indeed more grain than

in any year since the October Revolution.
86

In 1932 5.2 million tons of
grain)

7 6
G d

\"

C
. .

R
.\"

ra y, _omnlunlstlc USSI3, p. 4.

77GARF, f 5451, op. 14, d. 259. 11.24 and 133.

7 R

Ibid., f. 5459, op. I I, d. 35.
7'9 TsDA HO.. f. I\" op. 20, spr. 4227, ark. 2 and 4\037

ROGARF, f. 5459, op. I I, d. 35, I. I 24ob.

81Ibid., I. 27.
82

Nei::\\'estnaia Rossiia. XX \\'ek. I (Moscow.. 1992), pp. 203-4.

RJGARF, f. 5459,oP. I L d. 35, I. 156 .

84Ibid., f. 7416, op. I, d. 8, I. 41.

851bid., d. 2\037 1.. 163.

8tJRTsKhlDNI. f. 85, op. 28.. d. 8, I. 190. (This part of his speech to industrial managers was)))
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and flour were exported in comparison with 0.3 million lons in both 1928 and

1929 and 4.8 million tons in 1930.87 Famine ensued.)

The Harvest of Sorrow)

The famine of 1932-33 affected many parts of the country: Ukraine, Kaza-

khsta.n, the northern Caucasus\037 the lower Voiga. western Siberia, and even

Russia's heartland, the Central Black ,Earth Region. How many people died in

the fanline is a bone of contention, and perhaps the exact figures will never be

known, but what is clear is that the number of deaths were in the millions. The

areas hit by the fanline were mostly grain-producing areas (save Kazakhstan,

where the brutal policy of settling nomadic people was the major factor in the

death toll). Various regions of the country were affected to different degrees,

and the deliberate ethnic genocides, particularly of the Ukrainians\037 have been

put forward as the po]itics of the famine. 88
Available data do not -conclusively

prove that the famine was ethnic genocide. 89
The famine was, as Robert Con-

quest has aptly titled his book on the famine (borrowing a phrase from lhe tale

of Igor'), lhe harvest of sorrow,90 and the Donbas was hard hit by the famine.

There seems to be little doubt that the main cause of the famine was the

brutally
excessive seizure of grain from the peasantry. In the same vein\037 there

is little doubt that collective fanns (along with state farms working on similar

principles) as a productive systenl did not prove to be a viable alternative. Note

the following ChaJtlishka, which was branded as a verse of the kulaks:

They've signed nlen up for the kolkhoz
Now they lay

their plans

Potatoes the men will eat

Without butter, without cream.91)

not published.) Already in October 1930\037 \"for the most successful shipment of coa1 and grain
for export\" the Ukrainian Politburo ordered the creation of a troika on the raih,,'ays to consist

of a railway loca1 director. an OGPU representative. and an official in charge of grain or coal

procurements. See TsDAHO, f. I! op. t 6, spr. 7, ark. 180-83.
87 Michael R+ Dohan\037 '.he Economic Origins of Soviet Autarchy. 1927/1928-1934:\037 S/al'ic

Re\037lie\037\\t,. 35:4 (, December 1976), p. 616.

8RThis was thoroughly discussed i'n Robert Conquest, The Harvest of Sorro\\\\.': SOlt;et Collec-

tivi;:atio1l and the Terror-Famine (Oxford University Press. 1986),and Report to Congress: COln-

Nlis.5;Ofl 0\" the Ukraine Fami1le (Washington, D.C' 1 1988). For a more cautious view 1 see R. W.

Davies, M. B.
Tauger\037

and S. G. Wheatcrof\037 USta1in. Grain Stocks and the Famine of 193 2 - 1933:\"
S1111/icReV;eH\\ 54:3 (Fall 1995).

R9S ee Hiroaki Kuromiya, uUkraine and Russia in the t 930s,\" Forthcoming in Han'ard
Ukrainian SludieJ.. and Terry Martin. \"An Affinnative Action Empire: Ethnicity and the Soviet

State, 193O-1938't. (Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago. 1996).
qf}Conques\037

The Han'est of Sorrow.

911u. M. Sokolov, Rflsskii fo/'\037/or, vyp. IV. Cltas(ushki t ,nesllchanskie i blatllye pesl1i,

fahrich1to-zavodsk;; i kolkhozllyi fol 'klor (Moscow\037 193 2 ), p. 30.)))
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The sorry state of Soviet agriculture that ensued seenlS to prove the overall

failure of the colle.ctivization JnOVelnent. 92

The bUlllper crop of 1930 was soon followed by poor perfornlances in 193 I

and 1932, as a result of.. am()ng
other things, the savagery used to collectivize

agriculture, which demoralized the farmers. According to S. G. Wheatcroft,

R. W. Davies.. and J. M.
Cooper,

\"the decline in grain production in 1931 and

193 2 , and the re-c()very in 1933 and 1934, were both far more substantial than

indicated by other estinlate.s. whether western or Soviet\" They estimate that

grain production in the country declined from 73.,3 and 76 million tons in 1928

and 1930 respectively to 61.8 (error margin 9 percent) and 61.1 (error margin

[0 percent) nlillion tons in 1931 and 1932 respectively.9J

Nevertheless the state procurements increased from 28..2 percent of grain
production in 1930 to 32.8 percent in 1931, and were projected to rise to 40 to

50 percent in 1932.94. Moscow knew that the country was in
danger of famine.

In the summer of 1932, Molotov reported to the Politburo after returning frolll

Ukraine that \"we are indeed faced with the specter of fan,ine and in rich grain

districts to bOOt. H95
The specter did not daunt StaHI1. As Stalin boasted, in 1931

a record amount l)f grain (grains and flour) was exported (5.2 million tons), but
even in the fallline years of 1932 and 1933 1.8 million tons of grains and flour

were sold in overseas n1arkets. In these famine years animal
products, too,

were exported in considerable quantity.9
6

The Donbas
ITIay

have been better protected froln the famine than other

parts of Ukraine and the northern Caucasus because the government gave it

priority in food supply. Yct the Donbas countryside was devastated, and the

iJl1pact of the fanline on the Donbas as a whole is very important to under-

standing the
political

terror that was to, envelope it in succeeding years. Since

1928 the food supply had never been good in the Donbas as was true else-

where, but already
in 1931 the food situation had deteriorated considerably,

and in 1932-33 the Donbas population was starving. In the winter of 1931-32
poor supply

led to \037'colossal queues\" for bread in the Donbas. 97
In the Don part

of the Donbas in March 1932t only 15 percent
of the supply plan was fulfilled\037

there was no milk, no cheese - hsuch things have never reached us
during

this)

92 For the latest work on this.. see Stephan Merl.. Baller1! unter Stalill. Die fOr11lieruIlg des

so\\tjeriJchen Kolcho.f.rYJteJ11J /93\302\260-194 ' (Berlin, 1990).

9.'S. G. Wheatcroft.. R. W. IJavies. and J. M.
Cooper\037

aSovicl Industrialization Reconsidered:

Some Preliminary Conclusi'ons about Econolnic Development between 1926 and 1941\037\" t:co-

nOlllie His/o'}' Rep;e)t'. 2nd ser.\037 39:2 (May 19 86 ), pp. 282- 83.
94

Kuromiya. Stalin's Industrial Re1/olurion't p. 292.
95N. A, IvnilskiL Kollekll\\d;,afsiia i raJkl.l'achi\\\037a1tie (1Iacha!o 30-kh godo\\'J (Moscow. 1994). p.

2\302\2603.

\037Dnhan.. uEconomic
Origin\037\037n p. 616.

Q7GARF, f.
7416\037 op. I, d. I J 8\037 I. 3lob.)))
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quarter.\"9

8
From the spring to the summer of 1932 the city of Stalino was

haunted by the specter (and then the outbreak) of typhus and dysentery, which

spread quickly,99
no doubt as a consequence of the famine that killed not only

humans but also horses'; the meat of dead horses was then eaten
by hungry

people.

Widespread rumor 9 which was mostly true, that in the Donbas wages were

not being paid
and that the Donbas also was suffering from the famine, [00

did

not prevent hungry people from fleeing to this industrial center from various

parts of Ukraine and Russia. Yet the outflow of people in the summer of '93 2

appeared to be greater than the influx. The Donbas mining industry, for ex-

ample, lost 17.3 percent of its work force, declining
from 407,400 in January

to 337,700 in September 1920. The
average daily output of coa) in the Oon-

bas fell in the same
period

from. 199,000 tons to 154,400 tons, a 22.4 percent

drop.
101

Hungry workers left en masse in search of food and work elsewhere;
some,particularly

those who retained tie.s to the Russian countryside, Inay have

gone back, believing that the food situation would be better there.. The Hor-
livka Coalfield ne.eded 1,,870 worke.rs to keep up with its production plan, and
sent out 25 recruiters throughout the country, but in October it found only 16
new workers to come and work in the Donbas. IO \"2

Many of the few recruited

workers soon fled in hunger. 10) Those who
stayed

starved and often could

not come out for work,, 04
In the Don part of the Donbas, in 1932 80 percent

of the horses were said to have been lost owing to the lack of fodder.
1\302\2605

As

early as the spring of 1932 the alarmed people's commissar of heavy industry,

Ordzhonikidze, came to the Donbas to inspect the situation and excoriate the
Donbas managers. In response to workers' conlplaints about the lack ,of food,
he indeed harshly attacked the Donbas managers, accusing the.m of allowjng
workers to go hungry. Yet Ordzhonikidze had to concede that in the following
two or three months the government would not be able to improve the food
situation to

any significant degree.
106

According to Olksiy Keis, who lived in the Donbas at that time,)

q8Ibid., d. 204.. 11. I 23 and 203.
99 Diklalura tnlda, 9 May 1932, and Sotsia/isticheskii Donbas.\037. 2 J August and 2 September

193 2 .

rooS ee . for example, GARF, f. 5515, op. 17. d. 312, I. 188.

101
Hiroaki Kuromiya\037 \"The Commander and the Rank and File: Managing the Soviet Coal-

Mining Industry, 1928-1933,\" in Rosenberg and Siegelbaum, Social D;n'e\"siotls\037 p. 149.
102

Sotsialistiche!ikii Do\"bass. 22 October 193 2 .

I03S ee , for example, GARF, f 5515. op. 17, d. 618, 1. 9.
104TsDA VO, f. 806, op. I, d. 287, I. 51.
J

o5GA RF 1 f. 74 16. op. I, d. 118, I.
1\302\2605. According to published data, the number of horses in the

Donbas declined by 500/0 from 19 28 to 1933. See DOllba\037f; v 1sifrakk Stalist;cheskii spravoclulik

(Stalino, J93 6 ), p. 50.
J()6RTsKhIDNl. f. 85. op., 29, d. 3 6 , I. 5. and d. 44, I. 4.)))
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The terrible famine began in the faJl of 1932. My family was living in the

town of Enakievo [Ienakiicve 1 in the Donbas area.
FrequentlY1

we witnessed

how hungry people fron1 colJective famls gathered along the railroad Hnes

Zverovo-Kiev and Zverovo-Miullerovo.. thinking that travellers on the trains
would lhrow them a piece of bread. All along the railroad you cou[d see

lhe corpses of people who had died begging for foo(t corpses thai lay on the

ground like sheaves.)

Once he and his brother were walking along
a street in lenakiieve and

saw the corpse of a young woman propped up againsl a plank fence. As we

approached
we saw there was a child on her breast who sucked the breast

without realizing there was n() milk left A sanitary truck. whose job it was to

collect the dead bodies from the streets\037 pulled up as w,e watched. Two men

jumped out of the truck\037 grabbed the body by the leg and dragged it up on
top

of the pile of bodies in the truck. Then they took the
living

child and threw it

up with the dead bodies. My brothe.r and I wept in pity for the child, but we
realized that there was little that we or anyone else couJd do to help it. for we

were all hungry.'07)

According to Kejs\037 as in the 1921-22 famine,

There were also instances of cannibalism in Enakievo. Nobody\037 as a ru]e..

bothered merchants. However, if a person was selling meat, the police would

immediately seize the meat to check if it was human or dog meat. There were

people who had no qualms about cutting off a piece of flesh from a dead

body\037
which they would then sell in order 10 get nloney for bread.

108

Archiva] data indeed show that the GPU closely followed the sale of meat. 1(>9

By 1933 the situation became catastrophic. The famine was aggravated
by officiaJ siJence. Indeed, it was impossible to speak of the famine without

risking being branded as a right deviationist or even a counterrevolutionary.
A woman nanled E. D.

lalynycheva,
for exan1ple, who was a member of the

All-Union Central Executive Committee of the Soviets, told her colleague that

in the village Chabanivka in the Donbas sixteen people had died before her

eyes and that the bodies were not buried for several weeks. She was expelled

from the party, allegedly as a former kulak\037 It was reported that the village had

experienced \"frequent uprisings by kulaks,\" the last one in early 1932. If this

was the case, Chabanivka was most likely targete,d for merciless grain requisi-

tioning. The party members were
urged by

the local party secretary to watch

everyone carefully, because even some C,ommunists were enelnies engaged)

107Second Interim Report of Meeri1J.g..f
and Hearing.r of arzd before the CO'71n,i\037fSio'z on the

Ukraine Fan,ine Held in 1987 (Washington, D.C.. 198R), pp.
2(}-2 I. For similar scene.s in MaJd-

ivka and Kadiivka, see Mace and Heretz, Oral History Project, 2:875, 3:1455.
108

Secont.! J\"teri,n Report, p. 2 f.

Jc>9DADO', f. R.-835, op. I sch, spr. 79, ark. 69.)))
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in \"counterrevolutionary agitation.\"IID In the meantime famine continued to

rage.

In the village Shapars'ke in Novopskov distric\037 there were 212 kolkhoz

households and 18 individual households; of them 190 households had abso-

Jutely no foodstuffs. Five hundred people were ]ying sick from hunger. From

I January
to 20 February 1933 seventy-four people died of hunger; most of

the dead were the very young and the old. How many died after 20, February

is not known.
I I I

In a village near Luhans'k no cats, dogs, or birds remained

alive, all had been eaten. Livestock was often stolen, and even dead live-

stock was eaten\"

12
Dead animals were also eaten by starving dogs and birds,

which were then consumed., in turn, by hungry humans. SorTIe horses were

infected with glanders. All of this caused enormous health problems. Typhus,

as usual. assumed epidemic proportions in the Donbas. II]
In

Mariupol',
the

city on the Sea of Azov, many died frotn eating spoiled fish on the beach.
I 14

In Donets'k ob/as!., four thousand de.aths were
registered

in just five days be-

tween 27 February and 3 March 1933.[15
And the famine showed no sign of

abating.

According to
Vasyl Mivutenko\" the Donbas was the \"mecca and nadir of

the starving.
B

In February 1933 in
Khartsyz\037k\037

a nlajor railway junction in

the Donbas, the station was filled
up

with people fleeing to the Donbas from

various parts of Ukraine such as Kiev, Vinnytsa. and Poltava:

I walked to work
pas't

this station every day, and saw thoRe ragged, dirty,

hunger-distended people
with al1 their worldly goods stuffed in sacks. They

would come
up

to me and beg for bread or something to eat The militia-men

chased then1 away from the station time and again, but they would
always

return. Some of those starving people hanged themselves on the trees or in

the sheds belonging to the railway workers who lived in the town.

With the coming of spring the flood of the starving increased.
By

March

these people, black as shades. roamed not only the station, but the whole

of Khartsizk [Khartsyz\"k] as welt The station house and platform could

not accomodate [.5ic] them aiL They filJed up all the floor space and the

overflow lay, slep [sicl, and died on the streets beneath the hedges of the

public gardens. Every morning at seven o'clock I noticed piles of untidy,
quite [sic) dead bodies, while next to them members of their families

already

clearly exhibited complete indifference to the surrounding sights. The militia
wOl!ld disperse the local working people so as not to have them

looking
at the)

I
JOlbid., op. I, spr. 77\037 ark. 6-10.

I' I
Ibid., spr. '5, ark. 124.

112
33 -i: lI%d. Narodno k\"yha-r\"emorial (Kiev, 1991). p. 228.

IIJDADO, f. R-83S, Opt I.. spr. 83, ark. 24\037 and spr.. 25\" ark. I07-8\037 RGAE, f. 7566; op. I, d. 4,

J. 20, and \"To buv strashnyi sud,'\" Ukraina, 1989, no. 29, p. 17.
114Mnce and Heretz, Oral

History Project I :201 and 202.

1J5Vladimir Zaika, hGolodomor. 1933 v Donbasse't\" Pervaia liniia (DonetsTk), no. 48 (19 June
r 99 I ).)))
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corpses or
talking

to any of the starving, and would gather up the cadavers and

sOlnewhere dispos,c of them. Each day they would also carry many people

who had died of hunger ()ut of the raiJway carriages.
By April

the starving had overrun the entire town of Khartsizk. They lay

in every street't at every intersection, their arn1S were outstretched and they

begged for alms with remarks like, hYou can see for yourse]f why we are

begging.\" The. fanlished people died right in the streets, still clutching the

stray coins they had succeeded in obtaining by begging.
116

Mivutenko has further narrated the following horror scene at the state farm

Hornyak 5 outside Khartsyszk:

As I was going there one day\" I happened to hear a groan c0l11ing
fronl the

shrubbery at the side of the road. I approached and saw a large, handsome

grey-haired man about 65 years of
age lying on the bare earth, covered with

a peasant jacke\037
with his nlouth agape and his eyes shut His whole face was

covered with flies.

I brushed away the flies, looked around to see that no one was watching,
and asked.. \"Where are you from, grandfathe.r?\" \"I'm froln Vinnichchina. \037. .. I

heard there's bread here in the Donbas. . . . I'lve come here to save myself
fronl starvation. . . . Now. please, let me have a little thin soup. not bread,
because )'11 die if I eat bread now. \037\037.

\"

whispered the old Inan in reply.
I then went to the Soviet state farm and recounted all this to the adminis-

tration. They promised
to send some soup to [the] old man\037 but I know lhat

no one saw to it that it was done, because everyone was afraid to take the re-

sponsibility, since it was forbidden to help the starving in an official capacity.
The next morning a nlilitiaman from Khatsizk discovered the old man.s body

among the nettles.\" 7

The Donbas had indeed become the mecca and nenlesis for the fan1ished.

These testimonies
pale

in comparison with many gruesome acts of violence

committed by people. In 1933 in Mariupol' \037for example:

One day, as I waited in a queue in front of the store to
buy bread, I saw a

farm girl of about J 5 years of age\\t in rags, and with starvation looking out of
her

eyes.
She stretched her hand out to everyone who bought bread, asking

for a few cnllnbs. At last she reached the storekeeper. This man nlust have

been some newly arrived strange.r who either could not or would not speak

Ukrainian. He began to berate her, said she was too lazy to work on the farm\"

and hit her outstretched hand with the blunt edge of a knife blade4 \"he girl

fell down and lost a crunlb of bread she was holding in the other hand. Then

the storekeeper stepped
c loser, kicked the girl and roared:

UGet up! Go home, and get t() work!\" The girl groaned, stretched out and

died. Some in the queue began to weep. The comnlunist slorekeeper noticed)

116Thc Black Deed.'i
(\037r

tile Krellllin: A White Book, vol. 2, The Great Fa\",;,,\302\243' ;n Ukraine, /932-

1933 (Dctroit 1955), pp. 61 5-66.
117Ibid., p. 616.)))
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it and threatened: \"Some are getting too sentimental here. It is easy to spot
enenlies of the pcople!Hl18

In another part of the Donbas. a man who cotlld not resist stealing a cucumber
in the railways was shot on the spoL

119

In the Donbas as elsewhere there were cases of cannibalism. On 19 Febru-

ary 1933 in a village of
Novopskov distric\037 the collective fanner DOlnna

Khripun. together with her sixteen-year-old daughter, killed her eleven-year-
old

daughter
for consumption.

110
In the village Bilokurakine of the same dis-

tric\037 the peasant M. (her real narne was withheld) lost her husband who she
claimed had simply disappeared. In February 1933 their two children died,
and M. and her twe.nty-year-01d daughter ate their bodies. In March, they also

killed and ate M
9

s sixteen-year-old son. On six collective fanns of the district\037

578 people died in January-March J933\037
On 28 March Luka Babenko severed

the head\" arms, and legs of his brother who had died of hunger, threw them

into the river, and consumed the rest Irina Khripunova strangled her nine-

year-old granddaughter and prepared meals from her meat Anton Khripunov

ate his eight-year-old sister who had died ,of hunger.

121
In another villag,e the

Khmyza family killed their son's wife Kateryna. Her head was chopped off

and given to the hungry pigs of their co,lIective farm and her body was cooked

and eaten by the Khmyzas.
122

In Stalino and other parts of the Donbas, rumor

circulated that meat pies (p)'rohy)
were being sold in markets and that people

had found in them human nails and fingers}2)

Fear was widespread. Throughout the famine-stricken areas, parents
were

afraid of lettin,g their children out at night lest they be abducted and killed

for meat. Indeed, it appears that they had good reason to fear, and the fear

was further reinforced by rumor. 124
It was said that \"many fat people. a.nd,

this included the wives of Party members, were afraid to go out in the dark,

because they would be more ready targets for the sausage-makers than skinny
people, who were just skin and bones.\"

115 Another testimony: \"One day I

ran eighteen-year-old girl] went to the center of that coal mining town, and

there were people who were running after other people. Swollen, hard-looking

people. I didn \037t know what they were doing, then. Later on I was told that if)

HSThe Black Deed.\" oflhe Krel\"lin: A \",'hire Book, vol. 1'1 Bonk ofTest;mordes (Toronto,. 1953),

p. 284.
119Mace and Heretz, Oral History Project, 2: 1137.
t l O

DADO. f. R\037835. Ope I, spr. 15, ark. 12 5.
12 J

ll%d 193 2 - 1933 r(Jki\\\037 flU Ukra;,,;: oclli,na iSIOl)tki\\', movoi\" dokumel1liv (Kiev. 1990), pp.

448 and 495.
112 Mace and Heretz, eds., Oral

History Project, 2:737.
11J Ibid.. 3: 143 8 .

124 See lurii Che,rnichenko. \"Dve tainy,\" Lileratuma;a gazeta.. '3 April 1988.. p. II; Mace and

Heretz. Oral Histol)t Project, 2:628-29; and Second IlIter;\", Report. p. 54.
125 Mace and Heretz, Oral HiJlory Projeet\" 3: 1237.)))
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they caught nle they would kill and eat me.\"f26 Hungry parents, who couJd not

feed their children, would, out of desperation, bring their chi Idren to stations

and markets and leave them. A smal1 number of them were taken in by kind

people, but others were rounded
up by the police. In Luhans'k. from 30 April

to 7 May 1933 alone, 1,842 hOlneless people were taken into police custody;
of them 232 were children. Still

many
honleless children roamed around the

Donbas, perpetrating crin1es, big and small. 12 7

In the famine, as in other times of crisis.. women were the first to be ex-

ploited. For example, a worker and his wife at a tractor-machine station in the

Donbas survived tIle fanline by the wife's agreeing to
sleep

with the station's

plenip()tentiary at night in return for a little flour in the morning. After Stalin's

death, the man recounted the story and cried in his wife's presence to the vis-

itor who recorded it.
128

Such and more blatant practices were widespread.

Hence, perhaps, came this CIIQSIUshka:

AI] the wheat goes abroad.

The oats go to coopcration 1

The women go to meat procurernent,
The girl s go to bonds..

129

The famine often broke up families. WOlnen, the traditional m3instay of
family

life, cou]d not bear the brutality against the family. The whole of life had

become insane, and under such circumstances women were driven to
destroy

their own families out of desperation or insanity. At least this appears to have

been the assumption of society. If my ilnpression is corre.ct that WOInen, ralher

than men, are more often described as the perpetrators of cannibalism\" this was

probably due to the assumption, which in turn was tinged with popular fears

of witchery. There is evidence for the link made between cannibalism anti

witchery
in an event that took place in the village lankivka in Kiev (Jblasr'.

In July 1933 Nastia Mitriakova kiJled the children of Kiril Kusha on their way

fronl the nursery. Her house was searched and parts of their bodies were found

there. The village Soviet gathered people together,
made a bonfire and burned

her on the spot. 1]0

The towns were no doubt better shielded from the impact l1f famine than
the countryside. Yet, to reiterate\037 it was far from the. case that the industrial
Donbas was.. as is often said, free of famine. In 1932 one Don Cossack collier)

126lhid. t 2:787. See a1so p. 857.
12 7 First Illter;\", Report (\037f \037leet;Il!?J and Hearings of and be.fore the C{nl1l1l;SS;OIl on/he Ukraine

Fal1,i\"e (Washingt()n\037 D.(:.\037 T 9R7), pp. 166-67; So/s;llJi.'5t;cheskii DOlZbas's, I] Decernber
[989\037

and Mace and Heretz\037 Oral Histor)' PnlJec1t 2:857.3: 1455.
128

33 -;: h%d. p. 2)0.
12Q

Andrei Sinyavsky\037 So\\'iet Cl\\,'i1iz.nt;on: A Cu/illral Histol)\\ tr. Joanne Tunlbitl with the assis-

\0371nce of Nikolai Formozov (New York, J 9 R 8 L pp. 222-23.
1 JO DA DO\" f. R -8 35.. op. I sch, spr. 105, ark. 17 +)))
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wrote that he sat hungry all day long. The bread given to the workers was such

that eve.n the cat refused it He feared that he and his fellow workers would

soon die, and he spent his wages on v(xlka lest the money be wasled. Colliers

were saying: \"What did we
fight

for?'t'13
1

Here and there in the Donbas work-

ers were swollen with hunger,
and children became ill from malnutrition. 1)2

Hungry chilliren in the Donbas deml)nstrated, demanding food, destroying

shops, and breaking into bakeries4133 A Donbas secrel police document lists

seven instances of strikes in January and early February 1933. 134

By 1934 grain production had increased and exports declined4 The famine

subsided. Nevertheless, famine lingered in the Donbas. In 1934 people would
wait all night in queues to buy the bre.ad that would be delivered and sold in the

morning,
and still people went hungry}

35 Some collective fanners suffer,ed so

severely
that they could not go out to work in the fields.

13 6
In 1935 the mines

could not pay wages for six months4
137 Grain went to the state, and the Donbas

lived in half-starvation till I936}38 The wounds left by the famine were felt

for a long time4 For example, because in 1932-33 infants died en masse and

the birthrates declined sharply, in the late I930s, when these children would

have reached school
age\037

Donbas schools had no first graders.
139)

External Threal\037 and Internal Enemies)

The famine was not merely an economic crisis. It constituted a grave political
crisis as well. The economic crisis

put
the defense capability of the country

at risk precisely at a tirn,e when foreign threats loomed large. The famine also

posed a domestic challenge to Stalin and his policy. How significant the famine

crisis was to the subsequent development of political terror in the country may
be seen from the fact tha\037 as Jonathan Haslam has aptly remarked, \"every
reference to the origins of the so-called Trotskyist terrorist conspiracy dates)

1.11
U

Krestnaia nosha. Tragedi ia kazachestva t

\"
DOI1 (Rostov)\037 [990, no. 7 t p. 77.

1]2
DADO, f. R-835, op. I scht spr. 84! ark. 18\037 and op. I. spr. 5 I\" ark. 73. See also I. Zhukov,

HMy shli cherez trudnosti i
poiski,H Vsegda ,'oset71lladlsat. (Donets'k\037 1968)\037 p. 72.

I JJ E. A. Osokina, lerarkhiia potrebleniia. 0 z.hiz.ni I illde; 1/ uJlo\\,';;akh .ilalinskogo .vnabzhen;ia

1928-1935 gg. (Moscow\037 1993), P4 26.

1.'4
DADO\037 f. R-835, op. I sch, spr. 79\037 ark. 18-21.

1]5 F. Shamrai, \"Strashnishic za smerf - holod 1932-1933 r. r. ochima svidka\037\" Na.flza gazela
(Luhans'k)\037 12 June 1993. and Mace and Heretz, Oral History Project t 3: 1390.

']6DADO, f. 326Pt op. L spr. 290.. ark. 19-20.
J 37

Mace and Heretz, Ora/ Hi.\037/ory Project, 3: I 3 8 4-
')8 33-;: holod\037 p. 230.
t 3q Mace and Heretz, (Jral History Project, 3: 1436, 1437, 1455,and 1457.)))
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back tll
1932.'t't140

It was this grave econolnic and political crisis that laid the
foundations for the Great Terr()r.

External threats were not new to the Soviet Uni()n. This time the threat

came fr()m both the West and the Far East Hitler\037s ascension to power in

Germany and the setup by Japan of a
puppet governnlent

in Manchuria. In due

course.. the threat IOl)med ever more real. 14-

In Ukraine.. as in the Far East, people who had corne into the country from

across the border becanle suspect. The most glaring case was the fictitious

Ukrainian Military Organization (UVO), the arrests of whose \"mernbers\" be-

gan in 1933 and continued into 1937. (In the 1920S there was a namesake

organization in Galicia.. which in 1929 in Vienna formed the core of the new

Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists. or OUN. Both the UVQ and the GUN

practiced political terrorism, including the assassinat.ion of Soviet officials in

Pllland and elsewhere.
Clearly

the GPU meant to link the old and new UV'Os.)
The arrested included many Communist Party menlbers from Galic.ia. They
were forced to adnlit their membership in the UYO. The Galicians came t()

the Soviet Ukraine, according to the indictment.. to organize counterrevolu-

tionary fascist
organizati(Jns. They were accused of attempting to overthrow

the Soviet government through
arrned uprisings in alliance with Nazi Ger-

many, Poland, and Ukrainian
eflligre ()rganizations. The attempt was to take

place in the spring of 1933 at the peak of the famine. To gain the SUpP()rt of the

population, the UVO was said to have deliberately disrupte.d the food supply
(no doubt, a euphemism for causing falnine, in this case)\037

142

Ethnic Gernlans and Poles becan1e politically suspect a\037
potential

fifth

columns. In 1933 the Soviet secret pc)lice uncovered a German espionage
organization whose celJs w,ere found in 111ajor Ukrainian cities. Many writ-

ers and artists were
implicated

in this affair. 143 In the S3tlle year attacks against
the Poles took the f()rnl of liquidating the Polish Military Organization. '\037Mem-

bers\" of the organization were ethnic Poles in the party and prominent cultural

and social leaders of the Polish C0l11111unity in Ukraine. The organization was

alleged to be \"in the service of P()lish ]andowners and Ukrainian nationalists

n)

\".0 Jonathan Has]alll. HPolilical Opposition to Stalin anti the Origins of the Terror in Russia.

1932-1936.H f-listoricl11 Journal., 29: 2 ( I 986).

141 See Jonathan Haslanl, 11,e Soviet lJnion and the rhretlI Inn1l ,he Ellst, 1933-1941: J\\.loJc(H\\',

1hkyo and tire Prelude 10 the p(I('ific Hilr (U ni\\'crsity of Pittsburgh Press. 1992),and The Soviet

Union aud the SlrllR.\037le \037for Co/lecti1'e Security in Europe. /933-/939 (New York, 1984).
q1

Shapoval,
\"Stal inizm i Ukraina,,\" Uk rains .1\\)\"; iJtorycluzyi zlrltrrtal. 1991. no. 10, p. 42, and

no. ) I, pp. 20-2 I. See also T. Poslulo\\'skaia, uOsubennosti klassovoi
bor\"by

na lTkraine v
pe\037

rind mezhJu XVI i XVII pat1s\"ezdarl1i\" razgrom korurrevoJiutsionnykh organizatsii i ror organov

iUSli(sii v ralgrolne\037n Pod 111ark50-/eni\"JK.i\", Z1la,,,enenl, ]934. no. I, pp. 41-47.

I.t1B. A. Starkov\" ulhvcrzhdcnie rezhima lichnoi vlasti r. V. Stalina i soprotivlenie v par1ii i go-
sudarstve (itogi i ufoki pot iticheskni bor'by v )o-e gody)\" (Doktorskaia diss.'t Sankt\037Peterhurgskii

politologi'chcskii institut (992)\037 ch. ).)))
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scheming to invade and destroy the So,viet Union. The Polish districts, with

their national self-governmen\037 began to be abolished. The Soviet government
branded them as \"a

potential
anti-Soviet base for Polish operations.\"[44 In

1934 the secret police uncovered \"fascist cells\" in many German colonies in

the Donbas. They were accused of conducting \"counterrevolutionary agitation

to disintegrate the collective fann system and undermine the Soviet govern-
ment.\"145 These incidents foreshadowed more destructive ,attacks against them

in the coming years.
The Ukrainians also became suspect because Moscow feared Ukrainian

anger4 Indeed, nun1erous testimonies suggest that Ukrainians believed that

they were being punished by the Moscow-made famine, which
they

believed

did not affect Russia proper.
146 There was a widespread belief among the

Ukrainians, according to a January ] 934 report by the German consulate in

Kiev, that the Soviet government promoted the spread of the famine Hin order

to bring the Ukrainians to their knees.\" 147
This perception is evident in the

following Ukrainian cltastivka:

Lenin
plays

the accordion,

Stalin dances the hopak,

While Ukraine lives on
But one hundred grams [a day].14

8

In case of war, it appeared to Stalin that there would be no guarantee that

nationally minded Ukrainian groups would
support

the S.oviet government

Hence came political terror against not only Ukrainian nationalists but also

Ukrainian \"national Communists:'149

This wave of purges against Ukraine natura11y affected the Donbas as well.

In 1933, \"counterrevolutionary\" Ukrainian nationalist groups were uncovered
and destroyed by the secret police at the Luhans'k Institute of People's En-

lightenment, t.he journal Literaturn),i Donbass, the collieries in Lysychans'k,
some factories in Makiivka and Slov'ians'k, and elsewhere.

150 In attacking the)

144
Hryhory Kostiuk, SllllinLr:;1 Rille in the Ukraine: A Study of Ihe Decade of Mass Terror ( 19 2 9-

39 \037(New York, 196o)\037 pp. 94--95.
145DADO\037 f. 326p. op. I, spr. 290\037 ark. 21.

146 S ee Mace and Heretz., Oral
History Project. 3 vols.\037 T/ze Black Deeds of the Kre1n/in. 2 vols.\037

and 1 \037-;: IIolod,

L\0377D. ZJepko, ed.. Dcr IIkra;n;sche Hunger-llolocQlIsl (Sonnenbi.ihL 1988). p.
261.

'48 Lileralunla ,Uk.rail1a\037 7 May 1992\037 p. 7. The hopak is the Ukrainian national dance.

'4QFor a classic workt Kostiuk4 Stalinist Rule in the Ukraine, and Jan1es E. Mace, Comlnllllism

and the Dilemmas o.l National Liberation: National Com,nU1IiSln ill the Soviet Ukrtl;ne t 19J1\037-

1933 (Harvard University Press, 1983).
1 50

DADO, f. 326p. Opt I, spr. 128, ark. 47-52 and 63--66. See also Hryhorii Kostiuk, Zl.lstrichi
,. proslrchaJZuia. Spohad.v\037 KIJ}'ha per.f!1n (Edmonton. Canada, 1 987)<t pp. 456 and 549-51. For

the closure of Literatrtrny; Donbll.'iJ and the rumor that Moscow wanted to incorporate the Donbas

fonnally into Russia, see Vasir Haidarivs'kyi. A svit tat.:y; harllyi. . .. (Buenos Aires, 1962 ).
pp.

iv-v. Haidarivs' kyi was arrested in this affair. The GPU closed the printing house and
placed)))
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Ukrainian uenemies\037\" P. P. Postyshev elnphasized that the \"enemies\" might or

might not have a party card in their pocke\037 irnplying that party membership

was no guarantee of safety. 151
In 1932 and 1933 the party began to imply that

there were many hidden enemies within its ranks.

Indeed, because of the famine, Stalin had to face challenges to his power

from within the party. The- most famous and serious was the so-called Riutin

affair of 1932. It was this affair that lhe Moscow trials of 1936-38 referred to

repeatedly as the beginning of the alleged conspiracies against
the party and

Stali n. 152

Doubts about Stalin's leadership appeared widespread. Riutin-like
groups

were uncovered and eliminated by the secret police in various parts of the

country.I
S3 The Donbas was no exception. As far as the Donbas was con-

cerned, archival material shows that indeed this period was characterized by
the uncovering of nunlerous \"enemies with a party membership card in their

pockets.
u Witness the Nechaev affair in the autumn of 19'32. A party mem-

ber since 1925, I. P. Nechaev was born in 1905 into the family of a Ukrainian
collier who was killed by the Makhnovites. He was sent in 193 J to his na-

tive Donbas from a Leningrad higher school where he had been studying. He
worked as the director ()f tll,e department of people's enlightenment in the Sva-
tove district near Stalino. There the horror of the famine turned him into a
bitter critic of party policy. According to the accusations against him, Nechaev
had demanded the dissolution of collective [anns, the closure of special stores

and cafeterias for the elite, and the convocation of a special congress of the

party to review its
\"general

line\" and remove the 1eaders of the party and the

government Having witnessed
many

strikes and uprisings, he likened the sit-

uation to 192I, and dec]ared that the masses of workers and peasants were

not on the side of the party Central Committee and Stalin but on the side of

Bukharin, Tomskii, Rykc)v, Zinov'ev, Uglanov, and Kamenev. One witness

even contended that Nechaev had told him that if he caught sight of Stalin he

would shoot him.
Subsequently

Nechaev recanted and attributed his \"lnistake
H

to temporary weakness under the influence of the Riutin Hcounterrevolution-

ary\" group.
Nechaev was expelled froln the party as a traitor and arrested

by

the GPU.
15-4

Sinlilar incidents were legion. In Fe.bruary 1933 a group of 10cal lead-

ers in the Donbas was expelled ffOrTI the party for appealing to lh.e collective

famls to strike and boycott state grain procurenlents: the state \0371.kes
everything)

arnled guards rhere.

1;1 P. P. Postyshev, Stll(i i ,.el'hi (Kharkiv. 1934). p. 27J.
152

S ee Martem\037ian Riutin\037 Nll k,,/elli l1e '\037Jtllll\" (Moscow, 1992), and Reabililals;;a. Polil;cheJk.ie

prolJeS,ry ]O-50-kh godov (Moscow, 199I )\037 pp. 9 2 - 10 4 and 334-44 6.
15,'Starkov, ulJtverzhdenie\037H ch. 4.
\302\26754

DADO, f. R-R 35, op. I sch\037 spr. 53\037
ark. 3-3 8 .)))
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and the people starve!55 In Luhans\"k, a certain Ponomarenko, a party men1-

ber described as a Trotskyist distributed fliers among lhe queues at a bakery:

\"The party is leading the country to destruction:' Another member in Stal-

ino, Dyn1inskii. openly declared at a Komsomol meeting that \"all the grain has

been exported abroad, and the people have been left to starve. The Soviet gov-

ernment and the party have led the peasants to the point where they have no

choice but to organize into gangs [of plunderers].\"
156

A \"Trotskyist group\" in Artemivs'k led by the former
party

melnber E. V.

Kuznetsov even succeeded in winning ov'cr workers. Kuznetsov was a teacher
at a mine school, perhaps an elder, or a charismatic figure in the Artemivs'k

mines, not unlike Konopliannikov, discussed in Chapter]. In any case, in

19'32 Kuznetsov and company began to accuse the party and the government
of ruining the country: Stalin had imposed collectivization in order to facilitate

robbing the peasants of grain; everything
was being exported while the peas-

ants were dying of hunger; the poor, hungry\037 and naked workers were no better

off. He maintained, according to GPU records, that Trotsky was right: people

lived in hunger while the higher-ups had beconle bureaucratized; the tempo of

industrialization was beyond the means of the country; after all, it was impos-

sible to build a socialist society in one
country\037

The agitation of Kuznetsov

was so successful that workers came to meet \"all and any policies of the gov-

ernment\" with hostility. They believed that the leading positions of the party

were occupied by \"alien elements'\" who had no compassion for the workers.

According to the GPU, the Kuznetsov
group

said that peasant uprisings were

inevitab,)e, that poor, hungry, and naked workers would follow suit, and that

the groups would fight, arms in hand. In the summer of 1933 nineteen people
were arrested by the GPU: thirteen workers. five white-collar employees, and

one teacher. The local GPU explained that the groups had not been uncovered

and destroyed earlier because the groups maintained no connection with the

Trotskyite center or with exiles, and therefore th,e GPU headquarters in Kie,v

had not been able to help its local
age-nts.

'57 The fate of the Kuznetsov group
is not knl)Wn.

In 1933 a similar \"Trotskyite\" group was also liquidated by the GPU in the

city of Slov'ians\"k. The group was charged with a]lnost identical \"crin1es'\" as

those of Kuznetsov and company. Indeed the indictment contended that the

group sought to establish contact with tllC Artemivs'k \"Trotskyite\" organiza-

tion. r 58

Were these affairs all fabricated by the GPU to preempt any independent
political

action? The answer is most likely in the affinnative, and many impli-)

'55Ibid., spr. J 38\037 ark. 1-] 5.

's6Ibid., f. 25p.oP. L spr. 57. ark. 7.
'57Ihid., spr. 105, ark. 62-67\037 spr. J 39.. ark. 66-68 and 78\03781.
ISR

Ibid.. f. R \0378 ]5. op. J sc,h, spr. 79, ark. 136. J 44-47. and 16
5-67.)))
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cated in these cases have
recently been cleared of crilninal charges. Yet can

one assUlne that., at a tinle when people were dying of hunger en masse, So-
viet officials renlained silent or harbored no d{)ubts? Probably not, but

Inany

officials feared political cornplications, whatever their private feelings might
have been. Thus, they mercilessly

took grain fr()m the peasants and forced

the w()rkers to work. Others took advantage of lhe difficulties to satisfy their

greed or
Sil11pJy

to survive under farnine conditions. As is discussed in the next
section. such

people necessarily appeared as enenlies to the powerless people.
Yet the assuI11ption that all Soviet officials were either cowards, oppor-

tunists, plunderers, or true believers, fails to recognize the signifiGance and

complexity of popular anger and resistance. It is hard to believe that the ex-

tre-me brutality conlmitted during the civil war and the collectivization canl-

paign paralyzed hunlan reas()n and enlotions. The GPU watched the people

carefully precisely because it did not trust their allegiance. Indeed, the GPU

took great trouble to uncover the politically suspect. Party members were not

exempt. For exanlple, in July 1933 the chief of the Donets\037k ()b/(lst' GPU,

V. Ivanov, c0l11piled the political profiles of 175 suspect party
members un-

der surveillance. This is a truly interesting d()cument 159
One mefnber, F. T.

Kar nitskiL for exanlple, was said 10have remarked on 18March 1933 that Uthe

po1itics of the party is fundamentally wrong. The peasants have been driven to

destitution. . . . Stalin sits and conlmands with a small group of strong hands

[kulak;] and
laughs

at us as we destroy ourselves. . . . Twenty-five percent of

the collective farmers are famished.. the general course of the party to build so-
cialisI11is in fact babeL'''.60 Another member and an engineer, E. M. Andreev,
was rep()rted t() have said on the anniversary of Lenin's death: \"It'd be better
if Stalin died. No one would be sorry for hiJll.\" On another occasion Andrecv

was quoted as saying:

War<ts inevitable in the I Farl East. I'm confident that the workers will kill

everyone off-t including the GPU. We engineers cannot stand aside. We have

fIrst of allla destroy the GPU because they are guilty ()f things such as have

never been witnessed before on this earth.)

On still an()ther occasion in January 1933:

There is violence here. A nightlllarc. Such as has never been seen in any of
the

capitalist
countries. A gang of bandits has gotten together and is deliber-

ate)y destroying our country. If an uprising takes place r 11 flght against the

Bolsheviks.
16 ')

A miner and party melIlber nanled Horbatenko spoke anl(Jng his fellow work-

ers:)

'59
[hid.\037 ark. 201-26.

I \037\037
Ibid q ark. 2 14.

. 6r lhid.. ark. 217.)))
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The Soviet government will fall sooner or later. The workers must create a

true,. proletarian government so that workers and peasants can be happy,
a

govemnlent nollike lhis one.
162

P. Sakhn'o., a fornler Red partisan, worker\037 and party Inember said openly

among the workers that \"life in our country has become a true purgatory. We

must begin to Inake a second revolution.\" Another worker and party
mem-

ber, Nekhotiaev reporte.dly said that \"Sta]in is the gendarme of the Communist

Party.'.'63 The secret police file goes on and on in this fashion.

Other reports, are equally illuminating. ,Some Communists were desperate.
At a meeting of colle.ctive fanners in the vil]age Dmitriivka in Novo Aidar in

the Donbas, a certain Krinichnyi declared, HIt's no use waiting any more. We

have to take a flag and go begging for alms, as, for example, Gapon did in

19\302\2605.\".64 Another member in the village Shtormove, M. F. Chuprina, went to

the
party secretary and asked:

Comrade Secretary, please tell me what difference there is between the capi-
talist system and its government and the socia1ist system and its government.
In my view, the former destroyed humanity by war\037 and our govemmen\037

while not wanting war, is destroying people with famine all the same.

Both Krinitskyi and Chuprina were sUlllnloned to the party bureau where they

turned in their party menlbership cards and dee.Jared that they were no longer
Communists.

165

It was at this time of famine that Joyal Communist Party nlenlbers, for

the first time, began to be arrested and tried and some even executed. In

November 1932 the Politburo of the Ukrainian C0111munist Party had sanc-
ti()ned, as special cases, the \"imnlediate arrest and triaf' of Communists in

responsible positions who were \"politically dangerous.\"I66 Thus, among the

111any
arrested officia1s of collective farnlS in Ukraine were a Jarge nunlber of

COllllTIUnists. In October-November 1932 nine nlembers were sentenc.e.d to

death}67 (How many nonparty officials were sentenced to be shot is not clear.

In Dnipropetrovs'k oblast', for example.. fifty-nine kolkhoz officials were sen-

tenced to capital punishment in the same
period.

In one district of Donets'k

ob/ast
t

alone, twenty were given the death sente.nce.)I68 At the beginning of)

fh1Ibid., ark. 220.

'6\037
Ibid., ark. 199 and '2 17.

,64 H%d 193 2-1933 roki\037' fJa Ukra;n;, p. 3R9- Gapon was an Orthodox priest from Ukraine who

on 9 January 1905. during the Russo-Japanese War, led a march of workers to the Winter Palace
to

appear
to the tsar for labor and civil rights. The march was met with police fire. This Bloody

Sunday marked the beginning of the 1905 Revolution in Russia.
T

()5Ibid.

]
Mlbid.. p. 26 5-

\302\267
67lbid.. p. 28 5.

T6\037
Ibid.. p. 28 I\" and T. Be.spe.chnyi and T. Bukre.eva, uTe lri koloska . . . ,\" SOlsialisticheskii

D(1l1ha.\\'J. 14 February 1991. For similar cases in the northern Caucasus, see E. N. Oskolkov,)))
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Figure 5.4.. \"Let's transfonn the old Donbas into a new. mechanized [Donbas),U in the

early 1930s. From Plakal)' A. Slrak/10VQ (Kharkiv, 1936).)

December 1932. according to the Central Committee of the Ukrainian Com-

munist Party, 327 Communists were on trial. They were to be deported to.

the north along with the ukulaks. 1tr 6f}
Indeed, in the Donbas many party mem-

bers were arrested alongside ku1aks.r7\302\260
Communists could be treated just like

\"class enemies.\"

Communist bosses in the Donbas
coal-mining industry

came under sinl-

ilar attack. '71 In 193 2-33 the
industry

fell into severe crisis, owing both to

the famine and to problems associated with
rapid

mechanization. Huge invest-

ments had not yielded quick resu]ts. Stalin and his close associates impatiently

sought to boost output by increasing machine utilization. They believed ma-
chines were not being used efficiently because of the lack of technical super-
vision. So

they sought to drive reluctant engineers and technicians into the

mines\037 This measure generated considerable resistance among the technical

personne1 who clung to the easier life above the ground. Moreover, they con-

sidered such a move as an \"affront to their status.\" No doubt, lhey had reason)

G%d 193211933.Khlebozagolovk.i
i go/od 193211933 goda v Severo-Ka\\'kaz.rkorn krae (Rostov

on the Don 9 199 1 )\037 pp. 47-51.

I6QHolod 1932-1933 rokiv na Ukra;,,;, p. 293.

17\302\260T.
Bespechnyi\037

\"00100 1932-1933 godov v Donbassc,,\" SOls;afistiche,'iki; Do,zba.fs\037 13 De-

cember 1989.
171

See Kuromiy\037 \"The Commander and the Rank and File\037\)
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to fear as welL The underground was the province of the workers and out-

siders were not welcome. Workers met the descent into the mines of their
bosses with hostility:

a Varangian attempt to impose a new order. 172
So, apart

fronl the ever present danger of accident underground, the bosses feared the

lawless world of darkness where the frightening possibility of violence was

omnipresent..

173

Communist managers't too, feared underground work for the same reasons.

They, moreover, were largely technically illiterate political commjssars rather

than managers, and the abse.nce of engineers and technicians from the .office

made the work of the
Inanagers (writing up reports, technical orders, produc-

tion
plans\037 etc.) inlpossib1e. From the viewpoint of the

managers\037
the prob-

lems in the coal-mining industry were not the result of poor manageme.nt
but

of famine, but Mosc()w blamed lhe fOrl11er while refusing to acknowledge the

latter. A10ng with these attacks came the campaign to purge the party, which
111ade the work of the managers even more difficult.

Faced with the c{)al crisis\037 Moscow responded with unprecedented severity,

calling fl)f \"unconditional punishment of all those who smell renl0te.ly of sab-
'\"

I b d d I
I

d
.\" b .\" \"

kotage.. t ran e reca cltrant nlanagers an e.nglneers as sa oleurs, wrec
r_

efS..\" \"enemies of the party,,\" and Ucounterrevolutionaries with a party card in

their
pockets.\037\037 Many were den1()ted or rem()ved from their positions, expelled

froln the
party,

and sOlne even arrested and inlprisoned.
174

Frequent accidents

in the nlines also led the aPlJ to arrest many other COll1munist bosscs\" 75 Ar-

rests Inade by the GPU meant alml1st certainly a
political cr;me, and indeed

cases were. reported in which party members allegedly belonged
to \"wrecking

organizations\" in lhe. Lysychans'k mines. 17 6
In these cases, hardly any distinc-

tion was made between Communist \"wreckers\" and spets}' uwreckers.\"

All these incidents indicate that at this time of
grave

crisis an ilnportant

change had occurred in the official image and meaning of the Uenemy.\" In-

creasingly, the representation of enenlies came to be divorced of ideological
content

Certainly,
the old generic Marxist concept of \"class enenlies\037' was

still used widely. Class-neutral concepts, too, such as wreckers and saboteurs
had

always
been around. Prcvious1y, however, these terms were almost al-)

J 72 See Sotsialisficheski; '-)ollhl1.\037.\037\037 \"20 May 1933. HVarangian\" refers to the Scandinavians who
were said [0 have COlllC to rule Kievan Rus' +

'7Jlbid.\037 30 May and 8 Septenlber 1933. See also V plel1unl fJonetskogo obko11Ul KP(b)lJ. Mate-

rialy (Sta1ino, 1933)\" pp.
Ro-R I.

114See. for exanlple. SoIJ;ali.\\'Iiche.\\'k.i; Don/JosJ, 9 Septelnher 1933.See al\037() N. Kolntilin\037 (Jtch-

eln.vi doklad 0 rabote
Shaklrtill...\"kogo

roikol1u.1 VKP(h} (Shakhty. 1(34). p. 49. F. T. Pugach was
one case. He WHS sentenced to eighl years as a saboteur and wrecker and. in the mid-I q]os.
\\\\-'orked on the. Moscov. i -

Volga Canal construction sites. Pugach denied all the charges. See A.

Avdeenko\037 NakaZllnie hilz pri!\037\".tlil\"elli;a (Moscow, 1991)\" pp. I02\037 III, and 117- 2 7.
1 75 S ee , for example, DADO, f. R-R3S,oP. I, spr. 77\037 ark. 33-37.
'7\302\260

t

-

b
\"

d kI ., spr. 1 I 1 , ar . r 25.)))
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t dways use agalnsl 110n- ornnlunlsts an. class enenll'es sue 1 as spelJ.V an

kulaks. Yet class-neulral representations were now applied t()
party

fllcmhers

as we]L Even though uwreckingn by ()Id .fretS)' was occasionally rep()rted
in

the Donbas,177 by 1933 the dislincti,on betwe.en the ()Id
SIJfl.\\)'

and the growing

nUlllber of Red experts (Jr C(1nlmUnisl 1l1anagers was blurred in press reports
on uwrecking.\" SOlne party nlenlbers branded as wreckers and sabotcurs were

allegedly former kulaks.. Makhn()vites, ()f other anti-Conllnunists., but many

were genuine and devoted C()mtnunists wilhout political blemish slich as Red

ArnlY veterans of the civB war. Yet the party now
began

h) decJare that many

party rnenlbers, too, were enemies\" and not
silnply wrongheaded diehards, mis-

guided strayers y or inC()lllpetent or inept bureaucrats. Just whose enenlics they
were was still not clear. Phrases such as uenenlies of the w()rking class\" and

uenenlies of the party\" were used, but the distinction between theln and the

concept of \"class
enenlY\"

had begun to hlur, at least in the party's rcpresen-
tati()n. When authentic Comlnunisls were dem()nstrated to be uenemies,'\" they
could

hardly
be characterized as \"class enemies.\"

At the time. theref()re\037 the concept of Uenemy of the people\" (t'''lll\037 Ill1rvdll),

a class-neutral c()nstructi()n, began to emerge in official political discourse.
The. term was n()t new and had been used at\" least since 1917. It was at this

time {)f crisis in 1932-33.. however, that this class-neutral ternl hegan to gain
currency, at least in the Donbas. In the surnlner of 1933, f()r

exanlple,
a group

of pe()ple working in the catering service in Makiivka was. an.este.d f()r stealing

1l1illi()ns of rubles' worth of fo()dstuffs. The group included
\"people

with a

party nlelllbership card in their pockets.\" They were branded as \"encillies of

the people..... Four were sentenced tt} death. 17 8
A newspaper article called five

111ining officials in the Krasn()don c()alfieJd Whl) were accused ()f deliberately

cutting workers' wages uEnenlies of the
pe()ple.\"17<J

The new c()nstrllction (1f the enCfllY was politically convenient because it

was supracl'ass and c()uld HJ)ply to anyone, whether party IllClnber or not. It also

pr()lnised
to be. popular with the nar()(/ who, literaJIy famished\" were eager It)

see enemies 31nong the COJnnlunisl rulers. So()n a new\" als() class-neutral im-

age was t() he applied: \"fascist spies.\" In the nleantinlc\" Ucounte.n'evolutionary

organizations\" continued t(] be uncovered hy the GPU in the Donbas. In March

1934 a Trotskyite gr()up was liquidated at [I Luhans'k institute. An instruct()r

by the 1l31ne ()f Gurevich was accused ()f \037'c()unterrevl)lutionC]ry agitation\"': \"We

have party dictatorshi p, not proletarian dictat{)rship.'I'
I Ru

In Apri I w{)rkers and

studenls at the n1ines in Roven\" ki were alTested f()f their UcounterrevoJution-

ary, right-deviati(}nist\" activity. They, according to the indictnlent\" Ct)ntended)

T77S ec , for cxanlple. Pnstolovskaia. U()\037uhcnnos'i.'. p. 5J.
\302\2677 M

So{,\037iaIiJ,icheJkii [)o\"h(l.\037,\037\", 26 June and R Ju
Iy 1<)33.

179Ihid.. 12 Octoher 1933.
I

ROlhid'1 5 March r 934.)))
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that the famine was caused by the mistaken agricultural policy of the party and

demanded the dissolution of collective farlTIs.
J81)

Who Is the Enemy?)

This question became an important and obsessive theme in Soviet history in

the 1930s, a theme that retained its power up
to the final years of Soviet soci-

ety and even thereafter. As in the prerevolutionary period, the questions Kto

l'inOi,'at? (Who is to blame?) and Chto delat'? (What is to be done?) may
have continued to

preoccupy
the politically conscious\" but a new fornlula for

political discourse was passed down from above. It merged with a similar

construction surfacing from below.

To some the answer to Who is the enemy? was clear: class enemies.

Leonid Likhodeev, for example.. who grew up in Iuzivka (Stalino), has said
that in 1932-33 enemies were evident everywhere in the city. Famished kulaks

wandered around
begging

for alms. The police banned begging and arrested

and dispatched them. Still. beggars
would appear at his house. In the morning

the dead could be found in dirty alleys. It was frightening because the police
would ask him why a kulak corpse was found at his backdoor. People, includ-

ing Likhodeev's mother. secretly gave the \"enemies\" alms. \"We,\" Likhodeev

has written, Hwere indignant with the beggars'\" because \"we were certain that

we were living on the threshold [from socialism to communism] and maybe

under communism itself.\" Likhodeev did take pity on a woman and her child

whonl his mother helped. but he remained convinced: the kulaks
carry

chil-

dren to get pity, but carry guns to kill Communists, Komsomols, and Pioneers;

some of the kulaks carry dynamite wrapped in the form of a
baby

to explode

factories and mines. He was taught at school about class enemie.s who \"risked

their lives to spoil our optimism (peredol\037oe nastroenieL our confidence in a

bright future.\" \"We believed,\" Likhodeev has explained, because \"our favorite

newspaper P;onerskaia pratlda confirmed word for word\" what was taught at

school.
182

Stalin suggested in 1933, however, that many of the enemies had become
increasingly

invisible. In January 1933 Stalin declared that

the last remnants of Inoribund classes -
private manufacturers and their se.rvi-

tors, private traders and their henchmen. fonner nobles and priests. kulaks

and kulak agents, fonner White Guard officers and police officials, police-

Inen and gendarmes. all sorts of bourgeois intellectuals of a chauvinist type,

clnd aJl other anti-Soviet elements - have be.en tossed out.

But tossed out and scattered over (he whole face of the USSR, these)

.8.
DADO, f. 26p\037 op. I, spr. 150, ark. 2- t 2.

'\037lLeonid Likhodeev, Pole hran;. Ira kotorom ne bylo ranenykh (Moscow\037 1990), pp. 21 5-17.)))
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least 2] workers were killed (according to some reports, 50 or more) and 7

were. burned to death. A total of 182 shops, I I taverns. 7 private houses, and I

synagogue were burned and looted. Up to 500 people were arrested4 The riot

soon spre.ad to Don Cossack Host province. Colliers fled from the mines en

masse to escape the epidemic and persecution, with the result that coal produc-

ti()n declined by 60 pe.rcent. Still from the beginning of July to 6 Noven1ber

cholera accounted for 738 deaths in the steppe industrial belt. 97

The immediate reason for the riot was fear of the epidem.ic, which had

spread to the Donbas from Astrakhan on the Volga. The epidemic revealed

a profound socia] cleavage in the olining community. Every year the number

of \"home.le.ss, wandering\" rnigrants was increasing. According
to a report

of the Katerynoslav province governor, people harbored resenlment against
those responsible for their Jot and against those who took advantage of their

weakness,. and were
ready

for revenge at the earliest opportunity. When the

cholera epidemic broke out, one peasant wOlnan was ordered into isolation

in the sick barracks. Workers, suspecting
that doctors would finish her off,

rioted. An estimated fifteen thousand to twenty thousand participated. The riot

continued for more than 24 hours, and was
suppressed by the Twelfth Don

Cossack Regiment and the p<'llice. Hughes had complacently believed lhat

their workers (five thousand)\037 many of whonl were already settled there., were

therefore content and loyal. In fac\037 when the riot began., \"all of the workers\"

abandoned the factory and joined the crowd of rebels. They did not listen to

COlllpany
officials' refutation of the rumor of the doctors\" sinister plot The

crowd did listen to a clergyman's sermon and kissed the sacred cross as a

gesture of deference, but advised the clergy to hurry home and rioted all the

same. The crowd trusted and obeyed only their own leaders \"ffonl among the

unknown vagrant people.\"9
8

The leaders of the riots were arrested and subjected to public fl()gging in

the burned down main square of Iuzivka. Local peasants
were mobilized to

I

administer the punishment, which continued for three days. Even the strongest
were unable to scream after ten strokes. A military doctor decided, judging by

appearance\037
how many blows the workers could withstand. Appearance was

deceptive, and some were carried out dead. Others were tried by a military

court; eight of them were sentenced to death.
99

Less destructive disturbances were numerous in the I 890s, a time of vast)

97
Rohitnyc!zy; ntkh Ill' Uk,.ai\"i (/\03785-1894 rr.), pp. 285. 297.. and J 18: Y. Kolpenskii.

uKholernyi bunt v 1892 godu,.' A,.kJri\\' iSfor;; truda \\' Ro.\037s;i, vol. ] (Petrograd. 1922), p.
11 2;

and Surnzhski1\037 hKrai uglia i zheleza,'\" p. 303. For a detailed work of Ihis rtOl see
Friedgul.

hLabor Violence and Regirne Brutality i\037
T\037arlst Russia:\"

9R
Rohitnycllyi n\037kJr 1lt1 Ukrai\",; (1885-1894 rr.). pp. 280-87.

99
Kharechko. \037\037SotsiaJ-demograti('heskii soiuz gornozavodskikh rabochikh,\" pp. 9-10; Zaitsev.

uBol'sheviki luzovki,\" p. 157; and Srara;lI/u;.o\",ka 1869-/905 (Moscow, 1937), pp. 9] -9 2 .)))
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party. Yyshinskii\"s remark that it had become less possible to is()late the en-

enlY suggests that nlass repression would become inevitable. One can detect

here the poHtical1ogjc that it w'Quld be better to \"isolate\" one hundred people

in the hope of finding one enemy among them than to allow that one to re-

main at large. This is of course dangerous logic. According to the testim,ony
Illade in 1937 by G. G.

Jagoda,
in ] 932-33 some GPU officials opposed, the

vigilance campaign: \"Any
talk of counterrevolutionaries is nonsense:'

IK 5
Yet,

there were others who were eagerly vigilant, and the campaign went on all the

same.

The free steppe of the Donbas cl)ntinued to attract many freedom seekers\037

numerous hungry fugitives overcame obstacles and found a refuge in the Doo-
bas. Thus

many workers, students. and even some shopkeepers were fOTlller

kulaks and their children who had fled to the Donbas and changed their iden-
tities. 186

Priests.. who were lucky enough to be able to flee, also came to the

Donbas; so did many Baptists.
187 Some former priests continued to

perform

religious rites secretly, for example, baptizing miners' children at the parents'

request.
188

This stirred up the vigilance c.ampaign in the Donbas. Already by

April 1932 the Soviet officials were screaming for
\"vigilance, vigilance\037 and

yet Inore vigilance.\"
I Rq

Throughout political, economic.. and social turbulence the Donbas retained

its reputation as the free
steppe\037

In lhe view of Stalin and his associates\" the

freedom of the
steppe

with its Cossack past made it a potential base for anti-
Moscow counterrevl)lution. Indeed, the Don, along with the Kuban, was one

of the areas that put up the stiffest resistance to Moscow's grain procurement

and consequently was severely punished by Moscow for its alleged sabotage

and covert struggle against Soviet power. 19O
The threat of war was far greater

and real this time than on previous occasions
(particularly 1927 and 1930),

but even then the allegiance of the local
population, particularly

of the form,er

White Cossacks, proved quite suspect. (From 1932 onward, and especial1y in

1937-38, time and again, Bukharin an,d his former associates were accused of
having sought anti-Stalin

support among
the Don and Kuban Cossacks.))

.8\037Quoted in O. V. Khlevniuk, 1937-;: Stalin. NKVD i IfOlre,,\037koe o/JJhchestt.
,
(} (Moscow, 199 2 ),

P.24.
r86For more cases of this, see Mace and Heretz, Oral History Project, vols, 1-3 (see especially

2:854): Kostiuk, Zustrichi i I'roshchannia. p. 680; anti Ukra;na, 1989\037 no. 12\037 p. 15.

rK/S ee . for exam.)le, \0371ace and Hererz. Oral History Project, 1 :48-49. 2:875, and F+ M. Putint-

sev, Po/itichesknia ro/' ; taklika sekt (Moscow, 1935), p. 420.
.R\037

Bohdan\037 Avoiding \302\243...-(;\"CI;OI1, pp. 28-3 2 .

IR9TsDAVO, f. 2605,oP. 3. spr. 1129, ark. 857.
'QOThere is a good firsthand account of the Don by M. Sholokhov: PiJotel' i ,,'ozlld'. Perepiska

/1.1. A. SJrolokho\037'a s I. V Slalillynl. '93 !-/95 0
god}'.

Sbornik dok 111nen ro t., iz /icl111ogo (lrkhil\037a 1

V StaliltG (Moscow, 1997). For letters from the Don, the Kuban, and other Cossack areas on the

famine. see \"Krestnaia nosha, Tragediia kazachestva,\" Don. '990, no. 7.)))
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In 1932-33 in the Donbas, as elsewhere.. an internal passp()rt system was
introduced in the cities. By denying a passport to rural residents, the

gl)V-

ernnlent sought to restrict population movement l110re specifically t()
prevent

a Inass influx of famished people fronl the countryside to the cities, thereby

shielding the cities fr()m the inlpact of the fanline. The introducti()n of
pass-

P()rts alst) meant that urban residents without proper docurT1entation could be

expelled. (In the
process,

nunlerous faked doculnents were found, and their

traders arreste.d.) In Stalino.. for example, 220,661 passports were issued, but

10.4 65 persons were denied a passport. Of those denied, 45 percent were said
tt) be kulak fugitives, 19 percent \"parasites,\" and 14 percent the disenfran-
chised and f{}rlller criminals. A certain Gorvulin, for exanlple, was said tt1 be a

kulak who had made his way to the Donbas where he had joined the party and

had been working as a coal hewer. Gorvulin was expelled from the party and

disappeared from StaJino. Dziuba and P'akhon'ko, both hewers, were forced
out (1f the city as former Makhnovites. There were at least I ,896 clll1iers and

I, '50 metalworkers among the 10,465 who were denied
passports.

Of these workers, however, 906 were allowed to remain in Stalino because
of their

inlportance to industry.. This extraordinary permission symbolizes the

freedonl the Donbas ha(llong signified
to outlawed melnbers of society. The

renlainder of the 10..465 were office workers an.d manual workers in the sur-

rounding settlements. 191
In some mines, nearly 20 percent of worke.rs were

unnlasked as kulaks. 192
There were many angry and worried people. At a

mine in StaJinl), a policeman in charge of issuing passports was shot hy two
nlen., but survived the assault Workers in Stalino sought to defend their fel1()w

workers by contending that they were a]1 \"dekulakized\" and \"disenfranchised\"

pellple'\" because, although they might have the right to vote, voting was mean-

i ngless.
It}]

People who came from the border area were met with suspicion. For exan1-

pie. a Ukrainian born in Bukovina who had moved to the border on the Soviet

side, callle to the Donbas to w(}rk as a \"comm()n laborer.
H

\"Unfortunately
at

that ti,ne an arms factory was being built and the GPU was interested in new-

comers. paying special attention to their place of ()rigin. When lhey found out

where this man had lived.. they \037UTested hil11. He was held in prison ft)f ft)ur

nlonths and then sent to labor
canlps.\"194

War was lurking in the shadows and

this man was iso]ated as a
p{)ssible spy.

The passport system did not stop the tide of people. Many willingly t()ok

up heavy and dangerous work underground., and managers, always pressed
for nlore lablJrerS, willingly enlpl()yed them without proper dOclllllcnts. For)

H}'
DADO. f. R-8}5\037 op. I sch, spr. 78\037 ark. 7-10.

1 Q2
(hid., spr. I 06, ark\037 19 2 -<),\",.

193 Ibid.. spr. 78, ark. 1)-14 and 17.

1941\037/1t\"J' Black Deedi\" of the K reIn Ii\" t I: 1 19.)))
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sorne administrators, former kulaks were much more valuable than, say, the

Komsomol members recruite.d to work in the Donbas, because' \"the kulaks

work harder.\" 195
Ordzhonikidze, who visited the famished Donbas in February

1933, told the workers that many sons of kulaks were working in the Donbas

and engaged in wrecking.
These enemies, he contended; were responsible

for the \"endless accidents:' Then Ordzhonikidze declared: \"Comrades, 1933

will be a year of bitter class struggle. Keep
watch.\"19

6
In June a newspaper

article under the title \"The Enemy\" reported wrecking by
a former tsarist army

intelligence officer and exhorted the reader: uLook around
you\037

don't you see

class enemies hidden among you? Tear off their masks\037\"197 Another article in

a mining journal in the autumn of the same year presented
this image of the

enemy: \"The more successes we have, the more desperately the class enemy

resists. He's similar to a beast that's been
injured

but has not been finished off

t 't\"IQ8

ye
-

Numerous accidents and technical problems made this image appe,aling
to workers. They saw evi I hands at work in the cutting of ventilation ducts,
the

placing
of dynamite in heavily trafficked underground areas, the burning

of motors\037 the hurling of bolts into machines, and many other incidents that
threatened their lives. \"Enemies\" were almost invisible in the dark under-

ground, and this
peculiarity

enhanced vigilance.
199

The deteriorating food situation had the same effect on popular vigilance.

Poor catering pronlpted many vigilantes to see enemy activity
in workers'

cafeterias, which, under famine conditions, ofte.n became the only source of
subsistence. In the Donbas, 80 percent of the staff of Donnarpit (Donbas Pub-
lic

Catering)
we.re said to be disenfranchised people. In none of the Donnarpit

cafeterias was soap or a t.owel available. The only redeeming factor was that
the Donnarpit office was next to the GPU: it was easy to drag Donnarpit offi-

cials there.
2 \302\260O

Indeed, many seem to have been dragged to the GPU. In December 1932,
for

exampJe, twenty men were indicted for disrupting the catering of the Smo-
lianka, Rutchenkove, and Budenivka mines in the Stalino district by a sys-
tematic misappropriation of foodstuffs. The defendants were allegedly former

kulaks, merchants. bakery owners, and a former army officer. Two were sen-

tenced to be shot as \037'enemies of the peopJe.\" Five others were given ten years
of imprisonment each. The

press reported that \"The Enemies of the People)

195 Sotsialisticlte.'ikii DonbllJs.. 9 May 1933.
1 96

RTsKhIDN1, f. 85,oP. 29, d. 47. II. 4-5.

H}7 SOlsialislic\037heJkii DOllbaJs.. 21 June 1933.
19 8

Udarnik ugJia.. '933.. no, 12.. front inside cover.
I 99 S ee , for example. cases of wrecking by enemies in Sot,fiali.\037t;che.sk;i DOllba.r;s.. 15 September

1933 and I 5 January 1934\037 Udamik uglia.. 1933. nos. 10-1 L. p. II; and Molol, 23 March 1933.
2ooGARF, f. 7416, Opt I.. d. 202, I.

63.)))
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Figure 5.5. Audience at a trial of embezzlers in Stalino, 1934. From TsDKFFA, 00. zb.

2-1540.)

Have Got What They Deserved.\" 20 I
There followed many similar cases in

1933. Even when workers did eat.. the food was often spoiled and resu]ted

in food poisoning. Most
likely,

the caterers were not respons\"ible: there was

no
soap\"

no towels! Yet the press published calls for death sentences for the
uenemies of the people.\" Death sentences ensued.

202

While many were faJsely accused, under famine conditions much of the

countryside did resist state grain procurements. Armed \"banditsn were
widely

observed in the Donbas. One such group in Debal'tseve was composed of
members of the former \"counterrevolutionary organization 'The Sons of Of-

fended Fathers.' t\037

The ringleader, A. R. Radchenko, proclaimed in 1932 that
war was inevitable in Manchuria and th\037 come war, the government wou1d

collapse. So he appeaJed: \"And then, lads, forward.

n
The Sons of Offended

Fathers y according to poJice reports, attributed the state onslaught against the

peasants to the Jews: uThis government is anti-Christ It.s ruled by Yids

(zhidy]. . . . They have exported
a]] their gold and goods abroad:'20J In vari-)

20lSotsialist;cheskii Do,tbass na prolsesse v\"ditelei raboclJego ..fnabzheniia, no. 2 (25 Decem,-
ber 1932). and Sotsialisticheslcii Donbass, 26, 28\" 29, and 30 December 1932.

202

DADO, f. R- 8 35, op. I, spr. 51, ark. 76-79, and op. Isch, spr. 117, ark. 2ZV.; and

Sotsialislicheskii Donbass, II January, 30 August, and t I September J 933.

203DADO, t: R- 835t op. I \037spr. 59, ark. 9-15.)))
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ous districts cells of an \"insurgent army\" were uncovered, their aim being to

\"arouse disconte.nt''' among the workers and soldiers by disrupting the food

supply and staging armed uprisings.204
In the summer of L 933 in a village in

Rubizhne, the kolkhoz brigadier Kuleshov was removed from his job and la-

beled an henemy:' He then went after the new brigadier with an ax. Kuleshov

was quoted as saying: uWe have tw,o classes, we cann,ot live together. This

evening either you or I will have to die.\" Kuleshov did not challenge the in-

dictment and was sentenced to be shot. 205 Under the extreme conditio'os of

famine, the theft of grain and arson in grain storages were not infrequent. The

press reported
such incidents with captions like uThe Kolkhoz in the Hands of

Enenlies of the People..\" and \037'No Mercy to the Enemies of the
People.'\037206

The Uenemy of the people\" was constructed not only from above but also

from below. The brutal ways in which the country was governed in general and

the handling of the famine in particular contributed to a
popular

creation of

'I
\"enemy of the people.\" The Stalin leadership encouraged brutal terror in deal-

,)
ing with crises, but when the use of terror threatened the stability of the

regime,

it turned around and blamed those people directly involved in the terror. Now
under famine conditions, Moscow suggested that many enemies were hidden

even among the
party's

own members. This led to the escalation of random
and unpredictable acts of violence against local officials\037 but also to violence

as the recourse of choice for
disputes among people. The en.enlY could be

lurking anywhere.

Certainly, instances of abuse of power abounded. Beatings of farmers by
collective farm officials were a common phenomenon in 1933.

207 As in the

oJd days. farmers were subjected to humiliating punishment
- whipping - for

nlinor offenses such as napping in the field. 208 In the village Alekseev in the

Donbas, the Soviet chairnlan often apprehende.d fanners wh() did not follow

his orders.. beat them, and threw the.m into the basement of the Soviet build-

ing. On the collective fann Chervona Zirka (Red S\037\037), the board members

caught five women who had stolen flax, beat then1.. stripped them, and carried

them naked around the vil1age. 209
In another village in Volodars\"ke distric\037 a

judge, a public prosecutor, and another official, all p'arty members, who came

to investigate a case of theft of fodder, got drunk at the village Soviet and
fired gunshots through the windows. The district ()fficial Shkpel', half naked,
chased after kolkhoz women on their way hOlne from work and was detained)

2\302\2604
Ibid.\037 spr, 79.. ark. 10- fl.

205So',f;a!ist;chesk;; Donhas.f. 29 June 1933.
206S ee . for ex.ample. ibid.\037 2 August 12 November. and] December

1933\037 and 28 March 1934.
l07S ee cases in DADO\037 f. R-835. op. I sch, spr. 106, ark. 2.
loR

Ibid.\037 spr. 84.. ark. 75.

l()(}Bespechnyi and Bukreeva, \"Te tri koloska.\" For similar incidents elsewhere in the Donbas,
see DADO. f. R-835.oP. I. spr. 35. ark. 17.)))
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by
a brigade of nlen. The collective farnlers were \",extremely indignant.\"210
Traditi()nal rural fornls of lynching (sa/,.,(JSlld) persisted. People were

beaten and even killed for
stealing.

211
The village (Jf K()mykivka in the Don-

bas is representative of the
p()pularly sanctioned use of violence in this pe-

riod. In the summer of 1933..three peasants suspected of horse theft had their

h()mes searched, leading to the discovery of horsemeat The party secretary

S. I. K()Z'nlCnko beat thetn about the face and head with a stick and locked

them up in a storcrOOIn to obtain their confessions. Koz'menko arrested and
killed another 1113n V. on suspicion of stealing household items from a vil-

lager. (A
nother vi I lager, E. N. Cherkassov, stole the shirt and the jacket off the

dead man.) The villager E. E. Neslllashnyi beat D. A. Letuchaia, a
mental1y

ill

woman, for stealing milk from his house. Letuchaia set fire to Nesmashnyi's

house in revenge. Nesnlashnyi caught Letuchaia, beat her within an inch of
her life, and threw her into a well with a stone tied around her neck. 212

By
far the most harsh ()fficial measure taken was the notorious 7 August

1932 law enacted to prevent famished people from stealing usocialist pr()perty\"
(which included watermeI()ns in the field). The punishment was a mandatory
death sentence Of, in case of ex.tenuating circumstances, ten years of imprison-
ment. According to this

extraordinarily
brutal Jaw, between 7 August 1932 and

I May 1933 in the Donbas 30 I persons were sentenced to be shot, and 8,728
to various terms of imprisonme.nt or forced labor.

213 Brutal as it was, the law

seenlS n,ot to have been applied strictly.
The largest group of the punished were

individual (middle and poor) peasants (3\037461),
followed by workers (2t077)\037

and collective farmers (1,636).214 Many of those spared life did not leave the

Donbas, but engaged in forced labor in its various correctionary facilities. 215

Crime statistics alone do not accurate]y represent
the extent of random ev-

ery,day violence in the famished Donbas. For example, although
fields and

gardens were guarded by arlned watchme.n, many of the watchlT1en were ki lied

by arnled assailants. Sometimes the assailants were caught and killed, and
then turned out to be party tnembers or shock workers. 2J6 Women living hy
themselves (widows\037 soldiers' wives) becarne targets of violence. Village offi-

cials would break into their honles at night, rape thenl, and confiscate whatever

foodstu ffs were there.
2 17)

2
rODADO. f. R- 8 35. op. I, spr. 35, ark. ..18.

211 For 3 widespread practice of lynching in Llihans\037k, see DALO, f. p- 33, up. I. spr. 18.
\03712

DADO. f. R-835. op. I sch, spr. 84.. ark. 49-50. ror other cases of lynching, see
op. I, spr.

92. ark. 10.
21 \037Ibid' 1 [ R-920\037 op. 11 spr. 9. ark. 50.
ll4lbid.
2151n Sk1lino. for example, a newspaper was published by these facilities. See Pereko\\,k,a. nos. I,

2. and 24- 2 5 (1934).
.2

r6DADO. f. R-835. op, I sch, spr. 106, ark. 21.
217

Sec, for exampJe\037 ibid,. spr. 100. ark. I.)))
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Moscow became alarmed by the extensive
application

of the 7 August law

and the extent of violence used to' take grain from the peasants. On May 1933

Stalin and Molotov sent out a secret circular condemning indiscriminate arrests

and deportations (U
a saturnalia of arrests\" and \"repression on an extraordinary

scale\,") and called for a halt to mass arrests.
218 However, the \"saturnalia of

arrests\" did not stop in the Donbas. Surprisingly, in its 28 October 1933 res-
olution the Central Committee of the Ukrainian Communist Party deplored
the continuing violation of \"revolutionary legality'\037 and declared that the law-

lessness was a result of the wrecking activity of White Guards,. Makhnovites,

nationalists, and other degenerates. 219

Certainly, there must have been some

such eleme.nts among rural officials and party members, but in party discourse,

too, some party members now came to be equated with Ucounterrevolutionary

enemies.\" In the ey'es of the peasants the collective farm system had come to

resemble the serfdom of old. If the peasants considered themselves the \"ordi-

nary people\" (narod), then the system with its
managers

became the enemy.

The peasants' attitude is best reflected in their reading of the VKP (All-Union

Communist Party) as Second Serfdom
(Vtoroe Krepostnoe Pravo).220

The same construction of \"the enemy of the people
u

operated among the

industrial workers. They may have been better treated than the
peasantry,

but the world in which they lived was far from the paradise they
had been

promised. The new regime came increasingly to resemble the old regime.
Managerial neglect of industrial safety, for example, constantly endangered
workers' lives. The social, economic,and cullural divisions between lhe verklzi

and 'liZ)' remained firm both literally and symbolically in the mining commu-

nity. To many workers, lheir new, Communist bosses had lung been new ene-

mies. And now the party openly told them that indeed among their Communist

bosses were many enemies. As the distincti,on between old and new enemies
blurred, the traditional opposition between the people and their enemies be-
came an appealing way

to understand their world.

Alexei Gorchakov has recounted an illuminating episode that took place in

the Donbas in the summer of 1932. He was taken there by his father who was

\"sent there by his trade union to give a series of lectures\":

The poverty and conditions under which the miners 1ived made a deep im-

pression on me. Houses were leaning over, aJmost in a state of collapse. The

faces of the miners.. blackened by coal dust, were thin and emaciated. Near)

2f8Jbid.\037 op. I. spr. 52. ark. 60. The circular is
reproduced in Me.rle Fainsod.. Smolensk under

S(J1.
1.iet Rule (Harvard University Press, 1958), p. 187.

1uJDADO, f. R- 8 35. op. It spr. 62. ark. 62. In August 1933 (he Politburo had allowed Utemporar-
ily'. capital punishment to be applied to the organizers and akt;v of armed \"bandits\" in Ukraine

and elsewhere. StalinL\037koe Politbillro \\l JO-e gody. Sbornik dokunlentov (Moscow.. 1995)\037 p. 64.
22 0

For the best discussion of this attitude. see Sheila Fitzpatrick;. Stalin
J

s Peasants.\" Resistance

and Sun 1;vll[ '-n the Russian Village after Collecli\\1;zaf;on (Oxford University Press, 1994).)))
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nlany a mine was a shining, new building
- the rlliners\037 \"Pa]ace of Culture.\"

They were real palac.es: parquet floors, tremendous nleeting halls, and

everywhere portraits of the leaders. But the miners sat in their tiny hovels,

too tired and hungry to visit the
palaoe.

\"They build us palaces, but we don'l even have a decent bathhouse..can't
even wash the coal dust (Jut of our ski n\037'\" they said.

I have seldom since met such anger. I re.nlember rny father's very first

lecture. Almost in a chorus the nliners
began yelling:

\"Why tell us about Shakespeare? Is that a 11 we need\" fat. . . .
,.

The lecture was intemJpted. Later the director of the Palace of Culture,

an old Communist and hero of the Civil War, told us:

\"You didn.t get off so
badly\"

we't ve had much worse.\"

J saw a different kind of life in the Donbas. Near one mine, apart from the

regular miners' huts, there stood neat rows of white houses with tile roofs.

Not far off\037 a herd of fat cows grazed in the pasture. These were the homes

of Gennan Communist miners who had come to work in the USSR.
221)

If Gorchakov had lo()ked at the community more carefully, he would also
have noticed

U
a very different kind of life,\" that of the managers and

engi-

neers. In 1932 the average living space of the engine.e.ring-technical personnel

was at least two 3n(1 half times as large as that of the miners.
222

The wives

of engineers and technicians did not queue to obtain food. (These leisured

wives, howeve.r.. were said to be a major proble.m: they
consuJted fortune-

tellers, and circulated rumors, such as the imminent advance of Cossacks and

White Guards.)22) Preferential food supply led the wives of the workers in one

instance to a fistfight with the wives of the engineers and technicians. When

the family of an engineer was put in workers' barracks either for lack of a

suitable flat or by mistake, the wife of one of the workers brawled with the en-

gineer's wife, and the worker himself struck the engineer. who hit back. Such

incidents were observed in many parts of the Donbas.224
In January 1933 there

were even murder attempts against engineers and technicians at Mine 13/18 in

Stalino. 225 In none of the.se cases was it discussed whether the engineers and

technicians involved were old \"bourgeois\" sIJers)' or new, Communist
experts

(who were growing in numbers). This ambiguity makes a striking contrast
with the previous years when the \"bourgeois'\" spets)' were specific.aIJy identi-

fied and attacked as a group.

Experience of ill-treatment by managers meant that they
were no better

received by workers. At Mine Smolianka- I I, Komlev, Malakhin, and other)

22 t
Louis Fischer\037 ed.. Thirterll \037Vh{} Fled\" ir. Gloria Fischer and Victor Fischer (New York,

Jq49)\037 pp. 60-61.

222GARF\" f. 7416\037 op. I \037d. 226, I. I J.

123Ibid., 11. 3 I and 50.

224Ibid., d. 224\" 11. 20_ 290b\037 and 4ft

225DADO, f. R-835, 0P+ J sch, spr. 79, ark. 20.)))
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managerial personnel frequently beat workers.
226 At Mine 2 Izvarino, S. Arte-

nl0V, a party member and desiatl1ik (equivalent of assistant foreman), often

brandishe.d his Browning and fired it randolnly. On 23 April 1933 he fired

at the workers' quarters repeatedly, scaring the women, and chasing them..
227

At yet another mine, VOll)darskii. the manage.r Sanlarskii Sl10t his driver dead.

The reason is not recorded. Samarskii's successor Gagonin,. for no
apparent

reason't sh()t dead the manager of the mine shop Polianskii. At Min,e 17/1 7

the assistant manager KOllov sought unsuccessfully to sleep with -tfie wi fe-Dr-

one Ninloshkodenko. When Kozlov threatened to fire the wife and her hus-

band from the mine\" Nimoshkodenko went to the administration office where

he was met by the manager Kovbas and ord,ered to leave. He resisted and was

slugged twice in the face by Kovbas with a Browning.
228

Injuries and deaths were
frequent

in and around the mines. In the Donbas

coal mines, the number of deaths fronl accidents increased sharply from 539

in 1932 to 782 in 1933 and R26 in 1934 (during that pe.riod the average size
of toe laoo-r force remained more or less constant because of the ebb and flow

of workers).22
9

Previously the
L\037/Jetsy

had had to take responsibility, but the

Co,mmunist managers were no longer exempted
from charges of willful negli-

gence. In many mines, nlanagers were sente.nce.d to harsh punishments of up

to ten years of imprtsonment'2 3 0
It was only one step from there to accusations

of \"counterrevolutionary wre.cking.'Y
The problem of frequent accidents was

to become an explosive issue in 1936-38.

Nor did the famous draconian decree of November 1932, which empow-
ered

management
to dismiss w()rkers for even a single day's unjustified ab-

sence,23 1
make managen1ent popular. The workers panicked. It is true that the

absenteeism law was not aJways enforced: it was difficult to dismiss workers
in a se.llers' labor market. Yet there were nunlerous cases of workers' being
fired according

to this law. 232
Managerial power thus appeared to workers to

be at once oppressive, callous, and arbitrary., At a Donbas mine, as one witness
has recounted., one day an eighteen-year-old collier named Petro Tereshchenko

b,ecame ill and did not
report

to work. The following day when he returned
to work\037 his boss. M. M. Piskovyi fro,m the sanle village in Kiev ob1ast' as
Tereshchenko, said to him, \"Go croak! Son of a bitch, you don't work here
any more.\"

Piskovyi refused to allow him to return. Tereshchenko died nine

days later of starvation.
233)

22fJ
SOI<-'fiali.sliclleskii DonbaJ.f\037 J 2 Septenlber 1933.

217DADO. f. R-835\037 up. I SCh9 SpL 79.. ark. 206,
22R

lb

'
d 8 k '

I, '. spr. 4\037 ar , 37-38.

129RGAE. f. 7566. op, I.. d. 2701, I. 3,

IJ O
S ee , for ,example, S()I.siaIiJJiclre\037rk;; DOllba.'iJ, 9 and 12 December 1933\037 and 29 March 1934.

2\037 I
Kurorni ya. Stalin.,'; InJIl.\0371 rial Re,\"olillion, p, 3 06 .

1)2See SnfJ;aliJticlreskii DotrhaJ.c:\037 1933.

2)JMace and Heretz, Oral History Projecl\037
1 :42.)))
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The same witness recalls his horror at the mockery of the people. Once

in 1934...when he and his fellow workers finished w()rk, their boss, Piskovyi,

probably the same Piskovyi just mentil1ned. asked one of them
why

he had

IJroduced so Iitt1e coaL only two wag()nloads. and told him to go get
Jl1ore.

The exhausted collier folded his arms and said: \"Where do you want me to

go? I-'rn ready. Give nle a cross\037 I'm ready [to die].\" He was emaciate.d

and thin as a stick. He said: \"I'm ready. Give me candles and a cross. I

won't go anywhere.\"lJ4 The food situation remained a serious problem. At a

shipbuilding factory
in Mariupol', for example\" a man named Koliada\037 a party

member. declared during lhe discussion at a general meeting of workers held

on 10 July 1934: \"Here we have workers' children and managers' children.,

one group lives welt and the other starves\037\" Another man by the name of

Sentiurin, a former party member, followed: \"We don \037t trust anyone. Only the

leaders live well, and they d<.ln't see how the working class lives. We don\037t

need governnlent inspections. They won't have any results. What's needed is

for us to get down to business, walk out of work, and
destroy

the dining halls.\"

Some party members were booed an.d not allowed to
speak

at the meeting,

because they were \"not our people
H

[fle naslli]. Out of the 150 or so workers

present only 60
participated

in the vote that followed, the rest abstained. 235

In the Donhas, power relations often involved ethnic factors. Numerous
Ukrainian

pe.asants
have testified that the plenipotentiaries and other repre-

sentatives were outsiders, largely
Russians.

1 )6 What is inlportant is not so

nluch whether this was true, as is their perception of Russians. Even wh,en

the enforcers of collectivization, dekulakization, and grain procurelnents were

Ukrainians, they appeared to the villagers as
people

who were urbanized.. that

is\037 Russified. To the Ukrainian peasants\037 these assaults, which resulted in

famine\" were mere)y another attempt by Moscow to strengthe.n Russian rule.

Moscow, in turn, feared Ukrainian nationalism as a separatist force, the main-

stay of which\" as in the tj,me of revolution and civil wart was in the countryside
where the Inajority of the Ukrainians still lived.

Other nationalities als() suffered because of their ethnic origin. This may

have been sirnply because there were nlore well-off farmers among them than

31nong the Russians or Ukrainians. Yet this factt)f alone does not explain

the extent of terror staged against nati()nal minorities if only because at tJlis

tin1e the national mi nority districts as a who1e
began

to be abolished. Thus\"

Greek and German farmers were dekulakized en masse.
Nearly

one-tenth of

the Greek farnlers were said to have been deported. 2J7
In one Greek district,)

2. 1
.t'bid.. pp\037 47-48.

2.\\5DADO\" f. 26p\" op. ], spr. 150\" ark. I)-I]ZV.

1.\037hMace and Heretz\037 O,.al Hi.filory Pr(\037ieCI., 3 vols... and 1Jle Bltll'k [Jeeds
0.1\"

fhe Krf.JlnlilJ, 2 vo1!'.

2J7B. V. Chyrko, UNatsional' ni Inenshosti na Ukr.aini v 2Q-30-kh rr.,'\" UkrainJ 'kyi istorychny;

:.hll,.\"aJ.. 1990, no. Ii P4 59., and L. D. N asie.dkina., hllrets 'ki natsionar ni sirrady ta ral0ny v)))
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30 percent of the population died of hunger. 23
8

Ethnic Russians resettled in the

recently depopulated areas. As a resul\037 as one historian has put it, by the- mid-

1930S the ethnic situation in the Donbas became \"\037explosive.\"239 How serious

a threat the ethnic Greeks could have
possibJy posed to the regime is difficult

to reckon.

The Ukrainians and Ukrainization did constitute a challe.nge to Russian po-
litical hegemo.ny. Colle.ctivization and industrialization propelled many ethnic

Ukrainians to the Donbas, to the extent that their
migration

had changed the

ethnic composition of the Donbas cities in favor of Ukrainians. This trend dis-

quieted Moscow and encouraged the Ukrainian nationalists. 24\302\260
The proletar-

ian and predominantly Russian cities in Ukraine now appeared inundated with

Ukrainian peasants whose political allegiance was suspect at best. The coun-

tryside may have been the main support for Ukrainian nationalism, but it was

the cities that
provided ideology and resources. Urbanization and industrial-

ization are usually associated with the rise of rnodern nationalism, and this was

the case in the Donbas, too. People were always
on the move and people from

all social strata and geographical areas mixed in the cities. This made the is-

sue of national consciousness particularly irr1portant
in the Ukrainian cities. 241

Moscow no,w had to face a possible erosion of, to use its parlance, the proJetar-

Ian cities not just by the petit bourgeois but a)so by the nationalist countryside.

Ethnic tensions were evident in the Donb3s towns and settlements. Rus-

sians would insult Ukrainians as kho.kho/s and Ukrainians retaliated with re-

marks on katsaps.2
4 2

Russians would tel] Ukrainians to speak Russian, and

be told that they were in Ukraine., not in Russia. 243 In Krasnyi Luch (for-

merly Krin,dachevka) there are records of Russian and Ukrainian miners hav-

ing fistfights.
244 Ukrainization angered many Russians. By the late 1920S the

Ukrainization of the Donbas was earne.stly and seriously promoted.
The writer

Antonenko-D'avydovych, who visited the Donbas in 1929, was truly impresse.d
by the

way
Ukrainization was taking place in, for example, Iuzivka (Stalino),

which had earlier
\"appeared hopelessly Russified.

H
Even though he noticed)

Ukraini (druha polovyna 2o-kh-30-ti roky),H ibid., 1992, no. 6, pp. 69 and 71.
2.1 8

3 3-;: h%d. p. 230.
2J9L. D. Nasedkina, \"Gre.cheskie. natsionarnye serskie sovety Ukrainy vo vzaimodeistvii nat-

sionarnoi i sotsiarnoi politiki,\" in Greki UkraiIlY.+ istoriia i sovre,nenllo.st t

(Donets'k, J99 t ), p.
126.

24 0
Ukrainian nationalists bc1ieved that the Donbas worke.rs were now \"Ukrainian at heart.

u

See laros1av S. Stets'ko, ]0 chentnia 194'. Pm/t%shellnia \\';dno\037'lel1nia derl)zavnosty ,Ukra;ny

(Toronto, 1967), p. 47.
241

See George O. Liber, Sor;et NationalitYt Policy. U,.ban Gro\302\273.,th, and Identity Change in the
Ukrainian SSR t 19 2 3-1934 (Cambridge Universl'ty Press. 199 2).

242
See, for examp1e, Trud, 17 September 1930.

243
See, for example, Mace and I\037eretlt Oral Hi.ftOry Project, 2:654.

2.44
Vi..fti VUTs VK, 3 January '930 and Bohdan Krawchenko. Social

Change and National C01J-

.'fCiOllSneSJ in T\"'entieth-Cen.tury Ukraine (New York, 1985), p\037 120.)))
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that practically all of the signs in Ukrainian had errors, he sensed with e.xhil-

aration that Ukrainization was progressing from below, from the mines and
factories. 245

When Russian schools were Ukrainized with teachers imported
from the western

parts
of Ukraine 1 Russian workers staged rebellions. 246

Whatever the case, an all-out attack on Ukrainization and Ukrainian na-
tional Communism

began
in 1933 at the apex of the famine crisis. Terror was

direct.ed not only at
\"bigwigs\" in the cities and the countryside. Ukrainian

teachers were fired and often arrested as ucl ass enelnies.\" In 1933 as many
as I 0 percent of

l\037\037\037
he

\037s
in the Ukrainian schools were branded as politi-

cal enemies. 247
In the Donbas, the Ukrainian secondary schools were trans-

formed wholesale to
Russian-language instruction; technical schools used only

Russian., treating Ukrainian as a foreign language. Many people
involved in

Ukrainization were repressed.
148

Ukrainian workers in the Donbas were not free from this onslaught Al-

ready by this time, those suspected of being Ukrainian nationalists were par-

ticularly harshly treated by the authorities. P. Lysenko, for exmnple, a Donbas

miner who was arrested in 1932 as a uUkrainian
insurgen\037\"

testified to being

tortured by secret police officials\037 The chief of the police in Ordzhonikidze

(fonnerly lenakiieve), the city where he was arrested, \"approached Jlle and

spat in my face\037't The tortures he had to endure were \"indescribable\":

Three names in particu]ar struck terror in the hearts of prisoners. They were:
Oimitriev, a young skinny Russian of short stature and grey eyes, Tsukerov, a

blonde; and Svirsky. These three butchers caused people to hang themselves
in their cells. as did a young teacher Taranukha, a Ukra1nian. Sonle cut their

throats with pieces of tin. This happened 10 an agriculturalist Yaschenko. a

Ukrainian.. employed at the Voroshilov collective fann. He was married and

had a famiJy. Another young Ukrainian, 25 years of
age\037

an agriculturalist

from the Nikitowsk collective fann in Donbas was arrested as an insurgent

and later charged also with causing livestock to die. The poor fellow could

not stand any more torture and tried to hang himselt\037 but the guard noticed it)

2 45
Borys Antonenko-Davydovych\037 ZRnlleiu Ukra;lIs \"koiu

(Phi1adelphia\037 1955. a reprint of the

1942 L'viv edition)\037 pp. 146-150 anc.J 152. For a similar testimony to Ukrainiz.ation from below,

see Haidarivs
\037kyi.

A J\\.';I lak\037vi \"anlJi\037 p. iii. For Ukrainization in the Donbas, see also Andrii

Khvylia, Do rozv\037iazaf1nia flal.siotlaf\"oho pytafll1;a no Ukr:aini (Kharkiv, 1930). pp. 76--127. and

S. Borisov, \"Po Donetskomu Basseinu. Putevye ocherki\037\" No,,..y; nl;r, 1929, no. 2.. p. 128.

246Krawchenko\037 Social ChaffRe. pp. 88-89\037 and Postyshev. Stat 'i ; rechi.. p. 318. In the mid-

1920S, 200/0 of (he Donbas schools used the Ukrainian language in instruction. See 2 sessiia Ts.l. K.

3 JOZ)'\\,Q. Stellngraficlleskii otchet (Moscow\037 19 26 ), p. 543.
247

Heorhii Kas' ianov, Ukrai,tt 'ka irrtefilzellfs;ia 192o-klt-30-kll rok;\\-': .fol,-..ial'IlY; pnl1rel ta ;s-

lorychfla do/ia (Kiev, 1992). p. 154 (V. P. Zatons'kyi's remark in December 1933). In Novenlber

1933 he was reported 10 say that 30% to 40% of the Ukrainian teachers y.:e.re Hclass enemies.\"

Quoted in \"Sozdavaia senl'iu narodov. 0 praktike resheniia natsiona1'nogo ,,'oprosa nil Ukraine v

20- )o-e gody\037'n
Pod znalnent\"m lenilliz\",a. 1989, no. ; It p. 53.

24&Mace and Heretz\037 Oral History Project, 3: 1434.)))
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and cut him down. He was later sentenced to eight years in the concentration

calnps\" though he was absolutely innocent.

When an orphan brought into the prison asked for more food, he was told by
an inspector, a Russian:

You fool, you should be satisfied that you have free board hcre\037 .Your kind

are dying from hunger on the streets and
you\037re lucky you are here eating the

ration of a Soviet officiaL
249)

Whether or not Moscow starved Ukraine to break its resistance, it is clear that

the falnine crisis brought about the end of Ukrainization and the
beginning

of

direct Russian rule.

Anti-Semitism died hard in the D'onbas. In November 1932 in Kramators'k

in the northern Donbas, a worker and party member since 1917by
the name of

Kot1iarov, for example, harsllly critic.ized the party leadership for the famine.

He had fought for freedom, but \"now one. can\037t live:' The.n he blamed the Jews:

uYids [zJlid..y] occupy positions ,of
power, particularly in the GPU. Why didn't

we cut down the Jews before? All the same we'll beat them.\"25 0 In 1933
at a mining school in Chystiakove.,

the assistant director and party member

Butenko and other members of the
party

and the Komsomo]t Rybafchenko,

Polishchuk, and Ievstaf'ev terrorized the best student Berenbek. They forced

their way into his rOOITI at
night\037

on one occasion making him drink gum arabic,
then they beat him up in the dark\037 on another occasion th,ey threw him out of

bed\037 spat
in his face, and kicked him out of the dorm into the street. They

accused him of stealing vegetables, stood him against the wall, threatened him

with a gun to his forehead, and locked him up in a room. When they were

arrested and tried for anli-Semitism, people at the school said: uIf this were

done by Russians, there wouldn't be
any

trial. All they did was beat a Yid

[zhidiuga], and they've been put on tria1.\"2\037;r

As Communist rulers resorted to sheer brute force to overcome the famine,

the traditional opposition between IJllrod and JJachal'stvo (authorities, bosses),
or verklli an,d niz.v, or between

u
we

\"

and \"they'\" explained much of the world

to the people.
2 '5 2

Yet just Jike \"enemy of the people;' the
upeople\037\037

was a class-

neutral, abstract construct that was understood in different ways. True believ-
ers, like l-leonid Likhodeev mentione-d earlier, believed in the omniscience of)

249 The Black Deed.f nf the Krelrllin, J: I J 8-19.

2;oDADO. f. R-83590P. I, spr. 62, ark. 16\037

25 I
Ihid., f. 3 26 p, op. 19 spr. 1\302\26039 spr. to, and Sotsialisticheskii Donbass, 10 September 1933-

For other cases, see, for example\037 Sols;ali\037..ticheJk;i Donba.rs, 4 and 5 December 1934. In 1934

the synagogue in Stalino was closed 9 to be reopened only in September 199o\037 (Vecllen,.,i DOlJelsk,

27 September r 990.)
25 2

For an exploration of this issue, see Sarah Davies. u,

'Us' against 'Them': Social Identity in
Soviet Russia\037 1934- 1 94 r,\" Ru.vsiafJ Rel'ie\037v. 56: I (January 1997). Unfortunately, however, Davies
treats the subject only

from 1934 onward as if it were nonexistent before 1934.)))
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the party leaders and the stupidity of the Ill/rod. The nlythical narolJ, how-

ever. was deeply divided along the lines of nationality, religion \302\253()r irreligion),

and nlany other factors such as professil)nS, skills., and earnings. Within each

group and subgroup, including the family,. whatever unity the're was was con-

stantly undernlined by denunciations. Likhodeev., for example, was fascinated

by the story of Pavlik Morozov, who was said to have denounced his own fa-

ther as an enemy. Likhodeev's father retnarked that he was raising a Chekist
(Cheka worker) in his ()wn hOllle. 253 His renlark may have. been a joke, but it

synlbolized the political atml)sphere in which people lived.
From Stalin's

perspective,
it mattered little whether the enemy carried a

party card or not.
Challenges to his power caIne frolll both within and without

the
party,

and the enelllY was the enemy, be he a party melnber or not There

was no guarantee that the enemies would not resort to te.rror: there was a long

tradition of political terrorism in Russia, and since 1928 security
was sharply

tightened for the party leaders. Acc()rding to Mo1otov, at that time all it would

have taken would have been t() kill Stalin and two or three other leaders for

everything to collap$e. 254
Nor was there any assurance that some of the Bol-

sheviks, past
masters of conspiracy, would refrain from intrigue to {)ust him.

One cannot
lightly

dismiss the oft-quoted rUITIOr that at the seventeenth party

congress
(\"\037?_n_g!

e\037 \037
glv\037!\037\037\037r\037\_") i_n

January-February 1934 three hundred or so

delegates voted against Stalin. Wnalever the case, at the same congress, Stalin

savagely attacked the \"bigwigs\" who, he contended, considered that
party

de-

cisions and Soviet laws were \"not written for them but fl)r fools and that be-

cause they were irreplaceable, they could violate the decisions and laws with

impunity.\" Then Stalin warned that the \"()verconceited
bigwigs\"

would have to

be uremoved from the leading posts, irrespective of
past services,\" and evoked

cries from the audience: \"Quite right\"2 55
The delegates had nol understol)d

that they would soon be renloved en masse as
\"bigwigs.\"

Stalin had reason to fear the \"Ilalvlf,\" too,. A Luhans'k worker nan1cd

KoJinov reacted to the July 1933 suicide of M. O.
Skrypnyk\037

the chief architect

of the Soviet Ukrainization program, with the hope that Stalin would f(Jl10W

suit: \"If Com. Skrypnyk has worked to the point of shooting hinlself, then now

one nlay expect that perhaps Stalin, too, will shoot himself.\"ls6 However, the

old tsar myth may also have survived, as the following song from Luhans'k

suggests:

Dear Father Stalin

Come and see)

25JLikhodeev, Pole brall;. p. 216. The Pavlik Morozov story i\037 almost certainly a legend. In all

hkelihood\037 the secret police made up the story. For a chiJling slory of this. see lurli Druzhniknv.

VO;::l1ese\"ie Pa..Uka Morozova (London\037 19 88 ).

254Sto Jorok bf7\037fed J MO/otOl'Y11'. Iz d/lt'\\.\037nikll F. Chueva (Moscow, 199 1 ), p. 300.
255

Stal i n\037 Sochineniia., 13:37\302\260.

25t\\DALO. f. P-I.. op. 2, spr. I 8o\037 ark. I.)))
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We.ve lived long enough in the kolkhoz

The house's collapsed. the barn leans

And the mare has but one eye
On the house the banner hovers
In the chest the heart hardly beats

On the banner are the sickJe and hammer

But in the house, only hunger and death.
7.51

Yet this can also be interpreted as a reflection of angry desperation. People

understood that Stalin was responsible for their misery:

The sun rises

And everything cotnes down

Prom Father Stalin

From Moscow, from the Kremlin.
2S8)

Close police surveillance pointed out the existence of widespread popular dis-
content and hostility; there were even occasional peasant uprisings or workers.
strikes. Yet to gauge popular feeling was difficult because it had been driven

underground.
In 1933 in Ukraine the following Ucounterrevolutionary anec-

dote\" was told: uLenin always walked in shoes 'cause he worked neatly, but

Stalin walks in boots 'cause he is sunk in mud up to the knees.\"259 In the 00,0-

bas, an angry man who had served in 'Petliura.s army and subsequently was

dekulakized an,d fled to the Donbas, spit
at the portraits of Stalin (\"son of a

bitch\") and gouged out the
eyes

from the pictures. His grandchildren, watch-

ing this t followed suit
260

When the famine subsided, people came back to
their village to find few survivors. Hence they sang:

No cows.,

No pigs
-

Only Stalin on the wall. 26.

This song may be no more than a show of cynicism and resignation by
the

people. However, one relegates everything to provocation only at the risk of
underestimating popular resentment. No doubt there were enemies of Stalin.

Exactly how many was difficult for anyone (including the secret police) to

know.)

257Quoted
in No\\'osti i

\037\037(}hyt;ia (.Donets\037k), no. 21 (July 1993).
25K

From Mari' inka near Stalino. Quoted in H%..\"t Ukrai,,}', 10 Septen1ber 1993.

2;,tjDADO, f. R-83S, 0P+ Isch, :c;pr. 10 5, ark. 7.
260Mac.e and Heretz, Oral

History Project, 2:876-77.
261

Zaika, uGo1odomor.\)
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THE GREA T TERROR took place against the backgro'und of the threat of war

from the West and the East It was a preemptive strike against presunlcd
en-

emies whose loyalty Stalin doubted. The Donbas, a haven for the disenfran-
chised, was terrorized in the process. Its political and economic leaders were

decimated and tens of thousands of innocent people were executed. Available

evidence suggests that the Donbas was the hardest hit in Ukraine. Yet at the

same time, the terror was mitigated by the fact that the Donbas was an indus-

trial cente.r of critical importance.
The terror

against
the \"enemies of the people\" was ultimately self-

defeating, because the
concept

of \"enemyn had become all-inclusive. The ter-

ror had to
stop

before the entire population was destroyed.)

The Three \"Good\" Years, the Kirov Murder,
and the Stakhanovite Movement)

Overcoming the famine crisis gave rise to optimism. In a phrase aptly coined

by Naunl Jasny many years ago, the years 1934-36 marked Uthe three 'good\"

years\"'! in which there was a vast increase in industrial production.

I
Part of

this rise was due to the Stakhanovite nl0vemen\037 a movement fl)f productivity

launched in ]935, but there were grounds to believe that the huge investrnent,

wrought at an enormous cost tl) the nation, had finally c.ome to bear fruit. Ac-

co,rding to official statistics, coal production in the Donbas, for example, in-

creased Froln 51 rnillion tons in 1933 to 80.7 million tons in 1938; the output
of pig iron and steel in Ukraine grew even nlore rapidly fronl 1932 to 1937:

fro,m 3.9 to 8.8 million tons and 3.1 to 8.5 million tons respcctively.l One)

I
Naum Jasny, So\\'ietl\"dIlJt,.;l1lizatiolt, 1928-1952 (University of Chicago Press, 19(; I), p. 142.

2
Sot.t;;a/i.fticlreskoe JJroitel '.')1\\'0 Soillza SSR ( [933,-1938 ,S:8.). Slali.\\'licheskii ,\\'bornik (Moscow

and Len ingrad t 1939), pp. 47 und 56-57.)

201)))
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Ilas to take these statistics with a grain of salt, but the achievemen\037 at least in

quanlity, was evident.

The end to the grave famine crisis gave. rise to elation in party circles, as

was discusse,d earlier. This fee1ing did not dissipate quickly. Clear1y, the abo-

lition of the rationing system in 1934-35 had had a positive effe.ct In the Don-

bas, as soon as bread rationing was abolished, people scrambled for bread, but

as the bread supply became more reliable, they soon settled down. 3
The writer

Konstantin Si,nonov recaJled 1934 as \"t]le ye.ar of the
brighte.st hopes\": the

Cl)Untry had surmounted difficulties and it had become easier to live both spir-

itually and materially.4 Some indeed contend that the years 1934-35 were

u
a

spring\" and a time of \"perestroika.\" In the cities, the rationing system, which

symbolized material hardships, had been abolished; in the ,countryside the no-
torious

political departments were abolished and lhe new collective statutes\037 at

least on paper, put the land at the disposa1 of farmers..
5

Elena Bulgakova.. the

wife of the writer M. Bulgakov, wrote in her diary on
_3

1
I?\037_\037\037!1}\037\037! 193 4 how

happy that year had been: hLord, if
only

it would be like this in the future too!\"

fGosp()di, tol'ko
IJ.Y;

dal.she b)'lo tak!J6 The German refugee Wolfgang Leon-

hard recall similar optimism prevailing
in the capital in 1935:

\"

'The worst is

ove.r now. Things are bound to get better. Even the
politica1 system will get

more democratic - that's clear enough already
from the proposal for a new

constitution.' This was the key-note of
many

discussions during that year.\"?

By contrast, the international situation continued to
pose

a grave menace

both from the West and from the East. Yet in this sphere. too. there were Inany

good signs. In
Septe\"!\037

er
_\037934

the Soviet Union entered the LellW e of Na-

tions, the embodime n t df the bourgeois order against which the country had

long fought; in
May 1935 it conc]uded an alliance wit.h France, a major cap-

italist power; and by the summer of 1935 Stalin fina))y discarded the doctrine
of \"social fascism\" and came to second firmly the \"popular front.\" The coun-

try's \"struggle
for collective security,\" as Jonathan Haslanl has aptly called

it,S appeared
successful thus far, and contributed to the general optimism of

1934-35.9)

3James E. Mace and Leonid Heretz, eds.. Oral History Project 0.( the COlnmission 011 the

Ukrai1le Fatnine (Washington. D.C.. 1990). 2:862, ): 1390.
4 Konstantin Simonov 1 Glaza\",; chelo\\'eka moego pokolen;ia. Razmyslzleni;a 0 f. V Stali,Je

(Moscow, 19 88 )t pp. 45\03746.

5M. fa. Gefter, lz. teklz i etiklz let (\"Moscow. 1991). pp. 260 and 354.
6Elena

BuJgakova.
Dne\\.'llik Ele/J.V Bulgakovoi (Moscow, (990), p. 84.

7WoJfgang Leonhard\037 Chilli i!(the Re}.'ol,,';ofl, tr. C. M. Woodhouse (London, 1957), p. 22. In

eady 1935 the need for a new constitution was
proposed

and in late 1936 the uStalin Constitution\"
\\\037laS adopted.

8
Jonathan Has1am. The SO\\';el Union and the

Struggle for Colle('th\"te Security in Europe, 1933-
1939 (New York\037 1984).

9S eet for example t Gefter. /z lekh i elikh let.)))
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The assassination on I
_D

ec
enl\037\037r 193.4 o_f_

S. M. Kirov. the party boss in

Leningrad, put a danlper ()11 the apparently optimistic social 3lmosphere. Si-

mooov. for eX3111ple,has nlaintained that his generation saw in the murder a

very olninolls sign.
10

Leonhard also has added that there \"was often a fright-
ened undertone in conversations about Kirov.\"')

1

Yet. as Bulgakova and others

have suggested\037 this onlinous event did not
destroy

the overall bright social

m()od in the country.

Nevertheless. the Kir()v assassination marked an important point in the de-

velopnlent of political terror blJth in the count\037y as a whole and in the Don-
bas. Whether Stalin and the secret police (reorganized as the NKVD) master-

minded the murder of Kirov, Stalin's putative rival, has been a bone of fierce
contention. 12

As is the. case for John F. Kennedy. the Kirov incident has not
been solved conclusively. Recent research tends to support the view of the
nlurder as an act by a single assassin.. L. V. Nikolaev, disgruntled with the

Leningrad party organization and its boss}3 Still, one cannot categorically ex-

clude Stalin's involvement. What is clear is that Stalin took advantage of the

incident to embark on the. bold yet risky
road toward elilninating any real or

inlagined enemies.

Ilnlnediately after the assassinati()n Stalin singlehandedly enacte.d a law that

legalized speedy executions of those accused of terrorism. Based on this law.

according to one estimate, in Dece.mber 1934 al()ne as many as -6,50 I
people

were repressed in the country.14 In Leningrad, the assassin Nikolaev as well
as his \",'ife and n1any others who had nothing to do with the murder were SUll1-

Inarily sentenced to death and executed. It appears that when Stalin received

the news of the Kirov 1l1urder, he decided to use the 1l1urderto decinlate his

enenlies. Thus Stalin instructed Nikolai EzhllV\037 soon to be the NKVD head\037 to

find the assassins alnong the Zinovievites}S According to StaJin's right-hand
nlan., Molotov, there was no doculnent to show the involvement of the Zinov' ev

group!n
When the NKVD agents appeared reluctant to foU()w Stalin's order,)

I 0
S

.
GI

...'In1onnv, (h.llln'. p. 49.

I'
Leonhard, Child of fhe R(\037l'(JllI,i()ll,_ p. 2).

12Conlpare J. Arch (Jetty\037 lJrigin.r (\037r file (;rtJlll Ptlrgeo\037: The Soviet C()l1r\"\"lni,\037t Party Recon-

Jit/erell. lY33-/Y38 <Cambridge Universily Press, 1985)\037
Robert C. Tucker, Stalin ill P()\\ver: The

Re\\'oll.ltioll .lronl Abo\\te. 1928-194 J (Nc\\\\' York, 1990). ch. 12. Also note recent discus\037i()n in

Pra'\037lla, 4 Novenlber 1990 C'Vokrug ubiistva Kirova''') and 28 JanuHry 1991 (A. lakuvtev, uo

de kabr\037skoi tragedi i 1934 goda\.

1.1See Alia Kiri1ina, Rikoshet ili .rkol'ko chelo\\'ek. byla IIhitn ,'ystrtJ/onl \\., 511101 \037ltonJ (St. Pc-

tcrburg, J(93)9 and U'la znala, chin
pretlsruit

ubiistvo Kirovn': Versiia sekrc[nogo sotrudnika

OGPU-NK VO:\" lstochnik. 1994. no. 2. See also a Tuenlorandurn \037Tjt1en by one of the NKVD

investigators, G. S. Liushkov, HStarin e no kokaijo,\" /\\\037a;:.(j (Tokyo)\037 1939\037 no. 4.
14Vasilii Masin\\' and Nikolai Chist.akov\037 HStalinskie repressii i sovetskaia iustitsHa,\" KonllTlIl-

nisl,1990.no. IO.p. 105.
f\037QlIoted by Ezhov in \\'hpr(}sy ixtorii.. 1995\037

no. 2. p. 16.

t
hS to sorok beJed J Molotovynl. Iz dlle\"\"ikll F Chllel'll (Mosco\"'. 1991), pro 3 10-1 I .)))
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Stalin called Jagoda, then head of the secret police, and warned him: \"Mind

you,
we'll slap you down. Hl7 In January 1935 SL:'1lin circulated a closed letter to

the party in which he linked the Zinovievites to a German fascist agent, equated

the former oppositionists with the White Guard, and called for punishment ap-

propriate for counterrevolutionaries. 18
Thus in January-February 1935, 843

former Zinovievites were arrested by the NKVD.r 9
In the spring of J 935 A.

G. Shliapnikov and other fonner members of the \"Workers'
Opposition\"

were

arrested for allegedly conducting underground anti-Soviet activities. 20

Why Stalin had to resort to terror tactics when the crisis was over and the

country
had come to enjoy a new political uspring\" may seem puzzling. Yet

it was precisely in overcoming the crisis that the stage was set for further po-

litical 'complications. One now had to ask what steps were to be taken once

the crisis was over. The entire country and its administrative apparatus had

to be put in order; the party, brutally purged during
the famine crisis, had to

be reorganized; foreign policy had to be adapted to the, rapidly changing in-

ternational climate4 The
\"spring\"

of the mid- I 930S created room for sincere

discussion and therefore room for disagreement Historians have shown re-

ce.ntly how contradictory the political process of the country in the mid-1930s

was.2
r)

Of all the issues, the threat of war was the most critical. Just as Lenin and

his supporters among the Bolsheviks had taken the defeatist position during
World War I, it was quite conceivable at the time that some of Stalin's oppo-
nents would not support him in the coming war; moreover, there were millions
of former \"kulaks,\" many of whom were incarcerated, but unknown numbers
of whom were hidde.n in the cities, in the factories and mines, on construction
sites and collective farms\037 From Sta]in't s point of view.. there was no guaran-
tee that in case of war these people would fight for him. The linking of the

Leningrad Zinov\037evites to foreign agents was not an accident. Indeed, in the

subsequent years of the Great Terr,or.. enemies were almost invariably presented)

17S ee Ezhov\037s speech in VoproJ}' iJtorii, 1995\037 no. 2, p. '7. See also Reahitital.s;;a. Polit;clzcskie
prOI5e,\037JY 3f\03750-kh godo,,' (Moscow. 199 1 ). pp. 123, 153, and 154.

r8Reabilitnts;;o, pp\037 19 1 --95.

,qlbid., p. 175.

2\302\260lbid.\037 pp. 104-22.
21

For administration in general, see Gabor T.
Ritterspom\037 Stalinist Sh\"plificatiolls and So\037,'iet

Co,np!icat;olJs,. Social Tensions and PolitiC'tl1 Conflicts in tlze USSR. 1933-/953 (Chur\037 Switzer-

land\037 199 J); for the party, see Getty, Orig;n.5; for penal policy, see Eugene Huskey; UVyshinskii,
Kry]enko, and the Shaping of Soviet Legal Order,'\" SJtlV;C Revie\\r.. 46:3-4 (Winter 1987)\037 and for

foreign policy, Haslam, The SOFiel Union. and UPolitacal Opposition to Stalin and the
Origins of

the Terror in Russia, 193 2-
1 93 6 ,\" HiJtorical Jounull, 29:2 (1986). For the best work on the Great

Terror in general, see O'1egKhlevniuk.. uThe Objectives of the Great Terror. 1937-' 938\037't\" in JuHan

Cooper, Maureen Perrie, and E. A. Rees, eds\037, Soviet HiJtory. 1917-53: Essays in Honour
0..( R+

W Davies ('London. 1995).)))
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as ag,ents of fascist 'Gernlany and Japan. The theme of foreign espionage and

terrorism became the leitmotif of the terror.

The Kir()v murder provided Stalin with a golden opportunity
for climinat-

ing all the politically suspect as foreign agents, enemies of the people,
and

fifth colunlns. More immediately, Stalin had every reason to fear that a single

bullet fronl a disgruntled element would end his life and power. As a former

revolutionary., he must have been very aware that one of the
legacies

of the

Russian revolutionary movemen\037 political terrorism, had killed many officials

and one tsar. What Inattered, Stalin ilnplied. was not the number of enemies.

This message is evident in a speech Stalin made in March 1937: UTo win a

battle in war, severa] corps of Red Army soldiers
may

be needed, but to ruin

the victory at the front a few
spies

will suffice somewhere in army headquar-
ters or even in the division headquarters who can steal an operation plan and

pass it to the enenly.\"22 If the enemies were hidden and hidden enemies were

nlore dangerous than openly hostile elements (who, according to Stalin, had I

basically been destroyed), then the search for these dangerous foes had to be
I

extensive and thorough. The Kirov incident was a golden opportunity for this
maneuver.

The whole
question was, Who is the enemy? As is discussed in Chapter

5, the enemy category had already e.xpanded since the famine crisis to in-
clude many tried and true COlnmunists. From the Kirov murder onward, this

trend became evident.
Certainly,

the old categories of class enemies persisted.

Shortly after the assassination (in the first few months of [935), for example,

thirty thousand to
forty

thousand Leningraders were expelled from the city as

\"socia] aliens\":
Inany

of them were fortner nob]es\037 tsarist officials, and their

fall1ilies. 23
In the Donbas, throughout the spring and summer of 1935, Inany

individuals accused of being kulaks and bandits were executed. 24
Yet now

the enemy category enconlpassed every group of the
population\037 including the

Bolsheviks. Even the arnled forces were not immune fronl enemy hunting.25

By any measure.. the organized opposition movement within the country
was allTIOst complete.ly destroyed by ruthless repression. Contact anlong for-)

221. V. Stalin, Sochinelliia 1 voL I (14) (Stanford, Calif., 1967), p. 219.
23 Anton Ciliga, The RIIJ,\037ia1J EIli..\037ll111 \037London, 1940), p. 71 (where he insists that these \\\\rere

uworkers'\037)\037 lakovlev, HO dekabr
1
skoi tragcdii

1

,: and Simonov
1
s story of his own re.latives in his\037

Glaza,,,i, pp. 50 and 54. Molotov, in response to 3 protest by
the fanlous Russian physiologist and

Nobel Prize winner I. P. Pavlov, staled that the. repression was related to the city's proxinlity
to

the border and the complex international situation. (Strallitsy i.510,.ii KPSS. Fakf): pn)hlell'.v, uroki.

vol. 2 t Moscow, 19 R 91. p. 650.) It is often said that the I ists of the people to be ex.peBcd were
made by cornparing the prerevo]utionary and the 1934 telephone directories.

24See\037 for instance, SOIS;lllisl;(\"heski; /JonbaJJ. '4 April; 1,3,9, and 14 June; 3
and 30 July; 2\037

3, 8. and 9 August '935.
25For repressions in the armed forces after the Kirov Jllurder, see O. F. Suvenirov\037 '\"'Narkornat

oborony i NKVD v p\037edvoennye gody,'\037 Vopro\037\\'y iSlot;;, 199 [, no. 6, p. 27.)))
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mer oppositionists was nil or too limited to assume any organizational force.

This must have been clear to the secret police and Stalin. Moreover, the af-

ternlath of the Kirov murder disarmed many oppositionists. The incident so

frightened
them that they morally capitulated to Stalin's terror and accepted

gui1t for crimes
they

had not committed.
26 Yet this state of affairs no more

guaranteed
Stalints hold on power than the 3 June regime under Nicholas and

Stolypin ensured the power of tsarism. After all, Stalin's archenemy, Trotsky,
was still

politically
active abroad just as Lenin was on the eve of World War I.

Immediately after the Kirov murder., many party members were arrested,
tried, and exiled. According to one set of stat.istics, in the Donbas\037 in 1934,

1935, and 1936 respectively, 120\" 146.. and 775 I06Trotskyites'\"
were subjected

t() such a fate. 27 In the Stalino metallurgical factory alone, no fewer than ten

hTrotskyite\" groups were uncovered in 1934-36.
28

In the first half of 1935,

Old Bolsheviks in Donbas factories, mines, and
railways

were branded and

hliquidated\" as \"Trotskyists,\" \"Zinovievites:\037 and \"Workers' Oppositionists.
n

Some of them were said to have organized the HGroup of Old Bolsheviks,'1the

\"Union of Old Leninists,\" and the like and provided monetary help to those in
exile.29

(By sUlnmer 1935 both the S,ociety of Old Bolsheviks and the Society
of Former Polit.ical Prisoners were. abolished by fiat)3

0

This operation against fornter oppositionists was carried out by the NKVD

with help from the party organizations. 31
Some assistants were so anxious to

find enemies that in Decelnber 1935 the Central Committee of the Ukrainian

Communist Party had to restrain the zealots. Yet it still continued to advocate

repression of the enemies of the party and the governnlent. 32

By all indications,

Ukraine was hit hardest by this wave ()f repression: by far the largest numbers

of uspies\" were arrested in Ukraine in 1935. 3 ] Within Ukraine 1 the Donbas

was subjected to the most intense crackdown: as of 1 December J935, in con-

nection with the verification campaign of party doc.uments, 560 in Donets'tk)

261urii Feofanov,
U

'My dumali., chto tak nado . . .. ,\"\037' Nedelia, 1988,. no. 4'. pp. I J and 13\037

demonstrates this point weH. It is based on an interview with A. N. Safonova. whose husband I.
N. Sn1imov was implicated in the Zinov'ev-Kamenev tria1 in 1936 and \\\\'as executed.

21RTsKhIDNI. f. 17.oP. '21 t d. 5195.. I. 12', Some cases \\\\-'ere reponed in the press. See SOI-
J;aliSlichl\"skii Donblls.f, 20. 26. and 29 January\037 2, 21, and 27 February 1935..etc. lu. I Shapova1.

llkrailla 2o-kh-50-kh mki\\p: slorillky lle,u1pi.5t1ItO; ;Jlorii (Kiev., 1993), pp. 181-82, shows lhat the
attack on the

\037\037coul1terrevolutionary
work'\" of the remnants of nationalists and

Trol\037kyites began in

the autumn of 1934.
2\037RTsKhIDNt ( '7,oP. 21, d. 5195. I. 123.
19DADO\037 f. ]26p.. op. I, spr. 304, ark. 49-50 and

129\037 t\037
26p\" op. I, spr. 226a\037 and [ 424P, op.

t a 1 spr. 183, ark. 21.

]c.>Robert Conquesr, The Great Terror: A Reassessment' (.Oxford University Press t 1990), pp.
76--7 f t

3 C
See RTsKh IDNL f. 17, op. 2. d. 56 L L ,61.

3 2
Valerii Vasil\"ev,

h
30 -e gooy na Ukraine t

\"

K01t,nnU1;st, 1990. no. 17. p. 79.
3\037

RTsKhIDNI, (. 17, op. I 20. d. 181, 1. 251.

-)))
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ol}/ast
t

.. 408 in Dnipropetrovs'k ()IJ/lISt', 350 in Kharkiv ob/ast', and 264 in
Kiev oIJlas!' were arrested by the NKVD as \"spies,\" \"T'rotskyites,'\" Unational-

ists t

\"

Hfascists and terrorists,,\" and the Iike. 34
In the process, party membership

in the Donbas wa\037 halved betwecn 1933 and 1936 (from I 66,Q()() to 83,000).35

Particularly revealing of the war factor was the repression of ethnic mi-

norities as potential fifth columns. Ukraine was the most vulnerable. Even
before the Kirov incident, Ukrainian officials expressed much fear that money

and other forms of aid fron}
Germany

to ethnic Germans, begun at the time

of the famine crisis,. were in fact an \"open fascist canlpaign.\"3
6

Eight days
after the Kirov murder, on 9 December 1934, the Ukrainian Communist Party
Politbuf'O, in response to a circular of the Central Committee of the party in

Moscow.. sent a special secret telegram to the ()bla.fit 's, ordering an elaborate re-

view of 'German and Polish districts in Ukraine, threatening deportation abroad

or to renl0te areas of the country for Hthe slightest attempts at anti-Soviet ac-

tivity or propaganda.\" Eight days later another telegram followe.d
declaring

a

purge of Uanti-Soviet elelnents'\" from the b()rder nlilitary zones. 37

Throughout

1935 tens of thousands of people \"disloya] to the Soviet
government,\037' par-

ticularly ethnic Poles and Germans, were deported fronl the western border

areas.]8 hIn 1935 there was a conlplete break in contacts between the Soviet

Germans and the outside worldo\"'39 In April 1936 a secret order on the de-

portation of ethnic Poles in Ukraine followed. 40

Repression
in the west was

nlatched by repression in the east against ethnic Koreans and Chinese accused

of being Japanese spies.
41

After the Kirov murder 1l1any foreign political refugees were considered)

34 1 hid. \037f. J 7, 0 p. I 2 0 \037d. 8 4 \037I. I. See a r so ibid. \037d. I 8 I \037I. 73.

35 Sotsillli.Hiche.ftkii J)OI1\"llJJ\037 9 October 1936.

:l\" Na{sional\",,; ,'idnos)-'Il)1 l\037 llkra;n; II XX 51. Zbir,,\037\037k dokunJe1ltiv ; I1l11lerillli\\' (K iev, 1994)\037r . P

pp. 2' 2-16. HAs early as J 934, as a result of the Nazis cOining to power in Gernlany, the Central

Conlmiltcc of the Conlrnunist Panv decided to have full and accurate data Collel:led on aU Germans
...

\\\\rorking in industry and in adnlinistrativc bodies. and to \037ee to ][ that this survey should not he

puhlicly known.'\037 According to one who collected data. already at the end of J 9J4.. the party Hhad

before ir the most precise data on the nUlllners and occupations of all the Gennans living in the

lfSSR. A 11 Ihe secret service work and rcpreSStons carried out later \037rcre guided by the data \\\\-'e

collected and arranged.\037. Illgeborg Fleischhauer and Benjanlin Pinkus. The So\\'jet (;erlnaIlJ: }JllJt

and PreJClIl (New York. 1986 )\037pp. 34 and 91.

J7TsDAI'IO\037 f. I.Op. 16. spr.
I I, ark. 294-q5 and 323.

JR
Ibid.\037 spr. T 2.

J9Fleischhauer and Pinkus, So\\';e( Ger\"l(\"lS\037 p. 6\037,.

4\302\260M. F. Buhai. UDeportatsii nasclennia l Ukrainy (30-5()\037ti roky),\" lJkrl1illJ \302\260ky;;Jlol\037,,{'hllyi zhur-

Ital. 19(}O, 110. 10, p. 34. As many as 35\037820 ethnic Poles were deported according to this order.

V. I. Paliicnko, uNezakonni represii proty porskoho naselennia v Ukraini lJ 2o-]o-kh rnki.lkh\037\037' Za

II,;zhnatsional'flll z/a/rodu 1,,-oly shovilliz,,,u la ek5trcl1l;ZI1JlI (Kiev\037 1995 t p. 82\037 and Ihor Vyn-

nychenko, Ukra;II11 192()--ly8o-kh.+ deror'l1tsi;\037 :..a.v;lall/l;ll, \\rys/alllli\302\243l (Kiev\037 1994)\037 pp. 39 and

106-7.
4 1

RTsKhlDNI. f. 17\037 op. 2. d. 561, II. 129 and 153.)))
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tantamount to enemies. Several hundred Polish refugees, both Communists

and non-Communists\037 were arrested in Ukraine between December 1934 and

1936.42
The Donbas hosted many such refugees and was hard hit by anti-

Polish and anti-German repression. They were repressed as uspies\" and \"fas-

cist agents.\"4J From ]ate 1934 to 1936 numerous German Ucounterrevolution-

ary\" organizations were liquidated by the Donbas NKVD, including \"Pro,log,\"

URenegaty..'\" \"Filial.\" USegmen\037'\" \"Redaktor,\" uPereplet,\" \"Az1ovtsy,\" \"Kol'tso,\"

HPochtamt.,'. and uZheleznyi krest\"44

From December 1934 onward, at Polish schools and institutes instruction

in Polish was restricted or abolished.45
The Greek schools in the Donbas were

subjected to the saIne fate in 1936.46

Ethnic Ukrainians were far from immune to political repression. Within

two weeks of the Kirov murder, thirty-seven Ukrainians were trie.d in Kiev

as belonging to the Ukrainian White Guard terrorist Center. Twenty-three of

the defendants were
\"widely

known writers, cultura1 and social workers\" (in-

cluding the \"young deaf-and-dumb
poet\"

A. F. Vlyzko). Seven were Galicians

\"who had come to live in the Soviet Ukraine.\" Twenty-seven of the defen-

dants, many of whom had never traveled abroad.. were sentenced to be shot

and executed for having crossed the border into Soviet Ukraine from Poland

and Rumania with the \"intention\" of organizing terrorist acts.
47 Members of

the former Ukrainian association of Orientalists were repressed en masse as

Japanese spies.
48 Ukrainians from Galicia (then under Polish rule) became as

suspect
as ethnic Poles and Germans. 49 In the spring of 1935 seventeen former

members of the Ukrainian Left Socialist Revolutionaries (partiia borot'bistiv)
were arrested for

underground counterrevo]utionary activities (including po-)

421storicheJkii arkhir, 1992\037 no. I, pp. 114-17. In December 1935. Postyshev, then the

Ukrainian party leader, contended categorically that 90% of the so-called
political emigrants were

Polish agents. RTsKhIDNI, [ 17, op. 2. d. 561. I. 162.

43TsDAHO, f. L op\037 I, spr\037 469\037 ark. 126, and RTsKhIDNI, f. 17\037, op. 120\" d. 181 ,1 II. 85-86

and I 20-22,

44 \\'echernii DOllet..ti/(.. 23 February 1990.

45TsDAHO, ( I\" op. 16, spr\037 12\037 ark. 278, 3\302\2604..
and ]1). See also Shapoval, Ukra;1ta, pp.

160-61.

4 6
Greki Ukra;ny: is/orUa ,. Lf;Ol\037,.e/1JennOL')t' (Donetsk, 199 I ), p. 22.

47
Hryhory Kostiuk\037 Stalinist Rille ill the Ukraine: A Stud.v of the Decade of Ma.\\'.,f T\037rr(}r ( 19 2 9-

39) (Ne\\v York, 1960), pp. 98-101, and ShapovaL Ukra;lla\037 pp. 152-60. Repression against
pronlinent Ukrainian writers continued into 1935 and 1936. B. D. Antonenko-Davydovych. for

example, was arrested in January 1935, was se,ntenced to ten years ;n September 1935\" for al\037

legedly participating in a counterrevolutionary organization. TsDAlIO, f. It op. 23, spr. 699, ark.
6. For other cases, for example, the ulerrorist Group of Professor Zerov\" trial in January 1936,

see Kostiuk, Stalin;.';! Rule, pp. tot -2.
4 H

lu. I Shapovat Liudyna i .'(v.r;fenlil. Shlrykhy do
por/ref\" toflilita,.\"o; dohy \037.'Ukraini (Kiev..

1994)\037 pp. 31- 3 2\037 The association was abolished earlier (in 1933).
49See , forexanlple, RTsKhlDNl, f. 17,oP. 12o.d. 181, J. 74, andop. l.d. 561\" 1. 162.)))
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litical terrorism and organizing Ukrainian nationalists).5
0 Some Communist

Party members were arreste.d as Ukrainian nationalists. In the Donbas mines\"

workers were arrested for realiing Ukrainian nationalist literature (by Vynny-

chenko\037 Kulish) and for hanging the 1ate Skrypnyk's portrait in the dormitory.

Some in Kadiivka were repressed for protesting against use of Russian in meet-

ings and for allegedly contending that uUkraine is under
fRussianJ yoke.\1

'The former oppositionists and ethnic minorities we.re relalively easy to

identify
and isolate as putative enenlies. It was far more difficul\037 as Stalin,

Yyshinskii, and others had nlaintained since 1933, to uncover so-called hid-
den and masked enemies. Stalin took advantage of the Kirov murder to extend

an intensive enemy hunt to every comer of the country. Even before the Kirov

murder the secret police closely watched those whom it deenled politically

suspect After the Leningrad incident enemy hunters, particularly those in the

secret police, zealously pursued enemies. The whole operation threatened to

develop
into mass terror: the nlore closely they watched society, the more hid-

den enemies seemed to appear.

The police painstakingly recorded nunlerous Hcounterrevolutionary\" re-
marks\" songs,

and leaflets in the Donbas as elsewhere. 52
If one were tl) believe

thCll1\" one would be ternpted to conclude\" as some NKVD vigilantes did\037 that

\"enenlies'\" were ubiquitous.

This would be, however, a dangerous short circuit in
logic\037 Certainly, there

\"\"ere occasional explosions of emotion or slips of tongue. But for the most

part people had learned to keep silent and not uttcr dangerous remarks. All

the more so, rea] eneJnies of the Soviet
government, cognizant of the dan-

ger, tended to lie quiet, and that was why Stalin and others maintained that

these hidden enenlies were particularly dangerous\037
The secret police was thus

force.d to take extraordinary nleasures to unearth \"enemies.\" In fac\037 many

case documents in the former State Security Committee (KGB) archives in the

Donbas show that the vast majority of the charges brought against alleged en-

emies were fabricated by enerny hunters and secret police provocateurs
and

informers who knew exactly what remarks and views would reflect the dreams

and fantasies of hidden enemies. These were the people Wh(l spoke for the

ilnagined enelnies: in case after case, there is no evidence but second- arld

third-hand run10r or confessions extracted under duress. 53)

\037()Shap()vaL lJkrailla\037 ch. ](). anti Kosriuk. Stalin;L,;t Rille, PP9 102-3-

51 DAD(). f. 4 24p. op\037
I a. spr. 18], ark. 23 and 27. For other cases. see, for exanlple. ibid.. ark.

37\0373R\037
and SOlsillli.fficheskii DonbasJ'. 4 February 1935.

5 2
S ee , forcxanlple. Smo1ensk in Merl Fainsod. S1110lensK llllderSov;rl Rille (I-Iarvard University

Press. 195\037)i p\037 422, and Sheila fLitzpalrick. Stalin's Peasants: R(\037Jis((lllce (Ind Survi\\'oJ ;11 the

RlI.\\'Jiall \\t7/laRl! after Co/lectivi:atio1l (Oxford University Press, 1994). pp. 29 1 -<)2. See the case

of Red Anny soldiers\037 in B. A. Viktorov, Bez gr(fa Usekretflo.\" Ztlpi.\\'ki l'Oe1fllogo prokllrora

(Moscow. 1(90), p. 201 \037

5.1) base this conclusion on nUlnerous files I consulted in the fom1er KGB archives in Doncts'k)))
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Numerous \"dangerous'\" popular reactions to the Kirov nlurder were re-

ported by
the secret police. It is impossible to ascertain whether the alleged

enemies were actually responsible for them or whether the police and inform-

ers had fabricated them. Soon after the assassination, a KOlTISOn101 nan1ed

Dobyt'ko in the Donbas was arrested
by

the secret police for stating that \"Kirov

was killed; it's not enough, Stalin had to be killed\" [Ubi I; Kiro\\,'a, etogo I',ll/0.

nado lJvlo ubi'. Sralina).54 A Luhans'k worker named Nesmachnyi was sim-

ilarly apprehended for a conversation with his fellow workers in which he al-

legedly
said: \"Kirov was killed. It\037s a pil'y that Stalin wasn't [Ubili Kiro\\,'a,

Zhlllkl} elltl) ne Stll[illa].\"55 Colliers at the Horlivka mine were accused of

singing Hcounterrevolutionary songs\" to the effect that \"Kirov was killed -

food rationing was ab,olished; if Stalin is killed -
people will begin to live\"

[Kirova ubili -
khlebl1.,ve knizhki otln.eI1ili, Stalilla ub ';ut - \"larodJ' zazhivut].5

6

Reaction among the Donbas youngsters set a particularly uneasy tone,

according to the secret police. The Kirov incident prompted verbal attacks

against the party leadership, direct criticism of Soviet policies, an,d sharp man-

ifestations of anti-Semitism, Ukrainian nationalism, and hooliganism. Scho,ol-

children in StaJino would converse among themselves: \"Now it's Stalin's turn\037

soon Stalin wi)) be no more\" [Seicll{IS ochered' 211 Sta!il')\"\"_ .sk()IV Stalilla lle

lJudelj. One boy, whose father had been expelled from the party, was said to

have remarked gloatingly of the Kirov murder: \"He deserve.d iC\037 [Tak elll.U ;

lluzhfl(}l. A certain Petrenko.. a seventh grader of School 49 in Stalino and son

(]f a Red partisan, during a discussion on the abolition of food rationing, was

accused of saying, UFood rationing was ab()lished because
they

were scared

after the. Kirov murder; all the sanle the workers are eating rotten bread.'\037 Pe-

trenko was further accused ()f claiming during class, HO Uf policemen are worse

than fascis.ts; they beat and n10ck workers.
put

them in labor camps and torture

them.\" Petrenko, according to the se.cret
police,

was a terrorist who declared

that Nikolaev (Kirov's assassin) was a hero and that he himself would like to

go to Moscow and do the same.
S ? The police carefully recorded even inno-

cent remarks by schoolchildren in Horlivka such as \"The more leaders were

killed.. the less schoolwork we would have to d{).n KOlnsomol members at the

Artem Mine in Horlivka were said
by

the police to have entertained themselves

by discussing how lhey would kill Stalin if they were dispatche.d to Moscow.

S()me cautioned that even if Stalin were killed\037 it would be all the same be-
cause Kaganovich would take over.

58 The Donbas secret p(Jlice also reported)

and Luhans'k.

54DADO\037 f. 326p. up. I, spr. 304\037 ark. 34.

55Ibid,\037 ark. 37.

5hlbid., ark. 20.
57

1 bid. \037f. 414p. op. I a, \037pr.
18 J, ark. 5-8.

5R

Ibid., ark. J 0-1 I and 14\037)))
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incre.asing numbers of attacks against Jews, Russians, and Tartars by Ukrainian

children. Some in Horlivka circulated a poetn for
\"be.ating

of Yids, B,olsheviks,

and Cotnnlunists.\"59

Jokes and anecdotes became ever more dangerous. Young
collective farm-

ers in Rivne in the Donhas who had organized a drinking group.
would sing

while drinking:

Lenin rides a sheep
With an onion in his pocket

And tempts [people] with herring
To fulfill the five-year plan.

60

The group was indicted as a counterrevolutionary group. In another case, M.

A. 'Grebtsov, a party member since ]928 and director of a mine
supply depart-

men\037 was accused of telling the following riddle while under the influence

of alcoh()I: \"What is the difference between Jesus Christ and Stalin?\" When
no one responded, Grebtsov is said to have replied: \"Jesus Christ rode on a

donkey
and fed him, but Conlrade Stalin rides on everyone and feeds no one.\"

Grebtsov attributed the joke to sOlneone else, but he was given three years.
61

Even a slight manifestation of doubt about the body politic came to consti-
tute state crime. In January 1936 eighteen youths (many of whom were miners)
in Luhans'k were arrested for ()rganizing a \"counterrevolutionary economic

union of vanguard youth
n

and advocating the creation of a new party. The al-

leged leader of the group, V. A. Anokhin, in fact wanted to create a mutual-help
group. AIDong

the confiscated pe.rsonal material were found diaries, notes, and

poenlS, which the secret police contended showed that Anokhin and others en-

tertained some doubt about the way the country was being governed. Anokhin\037

f()r example, wrote to his friend: \"One has to look life directly in the face.

Basia, I don't understand why you are afraid of depicting life
realistically

in

art . . . certainly] understand that to show real Jife is nlore difficult than to create

a fairy tale about white steer.\" Fortunately for the defendants, it was still early

1936. Many of them
fought

back at the trial\" denied charges of anti-Soviet

propaganda, and some even resorted to hunger strikes. Others broke d()wn and

pleaded guilty. They were given tenns of between two and seven years. The

defendants were rehabilitated in 1959 except for P. F. Shirokov who.. during

the war\037 collaborated with lhe Gennans.
62

Shirokov's case is instructive. Apologists for state terror contend that te.r-)

5Qlbid.t f. 326p, op. L spr. 3\302\2604. ark. 2. and f. 424p. up. I a, spr. 18 3. ark. 4-13.

()('DALO, [ 3747. op. 3. spr. 3-r. Onion and herring synlbolized poor consun1ptinn. The

living and working conditions in the Donhas were so poor that Spanish socialist nliners who fled

prosecution and erlligrated to the usocialist motherlantf. in 19.35 had ahnost \",'ilhoUl excepLion
rctunled horllC

by 1936. See I.uoriclreskii arkl,ilr\037 t 99 0 t no. 2'1 pp. 133\03741.

61
DAD\"O.. f. 26p__ op. I, spr. 226a.

b1AUSBULO, no. 7027-r.9 vols.)))
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ror was justified because pe,ople like Shirokov (who was relea\037ed either by
the

Soviet government before the war or by the Germans during the war) were

dangerous to state security and that indeed Shirokov. for example,
did betray

the country during the war. If anything, according to the apologists,
terror

should have been severer so as to eliminate any possibility of
betrayal. Jagoda,

the secret police chief, contended at the time: \"History dictates to us [the task

of] deciding whom to isolate rather than whom to release:\03763 One may counter,

however, that it was the terror that embittered people like Shirokov and turned

then1 into traitors. The question of 10yalty was still hypothetical in the mid-

1930s\037 but the state had every reason to fear unknown numbers of embittered

people.
One wou]d run the risk of underestimating human emotion by assum-

ing that th,e millions of people who were terrorized by the state entertained no
bitlerness toward it.

It is likely that some of the allegations were indeed true. After the Kirov

murder, five wagonloads of Donbas miners were arrested and deported.. Their
crime was remarks critical of Stalin and his governmen4 including \"Stalin

slaughters people
without a knife\"; \"Pity Kirov. Maybe there are mistakes

in our policy, so
they

have begun to kill off our leaders.\" The writer Ivan
Uksusov who met these miners in prison has suggested that these were sincere
remarks. 64

Baptists
in the Donbas, according to a '935 police repo\037 engaged

in counterrevolutionary agitation among the workers: \"Hitler was placed in

power by God, and God helps him\037\"65 Some Donbas residents were arrested

in 1935 for praising Hitler and expressing that in case of war with Germany

they would fight for the defeat of the Soviet Union.
66 In Luhans'k leaflets were

dropped in 1935 openly calling
for the overthrow ,of \"slavery.,,6

7 Terror against
innocent people in the wake of the Kirov murder added to the bitterness of the

Donbas population and disquieted party officials. 68

The three good years did not save the industria) managers and engineers
from the enemy hunters. There were considerable numbers of former opposi-
tionists, nobles, tsarist or White officers, and others of suspect origins working
in the Donbas as managers and in other capacities for industria1 de.velopment

69)

6JS ee Ivan Uksusov,
u

s 8-ia staC ia za 58 knig s avtografami;' LiteratlJr7laia gazela. 16 Nove.m-

ber J 988.

64 L I. Ukslisov. uPos1e molchaniia;' Sovelskii sllaklrter.. 19R9, no. II, p. 10. See also Hryhorii
Kostiuk. ZUJtrichi ; pro.fhchllll11;a. Spolzady. Knyha per.5ha (Edmonton, Canada, 1987)\037 pp. 538-

39 and 546-47.
h5 DA DO. f. 326p. op. I.. spr. 304. ark. 144\037

6ft
Ibid., f. 26p. op. I, d. 2 \"26a+

(,7Ibid+, [ 424P\037 op. I a, spr. I R 3, ark. 2-3.
68S

+ \302\267

b

.

d f 6
'

ee reports In I, I \", . 32 p.. op. I, spr. 304.. ark\037 7-8. A Krasno1uch mine manager Khlevovoi
killed hinlself after dozens of his subordinates were arrested and he feared for more of his workers.

Ibid.\037 ark. 16.

(,QFor s\0371tistical data.. see Oleg Khlevniuk. 1937-;: Stalin, NKVD ; sovel.rkoe ob.dJclJestvo)))
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These people, like any other former oppositionists, were particularly vulner-
able. During the famin,e crisis the party card barely saved them from the re-

pressive
hand of Moscow, but after the Kirov murder the party card lost all

it\037.\":,

function as a special indulgence or privilege.
.'.'

Even before the Kirov murder, the managers were in a precario.us position.
In.dustrial accidents created much suspicion against the managers and engi-
neers. In 1933. according Lo official statistics, 239 managers and engineers in
the Donbas collieries were sentenced 10 various terms of imprisonment and

forced labor for infringement of industrial safety rules, but the number in-

creased to 45 1 in 1934, decreased to 373 in 1935, and then rose to 459 in

1936.70 Some incidents were declared to be acts of diversion and wrecking,
and the defendants were charged as terrorists.?) Yet many managers skillfully
shifted Ihe

responsibility
to the middle and lower managerial personnel. More

than half of the convicted were such pe()ple.
72 This situation gave rise easily

to the suspicion that many innocent people were being convicted while many

guilty enemies were at large.
73 The question naturally arose as to who the real

enemy was.
The famous Stakhanovite movement launched in 1935 complicated this

question. After
th\037

famine crisis, the two main industries - coal and steel -

in the Donbas saw a s\037eady incr,ease. Yet the coal industry still experienced
periodic slufnps

for seasonal and other reasons and remained a bottleneck
and a source of irritation for Moscow. Not satisfied with the performance in

good years, Ordzhonikidze\037 the commissar of heavy industry, used the famous

record-breaking exploit by the Donbas collier, Aleksei Stakhanov. for a break-

through. The nonn-busting m()Venlent soon spread to all industry. One
impor-

tant implication of this assaull against the old norm of management and labor

was a renewal of industrial cadres. 74
This method of breaking ground was

enlployed, for example, for the rapid industrialization drive in the late 19205.)

(Moscow. 1992), pp. 116-17.

7\302\260GARF, f. 9474\037 op. I\" d. 114\037 I. 56.
7' See, for

example\037 RTsKhlDNL [ 17, 'Op. 12(\\ d. I R I,lL 2-3.
7 2

GARF. f. 9474. op. I, d\037 114, I. 54. There were dozens of workers as well who were

convicted for industrial accidents.
73

Ibid+\037 L 46.

74Fnr a very good treatment of the SiL1khanovitc movenlcnl. see O. V. Khlevniuk, Stalin ;

Ordzhnnikil/z.e. Konjfikty
v Politburo t' 3 o -e Rody (Moscow, 1993)\037 pp. 55-66. For more de-

tailed discussion, see Lewis I-I. Sieg-elbaum, S/{IkhalJo\\,;J'\" and the Politics
(\037f Pr(}d\"ct;1'i\037\\' in Ihe

USSR\037 /935-1941 (Cambridge University Press, 1988)\037
Robert Majer\037 Die StU('hll1Jo\\,.Bev.rgun8

J 935 -193 8 . Der Slllchanolt;Snlltj' als lragendcs lirlll verschiirfende.r MO\"Il'1l1 der Stalill;J;erUn8

der SouietiJche1J Ge.\\'ellsclll\037ft (Sluuga\037 1990); Gabor T. Rinersporn. uHeros du travai1 et com-
mandants de la production. La caillpagne sL.1khanoviste et les strategies fractionelles en U.R.S.S

(1935-1936),'. RecherflztJs, nos. 32-33: Robert Thurston. UThe Stakhanovile Movement: TI1C

Background to the Great Terror in the Factories, 1935-19)8..\" in J. Arch Getty and Roberta T.

Manning, cds., SlalilliJI Terror: NeM,' Perspeclilles (Canlbridge University Press, 1993).)))
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The movement, however.. quickly turned into \"political pogroms\" against the

managerial cadres. 15

Ordzhonikidze and other industrial leaders use.d customarily harsh words

against those who
implicitly

or explicitly opposed the new movement They

did not intend a violent attack against their own men\" b,ut given the political

atmosphere of the time, such a turn of events was almost inevitable. Within a

month after Stakhanov '5 wi Id norm-breaking on 3 I August 1935, lhe press be-

gan to
report

cases of managerial cadres being removed from work and pros-
ecuted as saboleurs.76

On 26 September the Donets'k oblast' court held a

special session at Mine 29 in Makiivka and heard a case against the former
mine director Vishniakov and section director Fediaev. Five hundre.d workers

and housewives attended the session, The defendants were accused of de-

liberately and repeatedly disrupting the work of Stakhano,vite norm busters.

The court sentenced the defendants to seven years of imprisonment and exile

for their UcounteITevolutionary sabotage of the Stakhanovite method of work,\"

According to the
press,

the sentence was greeted with high approval by those

present. 77

If this episode from Makiivka is credible, workers' sentiment against their
bosses ran high. True, the managers and engineers feared that even though
the Stakhanovite norm

busting might set spectacular records and increase pro-
duction and productivity temporarily. concentration on record breaking would

affect the overall work of mines and factories adversely.
It was unavoidable

that workplace safety would suffer for the sake of
efficiency.

Such a claim

appeared to the industrial leaders as a classical example of managerial iner-

tia and, what was worse, managerial maneuvering to hide the real production
capacity

of mines and factories to keep productio'n targets 10\\\\'. The impatient

political leaders presented this claim as counterrevolutionary sabotage. Yet not

all workers supporte,d the new productivity campaign. Apart from the ambi-
tious who wanted to profit from it and those who genuinely hoped to

improve

productivity, many workers soon found that the movement did not
ne.cessarily

improve
their work or life. They feared that the movement would increase

their
output quotas and reduce their earnings. There was a host of other rea-

sons as well for resenting yet another campaign. In the Donb,as, leaflets at-

tacking the movement as a ne.w form of exploitation were
dropped.

78
Some

resisted the movement with physical violence against the Stakhanovite.s,79The
Stakhanovite 1110venlcnt gave rise to sharp tension in the workplace.)

75This expression comes from Kh1'evniuk\037 StalifZ ; Ord:.honikidze. p. 58.

7 6 Z a indllJlrililizatriill, 21 and 23 September 1935.

77 So tJ;alis t;c1Jeskii DOllbaJJ, 28 September 1935.
7 8

RTsKhIDNI, f. 17.. op. t 20 t d. 27 2\037 II. 14-16.

79Siege1baum. Slakha1Z0\\\037iJ\"', ch. 5\037 and Donald Filtzer t Soviet \037Vorkers and Stalinist J\"du.rtr;-

ali:'lllion: The FOf711ation of Modem Soviet P,.oduction Relat;ol1s J 1928-1941 (New York\037 r986)\037

pp. 200--5.)))
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Thus, the Stakhanovite movement made enemies of both managerial cadres

and rank-and-file workers. The forlner were the more
pronlinent

victims of the

enemy hunt Outspoken workers., whose harsh attacks led to the downfall of

their bosses,8o were prolTIoted to positions of
resp()nsibility. By the beginning

of 1936, ]56 cadres (including 26 mine directo,rs and 23 chief engineers) were

removed from the Donbas c()al-minin,g industry. In turn, 300 Stakhanovites
were promoted to

positions
of re.sponsibility.81 How many more were renloved

in 1936 is unknown. According to one statistic, more than 1,000 managerial
and engineering personnel were prosecuted and\037 of thelTI, more than 500 were

convicted. 82 Whatever tile case, the impact of the witch-hunt was already evi-

de.nt. The party and the highesl managerial
1eaders in the Donbas made numer-

ous groundless accusatjons aga.inst a]most all commanders of
production.

8 ] As

a result, an inlpression was created that the Donbas managers were all sabo-
teurs. 84

For the Donbas leaders, there was no other choice, however: the first

secretary
of the Donets'k Oblast' party committee, S. A. Sarkjsov, was be-

ing pressed by the Ukrainian NKVD chief V. A Balits'kyi to find \",'recking

activities (vredile!\"stvo), a more serious charge than sabotage, among the nlan-

agerial cadres. Sarkisov defended then1 by insisting that there was sabolage

but no wrecking. 85

The managers had It) 3{lapt to new facts of life: they accepted, at least su-

perficially, the Stakhanovite Illovement rather than face criminal charges. The
serious

charges
of treason and espionage were as yet rare before the sum-

mer of 1936. Yet the nighlnlare soon began. Impressive production records

were transitory, and the overall organization of work was undermined by the

flashy Stakhanovite movement. This in turn opened the
managers

lo charges

of wrecking. Once, when some colliers complained to Stalin that their mine

failed to provide a bath for them (and by implication to create favorable w,ork-

ing conditions), Stalin declared: \"The boss is an enemy of the pel)ple.t't

86)

The Bacchan,alia or Terror)

\"GeI1ghis Khan killed many people, saying, 4The deaths of the conquered are'
I

necessary for the conquerors\" peace of mind\" [S/nert
t

IJobezlldellll.vkh IUtzhllll I,)

\037OSee my hSoviet Menl0irs as a Historical Source.\037' in Sheila Fitzpatrick and Lynne Violet. ed\037.\037

'

A Researcher's Guide 10 SOllf1:es on Sopiet Social His/ory in the /930S (Annonk, N. Y.. 1990). The

Stakhanovites \\\\o'ere praised for their role. Se.'e, for example, Zn ;l1dustrioliz.ats;ilt.. I April 193(1.

81
Pen\037.\"i

1/.w:,do1Jetskii Jlet st(lklul\"('\\'I.'ie'\\'-\"lll.\037'erOv IIglia. 7- J 0 ia,u'Q,.;a 1936 gOl!ll, Stali\"o.

Stell. o/chef (Kiev.. 1936), pp. 59-60, and Nikolai Troian,
U

\037My pokoriaem vrelnia. . . .
'

Stakhanovskoe dvizhcnie: \\'zgliad s poroga 9o-kht\" Donbas.. 1990, no. L p. 72.

H1RTsKhlDNL f. 17.oP.. 2 L d. 46XJ, I. 20.

R3Note a speech by the director of St.a]ino Coal.. A. Khachatur\"iants in 2\302\2431hulustriali:.arsi;u.. 28

June 1936.
K\037

(hid.. 8
M\037ty 193 6 .

R5RTsKhIDNI, f. '7, op. 21\037 d. 5196, J. 290.
86 510 .'torok besed s Molol(}'''y\",\037 p. 295.)))
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dlia spokoistviia pobeditelei). Stalin underlined this phrase while reading a

book on Russian
history.87

One is.tempted to read here Stalin's rationale for the

Great Terror. Indeed\037 it appeared that Stalin had conquered the whole nation

and now was ready for the coup de grace.

The terror of 1936---38 is generally known as the Great Terror.
88

The ter-

ror is also referred to as Ezhov\"s time (Ezhovsh.china), when the infamous

secret police chief N. I. Ezhov nlanaged the terror operation. In September

1936 Ezhov was installed by Stalin's fiat and was remove,d in November 193 8 .

Ezhov was arrested in
April 1939 and was executed in February 194 0 .89

In

urging the Politburo to accept Ezhov's appointment Stalin had contended that

Yagoda [Jagoda] has definitely proven himself to be incapable of unmask-

ing
the Trotskyite...Zinovievite bloc. The OGPU is four years behind in this

matter. This is noted by all Party workers and by the majority of the
repre...

sentatives of the NKVD.90)

It was not that Ezhov's
prede\037essor Iagoda

refrained from terror, as is shown

in the previous section of the
present chapter. In March 1936 Iagoda even pro-

posed to Stalin that all Trotskyites, convicted of terrorism, be executed. In May
his proposal was realized

by
a Politburo decision. 91 It was during his tenure

that the first Moscow trial was he]d in August 1936 and Zinov'ev, Kamenev,
and other prominent fonncr

oppositionists
were executed immediately there-

afte.f. Yet, in the SUlnmer of 1936 when
Jagoda

was presented with confessions

from fOflner Trotskyites, clearly exacted by torture. .asserting
the existence of

a \"Trotskyite-Zinovievite bloc,\" lagoda did not believe it: it was, in his words,
\"rubbish,'\037 \"nonsense,\037' \"impossible.\"9

2
Hence Jagoda's relnovaJ. He was im-

plicated later in the 1938 Bukharin trial and was executed.

Even before the appointmenL Ezhov, in his capacity as chair of the Party
Control Commission\037 was deeply involved in the persecution of former oppo-
sitionists. In the summer of 1936 Ezhov drafted a secret circular in which he

explicitly held a \"Trotskyite-Zinovievite bloc\"
responsible

for the Kirov mur-

der. Stalin edited his draft, adding, for
example,

that the bloc aimed at kj]ling
Stalin. Voroshilov, Kaganovich, and others. The confidential circular, sent in)

870. Volobuev and S. Kuleshov, Ochishchenie. /storiia i perestroika. PlIblils;sticIJe..fkie zatt,erki

(Moscow, 1989). p. 146.

8SThere is a substantial 1iterature on the subject For the Jatest Western literature, see Getty
and Manning, eds., Sta!ini.51 Terror. For a critique. of thjs book\037 see O. Khtevniuk.. uUprav1enie

gosudarstvennym terrorom\037\" S,y)bodna;a \",}'sl'. 1994, nos. 7- 8 \" pp. f 2)-27.

89/z\\-'e.ftiia TsK KPSS, 1990, no. 7; p. 94, and ISlor;cheskii 'a,.khiv.. 199 2 . no. I, pp.
12 3-3 1 .

9OConquest.. Great Terror, p. 138, and Slalinskoe Polirbiu,v ,.
30\037e \037ody. ShOl1,ik doku17zenlov

(Moscow, 1995), pp. 149-50. The OGPU had been reorganized into (he NKYD in 1934. Probably
Stalin meant

by
\"four years behind'. the 1932 Riutin affair (see Chapter 5).

9 r

Reabilitat.'iiia, pp. 216-17.
9 2

Ibid., p. T 79. See also Getly, Origins, pp. 121-22 and
245-46.)))
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late July 1936, explicitly alleged a conspiracy by the bloc and foreign spies and

hirelings. 93
Ezhov became Stalin's executioner.

In the view of Ezhov and Stalin.. eve.n
formerly

close comrades of Lenin

were heinous criminals who were willing to sell the country and its people
to foreign powers for the sake of their own political aims. Politica1 terrorism

and foreign espionage were the leitmotif of the Great Terror\037 Its victims were

almost invariably branded as uenemies of the
people.\"

The class-neutral \"en-

enlY of the people
H

was a perfect construction to encompass all Uterrorists'n

and
\"spies,'\" regardless of their class backgrounds and ideological convictions.

In June 1937 Stalin conle.nded that Jitera))y everyone, even \"our own people,\"

needed to be examine.d as hidden enemies. In all spheres but one, according

to Stalin, the Soviet government had defeated the international bourgeoisie,

which, however, had beaten the Soviet government effortlessly
in the area of

intelligence operations. He therefore called for the strengthening of intelli-

gence.94
This was at a tillle when the secret police had already acquired

a

forlnidable reputation. In Stalin\"s view't if only 5 percent of the alleged ene-

rnies were indeed enemies, it was a big deal (eLft/i
J)udet IJra\\lda khotia b,v lla

50/0, to i eto kh/eb).95 According to Khrushchev, Stalin \"used to say that if a

report (de.nunciation] was len percent true, we should regard the entire report

as fact. \"9 6

In a1most no case was there hard evidence of terrorism and espionage by

the alleged enelnies of the people. TIle testimony of Molotov, who,. along with

Stalin\037 signed numerous execution orders, is instructive. For example, one of

the charges against the defendants al the sensationally reported Kemerovo trial
held in Novosibirsk in November 1936 was an assassination attempt against
Molotov who had earlier to,ured tIle Siberian coal-mining region. MoJotov

recalled in 1972 that it was difficult to believe in the attempt but that there

was talk and gossip to that effect 97 Molotov also noted that the fantastic se.lf-

indictll1ents of many of the defendants (such as Bukharin, Rykov, and Jagoda)
at the show trials were ridiculous:

they
continued to fight against the party

(i.e., Stalin) by making their confessions
appear

unbelievable.
98 Yet Stalin\"s

terror against the uenemies of the people,\" according to Molotov, was justified

for a fundamental reason: \"if only to hol(1 on to power\" [tul'ko l))\037
ul!erzhclt'

vias!' J .99)

93 Rea hi/itll tsiia , pp.
I R5\03786 and 196-2 10.

Q4
His speech on 2 June 1937 in IJtoch\"ik, 1994\037

no+ 3. p. 79.

9\037
Ibid., 1994t no. 3, p. 80. See also Reabililatsiia\037 p. 295.

9 6 Khrushchev ReI11en1hl\037rLf, tf. and ed. Strobe Talbotl introduction, commentary. and notes
by

Edward Crankshaw (Boston. 1970). p. 283.
975to sorok hesed J

MO!OfO\\\"Yln, p. 3\302\2602.

QR
Ibid.. p. 40 I. For the sanle view, see Feliks Chuev. 1'ak go\037)()ril Kagarlov;ch. Ispoved' stalin.

skngo l1f'ostola (Moscow. 1992 ). p. 74.

99SIO .W)!1Jk besed. p. 402.)))
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It was true that Stalin was fighting to retain power in an increasingly men-

acing international situation\037 As Adam Ulam has correctly pointed out.. the

advance of Hitler's armed forces into the Rhineland on 7 March 193 6 was a

critical event This move was a blatant violalion of the Versailles treaty and

gave
a clear signal t() the world that Hitler was bent on waging war in Europe.

It was this event that appears to have prompted Stalin and Ezhov to \"seek

out and uproot treason in a more systematic and wide-ranging way than hith-

erto\037\" \"It was foolish to inlagine,\" as Ulam has noted, \"that all those Zinovievs,

Bukharins\037 and Radeks might not secretly feel the same
way

now\" as Lenin

and others had toward the tsarist government during World War I. Ulam has

argued: \"There is strong circumstantial evidence that the idea of physicalliq-
uidation of all his intra-Party opponents germinated in Stalin's mind following
the Rhineland crisis.\"

100

Stalin shied away from nothing to retain power. To hold on to
power

and

to avert war for the time
being\"

he went so far as to conclude a nonaggression

treaty with his archenemy Hitler in 1939. Yet even before tha\037 in 1936-37,

at the height of his terror campaign against German and
Japanese spies, he

sent out a feeler to Germany for a possible rapprochement.
101

Simultaneously,

he tried to convince the party that former comrades of Lenin were Hitler's

hirelings. In an attempt to make his incredulous case more convincing, Stalin

declared that the alliance of Trotsky and Zinoviev with Hit]er showed that

\"there is nothing surprising in human life.\"fOl

Stalin appeared lo have been in nluch the same position as the Russian

tsars\037
According

to G. Dimitrov's notes on his conversations with Stalin in
November 1937, the Russian tsar did one good thing: the building and unit-

ing
of a huge state. Now the enemies of the people wished to se)) Ukraine to

Germany, Belarus to Poland, the Maritime Province to Japan, and the Don-

bas to France. Stalin declared that anyone who \"makes an attempt on the
unity of the socialist state by deed or by thought., yes. by thought too, will
be

destroyed mercilessJy.\"
,o 3

Any discussion of history related to terrorism
became an anathema. In 1937 Kaganovich attacked an article on the 1881 as-

II,
sassi nation of Alexander II as a signal to the terrorists, the

Trotskyites.. and

I Zinovievites.
104

Oimitrov\"s n'otes also suggest that Stalin intended to eliminate anyone con-)

1f)()
Adam B. lJlam\037 Stalin: The Mall ,and Hi..'; Era (New York\037 1973)\037 pp. 4 0 4-7.

101
Haslam. Tire So\\'iet Union and the

SlnlRgle for Collective Security\037 pp. 12 7- 28 .
\037o2His remark at the FebnJary-March 1937 plenum of the party Central Committee in Voprosy

;Jlorii\037 1992\037 nos. 4\0375, p. 3 6 .

IO\037 Anatolii L.atyshev, uRiadom so Stalinym 1

\"

S01.lersllenllo .'iekrelno\037 1990, no. 12, pp\037
J 8 and 19.

For the same speech by Stalin on R Novemher 1937, see also Tucker\" Stalin in Pou'er, pp. 482\03783.

Tucker't s analysis is based on a Uverbatrm record.\"

In4His renlark at the FebnJary-March 1937 Central Committee plenum in Voprosy istorii't 19921
no. I o\037 p. 34.)))
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nected to the \"enemy\" al1egedly bent on undoing his empire: \"We'll
destroy

any such enemy, be he an Old Bolshevik. We'll annihilate his c)an
[r()d.J't

his

fanlily. . . . For the complete destruction of all enelnies, themselves and their

clans.t\037IU5 Stalin used the term clan repeatedly in his speech. Surelyt the Great

Terror was a massive operation, entailing the repression of family.. friends, and

colleagues of alleged enemies.

In the Donbas, as elsewhere in the country, people were terrorized en

n13sse in 1936-38.. 'The pre-Ezhov repression
was extensive in the Donbas, as

has already been discussed. Yet Ezhov's appointment, according to the NKVD

chief in the Donbas V. T. Ivanov, created an entire revolution by resurrecting
the old traditions of the Cheka: \"Without waiting for advice, sanctions, and

directives, we smashed counterrevolution.\"I06 In June 1937 A. Ia. Vyshinskii,

the prosecutor general.. writing a series of articles in S()tsiQlistich.eL\037kii DOIl-

LJllSS, reminded Donbas residents of the 1928 Shakhty affair and reiterated his

theme of the difficulty of uncovering enelnies: HOf course, it's impossible to

recognize a spy by his appearance. In fact, it's altogether difficult to write some

kind of recipe valid for all, on how to
identify

the enelllY who is so cleverly
n13sked into the

bargain.\"

lo 1 If Lenin's closest colleagues proved \"enenlies,,\"

anyone could be an
enefny.

The Donbas political' elite were decimated by the Great Terror. Sarkisov\037

who had gov,erned the Donbas for several years, and his entourage were killed

in 1937. Sarkisov had had a confrontation with the Ukrainian NKVD hon-

cho Balits'kyi earlier, but he could not continue to stand finn because of a

blemish on his political past: he had been a Trotskyile. Therefore, on many

occasions he was publicly humiliated. By December 1936 he could no
I()nger

contend that there were saboteurs but no wreckers; now he was forced to ad-

mit that those he had earlie.r dismissed as saboteurs had proved to be Trotskyite

wreckers.
108

Still Sarkisov could not save his own life. In Apri1 '937 he was

removed from the party secretaryship and appointed director of Donbas Coal.

In July 1937 he and his associates were arrested almost wholesale as enemies

of the people and summarily executed. '09 Of the seventy-six full ob/ast' com-

mitte.e in May 1937, only six remained in June 1938.'10)

I05Latyshev,
URiadom so Stalinym,U p. 19. See a1so Tucker. Stalin in Po\302\273'er.

rObRTsKhIDNI. f. '7, op. 2). d. 5166, 1. 6\302\253). However, Ivanov, said to be an SR before the.

revolution, was arrested on I August 1937 and senlenced to be shot in July 1938. He had until

then managed the terror operation in the Donbas, but, like Jagoda, he was suspected of leniency
toward the former HTrotskyites\" in the Donbas. See Nashe

MYfJllle,
I (6) (1993'), pp. 82-85.

1\302\2601
Sot<-fia/iJt;('heskii Donbas.f, 27 June 1937.

roS RTsKhIDNL f. 17,oP. 2, d. 574, 1. 74.
rog For Sarkisov, see his file in RTsKhIDNI, f. 589,oP. ], d. 2042.
r

IOFor details, see my uStJJinist Terror in the Donbas: A Note,\" Sla\\,ic Revie}1/, 50: J (Spring

199 1 )\037 pp. 157-62.)))
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E. K. Pramnek, who succe,eded Sarkisov, lived in fear and desperation..
I .

In public he appeared belligerent At the September 1'937 plenum of the u-
krainian Communist Party Central Committee, he declared: \"Now for three

months we've been cleansing and cleansing
these \037loos' where the enemies

hid, still it's quite impossible to rake out this refuse.\"
I 12

In private, however,

according to the writer A. Av,deenko to whom Pramnek once intimated his dif-

ficulty\" he found it impossible to work: UWith whom to work? All the first

and second secretaries of the city and district committees have turned out to

be enemies of the people. Almost all melnbers of the bureaus Ilave been re-

pressed. The directors of enterprises have proved to be wreckers or
spie-s.

The

chief engineers, chief technicians, and even the chief doctors of some clinics
and hospitals are also from the ranks of sellIn..\". rJ

Pramnek was removed from

his post in March 1938 and was soon arrested. A Latvian, he was accused of

espionage for Latvia (then an independent country) and Germany. At trial he

pleaded not guilty, but was executed in July of the same year.'
14

The Komsomol was terrorized at least equally harshly. In 1937 almost all

members of the Ukrainian KOITIsomol Central Committee were arrested; the
leaders of all the oblast' organizations turned out to be \"enemies of the peo-
ple\"';

so were the secretaries of all large cities, including Stalino. Makiivka, an,d

Voroshylovhrad.
All Komsomol newspapers from Kiev down to the oblast's

turned out to be in lhe hands of \"enemies.\"'15 Clearly, the whole Komsomol

was annihilated in the Donbas\037
116

As a major industrial center, the Donbas was home to a
large

number of

prominent industrialists.. Many of them perished in the terror campaign. From

the summer and autumn of 1936 onward, the protection that Ordzhonikidze,
the commissar of heavy industry, and Donbas party leaders such as Sarkisov,
had given to the managers became ineffective\037

I 17
Ordzhonikidze suffered from

the enormous pressure caused by the avalanche of terror
against his men.. He

committed suicide in February 1937. The Donbas managers had been accused
of sabotaging the Stakhanovite movement since 1935. Yet the movement had
the side effect of aggravating on-the-job issues of life or death: the productivity)

III
A. Q. Avdeenko, Nakazanie bel.. pre.f)(upleniio (Mosc'ow, '991). pp. 182-83.

112TsDAHO, f. 1 tOp. I. spr. 539. ark. 40.
..]

Avdeenko, Nakazanie, p. 181. N. N. Blagoveshchenskii, a professor at the Medical Institute
in Stalino, was arrested for aliegedJy spreading epidemics by bacteriological methods in .order to

disorganize the. home front, weaken the
strength

of the country, and topple the government. See V.

F. Burnosov, \"Nekotorye strani tsy 1937 goda\037
Kak eto by lo,\037' No\\.rye .tJrallitsy ,\"' islar;; Donbassa.

Stat';, vol. 2 (Donets'k, 199 2), pp. 11(}-14\037

J
14S ee his file in RTsKhJDNI. f. 589. op. 3. d. 75 88 .

] 15
-

KTs hDMO, f. I, op. 23\037 d. 1237, I. I.
J

16For the terror against the Komsomol in Ukraine, see D. V+ Tabachnyk. V. A. Holoven'ko. and
O. A.

Korniievs'kyi\037
Chorni roky Komsomolu Ukrain)' (Kiev, 199 0).

Jl7For Ordzhonikidze, see Francesco Benvenuti, UA Stalinist Victim of Stalinism: .Sergo' Or-
dzhonikidze,n in Cooper, Perrie. and Rees, Soviet

H;\037\037tory.)))
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campaign did not allow the nlines and factories to pay enough attention to

workplace safety, which had not been commendable in the first place. This

was an emotionally charged
issue for everyone involved, particularly so in an

accident-prone industry like coal mining and metaJ)urgy. Enemy hunters made

every effort to present the accidents as wreckers' deeds.
Accidents were

frequent
in the Donbas. All accidental deaths were re-

ported to Mo,scow. Archival data show painful records. On 7 October 1936,
a gas explosion killed five in Donbas Anthracite. Ten days later another gas

explosion killed eleven colliers in Artem Coal. On 28 November, the collapse
of a shaft left five miners dead.

tl8
(About a year later, on 17 November 1937.

according
to reports received by Moscow, deaths by accidents appeared to be

ubiquitous in the Donbas. At one minet a collier was crushed by a mine cage.
At another, a 11liner was killed by a falling rock. At yet another, a worker was

run over and killed by a wagon. In Makiivka Coal, a worker was electrocuted.

In Artem Coal, a hewer was destroyed by a
falling

rock.
I

19) By early 1937,

the seemingly growing numbers of fatal accidents prompted Vyshinskii to re-

view all cases of those indicted in industrial accidents since] 934 for possible

enemy actions. 12o
The review concluded that the increase in accidents was a

consequence of
\"wrecking

activities by enemies of the people.
Hl21

Even before the review was initiated, at the Deceillber 1936 plenuill of the

party Central Committee Ezhov contended that some Donbas colliery man-

agers were wreckers intent on rousing workers' wrath
against

the Soviet gov-

ernment by intentionally causing accidents. They regarded workers, accord-

ing to Ezhov, as livestock whose lives were not to be
pitied\037

122

Deeply dis-

turbed, Ordzhonikidze spoke to the Commissariat of Heavy Industry
officials

two weeks before he killed himself. He reminded them that in the old days,

under the tsar, when a few people were killed, it caused a sensation even in

the uBJack Hundred state Duman; many of those present ought to remember

this because they were old revolutionaries\037 Yet now when twenty people were

killed. their bodies were rellloved, buried, and the workers' mood was report-

edly uplifted. There is no
spiri\037

their minds are blunt Accidents occur. No

one accounts for the deaths. Then ffi()re
people

die. 12]

It was not that no one was held accountable. No one wanted to take re-

sponsibility and as a result everyone was blamed. For fear of being accuse.d

of protecting enemies of the people, some industria] bosses, along
with the

court and the prosecutor's office. resorted to mass repression of managers,)

f18RGAE\037 f. 7566, Ope I, d. 2522, II. 33.

119Ibid., d\037 2766, t 21.
120 See Vyshinski i 's speech in Sots;a/i.'tticlreskii Donbass. 16 May 1937.
] 21

GARF\037 f. 9477, Ope J, d.
114\037

1. 44.
J 21

RTsKhIDNI\037 f. 17, Ope 2\037 d. 575, 11. 35 and 45+

123Ibid.. f. 85, Ope 29. d. 156, 11. r 0-1 2.)))
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engineers,
and technicians. At one mine. all the managerial personnel were

prosecuted.124
This became so common that in May 1937 the party had to

condemn the
practice.

12 5
Many, some 70 percent of the prosecuted, were said

to have. been exonerated by the party's intervention. 126
Yet exoneration, in turn.,

was the.n declared to be a Trotskyite tactic to wreck mines and factories and

then pass the buck to innocent people. '27
Thus, it became increasingly unclear

who the real \"e.nenlies of the
people\"

were. In other words, anyone could be

the enemy. As Stalin had said, nothing was surprising
in human life. By all

accounts, labor discipline declined in 1937;28 which further aggravated the

problem of worker safety. and, in turn, encouraged the enemy hunters.

During the course of
1937\03738,

numerous managers fell victin1 to Stalin's

tenor. According to the head of the Ukrainian Communist Party, there were

n10re remnants of \"alien people\" in Ukraine than anywhere
else. 129

G\037 v.

Gvakhariia, a thirty-six-year-old former Trotsky supporter and director of Ma-
kjivka

Metal1urgical P1ant\" was arrested in April 1937. After extended torture,
he broke down, inlplicating

some of his fellow managers. and was executed in

September 1937 as an enemy of the people.I)O Ia. S. Gugel'. forty-two-year-
old director of Azov Steel Plant and former director of Magnitogorsk Met-

allurgical Plant, was implicated by Gvakhariia, arrested in August 1937, and

executed two nlonths later. J]J The chief engineer of the Donbas Coal Com-

plex, V. M. Bazhanov, one of the few old (\"bourgeois\")Bolshevik
engineers

in the country to become the doyen of the Soviet coal-mining industry,
was

arrested in September 1937. His former boss, M. L. Rukhitnovich, tortured in

captivity, implicated Bazhanov in an '4anti-Soviet terrorist, diversionist, wreck-

ing organization of the right.\" Bazhanov, evidently under duress, pleaded guilty
at the interrogation, but recanted his confessions, the only evidence of guilt, at
his trial. All the same, he was sentenced to be shot and executed two nl0nths
later. His wife o. s\037 Bazhanova, as wife of the alleged traitor, was given eight
years' imprisonment 1)2)

I
24Sotsia/isticheskii DOl1bass, 21 May 1937.

11.5
Sohrani\037 zakonov ; ra.fporiazhenii Roboc/re-Krest tianskogo Pra\\-i;lel

t

Jtva SSSR\037 1937. no. 28\037

pp\037 245-48. For this practice of wholesale repression 1 see also DAD0 1 ( 26p,op. It spr. 237, ark.
13-1 5: GARF. f. 9474, op. I, d. III, II. 13. 38. and 86\037 and Sots;a/istic/teskii Donba.5.s, J 6 May

1937 (Vyshinskii's speech) and 24 May 1937.
126Trynadts;aty; z'izd Komun;stych\"o; part;; (bil's\"'011yki\037') Ukra;IlY\037 Bulletin, no. 3 (Kiev, 1937),

p. 2'. See aJso Za indllstrializatsiiu, 27 July 1937+
127See Vyshinskii's spe.ech

in Sots;alist;che.'tkii Donbass, 16 May 1937.
128See, for example, Trynadrsiatyi z';zd Komunistycllnoi ptll1ii, Bulletin 4 (Kiev, 1937), p. to,

and GARF, f. 7511, op. I. d. 221, I. 26.
12 9 Kosior's speech on 27 February '931 (Voprosy istorii, 1993, no. 6, p. 7).

I)OSee Pr;azo\\\037sk;; ,.abochii. 20 March 1992+ For more detail on Gvakhariia, see Bumosov,

(\037Ncko(orye stranitsy;' pp, 95-101, and on the terror in Makiivka, see Francesco Benvenuti, \"In-

dustry and Purge in the Donbass__ 193\03737 ,n Ellmpe-A.f;a Studies, 45: I (r 993).
I J I

Pr;azoltskii rabochii, 20 March 199 2 .
I

)2S ee his file RTsKhIDNI, f. 589. op. 3, d. 1124. For a short biography of Bazhanov. see)))
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Bazhanov's successor, K\037 P. Epifantsev, was rem()ved soon, in Oclober

1937; his fate is unknown, but h,e appears to have died during an interroga-
tion. l33

The thirty-one-ye.ar-old new Donbas Coal director, I. A. Fesenko, did
not last long: he was arre.sted in June 1938.134 Between May and August 1938,
of the thirty-two highest officials of Donbas Coal, nineteen were repressed,
twelve disappeared (almost certainly repressed),

one was transferred to another

job. Earlier in Septelnher '937 the Coal Administrati()n of the Commissariat

of Heavy Industry was almost conlpletely decimated. Because of extensive

te.ITor e.verywhere, statistics of this period are incolnplete. According to a few

sets of data, collected by the commissariat\037 which itself was subjected to brutal

terror.. between late 1936 and
April 1938 (when the Great Terror had far from

subsided) at least one-quarter of the Donbas mine managers and chief engi-
neers were

repressed
as enenlies of the people.

135 The metallurgical industry
fared litt]e better. At the Stalino Metallurgy Plant:, the \"terror \"cut down all but
a handful of the more than two hundred engineers needed to run the factory.
They just disappeared,

and it was never clear whether they were shot HI36

Many, like the Stalino engineers, simply disappeared. Some were forced
to

undergo
a show trial. These Communist bosses were broken by the secret

police and were tried as enemies of the people and fascist spies. One such trial

was he1d in N'ovember ] 937 against the n1anagers and engineers of Budennov
CoaL The issue of industrial accidents was the 1110Stexplosive. At the trial,
the chief prosecutor in the Donbas R. A. Rudenko (who went on to become
the chief prosecutor fronl the Soviet Union at the Nuremberg trial\037 became the

prosecutor general of the country, and even presided over the rehabilitation

of victims of Stalin's terror after 1953) asked the director of the trust S\037 P.

Volodarskii:)

Rudenko: Did your actions place the lives of
many

workers in danger?

VO/(Jlfarskii: Yes.. they did.

Rudenko: Did you do all this for the purpose of wrecking?

\\t'tJlodarskii: Yes.)

Rudenko then asked another defelldal1t\037 Iaroslavtsev, a mine director at Buden-

nov Coa]:)

Rudenko: Was the jnsult\037 nlaiming,
and murder of workers one of the tasks

of your c.ounterrevolutionary organization?

Jarosla\\ltsev: Yes.)

KOnlOnd(lnn ugor\"o!:o froll/a (Moscow, 1977). Rukhimovich hirnse1f was executed in r93 R .

1.l3/ sp ),tonie dolgom, 3rd cd. {Doncts' k, 1989), p. 165. wh ich mentions that the di rector of

Donbas Coal died during an investigation in 1937. The director was almost
certain1y Epifantsev.

f 34
RGAE, f. 7566. op. 2, d. I

14\037 J. 19.

IJ5S ee my HStalinist Terror in thc Donbas:\037 For the very high turnover rate anlong the Donbas

rnanage.rial
and technical cadres caused by the purges, see Khlevniuk, 1937-;,p. 13 6 .

I J 6 Kevin Klose, Ru:-;sia and the Russians: Inside the Closed Society (New York. 1984), p.
60.)))
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Then Rudenko presented to the court a letter by the wife of a worker named

Gogolev killed in an accident The angry wife, Gogoleva,
stated that laroslavt-

sev an,d others made her husb.and work underground near the exposed
elec-

trical cable that killed hinl. Rudenko contended that these crimes had been

committed to embitter workers against the Soviet government Seven of the

eight defendants were sentenced to be shot and were soon executed. r 37

Many Donbas residents, particularly the Stakhanovites, seemed to have

genuinely believed in these grave accusations and confessions; they actively

and savagely participated in the attacks against their bosses. I J8 The writer

A. Avdeenko, who worked in the Donbas at the time of the terror, says that

he believed in the accusations then. '39 The charges were not new to anyone:
the

press
and tbe politicaJ authorities had presented some (if not all) bosses

as enemies of the people for some years already. Moreover, the show trials

were carefully scripted so that the n.arod would believe in them. Even Western

observers, including the American ambassador who attended the Moscow tri-

als, beJieved in the charges against the defendants}4
0 Still the testimonies of

Stakhanovites and others have elements of ex post facto self-justification.

The whole nation was terrorized,. but Stalin exhibited a peculiar populist

appeal at the height of the Great Terror. At an October 1937 reception (in the

Kremlin) of industrial managers (many of whom were to perish) and Stakh-

anovites from the coal-mining and metallurgy industries, for example, Stalin

attacked
U

some managers\" \\vho had become enelnies of the people and con-
tended that the industrial leaders were not up to their task. Then he declared:
UThe leaders may come and go, but the people will stay and live forever\"

[Rlikot.
1oditeli n10gut prikhodit' i ukhodit', a narod ostaetsia i vsegda butlet

zltit'].14-
Sonle of the people did entertain the bitter feelings against their bosses

attributed to them by Stalin. A cllastllSIJka, which was recorded in the Donbas
in the summer of 1937 by

an ethnographer t is demonstrative of the people's
nl0od:)

Mine Committe Chairman
l42

Don't put on airs)

137
Sot!iiali.ffliche.'ikii Do\"bass\037 1-5\037 10 November\037 3 December 1937. There were several similar

show trials reported by the newspaper, particularly in July and August 1938.

1)8S ee particularly A. Stakhanov's memoir, RULfskaz 0 nJoe; zhizni (Moscow, 1938). For an

analysis of memoirs by Stakhanovites, see Kurumiya, \"Soviet Memoirs as a Historical Source.'\"

139 Avdeenko, Nakazan;,e, p. 208.
140

Joseph E. Davies\037 Mission to Moscow (New York, J 94 1 ).
141 RTsKhIDNI, f. 5S8,oP. I, d. 3215, J. I]. The part of the speech thai attacked lhe managers

was deleted by Stalin for pubJicalion. At the same reception, Kaganovich stated that as a result

of wrecking by Trotskyite.Bukharinitc hirelings the coal-mining industry 'was now in a difficult

situation. Stalin cut this
part

from pubtication. Ibid.. I. 3.
142

Refers to the trade-union chainnan.)))
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Treat the workers

Better, always
better

Received my pay on time

On the twenty fifth

But the coil [ecti ve J agreenlent says

Payday is the tenth)

It's fun to work in the mine

It<t s possibJe 10 make money
A look at the Worker's Path [raput'j'43

Would make anyone sick

I went to the union committee
And asked for a pass [10 a sanatorium]
Chairrnan says:
\"That'll be five rubles.\"'44)

The Stakhanovite movement had made it easy for simple people to voice their

grievances and attack their bosses openly. 145

The ferocity with which people attacked their bosses reflected the deep
gulf between the

upper (verkhi) and the lower (n;z)p) strata, a fissure that in the
I

Donbas was amplified further by the symbolic division between the safe and

bright surface and dangerous and dark underground. Yet one sees little spon-

taneity in popular reaction at this tilne\037 The Stakhanovites knew exactly how

to attack the supposed enemies because the
scripts

were readily provided from

above. Show trials were limited in number, and the majority of the victims

simply disappeared.
Not all official

scripts
worked perfectly. For example, the introduction in

1936 ()f the Stalin C,onstitution, touted as the most democratic in the world,
caused some problems for Stalin's upopulism.\" Some quasi-denlocratic princi-

ples, including contested eJections, were to be introduced in the new elections

to the Supreme Sovie\037 slated for December 1937\037 In the Donbas, these inno-

vations met with opposition from the NKVD: \"Hostile e1e.ments are preparing

very energeticalJy for the elections in order to insinuate their people into the

Soviet organs.\"14
6

In fact, few openly challenged the party dictatorship. When.)

1 4
.1Raput? is rabocltii put\\ which refers either to the trade-union organ or to workers' life in

genera) or both.
'44RF IMFE, f. 8-3/202\037 ark. ]40-41. Recorded on 28 July 1937 from a collier at [rich Mine in

the, city of Sergo named D. D. Bobkin. Note that Bobkin sang in the voice of a woman.

145See Thurston, \0371\"'he Stakhanovite Movement.:\" and Sheila Fitzpatrick, uWorkers against
Bosses: 111e

Impact
of the Greal Purges on Labor-Management Relations\037n in I...e\\vis H\037 Siegel-

baum and Ronald Grigor Suny; eds.; Makillg Workers Soviet: POM'er; ClaJs, and Identity (Comel1

University Press, 1994).
146See\037 for exampJe 7 a May 1937 speech by D. M. Sokolinskii, a high-ranking NKVD official

in the Donbas, in Sotsia/isticlze.rki; DonbasJ, 20 May 1937. According
to Ihor Kamenetsky, The)))
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Figure 6.1.. A meeting in Stalino celebrating the new election law, 1937. From TsD-

KFFA, od\037 zb. 2-2345 6 .)

in the end, the udemocratic\" gestures were repealed by MOSCOW,147 a sixty-

four-year-oJd Ucitizen\" (not a comrade) named P. I. Averin spoke out at an

election meeting in Stalino: \"Why is it that in 1917 there were
many parties

in the Constituent Assembly elections whereas now we have only one
party?\"

Averin's speech was reported to be \"counterrevolutionary agitation.\"14
8 Such

clear-cut cases were few and far between. but the secret police were quick to

brand as
\"counterrevolutionary

manifestation\" subversive jokes like the fol-

lowing: a mine mechanic named Sobinov said, \"We are overtaking the capi-

talist countries. If they work 10-10.5 hours [a day] there, we are working 12

hours.\"149 It is very possible, however, that this \"counterrevolutionary joke\037\"

like so many others, was fabricated by an NKVD
agent)

Tragedy of Vinnyts;a: Materials of Stalin.s Policy of E:ctenn;nal;on in Ukraine during ,he Great

Purges. /936-1938 (foronto, 1989), pp.
ix and xviii, Sokolinskii moved to Vinnytsia and com-

mitted the famous mass executions there in 1938. See also Robert Conquest, Inside Stalin'5 Secret

Police: NKVD Politics. /936- 1939 (London, 19 8 5), pp. 4, 19\037 60, 63, and 187. He was shot

by the Soviets in 1942. V. Semystiaha, '7se potribno i mertvym, tse potribno i zhyvym.
n

MH

(Luhans'k)t 19 November 19919 p. 8.
147For an excellent discussion of this campaign\" see J. Arch Getty9 US tate and Society under

Stalin: Constitutions and Elections in the
19305,19 Slavic Review? 50: I (Spring 1991).

1 48
DADO. t: 26p,op. I, spr. 237, ark. 17. Surprisingly,

he was not arrested, at least for
the;

time

being.
1 4

9RTsKhIDNI, f. 17.oP.. 21, d. 5196, I. 106.)))
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Whatever the case, the innocent little
people and nameless fniddle-level

technical-administrative personnel were repressed en masse for the same

charges of anti-Soviet propaganda, treason, wrecking, and other political
crimes as their bosses. In short, people of a11 strata were terrorized. The terror

nlay
well have spared the politically useful Stakhanovites. Yet the mythical

tllJrolJ were far frorn immune from the terror against the enemies of the people
(\\..\037ragi 11aroda, vorolly\"arodu).

A few examples illustrate the case. T. G. Kadolba, a Ukrainian, sixty-

two years of ag'e, a timber hand in
Mine_

I
7\037I 7h _is, Stalino Coal, a non-party

member, was arrested in November 1937 for allegedly spreading anti-Soviet

Trotskyite propaganda among the nliners. He was
charged

with purporting

that the Soviet government was n()t ff)r the workers and peasants, that Stalin

should have been kille.d a long tinle ago, but that Stalin would be killed sooner

or later. His file. in the KGB archive contains only ten sheets. Kadolba was
said to be of kulak origin. He was interrogated only once, on 19 Nov,ember,

when he categorically denied the charges. His file contains the record of the

short investigation:

Q: D,o you confirm this?

A: No, I did not conduct anti-Soviet agitation.

Q: You are telJing a lie and untruth. The investigator insists that you taJk

honestly about your anti-Soviet agitation, directed against the party and

the Soviet govemnlent

A:' Yes, I am telling the truth: I did not conduct anti-Soviet
agitation.

Q: You are avoiding giving honest answers to the questions given you. It is

known to the investigator that you spread rumors among workers about

imminent war. . . 'I [after] which Ukraine will be independent, and

people will get back their farms and work as before. The investigator
insists that you give exhaustive answers about the essence of the ques-
tions given you.

A: I repeat that I did nol engage in any anti-S()viet
agitation.)

Interrogation suspended.

The protocol of the investigation was read to me and written from my words,

which I testi
fy

are true.)

Kadolba

This file suggests that Kadolba was not very literate, barely
able to sign his

own nan1e. Yet on I December 1937 he was sentenced to be shot and executed.

Kad,olba was posthumously rehabilitated in 1989.150)

'SOAUSBUDO\037 no. 22Q96-pf.)))
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Figure 6.2. A page from Kadolba's interrogation records. 19 November 1937. From

AUSBUDO, no. 22Q96-pf, ark. 12.)))
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J. I. Shraiber was
fifty-five years

of age, an ethnic German, said to be of
kulak origin, a mine manager before the revolution, and mine foreman at Mine

152 in Krasnoluch at the time of arrest on 2 I December 1937. Shraiber was

accused of entering the party in 1930 by falsifying
his past., of engaging in an

anti-Soviet campaign, and of ,conducting religious services among the ethnic

Gerlnans. He denied the charges, but was sentenced to be shot on 12 Jan-

uary 1938 and was executed on the sam,e day. In (991 the evidence presented

against him was found to be untrue and Shraiber was posthumously rehabili-

tated.
151

D. A. Balashov was arre\037ted on 27 March 1938 and on '9 ApriJ 1938

was sentenced to be shot and was executed. Balashov was
thirty-five years

of

age, Russian, a hewer at the Stalin Mine in Voroshylovhrad, a party member,

and from a poor peasant family. He
may

have been sympathetic toward the

Trotskyites in the 19205, but was recruited
by

the secret police later. He was

charged to be a masked Trotskyite who misinformed the NKVD about other

Trotskyites at the mine. Balashov was posthumously rehabilitated in J 989.152

I. V. Belikov was a twenty-seven-year-old non-party member and a
roofing

worker at the Ordzhonikidze Mine in Makiivka at the time of h,is arrest on 17

June 1938. He was said to be from a Ukrainian kulak family. Belikov was

accused of intentionally roofing the mine shafts improperly and thus wrecking

the mine. Belikov pleaded guiJty. He was sentenced to be shot on 3 JuJy 1938

and was executed on the same
day.

The accusations prove,d to be unfounded,

and he was posthumously rehabilitated in 1989-
153

I. E. Akol'zin, born in 1897, an unskilled horse hand at the Voroshilov

Mine in Stalino, was arrested on 2 August 1938 for
allegedly organizing a

group of dekuJakized Cossacks for wrecking purposes. (Ako.l'zin was
alleged

to be a dekulakized Russian Cossack.) In case of war, according to the charges,

he intended to support the enemy of the country. He was sentenced to be

shot and executed on 28 August 1938. In 1989 Akol'zin was
posthumously

rehabilitated for lack of evidence. 154

The countryside fared no better. Numerous
counterrevolutionary organi-

zations were uncovered on collective farms, state farms, machine-tractor sta-

tions, land settlement offices, and everywhere. Fires (perennial rural prob-

lems_),
deaths of livestock, inadequate sowing or harvest, breakdowns of ma-

chinery, and all other major and nlinor problerns led to the repression (very of-
ten execution) of

people
in responsible positions as enenlies of the people.

155)

15 1
AUSBULO, no. I 985o-r.

152DALO. f. 3747, op. 3. spr. I 1 84 -f.

15JAUSBUDO, no. 21551-P[
\302\26754 Ibid. ;. no. 2 1427-pf For other cases of terror

agai
nst the Donbas mi ne.rs, see al so Mace and

Herell, Oral Hi.tr;toT)' Proje(\037/, 1:4)-44, 3:789 (suicide-s to escape arrest)\037 and 3: T 154 (torture).

155S(}t.'i;ali.'iliche\037fikii Dnll.baJs carried numerous articles on these cases in 1937 and 1938. Roberta)))
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Like ordinary workers, ordinary farmers fell victim to the terror alongside their

bosses. A. M\037 Janke, an ethnic Gennan, fifty\037three years of age, a shepherd on

a co]lective farm near Stalino, was arrested on 26 August 1937 as an active

member of a fascist organization.
lanke was accused of receiving money from

the ufascist\037,\" presumably
Germans. Janke pleaded guilty. He was sentenced

to be shot on 26 August 1937 and was executed on the same day. In 1989lanke
was posthumously rehabilitated for lack of evide.nce. 156

I. I. Klink, a forty-six-year-old Ukrainian (possibly an ethnic German) and

a collective fanner in Krasn,oarmiis'ke not far from Stalino, was arrested on
28

May 1938 as an active member of a fascist insurgent organization. Klink

pleaded guilty.
On 9 October J 938 he was executed on the same

day
as he

was sentenced. In 19 8 9 Klink was posthunlously rehabilitated for lack of evi-

dence. 157

In the case of terror in the countryside, there was clear sanction from the

center. On 2 July I937,_.-',within
a month after the sensational report on the

exec.ution of M. N. 'Tukhachevskii and other top mi1itary leaders, the Politburo

of the party Central Committe.e
adopted

a resolution (signe.d by Stalin) on anti-

Sovie.t elements. It note,d that a large segll1ent of former kulaks and criminals,

who had returned to their homc1ands after exile in the north and Siberia, were
the principal ringleaders

of all kinds of anti-Soviet, diversionary crimes on

collective and state farms (the resolution added transport and
u

some industries\"

as the theater of enemy actions). It ordered that the most hostile elements be

arrested immediately and shot.- 58

On 30 July an operation order of the NKVD followed. The order made

clear that the crimina] elements included former members of the \"anti-Soviet

parties\" (SRs and various nationalist parties) and White Guard Cossacks. The
inslruction is incomplete on Ukraine'\037

quota\037
but a separate order stipulated

that 8,000, of whom 1,000 were in the Donbas, were to be shot, and 28,800

arrested. In the country as a whole, except for Ukraine, 65,950 people were

ordere.d shot. 159 Yet the Ukrainian NK VD,. like the NKVD leaders elsewhere,

soon requested pennission for the repression of more. people. Thus, by early

193 8 , in Ukraine 111,675 people were arrested}60 The Ukrainian NKVD fur-)

T. Manning\"s forthcoming work on
Sychevka, Smolensk\037 paints a similar picture+

156
AUSBtJD(), no+ 22253-Pf.

157 1b
' ,a. Iu+, no. 220<)3.

I
58t'Rasstrel po raznariadke, ili kak eto delah bo]\"sheviki..\" Trrld, 4 June 199 2 .

r
59Ib.d. For Ukraine; see lu. Z. Daniliuk\037 uMasovi kararni aktsii orhaniv NKVS v konteksti

politychnykh represii v Ukraini v kintsi 30-kh rokiv,\" in SItOJla Vseuk,.a;lIs'ka nallKo\\lQ konfer-

ents;;o z istor)'chnoho kra;eznal\037.ft'\037a (m+ Luts tk, lleresen '-zhorte'J' 1993 r.) (Luts'k\037 '993), p. II.,

and Oleh Bazhan and Viktor Voinalovych, HV1ina proty vlasnoho naroou,\" Li'teraturna Ukra;lla,

29 July 1993.
Sf>oSee Bazhan and Voinalovych, uYiina proty vlasnoho narodu.

u

See also 01eg Mikhailov,
\"Limit na rasstrel,\" So\037'er.5hellno Sekrel1fO, 1993\037 no. 7. p. 5. and Nataliia Gevorkian, \037'V

strechnye)))
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ther requested permission to repress more \"enemies.\" Betwe.en 19 September
and 14 'October 1938 alone, 22,508 people were sentenced to be shot 16.

Torture was sanctioned by Stalin. On 2 I July 1937 he gave clear instnlc-
tions to apply torture,

U
as an exception.'\" to those enemies of the peop1c who

refused to reveal their coconspiratt)fs. Stalin asked why the socialist secret
service had to be more humane in applying torture against the agents of the

bourgeoisie and the enemies of workers and peasants than the bourgeois se-
cret services had been when torturing the representatives of the s()cialist pro-
letari at. ] 62

As the individual cases cited here suggest, certain ethnic groups were par-
ticularly

vulnerable to the p()litical terr()f. Indeed, the NKVD targeted them.
There was sentiment among the

powers
that be that \"All Germans in the USSR

are spies
u

: \"If they are arrested, they won\"t be able to cause harm in case of

war.\037'16'3 On 25 July 1937 the NKVD sent out an order to seek out and liqui-

date the organizations of uGerman fascists:' On J I August another orde.r on

the Poles followed. On 24 September the NKVD instructed that all visitors to

the Polish consulate be arrested. As of I November 1937, '9,\302\2603\302\260
were arrested

under the Polish operations; of them, 4,885 were sentenced to be shot One of

those Polish Soviet citizens was V. I. Petkevich, fifty,
a roofer at the G{}rky

Mine in Stalino, who was shot on November 1938 on false charges of counter-

revolutionary wrecking.
164

In 1937-38 nearly 50,000 Soviet Po)es were thus

repressed (arrested or shot).165
In the same period more than 25,000 ethnic

Germans fel] victim to the terror. The Latvians were similarly targeted.
166

Thus, in Stalino ol}last' alone, between
September 1937 and February 1938)

plany po unichtozheniiu sobstvennogo naroda\037\" MO.\\.ko\\'skie 'rOV(J.\037t;. 1992\037 no. '25, pp. I R-19. In

Moscow and Leningrad, some of lhose sentenced to five, seven, or eight years of imprisonnlent
became ill or invalid. To get rid of the burden i'mp'Jsed by them, the

organ
reviewed their cases

and sentenced them to be shot. See Vecherniaia Mosk\\'ll. 17 May 1991.
f\037' Bazhan and Voina1ovych. UViina proty v]asnoho narodu.

u

r62Mikhailov, HLimit na rasstrcl.
H

16Jlstoriche.\\'kii arkhiv, 1992. no. I, p. I '9. In Moscow and eJsewhere\037 many German Conl-

munists who sought refuge in the Soviet Union after Hitler's coming to power were arrested in

hundreds. More members of the former Politburo of the Gennan Communist
Party

fell victim

to Stalin\037s terror than to Hjtler\037s. (Herman Weber.. uWeifJen Ffecke\"
U

in der Geschichti? Die

KPD-Opfer der SUllhrischen SiillherrllnRen und i/rre
Rehabil;ti\037rutlg [Frankfurt a.M., 19R9J, pp.

r 32-33.) In the Donbas, Thornas Miksch, an Austrian Communist
refugee, working as a baking

technical director t was arrested in October 1936 as a Gestapo spy. (Hans Schafranek. ZU 1ischen

NKWD tfltd Gt.'tlllpO. Die
Au\037)liejer\"t1g

deutscher furd oSferre;chi.rcher Antifaschislell aus der

SO\\i\\.ieluflion
all Nlllidelll.'\\(:hlund '937- 1 94 1 [Frankfun a.M\037, 199 0 ), pp. 7 2-73 and J 50-51.)

Many sections of the Komintem were depleted by arrests\037 In 1938 the Polish Con1n1unist Party
was disbanded

by
a Komintem resolution. See Istoriclze..tkii arkhiv. 1993, no. I, pp.

220-21.

164
AUSBUDO, no. 22618-pf.

16SBazhan and Voinalovych, uViina proty vlasnoho narodu:\037

'66lbid.)))
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Figure 6.3. Excerpt (dated 22 December 1975) from a protocol of the Donets'k ob/asr'
NKVD troika\" 15 November 1938\037 the decision of which reads \"Petkevich, Vladimir

lvanovjch, b. 18812, to be shot.\" From AUSBUDO t f. 22618-pf.)

at least 3,777 Poles were arrested; of them, 3,029 or 80.2
percent

were exe-

cuted. 167

Similarly, numerous German \"storm troops\" were liquidated in the Don-
bas. Those ethnic Germans deported earlier from the western borders to the
Donbas were

particuJarly
hard hit.

168
Well before the NKVD instruction was

issued, however, ethnic Gennans were terrorized. In January 1937 Sarkisov

was told that sixty fascist organizations had been uncovered in the Donbas.

Apparently to protect hinlself, Sarkisov contended that the Gennans had to be

deported from the Donbas: some exceptions could be made, but it was neces-

sary to get rid of the Germans; \"'We don't need them:'I69 In February 1937,

according to the proud NKVD chief in the Donbas t one German colle.ctive

farm near Khartsyz\"k had lost all its men: they had proved to be Henemies.\"110

Individual cases illuminate the terror. In 1937 B. A. LeivaI'd, an ethnic)

J67V. M. Nikorskyi,
U

iVelyka chystka.\"
't

in Pra\\,dn cherez roky. Statt;, spohady, dokwnenty
(I)onets.k\" 1995)t p. 29.

'68RTsKhIDNI, f. 17,oP. 21, d. 5 1 97. '- 30t and d. 5 1 95, I. ]31.

I69TsDAHO, ( It op. 7 t spr+ 5 t 7. ark. 13 2-33.
I 7 U

RT s Kh ION', f. J 7, op. 2 I, d. 5 196, I. I 5 1 .)))
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Gennan. twenty-two years of age, a cleaning woman at a school, was arrested
as a Ge.rman

spy
and was given twenty years.I?1 P. P. Aisler, 33, an ethnic Ger-

man collier at Mine 3 in Krasnoarmiis'ke, a non-party member, was arrested
on 3 July 1938 on

charges of causing eight accidents in the mine in '937. He
was alleged to be a nlenlber of a udiversionary organization\037\" He had been
born and grew up a poor peasant,

but was branded a \"kulak.\" Aisler was sen-

tenced to be shot on 26 September 1938 and was executed on the same day.

Nevertheless, in 1960, when his
family inquired of the KGB about Aisler, they

were told that AisJer had died of
pneumonia

in prison on 18 February 1945.
He was rehabilitated in 1989}7

2

Similar cases were legion.'73

All in all, between September, 937 and
February 1938., at least 4,265 eth-

nic Germans were arrested in Stalino oblast'. Of them, 3,608, or 84.6 percent,

were executed. 174 Ethnic Germans accounted for 145 percent of the popula-
tion in oblas!'.. but, ae-cording to one study, they composed 2 I .7 percent of the

repressed.
175

Other nationalities were also repressed because of their ethnicity. Many

ethnic Greeks perished in the Donbas. In 1937 one village lost 600 Greeks to

Stalinist terr10r on charges that they intended to
separate

the southern Donbas\037

much of the Don, the Kuban, and the northern Caucasus from the Soviet Union

and establish a Greek Republic.
176

I. A. Sokolov, thirty-eigh\037 a Greek peasant,
and A. S. Shapunna, fifty-one,

a sta\037le man, both from Greek villages in the

southern Donbas, were arrested on 17 D'ecember 1937. On 28 January 1938

they were executed as members of a counterrevolutionary Greek insurgent or-

ganization.
177 Most Inembers of the Greek national theater troupe in Mariupol'

were executed. '78 Thus, between September '937 and February 1938, at least

3..628 ethnic Greeks were arrested and 3,470, or 95.6 percent,
of them were

executed. 179

JC\\VS were not targeted as an ethnic group, but some were repressed as)

17ILllCh-i'\037f(}ml (Amvrosiivka), 3 March 1993.
172AUSBUDO, no. 2 I 978-pf.
1 7 JS ee .. for examp]e\037 the execution in October 1938 of four ethnic Gennan colliers at Shevchenko

Mine in Stalino. Ibid., no. 2R478-Pf.
f 14

Nikol'skya,
\"

'Velyka chystka,'
\037,

p. 29.

175
Volodymyr Nikorskyi\037 '\037Ukraintsi

Donechchyny\037 represovani v J 937- r 93R IT.: sotsiolohich-

nyi analiz
statystyky\037\"

Skhid (Donets'k)\037 no. 3 (-November 1995)\037 p. 39.

J7 6 Lev larutskyi, uDopros v novogodniuiu noch'. Novoe 0 Georgii Kostoprave.\" Do\"bas\037 1993,

nos. r -2. See also Logos (Donets'k), no. I (3) (4- TO FebnJaf)' 1991).
177

Pr;aZOllskii raboclzii, I June 1993. For the repression of Greeks in the Donbas, \037ee a1so Mace

and Heretz, Oral HiJlory Project, 2:657-58, and L. D. Nasiedkina, UStalins'ki represii pro(y hrekiv

Ukrainy v
3D-ti roky,\" in Za m;zJrnal.r;olla!'nu z/ahodu prof)' slzov;n;znllf fa ekstremizntu. p. 86.

178 AnatoJii BaJdzhi, ElIill)' Priazov'ia l'chera, Jegodnia, zal'tra. Grecheskoe natsional 'noe

d\"jz/tellie v Ukraine glazan,i nlariufJol'skogo zhumal;sta (Mariupor, 1995).. p. 13,

f79Nikol'skyi,
U

'Velyka chystka,'
\"

p. 29.)))
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\"Zionists.\"180 Like other groups, the Jews had suffered because they retained

the.ir own distinct culture. In Kiev, a Jewish choir was abolished (\"it
had such

power over the people's souls,\" according to one observer; \"it was high art,

beautiful craftsmanship, and people were proud of it\") and Jewish literature

was destroyed: UIt was all bumed.\"181 Many Gypsies also fell victim to Stal-

inist terror.
182 The Tartars in the Donbas were said to propagate Pan-Islamism,

which was, according to Ivanov, the secret
poJice chief, the work of Gennan

spies.
183

While the Gennans and Poles were repressed en masse in the west of the

country, the Iranians t Kurds, and other nationalities were deported from the

southern border an,d the Koreans and Chinese were deported from the Far

East. 184
In the summer of 1937 all the Chinese disappeared from Kiev. The

disappearance of Poles, Chinese, and others looked to one Kiev resident like an

ethnic purge.
185 In all these purges, the intelligentsia, as the articulator of na-

tional sentiments and hence \"nationalism;' was terrorized particularly harshly.
In the Red

Arrny,
natio,nal formations as sep,arate entities were abolished

in March 1938.'R6 By a June 1938decree, the Commissariat of Defense dis-

rnissed 4, 138 commanders and political workers of
foreign origin

as well as of

German.. Polish.. Latvian, Lithuanian, Estonian, Bulgarian, and other national

descent.
I 87

Ethnic Ukrainians, who composed the largest ethnic group in the Donbas
as in Ukraine in genera], appeared to the enemy hunters as potential nation-
alists and hence potential separatists and enemies. (Khrushchev recalled later

that Kaganovich \"was fond of saying that every Ukrainian is potentially a na-

tionalist:') 188
Like his predecessors, the people's commissar of enlightenmen\037

V. P. Zatons'kyi, fell to Stalin's terror. In November 1937 he was arrested\037)

180Bazhan and Voinalovych t \"Viina prcty vlasnoho narodu.
u

181
Report to Congress: Com,n;ss;on Oil the Ukraine Famine (Washington, D.C., 1988), pp. 301

and 307-8.
182

M. I vanesko, hSovelsk ie
tsigany,\037t Pn/itika i vremia (Kiev)t f 991, no. 7 \037p.

81.

183RTsKhIDNI, (. 17.oP. 21, d. 5 196, J. 151.

184Tak eto bJdo. Narsional+IJJe repress;; v SSSR. 1919-'952 gody, voL 1 (Moscow, 1993), PP+

87. 97. III; Liu Khe and Kim En Un. comp.\037
Belaia kniga 0 deporlorsii koreiskogo 11aseleniia

Rossi; v 3O-40-kh godakh. Kn;ga pervaia (Moscow. 1992); N. F. Bugai. UVyselenie sovetskikh
koreitsev s Dal'nego Vostoka:

t
Vopro.\\\'") istnrii, 1994, no. 5; Haruki Wada. uKoreans in the Soviet

Far East, 1917\0371937;\" in Dae-Sook Suh. ed., Koreans in the Soviet Union (University of Hawaii

Press, 1989); John. J. Stephan,
U

'Cleansing

t
the Soviet Far East. [937-1938,-' Acta Slav;ca

Japon-

ica\037 10 (199 2 ); and Kim Chan-Jong, Sirllku rodo no
chljsenjill.

Sutiirin to nihon '1; }'oru 1937 aki
\"0 higeki (Tokyo, 1990).

18sN. Korzhavin, \"V soblaznakh krovavoi epokhit.' Novyi m;r, 1992. no. 7, p. 192. The returnees
from the Far East (UKharbintsyn) were also repressed en masse.

186,u. I. Korablev and N. F. Makarov, uObrazovanie SSSR: ukrepJenie oborony strany,U Voprosy

;.'itor;;, 1982, no. 12..
I

87/ zl 'estiia TsK KPSS., 1900, no. I,. p. 188 (statistics to the end of 1938).
188-

Khrlt.\037hclre'\" Remember.fi, p. 172.)))
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charged falsely as a member of the hanti-Soviet Ukrainian Nationalist Center,\"

and was shot in July 1938. 189
The Ukrainian Communist Party leadership was

almost thoroughly purged. Of the J I Politburo tnembers elected at the May-
June 1937 party congress, 10 were repressed: of ]02 members and candidates

of the Central 'Committ.ee and 9 members of the Auditing Commission, 100
were

repressed.
19\302\260

Not all of them were ethnic Ukrainians, but non-Ukrainians

like Postyshev (Russian) and Kosior (Polish) were suspected of being spiritual

captives of Ukraine. The Communist
Party

of Western Ukraine was dissolved

in July 1938 Uby
the COll1intem on Stalin's orders, and most of its members

were \037invited' to Moscow, where. they were executed.\"19 1

The Ukrainian intelligentsia, like the intellectuals of other ethnic groups,
was targeted for

savage terror.
W_r\037t\037rs

were repressed en masse. Betwe,en

1930 and 1953 at least 80 percent of them had disappeared. Of the 259 writers

whose. records are available, 17 were shot, 8 committe.d suicide\" ] 75 were

thrown into the camps (where unknown numbers of them were shot or died),

16 simply disappeared without a trace, and
only 7 died of natural causes. 192

The whole discipline of Ukrainian and regional studies (kraieznavstvo) was

destroyed. 19]

Many ordinary workers. too, were repressed as nationa1ists. P. S. Panai\037

forty-seven\037
a Ukrainian plurnber in Luhans'\"k, a non-party member, was ar-

rested on [3 November 1937. He was accused of counterrevolutionary nati()n-

alist activities. He categorically denied all charges (which after Stalin \037s death

were found to be fabricated).. Yet he was executed ten days later.. In 1955 he

was rehabilitated, but the KGB told his widow that. Panait had been sentenced

to ten years of imprisonment and died of a heart attack in prison in 1944.'94

Another case involved K. N. Zarusinskii, a
fifty-one-year-oJd Ukrainian, a car-

penter at the Red Star Mine in Stalino, a non-party melnber. Zarusinskii was

arrested on 14 June 1938. He was born in L'viv and apparently had some

relatives in the city, then under Polish rule. He was accused ,of counterrevolu-

tionary wrecking by order of the Polish secret service.
195 No comprehensive

statistics exist, but in Ukraine, as many as 24,233 Ukrainians were arrested as

nationalists in the first six months of 193 8 alone. 196)

JR9pro ntinule zarddy ff,oibUf\".ohn (Kiev, 1989), pp. 272-73.

190 Mar.5hrttlanl; i.\037lorii (Kiev, f 9(0), p. 3 I
4\037

and lu. I Shapoval. U Ii trahich,,;
roJ...-y. Stalin;:.,,,.,

na lJkraini (Kiev, 1990), p, I 19.
19 1

David R. Marples, Stalin;,\\\"In in Ukraine in the /94\302\26005 (New York, 199 2 ), pp. 7 2-73.
19 1

Heorhii Kas?ianov, Ukra;\".') tk-a intelihe\"tL\037iia /920-kh-30-kh roki,.': .fol.'iiaf'I1Y; porlrl;'1 1(1 ;J'-

torychull do/ia (Ki,ev\" 1992), p. 162, and Zherh'y rcpreJJii (Kiev, 1993), p. 218. For the terror

against the Ukrainian writers, see lar Slavulych. ROZJ'trilialla nrrlza (, Detroit '955\037 Kiev, 1992),

and Z poroha .s-fnert;: pys'mennyky Ukra;,,}'
- zhel1vy .'ita/illJ 'k.vkh represii (Kiev. 199]).

J9JSee the very inlportant study, RepreLfovane
kraie'lJla\\-'st\\'O (2o-Jo-i roky) (Kiev t 1991).

194
DALO.. f. 3747\037 op. 3, spr. 1304-r.

195
AllSBIJDO, no. 233 2 3-pf.

)96 Bazhan and Voinalovych, \"Viina proty vlasnoho narodu.\)
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Finally, religious groups were also targeted for tenOf. The adoption of the

Stalin Constitution in December 1936 alarmed the secret police in the Donbas.

The clergy began
to act openly, maintaining that the new constitution had given

them the right to
open

churches and perform services. According to a January

1937 speech by
the Donbas NKVD chief Ivanov, the clergy immediately be-

came uincredibly active\" and even performed a liturgy on the adoption of the

Stalin Constitution. 197
The Donbas had been a traditional haven for many

sectarians. some of whonl had secretly performed religious services (such as

christenings) for the miners. 198
Ivanov emphasized a month later that nowhere

did the clergy possess such vast material resources as in the Donbas\037 199 In

March Ivanov again sounded an alarm, declaring tha\037 according to his data,

at Ie.ast 8,000 people in
\037he

Donbas were organized by various sects (Baptists,

Evangelisls, Adventists) and that there were
\"very many wandering monks,

clergy without a parish, and other ruffians\" working
in the Donbas. \"It's to our

shame that they [clergy and sectarians] are strong precisely in the cities and

industrial districts.\" They received material and moral support in the Donbas,

because they had mesmerized, according to Ivanov, \"the wives of some work-

ers and sometimes the youth.\" Ivanov insisted that the. clergy and sectarians

were ac.tively moving toward fascism. 2OO

There is evidence that the party and the secret police were surprised to see

how strong religious belief remained among the population. The 1937 pop-

ulation census, taken in early 1937 in the midst of raging terror, inquired of

all residents of the country whether they were believers. One
might expect

that people would have answered in the negative in a census in an openly and

terroristica11y atheistic state. Yet the census revealed that of the 29,937,843

Uilliterate population t
\"

25, I 39., I 9 2 (or 84 percent) were believers, and, of the

68,473, 28 9 \"literate population,\" 30,137,857 (or 44 percent) were. 20t

The per-

sistent attraction of spiritual uopium\" must have astonished the atheists. In

May 1937\037 M. M. Khataevich, a member of the Politburo of the Ukrainian
Communist

Party,
told the Ukrainian party congress that more than half of the

Ukrainian
population proved

to be believers. \"This was a complete surprise
to all of us,\" he declared, adding that

U
we have overestimated our success in

the
fight against religious prejudices.\"202 No breakdown of data according to

regions is available, but in the Donbas, a haven for the persecuted, the figure
Inust have been at least as high as the Ukrainian average.)

)'97RTsKhIDNt f. 17,oP. 21 \037d. 5195, 1. 13\"2+

.qSSee, for exalnple, Vladill1ir A. Bohdan, A\037'oidillg
Extinction: Childre\" of ,he Kulak (New

York, ]992), pp. 26-32, which discusses a c.landestine c)ergy named Ihnat Rastchenko.
J9<1RTsKhIDNI. f. 17, op. 2].. d. 5 1 9 6 1 II. 150-51.
20Q

Ibid.. d. 5197, II. 31-33.
lOt

VsesoiuZllaia perep;s' IlG.relelliio 1937 g. Kratkie itogi (Moscow, 1991), pp. 106-7.
102

TrYlladtsiatyi z'izd K0I1l1111;St.vcII1Jo; parI;;. Bulletin, no. 6\037 p. 23. Note also Kosior's remark
in Voprosy istorii, 1993, no. 6, p.

8.)))
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There were many attempts in the Donbas as elsewhere to open churches by

taking advantage of the freedom supposedly offered
by t.he Stalin Constitution.,

The attempts led to massive repression. K. N. Veisman, sixty,
a Russian from

Novocherkassk who graduated from Don Ecc]esiastic Seminar in 1897, father

of seven children, was arrested in a village near Makiivka on 24 October 1937.

He had collected signatures for the opening of a church. He categorical1y de-

nied the charges of anti-Soviet propaganda, but was sentenced to be shot three

days later and was executed on the same day.203
M. I. Mukha, forty-five, a

Ukrainian priest of an Autocephalous orientation who had returned from exile,

was arreste.d in Mine Butovka in Stalino on 5 November 1937. He dismissed

the charges of counterrevolutionary activities (including his alleged re.rnarks
that the USoviet is Satan\.") Mukha was categorical:

Q: You are arrested as an activist and c[ounter]-r[evolutionary] agent for con-

ducting anti-Soviet propaganda among working people. Do
you

con-

firm your anti-Soviet activity?

A: I did not conduct
any

anti-Soviet propaganda among working people.

Q: Upon arrival in the Donbas, in Stalino district, you got in touch with the

c-( activist, the former nun Safronova [s;('].

A: Yes\037 upon arrival in Sta1ino I met Safonova at the church in the village of

Shchyhliivka in June 1937. I be.came acquainted with her and stayed in
h,er house where I lived unti1the day I was arrested.

Q: Did you and Safonova hold illegaJ meetings of believers in your house?

A: No, I did not hold meetings of believers.

Q: Did you give Safonova orders to hold illegal nleetings In believers'

homes?

A: No\037 I did not give Safonova such orders.

Q: You are telling an untruth. The investigator possesses materials I to show J

that you organized illegal groups of believers, and conducted anlong
them anti-Soviet defeatist, and fascist agitation. Do you confirm it?

A: No\" I do not. I maintain that I did not create any groups. . . .

Yet on 3 December 1937 Mukha was sentenced to death and was executed. 204

It was easier to break organized religion than to eliminate religion driven

underground. As Ivanov made clear, there were numerous \"wandering priesls\"

(/Jrodillchie POP))) working in the Donbas, a perfect place for underground ac-

tivity. Tiley organized Yl1uth circles and colJective prayers and perf()rnlCd other

religious services, moving
from one place to anolher. SOlnc were said to advise

against military
service and the Stakhanovite rnovement. 2\302\2605

The secret police)

1\302\2603AUSBUDO. no. 21662-Pf.

204 Ib
.

I fIl .. no. 2 t 979-P .
2\302\2605

Sots;a!iL1.t;clzeJkii DOllh(l.'i.')\037 6 and 26 Ju
Iy

r 937.)))
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characterized their activities as anti-Soviet and
counterrevolutionary

and the

wandering priests as spies.
206 Thus the police arrested

\"very many\"
of them.

but when sonlcone was arrested, others soon
appeared\037

The Baptists remained

particularly strong in the Donb'as. 2 0 7)

Self-Defeating Terror)

Mass terror continued to the very end of 1938. In
September 1938 in Voroshy-

lovhrad alone at least 1,016 people were confirmed executed. 208
In Donets\" k,

70 people were shot on 5 Septenlber 1938, 332 on 5 October, 295 on 10 Oc-

tober\037 33 6 on 14 October, 237 on 14 November, 134 on 17 Novenlber, 84 on

19 Noverrlber. The list continues. 209
On 19 December ]938, S. A. Grolnov,

fo,rty-three, a collier in Amvrosiivka, was arrested and executed on the same

day.
2 lO

One could go on ad nauseum.

By late 1938 it be,came apparent to Stalin and his closest associates that the
terror could not

possibly
continue at that pace: in due course the whole nation \"

wou]d be destroyed.
211

Stalin and Molotov signed numerous execution orders!
at a feverish pitch in 1937 and 1938.212 It is far from clear whether Moscow

authorized each and every case of execution. However.. the Great Terror of

1936-38 was a terror campaign orchestrated by Moscow. It encouraged the

secret police and other enerny hunters to find ,enemies, gave theln \"control
fig-

ures\" for each ob/as!' and republic\" and sanctioned the counterplans from the

provinces eager to overfulfill the control figures. In Donets'k oblast' (which
was split into Stalino and

VoroshyJovhrad
O/J[llst's in ] 938)\037 the pJan ovcrful-

fi lied the original plan by fifteen tinles. 2 J J
If this report is true, then at least

fifteen thousand people were executed from July 1937 to the end of 1938 in

the Ukrainian
part

of the Donbas alone. Terror on such a scale had to
stop

at

some l)()int lest the whole nation be eliminated.

There were at least two factors that made the Great Terror self-defeating.
First, Stalin exercised little constraint on the escalatilln of terror. Since 1933,
a tinle of

grave
internal crisis and ITIounting foreign threat from the West and)

200See. for exalnple. Sokolinskii's speech i'n SOls;alislieheJki; Do\"hasJ. 11
January 1938.

10 7 See RTs Kh I DNI, f. t 7, op, 2 I, d. 5167, I. 256. See also Bohdan, A roil/iug Ertine/ion. p. 3 2\037

for the disappearance of Father Rastchenko. who clandestinely chrislened the author Bohdan.

20R
K0l11s0nlOI'Jkaia Zl111nlill (Kiev), 14 SepterTlher 1990\" p.

2.

209Vsevolod Orlov, uDen' gneva. Ronlan Rudenko. Kto zhe on -
genera]\"nyi prokuror ili gen-

erarnyi parach?' DO'Zel.5kie \\'edonlo.f:ti, no. 37 (September 199 2 ). pp. 6-7-
2!0

Lllch
-

;'\037fornl (Anlvrosiivka), 17 February 1993.
1r I

This danger is discussed in detai1 by Rinersporn. Stalinist
Sin.plijicatitJf1s.

212
See, for exalnple. ulosif Stalin: 'Vinovnykh sudit uskorenno.

Prigovor
- rasstrel.'

Rassekrechcn lichnyi arkhiv vozhdia narodov\037\" Iz\\'esliia. 10 June 1992\037 and Sio Jorok bescd J

Mol()to\"ryn'\037 pp, 439-409 where Molotov adillitted that he and Stalin signed execution orders.

2
'1.\037Orlov, uDen. gneV3+\)

but he

may well have been: Deich came to the Donbas from an appointment in the garment industry,
an

odd transfer. He was later criticized for his lack of expertise in coal mining. See GARF, f. 74 16 t

op. I, d. 88. L 67+)))
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East, Stalin had encouraged the hunting of the \"enemies of the people.\" His

instructions and signals were often vague enough to allow for local initiative.
When he gave

clear signals (at least one case is known - the July 1937 orders),

the secret police and other enemy hunters responded eagerly. When they pro-

posed
even higher figures of \"enemies\" to be exterminated, Stalin wiJlingly

gave his approval.
There was danger in so momentous an operation. For one, some in the se-

cret police
would resist a mass terror calnpaign. Hence Stalin removed Iagoda

and
subsequently

had him shot. At the February-March 1937 plenum of the

party Centra] Committee, the report on \"The Lessons of Wrecking, Diversion,

and Espionage of Japanese-German- Trotskyite Agents
in the NKVD\" was dis-

cussed along with \"The Lesso,ns of Wrecking, Diversion, and Espionage of

Japanese-German-Trotskyite Agents in the PeopJe's Commissariats of Heavy

Industry and Transport\"'21
4 In the late

1930s\037
more than twenty-three thousand

NKVD officials were said to have been
repressed

for their opposition to the ter-

ror
campaign\037

21 5
Clearly in this case, as in the case of the Great

Breakthrough

(of rapid industrialization and wholesale collectivization). Sta]in preferred ex-

cess to moderation to ensure the implementation of the policy. As was the case
in 1930, once a breakthrough was made, he could shift the responsibility to

others.

Many loyal NKVDists\037 who did much to terrorize the country. thus fell vic-

tim to Stalin's terror. For example. the Ukrainian NKVD chiefs
disappeared

in succession: V. A. Balits'kyi was arrested in July 1937 and shot in Novem-

ber:
216

14 M4 Leplevs'kyi was arrested in April 1938 and shot in July;
2J 7 A.

14
Uspenskii., fearing arrest, vanished without trace in October 1938. but was

caught later and shot in 1941 along with his wife. 218
In the Donbas, too, nu-

merous NKVD oftic.ials., starting wilh Ivanov and then Sokolinskii, were re-

pressed as Polish and 'German spies. 219
In November 1938 Stalin removed

Ezhov and in February 1940 had him shot as a
foreign spy. Later, according to

the famous Soviet aviation designer A. S. lakovlev, Stalin said:

Ezhov is a scoundrel [fnerzavet.f]! A degenerate. Call hilTI at the cl)mmissariat)

214L1. ,.'. .

YOpn).f) Istorll.. 1992, nos. 2-3, p. 3.
21 \037Dmitrii Volkogonov i rrilll'if; tragediia. Polit;cheJkii portret J. V Stalinll, vol. I.. pl 2

(Moscow, 19 8 9), p. 284. In Ukraine, 1,199 \"leading NKVD cadres\" were executed in 1938 .

Rad;an..'i \037ka Ukraina, 9 August 1988 (UNa storozhi bezpeky Vitchyzny\.") Ezhov laler said, \"I

purged Checkists everywhere. . . as many as 14,O<XJ:

1
See Vadim Bakatin, Izba\\.IJell;e 01 KGB

(f\\.1oscow t 1992), p. )0.
216 y. A. Zolotar'ev and Tu. I. ShapovaL \"v. A. Balyts'kyi. Na shliakhu do

pravdy pro n'ioho,\"

Uk,.aifls'I...y; iJtorychnyi z.hurnat 1993, nos. 7- 8 , pp. 64-66.
21 7

Na.'ihe M\037vnule, 1993.. no. I, pp. 56--59.
218Shchit; /treelz, 1991, no. 17, p. 12; Khruj'JrcIJev Renlelnbers, pp. 96---97; and IJlor;cheJkii

arkh;\\', r992, no. I.. pp. 1]0--31.
21q See Vecherni; Donel.fik, 26 February 1990.)))
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and
they\"l1 saYt 'He's gone to the C'C [party Centra) Committee]+' Call the

CC and they'll say, \037He's gone to work.' Send for him at home and it turns

out that he lies drunk in bed. Many innocent
people perished. We shot hjm

for that
220)

Yet 011 12 Decelnber 1938, according to Dmitrii Volkogonov, after Ezhov's

disnlissal, Stalin and Molotov
signe.d yet

another execution order for as many
as 3, 167 people.

121

There was another important factor that made the telTor self-defeating in

the end. In some respects it was the self-defeating nlechanism of
dictatorship

itself. All but official forms of politicaJ expression were driven underground
in the 19308. Stalin\"s brutal poJicy of rapid industrialization and wholesale
collectivization terrorized the bulk of the population. The terror against the

supposed enemies was not
unpopular among certain groups of workers,. but

the famine crisis was such that Stalin came 'to' suspect the loyalty of even his
own supporters in the

party,
let alone the millions of dekulakized and others..

Because there was no way of gauging the political mood of the population

(e.g., by free ele.ctions and polls), it was difficult to estimate the real strength
of the hostile elements. This was why Stalin, Vyshinskii, and othe.rs contended
that there were many hidden, masked enemies and that it was becoming more
difficult than ever to recognize e.nenlies in the seemingly loyal population.

The same
question

still poses enormous difficulties to historians. One has

no \"objective data\" with which to study the po'pular mood. A close examina-
tion of the files of the repressed people clearly shows that the vast majority
of the numerous anti-Soviet, anti-Stalin remarks and jokes attributed to them

in this period were either fabricated by the secret police or were extracted by
force from \"witnesses.'\037122 The interrogators would boast that they uncovered

so many counterrevolutionary organizations by uclose.ly working with the ar-

rested even though there were absolutely no data [on the existence of such

groups ].\"'22

3 The vast majority of the population did not speak OU\037 because the

regime did not tolerate so ITIuch as a hint of
disloyalty.

Stalin and his supporters, however 1 were not alone in seeing elnbittered

elenlents in the population. For example, John Scott., an American\037 work,ed

in Magnitogorsk (a giant nletallurgical plant in tIle Urals) for several years in

the ] 9305, along with the dekulakized and olher repressed people. Briefed

by the American Embassy in Moscow, Scott wrote confidential reports to the)

220A. S.lakovlev, T.5e/' zhizni. Zapiski aV;llkonstruktora. 5th ed. (Moscow, (987), pp. 212-13.

12'
Volkogonov, Tr;\"\"\037f

i traged.;ia.. p. JO I,

2228ased on my examination of dozens of persona] files in the former KGB archives in Donets\037k

and Luhans'k..

223S ee . for example. the Donbas inte.rrogator
B. N. Spivakovs'kyi cited in Sernystiaha, uTse

potribno i
nlertvYJTI,

t\037e potribno i zhyvym,\037' See a story on another interrogator in Stalino in A.

M. Sarnsonov, ZlIat. i
pontflit\". Dialog i.5torika .'i chilatelenl (Moscow, 19 8 8). p. 21

9.)))
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Am,erican State Department in 1938. In one of them Scott says: \"I once saw

an old peasant throw a crowbar into a large generator and then give
himself

up to the armed guards laughing gleefully.\" Scott thought: \"In the event of

a war., invasion or internal breakdown, serious trouble would
probably

arise

from the kulaks. If no such crisis should occur within the next ten years,

I believe that the group will gradually be absorbed by the community since
the old members will soon die off and the youth will lose to a great extent

their feeling of inferiority and bittemess
n

; \"At present they [specialists]' are

terrorized but in the eve.nt of some crisis
they might

become dangerous to the

dictatorship.\"22
4

The war factor was evident. In June 1938L. M. Kaganovich.,
for exam-

ple, addressed the Donbas party conference and contended that there had been

many kulaks, enemies, and spies in the Donbas. If
they

had not been destroyed,

he declared, \"perhaps we would have had war alread y t1: Stalin, the party, and

the NKVD had eliminated the enemies without fearing what would be said

about it, thereby delaying war.22 j,

Clearly, however, the contention of Stalin and his supporters of the ubiqui-
tous existence of enemies was a political expediency. By making \"enemies of
the

people\"
of his political opponents, Stalin destroyed them politically (and

physically). Yet Stalin was not omniscient. He could not read the minds of his

seemingly loyal supporters who, he suspected. might turn against him if chance
arose. That was why he ended

up killing
so many of his own supporters. Here

an analogy with the Inquisition is quite appropriate:
\"The more fiercely they

[witches] were persecuted, the more numerous they seemed to become.\"226

Afte.rthoughts of Stalin's closest associates at the time of the Great Ter-

ror support this view. According to Kaganovich, for example, Stalin, if alive,

would admit his nlistakes. \"We were to blame for going too far
[peres(J/iliJ,

thinking that there were more enenlies than there actually were.\" Yet the Great

Terror was justified, Kaganovich implied, because there were fifth columns

and, had they not been eliminated\" the Soviet Union would have been beaten

by the Nazis. 227 In an almost identical vein, Molotov also insisted that hStalin

played safe (Stalin /,1erestrllkhovlll):' There was no hard evidence tha\037 for

examp1e, Tukhachevskii was a German agent, but he was \"dangerous,\" and
\"we were not sure whether he would stay firmly on our side in a difficult mo-)

114 John Scott 1 Behind the Urals: An America\" Worker ill RllS.fill'S City of Steel.. enl. ed. prepared
by Stephen Kotkin (Indiana University Press t 19R9)t pp. 283.. 284. and 288.

2.25RTsKHIDNI.. f. 81, op. 3, d. 23 1, 11. 73 and 79.
.226 Adam Hochschild\037 The Unquiet Ghost.' RI.t\037f5;anLr; Rerne11lber Stalin (New York. r 994), p.
173. For an excellent

analogy
with the Inquisition, see also Stephen Kotkinll Maglteli<\037 MOI4nla;II.\"

Slll/ifli.ffn as a Ci\\-ti!izalio1t (, Lf niversi ty of Cal ifornia. 1995), pp. 336- 38 C\037Counterrevolution was

a stale of mind . . . it was necessary to employ clever and forceful methods to
probe suspected

people's consciences.. thereby exposing a suspecfs true inner
thoughts\" [po 336)).

227Chuev, Tak go\\'oril Kagalloviclt, PP+ 35-36 and 101.

-)))
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m,ent.\" Evidence was not so
important,

Molotov suggested, because \"there is

n() smoke without fire.\" Molotov justified Stalin and himself: \"Let an extra

head fall and there will be no vacillation at the time of war and after the war.\"

The terror of this period was necessary and inevitable, and, Molotov main-
tained, Uit was i nlpossible to conduct it without tnistakes.\"228

As was the case in 1917 with the term b'urzhui, the terms \"enemy,'\" \"en-

emy of the
peop1e,'\" \"Trotskyite,\" \"German (or Japanese or Polish) spy,\" and

\"traitor\" became al1-inclusive. Manipulation was
part

and parcel of politics,

and in this case, as was the case in 1917, these dangerous terms were ma-

nipulated from above. Yet people had their own thoughts and understood the

terms in their own way. WIlen rumor had it in the Donbas that Mol()tov and

Kaganovich had been arrested. the residents began to remove the portraits of

the \"'enelnies.\"229 The all-inclusive construction of enemy images
made the

operation dangerous and chaotic. Some could not believe in what was happen-

ing. In Moscow, a textile worker and old
party

member name,d O. I. Nikitina

openly declared at a factory meeting in June 1937: \"Say we are all traitors.

Right\037
it was Lenin who had no eyes and failed to see the people around him.\"

Nikitina got ten years.
2 ]0

Particularly revealing of popular images of enemies is the following letter

a worker named Petrov, in the city of Artemivs'k in the Donbas. wrote on 25

May 1937 (and signed by fourteen other workers) to the (nolninal) head of the

state M\037 I. Kalinin:)

Mikhaillvanovich, I inform you that in our Artemivs\037k sonlething terrible is

happening now. Who's a Trotskyite? -
the City Party Comnliuee Chairman

Kopytin, who has stolen everything possible. They took the furniture to hinl.

ZIatkin and Eskin pinched the whoJe housing construction for hinl and for

Orkhovskii\" the chairnlan of the city Soviet.
Kopytin

and Ol\"khovskii went

to a village and arranged for drinking binges and orgies to conduct a meet-

ing there. Makagon, Golovko, and Kostov were rewarded most generously

for stea1ing everything - flour, butter, lard\" chicken - and providing thenl to

Kopytin, but those who ought to be rewarded he expelle.d (from the party]

and now they are exiled. This is [notl just. In our city Plotnikov.. Eratscnko,

Bychkov., Abramov, Rabinovich\037 and many more have been expelled fronl

the party and exi1ed by the order of Kopytin. They are the victirns of
Kopytin

the Trotskyite, who raped gir1s and arranged drinking binges. Somehow he's
all right. The workers demand that you wake up and look at \",-'hafs happening

here. Here is a nest of Trotskyites\" yet unc.overed. How can it be uncovered.

when our NKVD chief does what Kopyhn tells him to do. Is it rea11y per-

missible that Sheluchenko helped Kopytin
instead of watching as he expel1ed

[others from the party]. There are many innocent victi'[l1s in our
c51y.)

2 zR
Slo ,son ,k bcsed s AlolotoL\"ym 1 pp. 36. 392. 397. 413. 416.. and 418.

119Vasirev1 u)o-e gody na Ukraine\037'\037 p. 82.

2_,no. Khlevniuk.
u

1931 god: protivodcistvie repressiiam.
H

Konu1lu\"iJ/.. [989. no. [X. p. 1\302\2607.)))
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Pe.trov asked whether it was adnlissible to mock the Bolsheviks in \"our repub-

lic of workers\" and went on to
say:)

I'll give you an example of how 111any Trotskyites are here: Sakhronov,
Zoz, Borshchrv (sic], lJager

t
, or khovskii.. Kuroedovivan, Peredemikov An-

drei, Tkac,hev, Kopytin.. Stasikevich, Entin, Zharkii\037 Velkov, Bur. ian, Se-

leznev, Zubritskii, Orlik, Zeleknlan, Maksimenko, Pyslinko, Onyshchenko\"

and many more. I know that they haven't been arreste.d, jailed,
because they

are needed to eat up the old. loyal
Bolsheviks. I wrote Petrovs'kyi [Ukrainian

government head). no results. Those whom they jailed
and exiled, their fam-

ilies were destroyed and reduced to beggary. Is this really pennissible? This

means, tet the innoce.nt suffer and the traitors walk around free. Why don't

you send sonleone here to uncover the real nest. . \037. Our traitors are wa1king

around. Why is this? It has to be investigated, but it hasn't been\" proba-

bly because traitors sit on the ob/ast' court. .. . ., They are all scoundrels and

Trotskyites. . . . Did we Bolsheviks really fight to be imprisoned while the
enemies can walk?13

1)

Although subsequently Kopytin and other corrupt officials, the NKVD chief

Slleluchenko, and the judges were likely to have been repressed, there is no
information available on their fates. Whatever the tenn

.\037Trotskyite\" may have

mean\037 in the minds of Petrov and his cosigners, it was coterlninous with \"en-

emy\" and \"traitor.\"

The old concept Hclass enemy\"
was still being used in this

period\037
but it

was no longer prominent in the vocabulary of the time. The
images

of enemies

became class-neutral and demonized. They had no Marxist residue. It was no

coincidence that the
\"guilt\"\"

of an \"enemy of the people\" was extended by
law t.o his or her family members and relatives. 232

Guilt by association was

a convenient tool with which to take
fanlily

members as hostages in case the

enemy refused to capitulate. Yet capitulation rarely spared them.

According to secret police data, in 1934 78,999 were indicted for \"coun-

terrevolutionary charges\" in the co,untry. The number rose rapidly to 267,076
in 1935, then slightly increased to 274,670 in 1936, rose sharply to 790,665 in

1937, fell somewhat to 554,258 in 1938, and dropped, prec.ipitously to 63.88
9

in 1939. The number of death sentences for these years were as follows:233)

2) I
GARF, f. I 235sch. op. 4sch\037 d. 200, I. 5. For popular images of '\037the omnipres.ent conspir-

acy,\037'
see Gabor Tanlas Riuersporn's important work\037 \"The Omnipresent Conspiracy: On Soviet

Imagery of Politics and Social Relations in the
1930s\037t\037

in Nick Lampert and Gabor T. Ritterspom,
eds.. Stalinis,,,: lis Nllture and Aftermath. \302\243.fsays

in Honour of Moshe Leu';n (New York. 199 2 ).

13 2
This was enacted in June 1934. See 30-e gody. Vzgliad iz segodnia (Moscow, 1990), p. 94.

2)J
V. Po Popov, \"Gosudarstvennyi terror v sovetskoi Rossi L 1923-1953 gg. (istochniki i ikh

interpreratsiia),\" Oteche5(Vennye arkhivy, 1992. no. 2, p.
28. HRussia

H
in Popov's article refers to

the Soviet Union as a whole.)))
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1934 2,056
1935 1 \037229

]936 1,118

1937 353,074

)938 328,618
1939 2,552)

In Ukraine, in 1937 and 1938 26 7,579 people were arrested, and 122,237 were
sentenced to be shot 2]4 In Stalino ob/asl', there were at least 33,774 cases of

poJitical crime, the vast majority of them in 1937 and 1938.235Given that some
cases included more than one person, the nunlber of the repressed are

likely

tll range from 40,000 to 50,000.236 In Voroshylovhrad oblast', there were
about 40,000 cases.237

How many were shot in the Donbas is unkn'own., but
one local historian estin1ates that between 27,000 and 30,000 were executed in

Stalin{) oblast'\037238 This may be too high. Yet a study., albeit very preliminary,
shows that 74.2 percent of those repressed in Odessa in 1937-38 were given
death sentences.2J9

If this degree of severity applies to the Donbas as well,
the death

figures
for Stalino olJlast; just quoted appear plausible. In fact an

incomplete and preliminary examination of the [937-38 repression in Stalino

()IJ/llSl' indicates that as many as 9,367 executions were accounted for by three

national rninorities alone (Gernlans, Poles, and Greeks).2 4 0

Compute a silni1ar

rate of capital punishment in Voroshylovhrad oblast t

and one reaches a total

figure of nearly 50,000 death sentences in the Ukrainian Donbas.

It is far from clear, however, whether these
figures

on arrests and death

sentences are comprehensive. In the case of the
provinces, many cases were

transferred to Kiev or Moscow, which makes the compilation of statistics even

more difficult.

Yet if these figures on Ukraine and tIle Donbas are corrcct to any de-

gree, it can be said, although very tentatively\037
that the Donbas (Stalino and

Voroshylovhrad ob/as! 's) was indeed hit hardest in Ukraine: the Donbas ac-

counted for up to one-third of the executed in Ukraine, whereas in 1937 only)

234 Ivan Silas, Repres.vvllo-karar\"n syste\"'ll \\.1 Ukra;,,; 1917-1953. Su.\\'pirllo-po/ityclrllyi to

iJloryko-pro\\'o\\'y; analiz, vol. r (Kiev, 1994).. p. 379.

2J5V. M. Nikorskyi. \"'Diiarnisf orhaniv DPU na Donechchyni u dzerka1i Slatystyky krYllli-
nar nykh sprav,H

,Ukrll;n.5 'ko derzha\\'1t;.\037.t\". lstoriia ; JUChll.\037nisl.. Matl'rialy nlJllko\\toi konferentsii.
Sicherz' 1993 r. (Kiev, 1993), pp. 288-9 0 .

2 J
6Dollechchynl1, 27 Ocloher 1993 r\037ReabiJitovani istoriieiu'\"4). An official at AUSBUDO in-

formed rne 011 28 July 1994 that the figure was aboul 40,()(}() ,

2]7
Lugan.rkllia I'rll\037ttla, 8 JuJy 1990, and No.flla gc,zela (,Luhans'k). 4 November 1991.

2.1 H
V. M. Nikorskyi. who is on the commission to record aU cases of repression In Stalino (now

Donets
\037

k) oblll.ff i.

239 0. V. Hontar and Zh. O.
Snlotrych,

UStalins'ki represii na Odeshchini.\" in Shosta Vse-

\"krllil1.'i 'klZ Ilollko,\",'o kOl1fere'JI.\037;;(, z i.\037.I()T}t{'''\"()ho krQil'z1JavJt\\'a\037 p. )03.
14oNikorskyi..

\"

\037Velyka chys(ka..\037

\037,

p. 29.)))
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16,. I percent of the lJkrainian population resided in the Donbas. Moreover,
one would have lo add repression in the Russian part of the Donbas to make

the picture complete.

The terror in the Donbas could have been worse, given the fact that the

Donbas had attracted so many fugitives with politically dubious pasts. Many
came to the Donbas, changed their identities, and severed or hid their

family

ties. In fac\037 this al1eviated the terror in the Donbas. The relatives of the \"ene-

mies of the people\" were very often repressed, but in the Donbas. seeking them

out was n10t an easy task. Many Donbas residents also believed that Moscow

W'Quld have. wiped out the Donbas had it been possible to do so without de-

stroying its industry,24
1

Even in the harshest times, the Donbas seems to have

retained elenlents of the free steppe.

Whatever the case, as this chapter sugg,ests, certain groups were harder hit

than others: party and government officials, people with non-Bolshevik politi-
,cat records. industrial managers and engineers, ethnic minorities, intellectuals,

and the clergy,2 4 2
Men were far more likely to be repressed than women. 243

There was no popular outburst of anti-Semitism recorded in this period tt

at least in the Donbas. Given the persistent ethnic prejudice, this is
surpris-

ing.
It was not that Jews were not repressed, and my data include many Jews

among the repressed in the Donbas. A considerable number of Jews must have
been

among
the repressed managers and engineers. According to one account,

many Je.ws were in responsible positions in the Donbas,. and the lack of
safety

and the Stakhanovite movement \"created deep hatred toward Jews and conl-
munists.'\037244 Nevertheless, no cases of pogrom or pogromlike violence was

reported. This
may

be yet another piece of evidence that the whole enemy-
hunting operation

was centrally administered. However, there is a dark side
to this. There was a

perception that, unlike on previous occasions of popular

suffering, the Jews did not suffer from the terror more visibly than others.. Tl1is)

24 1
Nunlerous Donbas residents with whom I have talked expressed this view. One interviewee

(Interview 4)\037 born in 1913 in the Donbas and de.ku lakil..ed in 1929. suggested that the Donbas
was saved to sonle extent by its having too many former ku1aks. He fled from exile to the Donbas

and managed to find a job.

l4 2
S ee Kuromiya. uStalin\"s Te.rror in the Donbas.u The case of the ethnic Ukrainians (the ethnic

majority
in Ukraine) is a complicated subject. (See Hiroaki Kuromiya. \"Ukraine and Russia in the

1930s\037H forthcoming in Han'ard Ukrainian S/udi\037s.) Generally, they were more vulnerab1e to re-

pression than the ethnic Russians. In Stalino obla!it'.. however. the ethnic Ukrainians accounted for

34.4% of the repressed. whereas they constituted 59.4% of its overall population. See Nikorskyi,
uUkrai ntsi Donechchyny. represovani v 1937- J 93 X rr.,'t p. 39.

243
My small database of 371 repressed jn lhe Donbas includes only 4 women. For a similar con-

clusion (1,053 y,.'omen arrested, of whom 61 were sentenced to be shot) derived from a much larger
database

(a\037out 40,OOO)\037 see V. M. Nikorskyi. UZhinky\" represovani na Donechchyni U 1937- 1 93 8

IT.: zaharna kharakterystyka zhertv,'I\037 Materialy llauchl10i kOlljerelltfii
H

Bogdl,n Kllnl.el
t
nitskii:

l.hiift ., de ia ref' nOJt', ;stor;;a i JOVre11Zel1flos(.\" 14\037 15 deknbria 1995 g. (Donets. k , 1995 '). P+ 24.

244Vladimir Bohdan.s letter to the author (15 Decenlber
1993).)))
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created a nlistaken suspicion in the population that the Jews aCCl)unted for the

majority of the NKVD
interrogators responsible for the torture and death of

innocent people\" 245

Th,e bosses, or people in positions of responsibility, were repressed dispro-
portionately.

In all likelihood, however, the bulk of the \"enemies or lhe peo-
ple\"\037 (\037'ragi naroda, Iloroh)\037 nllTodll) will turn out to be uordinary citizens,\" or
llarod\"

246
According to a prelilllinary analysis, non-party members acc()unted

for the vast majority of the repressed (78,,3 percent in Stalino ()bl{l\037rt' and 95

percent in Voroshylovhrad oblast
\037),

and more than half of the repressed (53.7

percent and 66.4 percent
in respective oblllst'S) were workers and peasants

(collective farmers). 247
Mass graves of victims have now been found in vari-

ous places in the Donbas, accounting for at ]east thousands of nameless corpses
in Donets'k aJone,,24

8

People lived in misery. A boy whose father was arrested in Mariupol' wrote

out of desperation to Lenin\037s widow in Moscow in December 1937:
Grannie Krupskaia for what do J and my Io-month-oJd brother suffer? Papa

was taken by NKVD. don't know for what he sits already for 3 months. don't

know for what. Malna is sick in hospital. help my
sorrow. Man13 was raised

in a children's home. do we
really

have to grow up in a children\"s home too?
but we have Papa and Mama who have to bring us up.
Vova Kozlov

My address: 54 L Olada (district cOlnmittee)

4 Quarter
Volodars'ke

Village

Mariupol'

Papa 51 ts in the ci ty of Man upor 4
249)

245This explanation has been offered to nle privately on a number of occasions\037 in both Russia

and Ukraine. See also
Report

10 Congress, p. 300, a testimony by a Ukrainian on rhe terror in

Kiev: \037\037Ihave to emphasize that I anl not an anti-Senlite; in fact\037 I am against anyone \",rho dislikes

the Jev..'s and is against the Jews\037 I 00 not count myself anl0ng those \\\037lho do. I had wonderful

friends in Kiev who happened to be Jews, SUllo my greal consternation, I have to confirm that in

1937 and 1938, the majority of interrogators in the NKVD were Jewish Cominunisis. and if Ihey

happened to get their hands on a Ukrainian who spoke Ukrainian, then to them i( was a foregone

conclusion that this person was a PetHurist He might have had nothing at all 10 do \\vith Petliura

in any way, but if he happened to
speak

Ukrainran, then he had to be a Petiiurist and was tortured
in hideous ways. Larer, in 1939. after the Ukra'inian inte1ligentsiahad been destroyed at the hands

of the JC\\\\lS, it was their turn to be destroyed. All the Jewish
interrogators

were shot destroyed:'
2-4 6

S ee Kuromiya\037 \"Stalinist Terror in the Donbas. 1 '

2 41
Nikorskyi 1 \"Ukraintsi Donechchyny, represovani v 19J7-193R IT.,\" p, 40, and \"Obviniteli

i obviniacnlyc:

1
in Vozvra..;hc/tenie intel1t i cheJti. Ocherki\037 t'o-\"pol1,i\"a\"iia 1 illfornrarsiotlnye ;

.fprarochnye nllJtl'ril11y (Luhans'k.. 1995), p. 284. See also Zinaida Lykholobova, \"Naibirsha

'chystka. v Donbasi.\" Z arkhi\\',;\\' VUChK-HPU-NKVD-KHB, ] 995. nos. '-2.. p. 184.

14 R
S ee Kuromiya, \037\037Stalin's Terror in the Donbas\" for Donets'k, and Prapor rere\"r(}Ir)\037

(Luhans-k), 28 Febru\037}ry and '4 October 1990, and KOl1l.\"ol\"o/Jskaia z,tal1lia (Kiev), 30 January,

29 May.. and J 4 Se.ptember 199 0 for Luhans' k 1 which suggest another severa I thousand corpses.

249GARF\037 f. 752]. op. 23\037 d. 56\037 It 91-92. When children went to schoo] and found sonlC-)))
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Figure 6.5- Excavation of a mass burial site in Rutchenkove. Donets'k. 1989. From

Donets'kyi kraieznavchyi muzei.)

Vova Kozlov even forgot to mention his father's name. This letter was merely

one of tens of thousands of such letters received by Krupskaia. She had little

power. It is not clear whether this letter reached her at all. In any case, no

action was taken. Kozlov's letter was simply archived.

Once, while reviewing a list of those to be executed. Stalin noted: \"Who

will remember all these scoundrels [negadiai] in ten-twenty years? Who
remembers now the names of the boyars [Ivan] The Terrible removed? No
one. . . . People must know: they remo\037e

their own enemies\" In the end, each

got what he deserved:' Molotov then responded: uPeople understand [you],

Josif Vissarionovich, they understand and support [yoU].\"2

S 0
Ten years later,

when he criticized Ivan the Terrible in a conversation with Sergei Eisenstein

and Nikolai Cherkassov, Stalin was most likely justifying himself:

Ivan the Te.rrible was very ruthless. One can show that he was ruthless. But
you

must show why IT WAS NECESSARY TO BE RUTHLESS. One of

Ivan the Terrible's errors was that he failed to knife through five large feudal

families. Had he wiped out these five families. there would have been no
Time of Troubles. But Ivan the Terrible executed someone and then he felt)

one absent, they immediately concluded that his or her father had been arrested. Put' Oktiabr;a

(Tel'manovo)\037 24 February 1993.
2 5

0Volkogonov, Triulnj i tragediia. p. 245.)))
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Figure 6.6. Skulls of victims of the 1937-38 terror excavated

Donets'k, 1989. From Donets\"kyi kraieznavchyi muzei..)

.
In) Rutchenkove,)

sorry and prayed for a long time. God hindered him in this matter. Tsar Ivan

should have been even more resolule\037
JSI)

Clearly God did not hinder Stalin from being even more resolute than Ivan the

Terrible.)

2 5 1Moscow News\037 1988\037 no. 32, P+ 8 (a transcript of the conversation on 25 February 1947

by Eisenstein andCherkassov, who played Ivan the Teniblc in Eisenstein's film on the tsar)\037

Emphasis in the original. Tucker has a detailed
anaJysis

of Ivan and StaJin in his Stalin in Pouter,
pp. 276-82 and 482-86.)))





7 The War)

H ITL ER DE EMED the Donbas with its mineral res.ources indispensable to
his war e.fforts. The occupation of the Donbas in 194' and 1942 followed
a period of terror by the Soviet government, succeeded by further atrocities

inflicted on the population by
the occupation forc-es\037 and then again by the

Soviet authorities after the Gennan retreat. T'he war, however, create.d political
alternatives to the Soviet government for those in occupied territory. Apart

from the Communist (Soviet) and Nazj (Gerrnan) ideologies, a third alternative

- Ukrainian nationalisnl - entered the po1itical scene in the Donbas. Yet the

Donbas did not accept it
unconditionally.

Some of the Ukrainian nationalists

dispatched to rally the Donbas instead converted themselves to a democratic

conceptio,n of the body politic. The extre.me conditions of war, which allowed

for no neutrality, had created alternatives, all unsafe.)

The Specter of War)

The infamous Soviet-German agreement was a marriage of conveniencc.
When the Mo1otov-Ribhentrop pact was signed in the Kremlin in August J 939,

Stalin toasted Kaganovich, then people's commissar of transport. Like Stalin\037

Joachim von Ribbentrop walked up to Kaganovich and clinked glasses. Kag-
anovich, a Jew, enjoyed this bit of Stalin's mischief. When they left the banquet
hall, Stalin told Kaganovich: \"We have to gain time.\"1

To many others, however, the rapprochement
was a surprise\037 a shock, an,d a

betrayal. Up until that moment Stalin had had hundreds of thousands -of people

executed on charges of spying for Nazi Germany and J3pan. Now Stalin had

becollle Hitler.s partner. Anti-Nazi propaganda disappeared fTonl
everywhere\037

including
the Donbas.

2
S(}tsia/;\037')ticheskii DOftbass, for example, reprinted the)

I
Fcliks Chuev, Tak g(}\\'oril K{IK{Ulo,\037ich. l.rpo\\ted' slalinskogo apo.ftola <.Mo$cow. 1992). p. 90.

2Everyone but one fornlcr KOnls.on101 meltlber J interviewed in (he Donbas confirmed thi\037)

25 1)))
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24 August 1939 Prllvda editorial about the pact on 26 August not on the front

page but on page two and with no comment at all.
One might well have asked who the real \"enemies of the people\" were, al-

though there is little evidence that people were able to ask this question openly
at the time. It was awkward at best for Stalin and others to

urge
the nation to

do so. The hunt for \"enemies of the
people\" (whatever the term might have

meant) continued in a subdued fashion. Restoration of order and discipline

became Stalin's chief concern, as is discussed later.

The threat from the East eased eventually: Japan decided to go south rather
than north against the Soviet Union. The spring 194] nonaggression treaty
with Japan was a

blessing
for Stalin. Stalin was so pleased and so anxious for

Japan to observe the treaty that he even took the trouble to see Japanese Foreign
Minister Matsuoka off at a rail station. Such a courtesy surprised everyone
present Stalin is reported to have proclaimed to Matsuoka that they were both
Asians. Then he embraced the German Ambassador Schulenberg and told the

German military attache Hans Krebs: \"We will remain friends with you in any
event.\"3

In August 1940 Stalin succe.eded in elilllinating his most dreaded political

foe, Trotsky. Stalin had long feared that Trotsky would attempt a political

comeb,ack, particularly in the case of war, even if it meant allying with the

devi I.

By contras\037 with the war threat looming ever larger, some of the bitter-
est enemies of Bolshevism came to regard Stalin, with awe and

respec\037
as a

statesman. Stalin's apparent identification with Russia and the Russian raison
d'etat disarmed Inany of his opponents. His brutal policy made him appear to

them as a staunch defender of Russiats state interests. There had been a move-
ment among the

e.migres toward reconciliation with the Soviet Union since the

'920S. Now, as the very existence of Russia (whic.h practical1y meant the So-
viet Union) was being threatened, Stalin became the defender of its land. One
of the best examples of rapprochement was Pavel Miliukov, fonnerly a Cadet
leader and bitter enemy of Bolshevism, who came to accept Soviet Russia by
the time the war broke out

4

Stalin must have asked himself\037 however, whether the people would fight)

change. This Komsomol member also insisted that she was unaware of the terror of 1936-384
She admitted, however, that people simply disappeared, not an unusual

phenomenon in the mobile

Donbas. Interview 3.
J Adam B. UJam. Stalin: The Man alJd Hi\037'i Era (New York, 1973), p. 532. and Isaac Deutscher.

Stalin: A Political BioRraphy (Oxford University Press. 1949), pp. 452-53. For Stalin's treatment

of Matsuoka, see also Sto \"vorok besed s Mo!oto\\,'y,n. Iz dnevnika F. Chlle\037'a (Moscow, 199 1 ), pp.

29-30.
4

See Jens Petter Nielsen, Miliuko\\l ; Stalin. 0 polit;cheska; e\\'Olilltsi; Mi/iukova \\-' emigrat-

sii (19 18 - 1943) (Oslo, 1983). Miliukov believed in the accusations against the defenders at the
Moscow trials.)))
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for him. The Molotov-Ribbentrop pact gave rise to disorientation and cyni-

cism amo,ng soldiers. The Polish campaign of 1939 exposed Soviet soldiers

to a different, \"bourgeois\" society, enticing them to make feverish purchases
of \"nonessential

goods
in large amounts, including alarm clocks, tablecloths.

an,d ladies' shoes.\"5 On the home front, the situation was not any better. In

Slov'jans'k in the Donbas, for
example.

at the time of the Polish campaign,
two Red Arrny soldiers who were

posted
to guard munitions to be shipped by

rail disappeared with tIle munitions. Th'ey were never found. 6

The Red Army did
fight

in the Winter War against FinJand (November

J939-March 1940), but not
very satisfactorily. After the war, the army was

reorganized, and more traditic)nal fonns of military ranks were reintroduced.

Harsh disciplinary Jneasures were imposed, but their efficacy was questioned

by military leaders. With the menlory of the Great Terror still fresh\037 military

commanders wavered between two extremes: on the one hand, the terror made
them hesitant in applying disciplinary measures; on the other hand, fearful of

being repressed \037or
not being authoritarian enough, they applied punishment

indiscri minately. 7

In civilian as in military life, draconian regulations became the order of
the

day. In December 1938 dismissal and eviction from company housin,g be-
came

mandatory
for three offenses of tardiness for work\037 In 1939 labor books

were introduced to
control_t\037e !a\037or

force. In June 1940 tne n1uch celebrated

achievement of the Soviet system, the seven-hour working day, was abolished

by fiat: the working day was increased to eight hours without any compensa-

tion. Moreover, the working population was chained to the workplace: leaving

work without permission was outlawed, punishable by two to four years of

imprisonment Tardiness withoitf pe rmission a1so became a crime; offenders

were subject to up to six months of corrective labor. 8
As if the law were. not

harsh enough, another order followed soon, stipulating
even harsher measures

for minor offenses. 9

According to the people's comnlissar of arillaments, this measure was de-

manded by industrial comnlissars who were nol able to c:ontrol the mobile la-

bor force and e.nforce discipline at work. The Great Terror had had an adverse

effect on the authority of cOlnmanders in the workplace. Stalin, according to

B. L. Vannikov, people's comn\037issar
of arnlaments, reluctantly agreed to the)

5 Mark yon Hagen, \"Soviet Soldiers and Officers on the Eve of the Gennan Invasion: Towards a

Description of Social Psychology and Polilical Attitudes,\" So\037'iet UIJ;ofZ/U,zion SOl,iiriqrle, J 8: 1-3

( 199 1 ), pp. 98-<)9.
6RGVA\037 (. 25900, op\037 6, d\037 19, I. 216.

70. S. Suvenirov, uVoillskaia distsipl1na: uroki istorii. 'Prikaz otmeniaf ne budem,\" \\-henno-

istoricheskii zhllrrzllJ, t 9Rg, no. 4, pp. 3 2-39.
8See O. Kh1evniuk..

u
2 6 iiunia 1940 gada: il1iuzii i rearnosti administrirovaniia:; K0l1unUl1ist,

1989\037 no. 9.

930re god)'. Vzgliad iz ..iegodnia (Moscow.. 1990), p.
26.)))
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new law. 10
Whatever the case, Stalin was aware that the sacrifices demanded

of the working population could not be popular.
II

Indeed, the laws were imposed on a population already struggling daily
for survival under harsh living and working conditions. Molotov subsequently

maintained that the government had demanded ucolossal sacrifices of worke.rs

and peasants.\" People lived poorly, but a]) resources were
spent

on war prepa-

rations, and no housing construction was allowed. The
workday

was increased

and the workers were bound to their workplace. The peasants were
paid

little

for their labor and produce, because there was very little with which to
pay

them.
12

Vladimir Bohdan recalls that at the end of the decade the Donbas coal-

mining community

teenled with an kinds of diseases. Sanitation facilities were nonexistenl; there

were no rest rooms. Food supplies were
sporadic\"

and in wintertime vegeta-

bles and fruit became unobtainable. Scurvy, rickets. and other vitamin defi-

ciency maladies killed children of all ages right and left.. My younger sister,

Natasha, caught a bad case of
impetigo

and her litUe body was covered with

boils and ointment for two weeks before this contagious disease somehow

bypassed the rest of OUf family. A 50 percent survival rate was considered

good for n10st families.
I)

Poverty persisted. Bohdan's neighbor, K.aterina Rykhina, had four children.

They had no father, and Rykhina worked in a mine. The two little girls, Zoia
and

Marya,

craved attention and had a remarkable talent for sho,ving up to
play

at what-

ever house where the food was on the table for a meal., to which they hoped to

be invited also. Their older brother, Elko, who was twelve, no doubt trained
them in this a\037 at which he was also an expert. This youngster was the

epitonle of the survivor. He traded, borrowed, bullied, bough\037 stole, and did

everything to help that family survive; and he had no qualms about doing

i\037 either! My mother, and other people, had seen him at his machinations

many tim,es. Like the time he stole carrots and radishes from our neighbor

o1d Evdokia. In spite of Evdokia's vigilance in sitting and watching her gar-

den, Elko still got the vegetables right from under her nose. Watching from

the side, my mother found it both amusing and heartrending to observe this

strugg]e for survival. 14

The life of women in the Donbas was particularly hard. At School 20 in Stal-
ino, a child nalned Falin would always arrive in a slovenly state. His teacher)

rOB. L. Vannikov, \"Iz zapisok narkoma,\" Nova;a ; nOI}eishaia istoriio\" 1988, no. I, p. 88, and

uZapiski narkoma\037\" Znalnia. 1988, no. 2, pp_
J 4 8 -49-

II See Kh1evniuk..
U

2 6 iiunia 1940 goda,\" p. 88.
12

Sin ,'torok besed s MO!otol'ym. Iz dnevnika F. Chuel'a (Moscowt 1991).. pp. 36---)7.

13Vladimir A. Bohdan. A\037\037oiding Extinctio1l: Children of tire Kulak (New York, 1992), p. 38.

r4Ibid., pp. 41-42.)))
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summ()ned his mother, Falina. Falina told the te.acher that she worked all day,
that she had six children, and that she had little time to look after him. The
teacher blalned Falina: \"Why did you bear so many children and bring them

up to
beg?\"

Falina angrily responded that she had already had twelve abortions

(sonle of which were no doubt ilJegal, because abortion was banned in r 936).

She was told that she should have had Jl10re abortions.
15

As military expenditures increased, food supplies declined. This\037 too, ad-

versely affected labor discipline. In April 1940, shortly before the June law

was enacted, the commissar {}f coal mining V. Bakhrushev bitterly complained
to the government that the f()od supply in the Donbas was too unreliable for

labor to be stable. Since January, almost no macaroni, groats, flour, or buns

had been available. Some of the working families did not even have bread.

At the canteen of Mine 5 in Artemivs\037k, for example, the main course con-

sisted of tea. Bakhrushev warned that such a state of affairs had created an

uunsound mood among the workers.\"16 Bakhrushev then traveled to the Don-

bas. whence he bombarded Moscow with telegrams requesting a
large

sum of

money (many colliers had not received their wages for some time) and various

material supplies to keep pr{)duction going..
17

The June 1940 law. discussed earlier, had a devastating effect everywhere.
An acute observer in Moscow has noted:)

The factory directors were in a panic of terror thenlselves. The number of

those prosecuted or condenlned to
disciplinary

educational work reached as-

tronomical figures. . . . These events r violations of labor legislation 1, came to

occupy so centra] a position in the life of every inhabitant of the Soviet Union

that others were hardly noticed at aU. The collapse of France. the air battles

over England, the
occupation

of the Baltic States by Soviet forces and their
conversion into Republics of the U.S.S.R., the annexation of Bessarabia and

the northern
part

of Bukovina 10 the Soviet Union - all paled into insignifi-

cance in con1parison with the strugg]e against so-called shirkers., idlers and

disruptive elements.
18

For fear of tardiness, people would dash into the streets at night to ask the time

of someone who
happened

to pass by.
J9' The same was almost certainly true of

the Donbas.
In fact, within two months, as many as 12.150 people were sent to the C<Jurt

in Stalino ob/ast' alone, in accordance with the June 1940 law. Of them, 1,049

were imprisoned and
7\037440

were sent to corrective labor with a 25 percent)

15
DADO, f. 424P, op. I, spr. 172, ark. 3\0374.

16RGAE\037 f. 8225, op. ltd. 83. II. 7-11.
'7Ibid.. ( 8225, op.

I. d. 805. 11. 3-40, and d. 15J, II. 12\037 18.

18Wolfgang Leonhard, Child of tile Re\\\037olutio\", tT. C. M. Woodhouse (London, 1957), pp. 93-

94.
19

](J6e gody, p. 3 6 .)))
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pay
cut.

20
Thousands of surface workers were forced to work

undergrou,nd

as punishment
21 This could not have improved worker safety, a perennial

problem
in the Donbas. How many more people were punished in the Don-

bas after the summer of 1940 is not known. In the country as a whole, from

June 1940 till June 194 I 3 million people, or approximately 8
percent

of the

working population\037 were prosecuted; of them half a million were sentenced
to iOlprisonnlent.

22

This was a massive repression by any standard. It has been
argued t most

notably by Donald Filtzer, that managers,. judges, and prosecutors often con-

spired
to circumvent this unreasonably harsh law. 23 Both the press and archives

provide ample
evidence of this\037

24 With labor in short supply, industry could

not afford to Jose people for minor offenses. (N. M. Ivantsova, a member of
the future \"Young Guard\" partisan group in Krasnodon. testified that her father,

a deputy director of Mine Ibis, was arrested in September 1940 for
protect-

ing tardy workers\037 He was given two years of forced labor at a factory in

Voroshylovhrad. Then he was taken elsewhere. ]vantsova never saw her father

again.)2
5

Managers, judges, and prosecutors, like miJitary commanders, had
to

protect
themselves from possible repression.. Ivantsova's father had been le-

nient, but other bosses
punished

all of their workers for fear of being accused

of \"rotten liberalism.\" Often the same
person

went from one extreme to the

othe.r, a tendency that had long been
displayed by people in responsible posi-

tions who feared taking responsibility.26 There is ample evidence in the press

and archives of widespread abuse of power. In August 1940 at the Dzerzhyns'k

Mine in Dzerzhyns'k, for example, the director Trofimov sent the machine op-

erator Starovoitov to court for violation of labor discipline. Starovoitov was ill
in the hospital at the time. Still he was sentenced to a year of imprisonmenl
When he came back to work after recovery, he was arrested and

put
in jail. At

the same mine, a hewer was given fo,ur
days

of leave for his wife's illness. He
had to absent himself two extra days to bury her. He did so with permission.)

20
DA DO\037 f. 326p. op. I, spr. 17631 ark. 1-2.

21
RGAE i f, 8225\037 op. I, d. 150, I. 4.

2201 eg Khlevniuk, \"Prinuditernyi trud v ekonomike SSSR. '921-1941 gody;'
S\037'obodnaia

\",)'sf, '992. no. 13\037 p. 81. and \"GULAG v gody Velikoi Otechestvennoi
voiny,\"

Voenno-

istoriche.'ikii zhurnal, '991, no. 6, p. 17. For a detailed analysis of the ucriminalization of labor

infractions,\" see Peter H. Solomon Jr.\037 So\\,iet Criminal Ju..fitice under Stalin (Cambridge University
Press, 1996),ch. 9.

2) DonaJd Fi 1tzer\037 Soviet \\.yorkers a\"d Stalinist Industrialization: The Forntat;on of Modern
SOl';et Production Relation.5, /928-1941 CAnnonk, N.Y.. 1986).

24 See Sotsia/isticheskii Donhafs , summer-autumn 1940, and GARF. f. 8225, op. I, d. 150, 11.

6--7.
25DALO, f. I 79P, op. 4v; spr. 4501, ark. 4.
2tJ

See Hiroaki Kuromiya. UEdinonachalie and the Soviet Industrial Manager, 1928\037 1937,\" So-

viet Studies. 36: 2 (April 1984).)))
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Yet the court sentenced hinl to four months of imprisonment.
27 Such cases

were conlnlon. 28

As a result of the June 1940 law, many migrant workers began to
boycott

the Donbas, severely curtailing the flow of labor fronl traditional suppliers in

Russia and Ukraine. From the first to the second half of 1940, the labor sup-

ply declined sharply by a factor of three to one.29
The Donbas badly needed

workhands. Facing boycott by the Russian and Ukrainian heartland, the Don-

bas nlanagers turned to the newly annexed areas. In the second half of
I94o\037

as

many as 38,O()() came to work in the Donbas from Bessarabia and the northern

Bukovina. Many did nl)t understand Russian and, as a result, frequently
fell

victinl to the June 1940 law. Of 13,023 for whom there are statistics, 3,238

were prosecuted for the violation of the June 1940 order, with 2,076 given a

prison sentence. Managers often failed to explain safety
rules to the ne.wcorn-

ers, and therefore accidents, including fatal ones, were frequent among them. 30

This was a baptism by fire for the new Soviet citizens.

Thousands of new arrivals from western Ukraine fared no better in the

Donbas. 3I After
1933\037 people of western Ukrainian origin were politically

suspect almost by default and untold nUlnbers of them had perished because

of their ()rigins alone. Now they, like those from Bessarabia and the northern

Bukovina, were needed for labor in the Donbas. These new arrivals were

closely watched by the police, for fear of Ukrainian nationalist influence. (T'he

Donbas police continued to repress Ukrainians, though in a more circumsp,ect

fashion than just a few years earlier. For example. a teacher and a longtime

reside.nt of Makiivka, Arsen Pogorodnyi, was a 10yal Stalinist and
supporte.r

of

the death penalty for \"enemies of the people,'\" right up until his arrest in 1940,

when he was accused of belonging to the Union for the Libe.ration of Ukraine

[SVU] and of wearing a Ukrainian embroidered shirt)32 Like their fellow

workers from Bessarabia and the northern Bukovina\037 the western Ukrainians

soon fell victilTI to the harshness and brukllity of life in the Donbas. \"After

the initial wave, voluntary de.partures [from western Ukraine to the DonbasJ
ceased, and soon a mocking rhyme about the experience became part of street
foJklore:

\037Hopsa
sasa do Donbasa, a z Donbasa na golasa [Hey, ho, cheerfully

to Donbas, and from Donbas back -
stripped naked]: \"33)

27TsKhS D, f. 6\037 op. 6, d. 59 2 , I. 34.
2RSeet fOf example.. DADO, f. 326p, op. I, spr. 1765\037

ark, 17,

29RGAE.. f. R225, op. J, d. 700, l. J 6.

)OTsKhSD, f. 6, op. 6, d. 593, II. J-6.

}I See numerous reports in Sot.\037ialisticheskii Donbass, for exanlple, 26 October, , November,
and 3 Dccember 1939.

32USpovid' staroho vchyte1ia..
u

DOllechchyna (Donets'k), 26 Novembe.r 1992.

33 Jan T. Gross, Revolution
\037flvnl

Abroad: The Soviet Conquest of Po/arid 's \037Vesrer\" Ukraine

and Western Be!oruJJ;a (Princeton lJniversity Press, 1988). p. 192. Apart from the voluntary

arrivals, there were numerous involuntary departures to the easl About 100/0 of the popu1ation)))
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Neither was the new, harsh order a cause for celebration among the So-

viet population, despite press reports of the working population welcoming
the June 1940 law. A collier named Bogovolov at Min,e 8 in Horlivka was

reported
to have openly declared that \"At the end of April [1940] they

raised

output quotas, in mid-May they raised food prices, and in June they increased

the working hours. Here is the face of our rulers\037 They are the same capitalists

as thos.e who were here before] 9] 7.\"34
It is not clear whether this rernark was

fabricated. If that is the case, the infonners knew what the authorities expected

of them. The rulers were well aware that the new order was harsh and feared

and expected such sentime.nts arising among the p'opulation.

Political sentiments were not allowed to surface openly among the popula-

tion\037 Yet there is evidence of their existence. People sang about the Molotov-

Ribbentrop pact which deprived them of much of their produce which was

being sent to Germany:

Ukraine is arable [kh/iborobna]

She has given grain
to the Germans

And herself goes hungry.35

In her memoirs of the period Halina Ruscheva, whose father was a chauffeur

for Ia. S. Gugel' (fonne.r director of Azov Steel) and was re.pressed in 1937

along with Gugel' , recalls singing a song praising Stalin in a schoo] choir. She

sang the
song

to her mother (who had survived by changing her identity) at

home. Her mothe.r turned pale., clutched her shoulders, and said: \"Never sing

about Stalin\037 He destroyed your father\037 He destroyed our life as well.\"3
6

Stalin's terror did not help the nation to prepare for war. Nor did the

Molotov-Ribbentrop pact. \"Enemies of the
people

H
were sti]) being arreste.d

and many executed. By then people almost
certainly

had asked themselves, if)

in western Ukraine and western Belarus was repressed for political reasons between 1939 and

194 r; most of those repressed were
forcibly deported to the east (Ka.zakhstan and el sewhere).

All nationalities \\\\'ere affected in this wave of repression. (See V. S. Parsadanova. uDeportatsiia

na\037ereniia iz Zapadnoi Ukrainy i Zapadnoi Be10russii v 1939-1941 gg.,t' No,.'aia i 1fove;.shaia ;s-
tn,iia, 19891no. 2, p. 44. and Iu. I. ShapovaJ, U Ii tralJichlli 'YJky. Stalinivn 1Ja Ukra;n; [Kiev,

199 0 ), p. 128.) Among them were 15,000 Polish military officers and police officials\037 several

thousands were interned in Starobil's'k in the northern Donbas. They were exe.cuted summar-

ily in the spring of '940. The more fanl0us massacre took place in Karyn near Smolensk. (See

Katynskaia dral1,a. Kozel 'Jk. Starobe/ '..fkt O.Jloshkov: sud'ba ;nternirovanll\037vk\" pol.skikh \\'oen-

nOJlllzlta.shchik/r [Moscow, 1991)). Disenchantment with Soviet life was such thal even ularge
masses of Jews\" who t1ed to the Soviet zone from the advancing Gennan forces subsequently

chose to return to the fonner Polish
territory occupied by the openly anti-Semitic German forces.

See Gross, Re\\to/ution from Abroad, pp. 206-7.

J4DADO, f. 326p, op. 1 1 spr. J 765, ark. 5.
35James E. Mace and Leonid Heretz,. eds.. Oral History Project of the Contln;ss;on on tile

Ukrainian Fa\",ine (Washington, D.C., 1990)\" 2: 1165. The word khliborobna cou1d be a typo-

graphical error for khliborodna. In that case t this line should be HUkraine is fertile.\"
J6See her memoir in Priai.o,'skii raboclrii (Mariupor), 16 April 1989.)))
99TsDAHO. [ J, op. 22, spr. 511 t ark. 59.)))
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not in public\" then in
private,

who the enemies of the people were if lhey were
not German spies. Stalin did not publicly address this awkward question. Yet

the implication of the
po1itic.al repression of \"enemies of the people\" was that

the enemies were n,ot
patriots

but traitors. The issues patriotism posed were

many for Stalin and the Bolshevik
party.

For example, during a \"political con-

versation\\' just ten days before the war with Germany broke out.. a Communist

and NKVD official nalned Shatilov in Krasnodon declared in response to a

question about the Bolsheviks and the \"imperialist war'\" of 1914: HThe Bol-

sheviks supported the war.\"3? The police report pointed
out that this showed

how ignorant some Communists were. Shatilov was not
entirely wrong be-

cause not all Bolsheviks had oppose.d the war. Yet it is quite probable that this

question was nleant as a provocation and that Shatilov was trying to protect

himself. Had he told the trllth, he might well have been accused of propagat-

ing defeatisnl, this time a defeat not of tsarist Russia but of Stalin's Russia.)

War and Occupation)

German troops invaded the Soviet Union on 22 June 194' in violation of the

Soviet-German n,onaggression pact. War with an external enenlY provided the

ultimate test for distinguishing friends from foes within the country. The test

seemed straightforward enough: would one
fight

for or against the enemy? In

fact. the test was nluch nlore
complicated.

The war proved to be extraordinarily
brutal both at the front and on the home front The entire Donbas was occupied
by enemy forces, and its population suffered from violence by both sides.

The Germans advanced quickly. The initial stage of the war was a disaster

for the Soviet forces. Stalin had a number of military commanders executed

for the debacle. 38 Between 22 June and 10 October J941, 657,36'4 nlilitary

servicelnen who. left or deserted their units were detained by the NKVD. Sonle
sl)ught

a haven in the Donbas by working in collieries. Most deserters were

sent back to the front, but 25,875 were arrested on various charges (espionage\037

diversion, treachery, desertion, etc.). Of those arrested, as many as 10,20 I

were executed, 3,32 I in front of the ranks. 39

As the Red Army retreate.d, many important cities fell one after another.

Kiev fell ()n 19 September 194 I , and by the end of September the two capitals)

.17
DALO\037 f. P-179. op. 3, spr. 48.. ark. 2 and 8.

JR
I. I. Kuznetsov, uGeneraly 1940 gooa.,\" VO\342\202\254',\"o-i:iloriche ski; zhurna/. 19881 no. 10, pp. 31-

32.. and Skryta;a pr'rvda ro;\"y: /941 god. Neizvesrnye dokunJenty (Moscow, 199 2 ), pp. 343-45

(which lists the names of the repressed).

J9S e 'e an archival document quoted in Rodina, 1993, no. 41 p. 78. For cases of lheir hiding in

the Donbas, see DALO, f. 3747, op. 3. spr. 608-p.)))
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were in danger of direct attack by German forces\037 In October, much of the

government evacuated to Kuibyshev. The German advancemen\037 particularly

in Ukraine, was aided in part by the large number of residents who welcomed

the enemy forces. This was particularly true in western Ukraine, which had

recently been incorporated into the Soviet Union, and where the Ukrainian na-
tionalists had deeper

roots among the population than in the Soviet east The

repression
that had followed the incorporation did not help the residents to

adapt
to the Soviet regime, a difficult proposition to begin with. The mas-

sacres the Soviet secret police committed before retreating further east only
benefited the Gennan forces and their allies (Hungarian, Rumanian, and Ital-

ian troops). In L'viv alone, wen over 10,000 were said to have been executed

by
the Soviets.

40

The occupiers proved to be no Jess brutal and savage than the Soviets,
however. No doubt Nazi racist ideology contributed to the atrocities committed

by the Germans. 4 '
The most notable of their crimes was the infamous Babi Yar

(Babyn Iar) massacre: on 29-30 September alone 33,37] Jews we.re executed
in the Babi Yar ravine in Kiev, and tens of thousands more Jews, Gypsies, and

others were subjected to the same fate in the days foJlowing.42
The Ukrainian

nationalists, most of whom had supported the Gennan forces
initially,

soon 11ad

to face a harsh reality. Their dreams of an independent Ukraine were dashed

by
the Gennans and many were arrested or forc.ed to go underground. 43

The initial reaction of the Soviet population to the war was generally pos-

itive from the government's point of view. Although the outbreak of war did

cause a run on the market and t as in 1914, there were many instances of

drinking binges, the mood among the mobilized was said to be \"brave and

confident.\" Many wonlen asked to enlist, and some mines and factories in

Voroshylovhrad were not able to
replace the mobilized men, which led to

a slowdown in production output.

44
Patriotism, particularly Russian patrio..

tism, became a catchphrase for the war effort The government called the war)

40Gross, Re\\,'olut;on from Abroad\" pp, 179-8 I .
41 For this, see Orner Bartov, The EaJt\037nl Front. 194'-45: German Troops and the Borbarisa-

t;011 o!'Varfare (London\037 1985). For Gennan oc,cupation in general, see the most demiled treatment

by Alexander Dalljn\037 Gennan Rule in RU.5sia\" 1941-1945: A Study of Occupation Policies, 2nd

ed. (Boulder t Colo., 198 I).
4 2

For an absorbing account of this event, see A. Anatoli (Kuzne.tsov),8ab; Yar: A Document

in the Fonn of a No\\'e/, IT. David Floyd (New York. 1970). For recent documents, see
hBabyn lar

(veresen\" 1941-veresen' 1943 rr. ),\" Ukraill.f 'kyi istorycllnyi zhunJal. 1991, nos. 9 and 12.
43S ee John A. Annstrong\037 Ukrainian Nationalism, 3rd ed. (Englewood, Colo.. 1990). For

the relations between Gennany and Ukraine during the war, see Volodymyr Kosyk, Uk.railla ;

NifllecllchyrlQ u dn,}Zii svitov;; viini (Paris, 1993).
44/ zves liia TsK KPSS\037 1990. no. 6. p. 211 (28 June 1941 report). Within ten days of the out-

break, as many as 240,000 men. or nearly 80/0 of the 1939 popu lation, of Stalino obla..ft\". went to the

front Of them 42,000 were party members and 97 \037OOO Komsomol ones. See Sil \"ska DOl1echclr\037tna'\" .

7 June 199 (.)))
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the uGreat Patriotic War\037' after the \"Patriotic War'\" in which the Russians had
defeated th,e Napoleonic invaders. Even in Ukraine, Ukrainianness came to

be emphasized by
the party. On 6 July 194 I, for example, three days after

Stalin's famous spee.ch, Khrushchev, an ethnic Russian and then the Ukrainian

party leader, addressed the Ukrainians \"Comrades, workers, peasants, and in-

telligentsia of the
great Ukrainian people\": \"Brothers and Sisters! Sons and

daughters of great Ukraine!\"45

Perhaps surprisingly,
the Gulag population also appears to have stood be-

hind the government. According to reports from the 'Gulags, only an insignifi-
cant part of those incarcerated in the labor canlps hoped to be released by the

Germans; patriotism prevailed among
the majority of the Gulag population.

46

It is instructive that the productivity of Gu1ag labor in 1943 increased
by

80

percent from 1941 and doubled in 1944 in comparison with 1941..47During the

war, as rnany as 975,000 prisoners were transferred to the Red Anny from the

Gulags, including 43,000 Poles and 10,000 Czechoslovaks who then fonned
their own national military units. 48 At the same time, the execution of political
prisoners accelerated in the autumn of 194].49

Stalin may have privately wondered whether he had had too many people

executed and arrested. Yet he may also have felt reassured that no serious up-

risings against the Soviet government took
place

at the outbreak of the war.

In the virtual infonnation blackout, however, rumors circulated everywhere.

Some were openly anti-Soviet and anti-Semitic. Many were fabricated\037 but it

also appears certain that there were people who entertained doubts about Stalin

and his leadership.50 When war broke out. an elderly mechan.ic in Slov'ians'k

angrily intimated to his friend that the country's leaders were \"brave and coura-

geous [only] when t.hey fight with us [people].\"5
1

Then he shut up. He was)

45TsDAHO, [ 1. op. 23, spr. 17, ark. 11-15.
46 V. N. Zemskov, uGULAG (istoriko-sotsiologicheskii aspekt),\" Sotsiologil'JzeJkie issle-

do\037'alliia, 1991, no. 6, p. 25. There was a
report

that anti-Soviet activity within the Gulags
became

Usignificantly
active\" since the first days of the war. The Gulag authorities actively re-

cruited inmates as informers. Hundreds of
Ujnsurgent

H

groups were exposed. See uGulag v gody

voiny,H JJ/oricheskii arkhi\\,. 1994. no. 3, pp. 74-78, and Edwin Bacon\037 The Gulag at \\-\\-'ar: Stalil1's

Forr'ed Labour System in the Lighl of the Archi\\,'es (London, (994)t pp. 155-56. For concrete

cases.. see Resi..flallce in the Gulag: Menloir.s, ullers, Documents (Moscow. 1992), pp. 72-76 and

84- 8 7.
47

u
GULAG v gody VeJikoi Otechestvennoi voiny,'. p.

22.

4 8
\"Gulag v gody voiny;\" pp. 64-65.

49p. N. Knyshevskii, HGosudarstvennyi komitet oborony: metody mobilil.atsii
trudovykh

resursov t
\"

\"hpro.sy is/or;;, J 994t no. 2t p. 55.

jOFor the popular mood in Moscow, see UMoskva voennaia. 1941 god. . . . (novye istochniki

iz sekretnykh arkhivnykh fondov)!\" /sfor;ia SSSR, 1991, no. 6; \"Iz istorii Velikoi Otechestvennoi

voinYt'- lz\\'estiia TsK KPSS, t 9'91! no. 4\037 pp. 21 (\03714; and John Barber.. uPopular Reac.tions in

Moscow to the Gennan Invasion of June 22, 194 J ,H Soviet Union/Union So\\'ietique, 1991, nos.

1-).
5 J

Hryhorii Kostiuk, ZII.f/ril.'hi i proshcllallllia. SpoJzady+ Krryha persha (Edmonton. Canada.)))
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Figure 7.1. Peasants returning to their vinage burned down
by

the German Luftwaffe,

Luhans'k oblast'. 15 August 1941. From DALO, f. P-71 18 f op. 1, spr. 702.)

fortunate because his friend did not inform on him. Yet
many

others were not

as fortunate. Stalin's logic was consistent: he sacrificed a11loo if he suspected

that there were 5 enemies among them.. The number of de;ath sentences against

political criminals increased sharply from 1,649 in 1940 to 8\037OJI in 1941 and

to 23,278 in 1942.52 Nevertheless, these numbers were far lower than those of

1937\03738.

Had the Red Army repelled the enemy, the Soviet
population

would have

had little opportunity for considering its own fate and that of their country.
The

contrary
was the case. The Gennans and their allies rapidly advanced

on the Donbas.. According to General Eric von. Manstein, the Donbas had a

spe.cial significance
in HitJer's mind: the Donbas had uplaye.d a fundamental

part in Hitler's
operational

calculations as far back as 1941, for he considered

possession of it to be of vital importance to the outcome of the war.\037\" The

Germans \"extracted substantial quantities of Donetz [Don bas] coal for our own
[L e., German] use,\" but \"al) the bunker coal for the railway supplying this vast

territory
had to be brollght out from Gennany be.cause Donetz coal did not suit)

1987), p. 682.

SlV. P.. Popov. &IGosudarstvennyi terror v sovetskoi Rossii. 1923-1953.gg. (istochniki i ikh

interpretatsiia).'t' Otechestvennye arkh;\\IY't 1992. no. 2t p. 28.)))
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our [Gernlan 1
locomotives.\" The fighting capability of the Soviet forces even

long after much of the Donbas was lost failed to dissuade Hitle.r froln his be]ief
in the absolute inlportance of the Donbas to the German war effort.

53
Whatever

the case.. Stalino, the city that bore the natne of Hitler's archenemy, fel1 to the j
I

Germans on 20 October 1941 and Artcmivs'k on ]1 October. Voroshylovhrad
l,

and its surrounding areas withstood German attacks longer, but the city fell on

17 July 1'942 and Krasnodon on 20 July.
The advance of the Gertnans

provided
the Donbas population, like that of

other occupied areas, with political alternatives, options
of which the Soviet

population as a who1e had long been
deprived.

In Slov'ans'k. where more eth-

nic Russians than Ukrainians lived, one former
political

activist recalled that

there was no one inclined to defend the country.54 Clearly this is an exagger-

ation, but as the Germans
approached

the Donbas in September, people began

to take actions that had been inconceivable just a few months earlier.

On I
September,

at the Konlsomolcts Mine in Horlivka, bread rationing
was introduced.. For various reasons some workers were left without coupons.

Angry workers and their wives demanded bread. They began to break the

windows of the party committee office and attacked the assistant
party orga-

nizer Karpetchenko, who was seriously injured and taken to the hospital. On 3
September similar disturbances took place at the Lenin Mine 5 in Artenlivs'k.
Wives of workers who had been sent to uspecial tasks\" (most likely construc-
tion

works)
at the front demanded food ration cards. The women, with the help

of a few Inen, began to destroy the flat of the party organizer Leonov. Leonov
and the mine director Larchenko were beaten by the group. The party organi-
zations of both mines failed to keep the workers informed of the internal and

internatio,nal situation and to
explain

to the women why their nlen were being
sent to the. front lines. Moreover 9 the officials introduced the ration cards with-

out warning and at night. The women's actions were said to have been incited

by kulaks and crimina1 elements. The NKVD arrested four at K()JnS0I110Iets

and seven at the Lcnin Mine.. Their fate is unknown.. 55

In some collieries, workers and housewives dared to rcnlove explosives
im-

planted in the mines by their bosses in preparalion for Gerrnan advancement
and thus prevented the destnlction of their workplace4 At the Kam'ianka (Ka-
menka) Mine in Kadiivka, a group of angry workers attacked the mine director

and the city NKVD officiaL At Mine Ibis, colliers and housewives destroyed

a warehouse, a vegetable storage, a hospital, and creches, places frequented by

their bosses. Sonle of the ringleaders were alleged to be kulaks and criminals)

5\037Erjch \\'00 Manstein. Lost Victories, e-d, and tr. Anthony G. Powell, with a foreword by B. H.

Ljddel1 Hart (London. I 95 8 )\037 pp. 399 and 41 2.
5.t Ivan Maistrenko. Isto,.iia moho

poko/ilJnia. Spohady uchoJ1lyka re\037'olilltJiillykh pod;; 1.'

Ukra;,,; (Edmonton, Canada. 19 8 5), pp. 327-28.
55TsDAHO, f. I,Op. 23, spr. 47, ark. 14, and RTsKhIDNI, f. 171 op. 22, d. 34 20 , II. 307\037-[2.)))
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and were executed. On 21 October, the leaders of the city Horlivka
panicked

in the face of advancing German forces and left the city immediately_ They
did

so after blowing up a bread factory and flour storages, leaving the population

to starve. 56

In the Donbas countryside, the farmers took actions of their own. In the

villages near Krasnyi Lyman, for example,
an order was given to evacuate

within twenty-four hours\037 but no transport was provided. Allor the livestock

of the collective fanTIs was evacuated by the army as if it were more important
than the humans. \"Counterrevolutionary, anti-Soviet elements\" took advantage

of the situation\037 mobilized the farmers, and attacked the- policeme,n and the

army officers. The
ringleaders

were executed. 57 Similar incidents took place

in various other districts and
villages.\0378

When enemy forces were rapidly advancing on the coveted Donbas, two

divisions made up of co]liers (in al] likelihood elderly workers) for the defense

of the Donbas mutinied. The armed miners returned home. It was said that

the rebellion facilitated the entry of Italian forces into Stalino ob/ast \037

on J 5

September 1941.59

Popu1ar actions against Soviet officials and their neglect of citizens' needs

took place elsewhe.re as well, most notably in Ivanovo at that time (in Septem-

ber-October 194 I ).60 Yet the grave situation in the Donbas disquieted Moscow
so much that the Central Committee of the party sent its repr,esentatives there.

They found the Donbas far from reorganized in a wartime fashion. The party
leadership was weak, and \"In the ob/as!. and districts,\" their report empha-
sized, \"there isn't [a strong] enough dictatorship, or resolute power; there isn't

enough organization and discipline; there are many meetings but there is little

r assumption of] responsibility for the execution of decisions by the center or
for their own decisions.\"61

It was not that repressive measures were not
app1ied

in the Donbas. In fact,

many of the alleged ringle-aders of the disturbances described earlier were ex-

ecute-d. There were many other cases of savage terror against the
population.

In the summer of 1941, P. I. Vasil' ev, a railway inspector in Krasnyi Lyman..

was sentenced to be shot for \"provocative rumors about workers' living con-
ditions in the USSR\" and for comparing labor in the USSR to serfdom and)

5'6 H
U rik vazhkykh vyprobuvan ': svidchaf

dokumenty..\" Arkhil')' Ukra;ny, 199 I.. no. 2. p. J 3.

j7TsDAHO\037 f. I \037op. 23, spr. 195. ark. 10-1:2.
58

Ibid.\037 ark. 6-8.

59Tamara Saidak. UDonets 'kyi kriazh. Spohad pro pidpir nykiv;n Ukra;ns'ii vist; (Neu VIm.

Gennany), 15 August 1954t p. 3.
60

See \"Smiatenie oseni sorok pervogo goda. Dokumenty 0 volnenijakh ivanovskikh tek-

stirshchikov,\" I.ftor;(\037heski; arkhiv. 1994, no. 2\037 pp. 111-36. and G. A. Bordiugov, '\037Velikaia

Otechestvennaia: podvig i obmanutye nadczhdy:' 1.5toriia oteche.5tva: /iudi. idei. resheniia.
Oclzerki is/or;; SOltetskogo Rosudarstva (Moscow, 1991), pp. 259-62.

61See the 4 October 1941 report to Stal in in /zvestiia T.'iK KP S5; 1990, no. 12\037 pp. 208--9-)))
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appealing
to workers for collective protest. Another railway worker Pan'kov

was also sentenced to be executed in the summer for his Ucounterrevolutionary
agitation of a defeatist nature\" regarding the invincibility of Hitler's army.62 In

the summer of 194(, when the Red Army was retreating, two workers of re-
tirement age in a Luhans'k factory drank and ,discussed the war situation on a

payday. They sung:

Our pilots are brave,

But our planes are paper-made. \" . .
63

The two were given ten years. In August A. F. Pervoi., a schoolchild at Mid-

dle School 37 in Stalino, was arrested. Pcrvoi was alleged to have told his

friend to remove Stalin's
portrai\037

circulated rumors that the Soviet govem-

111ent would fall, and praised Germany. Pervoi was in fact a believer in Stalin.

The accusations had been fabricated by a girl who was angry with him. Pervoi

was tortured but did not plead gui Ity.
He was sentenced to death, in any case,

but by miracJe his sentence was commuted to ten years in labor camp. He

was sent to Siberia ten days before Slalino felL He survived the war there. 64

Faced with the question of life or death as the Germans advanced\037 the Moscow

representatives seemed to be-Jieve that terror was the only solution.

Here and there the party began to lose
authority.

There were numerous

cases of party members destroying their cards or
refusing

to serve in the Red

Army.6
5 At the Ordzhonikidze Mine in Makiivka, in September the majority

of party activists were mobilized for the
miJitary. Nevertheless.. their absence

from the nlines in a time of great danger aroused suspicion among
t.he workers.

Ever since lhe outbreak of war, the se,cretary of the
party

district committee had

faiJed to show up in the office or at meetings. When rumor circu1ated that the

party organizer Kuznetsov (who had indeed been mobilized for special tasks)

had abandoned the mine, fifteen to twenty women came to Kuznctsov's wife

to confirm the rumor. They began
to knock on the door and windows and were

dispersed by the police. The Komsomol was described as nonexistent as an

organization. At the mine. only a sick
girl

remained in the Komsomol and no

one else was to be seen. One
party

candidate was reported to have refused to

pay his party membershjp fee: UWhat a fool I am\037 why
did I join the party at

aJI?H Another candidate: Ufleft my
candidate membership card at home and

nlY baby tore it
up,

so I ask the party to expel me.,,66

In Makiivka, Kostiantynivka.,
and Kramators'k, many workers, hungry for)

621.ttochnilc, 19941no. 5, pp.
f 08-9.

6)UNashi letchiki otvazhnye\037 I A samoletichi bumazhnye. . . .
,\037

Henadyi Kravchenko, \"A u khati
- smerf la holod \037. . ..n in NO\"1ost; ; sohytiia (Donets'k), no. 21

(July 1993)\037 p. 4. The two were

Kravchenko \037s neighbors.

64 Veche'll';; Done/.f 'k. I September 198q.

6;See, for e.xample, DALO, f. P-179. op. I \037spr. 250, ark. 24, spr. 247 and 248,
66DADO\037 f. 326p.. op. I, spr. 1897, ark. 2-3.)))
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information on the war, would appear at meetings, but the party secretaries

failed to appear. Panic prevailed, and many questions were raised: \"Why don't

they
evacuate our children? Do they really mean to get away at the last mOlnent

and leave us to the looters?\" In Debal'tseve, the city prosecutor
was closely

watched by everyone. When it was known that he had instructed a chauffeur

to have a lorry ready at all times near his house., there was much resentlnent

In the city\" a
large\037 highly

desirable apartlnent building where many city dig-

nitaries had lived was now
empty,

because the residents had left for smaller

flats so as not to be so visible. When one boss evacuated his family, an uproar
arose. It was reported that the situation was delnoralizing even party members.

In Slov'ians'k, the secretary of the city party committee Po]iakov went around
to the Rats of Communists, asking whether they were pickling vegetables for

the winter. A
negative

answer meant that the Communist planned to evacu-

ate. When a Communist
pickled vegetables,.

then his neighbors followe.d his

example..
67

It was a fact that families of local Donbas dignitaries were evacuated first

and that the loca) authorities abused their power to supply their families in

refuge
with foodstuffs designated for the local residents.. Naturally the people

left behind were angry.68

Not surprisingly, the evacuation of factories in the Donbas went
poorly69

and much energy was spent on the destruction both of the industrial plants
and of the prisoners held in the Donbas. In Stalino explosions of mines and
factories continued incessantly for three days from] 9 October. 70

One witness

recalled: \"Another rumble shook the ground around Cold Ravine [nalne of

a mineJ as black sm,okc billowed up with fresh intensity.. We didn't see any
fire, just

snloke. You could actually see the glow at night, but in
daylight only

smoke was visible.\"'7 1

.

At Mine 412 I in Stalino\037 workers, women (many of whose husbands were
at the front), and children protested the mining of their coalfields. NKVD
forces an,d Red Army soldiers were called in. The soldiers refused to shoot, so
the NKVD detachment fired at the protestors. Mass arrests followed. Among
them was an e1derly collier naJned Niku]in.. When he asked an NKVD man

for a cigarette, he was shot dead on the spot. Many of the arrested were taken
farther from the front to Voroshylovhrad. Along with an estimated fifteen hun-

dred prisoners (mostly Red Army deserters and soldiers who
complained

about)

671bid., ark. 5,9, 13, 14- 15.
68

S ee , for example, Mykhailo Kobar and Ljudmyla Kondratenko, uKomu viina. a komu . + . ,\"

Vitchyzna\037 T996\037nos. 1-2.pp. 112-13.
69S ee G. A. Kumanev, '\037Sovetskaia ekonomika i evakuatsiia 194 1 goda,\" Soviet Union/Union

So'vietique.. 1991, nos. 1-3, p. J 70. See also Ko\",sof1,olet\\- DOllbas5a, 6 May 1990.
70Donetsk;; vestnik, 22

January,
I 2 Februaryt and 14 June t 942.

71
Bohdan. A\\'oidillg Extinction. p. 48. For anothe.r eyewitness account, see Louis Ernst, ulnside

a Soviet I ndustry,9' Fortune (Chicago), October 1949,p. 177.)))
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the lack of nlunitions), they were executed before the Soviet forces retreated

frorl1 the city.7
2

In S.talino itse[f, the killing of prisoners (anlong whom were

Stakhanovites) continued for several nights in October 1941. Among the killed
were also wounded Red Arlny soldiers who c.ould not be evacuated.?3 One res-

ident later recalled:)

In this city in the NKVD prison factory
the. communists executed 18-0 per-

sons and buried them in two holes dug in the prison yard. The corpses were

liberalJy
treated with unslaked litne, especially the faces.

My brother was sentenced to three months in jail for coming late to work.

After serving 18
days

in the factory prison he was set free, and a month later

was drafted into the Red Army because this was in July 1941.
Later, his wife and my mother found him anl0ng the corpses, identifying

him by the Jeft hand
finger\037

underwear and papers he had on him. 74

Some Stalino prisoners were taken to Snizhne in the east of Stalino, away
from

the approaching Germans. Under armed escort they were transported to a

gully where
they

were forced to dig ho]es. (A witness\037 then a boy, recalls their

tormented and sad faces even today.) Then
they

were shot 75

Most Stalino residents refused\037 or at least were unable, to leave their city.7
6

The evacuation of the Soviet forces and local authorities created \"complete

panic and disorder
everywhere.\"7? Many residents came out to the streets in

hopes of
finding

foodstuffs arld were shot by drunkards and policemen roanl-

ing the city. Once all the authorities disappeared, \037'open lo()ting and ban-

ditry\" by marauders and hooligans ensued.78

According to one witness in

Slov'ians'k, they destroyed everything just as the Soviets had done before

they retreated. 79 The same scenes of looting and disorder were seen in other

Donbas cities as well. Those who remained were regarded by
the authorities as)

12 Note the story by
A. T. Tyzhncnko (who was arrested.. then shot along with others\037 and yet

survived by fcigning death) in DOfletskii \\1eJtllik, 23 November 1941. See also Lugallskllit1 J}rCJ\037!da\037

8 July 1990.

7,1 VechenH'; D(Jnetsk\037 2 March and 15 Septetllber 1990. See also DOlJelJkii \\'estnik, 22 August
I 942.

74
Andriy Vodopyan, uCrinle in Staline,\" in The Black Deeds of the KrC1111i1l:A While Book,. vol.

I, Rook f).l Test; \",ollies (Toronto, 195,J:), p.
'2 I.

7SZ,'el1 'ia\" voL I (Moscow\037 1991)\037 p. 44.

76 For a case of refus\0371 in (he Donbas, see Mace and Heretl, Drat Hi.\\'lory Project, 2:877. For

a vivid Jescription of the
occupation..

see N. N. Kozlova and J. L Sandonlirskaia, Uln tak khochll

rlllz,va( kino.
U ..

Nll; l'noe pis .\"zo \": OPYI ling Vo-solJiologiclzeskoRo c1rt(\037ni;lI (f\\.1oscow, 1996). pp.

8yff.
77 AUSBUDO, no.

35462\037pt:
t 2, ark. 4]Ozv.

7\037 DonelJkii vestnik.. 15 November r94' and 22 January 1942. Some of these Tnay have been

comrTIon criminals (roln the western
parts

where they ned fronl prison in the confusion of the

evacuation. See V. M. Kurilsyn, hPrava i svohody grazhdan v gody Velikoi OLechestvennoi
voiny\037\037'

So\\,.'leJkoe gos\"dar.r;tvo i pravo.. 1987, no. 5. p.
12 9.

79Maistrcnko, IJtoriia nroho pokoliniia, p. 332.)))
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\"traitors\" and were terrorized by remaining Soviet units (Hpartisans\.80") What-

ever the case, of the 465,000 people of the city of Stalino, according to the city

authorities under German occupation, no more than 65,000 left the city.8.
When the German forces came, many resident\"s were said to have wel-

comed them in Stalino and elsewhere.
82 At least, according to some firsthand

accounts, peop1e hoped to live under the Gemlans. As soon as the Gernlans
and their allied forces arrived, however, they rounded up a large number of
men. The Russians and Jews never came back. Many ethnic Ukrainians, whom

the occupiers considered more politically sympathetic toward themselves, were

identified and then released. H3

The Donbas, unlike much of Ukraine, was put under military administra-
tion by

the 'Germans, owing large.ly to its proximi'ty to the front Within the

Donbas itself, the mood of the local population often depended on where the

front stood. The closer the town and the countryside to the front, the less harsh

the Gennan military regime tended to be. In those areas located close to the

front\037 people, particularly collective farmers, tended to help the Gennans and
nlet the Red Army soldiers with hostility when they returned. The farmers

refused to give drinking water to the Soviet fighters; on the grounds that they
breathed more freely under the Germans tha.n under the Bolsheviks.. 84

.

Many Communists, like many non-party members, chose to remain in the
Donbas or were unable to leave for a variety of re.asons. If they were not kille.d

outright by the Gennans, they
were obliged to register with them. Those who

refused to do SO\037 be they Ukrainian or Russian.. were executed. 85
In Krasnodon,

in August I '942 shortly after it was occupied, thirty colliers who were Com-

munist Party members were buried alive for failing to
appear

for registration.
86

Others were killed as traitors by Soviet
Upartisans\" (who, in these cases, were

most likely to be NKVD extermination
squads).R7

To complicate matters, as

will be discussed later, some of the police working for the Gern1ans were in

fact NKVD infiltrators assigned to eliminate those Communist
Party

members

and others considered traitors. 88
Exactly how many remained under occupa-)

8\302\260Ibid., p. 33 J (Slov.ians\"k). In one vil1age in Novoaidar in the north of Voroshy]ovhr\037d. the

retreating authorities gave orders to tynch the politica1ly suspect One collective farmer was rhus

shot. TsDAHO, f. I, op. 23, spr. S8t ark. 8.
ft I

Dotletskii vestnik, 15 November 1941. In 1940 the population of Sta1ino was 507,.000.

DOll e I.ttk. ISforiko-krae\\'edclteskii ocher/( (Donetsk, 1981). p. 198.
81See, for ex.ample, TsAMO, f. 359,oP. 6015, op. 13, I. 86 (Krasnoamliis'k).
831ntcrview I.
84

TsDAHO. f. I, op. 23, spr. 68 5\037 ark. 9- r 1 and 18-20 (January 1943 report).
Rs

Ibidw, sprw 3839, ark. 62-63 (Stalino).

86Ibid., op. 22\037 spr. 24, ark. I.

87Ibid., op. 23, spr. 160, ark. J I. For NKVD activities behind the front line. see also John

A. Armstrong, ed., So\\';et Pllrtisans in Worltl War 1/ (University of Wisconsin Press, 1964), pp.

78-80.

88S ee Maistrenko. Istoriia moho
poko/iltltia t pp. 328 and 334.)))
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tion is far from clear. In Voroshylovhrad ob/as!', there were 46,222 party
Inem,bers and candidates in 1940. In 1944, after liberation. the number was

only I (,140. Of them, 7,365 stayed under the Germans, and 3,457 of those

registered with the po1ice and Gestapo.8
9 K. F. Che\037ichenk,o, fifty years

of

age and a party member since] 932, was one who did so, according to his own

account, in order to \"remove from himse]f the, title of party member,\" because
.

he believed that '6there wo,n't be a Soviet power any more. The Germans have

strong technology. while the Red ArillY has naked soldiers and no techno]-

ogy.H9f)
Others managed to hide. Some did so by burning their cards. 9r

The Jews and Gypsies in the Donbas as elsewhere were targeted for to-

tal extermination, according to Nazi ideology. Clearly many Jews did not or
could not evacuate. The Soviet government did not infonn them of the system-
atic killings committed by Germans elsewhere in Ukraine and other occupied
territory.9

2
The government also kept from the population information on how

close the front stood. According to a former resident of StaJino, \"But we\037 in

the midd]e of this storm, did not even kn,ow where the front was!\"93 When the

Germans canle, the population was helpless.
The occupiers re.quired

an Jews to wear a David's star insignia. Soon they
were executed en masse. These crimes were committed by Germans with

the explicit and implicit help of local residents, both Russians and Ukraini-

ans, both party and non-party members. 94
In October 194 I, eight thousand

(according to some accounts, nine thousand) Jews in Mariupol' were told to

report for transport to Palestine but were liquidated instead. 95
What hap'pened

in Mariupol' in October was allTIOst an exact replica of events in Babi Yar

in Kiev. Sarra Gleykh, who miraculous]y survived the mass killings, left the

following 20 October entry in her diary:)

RQTsDAl-IO, f. I, op. 23. spr. 335, ark\037 43\037 and DALO\037 f. P-179, OP4 3, spr. 185, ark. 9.
90TsDAHO, f. I. op. 23, spr. 689\037 ark. 34.

9, I
Ibid. . SpL 59. ark. 41'.

921n Slov'ians'k. Jews
staye.d

on the assumption that they would be aU right because they were

not Communists. One day all Jews were executed. One Ukrainian.. whose wife \\vas a Jew\" thought

that he could save her because he was not a Jew. Instead the Gennans kjlJed both. Maistrenko,
/sloriia \"'o/,o

poknliJlnia\037 pp. ))0-31.

93 Bohdan__ A\\'oidiIlR Exti,U\",i01r, p. 47.

94For a discussion of the participation of non-Jews in the Holocaust in Ukraine, see PhiJip
Friedman. \037'Ukrainian-Jewish Relations during the Nazi Occupation.

n
in YIVO A,JIJII111 of Jeu!ish

Social Science (New York)\037 [2 (1958-59), and M. V. Kovar, HNatsysts. kyi henotsyd shchodo
ievreiv la ukrains'ke naselennia (1941-1944 IT.):' Ukrains'kyi istor)'(.'ltnyi zhl.lnllll, 1992\037 no. 2,

There is little evidence that one panicular group,
for example. the Ukrainians, participated in the

Ijolocaust more actively than others. There are numerous cases of LJkrainians. risking their Hves

[0 save Jews. For such a case in the Donbas. see lakiv Suslens'kyl. Spr(ll-':.hrz; heroi. P,n IIclzo,,-\"'.

h,n11ladian Ukrai\"y II ritlfll\037'lllJl1; ;eFre;\\' vid.fashYLfts 'koho heIJotsydu (Kiev 1 '993)\037 pp. 129-30.

95YIVO Archives\037 Reports on the Activities of the Einsatzgruppen in the USSR. 0018331 and

I t\037khak Antd, cd.. Urrichtoz./re\"ie c\\.'reev SSSR 1/ 80dy llef1,etsko; okkupatJii ( 194 J -/944). Sbontik

dokunlentot' ,. Innteria/ol' (Jerusalem, '992)\037 p. 16.)))
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OUf turn arrived, and the horrible image of a senseless, a wildly senseless and

meek death was before our eyes as we set off behind the barns. The bodies

of Father and Mother were already there somewhere. By sending them
by

truck, I had shortened their lives by a few hours. We were herded toward

the trenches which had been dug for the defense of the city. These trenches

served no other function than as receplacles for the death of nine thousand
Jews. We were ordered to undress to our underwear, and they searched for

money and documents. Then we were herded along the edge of the ditch, but

there was no longer any real
edge\037

since the trench was filled with people for

half a kilometer. Many were still alive and were begging for another bullet

to finish them off. We walked ove.r the corpses, and it seemed to me that I

recognized my mother in one gray-haired woman. . . . Fanya [sister) did not

believe that this was the end: UCan it be that I wi II never agai n see the sun

and the
light?\"

she said. ller face was blue-gray, and Vladya [liule brother]

kept asking: \"Are we going to swim? Why are we undressed?\" . .. .. I held my

head and began to scream in a wild voice. I seem to remember that Fanya

had time to turn around and say: \"Be quie\037 Sarra, be quiet.\" At that point
everything breaks off.

Whe.n I regained consciousness\037 it was already twilight. The bodies lying

on top of me were stiIJ
shuddering\037

the Gennans were shooting them again
to make doubly sure that the wounded would not be able to leave. At any
rate, I understood the Germans to say that They were afraid that lhere were

many who had not been finished off, and they were right; there were many
like that. These

people
were buried a1ive\037 since no one could help them even

though they
screamed and called for help. SOlnewhere above lhe corpses

babies were crying. Most of them had been earned by their mothers and,
since we were shot in the backs, they had fallen, protected by their mothers\"
bodies. Not wounded by the bullets, the.y were covere.d up and buried alive

under the corpses.

I began to craw1 out from unde-meath the corpses. . . .
96

After \"a month of wandering in the
steppe,'\" Gleykh

was able to escape to the

Soviet side. 97

Massacres took place everywhere. In De.bartseve, Jews were confined to
a town

square
and crushed to death by German tanks. 98

In December 194 1

all Jews in Makiivka were killed. 99
In January 1942 all Jews and Gypsies

were annihilated in Artemivs'k,: children were poisoned; some adults were

shot, others gassed or thrown down mine shafts alive. Communists and others)

9611ya Ehrenburg and Vasily Grossman, eds+; The Black Book: The Rut/des.... Murder of Je1'l\037f

by German-Fa.rc;.u Invaders throughollt the Temporarily-Occupied Regions of tire Soviet Union

and in the Death Camps of Po/and
during the War of 194 t-/945'4 fr. John Glad and James S.

Levine (New York\037 1981), pp. 74-75. A more comple.te version of the
diary

was pubHshed in

Nei\037.\\'est\"(lja cherlloia kniga (Jerusalem and Moscow\037 1993), pp. 211-22.
97

Ehrenburg and Grossman, The Black Book, p. 76..

9 8
Neizyesr1Ja;a chenraia kniga4 p. 164.

99TsDAHO. [ J, op. 22, spr. 511 t ark. 59.)))
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politically suspect were killed in a sinlilar fashion. Some had their eyes poked

(Jut and noses cut off. AJlogether the victims in the January massacre accounted
for three thousand.

J 00

In Stalino, killings began in Decenlber 1941 and continued into the spring
of 1942.101Gas vans were extensively used in the operations there. A German

perpetrator later recalled killings on Easter Monday in Stalino:

The Jews had to climb into the van fully clothed. There was no sorting out.
Men, women and children all had to get in together. I estimate that about

sixty people had to get in each time.
They

had to cJimb up some steps to ,gel
into the van. ]t did not seem as if the Jews knew that

they
were about to be

gassed. After the d()()rs had been closed we then drove to a disused coal shaft.

I do not remember whether the shaft was in front of the van or whether we
had to turn round. The gas-van could not be driven

ri'ght up to the shaft and

we had to pull the bodies out of the vans and drag them to the shaft.. which

was about eight metres
away.,

and lhen throw them in. . . .

When the doors were opened a cloud of smoke wafted out After the

smoke had cleared we could start our foul work\037 It was frightful. You could

see that they had fought terribJy
for their lives. Some of them were holding

their noses. The dead had to be dragged apart. It was while doing this that I

first found out how heavy a human being can be.\"0

2

All in all, up to I 5,000 Jews were killed in Stalino. 1 0 3

In January 1942 the Jews in Kramators'k were sent to what the Gennans

called Palestine (i .e., the other world).
1 04

In September 1942, all Jews (about

40) and
\"p\"olitical

activists\" were rounded up, sho\037 and thrown down a nline

shaft in Kransodon. H)5
In lenakiie\\.re 280 Jews were shot. 106 In Vor()shylov-

hrad, on I Novenlber 1942, all Jews in the city were ordered to report f()r

deportation. They were instead taken outside the city and sh()t Children were

poisoned by
a substance put on their lips. all this day alone 3,000 Jews

per-

ished in the city.
107 More killings f()lIowed in Decelnber; they were shot.

poisoned, or
gassed

to death.'o8 In all, 8,000 Jews and others were killed in

this fashion in Voroshylovhrad.1<)() The Jews had suffered ever since cl)ming to)

JOOlbid.. ark. 54.. and up. 23. SpL 3839, ark. 77.
Inl

Jhid\037 op. 23\037 spr. JR39. ark. 75.

tn2Emst Klee, Willi Dressen\037 and Vorker Riess, ..The Good Old Da.'\\'LfJ

n
: Tire Holocaust as See\"

b.y
Its Pe,.pt'tratorJ and Bystflltder.r, tr. Dehorah Burnstone (New York, 199 J ). pp. 72-7 \037,.

IOJTsDAJ--IO, r. I. op. 2), spr. 3839\037
ark. 75.

IO\"See a lette.r written by a Jew who fJed fronl the Inassacre in Ehrenburg and Grossman\037 The

Black Book. pp. 550--52.
105AlJSBULO i no. 26518, 1. I, ark. 156, and L 3, 269.

J06TsOAHO. f. I. op. 23. SpL 33 6 . ark. I. 4.

I07DALO, f. R-69J. up. 5. spr. Lark. 1 and 15 X .

loRSoVelJkie e\\'rei
pi.\\'!rrtf

Ire Erellh\"\"gu 1 94.3-1C)66 (Jerusalem. 19lJ)), pr. .\"23-24,
log

Ukra;,,,.. 'ka RSR u Velykii VitchYZ/lianii vii,,; RadianJ 'koho Soiu:'tI 1941
\037\037

1945 rr.. vol. I

(Kiev, 19 6 7), p. 363.)))
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the Donbas, but the Holocaust during the war was by far the most systenlatic

and nl0st deadly blow, annihilating the Jews wholesale.

Many Donbas residents initially regarded German occupation as an alter-

native to the Soviet regime. Yet the Germans immediately proved no better.

As Alexander Dallin has shown\037 their racial ideology contributed much to the

brutality with which they ruled the occupied territory.
I fO

They killed inno-

cent residents everywhere. The.y looted the cities and the countryside.
III

For

various offenses of the rules imposed, people were lashed just
as in the old

days.
I r 2

The 'Gerolans allowed private trade to operate, renamed some cities

(Stalino became Iuzovka or Iuzivka again) and streets (Rosa Luxemburg Street

became Oil Street),
and privatized some lands. Yet, to the disappointment of

many farmers, they never disso.)ved the collectiv,e fanns on any large scale.

The colle.ctive farm system was useful for the Germans, just as it was for the

Soviet
govemmen\037

to collect grain and other produce. People had to live in

hunger. (Harsh punishments, including public executions, notwithstanding,

the Germans c()uld not control the wave of c.rirne in the cities\037)113 Within a

few months; the mood of the local residents turned against the occupiers: the

Soviet regime now began to appear better than foreign occupation. Some had

set up icons at home, prayed, and waited eagerly for the GenTIans. When the

Germans looted their houses, however, they realized what occupation meant
So

they
declared that they no longer believed in God. I [4

Others he.ld on to the

icons because they thought that in case the Whites caDle back, they would be

safer with icons. 115

Another important operation by the German occupants contributed to the

problems they
faced in the Donbas. They exported hundreds of thousan,ds

of people from the Donbas to forced labor in Gennany. Occupation newspa-

pers carried numerous articles describing how inhuman labor under the Soviet

regime was and exhorted the residents to go to work in the Reich, where par-

adise was awaiting them. They a]so carried
reports on how enthusiastically

people were responding to the appeal to go to Germany.

J 16
Initial recruits

were largely volunteers. but the terrible treatment
they

met on their way to and

in Germany soon became known. The
subsequent

recruitments were forced.)

J
InDallin\037 German Rule ;n RII.'i.v;a.

111See, for example, TsAMO, f.
359\037 op. 60 15 \037d. 15\037 II. 39-41.

112See, for example. TsDAHO. [ L.Op. 22; spr. 87\037 ark. 84.

1I.\"\\See EvgenH lasenov\037 uPos1evoennoe Stalino: vodka deshevle khleba,'\" Gorod (Donets'k), no.
43 (,I 1 November T993)\037 p. 10.

1f4TsAMO, f. 359. op. 6015\037 d. 3, t JOI and I. 9 1 (November 1941 report),
and TsDAHO, f. I?

0P+ 2), spr. 538 '(no pagination).

1l5TsDAHO. f. J. op. 70. spr. J', ark. 20 (June 1942 report from Voroshylovhrad).

116Sce, for exafnpJe. Donetskii \\.\037estlt;k (Sta1ino) and No\\-'e zhyttia (Voroshylovhrad) for 1942.
See also Ulrich Herbert Fre11ldarbe;ter. POlilik find PraxiJ des \"AlIs[ii11der-Einsatzes'\037 ill der

KriegJ\037t/irt.\037c\"aft de.r D,.itre'l Reiche.'\302\273 (Berlin and Bonn.. 1985)1 pp. 158
-59.)))
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The Gennans would \"seize people in the market place\" and dispatch them to

Germany.'
17

The Gemlan operations contributed to growing anti-German sen-

timent. 118

The Donbas played an important role in human export. Initial1y the Ger-
mans

targeted 50\037OOO industrial workers from Stalino for export.'
19 It is sym-

b()Iic that it was in the Donbas (Stalino) that the first official
transport

of civil-

ians took place (in January J 942): 1,100 were dispatched to the Reich. 120
Alto-

gether, more than 300,000 Donbas residents (252,239 from Stalino oblast', or
nlore than 8 percent of its 1939 population, and 74,047 from Voroshylovhrad
ob/as!', or 4 percent of its 1939 population) were taken to Germany.

I 21

They

were am()ng the estimated nearly 5 million Soviet people drafted as forced
laborers to the Reich.

122

During the war, savage terror was inflicted on soldiers and civilians alike

by both sides. According to the latest estimates of
population

loss during the

war, nearly 8 million Soviet soldiers and up to 20 million civilians were killed

or died of hunger, diseases, injuries, and other war-related causes.12\037
Among

thelTI were nearly 2 milJion civilian Jews targeted for total extermination. 124

In Voroshylovhrad obillst' 45,649 civilians were said to have been killed
by

the occupiers.
125 In Stalino oblasf\037, which was occupied longer, the number

of victims was higher, 279,000, of whom about JOO,OOO were accounted for

by the city of Stalino, or ITIOre than 20 percent of the residents who remained

under
occupation\037

126
As nlany as 75,000 were thrown dead or alive into Mine)

117Se e . Lewis J-L Siegelbaum and Daniel J. Walkowitz. \\Vorkers of/he Donbas Speak: Sun.;t'al

and Idellti(v ill the Nl!1t' Ukraine, 1989\037/992 (State University of New York Press, 1995), p. 4 6 .
IIR

Dallin, Genna,., Rule ;11 RU.'i.\037ia, p. 430. See also Viktor Andriianov, Patn;al' so ZIJakoJ1' OST.

Slid 'ba
..

l'o.r;fochnykJr rabo('lrikh\" \\1 ikh sobs(\\'enl1yklz \037f\\,;detel 'st\\'akh, pis' I1,akh ; doku\".,ell1akJr

(Moscow, 1993), pp.
28- 2 9 and 45.

I 19
Herbcrt, Fremdarbeiter, p. 158.

12nPavei Porian,
H

'Ost'y
-

zhenvy dvukh diktatur,\" Rodi\"a, 1994, no. 2, p. 52.

J 11
TsDAHO, f. I, op. 23, spr. 1477, ark. I, and spr. 1478, ark. 7.

i12V. I. Zemskov, UK voprosu 0 repalriatsii sovetskikh grazhdan 1944-1951 gody;' l.uoriia SSSR,

1990, no. 4. p. 26.

12JThe nllJllbers vary. but see A. A. Sheviakov t uGit]erovskii genotsid na territoriiakh SSSR.\"

SOls;oloR;clte.'ikie i.fsledoVlIlliil1, '991 t no. 12 1 and UZhertvy sredi mirnogo naseleniia v gody
Otcchestvennoi

voiny.\" ibid., 1992, no. I 1 .

J140f them nearly I miJlion were on pre-1939 Soviet tenitory.
In western Ukraine, of 87\302\260,000

Jews only 17,000 or 2% survived the war. See Lucjan Dobroszycki and Jeffrey S. Gurock. eds.,

The HO/OC{lIlst in the Soviet Union: Studies and Sources on the Destntction of the Je\\\\'.f in Ihe

Nazi-Occupied Terrilor;e.f of the USSR t 1941-/945 (Am10nk. N.Y.. 1993). pp. 3 (Zvi Gitehnan)
and 212 (Sergei Maksudov); Aharon Weiss. uJewish-Ukrainian R,elations in Western Ukraine dur-

ing the Holocaust,\" in Peter J. Potichnyj and Howard Aster, eds+, Ukrail1illIJ-JeM-';:ri1t Relations ill

Historical Per,fpective (Edmonron, Canada, 1990)\037 p. 409.

125Sheviakov, U.Zhertvy sredi mimogo naseJeniia v gody Oteche.stvennoi voiny,H p. 10. The 1i\037t

on p. 9 sonlehow shows 19.373.
I

26TsDAHO. f. LOp. 22 1 spr. 51 Lark. 53 and 66. and op. 23. spr. 3839, ark. 74. The data on

Stalino Ob/(l51
'

are not inc1uded in Sheviakov's study for some reason.)))
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Figure 7.2. Bodies of people murdered by the Gennan forces, recovered from Mine

3/3 bis in Kadiivka, 1943- From DAL0 9 [ P-7118, op. It spr. 704\037)))
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414bis in Stalino. 127
In the city l)f Shakhty in the Russian part of the Donbas,

13,854 civilians and 10,.260 Soviet POWs were exterminated. 128

While the majority of the killings were
pe.rpetrated by the Germans and

their allies.. these figures almost certainly include victinlS of Soviet terror as

well. 129 The Great Terror of the Soviets was followed by waves of destruction.)

Alternatives)

War creates an extreme circumstance in which one can be only an ally or an

enemy. At least this was the ideology and practice promoted by the Soviet

government. As Stalin consolidated his power and geared up for war, the con-

cept
of enemy underwent a transformation from \"class enemy\" to class-neutral

\"enemy
of the people.\" Terrorized, people had to live in the country on terms

dictated by the government. When the war began\" people had to decide their

own fates. Fl)f milli,ons of men, there was no choice but to be drafted into the

ranks of the Red Army. Many gave their lives, but some chose to desert the

front and many of thenl were executed for their choice. Millions of citizens

chose to evacuate to the east to avoid the rapidly advancing enemy, but Inany

more people chose to relnain under the occupiers. No doubt, many civilians,
unable to make a decision for a variety ()f reasons, found themselves living
under

occupation, just
as millions of soldiers unwillingly becanle prisoners of

war. Still, once under
occupation

or in captivity, they detennined their own

fates to the extent that circulnstances allowed. The war appeared to allow for

nll alternatives, but it actually acco,rded options to the Soviet citizetlS, however

difficult it was to choose
among

them. As M. fa. Gefter has appropriately

relnarked. uThis [1941-42] was a period of
spontclnevus de-S/lllillizat;on. We

were in full crisis. Stalin's totalitarian system had fallen apart in the face of the

invasion and occupation. People were suddenly forced to 111ake their own de-

cisions\037 to take responsibility for thenlselves. Events
presse.d

us into becoming

truly independent hUlnan beings:'
13\302\260)

J2 1
RTsKhIDNL, [

17\037 op. SR. d. ) 005\037
I. 4\037t

12RSheviakov. UZhertvy srcdi mimogo naseleniia v gody Otecheslvennoi
voiny\037'\037 p. 6.

12QFor the Inost critical analysis. see Michael EJlnlan and S. Maksudov, USoviet Deaths in the

Great Patriotic War: A Note:. Europe-Asill Studies, 46:4 (1994). Of lhe sixteen eastern nblas/.s

in Ukraine. Stalino and Voroshylovl1rad ob/a.rt.s accounted for the gTe.arest population loss in

proportionate ternlS from January 1941 to July 1946, 250/0
and 2)% respective1y. See A. L.

Perkovs\"kyi and S. I. Pyrozhkov. UDemohratichni vtraty narodonaselennia Ukrains.koi RSR u

4o-kh IT,;' Uk.,.ains 'k)'; iJlory{\037hllyi z}lI11,ral, 1990. no. 1. p. 17.

I

JOQuotcd in Nina TUlllarkin. The Li\\\037;\"g
llnd the J)f.\037,f.ld: rhe Ri.\037e and Fall of the Cult

n.f
World

War 1/ in Russia (New York. 1994), p\037 65 (enlphasis in (he original). See also 1\\1. la. Gefter. /z.

It'kh ; elikh leI (Moscow.. 1991).. pp. 41 R-22.)))
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Foreign occupation was not new to the Donbas. Those residents, and there

were many, who had stayed in the occupied Donbas ,during the terrible years
of the civil war were villified in innuendos for their choice, whereas those

working people
who had remained in the city of, for example, Petrograd, were

touted as true proletarians. As the subsequent two decades show, the Donbas
was

very
difficult to control p.olitically and was subjected to harsh terror by

Moscow. Facing aband()nment by
the Soviet authorities in the autumn of 19'4 1 ,

many residents in the Donbas chose to detennine their own fate in untoward

circumstances. To them, \"the [Soviet] scorched-earth tactic amounted to a
sentence of cruel punishment often followed by starvation. It also made one

wonder who was really the enemy.\"J)1

Although German occupation proved deadly for mo'st, those who had been

repressed under the Soviet regime were treated by the occupation forces fa-

vorably as likely allies. Thus many of them acquired alternatives that would
have been impossible

under the Soviet regime. Exiled kulaks began to return

to their native villages in the Donbas. More noticeably. many dekulakized

or otherwise
repressed people,

who were nUlnero,us in the Donbas, began to

return to their villages under occupatiQn. Massive migratio,ns were not new

to 'the Donbas. Hunger accelerated the movement westward. People traveled

to Poltava, to Dnipropetrov'sk, and even to the Right Bank. The number of

nligrating people was said to be nearly one million. 132 When one Ukrainian

falnily returne.d to its
village

in C'hemihiv from the Donbas after a harrowing
five-hundred-mile journey on foot, \"the word got around the village that some

Bohdans had come back from the co,al mines. . . . OUf kinfolks looked at U3 as

though we were resurrected from the dead, and their joy was boundless.\"'J3

The church revived under occupation. Many of the clergy who had hidden

underground
in the Donbas began to return to their former parishes. People

filled the churches. 134
According to Hans Koch, a Gennan counterintelligence

officer in charge of Ukrainian religious affairs,

Those who emerged fronl
hiding under the Soviets were far too few to take

care of the many reopened churches. Priests were \"exhumed,.... but the de-
mand far exceeded the supply\037 yet more than I had expected did turn up

-)

r 3 1
Bohdan, A\\10;diltg Ext;\"CI;OIl\037 p. 47.

1J1levhen Stakhiv, UNatsional'no-politychne zhynia Donbasu v 1941-1943 IT. (na osnovi os-

obystykh sposterezhen' )\037., Suchasna Ukra;na (Munich)\" T 2 August 1956 (lhe author worked in
the Donbas during the German occupation). For the migration, see also E. Pav1iuk. UBorot'ba
ukrains'koho narodu na skhidno-ukrains'kykh zemliakh 1941-1944 (spomyny ochevydtsia i

uchasnyka),\" in KalenlJar Provyd;Illlia Sto\\.raryshellnia Ukraintsiv Katolykiv \\' Amerytsi Ila zvy-

chain)'i rik 1947 (Phi]adelphia, 1947), p. 51 \037and Lev Shankovs'kyi, Pokhidni IIMlp)' OUN (Mu-
nich. 1958), pp. 43 and, 64-65. For those who joined the mass migration, see Maistrenko t Istor;;a

tnoho pokolillrr;a.. 335-39, and Mace and Heretz\" Oral HiJlory Project, 2: 1154.
I

J3Bohdan\037 Avoiding E.\"(-tinct;oll, p. 65.

l34S ee1 for example, Mace and Heretz\" Oral Hi.'itory Project, I :48-49. See also Bohdan, A\\'oid-

ing t.\037ttinct;oll, p. 6\037.)))
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many had spent years as workers in the Donbas, had sung as basses in fac-

tory choirs, etc. I .'5)

Some of them engaged in a bitter campaign against the Soviet government with

the enco'uragement of Gernlans. 136 Still the activity of the Orthodox Church
in the Donbas remained limited. Instead, sectarians, particularly Baptists who,
had traditionally been nUlllerous in the Donbas\037 became very active again.

137

Things Ukrainian.. if not Ukrainian nationalism\037 also began to attract peo-
ple's attention even in such a heavily Russified place as the Donbas. In a pe-
culiar

way, by incorporating western Ukraine and northern Bukovina in 1939,
Stalin had united much of Ukraine, whj'ch had for nearly three centuries been

divided. The export of labor from the
newly incorporated

areas to the Donbas

brought the two groups of Ukrainians with very distinct historical backgrounds

closer together.. When war broke out, Moscow
began

to make concessions to

various social forces it had repressed as hostile elements. The church is one

example\037 as reflected in a 1943 concordat between the Kremlin and the- Rus-

sian Orthodox Church. 138 National sentiments and traditions were another.
Stalin '5 growing identification with Russia was already evident in the 1930S.
As Khrushchev's speech on 6 July 1941 suggests, concessions, at least as a

formality, were also being made to Ukrainian national sentiment
139 In any

case, the war quickly separated the whole of Ukraine from Russia.

Ukrainian nationalism was one allernative that became available to Don-
bas residents. The ideology came mainly from western Ukraine. The question
of the relations between Nazis and Ukrainian nationalists (particularly the Or-

ganization of Ukrainian Nationalists, l)f DUN, founded in western Ukraine

in ] 929) is complex and en10tional. Some of the Ukrainian nationa1ists were

as racist and fascist as their counterparts in Germany. Italy, and elsewhere}40

They were unnlistakable Nazi collaborators. 141
The Nazis used the Ukrainian)

f 35
Harvey Fireside, Icon lIlld SK'll.\\'likll: The Rus.vian Orthodox lJfllrch .uufer Na\037i anll So\\'iet

(\037ontrol (I-Iarvard University Press, 197'), pp. 153-54.

IJ6S ee the case of Metropolitan of Kharkiv Feofil who went to Voroshylovhrad afte.r the church
was closed in Kharkiv in 19J7. Arresled many times, he survived Ihe Great Terror. When Kharki\\'

\",'as occupied, he assurned the church adnlinistration under which the Donbas was also placed.
See TsDA HO, f. I, op. 2), spr. 90. ark. 48-49.

tJ7TsDAHO. f. I. op. 22, spr. 87. ark. 104. See also levhen Stakhlv, HNatsionar no-po1itychne

zhyttia Donbasu v 1941-1943 pp.....,
Suclzasfla Ukraina. 2) Septenlher 1956, p. 6.

1,38 See Fireside, leoll and S)1'l1.flik(1.. pp. '77-7 8 .

13<)
According to Yuri Slezkine, UThe USSR as a ConlnlunaJ Apartment.. or How a Socia1i\037' Slate

Pronloted Ethnic Particularisnl,\" SItl\\';C Rel t
ien'. 53: 2 (Sulnmer 1994), there \"'ere contradictions

between the form and the content of Soviel nationality policy throughout the Soviet period.

LloS ee John A. Annstrong, \"CoUaborationism in World War II: The Integral Nationalist Variant

in Eastern Europe....' Journal
0.(

Modenl Hi.flory. 40:3 (Septernber 19 68 ).
141

See B. F. Sabri n, A lIiallce for Mttrder: The Naz.;- Uk rainian Nationalist ParflZer.\\'hip in Ge1lo-

(\037ide (New York.. 1991\302\260). This is a work of passionate and partisan condemnation. For a dialogue

between Ukrainian and Jewish historians, see Potichnyj and Aster, UkrainiafJ-)eu';Jh Rela/ions.)))
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nationalists as a counte.rweight to the Soviets. Yet once it became clear that

the Nazis would not allow for independent Ukrainian statehood and had be-

gun to
repress

Ukrainian nationalists, many of the nationalists turned against
the Nazis and fought a double-front war against Germany and Russia.

142 Dur-

ing the war, nationalists came from the west to build a political base in the

industrial center of Ukraine.

In the 1930S Ukrainians with nationalist backgrounds
had been almost

completely destroyed in the Donbas. However. the
pe-asants

in the Donbas,

as elsewhere in Ukraine, had frequently changed camps in the civil war of

1918-20, allying with the Ukrainian nationalists when that suited their needs.

The secret police would have had to repress almost everyone to eradicate the

least hint of political deviation in Ukraine. Volodyrnyr Sosiura, who subse-

quently
became a famous Soviet-Ukrainian poet, was but one such example

(se.e Chapter 3). One witness testificd that one still could meet fonner Petliura

supporters in the German-occupied Donbas during World War II!43 Mykola

Stasiuk, a minister in the Ukrainian Central Rada in 19I 8, \037'had managed to

survive the Soviet perilJd by working as a park attendant.\" and during the occu-

pation assumed the editorship of the new Ukrainian newspaper Mar; 'illpil '\037\037ka

Hazeta. He helped the OUN-B (OUN faction of followers of S. Bandera).. and

Mariupol' became the strongh()ld of Ukrainian nationalists in the Donbas. '44

In Stalino, the wife of the former Petliura government minister Shymanovy-
cha, who had returned from Siberia, helped in the Ukrainian underground4 145

Arrests and e.xecutions of Ukrainian nationalists were frequent in the Don-
bas. On one

day,
for example. twenty OUN activists were e.xecuted by the Ger-

mans in
Mariupol'.

146
Nevertheless, the OUN was ablc to place its activists in

Horlivka, Kostiantynivka. Mariupor, Stalino\037 i Hryshyne, Slov'ians'k, Kram-

ators'k, and elsewhere. in the Donbas. 147
In Kramators\037k groups of \"Prosvita:'

traditional organizations for the promotio1n of Ukrainian culture and e.ducation,

were set Up.14
8 In l\\fariupor, the head of the school

syste.m \"proposed
to stress)

sec. V.. and Michael Berenhaum t ed\037t A MO..fa;c of Victims: Non-.Ieu\037s Persecuted and Murde,.ed

by the Nazi,s (New York University Press, (99n.>, chs. 10- 1 3.
14 2

S ee Annstrong, Ukrainian Nationalism, and
Kosyk\037

Ukrai\"a i Ni\",echchyna.

'4\037Saidak, UDonets'kyi knazh.'\" See also a report by OUN in TsDAVO, f. 3833,oP. I, spr. 113,

ark. 4.
J44

Armstrong, Ukrainian Nationalistl1, p.
208. See also levhen Stakhiv. HUkrains \"ke revoliulsi-

inc pidpillia v Donbasi v IT. 1941-43 (dopovnennia do statti Tamary Saidak),H Ukrl1illS 'ki }rist;, \"

October 1954, p. 3, and Kriz' tiUI71l)'. pidpillia i kordony. P(n-'ist' \",0110 zhyl1ia (Kiev, 1995), pp.

I 14\037 19.

14\037Stakhiv, '\037Natsionarno-politychne zhyttia Donbasu v 1941-1943 rr.\" (23 September 1956), p.
6.

1 46
S ta khiv, HI v Krasnodoni diialo natsionalistychne pidpillia,\"

UkrainQ Ino/ad\" (Kiev), no. 66

(21 August 1992 )\037 p. 3.

J47Stakhiv t '''Ukrains' ke revoliutsiine pidpillia v Donbasi v IT. 194 1 -43:.

148rrsDAVO, f. 3833, op. I, spr. 113, ark. 4. See also
Anl1strong,

Ukra;n;a'\037 Nlll;Oflalisf1J, p. 199.)))
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the native language, love of the fatherland. and respect for elders.\" 149 \"AJnlost

everywhere\" in the Donbas under
occupation, a \"lluiet war\" went on between

Ukrainians and Russians for influence in local administration. [5\302\260
As ear]y as

November 1941 a Soviet
n1iliL:\037ry intel1igence officer in the Donbas noted that

Hcverywhere I went I heard that sorne Stepan Bendera [sic], a 'scholar,' would

head the government in Ukraine.\"I,S1
Stepan

Bandera was already by this tinle

a well-known Ukrainian nationalisl
The OUN activists from Galicia, according to Soviet intelligence reports,

attracted nlainly intellectuals, teachers, medical doctors, and youth, who made

up \"considerable groups\" in the Donbas. 152

(The secret po]ice's \"Cl)flSider-

able.' may have meant a dozen or so
people

here and there\" however. For

example., \"a group of twelve members of the OUN-B in Kranlatorskaia [Kre-

nlators'kaJ in the Donbas is refe.rred to by one of the ]eaders of the party in that

area as a 'big' ceIL\'5]") Some Red
Army deserters also joined their forces,

so did an anti-Soviet battalion of Soviet POWs organized and dispatched by

Gernlany to Stalino. l54

People often traveled elsewhere in U'kraine for barter

and caine back with nationalist literature. AITIong themselves they began to

spe.ak about Ukraine. 155
The slogan \"Ukraine was and will be independent\"

r
Ukrllilla l}U/{1 i bude Ileza/ezllllo;U J began to appear in the Donbas country-

side. 156
The eighty-year-oJd Metropolitan of Kharkiv Feofil, who worked in

the occupied Donbas, passionateJy
declared in the newspaper NO'''ll Ukraifll/:

\"In the old days, in the heyday of culture in Ukraine, when Ukraine was much

more cultured than Russia and its culture stood at the JeveJ of We.stem states,

the church in Ukraine was the center of culture. . . . Build in Ukraine the best,

most blessed, peaceful, and contented Iife.\"157

Yet there is little cOlnpelling evidence that Ukrainian nati()nalism was em-
braced enthusiastical1y

in the Donbas as a whole. Initially the OUN-M (follow-
ers of A. Mel'nyk, an OUN leader) caJne to StaJino. They organized the police
in the cjty adnlinistration, which had been created by Russians under occupa-
tion. The nationalists forced the police to wear the Ukrainian coat of arms, the)

'49
Armstrong., Ukrainian NC1/;olfalis1J'\037 p. 171 \037

15nSt\037lkhiv'l UNatsionaJ\"no-politychne 7.hyttia Donbasu v 1941-1945 rr:\" (] 2 August (956), p. 6.

J5rTsAMO\037 f. 359. op. 6015. d. r], L 9 2 .

';lTsDAHO, r. I, op. 2), spr. )H39. ark. 46-47 and 56-61. See Annstrong, LIk,ra;ll;an Natioll-

alisnl, pp. f 82-8)., for a similar observation on loca] Ukrainian leaders in general. levhen Stakhiv..

however, has maintained that in the Donbas, unlike elsewhere, the DUN supponers were \",'ork-

ers and youth. See his UNatsionarno-poJilychnc zhyttia Donbasu v
194J\037I943 pp.:' SI.lC!t{J.'iIUl

Ukrai\"a \0372 J September I QS6, p. 6.
153Armstrong, llkraillilll1 Naliol111li.wll, p.

162.

J54TsDAHO., f. I. op. 2), spr. 388), ark. 34-49, and Ie. Pavliuk\037 HDonbas u bOfOfbi z

ni nltsiarny,-. Liln/'y.ft polit1'iaz.llia (M unich), 1947. nos. 1-2. pp. 47-4 8 .

I
55TsDAVO. f. 3833. op, 1.. spr. I' 3.. ark. I.

'Shlbid+, spr. 453\" ark. 16.

157Ibid., spr. 90. ark. 57-58.)))

postwar Vinnytsia.
8Ivan BiJas, Repre.t;y\\.'no-kara/'na s)'slema v Ukrain; 1917-1953. Suspil'no-f)olitychny; ta

istoryko-pra\037'ovyi analiz, 2 vols. (Kiev, 1994), 2:604. For exlensive operations of the NKVD)))
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Trident and the blue-and-yellow shoulder bandage, on their uniforms. Under

the Ukrainian coat of arms, they carried out the most brutal orders given by the

Gennans. The OUN-M delegates ]asted for only two weeks in Stalino: they
were sent back to L'viv. 'S8

The O'UN-B (Ban,dera supporters) from Galicia

fared a little better. Yet when they came to the Donbas and gave people books

by Dmytro Dontsov. an ideologue
of integral Ukrainian nationalism and an

eastern Ukrainian himself, by birth, the Donbas residents called the literature

fascist. 159

One immediate problem for the Galicians was the lack of a common lan-

guage. Because, unlike their predecessors,
the Bandera supporters attempted

to build a popular political base in the Donbas, the problem of ,communication

became critical. The Galician dialect of Ukrainian was
hardly

understood in

the. heavily Russified Donbas. Those residents who did speak Ukrainian did

not admit that they spoke Ukrainian, insisting that they spoke a HJocal lan-

guage4\" They were probably righ\037
because their language was a mix of Rus-

sian and Ukrainian. 160
Forced to use the Russian language. which they did not

know well. the DUN activists made many linguistic mistakes. 161 Communica-

tion was difficult and consequently the number of converts smaiL In Stalin,o,

according to a nationalist teacher who worked under the DUN leader in the

Donbas \"Ievhen

n

(most likely levhen Stakhiv), there were only about seven
activists in his cell.

16\"2

V. G. Gladkii (V. H. Hladkyi), a chief mechanic in the
Stalino

metallurgical factory, was later accused of assisting the GUN. Gladkii,
a Ukrainian, admitted that he had helped the DUN because the GUN appealed
to the population to fight against the Germans. 16]

Contemporary reports from OUN activists in the Donbas are contradictory.

On th,e one hand, the reports paint a glowing picture
of their growing influ-

ence in the Donbas: peop1e were ready for an immediate revolution. 164 On

the other, they were desperate: the Donbas
'population

had never heard of UPA

(Ukrainian Inscrgent Annies, i. e., partisans); more than half of the male urban

population were speculators, \"self-seekers,\" army deserters, and the like who,

afraid of the return of the Bolsheviks, wished for the victory of Germany; the

women just wanted the war to end and their men to cOlne back; the majority of
the peasants would be

happy
to forget everything if the tsar came down frOITI

heaven with a return to \"the peaceful Nicolaevian life\" and if the devi1 gave
them some land and prol11ised no taxes\037 the village youth were

opportunistic\037)

15 R
Stakhiv. UNatsional'no-poJitychne zhyttia Donbasu v 1941-1943 fT.\" (12 August 1956), p. 6\037

159Stakhiv. UI v Krasnodoni diialo natsionalistychne pidpillia.\"
IOOStakhiv, UNatsionarno-politychne zhyttia Donbasu v 1941\0371943 fT.

it ,

(16 August 195 6 )\" p. 5.
161

TsDAVO, f. 3833, op. I, spr. 113. ark. I (OUN report from the Donbas).
162

AUSBUDO, no. 35462..pf. t. f\" ark. 274-75 (I. P. Svechinskii's testinlony).
16.'lbid., t 2.. ark. 364-6R.

1641bid. See also ark.
29.)))
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pro-German when the Germans were victorious and
pro-Soviet

when the So-

viets were winning the battle; one village might be
very nationalist, while all

the surrounding area knew nothing of nationalist ideas. 165

Postwar Ukrainian nationalist literature overstates the influence the nation-

alists managed to exert on the Donbas population. One of the OUN leaders in

the Donbas has fondly recalled how pe,ople\" even ethnic Russians, protected
him\" a total stranger from Galicia. at the risk of their lives.. 66

The ,QUN re-

ports repeatedJy note that the Donbas population wanted a third
path, neither

Bolshevik nor German. By the spring of 1943, when the Germans were al-

ready retreating, \"almost everyone'\" in Stalino wished for the.
victory

of a third

force. which meant Ukrainian independence. Yet people believed that \"the

Ukrainians wou]d not be able to accomplish anything without foreign help and

would not be able to deal with the remnants of the Bolsheviks.\" Some were

convinced that the Americans and British would help them and that the British

would certainly come to the Donbas, because Hughes and other Englishmen

had organized industry in tsarist times in the Donbas.
Upon reflection, a mi-

nority said that the Germans were better than the BoJsheviks, and the
nlajority

that the Russians were preferable because they were \"our people\" and the Ger-
mans

foreign.

1 6 7

The Ukrainian alternative attracted non-Ukrainians in the Donbas as well:
Russians, Greeks, Tartars't and Caucasian people. In Rutchenkove,. there was

an underground group of Russian workers (hru/JQ Moskalil'-robitlJ}'kiv) work-

ing with the DUN. They believed they were citizens of Ukraine and wanted

to fight jointly against the Germans and Bolsheviks. 168
Yet they were ambiva-

lent about the OUN version of Ukrainian nationalism. In fact, some workers

in the Donbas arc known to have put forth independent slogans at that time:

HUkrainian Soviet power without the Bolsheviks\" and \"Soviet Ukraine with-

out the Bolsheviks and without the dictatorship of the Comnlunist
Party.\"

1&)

Stakhiv himself later recalled that the foremost concern of the Donbas
pop-

ulation was social ills, upon the solution of which their participation in lhe

Ukrainian liberation movement depended. Yet these problems were merely
secondary to tIle DUN activists. The ultimate reason for the GUN's failure)

Ib5TsDAVO, f. 3833,oP. I, spr. II], ark. 1-21 and 54 (spring-summer 1943 reports).
16fi H

lakby Oleha Koshevoho ne slraryly ninltsi - stratyly b bil'shovyky,H Vechirll;i Kyiv, 6 March

1993.

J67TsDAVO, r. 3833,oP. I, spr. '1). ark. 3 and 20+

r6.'J
Ibid.\" ark. 54; Pav1iuk. ..Borot'ha ukrains'kol1o narodu..\" p. 53: and Stakhiv, \"Natsionarno-

politychne zhyttia Donbasu v 1941-1943 rr.
n

(26 August 195 6 ), p. 5, and \"\037Evoliulsiia

ulcrains'koho natsionalizrnu - vid
total\"taryzlTIU

do dcnlokratiii: Dumky pro GUN (bandcrivtsiv),\"
in Ukra;lls 'ka PlH'slalls 'ka An\"iia i nal.';i01'll{ 'rro-t,'yzvorlJa borol tba v Ukra;n; II 194(}-1950 rr.

Malerillly Vseukrains 'koi nallko\\'o; konJerenls;; (25-26 serpn;a 1992 r.) (Kiev. 1992), pp. 80-81.

,6qStakhiv, UNatsionar no-politychne zhyttia Donbasu \\l 1941-1943 rr.
H

(9 Se.ptember 1956), p.

6. Note also laroslav S. Stets' 1\\0.. 30 chen\"1lill / 94 J. Proh%shenllia \\'idno\\'/ennia
dervra\\'llo.'tty

Ukrainy (Toronto, r 967). p. 1\302\2607.)))
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t() embrJce the Donbas workers and youth w'as that it adhered to the extreme

ideology of Dontsov. By the time they abandoned it, according to their own

accoun\037 it was too late: 7\302\260

Late. though it may have been, the OUN's abandonment of its national-
ist ideology in the Donbas was truly remarkable. Stakhiv, who had idealized

Spain's Franco regime, was told by the Donbas people that his nationalism

was fascist In his, interaction with them, Stakhiv abandoned a narrowly de-

fined Ukrainian nationalism and etnbraced the ideal of a democratic Ukraine

without discrimination against its national minorities. To this day Stakhiv is

grateful to the Donbas
people

for his conversion. t71 The proselytizing power

of the Donbas best
represents

the fiercely independent thinking of the free

steppe.

Finally, the alternative of collaboration was
readily

available. The Germans

targeted non-Russians and the politically repressed for recruitment The ethnic

Germans (Volksdeutsclle) were at the top of the list for their knowledge of the

German language and their supposed enmity toward the Soviet re.gime. '72
It is

not known how many ethnic Germans were in the Donbas when it was occu-

pied. Even though there was no significant activity of Ukrainian Germans as

fifth columns,173 Soviet repression of them intensified as German troops ad-
vanced: Volksdelltsche were arrested and exiled, often on fabricated charges or

simply for being G'erman.
174

In August 194 I ethnic Germans were deported
wholesale frOITI Ukraine and the Volga.

175 There must have been few eth-
nic Germans left in the Donbas at the tinle of occupatio'n}7

6

The occupiers

were disappointed by the hunsuitable quality\" of what few Volksdeutsclze re-

Inained in Ukraille for \"the administration and economy of the
country.\"1

77

Still the Volksdeutsc/1e were favored, and the majority of them, according to

Me-ir Buchsweiler, collaborated with the conquerors to one degree or another,)

17 0
Stakhiv\" UNatsionarno-poJitychne zhyttia Donbasu v 1941-1943 rr.

u

(26 August 1956)\037 p. 5\037

and (23 September J 956), p. 6.
171

Stakhiv, Kriz
t

tillr,ny. pidpillia ; kordony, pp. 133-34 and 30f t

17 2
M. V+ Koval' and P. V. Me-dvedok, HFol\"ksdoiche v Ukraini (1941- 1944 rr.),n Ukrains'ky;

;storycluzyi zhurnal, 1992 t no. 5, p. t 5.

'7]Meir Buchsweilcr, VolksdeutJche ill der Ukraine am Vorabend Ulld Begin\" des l\302\273'eiten

\037Vellkrieg.f
- ei\" Fall doppeller Loyaliiit? (Stuttgart, 1984), pp. 337\03741.

174S ee some personal files in DALO, \302\243.3437, op\037 3, spr. 19-r, 1191-r, etc.
I

75/sloriia ross;;skikh lJemlJev v dnkumentov (1763-1992 gg. ,J (Moscow. 1993), pp. 160--61; Ko-

var and Medvedok, 'IForksdoiche\" ; V. N. Zernskov, \"Spetsposelentsy (po dokumentatsii NKVD-
MVD SSSR),\" Sotsiologicheskie iJ,fledovllniia, 1990, no. II, p. 8.

1 76
Dallin, GennalJ Rule in Russ-ia, p. 290. Kovar and Medvedok, uFol'ksdoiche,n cite a figure

of 44,(XX) for StaJino olJ/a..-o:l', but it must have included many pretenders. The burgomaster of
KraJnators\037k\037 V. V. Shopen, an engineer who conducted many arrests, was said to be an ethnic

German. (Pavliuk\037 uBoroCba Ukrains.koho narodu.\" p\037 53.)' According to Kramatorskllia pravda.
20 June 1964, Shopen's

real surname is Shopin, an ethnic Ukrainian.. then (in 1964) said to be
living in Canada. Which version is true is not known.

1 77
Dallin.. Germall Rule ill Russia. p. 290. and Koval\" and Medvedok\037 \"Forksdoiche,\" p. 17.)))
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ranging from passive collaboration to active
participation

in war crimes. 178

They retreated en masse with the GerJnans as the tide of the war turned. 179

Other groups, particularly Cossacks, both local D,on Cossacks and those
who had returned from abroad, served as policemen.

r80
(Curiously, accord-

ing to Nazi
ideology, the Cossacks were not U,ltertneflschen.. or subhumans..)

Many Uzbeks were also found in the police. The Cossacks were happy to be

given back their arms. Yet, according to an DUN report from Stalino, their
commitment to the Germans was pureJy opportunistic: they would work with
the Ge.rmans as long as the Germans were strong; they would desert the Ger-
mans when

they
lost power.

181
The same may have been true of the \"Ukrainian

Cossack battalions'\037 formed in the Donbas and elsewhere: they were given the

option of
starving

to death or fighting alongside the Germans. Some of them

proved sympathetic
to the Ukrainian nationalist cause.

182

Former kulaks were another group favored
by

the Germans. Many ku-

laks returned to the Donbas countryside under occupation and reclaimed their

fornler property, usually with the help of the village elders and Germans}83

S,ome worked for the police, participating in the arrest and interrogation of
Communists and their sympathizers.

IR4

That those who were repressed under the Soviet regime worke.d for the

Germans is not surprising. Stalin made every effort to
destroy

or isolate those

who were even remotely suspect politically. Because many of those who ac-

tively
assisted the Germans fled with them, it is difficult to analyze exactly who

the collaborators we.re. Still the Soviet secret police investigated the question.
The Voroshylovhrad NKYD, for example, reache.d a preliminary conclu-

sion that kulaks and repressed people
acc()unled for an insignificant percent of

the 450 traitors the NKVD arrested
short]y

after the liberation of Voroshylov-

hrad. The majority, according to the NKVD, were those who at first glance)

178 Buchswei ler\037 Vo/ksdeltfschr in der Ukraine, pp. 364-83. For concrete cases in Kran-

soarn1iis'k in the Donbas, see TsAMO, f. 359. op. 601 5, d. 13, I. 39.

1 79
Dalljn, Gert1ultf Rule in Russia, p. 292, and Kovar and Medvedok, uFol'kscJoiche,\" p. 27.

180See AUSBULO, no. 10399, t. I. Hundorivs'ka (Gundorovskaia)\" just north of Krasnodon,
was a famous Cossack village, which produced, among others, White Army General P. N. Kras-

novo Kra\037nov and another White generaJ, A. G. Shkuro. returned to this area in 1942. See A.

G. Shkuro, Zllpiski be/ago pl1rt;zana (Moscow, 1991), pp. 6-7, and I,rloriia rabocJrikh DOllbll.'isa.

vol. 2 (Kiev,. 1981), p. 46. As active Gennan co1laborators\037 both genera]s were taken back to lhe

Soviet Union after the war and e.xecuted (hanged) in 1947.
J\037J

See TsDAVQ, f. 3 8 33,. op. I, spr.
I J J't ark. 21. For Cossacks, see also DOI1l'I....kii l't'stnik 1 19

February 1942.

l\037hTsDAJIOt f. I \037or. 2]1 spr. 115, ark. 25, 31, and )2, and Pavluk, HBorot\"ba ukrains'koho

narodu,'\" p. 55. See also note 154.
18_'See numerous cases in D'ALQ. [ R-I]07sch, op. 2, spr.

206.

I 8 4 S ee ,. for example, DALO, f. R-693t op. 5, spr. I, ark. 174, Some returned to their native

villages and sought revenge against their fornler enenlies. In one village in Poltava\037 villagers

stoned the collective fann chainnan Lisovyi to death. See Mace and Heretz. Oral HisIOl}1 Proje('lt

3: 1456.)))
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had no reason to be disaffectedr 185 In fact some party members were found

among
thenl - for instance. N. I. Tkachenko and P. I. Kotliarov, the bur-

gomaster and the police chief respectively in Lysychans'k.

1R6
How sllbse-

quent arrests of more traitors ,changed the prelinlinary conclusion drawn
by

the Voroshylovhrad NKVD is not known.

The NKVD's profiles of collaborators suggest
at least four po'ssibilities.

First, the police had repressed the wrong people
and missed the rea) enemies

of the Soviet government before the war. Second, many of 'the traitors were

merely forced by circumstances to work for the Germans. Third, the war gave

people alternatives inconceivable in peacetime and they chose to work against

the Soviet government. Fourth, the traitors th'e police arrested were innocent.
There is an element of truth to all four interpretations. Concrete examples will
illustrate how complex the whole issue of collaboration was and how indis-

criminately
lhe police treated those who stayed under the Germans.

There were many levels of collaboration.
187

In fact, the Germans had dif-

ferent categories for those who worked for them. At the sarne time some active

collaborators worked against the Germans. For example, the burgomaster of

Hryshyne, Valerii lakubovych, who later emigrated to Canada, assisted the

Ukrainian underground activists. 188

A trial held in Stalino after its liberation is instructive. Twelve traitors were

put on trial in the autumn of 1944 by the military tribunal of the NKVD4 They

did not or could not flee with the Germans and were hunted down and arrested

by the security police. UAlmost aIr' were said to be from kulak families or

repressed families, although none of them seem to have, been repressed them-
selves. The father of the defendant V. I. Skorod'ko had been repressed; the
father of another defendant N I M. Diusar was dekulakized; II D. Zvigunov,
fonner chief engineer at Mine I I, was said to be the son of a kulak and had a
brother-in-law who had been repressed; G\037 A. Maliutin was ac.cused of having

fought on the side of the White Anny during the civil war, when, in fact, he had
sold himself as a fonner White Guard to gain the confidence of the Gennans;

Iu. lu. Shcherbakov's father had been repressed; S. S. Vasil'ev was accused of

having worked for the White Anny.18
9

The prosecutors wished to portray the traitors as no ordinary Soviet cit-

izens, but as criminals and enemies of the Soviet people embittered by the

Hlegitimate?' terror inflicted on their families. Many of these charges (son of a

kulak, and the like) were of course mere fabrications. However, some
charges

were
undoubte-dJy true given the fact that the Donbas attracted numerous out-)

IRS
DALO, fl P- J 790, op. I, spr. 262a, ark. 9.

rgbTsDAHO,f. I. op. 2), spr. 689, ark. 35.
r

87For a thoughtful di5CUs\037i()n, see Sergei Kudriashov, UPredate, Ii , 4osvoboditeli' ili zhertvy

voiny? Sovetskii kolJaboratsionizm (1941-1942);'\" Svobodnaia mysl', 1993.no. 14.
18&

Stakh iv, uUkrains' ke revol iutsi i ne pidpi Ilia v Donbasi v IT, 1941-43.\"
J 89 Sots;a!ist;cheJkii Donha.\037s\037 29 September-] October 1944.)))
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lawed elements. If one reasonably assulnes that the terror had affected nlore or

less every fanlily in one way or another, one would have to conclude that the

defendants were just \"ordinary citizens:'

The ,defendants were accused of
working

for the SD, the German secu-

rity service. No defendant seems to have denied the charges, according to

the press. At least two were chauffeurs\037 who drove gas vans (dushegubki) in

which Jews were gassed to death. It is a sad reminder of Soviet life to read that
one defendant drove a gas van in return for boots, trousers, and hats, which
were in acute1y short supply unde.r the Soviet regime. The court depicted the

defendants as cheap, greedy criminals who helped Germans murder tens of
thousands of Soviet people. Other defendants were charged with active partic-

ipation in the torture of Soviet citizens, charges they
did not deny. When Sko-

rod'tko was aske.d how in the world he could have dealt with S,oviet citizens so

savagely,
he responded: \"I have never been a Soviet man\" [/(1 nikogda ne b.vl

sOlJetski,ll chelovekotn). [90 Whether Skorod'ko's father was actually repressed
is not known, but Skorod'ko was wholly alienated from the Soviet regime.
This remark was the last stand Skorod'ko took against the Soviet government.
All twelve defendants were sentenced to be shot and executed. 19 1

The case of the burgomaster of Voroshylovhrad is also instructive. A. P.

Zubovskii, born in 1895 in Mogilev into a clergy family, a medical doctor

in the city since 1922, became burgomaster of the Voroshylovhrad city ad-

ministration after a brief stint as the director of health. Zubovskii fled with

the Germans, but was arrested by the Soviet forces in Odessa in April ] 944.

Zubovskii was accused of assisting the German
occupation forces, particularly

helping the.m to identify and execute Jews, Communists, and othe-r suspect

elements in Voroshylovhrad. Zubovskii failed to help fifteen Jewish doctors,
former

colleagues
of his, who were helpless under Gerrnan occupation. When

Dr. M. L. Kats asked him for advice the day before the massacres took place
in November 1942. he merely told Kats not to comply with the order to report

to, the Germans. When another Dr. Raisa Broitman asked Zubovskii to
pro-

tect her small baby from the Germans, he merely brought it to a nursery. All

fifteen doctors were executed in November 1942, along wit.h three thousand

other Jews of the city.'9
2

Zubovskii pleaded guilty at a trial held in the city in

October J 944\037
193 On 3 January 1945 he was executed: 94

Zubovskii's case reveals a man who had suffered deeply under the Soviet

regime, even though
he survived the worst phase of terror in 1936-38. The

secret
'police

docume-nts in his crilninal file are contradictory. One document)

J90lbid.. )0 Septen1ber 1944+
'9 J

Ibid.. 6 October J 944,
IQl AUSBULO\037 no. 4846\037 t I. ark. 81 and 214ZV. and t 2. ark. 132-3:4 and 134-34zv.
193 Ibid... l. 3. ark. 228.
IQ4

Ibid.\037 t. 1. ark. 266.)))
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indicates that his father had twice been arrested by Soviet authorities. Yet an-

other explicitly states that no Inember of his family had ever be-en repressed\"
95

Zubovskii himself was arrested in February 1931 and charged with belong-
ing

to a counterreV()lulic}nary, insurgent organization of doctors. Five months

later he was freed. In the nleantinle he was recruited by the secret police and

obliged to report on his fellow doctors. Subsequently in 1944 he told the in-

vestigators
that in fact he did very little work for the GPU-NKVD. He even

wrote favorable reports on his colleagues who were true enemies of the Soviet

regime. Zubovskji confessed that until his arrest in 1931, he had regarded him-
self as a supporter of the Soviet regime, but that after his release he became
an enemy of the Soviet government. He believed that his 193 I arrest was un-

just, but more important was the tragedy caused
by

his arrest: his wife killed

herself while he was held in detention in 193 1.19
6

In the summer of 1942 he

concluded that the defeat of the Soviet Union was inevitable and decide-d not

to evacuate. 197
Then followed his story of collaboration. One can conclude

that the Soviet regime created its own enemy in this case.

Another case involved I. I. Mernikov who had been a hewer at Mine 2/4
in Krasnodon until it was occupied. Mel\"nikov. an ethnic Russian, born in

1912 into a peasant family in Rostov oblast', a non-party member with only
one year of

elem.entary education, had never been repressed under the Soviet

regime. He was accused of
participating

in the torture and execution of many

people in Krasnodon (including the fam,ous Young Guard partisans, who will

be discussed later). He fled with the 'Germans\" b,ut was captured in the autumn
of 1944 in Odessa by the Red Arlny. Hidillg his

pas\037
he fought with the Red

Army and was even awarded a meda] \"For the
Victory

over Germany.\" More

than twenty years later, in May 1965, however, Mel'nikov was arrested on a

collective farm in Odessa, where. remarried, he was working as a farmer}9 8

Prosecutors charged that Mel'nikov tortured particularly brutally the for-
nler Communist bo,sses of the mine as if there were some personal accounts to
be settled.

199 Mer nikov pleaded guilty to charges of arrest, torture, transport
of

prisoners and their bodies, but he denied the charges of having participated
di...

rectly in executions. Clearly Mel'nikov was a minor policelnan in Krasnodon
under

occupation\037 many of the major figures, who were directly involved in
the killings of Soviet citizens, fled abroad and were not brought to justice.
Mel'nikov maintained that he worked for the police, because he had a family
to support (He later confessed that he fled from Krasnodon with the Gennans

because his children did not interest him.) He had been taken prisoner by the)

r95Ibid.. t. I, ark. 67zv. and t. 2. ark. 227.
19h1bid., ark. 68zv.-70.

197Ibid., ark. 78.
19R

AUSBULO, no. 26 518.

r99lbid,. t. I, ark. I 57.)))
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Figure 7\0373.. Mel'nikov at trial, Krasnodon, 1965. A still reproduced from a documentary

film, TsDKFFA, P-3551..)

Germans when they occupied Krasnodon, and five
days later he volunteered to

work for the police. No one forced him to do so. Mel'nikov maintained at his

trial held in December 1965 that he did not know what police work would in-
volve. When the killings began,

he understood what he was doing. Mer nikov

testified that he
simply

did not think about the fate of the motherland. 2 \302\260O
He

was sentenced to be shot. His appeal for clemency based on his
repentance

and his service in the Red Army was turned down. On 4 April 1966 Mer nikov

was executed.
201

A very similar case involved V. P. Podtynnyi, alias V. D. Podtynnyi. Born

in 1917 into a peasant family
in Luhans'k, Podtynnyi, an ethnic Ukrainian,

had never been repressed under the Soviet
regime.

He served in the Red Army

from 1937 to August 1941 (apparently discharged for injury) and from Febru-

ary 1944 to October 1946. He was awarded three orders and three medals for

his bravery in the war. He became a
party

member in 1949. Yet he was ar-

rested in April 1959 for his alleged participation with the police in Krasnodon

under Gennan occupation. Podtynnyi was accused of torturing and executing)

2\302\260Olbid,l8\037ark. 9 1 - 101 .
201

Ibid.,. ark.
209..)))
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Jews, Communists, and partisans. During the occupation he served the Ger-

mans and. when the Red Army retook the Donbas, he fled with the Germans.
In Odessa he registered with the Red Army by changing, his patronymic and

birth date and place a\037d
marched all the way to Berlin. At a trial held in June

1959, Podtynnyi pleaded guilty to some of the charges. The oblast
\037

court in

Stalino sentenced him to fifteen years of corrective labor. Yet in December

1959 the Ukrainian Supreme Court rejec.ted the verdict and had him retried

in Luhans'k in February 1960. Podtynnyi was sentenced to be shot and was
executed. 202

,

These were difficult cases because Mel'nikov and Podtynnyi appeared to

combine both hero and villain. The ,death sentences were probably politically
motivated, because there is at least one other very similar case in the Donbas
in which a war criminal was not touched by the security organ on the grounds
that he was a Red Army hero. 2 0 3 A number of others, who had escaped the

draft into the Red Army and worked for the German police in Krasnodon.. were

tried but were not given death sentences.
2 0 4

(These occurred before J 947 when

capital punishment was temporarily suspended.)
There were many other cases, however, in which the lines between heroes

and villains blurred in a different sense. Many politsai (Polizei).. those who
worked in the German police units, were actually NKVD agents. This was a

dangerous game so
widely practiced throughout occupied territories that one

historian has maintained that \"the number of people who participated vo1un-

tarily in these institutions is thus
considerably

reduced.\"'
20 5 Whatever the case,

the Communist infiltration of the Gestapo and the German police was said to

have been directed at
identifying

and eliminating traitors.
206 As a resul\037 even

the pro-German residents avoided co1]aborators who joined the police force.
Another function of the Communist infiltrators was \"to provoke. the Germans
into taking reprisals against the

population.\"
The logic was: \"The more bru-

tal the actions of the Germans, the more hatred th,ey would generate, and the
more willing the population would be to support the. (Soviet] partisans.\"-20

7
Yet

many innocent citizens refused to believe that these savage \"tTaitors\" (infiltra-

tors) were actually \"heroes.\

\03702AUSBULO., no. 26 499, especial1y ark.
4\0375, 55-57. 72-74, and 91. There was no record of

execution in this file 9 but I confirmed it in Luhans'k.

203See Edinozhdy prinial' prisiagll. . .
Ra.'\\Lf)kozy 0 chekistakh (Donet\037'k, 1990). pp. 101-12.

204See AUSBULO, no. 6606 (D.M. Zhukov), no. 8136 (G. S. Retivov), no. 8962 (P. F. Zimin),

etc.

2\302\2605Bohdan Krawchenko, USoviet Ukraine under Nazi Occupation, 1941-4,\037' in Yury Boshyk\037 ed..
Ukraine during World War 11: History and lIs Aftermatll. A SynJpo.fium (Edmonton, Canada.

1986), p. 25.
206Maistrenko,. lJtoriia n.oho

pokolinn;a, pp. 328, 332, 334. and 340. For other cases. see

Stakhiv\037 UNatsional'no-politychne zhyttia Donbasu v 1941-1943 rr.\" (9 September 1956), p.
6.

20] Alexander Oallin and Ralph S. Mavrogordato, uRodionov\037 A Case Study in War-Time Rede-
fection,\" American SJal'ic and East European Re\\/ieMl, 18: [ (February 1959). p. 32.

.)))
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One interesting case involved the Ukrainian V. A. Kovshik. A non-party
member, fifty-seven years of age, and a shop director\037 Kovshik was left behind

the front line in 1942 by the Soviet secret
police

to eliminate traitors. In ApriJ

1943 he succeeded in infiltrating the German police in the village of Almazna

in Voroshylovhrad ob/a.51'. He managed to save many Communists from the

Germans and had many traitors executed by the Ge.nnans as Communists. He
even converted the police agents to the partisan nlovement when the Gennans
were about to retreat in September 1943. Yet Kovshik was arrested inlme-

diately after liberation
by Srnersh, the counterinteUigence unit of the Soviet

secret police. Peo'ple testified
against

hirn. It took Smersh considerable effort

to confirtll that Kovshik was indeed a Soviet security police agent From his

personal file, it appears that even his wife did not know for whom Kovshik was

actually working. Kovshik was released in January 1944.
208

Anllther case concerned A. A. Shvedov. In December 1941 the Soviet se-

cret police sent the thirty-year-old agent to Stalino to organize partisan groups.

He was not able to do much work in enemy territory before he was caught

in August 1942 (solne sources say May 1942) by
the Germans. He was tor-_

tured by a Russian interrogator and three \"Cossacks.\" After the Red Army

reoccupied Stalino, he and his comrades were arrested and tried by the Soviets

in 1944. Shvedov was accused of breaking down and helping the Germans

to identify and execute Soviet secret agents and partisans. Shvedov was sen-
tenced to be shot and executed. 209 Yet when local people did painstaking work
to establish what actually happened, it be.came clear that Shvedov did not betray
the country: he had been shrewd enough to name only those who had already
been

exposed
as Soviet agents. As a Gernlan

Uagen\037\"
Shvedov tried to confuse

the Germans and even succe.eded in recruiting agents for the Soviets and con-

verting traitors back to the Soviet call1p. In 1973 Shvedov was rehabilitated:

even though at the trial Shvedov overstated his success, he had committed no

criJne under German occupation; the 1944 court had
ignored inlportant facts

and distorted his activity.210 Shvedov was a victim of the suspicion cast
by

the

Soviet government on those who risked their lives to
fight

the enemies.

There were numerous cases in the Donbas in which heroes were turned into

traitors. The group organized by G. I. Tkachenko in Voroshylovhrad oll/ast'
was a

very
successful partisan unit. Whe.n loca] party leaders deserted, the

partisans operated on their own. The Red Army commanders\" testilTlonics to

that effect did not help. Tkachenko and his heroic con1rades were tortured

and force.d to confess that they had actively collaborated with the Germans. It

appears that the same local party leaders who had deserted returned after the)

208DALO.. f. 3747, op. ], spr. [355-r.

209TsDAHO, f. 1 1 op. 23. spr. 3839, ark. 45zv-46zv and DADO, f. 5000-P, op. t.. spr. I 15, ark.

3-9, 39.

110DADO.. f. 5()()()-P\037 op. r, spr. [t 5.. ark. 52-56.)))
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liberation and had the partisans tried as collaborators. In the summer of 1943

fourteen of the partisans were thus executed. 211

The case of the Krasnodon partisan group\" Yo un g Guard,\" inlmortalized

by A.
\037.

Fadeev's famous novel of the same name (1945), is also illuminat-

ing. When Krasnodon was occupied in the summer of 1942, the party and
the secret police left a group of Communists and agents. The leaders of the

group fled with a large sum of money and gold, intended for partisan activ-

itYt and secret docunlents on the group were ]ost in the process. Of those

people who remained, some conducted no underground activity
while others

were said to have becol\"ne active collaborators with the Gernlans. 112 In the

meantin1e, young Komsomol patriots, trapped in Krasnodon, began to organize
themselves into partisan groups. One of these groups was the Young Guard.

They had had little. contact with party organizations, which were absent or at

best utterly inactive in the occupied Krasnodon. Som,e of the youth were inex-

perienced in
underground activity and were soon exposed. Nearly all members

of the group were arrested, tortured, and execut.ed by the Germans. After the

liberation of Krasnodon, a Soviet commission c.oncluded that Kashuk, or O.

Koshovyi, was the leader of the
partisan group and that V. I. Tret'iakevych

was a traitor who sold out his comrades. (Both men had been murdered by the.

Germans.) Koshovyi's mother contributed to this version of events, casting

one as a her,o and the other as a villain\037 Both Fadeev and the party leaders who

returned from the safe home front accepte.d this version. Several survivors of

the group were not allowed to speak Up.21
3

In fact, Tret'iakevych, trained and dispatched to Krasnodon by the NKVD,

was the leader who had 'organized the group and defended it.
214 It is not clear

whether there were any traitors in the group. Some't including Koshovyi, may
have been unwittingly trapped by the po1ice.215

According to one survivor

(who knew Tret'iakevych personally and was subsequently tried as a \"traitor\,

some members, including Koshovyi, were thieves and
speculators\037

who Vlere

caught selling foodstuffs stolen from a German lorry; they did not even see)

21 r

\"fsDAf-IO, f. I, Op. 22, spr. '92. The infonnation on the torture is based on severa] conversa-
tions' had with the Luhans'k historian V. F. Semystiaha.

212Vo1odymyr Semystiaha and lurii Kozovs'kyi, HShche zh bu1'o u Krasnodoni?t't Molod'

lJkrainy, J 2 September 1992, and Vladimir Semistiaga, HKak voznikajut
mify,\"

Don bas.. 199 2 ,

nos. 9-IO,PP. 237-38.
21

JSemystiaha and Kozovs'kyi. HShcho zh bu10 u Krasnodoni? M.r
dl1.lhyi....' Molod

t

Ukra;tr)',

18 September 199 2 , and
&'Ego nazyval' \037Kashuk'? cMolodaia gvardiia\" v svete real'nykh faktov i

svidetel'stv,\" Put's (Luhans'k.), 1992, no. 20, pp. 4-5.
2 r 4 V. Semystiaha, tUNa zv'iazok ne vyishov' ,.. Bakhl1Jul.5 .k}\037; Lfhliakh (Luhans \"k), 1995. nos.

1-2.Pp.33-34.

215Semystiaha and Kozovstkyi, uShcho zh bu10 u Krasnodoni? Mif Druhyi\"; idenl 1 uShcho zh

bulo u Krasnodoni? Mif tretii,n M%d' Uk. rainy, 22 September 199 2 ; and idem, \"Ego nazyvali
\037Kashuk.t

.')))
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that the lorry carried weapons as we]1.216

Whatever the case, So,viet officials

conspired to perpetuate the myth of Fadeev's
st()ry. Tret'iakevych was rehabil-

itated in 1960. Still the whole episode was not made public. In the meantime

the Tret'iakevych family was harassed by those who believed the official ver-

sion. Only recently have local historians begun to expose the incident on the.

basis of docunle.nts from the fonner KGB archives. 217

Bitter toward those who remained under occupation, Soviet authorities
hunted down traitors

amo,ng the few survivors once Krasnodon was liberated.

In Septelnber 1943, in connection with the Young Guard debacle t three per-
s()ns were publicly executed in the. city in the presence of a huge crowd: M. E.
Kuleshov, forty-five, a Russian lawyer who had worked for the city administra-
tion set

up by the Germans; V. G. Gromov, fifty-one, Russian, a party member,
assistant director at Mine 1 bis before the war, and an ordinary timber hand un-

der the Germans; G. P. Pochcptsov, twenty-one. Russian, and a fonner member

of the Hummer (Molor) (partisan group similar to the Young Guard). 2 18

Kuleshov had a blemish on his political record: during the civil war he had

been nlobilized by the Oenikin army and fought among the ranks of the White

Army. Yet in 194 I he fought in the war against the Germans.. was wounded,

and returned to Krasnodon. As Gennan
troops approached the city in 1942,

he was not able to evacuate because no
transport

was provided.. so he had no

option but to stay. With the Gernlans canle former Cossacks who had been

in hiding or returned from exiJe. He got involved in the Cossack movemen\037

whichot according to Kuleshov,. was rather Illiserable, nlanned
mainly by old,

frail nl,en. Kuleshov admitted that he voluntarily worked for the Germans, be-

cause he believed that the Soviet government was no more and feared that he

would otherwise be punished for having worked for the Soviet governnlent.
He nlaintained, however, that he had never been an enenlY of the Soviet

gov-

ernment.. and that he had honestly worked for it. When the Red Anny caine t()

repeJ the invaders, he fled with the Germans, but then he decided to come back

voluntarily to \"atone for his crilne.\" At the trial held (in part in closed sessions)

in August 1943, Kuleshov pleaded guilty to working for the Germans. Yct he

denied the Inost serious charges that he participated in the killings of the Young

Guard mell1bers and that he had been sent back to Krasnodon by the Gerll1an)

216Stepan Kuryliak, \037\037Khto ie khto,\037' Zona (Kiev), 1992, no. ), pp. 204-5. levhen Stakhiv has

claimed that Koshovyi and others fought for the Ukrainian democratic cause or that at least they
were national Communists. (Stakhiv, HNatsionarno-politychne zhyttia Dunbasu v 194 1

- 1 943 rr.,u

(26 August 1956].. p. 6; idem, HI v Krasnodoni diialo natsionalistychne pidpillia\\\" and ideln\\ hlakby
Oleha Koshevoho ne stratyly nimtsi - stratyly b birshovyky.n) There is no evidence to support his
clain,. (See {lkraina nloloda, 25 Septenlber 199 2 , p. 3.) In fact, in his recent nlelnoirs, Stakhiv

did not repeat this important contention. See his Kriz' tiurmy, pidpil/ia l k()rdony, pp. 135-36.

217See the several articles
by Sernystiaha and Kozovs 'kyi cited earlier\" and idem. \"Zhil_n' 1 smerf

j bessmertie Vi ktora Tret\" iakevicha\037\" Zhizll
'

Lllganska, no. 39 (September 1993).
11SAUSBULO, no. 10399,t. 2, ark. 344, and TsDAHO, f. I,Op. 23, spr. 684, ark. 6)-67.)))
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intelligence. He contended at his trial that he had been forced
by interrogators

to admit to crimes he had not committed. All the same, he was executed.219

Gromov was also accused of selling out the Young Guard and Krasnodon

Communists to the Germans and of staying under the Soviet\037 to spy for Ger-

many. At the trial he recanted his confession at
preliminary hearings: he had

been tortured into incriminating himself by interrogators. He did work for the

Germans, which he admitted was a crime. He had been encircled by enemy

forces during the evacuation and had had no choice but to return to Krasnodon

at the risk of his life. To save his life, he, a Communist, reported everyday to

the Germans. Believing that the Soviet government was no nl0re. he began

to work for the Germans as an ordinary timber hand. He did denounce G. S.

Retivov, who was working for the German police, to the Germans. Because

he knew that Retivov was an enemy of the Soviet govemmen\037 he wanted to

have him arrested by
the Gemlans. Before the war Gromov voted Retivov out

of the
party,

and now he let the Germans know that Retivov had applied to

enter the party before the war. R,etivov was arrested by the Germans but ap.-

parently managed to survive and run away with the Germans. 220

Gromov was

also executed..

Pocheptsov, a stepson of Gromov's, pleaded guilty to the same charges

of selling out the Young Guard and
s,pying

for the Germans. Under Gennan

arrest, he had denounced the Young Guard to save his life. Yet, as it turned out

later, it did not help the Gennans because the
Young

Guard had already been

exposed. Subsequently Pocheptsov was released by the GenTIans\037 Gromov

cursed Pocheptsov for what he had done, but did not
report Pocheptsov\037s crime

to the Soviet authorities when they returned to Krasnodon.221

Pocheptsov
was

also executed.

There was y,et another defendant at the trial, I\037 T. Chemyshev, twenty-one,

Russian, a worker and a former member of the KomsomoL He, too, c.ou]d

not evacuate when Krasnodon feU to the Gennans. Chernyshev was arrested

by the Germans but managed to get released by agreeing to work for them.

He worked in a mine but then hid in the city. When the Soviets returned, he

assisted the Soviet secret police in exposing the politsai. Afterward he was
arrested

by
the Soviet secret police\037 At the. trial he pleaded guilty to

staying

hehind in Krasnodon to spy for Germany. Even so, he was acquitted by
the)

21 9 AUSBULO, no\037 10399\" t. I and t. 2, ark. 315-16. Note that in these and other files on

war criminals, most documents, including tria} proceedings, are written in longhand. Only those
which recorded their (forced) confessions of crimes are typed. This suggests that the police typed

selected documents to please the local authorities as well as Moscow and Kiev.
220

Ibjd\037, 1. I, particularly ark. 51 and 238-39, and l 2. ark. 308-16. Retivov fled with lhe
Gennans and was absent from Krasnodon at the time. of the trial. He was

repatriated in 1945 from

Gennany, tried in 1946, and sentenced to ten years of corrective labor. AUSBULO, no. 8 I 38\037 ark.

68-7 6 .

211
AUSBULO, no. 10399, t 2, ark. 315, and t. 3, ark. 407.)))
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court!222 Chernyshev survived the Soviet regime to testify that he had been

forced by Soviet interrogat()fS to incriminate hinlself
(and, no doubt., others as

well).12
3

In 1991-92 the court reviewed the cases of
Kuleshov, Gromov, and Poch-

eptsov, but did not rehabilitate the three me.n.

The war had provided the Donbas population with alternatives. In actuality,
however, each alternative involved danger. To save their lives, people had to be

cunning., resourceful, and
opportunistic. The dividing line between bravery,

heroism, and crime was not easy to draw. Still, the Soviet security police
continued to divide people into heroes and villains, son1etimes Inistakenly and

other times deliberately.
The case of the hassociation of

engineers\"
in Stalino is another good exam-

ple. In February 1947 three engineers and one worker were tried in Stalino for

the-ir alleged treacherous acts under Gennan occupation: organizing an anti-

Soviet association of engineers and operating the Stalino MetaJJurgical P1ant

for the Gennans. The four were non-party members: K. V. Messerle, born in

1889 in Kursk into a Swiss merchant
family,

assistant director of the Donets'k

Industrial Institute, and chief engineer at the plant during
the occupation; V.

G. Gladkii (v. H. Hladkyi, who has bee.n mentioned earlier), forty-one years

of age at the time of the trial, son of a clergyman, chief mechanic at the plant

during the occupation; 04 A. 'Grechko (Hrechko), born in '900, director of me-

chanical equipment at the plant before the war, director of
supply during the

occupation, soldier in the Red Anny froln 1944 to ] 945. wounded in battle,

and awarded a medal \"For the Victory o,ver Germany\"; N. I. Chulnachenko,

a worker of twenty-four years of age, who served as an interpreter<o All but

Messerle were Ukrainians. Messerle and Gladkii were conden1ncdto
twenty

years of corrective labor, and Grechko and Chumachenko to ten years.
224

At the trial all pleaded guilty of working for the Gennans and of other

relatively minor crimes (in Messerle's case, refusing to evacuate from Stalino;

in Gladkij's case, having contact with Ukrainian nationalists; or, in Grechko's
case, having

served in the White army during the civil war). Yet they denied

other, more serious charges of exposing part.isans and Conlnlunists to the Ger-
Inans. Some kind of deal had been struck before the trial (prob,ably admission
of guilt in exchange

for a light sentence). The unexpected sentences of long

prison t.erms upset
the defendants. So they fought back after they were incar-

cerated through appeals to the court. Messerle recanted his admission that he
had stayed deliberately in Stalino to wait for the Germans. He did not deny

explicitly that the association ever existed, but insisted that it had never met

and never conducted any agitation.
He claimed that he had been forcibly taken)

222Ibid., t 2,. ark. 140-41, 180-82, and 336.
22JSee Semistiaga

and Kozovs'kyi, uZhizn', smert' i bessmertie Viktora Tret'iakevicha.
H

224
AUSBUDO, no, 354 62 -pf, 2 vots.)))
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to IGermany with the retreating German troops, but voluntarily reported to re...

turn to the motherland. He had never been an enemy of the Soviet Union. He

conlmitted the crime of working for the Germans, but only
because there was

no alternative. 225

Gladkii contended that he had first heard about the association from the

interrogator and that it could not have existed. His request to confront Messerle

was never granted. He claimed that he had been forced by the Germans to

work.. Then he was taken by force to Germany\037 where he broke off all contact

with Ukrainian nationalists and carefully preserved his Soviet passport: \"I have

always been a Soviet citizen.\" He had originally become interested in the DUN

because of its call for resistance to the G'ermans. In a 1955 appeal Gladkii

noted that he had been beaten and threatened by interrogators into admitting

crimes he had not committed. 226

In a similar vein Grechko sent appeals from the Gulags. He maintained that

he had worked to evacuate the plant and people as the Germans
approached

Stalino, as a result of which he was trapped in the
city\037 Initially

he refused

to work for the Germans\" but he was forced to do so. He was coerced into

retreating with the Gernlans. but hi,d in Odessa and, when the Red Army came,
volunteered for the Red Army. He had never served in the White Army during
the civil war of 1918-20. He contended in his appeals that his case had been

fabricated. 221

Chumachenko also appealed from the Gulags. He, like many Stalino resi-
dents, could not evacuate through no fault of his own\037 He had gone into hiding,

but could not hide forever. So as not to be sent to Germany as forced labor. he

began to work as a loader at a German food storage. Then he was forced to
serve as an interpreter because of his knowledge of Ge.nnan. When the Ger-

mans retreated, they put a gun to his head and forced him to flee with them\037 In

Germany he refused to serve as an interpreter, for which he was punished. He

maintained that he had voluntarily come back to the Soviet Union. 228

The appeals of the four were turned down several times. It is o'ot clear

whether they have been rehabi]itated since. 229

The Soviet security police was deeply concerned that the war and the evac-)

225
Ibid., t. 2; ark. 3 1 9- 20 .

ll6Ibid., ark\037 37 2 .

227
See\037 for example, ibid., ark. J55-63\037

228 Ibid.. ark. 430--34.
229/spytan;e llol\037om. Vospominaniia chekistov, 3rd ed. (Donets'k 1 1989). pp. t 73-92, which

portrays the uassociation\" in detail, still Jnaintains that the accused and many other engineers
were traitors and ene,m ies of the

peop'e\037
There were other people like these defendants who were

subjected
to the same fate. See Lev Vakhtin in Marcel Sztafrowski, Di\"ctioll Sra/ilto. Un P%nais

dl1ns les camps soviet;ql\037es (Paris, 1987), pp. 74-76. For a list of engineers who were accused

of organizing a similar association UVostok
H

and collaborating with the Gemlans in Stalino, see
TsDAHO. f. I \037op. 2). spr. 3839, ark. 27-41.)))
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uation had annulled party rule and created
political

alternatives. Clearly they

admitted the existence of both heroes and vi1lai,ns. However, no middle ground

was allowed. Kulesh()v, Grolllov, Messerle, Gladkii, and their conlpany, ac-

cording
to the Soviet doctrine, ought to have crossed the lines to the Soviet

si<;le at any Cl)S( or to have engaged in anti-Gernlan underground activity.
Just

as in the 1930s, mere
suspicion\037

not proof, was often e.nough to destroy indi-

viduals. (Some of thllse who had been safely ensconced somewhere during the

war actively hunted down suspects when
they

returned to the liberated Don-

bas.) Yet parad()xicaJ as it
may appear, the postwar experience suggests that

the war changed the nature of Soviet state terror: Stalin had to come to terms

with the fact that it was not possible to terrorize tens of millions of people who
had been exposed to political alternatives during the war (Chapter 8).)))
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STALIN FEARED new
political

ferment in the wake of the war. His power
had not been

directly challenged,
but the liberating impact of the war was ev-

ident in the Donbas as elsewhere. Like a magnet, the Donbas attracted peo-
ple. providing opportunities to fortune hunters and refuge to fugitives, such as
the Ukrainian nationalists, and Jews who had been spurned elsewhere. In the

post-Stalin years, the Donbas gave rise to independent labor movements, but

their independence (regarded as a narrow-minded self-interest) was
accepted

neither by anti-Communist liberals nor by nationalist dissidents. The Donbas
workers struck

repeatedly
in the perestroika and post-Soviet era, continuing to

demonstrate their independence and thus
incurring

the wrath of the political

centers.)

Victory and Famine)

The end of the long and brutal war was a cause for celebration for many Soviet
citizens. One American diplomat has written of \"the almost indescribable joy
of the Soviet people on V-E Day.'\" Another recalJed V-E Day in Moscow:

The news reached the Soviet people early on May 10, a day none of us in the

United States Em,bassy in Moscow will forget.
Red Square was aswirl with people nlilling, smiling, congratulating any-

one in uniform. The uniformed Anlericans who went out ()f the Embassy's

chancery, across from the Kremlin, were carried off to Red Square on the

shoulders of exultant Muscovites. A civilian attache, I j()incd the crowd in

the square. My nlost vivid melnory is of a Red Anny major looking toward

me and saying to no one in particular, \"Now it's time to liver\037. . . .

The throng held up no placards and shouted no slogans. It wasn't an)

I
Frederick C. Barghoorn 1 '\037The Soviet Union between War and Cold War\037\" Annals of the Amer-

ican Acade,,,y of PoJiti<:ul and Social Scie1lce, 26 3 (May '949), p.
6.)

297)))
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official event. It was something ahnost unthinkable in Stalin's Russia -
a

spontaneous popular demonstration.
1

Similar scenes prevailed everywhere in the Soviet Union. In the Donbas, all

the streets in towns and villages were filled night and
day

with people o( all

ages. They hugged, sang, and danced. In Druzhkivka\037 twenty
thousand people

demonstrated spontaneously on the streets of the city with
portraits

of party

and government leaders. J

Even if the end of bloodshed was a cause for cele.bration, the liberation

of the Donbas, which preceded the final victory,
and the return ()f the Soviet

security police were not a cause for
rejoicing

for eve.ryone. Luhans'k was lib-

erated as early as February 1943, as was Krasnodon. Donets'k and Artemivs'k

were taken back by the Soviet forces in
Septenlber 1943. There is no way

of knowing how many Donbas residents retreated voluntarily wilh the Ger-

mans. Subsequently some people returned of their own volition; some were

repatriated unwillingly. Those who had chosen to
stay

behind under the Ger-

mans had reason to fear the returning Soviet
power,

which had made it known

that such a choice was tantalTIOunt to treason. When the NKVD returned to

Lysychans'k, they arrested everyone who had worked for the Germans. The

pri,sons soon filled with people. Those who uhad worked for the sake of the

pe.ople\" (whatever this may have meant) were released, while others were dis-

patched eastward. In Kramators'k, the NKVD shot twenty women who had

married or been intimate with Geffilans. 4
In Slov'ians'k, Kramatorstk\037 Kos-

tiantynivka, and elsewhere Soviet women who had borne children to Germans
were nlurdered by the secret police along with their children. 5

The victory was

not a liberation for all Soviet citizens. According to an Anlerican engjneer\037 in

1945 in the Donbas Ustories that the Americans or British were to take over the

Ukraine were current and cause.d much
jubilation.\"6

Although
no records relnain to attest to the fact, it appears that as in France

and elsewhere.. there were cases of sumlnary executions in the Donbas and
elsewhere in the Soviet Union,,? The secret police caIne quickly to control
the liberated areas. The western Ukraine was an exception. There nUlnerous

Ukrainian nationalists continued to
fight against the Soviet forces well into the

late I 94os. with tremendous casualties on both sides. 8)

2
Robert C\037 Tucker, UV_E

Day\037 Moscow: \"Time to Live!\037
,\037

Ne'H.' York Times, II May 19 85.
3

DADO, L 326p, op. 2, spr. 923, ark. 65 and 70.

4TsDAHO. f. 3833\037 op. I, spr. r J 31 ark. 3.

5Volodymyr Kosyk't Ukraina ; Nirnechchyna II druhii s\\,iIOV;; \\'iini (Paris, 1993), p. 337.
6Louis Ernst Ulnside a Soviet Industry,\" Fortune (Chicago), October 1949, p. 177.
7

According to one study, \"At least four and a half thousand summary executions took place
in France in the months fol1owing the Liberation\"; many more were unrecorded. Peter Novick,

11te ResiL'itance versus Vichy: The Purge of Collaborators ii, Liberated France (London, 19 68 ),

pp. 7 I and 202-8. For summary executions in Vinnytsia t see Amir Weine(s forthcoming work on

postwar Vinnytsia.
8Ivan BiJas, Repre.t;y\\.'no-kara/'na s)'slema v Ukrain; 1917-1953. Suspil'no-f)olitychny; ta

istoryko-pra\037'ovyi analiz, 2 vols. (Kiev, 1994), 2:604. For exlensive operations of the NKVD)))
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Brutal though poslliberation rule \"vas, M,oscow could not possibly have

resulned the kind of terror it had used Hgainst the population in the prewar

years. Before the war mere casual contact with a German national was con-

sidered suspicious and could lead to execution. After the liberation, Moscow

would have had to terrorize the whole population of the occupied territories.

In fac\037 Stalin did deport wholesale small nations (Crimean Tartars, Chechens,

Ingushes, Kalmyk.s, Karachaevs, and
Inany others) whom he held responsible

collectively for the collaboration of some of their members with the Germans. 9

Terror did continue in various forms. In Stalino oblast J

, less than two

months after liberation\037 2,56<) people were arrested as Gennan spies, traitors,
and collaborators. 10

An unknown number of people were executed. I r
In the

first seven months of 1946 the Ukrainian court tried 21,412 peopJe
as polit-

ical criminals (traitors, spies, burgomasters, etc.). Of them, 452, or about 2

percent, were sentenced to death, 15,512 to ten years of
imprisonment, 4,922

to hard labor, and 524 to terms shorter than ten years. Some
people

had their

sentences conlJnuted because of their repentance and subsequent service in the

Red Amly\"
2

How many people were falsely accused is not known. I] Harsh
as the sentences were; they appeared lenient in comparison with those of the
Great Terror period.

The war experience rnade the binary division of people into friends and

foes no longer sustainable even in the eyes of the S,oviet secret police. It is

instructive that the elder of a village near Artemivs'k was not arrested by the

Soviet security organ despite his alJeged collaboration. He had written favor-

able reports to the Germans on those Communists who had dekulakized him,
thereby saving

the lives of twenty-two Communists. The villagers would not
allow hilll to be alTested.

14

Repatriates appeared dangerl)US to lhe Soviet regime: they may
have gone

abroad of their own will; at the very least they had been
exp.osed

to different)

in this pcrioJ in western Ukraine, see lu. I.
ShapovaL Lilllrrna i .flysleI1U1. Shtrykhy do portretll

IO(ll1ilarno; do\"y \" Ukrtl;lI; ( K icv., T 994), pp. 43--69.

9S cc the classic by
A. Nekrich, The PIlI1;.rhed Peol'le.rr; (New York. 1978).. and S. U. Alieva.

COfllp... Tak f..'n hyln. NIII.'fiolllll'nye re/1'I\"essii \\,) SSSR 19/9-J952 gody. Repre.rJiro,\037a\"\'e") ll11rody

segod\"ia.. 3 vols. (rv1oscow. 1993.).

'OTsDAH()\037 f. L up. 23.. spr. 3839. ark. 4 R .

II
The prominent historian and archaeologist S. O. L.oktiushcv. \"rho protected valuable items

in rnuseUfllS jn Luhans'k under occupation, was reported to have died in prison. In fact he was
shot. See V. F. Semystiaha, \"'S. O. Loktiushev,'\037 in S12o,';I\302\243I VJeukrainJ 'ka nuuko\\'u ko'\037ffJrf:'ntsiia Z

istorych\"o!lo kraiez.luI\\'sfva (,n. LlIt.,.1\037 '.'ere.'\037ell'-z\"ol'felf
\037

1993 r.) (Luts'k, 1993)\037 p. 262.

12TsDA.\037O, f. I, Ope 17, spr. 3, ark. 60-62.
IJF.I. Pcrerman, a Jc\\vish worker in Slov'ianoserbs'k near Voroshy1ovhrad. was falsely accused

of refusing to evacuate and selling JC\\\\lish doc'ors 10 the Gennans. Pererman
changed

his nan1e

(0 Pererl1anov and survived the German occupation. Then he served in lhe Rcd ArnlY and was
wounded. Yet he was arrested ill '945 Hnd given five years of inlprisonnlent. He was subsequently
rehabilitated. DALO\037 f. .1747,oP. ], spr. I 2353-r.

I\037TsDA.rO. f. 1, Ope 17, spr. 37, ark. 293.)))
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societies, cultures, and politics. Among the Soviet civilian laborers abroad,
about 70 percent

were said to have wished to return to the Soviet Union; 5
percent

chose not to return; and 25 percent vacillated out of fear of repres-

sion. The Soviet POWs were said to have inclinations similar to their civilian

counterparts.
15 In the repatriation process\037

mistakes were made by the Western

powers involved: some were repatriated against their will; some (mainly non-

Soviet t;itizens who had emigrated to the West before the war) were illegally

returned to the Soviet Union. Among the repatriated were war criminals. As

of I March 1946, 272,867. or 6.5 percent of the total expatriates, were handed
over to the Soviet security poJice. The majority, 57.81 percent, were allowed to
return home, 33-56 percent were taken by the army and the Defense Ministry,
and 2.13 percent were at Htransit points.

Hl6

In this respect, too, those who, in the view of the security organ, were polit-

ically suspect by default\" survived much more successfully after the war than in

the 1 930s. Overall, according to official data, the execution of political crimi-
nals declined in the postwar years: 4,252 in 1945 (a sharp increase from 3,0 2 9

in 1944), 2,89 6 in 19469 1.,106 in 1947. and 0 in 1948., when the death sentence

was temporarily suspended. 11 If these
figures

reflect the actual scale of repres-

sion to any degree at all, the majority of the repatriates who were handed over
to the security police seenl to have survived. In July 1949, according to police
daL:1., 13 I ,394 f()rmer \"Vlasovites,\" 95,552 DUN Inelnbers, and 2,277 collabo-
rators (1lemetskie posobniki) had been sent into special exile. 18

No doubt they

included, in their numbers, those arrested inside the Soviet Union. Yet they

do reflect the postwar change in state terror: more than 200',000 who almost

certainly would have been executed in the 1930Swere allowed to live.
19

Quickly superseded by the brutality of everyday life, the joy of victory
did not last long. Many repatriates\" even those at large, had to live with the

opprobrium of being \"traitors.\"20 Repatriates were often robbe.d on their
way)

ISV. N. Zemskov\037 hK voprosu 0 repatriatsii sovetskikh grazhdan 1944-1951 gody,\" l.flnriia

SSSR, 199O,no. 4,P. 27.

'6Ibid., p. 36. Those
repatriated very early (before the victory) may have been treated

by the

Soviet authorities more harshly than those repatriated later en masse. See Hans Frohlich, In der

l';ertell Naclzht'aclte. Er/ebl1;sb\037r;l'hte a'l.5 der [),epol1atiorf (Munich, 1977), p. 56.
17V. P. Popov; uGosudarstvennyi terror v sovetskoi Rossii. 1923-1953 gg. (istochniki i ikh

inte.rpretatsiia),\037' Otechestvennye a,.khivy\037 1992\" no. '2, p. 28.

..fRV.
N. Zemskov, USpctsposelentsy (po dokumentatsii NKVD-MVD SSSR),\" SOlsiologicheskie

;Jj-/edo,\"'an;;a. 1990\037 no. 11, p. 12.

H'This may have been some kind of politicaJ anlnesty. but the actual alnnesty benefited Inainly

criminal offenders, not political prisoners. See Re.ristance in the Gulag: Memoirs, Letters, DoclI-

t1,enlS (Moscow, 1992)1 p. 86.

2\302\260For the bitterness one repatriate ente.rtained about the way they were treated by the Soviet

govemlnent, see, for e,x.anlple1 Viktor Andriianov, Pan,;a,' so v.ako,\" OST. Sud\037ba Itl'ostochn.vkh

rllhochikh\" \\.\037ikh Jobstvenl1)'kh sI-'idete/ 'j.tvakh, pis *ntaklt i dokumentakh (Moscow, 1993), pp.
I 00-1.)))
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back honlc. Then they were Icft out in the cold on the Donbas steppcs.
21

Upon

returning from captivity to Luhans'k, M. G. Belozerov, a former Red Army
officer, was fortunate to land a job at a factory. Yet he lived in dire privation

and in fear of arrest for having been in
Germany as a pow. In January 1947, in

the midst of famine, out of
despair

he killed his wife and daughler and hanged
hirnself12

-

Crime shot up_ Fl)r the reconstruction of Donbas industry, many criminals
were

brought
in and left unsupervised. In 1945 nearly a hundred thousand

repatriates were said to have been mobilized to the Donbas mines. Some local
officials

complained that the mobilized were \"former traitors\" and \"Vlaso-

vites.\" Whatever the case, the Donbas, with its vast need for manpower in

reconstruction, attracted all kinds of people':!) Everyone
was said to partici-

pate in robbery. Even in public areas in the Donbas, people were frequently

beaten about the head and robbed in
plain

view. Trains were favorite targets
for robbers. Every night people were terrorized by the sound of incessant shots

from automatic rifles\037 l\"'he presence of large numbers of street waifs added to
crime. 24

The inlage of the free steppe, for all its problems, revived in the Donbas

in the postwar years. Like a magnet, the Donbas
began

to attract all kinds of

criminals and adventurers. In the postwar years one out of every ten Stalino

residents landed in prison. The Donbas became known as a place for \"mak-

ing a quick buck.\" MLlrketplaces were areas where
people gathered

and were

robbed. Here and there fights broke out. In Stalino, Assyrians returned to ITIO-

nopolize the shoe business, and Jews the barber's.25 Life was dangerous and

hungry. The acute population imbalance between the sexes caused by the war

made women's lives particularly difficult. 26

Many
chi Idren were left fatherless.

Nevertheless, the children managed to
play

in this bleak wor1d., using German

sku]ls as footballs and digging up
German graves in hopes of finding some-

thing valuable, particularly crosses. In
spite

of the real possibility of being

attacked, pe.ople walked about the city for lack of other entertainment 27

If the Donbas Inaintained elements of the free
steppe, then it was no sur-

prise that the Donbas appeared even to the Ukrainian nationalists as a place

of refuge. At the end of 1947, when the Ukrainian Insurgent Army faced de-)

2 J
TsDA HO, f. I, op. 23- spr. 1479. ark. 8, and spr. 14 77 \037ark. 49.

2
2Ibid.\037 OPt '7, spr. 4. ark. 5 I.

2J
DADO, f. 326-p, op. 2, spr., 850. ark. 4-9.

24lbid.

2 5
Evgenii lasenov.. hPoslcvoennoe Stalino: vodka deshevle khleba,\" Gorod (Donets\"k'), no. 43

(II Novemher 1993). p.
10.

26The vast majority of divorces were initiated hy nlen whose scarcity nlade them more valuable.

Of the 4R I cases arbitrated by the court in Stalino between 1945 and 1949 I have exanlined\037 365

or 76% \"'ere initiated by husbands. See fi1es in DADO\037 f. 3410. op. 2.

27lasenov. uPoslcvoennoe StaJino:')))
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feat in its fight against the Soviet government in western Ukraine, \"the UPA

command ordered them [its members] to escape, either by posing as workers

be.ing resettled in the Donbas or by fighting their way to the American occu-

pation
zones in Germany and Austria:\03728

In the Donbas., as elsewhere, the
victory

over Germany reinforced anti-

Semitism. The evacuation of Soviet officials believed to be Jewish during the

war raised popular suspicion th,at Jews avoided fighting and took refuge before

anyone else. 29
When the Soviet security police returned to the Donbas later in

the war, Ukrainian nationalists in the Donbas reported that it was
Uinteresting

to note that the NKVD was composed exclusively of Jews\" and that residents

spoke
of the secret police being composed of Jews alone. Jo

Even the famous

film director O. Do,vzhenko was secretly recorded by the police during the war

complaining that Ukrainian culture was being harmed by Jews., who \"hated

us, hate us, and will hate us\" and \"seek to wonn their way in everywhere and

take everything into their hands:\"3' After the war, when Jews returned from

the front or the evacuation, they were greeted with
h,ostility by

other residents.

When Jews wished to regain their former flats and property, anti-Semitism

often exploded into open confrontation\037 Thus, in almost all cities in Ukraine.,

anti-Semitism became sharper than before. According to official reports, this
was related in part to the erroneous perception that there were proportionately
fewer Jews in the Red Army than any other ethnic group.3

2
The report also

noted that anti-Semitism strengthened Zionism among the Ukrainian Jews.33

As it turned out, the postwar years were not a \"time to live.H As Sheila Fitz-

patrick has argued, hopes for a return to
\"normalcy\"

were bound to be dashed

because the Soviet Union had no model of normalcy to which to retum. 34 As

Robert C. Tucker, who was stationed in the American Embassy in Moscow at

that time, later recalled, it was time

to gear up for another great war whose
strong possibility was lodged\037 Stalin

said on Feb.
9\" 1946, in the nature of \"imperialism.\037\" Hence., three or four)

28
John A. AnTlstrong. lJkrainian Nat;onalLf;I1I, 3rd ed. (Englewood. Colo.. 1990), p. 221.

19DADO\037 f. 326p\" op. I, spr. 1897 t ark. 5-15. For a firsthand observation of acute anti-
Semitism elsewhere in Ukraine in 1941, see James E. Mace and l..eonid Heretz, eds., Oral Hi.uory

Proj\037cl of the CO\"l1lli.\037Jio\" on the Ukraine Fanr;ne (Washington, D.C., 1990), 2:654 and 700.

JOTsDAVO\037 f. 3833,oP. 1 t spr. 113.. ark. 3.
)1 TsDAI-IO, f. I \037op. 2). spr. 685. ark. 82. For Dovzhenko's antj..Semitism before the war, see

Marco Carynnyk. .t\037Alexandcr Dovzhenko's 1939 Autobiography,\" }01l171Ul of Ukrainian Srudies,
i 9: I (Summer 1994). p. 27.

311'sDAHO.. f. I. op. 2). spr. J 363. This perception was not suhstantiated by data. which show

a very high Tate of Je.ws' participation in conlhat Se'e Maiia Aleks,enitser and Semen Averhukh,

UStatistika evreiskogo gcroizma v gody Yelikoi 01echestvennoi
voiny,'\037

in E-\\.\037reis tka i.'ilor;;a ta

kul'tllrll \\\" UkrainL Material)' kOI\037fere1tt.';ii. /(vi1;. 8-9 hrudnia 1994 (Kiev, 1995)\037 p. 4-

J3TsDAHO\" f. LOp. 2J. spr. 1363.
J4Sheila Fitzpatrick. \"Postwar Soviet Society: The -Return to Nonnalcy,' '945-1953.\" in Susan

J. Linz, ed., The Impact afWorld War Ii oil/he Soviet Union (Totowa, N.J.. 198 5).)))
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more five-year plans C
4

five-year plan'\" symbolized sacrifice) would be needed

to guarantee against uall contingencies.'\" A Russian in whose apartment I was

sitting when Stalin 'Is speech carne over the radio lay his head on his folded
anns when he heard those words. All over Russia. I believe. people did the
same. It was the end of expectations for a postwar life free of the tension and

privation experienced throughout the 19305. The
postwar period was being

prefigured as a p()tential new prewar period. The cold war was on.
35

The end of the war and the onset of the cold war were accompanied by severe

fan1ine in the country.
The famine of 1946-47 affected much of Ukraine, including the Donbas

and Moldova, Western Siberia, the southern Urals, the lower and middle Volga,

and much ,of the Black Earth Region. Unlike the 1932-33 famine t this famine

also affected the non-Black Earth
Region

and major cities such as Moscow,

Leningrad, Novosibirsk, and others. The famine and the diseases re]ated to it

took a-heavy toll of I 111illion Iives. 36 In Stalino ol}last', according to incoIn-

plete data, in 1947 2,703 deaths frorn hunger were recorded. (Many more died
of famine-related diseases.) Of them, 60 percent took place in the cities. Those
least

provided for (sick people, retirees, invalids) accounted for the majority
(65 percent) of the deaths. More men (60 percent of the victims) died than
women. 3 ?

Several factors cOJllbined to create this tragedy in the wake of
victory.

The

administration of agriculture changed little after the war. It was rigidly planned
and controlled from the center for state procurements of grain and other agri-
cultural produce.

To fulfi]l the plans, collective farms used the farmers as if

they were slave laborers subject to military discipline. Such a system seemed
like militarized serfdom to a boy who fled from a dreadful famine in Sta1ino to

a collective farm. (He was later arrested for speaking among his friends ,of serf-

dOll1 in the
countryside.\037)3R

To create sufficient grain reserves, the. gove.rnment

inlposed unrealistically high procurement targets
on a collective farm system

weakened by years of war. When the collective farms desperately needed an-

imal and Jl1an power, they were not aided but were forced to part with 1110re

grain than they could possibly afford. There was n()l 111uch incentive t<) in-

crease tilled areas. Litt]e was paid to the farmers, in any case. They were

theref()re more interested in tilling their private pl{)ts, which enabled them to

survive. The number of farnlers who failed to perf()rm the nlinimu1n number)

35Tucker.. \"V-E Day, Moscow.'\037

30 V. F. Zima, uGolod v Rossii 1946-1947 godov.\" ()techestvennllia i.rtoriia, 1993. no. I. pp.

]5 and 43\037
For a detailed anafysis of the fan1ine t see ZiJlla,. G%d \\' SSSR 1946-1947 gOtlOl':

proiJkho;},denie ; posledsn'iia (t\\.1oscow. 1996).
37 A. I. Zadneprovskii, .'Zhertvy goloda 1946-1947 gg. v Donbasse't\" & (Op;.'\\

,
DonIJQJJo.

Krat'\\'edche.fkii shorllik, vol. 1 (Donets'k\" 1(92). pp, 56-58. The dala seem to include those

deaths \\\\,'hich took place in one district in Voroshylovhrad obI\302\243Js(.

38 1 nlerview I.)))
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of labor days (trudodl1i) reached a record level in 1946.39 To make matte.rs

worse, large areas of the country, including the Donbas, were assaulted
by

a

severe drought In Stalino ob/ast' a yield of 9.5 centner (I centner = 100 kilo-

grams) of grain per hectare was planned for 1946, but the actual yield was only

6.6 centner. Yet the procurement plans were raised. 40

In the autumn of 1946, when the countryside was suffering from the ill

effects of the drought and the high procurement quota, the government an-
nulled food rationing

for twenty-eight million rural residents. 41
People starved.

Many despaired. T. M. Tsigar'ov, a worker at the Evdokievka Mine in Stal-

ino, was rep.orted to have declared to his fellow workers that ulife is becoming

worse and worse every day.
I don't know how I can go on Jiving any more.\"42

Many people believed that the country was starving because of the aid given
to Poland and other eastern European countries. A collier at Mine 9 in StaJino,
Ivan Tokarev, was

quoted by
informers as having contended that UI don't be-

lieve that t.here are no grain reserves for us in the Soviet Union. This [famine]

is because our government helps the democratic countries [i.e., countries of

'people's democracy'].\"43

Tokarev was right in that the government possessed enough grain
reserves

to feed the hungry population. Yet it was loath to
part

with them. In the

autumn of 1947, after a relatively good harves\037 which eased the famine, the

government even increased the grain reserves
by 8D-9o percent

44 It did so to

abolish food rationing in the cities and enact a currency reform with the aim of

stabilizing the
economy. (The reform, however, devalued the ruble and wiped

out much of the
savings

of the population.) The day rationing was abolished

(17 Dccember
1947)\"

famished people in the Donbas rushed to buy bread. UA

large number of deaths\" were recorded on the happy day: people swallowed
bread a loaf at a time and died of volvulus. 45

Bread became freely available,

but it was in short supply and, as
before, people

had to queue for bread for

hours. Even after rationing was abolished, the famine continued in many parts

of the country.4
6)

3Ql. M. Makoviichuk and fu. H. Py1iavets, '\037Ho1od na Ukraini u I 94\037 1947 rr.\037\" Ukra ill... I/..,\037ti

;Jlorychny; zhurnal. J 990. no+ 8. p. 19.
40

A. I. Zadneprovskij, 4'Go1od 1946-47 gg. v selakh Donechchyny,HNovye stranil,-\037y \\.' istor;;

L)onba:rsQ. Stllt\037;, vo1. 2 (Donets'k, 1992).. p. 117, and Mokoviichuk and Pyliavets, uHolod na
Ukraini.'\"

41
Zima, uGolod v Rossii,'\" p. 35.

4f DADO, f. 326-p, op. 4.. spr. 375, ark. 139.
43

Ibid., ark. 140. Clearly Udemocratic countries\" referred to ca5tem European countries that

Stalin endeavored to keep under the Soviet influence. For this perception of the. Soviets suffering
because of Poland and other states, see also A. Strelianyi, uPoslcdnii ronlantik,\" D,.\"zhba nlllvdov,
1988 , no. I I.. p. 227. Note also I nte.rview I.

44Zima, uGolod v Rossii,'I\" p. 49.

45G. Gorbunev. \"Golodnyi I 947-i,\" E/1akie\\'.5kii rabochii. 22 September 1'993.
4(,Zima\037 UGoiod v Rossii,\037' pp. 49-50, and Za.dneprovskii. uGolod 1946--47 gg. v selakh

Doncchchyny;. pp. 132-33.)))
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Unlike 1932-33\" the government did not deny the existence of famine. )t

accepted foreign aid (from the United Nations, the Red Cross, the Russian

Relief in the United States, and others), which
helped

to alleviate the crisis. 41

When Khrushchev reported famine in Ukraine, Stalin said, \"You're being soft-

bellied! They're [i.e., Ukrainians are] deceiving you. They're counting on

being able to appeal to your sentimentality when they report things ]ike lhat.

They\037re trying to force you to give them all your reserves.\" Khrushchev un-
derstood that Stalin knew of the famine: \"Apparently Stalin had channels of
infonllation which

bypassed
me and which he trusted more than my own re-

ports.\" Stalin did take the matter to the Central Committee. Reluctant and

stingy though they were, StaJin and the Soviet government did divert some

grain to the famished areas, because, according
to Khrush.chev, Stalin said,

\"The Ukraine is being ruined, which could be a disaster for our whole coun-

try.\"4
8

The relief was not sufficient to solve the problem.
Like the Ukrainian

party
leader Khrushchev, many local leaders did fight

to save the fanlished. Having ]earned a lesson from the 1932-33 fami'ne, some

collective farm chairmen risked tl1eir lives to hoard grain to feed the fann-

ers. To make procurements impossible, the head of the R. Luxemburg Farm in

Sta]ino gave an order to break a drying machine. The leaders of Amvrosiivka

district in Stalino (}lJlasl
\037

even forbade the collective farms from surrender-

ing grain tll the state with()ut their written pe.rmission. Similar independent

actions of local leaders to cope with the famine crisis were observed widely

elsewhere. 49

The c()nsequence of such actions was repression. Koval' OV, of the Stakhan-

ov collective farm in Krasn()arllliivs'k, Stalino oblast', was sentenced to seven

years of imprisonment for \"squandering\" grain (which referred to paying the

peasants for their work and using grain for
consumption on the farm). In 1946

and in the first quarter of 1947,one out of every sixteen kolkhoz chairillen in

Ukraine was prosecuted for his technically illegal
actions.

AI110ng
this group

were fanner Red Army veterans and war invalids wh() assumed the adlninis-

t.ration of fanns upon denl0bilization. so According to a Soviet historian.. Hat no

time in the history of co]Jective farm building did the number of changes in

farm chairmen assume such a scale as in 1946-1947.\"51 flarsh as these pun-
ishments were, one

may
be struck by the contrast with the I 930S when actions

against state orders led often to executions.)

47Zima\037 HGolod v Rossii,,\" pp. 47-49.
4R

Klrrllshchel' Remelllbcrs, tr. and ed. by Strobe Talbott introduction\037 com111entary, and notes

by Edward Crankshaw, (Boston, 1970), pp. 235 and 240-4 f.

49 Markoviichuk and Piliavets, uHolod na Ukraini,\" pp. 21 and 23.

5\302\260Ibid., pp. 24-25. Many were prosecuted for stealing grain according to the infamous 7 August

1932 law. DALO.. [ R-2295, op. J. has numerous files on these cases.
51 1. M. Volkov, Trrldol'o; pod\\.;!: .\037'(}\\'etJkogo kre.ft .ia1tL\037/l'a \\' posle\\'oennye f:ody: Kolkhoz)' SSSR

11' 1946-1950 Kg. (Moscow; 197 2 )1 p. 23 2 .)))
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While the leaders were assailed\037 the famished areas were plagued by crime.
Khrush,chev received reports of murder and cannibalism in Ukraine. 52

In No-

venlber 1946, a worker at Ordzhonikidze Coal in Ienakiieve, F. I. Nezhyvykh,
killed his wife and their son, three months of age. He survived on their meat

for a while. Then he became acquainted with H. Kozhevnykova, who rnet the

sanle fate as Nezhyvykh\"s wife in January 1947. On 20 January Nezhyvykh
was arrested.

53 In February 1947, a railway worker in Krasnyi Lyman in S13I-

ino oblast', A. I. Sapel'nykov, and his wife received neither rationing cards
nor any material help fTorn the adlninistration. Driven by hunger, Sapel'nykov

killed his wife and fed himself for an extended period on her meal 54
Between

r I January and 5 February 1947, there were five more cases of murder and can-

nibalism of family members in Stalino and two in
Voroshylovhrad

ob/as! '.55

Murders and armed robberies of grain took place frequently
in the fanl-

ished Donbas. On 2 April 1947 three hundred kilograms of grain were stolen
from the storage. of the collective farm Krasnyi Kut. Its guardsman Pankov was
found dead in a nearby mine shaft. The Komsomol secretary named Goliak,
at the Krasnyi Partisan collective farm in Iasynuvata district. Stalino obillst\"
was shot dead on 28 August I 948. It turned out that the chairn1an I. L. Kos-

nlatenko, a party member\037 and his company had murdered Goliak for having
discovered that Kosmatenko and his wife had \"squandered\" the property of the
collective farm. It is not known whether Kosmatenko simply diverted grain to
feed the hungry collective farmers or plundered the kolkhoz's grain for him-
self.56 The party Central Committee in Kiev had to send a special circular to
the Donbas warning of political terrorism by enemy forces. 57

It is instructive

that in 1947 the prisons in Stalino and Voroshylovhrad accomnlodated three

tilnes more inmates than their capacities, and that even in 1949, to cope with

crime, the Ukrainian Ministry of Internal Affairs had to' allocate the largest
and third largest contingents of its staff to the two Donbas oblast's of all the

ol,lllst's in Ukraine. 58

Famine once again challenged the v,ery raison d'etre of collective fanns.

It was not that the. collective farm system itself failed to
produce enough food

for the country. In fact, during the war, the systenl had
Inanaged to feed the

country and nlillions of soldiers. Stalin and the party leadership never doubted

the rationale for collective farrns. Molotov even contended that the Hsuccess
of collectivization is nlore significant than victory in the Great Patriotic War\":)

52 Kh,.lIs!tche\\' Re'''e\",ber.\037, pp. 234 and 240.
5JBilas\037 RepresY'.'llo-karal'lla sy.He'lla, t :347-4 8 .

54TsDAHO, f. I, op. 17, spr. 5. ark. 15'6-58, and Bilas , Represyvlro-kara/'l1a .rY.5teI11U, 1:34 8 -

49.

55Bilas. Repre.'i)1\\'IZo-karal'na s.'rste\",a, 1:348.
j 6

TsDAHO. f. t. op. 23, spr. 4961. ark. I, 126-271 136, 161-63, etc.

57 I bid.. s.pr. 4960, ark. 186---92.
5 8

Ibid.. f. I. op. 17, spr. 7\037 ark. 17, and Bilas. RE'p,.e.r;;)'\\f1tO-karal'lto systel11a, 1:35 L 2:682- 8
3.)))
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without c'ollectivization the country would not have won the war. 59
Even the

Germans had made no or only halfllearted efforts to disband the collective

farms in occupied territory, because the collective fann system facilitated grain

collection.

Both before and after the war, rhetoric about the collective farm
system

being a new serf do In had illicitly circu1ated widely in the country. The famine

crisis led party leaders to look for solutions in the prerevolutionary practice
of rural administration. Once the worst of the famine was over, Khrushchev

proposed a n1easure to bolster the collapsing collective farm
system. In his

memorandum of 10 February 1948 to Beria, he noted:

In tsarist Russia there was a law\037 according to which peasant communities

could pass sentences for the renloval from the village of individuals\037 \"whose

further existence in this milieu threatens local welfare and safetyn (Russian

Empire Code of Laws\" vol. IX.. article 683)\037 It is clear that this law
protected

private property and was directed aga,inst people socially dangerous for the

t\037arjst-Iandowner regi me.

In our time it would be in order for the protection of socialist property to

issue a law, according
the gene.ral meetings [of collective fanTIs I the right to

pass sentences for the eviction beyond the bord\037rs of the [Ukrainian) republic

of the most dangerous, antisocial, and criminal clements.. who stubbornly

refuse to join in socially usefullabor. 60

Moscow met his request. On 21 February 1948 an order was issued for \"the

eviction from the Ukrainian SSR of individuals, intentionaJly avoiding work

activity
in agriculture and living an antisocial and parasitic way of life.\" Within

a month and a half more than 2,000 people were thus evicted from the east-

ern part of Ukraine.. Moreover\" in June Moscow issued a secret order to the

sanle effect that applied to the whole country. Between 1948 and 20 March

1953,33,266 people were exiled by these orders, and 13,598 family
members

followed them into exile.(H

TIle famine of 1946-47, unlike that of 1932-33, affected the Donbas urban

popu)ati()n at least as badly as it did the rura] popuJation. The reconstructi()n

()f ruined nlines and factories was carried out at e.normous cost in w()rkers.

Jives. As before people continued to be killed by inadequate safety l11easures)

595to Jorok beJed.\\' Mololor}',\", I::.. dllc\\'llika F. Chue1'O (Moscow\037 199 1 ), p. )8 J.
6t)hNei7..NCstnaia initsiativa Khrushcheva (0 podgotovke ukaza 1948 g. 0 vyselenii krest' Ian ),\"

Otec!teJtvellllye arkhivy, 1993. no. 2, pp. 35-3 6 .

6J
Ibid., pp. J' and 37-38. See also Zilna, G%J \\\037SSSR /946- 1947 gO(/(H', rh. 7. Be(ween

1948and Ju ly 1950. I ) .991 sentences to deportation beyond the border of lJkraine were passed by

collective farms. See lu. I. ShapovaL lJkraina 2o-5 0 -kh rokiv: storinky nelZllpY.faIlO; i.\\'torii (Kiev,

J993). p. 273. See also Ihor Vynnychenko, Ukra;1lll. 192(}-/\037\037o-kh: deportatsii, z.a.dannia,

rYJ/a\"\"ia (Kiev. 1994). pp. 72-75. For
l11any tragedies caused by these deponations. see A. I.

7...adneprovskii. UVyselenie krest'ian iz Donoassa v 1948 g.:\037 Novye strall;/J.\\1 l' iJlorii DonbaJsa.

Sial tL vol. J (Donets\"k.. 1994).)))
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at mines. Little was ,done to alleviate 'the chronic problem of water shortage

in the Donbas. People had no choice but to use dirty water, and the healthy

and the sick had to share the same
tap

and bucket, further risking infection.

Moscow was not responsive to cries for
help. Wages were often not paid for

a month or longer, Ie.aving
workers without any means to feed themselves and

their families. 62

As before, therefore, people were on the move in the Donbas. In J 949

in Ukraine 75,134 people were re.ported to have left their workplaces without

perTnission,
a criminal offense. \"Many people were running away from here

[the Donbas],\"
a former miner has testified. \"People were arrested for such

things in those days.\037'63 The Donbas (Stalino and Voroshylovhrad oblast's)

alone accounted for as much as 74.6 percent
of desertion offenses in Ukraine. 64

In the same vein? the Donbas accounted for a large percent of those prose-

cuted for Uhooliganism\" in Ukraine. (Hooliganism referred to minor criminal

offenses, but it could also include murder.) According to one set of data.. the

number of c.riminal prosecutions in Ukraine increased
steadily

after the war:

from 4,545 in 1947, to 7,7 18 in 1948, to 9,79 8 in ] 949, to 10,757 in 1950, and
to 6..154 in the first half of 1951. In 1951, the largest numbers (1..319) were
recorded in Stalino oblast', and the second largest (701) in Voroshylovhrad
o/}/ast t

. The Donbas thus accounted for 32.8 percent of the total. The ma-

jority
of the offenders were young workers\" many of whom lived in tenibly

overcrowded dormitories..
65)

De-Stalinization)

According to James R. Millar, \"the economic cost of the war was equal to,

and possibly even sonlewhat greater than. the total wealth created during the

industrialization drive of the I930s.\"66 However, unlike his British counterpart

Winston Churchill, who lost his power in the postvictory elections, Stalin con-
tinued to rule the Soviet Union until his death in 1953. True\" unlike Churchill.,

Stalin did not have to face free elections. Still, as Millar has
appropriately

noted, no other nation or state in modern times \"has withstood such terrible

costs in war and survived intact as a political an,d economic systeln.,,6
1)

62 For example, see the Decenlber J 948 letter from women workers at the KaHnin Mine in
Artemivs.k to the minister of the coal-nlining industry in RGAE\037 f. 8628.op. I. d. 884. 11.9<HJ5.

\"-'Lewis H. Siegelbaum and Daniel J. WaJkowit\037, Workers of the DOllbas Speak: Sun'hJal arzd

Iden!;t:\\'
;nll1e Ne\"\037 Ukraine, 1989-1992 (State University of New York Press t 1995), p. 50.

b4TsDAHO, [. 7, op. 5. spr. 499. ark. 22.

6Slbid.. spr. 585\037
ark. 60-6 [ and 64\037 and f. ... op. I, spr. 1120, ark\037 229.

M
James R. Minar. HConclu5ion: Impact and Aftermath of World War 11,'; in L.inz. 1,1lpac(; p.

28 3. See a1so Susan J. Linz, uWorld War II and Soviet Economic Growth:' and WassiJy l..eontieff,
\037'Capital Reconstruction and Postwar DeveJopment of Income and Consumption,\" in Linz, Impact.

67 JanlCS R. Millar, The ABC
(\037r

Soviet Sociali.fm (University of Illinois Press, 1981), p. 43.)))
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Clearly Stalin had won over
sorr-e of his fl1rmer skeptics. Typical of atti-

tudes expressed during the war is that of Fonner opponents of Stalin\037s rapid

industrialization progranl: \"What would we have done without our p)'otiletki
[Five-Year Plans) against a Gennany that is fighting us with all the industry of

western Europe?,,68 Private conversations among nlelnbers of the Ukrainian

Acaderny of Sciences in evacuation were secretly recorded by the secret police

during the war. One nlernber, named Popov, was quoted as having noted in

1942: \"I think of Stalin and kneel before his intellect\"69 In the D()nbas, as
elsewhere, many diehard Stalinists became- even more staunch supporters of

Stalin. 7u

Historians Inay be tenlpted to ask whether the Soviet Union won the war
because of Stalin or in spite of Stalin. Like many other questions, this one can-
not be answered by quantificalion. Yet, as was the case with the famine crisis

of 1932-33, the victory created at least two contradictory political
trends. On

the one hand, Stalin appeared to consolidate his power: as a leader, Stalin had

pulled the country out of a grave crisis and led it to a resounding victory, what-

ever the costs. Many pe(Jple appeared to believe that no ()ther leader would

have been able to do so. On the other hand, Stalin committed grave mistakes
and c()ped with the resulting crisis with characteristic brutality. The cost both
material and human

proved
unfatholnab1e. The war inevitably posed questions

about Stalin'5 leadership for everyone concerned.
Stalin himself

appeared
to be ambivalent on the war e.xperience. On the

one hand., soon after the victory he elevated himself to the rank of \"generalissi-
mus\"

- \"the superlative general.\"7
1

In February 1946 StHlin declared pubJicly

that \"our victory means above all that our social system has won and that the

Soviet social systenl has successfully withstood the test of the fire of war and

demonstrated its full viability.n 72
Stalin seemed to take for himself the credit

for the victory.
On the other hand. the war experience constantly reminded Stalin of the

nlany painful
mistakes he had made. Soon after the victory, on 24 May 1945,

Stalin noted frankly
that \"our government has made many mistakes. We had

some
desperate-

moments in 1941-42. . . . \"73 He ufound it necessary to clear
the streets of c.ripples whom he saw as ugly vestiges of the war.-'!

Wishing to

\"leave the war aside ot

\"
in 1947 Stalin \"demoted Victory Day fr{)m a state holiday

to a regular working day.\"
He even prohibited the publication of, or reference)

68
Mauri.:e 11indus.. Mothe,. RU5Sill (New York\037 194.1)\037 p. 165.

6<)TsDAHO, I: I.. op. 2). spr. 685.. ark. 5. For the saine point see P. V. Volobuev, in E. lu.

Zuhkova, OIJ.fhchestvo i
refor17'Y 1945- 1 9 6 4 (Moscow; 1993). p. [90.

7\302\260lntervicw 3. The interviewee has until today rernained a firn1 believer in Stalin.

71 Rohert H. McNeaL Stalin: Man and RIIler (London, 1988)\037 p. 264+
7 2

1. V. Stalin, Soclzillelli;a.. voL 3 ,( 16) (Stanford, Ca1if., 1967).. p. 6.

7Jlbid., vol. 2 (15) (Stanford, Calif., 19 6 7), pp. 201-4.)))

:.ho,'In;a /926 roku. Stel1. Zl'.;t (Kharkiv.. 1926). p. 03.

16
See 600. ()()O,OOO. Shor\"ik. Stat I; i 'naterillly\037 \"yp,,!.k II. POS\\,'ill.'ihcllaets;o Vel ikonllt Or?,lllli-

Zlllorll K()'1lnlll,,;\037vticheskogo Khnziaist\\\037a
- X s\"ezdu RA.rp (Kharkiv!, 192.). pp. 52-55 and, 46.

17Emma Guldnlan. My DisiJlllsion\",elll in RUJiSia (New York, J913), p. 18..

II\\See, for example, TsDAVO, f. 2602,Op. L spr. 2. ark. ((}-J I.)))
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to, the infamous orders issued during the war: Military Order 270 (16 August

194 1 ), \"which equated being taken prisoner with treason and stipu1ated that the

families of prisoners of war would suffer dire consequences\"; and Order 227
(28 July 1942), th,e Unot one step back\" order. Stalin feared exposure through
art and literature of his mis\037\037kes. However., the war experience remained so

much a part of the life of the people that Sta1in's government \"could not real-

istically place a taboo on the theme of the war [in art
an\037 literature) as it had

on the purge and terror of the thirties, over which there reigned
a malignant

si1ence.\"74

What was clear to Stalin was that the war and the victory brought
new co,n-

cerns into donlestic and international politics. Although he surely did not have

full control over world affairs.. he successfully fought to keep eastern Europe,
liberated by the Red Army, under Soviet influence. He did so by waging the

cold war internationally and launching another Five-Year Plan domestically.

Internally Stalin
appeared

at times to adapt to the new postwar order and at

other times to fight against it.

The most important factor was \"the
problem

of the impact of Western cul-

ture on Soviet people,\" as Frederick C.
Barghoom

has suggested:

While this had always existed, wartime contacts were so unfavorable that

they constituted a new major problem. The only thing remotely comparable

in Russian history was the intellectual ferment among Russian officers after

the Napoleonic wars, leading to the December uprising.
75

It is difficult to imagine that Stalin., a man so keen on Russian history; would
not have been aware of the evident analogy with the Napoleonic Wars.76

Stalin had every reason to fear the military leaders. The postwar misery
in the triumphant country did prompt some military commanders to adopt a

sharply critical stance to the country's political leadership, although there is

litt]e evidence that the
111ilitary

commanders ever even dreamed of a Decem-

bri st rebell ion.77

The prestige the Red Army and its leaders acquired through the
victory

posed another problem for Sta1in: Stalin now had some fonnidable competi-
tion. It was G. K. Zhukov and other military commanders..

a\037
mue-h as Stalin,)

74Nina Tumarkin, The
Li1\037;llg

and lite Dead: The Rise alld Fall of the ClIll of World War /1 ;,z

Russia (New York, I 994:)\037 pp. I CKr-4.

.75 Barghoorn, USoviet lJnion,\" p. 2. The December uprising refers to the 1825 rcbelHon by
Russian officers against the tsar. In fact. the Napoleonic War IS known in Russia as the Fatherland

War., and World War II as the Great Fatherland War\" so nanled after the Fatherland War.
7 6

As early as February 1942\" in fear of a new Decembrisl movenlent, the pol itical administration
chief of the Second Belorussian front Okorokov\037 explicitly discussed this analogy. See E. S. Se-
niavskaia, 1941-1945. Fr01l101/0e pokolellie. J.uorik.o-psikhologiclleskie iss/edo\\'uniia (Moscow,.
1995), pp. 202-3.

71There were critical elements in the military. For an especially illuminating case, see upod_
slushali i rasstreliali,'\" Iz\\testiil1, 16 July 1992.)))
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who had saved the country from the initial fiasco and
eventuaJ]y

led the coun-

try to victory. Marshall Zhukov, the man who led the Soviet army 10 Berlin,

enjoyed so much prestige among the military and Sl1 much popularity in the

population that he became an immediate threat to Stalin. Thus, the
\"trip

to

the United States which Zhukov apparently planned never materialized.'''7 8
In

the Donbas., a collective farmer named Tat'iana Kaban was reported to have

declared in July 1947 that Uafter the demobilization of the Red
Army,

our

country will be led by Marsha]l Zhukov., and Stalin will retire. Zhukov will
disband the collective farms, and the people will live individually.\"79 In early
1946 in an anti-Semitic fit a worker named Emel'ian Makarenko in the Don-

bas even made Zhukov an anti-Semitic crusader: \"Zhukov has recently been a

guest of Stalin's. In his conversation with Stalin he declared: we've won, now
we're afraid of nothing, but our life will improve only when we annihilate the

Y

.

d
,'80

I S..

Zhukov was recalled fronl Berlin in March 1946. A group of
Inilitary

leaders had been arrested; one of them was forced to write a denunciation of

Zhukov, clairning that he was power...hungry and that he had made remarks

against S,talin. and the Jike. Zhukov was presented as a Bonapartist contender
for power.

R1
Subsequent developnlents in the case are unprecedented. In June

1946 Stalin convened the
Suprenle Military Council to which he also invited

all the 1l1embers()f the Politburo, marshals, and generals. Although Molotov,

Beria, and Bulganin, and General P. I. Golikov attacked Zhukov; the nlajor-

ity of the marshals stood in his support Marshal I. S. Konev, in particular,

spoke up and categoricalJy denied the charges against Zhukov. When Stalin

retorted with charges of Zhukov\037s alleged usurpation of war glory, Kunev re-

sponded: \"Well, it..sa trine.'\" Konev later related this episode and explained his

courage: at that time he thought that if he and others did not defend Zhukov,

there \\vouJd be a repeat of 1937, and that, besides, during the, war\037 he and others

had become more courage()us than before. Stalin had to
accept

this remark-

al)le change, a process of de-Stalinization. Reminding Zhukov of the
nlodesty

of the great 'Russian n1ilitary conllnanders of the past such as Suvorov, Kutu-

zov, and SkobeJev, Stalin scolded Zhukov for his alleged lack of nlodesty and

simply demoted him. 82)

7 M

Barghoom. \0374Soviet Union.\" p. 6.

7<JDADO. f. 326p\037 np. 2, spr. 924. ark. 44. See also RTsKhlDNL f. 17,oP. R8; d. 688. I. 30.

8\302\260TsDAHO, f. 1, op. 23, spr. 3880, ark. 26.
\037I

uDonos. Sekretnye dokumenty zagovora protiv Marshala Sovetskogo Soiuza Gcorgiia
Zhukova,\" Sovershenno JeJ.:.ret1lo. 199]. no. 2, pp. 10--1 I.

:R 2
Ibid.; Anatolii Ponolnarev. \"Marshaly. Kak delili slavu poste I945-g0.H Rodina, 1995. no.

I, p. 78; Konstantin Sirnonov. Glaz.al1r; {'he/ol'eka ,noego poko!eniia. RlI::J1IY,filzlelJn;a () Stalin/!

(Moscow\037 1988), pp. 419-21: and Zhukov's own recollections in G. K. Zhukov_ UKorotko 0

Stalinc;\" Pral 1
da, 20 January 19R9. See also Arkadii Vaksberg

U
\037Delo' marshala Zhukova: nera-

zorvavshaiasia bOlnba.'\" LiteralUrllllia gazeta, 5 August 1992,p.
12.)))
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The war gave birth to a critical mind, widening mental horizons and en-

couraging people to think
differently.

The fact that tens of millions of Soviet

citizens had lived und,er
the Germans and that millions of soldiers, POWs, and

forced laborers had seen and experienced the West injected a totally new factor

into Soviet
political

life. Critical thinking, however, did not lead to any discus-

sion of a viable alternative to the victorious Soviet regime.
83 No Decembrist

rebellion took place. Nevertheless, people demanded a better life and became

less inhibited in their political expression. Marshal Konev was brave enough
to oppose Stalin in defense of the s,eemingly defenseless Zhukov. Few were

perhaps
as brave as Konev,84 but archival material suggests that Soviet citizens

became more vocal after the war than they had been before.

Rep,atriated citizens were scrutinized
upon

their return from Gennany, and

their correspondence was monitored and intercepted by
the secret police. S'till

it appears that they discussed and wrote what
they

would not have in the 19305.

A nineteen-year-old collective farmer Vera Zolotareva in Voroshylovhrad re-

ported her disappointment upon her reaching her motherland in 1945: \"When

I entered Soviet territory, I felt as if I had fallen into a
dirty

hole.'''85 v. V.

'Gaidar.. twenty-five years of age, similarly noted: \"The Germans didn't insult

me, I could have continued to work there. I regret very much having left,,86

Anna Shelemskaia was angry: Hit was better in the German camp than here at

home.\"S7 A worker named Ul'ianov at Mine 2/2 in Bokovo-Antratsyt echoed
Shelemskaia's

disappointment
and anger: \"Work in the Donbas is penal servi-

tude and deception of workers. When I worked in Germany, the work con-

ditions were better than this.,,88 v. Polovnik\037 a collective farmer and twenty

years of age, had a solution to the food problem: \"In Germany there are no

collective farms. The Germans live better. Were it not for collective farms

here\" there would be more
grain.,,8

9
V. I. Noreiko, who worked at Stalin Coal,

reported after being repatriated
from Gennany: \"In foreign countries elections

have long been held. There is real democracy, because several parties freely

propose their candidates. OUf elections won't be democratic\037 because there is

only one party.'n
90)

8]Zubkova, ObJhc!re.\\\"fvo ; re.formy, pp. 16-3 2 .

R4
Konev\037 however\037 hl a1er showed an inclination to dabble in politicaJ intrigue.\" He see_TIS lo

have supported Stalin's '\037Doctors' PloC\" in 1953. Khnl.thchev Re,,,ember.f, p. 286.
R5 TsDA HO, f. l't op. 23.. spr. 1479, ark. 7.
86

Ibid., ark. 8-9.

R7Ibid.. ark. 7. For similar sentiments, see also Fr(jhlich, In de,. vierten Nachnvachc. p. 56.

There were cases in vlhich former repatriates deserted the Donbas. intent on reaching the American
zone in Germany. In a]most all cases, they fell far short of their goal and were arresled by the

Soviet authorities. TsDAHQ, f. I; rip. 23, spr. 49 6 1, ark. 94.
8ROALO, [ P-179, op. 3. spr. J 07, ark. 9.
8

9TsDAHO, f. I, op. 23, spr. 1479. ark. 7.
90

RTsKhIDNI, f. 17, op\037 88. d. 45 6 , I. 63.)))
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Others seenled to be equally vocaL A worker named Ovcharenko at Chys-

tiakove Anthracite was quoted as declaring in July 1945=

The foolish soldiers surrender their weapons and go back hom.e when de-
nl0bilized. They should take up their weapons and demand an answer from
Stalin: why did we fight and shed blood? For 100 grams of ration allocated

to the invalid?9r)

N. P. Strertsov, a worke.r in Voroshylovhrad, was very pessimistic:)

We can' 1 see life now, even before the war there wasn't life. just torment We

saw a bit of life before. the beginning of the five-year plans, then
began

the

five-year plans, then the war, and now again a five-year plan. and so it wil1 be

for us until death. No one cares for the people.
92)

A teacher named I. E. KO]Oll1oitsev in Voroshylovhrad declared in October

1945:)

As long as the Soviet govenlnlent exists and the current leader sits at its

helm\" our life will be the same. Only his de-ath will save the people from

Soviet slavery.93)

One must view these statements with a certain amount of skepticism, because,

as in the 1930s, the police and informers may have fabricated some' of them.

As before the war, the Soviet surveillance
apparatus operated vigorously. Yet

it is signific.ant that the.re is no evidence that these people were inltnediately

arrested, as would have been the case in the 19'30s. Few were branded as

enemies of the people in the secret reports, which, after the war, tended to

note their \"subversive\" utterances as a matter of fact. This was a remarkable

change.
It was not that terror had disappeared. On the contrary, according to official

data, the number of peopJe prosecuted for political crimes was substantial:94

1945 123,248
1946 ] 23,294

1947 78,810

1948 73,269)

{)I

DAD9\037
f. 326p, op. 2\037 spr. 924\037 ark. 45.

9 2
TsDAHO, f. \" op. 23, spr. 1477, ark. 53.

9\037
Ibid.. ark. 54.

94The 1945 and J 946 figures are higher than those of
1934\037 1940, or 194 1 (78,999\037 7 r ,SOOt

and 75.41 J respectively). The death sentence was
suspe.ntlell

in 1948. When it re\037un.ed in 1950,

475 sentences of capital punishment were passed\037 the number rose to 1.609 in 1951\037to J .612 in

195 2 , and dropped sharp1y to 198 in the first half of '953. See Popov. uGosudarstvennyi lerror v

sovetskoi Rossii.'\" p. 2R. A large number of thelll in the irnnlediare postwar years appear to have

been war\037relatcd crimes such as those of Vlasovites, Ukrainian nationalists, anti coHaborators.)))
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1949 75,126

1950 60,641

1951 54,775

1952 28,800)

Stalin instituted various kinds of discrimination against repatriates and those

who Jived under the Germans, relegating
them to second-class citizenship. Yet

the difference from the 1930S is evident In 1937-3
8 , as discussed earlier,

mere casual contact with a foreigner often led 1<) death. Yet, in the postwar

years\037
the wartime exposure of tens of millions of Soviet citizens 'Il) foreign

regimes made it practically impossible for Stalin to liquidate or isolate them.

After the war, nl0rcover, people in the D,onbas as elsewhere began to listen

furtively
lo the radio broadcasts of the Voice of America and the BBC. (The

BBC quickly gained a reputation for broadcasting full and objective accounts

in contrast to Soviet media.)95 IronicaJly, the Gulags, which embraced hun-

dreds of thousands of
foreign

POWs (Germans, Japanese. Poles, and others),

also became a place of exposure to fore.ign culture: Soviet and foreign citizens

mixed there even though close contact was dangerous\03796

In other areas, too, while Stalin behaved like a dictator, he was forced to

compromise.
The film director L. Lukin's case is instructive. His 1941 film

Bol 'sllaia zhizn. on the Donbas colliers won the Stalin Prize. Lukin
produce,d

a

sequel to the film in 1946, but it never mentioned the name of the Great Leader.

It is said that when Stalin previewed the film, he walked out in anger. Stalin

had the film banned and Lukin condemned, but Lukin continued to work. 97

Stalin's position on Ukrainian national aspirations was not one of uncon-
ditional

repression. Although deeply skeptical,. Stalin had understood well that

some concessions to Ukrainian national feelings WCf,e needed to win the war.

In 1944 Stalin took the trouble of convening a Politburo me.eting to discuss O.
Dovzhenko's film scenario Ukrail1a \\' Ohl1i (Ukraine in flames). Stalin openly
attacked Dovzhenko.s work as anti-Leninist (the scenario did not even mention

Lenin) and as nationalistic. This would have meant death for Dovzhenko in the

1930S. Dovzhenko felt utterly devastated, but he neither acknowledged an error

nor asked Stalin for Inercy, and yet, like Lukin. \"the nationalist\" Dovzhenko

was allowed to continue to work.. 98
In 1944, perhaps as a maneuver to secure)

q\037DALO, f. P- 1 79t Opt 5.. spr. 550, ark. 129 (report for 1956). For the Voice of America, see a

195 r report in TsDAHO. f. LOp. 17.. spr. 37. ark. 255.
(}6For example.. Marcel SzlafrowskL Direction Sln/inD. Un POIOltll;.f dans le,\037 (.anlps .fo'vieliques

(Paris. J987)\037 pp. 59 and 78, and Jacques Sandulescu (a Romanian who worked in Donbas mines

as a prisoner), Donba.'i (New York\037 1968).

4.)7S ee Alia Afinogenova.. uBorshaia zhizn' donetskikh shakhterov..

wt

',-\037kt.lssh.'o kino.. 1989.. no. 9.
981. V. Stalin, HOb antileninskikh oshibkakh i nalsionalistichcskikh izvrashcheniiakh 'v

kinopovesti Dovzhenko \037Ukraina v ogne,'
\"

l.fkus.5lVO kino, 1990, no, 4, and uZ ohnennym bolelll
u sertsi,\" Literaturna Ukra;\"a, 1990. no. 27 \037p. 5. The same was true of the writers M+ M.)))
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the representation of Ukraine in the new United Nations as a separate repub-
lic,99 Stalin even suggested that a separate Ukrainian Ministry of Defense be

cre.ated. ]t was created, and then was ignored by Stalin. It h,ad no power.
100

Stalin presented Ukraine as a legitimate republic on the international scene, an
unprecedented

event for Ukraine.. Moreover, by forcib1y incorporating western

Ukraine into the Ukrainian Soviet
Republic,

Stalin united much of Ukrainian

territory for the first time since the sevente,entll century.

Whether or not his actions represented a compromise on Stalin's
part\037

he

had to live with the consequences. After the liberation of the Donbas from

the Germans, several Ukrainian nationalist organizations in the D()nbas were
elilninated quickly by

the Soviet security organ.
101 Yet after the war tens of

thousands of western Ukrainians were mobilized for,. or sought work, in the
Donbas. I (12

In 1953 the party leader in the Donbas noted with pride that its

working class was \"Ukrainized.\"'O) At the same time. this massive immigra-
tion afforded a valuable opportunity for the Ukrainian nationalists to inten-

sify their
activity

in the Donbas. In 195 I the MGB (5uccessor to the prewar
NKVD) compJained

that it could not recnJit informers fconl among the nu-
merous Ukrainians in the Donbas.

104 In the end, many western Ukrainians<t

repeJ1ed by the harsh living and working conditions in the Donbas, returned

to their homeland. \"A significant number\" of armed underground Ukrainian

nationalists we.re among them. 1\302\2605

Stalin and his government battled against the arJned Ukrainian separatist
nationalists, rnainly

in the politically less stable western Ukraine. This was

an uncompromising war that took heavy casualties: from January 1944 to June

1945 alone there were 93,166 military
deaths on the Ukrainian nationalist side,

and more than 10,000 on the Soviet side.)(J6 The war continued for several)

Zoshchenko and Anna Akhma(ova and the historians I. I. Mints and N. L. Rubinshtein, all of

whorD \"\"ere subjected to harsh attack hy the party. See Nikolai Barsukov, \"Na perCIOITIc. Sovet-

skoe obshchestvo v poslevoennye desiatiletiia\037'1 S,t(}bodnaia mY.'i/\037, 1994. no. 6, p. 98.
99 Stal in dClTtanded this at the Yalta Conference in Fehruary 1945 where he intimated to Roo-

sevelt that he \"felt his position in the lJkraine was difficult and i,nsecure. A vote for the Ukraine

was essential. . . for Soviet unity.H See Edward R. Stettinius Jr., Roo.fevelt antJ tire RUJJia\"J: The
Yalta Conference (New York, (949)\037 p.

18 7.

I()OV\037 A. Hrynevych, UUtvorennia Narkomatu oborony URSR II 1944 r.: z istorii odniiei polity-
chnoi

hry,'\037 Ukra;nsky; iJlorychnyi z.hurnal, 199 1 . no. 5, pp. 29 and 3b-37.
101 TsDAHO. f. I, op. 23\037 spr. 3883. and Bilas, Represy\\,lto-karal'nll .'iy.ftte\"'a\037

T :)67. For

nationalist activity in the Donbas in 1944-45, see also Taras Hunczak, ed.. Litopys Ukrllifl.r 'koi

POl\037slalls :koi Anll;i. Tom 7. UPA \\-' spitl; niftier.,; 'kykh doku\"Jenti../. Knylzll drulul: chen,pen' 1944-
kviteTl' '945 (Toronto\037 19 8 3), pp. 14()--41.

'02TsDAHO\037 f. I, op. I, spr. II 20\037 ark. 132-33 indicates that in [945-53 more than ten thousand

western lJkrainians moved to the Donbas.
IO\037

Ibid., ark. 133.

I04Ibid.. f. I. op. 17.. spr. 37, ark. 334-35.
'05Ibid., op. J 1 spr. I J 20\037 ark, 135.

HJ6Silas, Represy\\-'\"o\037karal'na sYLfite,,,o, 2:604-5 and 608-609. The Soviet side inc1uded civiJ-)))
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more years. The Greek Catholic Church
clergy

in Ukraine was subjected to

mass arrests and in 1946 the church itself was disbanded by the Soviet govern-

ment. 107
In 1946 the old Ukrainian national Bolshevik O. Ja\037 Shums'kyi

was

assassinated by the Soviet security organ for attempting to return to Ukraine.
J08

Separatism was anathema, and Stalin fought against it with brute force but,

at the same time, he had to accommodate, the national sentiments of Ukraini-

ans, which he had exploited during the war. This accommodation manifested

itself, in part, in the growing \"Ukrainization
H

of political leaders in Ukraine. In

1940 the proportion of Ukrainians in the Central 'Committee of the Ukrainian

Comnlunist Party was 40 percent. but the number rose sharply to 68.8 per-

cent H)C}
Likewise, the representation of Ukrainians among the party congress

rose frool 55.4 percent
in 1940 to

6o\0379 percent
in ] 949 and to 66.2 percent in

195 2 ..
110

This trend was also observed in local representation as well.' II
The

core of the new Ukrainian elite, according to Alnir Weiner's
study\037

was made

up of veterans who legitimated their postwar dominance by their
participation

in the war. \"Ukrainization\" was a reflection of the shift \"from a class-based

to a nation-based polity,\" and this increase in national representation helped
the new elite both to Udivert Ukrainian nationalist sentiments and [to] resist
Russification.\" In a word, one might call this new politics \"Soviet Ukrainian
nationalism.\"] 12

A somewhat different trend, which was not incompatible with \"Soviet U-
krainian nationalism,\" also operated in eastern Ukraine, including the Don-

bas: territorial
patriotism,

or regionalisffi9 According to, John A. Armstrong,)

ians. However, some civiJians may well have been murdered by the Soviet side t which engaged in

extensive provocative acts.

'07Vasyl Markus, UReligion and Nalionality: The Uniales of Ukraine\037\037' in Bohdan R\037 Bociurkiw

and John W. Strong. eds., Religion and Atheism in the U.S.S.R. and \302\243as/ern Europe (London,

J 975), pp. 10 4-6.

lo8Pavei Sudoplatov and Anatolii
SudopJatov

with Jerrold L. and Leona P. Schecter 9 Special

Ta.'ikJ: The Me,no;,.,;; of all U,,\",panfed Witnes\037f - A Soviet Spy Ma.fler (Boston, 1994), p. 249.

See also Shapoval, Liudyna ,; sY,5/e'llG, pp. 151-52. For the wartime national awakening of some
Ukrainian inteIJigentsia \"\"horn the security organ closely watched\" see. M. V. KovaJ\\ uPid 'kov-

pakom' beriivs
9

koi der7:hbezpeky.\" Ukrainsikyi istorychnyi zhurnal, 1992, nos. 10-11.
I09Yaroslav Bilinsky\" The Second Soviet RepIlblic: The Ukraine after World War II (Rutgers

Univers'ity Press, 1964), p. 233.
110 John A. Annstrong, I'he SO\037.liet Bureaucratic Elite: A Case Study of the Ukrain;all Apparatus

(New York\037 1959)\037 p. 16.

I' I

SHinsky, Second Soviet Republic, p. 233\037

I J 2
Amir Weiner, uWanime Experience and Political Discourse; Representations of War in the

Vinnytsa Region
H

('unpublished pape.r, 1994), and uThe Making of a Dominant Myth: The Second

World War and the Construction of Political Identities within the Soviet PoJity,'\037 RU.f,r;;an Revielv\"

55:4 (October 1996). ll1e Ukrainian film director O. Dovzhenko represented this very well. His
diaries show his attachment to Ukraine, dreami ng of dying on Ukrainian soil. Yet\" despite Stalin's

attack on his work in 1944, Dovzhenko continued to admire Stalin, the Ugreat leader-conqueror.\"
See his diary, Oleksandr Pidsukha, uDovzhenkove vsevydiashcheie oko,\" Dn;pro, 1989, no. 4,
and Oleksandr Dovzhenko, UStorinky shchodennyka,\" DII;Pro, 1989. nos. 5.. 6, 7, 8, and 9.)))
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the populalion in eastern Ukraine was \"attracted by the concept of territori-

ally decentralized govemment.
nJ 1]

The extent to which regionalism in eastern

Ukraine concerned Stalin (who was
preoccupied with western Ukraine) is not

known. Yet, surely, it was one consequence of the war during which time
Ukraine lived outside Moscow's contro'l. Moreover, territorial patriotism was

not confined to Ukraine. The relative
independence which Leningrad\037s Jeaders

had acquired during the war and sought to maintain after the war disquieted

Stalin. Stalin fought back\037 and in '950 six prominent party figures associated

with Leningrad were executed and more than two thousand people dismissed

from party and governmental posts
in Leningrad.

1 14 Still Stalin c()uld not have

decimated (and did not decimate) regional political leaders as he had come

close to doing in the 1930s.

Another notable consequence of the war and ,occupation was religious re-

vivat seeming both to strengthen and to erode Stalin's rule. This was
partic-

ularly inlportant in the Donbas, where unorganized religions had traditionalJy
been as strong as the organized

churches.

When Soviet forces liberated the Donbas from the Gennans, the govern-

ment did not proceed to close the churches that had been open under occu-

pation. (Few clergy left with the Germans.) This tolerance won over
U

a sig-

nificant segment of the clergy\" to the Soviet side.' 15
Few new churches were

allowed to open, and some churches were closed, under the avowedly atheist

government, which set up a special cornmission and closely fo)lowed church

activity. Yet the government refrained from any open altack. In
Voroshylov-

hrad olJiast', for example, 126 churches were opened under the Germans; in

1944, after liberation, 2 more churches were allowed to open and register with

the Soviet government The number of registered churches increased to 129 in

1947, then decreased somewhat to 12 3 in 1949 and 120 in 1953.'16
Some

clergy regarded
the apparent accommodation of the churches by the

government as a
Ubetrayal

of Orthodoxy'\" and \"a service to the antichrist.\"

They began to organize illegal
sects and live a nomadic style of life.)17 Some

presented themselves as
holy

fools (;,urodiv)\037e), possessing the di vine gift of

prophecy. These people were
subjected

to repression (arrest, exile, imprison-)

I J J
Armstrong. Ukrainian NatiorraliJ\"', p. 218.

114See Reahilitat.fiia. PoliticlzrJkie prot.s\342\202\254.'tsy 3O-50- klz Kodo,.' (Moscow, 199]). pp. 31 J -2 2. Of

course\037 the specific charges of political crimes were fabricated by thos.e who intrigued against N.

A. Voznesenskii, A. A. Kuznetsov. la. F. Kapustin t and P. G. Lazutin, and torture w,as used 10 the

investigations of the accused.
I 15

See, for example. a 1945 report on Voroshylovhrad in DA L'O, f. P- I 79. op. 3\037 spr. 3()7. ark.

16- 17.

1160ALO, f. 26738. op. It spr. 2S, ark. 12; spr. 4St ark. 63; spr. 8s, ark. 52; spr. 12S t ark. 82;

and f. P- J79. op. 5, spr. 294, ark. 2-4.
JJ

7Ibid.. f. P- 1 79, op, 3, spr. 307. ark. 16-17. and f. R - 2 6 7 35ch, op. I, spr. 2sch. ark. 6.)))
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t11ent).118 Still in 195 [ one observed many \"wandering priests\" in Voroshylov-
hrad going fronl house to house, christening children, pe.rforming funeral ser-

vices, and consecrating wells and houses.
119

Th,e free Donbas had traditionally attracted many religious minorities.

They were
mercilessly repressed by the Soviet gove.rnment in the J 9308. By

the beginning of the war, the government \"completely destroyed\" all sectarian

organizations in Voroshylovhrad.1
20

Yet the sectarians were past masters at se-

cret
activity

and they revived under German occupation. Afte.r the liberation,

the Soviet government arrested many leaders for their alleged anti\037Soviet ac-

tivity. V. V. Zhuravlev in Krasnyi Lyman declared in 1945 that \"Stalin won't

lead the country. He will soon be killed\037\" Brother Siguta would appeal to the

Donbas Baptists: \"Let us
pray

for our brothers and sisters, who sit in jail for

truth and for God's words.\037'I2J In 1948-50, it was reported that religious orga-
nizations

spread
\"anti-Soviet leaflel\037\" in the Donbas.

122 The police confiscated

and burned the Bibles and Psalms. The persecution of sectarians continued at

least until Sta]in's death. \"2)
Still the sectarians, particularly the Baptists, main-

tained a strong presence in the Donbas. Industrial workers made up the core

of the Baptist groups. Many war veterans were observed among them. 124

The war and its aftermath brought new concerns into Soviet political life,

but one crucial issue remained constant even after the war: despite an exten-

sive intelligence network, Stalin could not gauge exactly
how strong elements

critical of his regime were. 125
This was a weakness inherent in a dictator-

ship that allowed for no free political expression. Stalin may have comforted

himself with the belief that the voluminous reports by the secret police on anti-

Soviet activity were
exaggerated

or that such people were a tiny minority and
could easily be contained by execution or incarceration. Other reports sug-

gested deep apathy among the
population. The sent.iments of Lev Vakhtin, an

engineer who was imprisoned after the war for working for the Germans in the

occupied Donbas, is
representative

of this apathy. Vakhtin reportedly belie.ved

that another cataclysm such as war or revolution would bring no good to the

country: Hitler replaced Stalin, who then
replaced Hitler: \"For us, History has

been merely a succession of
traps.\"126)

1I8Ibid., f. P- I 79.. op. 3, spr. )07, ark. I R, and TsDAHO, f. I.. op. 23, spr. 3881. ark. 1-4-
t 1 9

DAL.O, f. P- 1 79, op, 5, spr. 6, ark. 34.
120lbid., f. 2626sch, op. I, spr. 5, ark. 48.
121

-

H fTsDA 0, . J, op. 23, spr. 3 881 t ark. 5-11.
122

Edinozhdy prinia\\.t prisiagll . . . Rasskazy 0 chekistakh (Donets' kt 1990), pp. 128\03733.

12)DALO, [ P-179, op. 5, spr. 6, ark. 45; and f. 2626sch, op. I, spr. 3, ark. 24-25. and spr. 5,
ark. 4.

124Ibid., f. 2626sch \037op. I, spr. ], arK. 15 and 17 (for 1946)\037 and f. P-179, op. 51 spr. 6, ark. 42
(for 1951-52).

I15Zubkova makes the same point. in Zubkova, Ob.-;hchestvo i reformy, p. 77.

J16S zta frowski, Direction Stalino, p. 76. Sandulescu has spoken of fonner Russian POWs work-)))
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In a recent interview one resident in Stalino, responding to the question
of what people thought of Stalin and his government in the postwar Donbas,
claimed that

\"everyone
lived a dual life. at that time.\" 12 7

Because critical el-

ements did exist however covertly. suspicion ran high and repression never

stopped.
A resident in Luhans'k, who boasted that he had worked for the So-

viet secret police in the old days, asserted that there was no
political repression

in the postwar Donbas where he worked as a n1ine engineer and administrator.
Yet, he went on to say that although people kept politically silent, tlley

sOlne--

times opened their hearts atnong their confidants. He added that they were
arrested as a resu1t. One incident remained particularly strong in his 111en10ry.
\"A brilliant student named Petrov;; at a Donbas mining institute was denounced

by
a colleague nanled Sinimov: Petrov once told fellow students (who were

studying \"Stalin's
nationality policy\") that there was no such thing as \"Stalin's

nationaJity policy\": Stalin had
simply copied everything from L\037enin. Petrov

disappeared suddenly. It became known later that Petrov was sentenced to ten

years of imprisonment.
128

In a society in which the war 'lad created fissures as much as a unity, Stalin

did seek and find allies. According to Vera S. Dunham,)

Accomnl0dation and settlement were being used at the same time that mil-

lions suffered because of Sta]in\"s paranoia. Despite the spread of terror, the

dictatorship had to decide whether to honor wartitne pron11ses to the people
- sonle stated, but Illost

implicit.
The risky alternative was 10 tear up the

wartime
treaty

with the people. The regime chose instead a long..tenn middle

course, and this course was that it rnodified its wartime
treaty

with all the

people in favor of a new
treaty

with son,c of the people.
J 29)

Dunham has called this alliance \"The Big Deal,\" an alliance with the Soviet
midd1e class (party officials, industrial managers, engineers, and the like),

backe.d up by both material
cOlnpensation

and social prestige guaranteed by

the state. The Big Deal thus \"reflected the cmbourgeoisement of the entire

system.\" In other words, \"where Nicholas II failed.. Stalin succee.ded.\"I)O

Dunham's argument may require some qualification: uall the people\" did

not inclu,de certain nationalities. During the war many nationalities were de-

p()rted
almost who1esaJe to the east and north as potential fifth co1umns or as

a punishment for the conduct of sonle of their mernbers under occupation.)

ing in the Donbas mines: \"'There was a lot of bitterness among them, which was understandahle.
A few were still fuB of 1ife, glad that the war was over. Others didn't care one way or the other.'\037

Sandulescu, DOllbaJ. p. 122.
I

271nterview 8.

I zR Interview 6.

129Ver\037 S. Dunham, In Stalin.s Ti'ne\037. Middlecltl.fs \\I(l[ue.\037 in S01';et Fic/ion (Cambridge Univer-

sity Press. 1976),p. 13 (emphasIs in the original).
I

JOlbid... pp. 15 and 18.)))
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After the war, Stalin targeted .one group of people for destruction for their

alleged lack of allegiance to the Soviet Union: the Jews. [)I
This is the famous

\"anticosmopolitan\" carnpaign. Stalin represented the Jews as enenlies of the

Soviet people, just as wartime allies became enemies in the cold war.

This was a complete reversal from the wartime policy toward the Jews.

During the war, Stalin allowed the Soviet Jews to organize in order to mobilize
them for his war effort and to win the support of the international Jewish com-

munity.
Thus the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee (EAK) formed in 194 2 . 132

Pronlinent Soviet Jews led the committee: Shlomo Mikhocls, famed Yiddish

actor, Shakhne
Epshtein, prominent Soviet journalist. and Isaak S. Fe fer, So-

viet Yiddish poet. Its members included the old Bolshevik S. A. Lozovskii\037

well-known writers such as Il'ia Ehrenburg and Vasilii Grossman, and even
the wife of Molotov\037 Pavlina Zhemchuzhina. Stalin's plan was successful. In

the United States, 2,230 Jewish committees were organized in response to the

call of the Soviet Jews to help the Soviet Union. 133

The EAK soon assumed the function of representing the interests of the

Soviet Jewry. Even during the war, this new role of the EAK invited suspi-
cion from among the party leadership.

]34 HMikhoels's actions on behalf of

displaced Jews not only annoyed Stalin, they made him deeply suspicious of

Mikhoels.\"IJ5 After the war, particularly after it became clear that the Soviet

Union could expect neithe.r Western Jewish funds for reconstruction nor a pro-

Soviet Jewish state in Palestine\037 the EAK lost all its importance for Stalin.

One event appears to have deeply disquieted Stalin. When Golda Meir,

ambassador to Moscow from the
newly

created Israel t visited a synagogue in

Moscow on Rosh Hashanah in 1948, she
reports being met by a crowd of

Moscow Jews. The street in front of the synagogue

was filled wilh people\" packed together like sardines\037 hundreds and hundreds

of them, of all ages, including Red Anny officers, soldiers, teenagers and

babies carried in their parents' anns. Instead of the 2,ooo-odd Jews who

usually can1e to the synagogue on the
holidays,

a crowd of close to 50,000

people was waiting for us. For a minute I couldn'tt grasp what had happened
- or even who they were. And then it dawned on me. They had come -

those good, brave Jews - in order to be with us. to demonstrate their sense of)

131

According to Stettinius. Roose\\telt and the Ru.JsianJ., p. 278, Stalin observed at the Yalta
conference that Uthe Jewish problem was extrernely difficu It\"

1)2 For EAK, see Shimon Red1 ich, PropaRanda and Nationalism: The leu';s/r Antifa.fc;st ConJ-

I1littee ;n the USSR, 1941-1948, East European Monographs, no. 108 (Boulder, Colo., 1982).
133AJeksandr

Vaisberg\037 \"Novye istochniki po istorii Evreiskogo antifashistskogo komireta v
SSSR (EAK),\" in IstoricheJkie srldtby ev,.ee\\.' \\' Ross;; ; SSSR: nachalo diaioga. Sbornik state;
(Moscow, 1992 ), p. 210. For the success in the United Stales, see also Redlich, Propaganda and

Nat;onaUsf1r, pp\037 100-4.

1.\0374
Vaisberg. hNovye istochniki:' pp. 211-16.

135Sudoplatov and
Sudoplatov\037 Special Task.'), p. 295.)))
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kinship and to ce1ebrate the establishment of the State of Israel. . . . I was on

the verge of fainting, I think. But the crowd still surged around 'ne, stretching

out its hands and saying Na.rha Golda (our Golda) and Shalol11., \037fhalol1t, and

crying.
r.1 6)

This was an unprecedented spontaneous action by the Jewish community. Hav-

ing observed this incident Isaak S. Fefer, a former EAK leader, told his wife:

\"They will ne.ver fc)rgive us for this.\"')7 Fefer was soon arrested and executed.

Although the Jews in the Donbas were not as active as the Moscow Jews,

there was no sl10rtag 1e of popular anti-Senlitism. In popular imagination, the

Jews had occupied but one category of enemies, but now, for the first time
in Soviet history, they

were
()fficially presented as enemies who had colluded

with imperialism and Zionisrn. Public discourse turned sharply against the

Jews. Remarks such as \"What did the Russian
people fight for? For the free-

don1 of Jews?\" typified anti-Semitism observed in liberate,d territories. 138 In

Voroshylovhrad, from 1945 onward Jews repeatedly requested to be allowed to

open a synagogue, but their requests were consistently rejected by city authori-

ties on the grounds that the existence of a synagogue in the city was \"politically

inexpedient.'''139 The press inte.ntionally ignored the contribution the Jews had

made to the war effort., while emphasizing Jewish deserters, criminals, and the

like. By the early 1950S local journalists were explicitly instructed that \"no

articles would be published that showed Jews in a positive Jight.\"1

4 0

Even the \"anti-Soviet\" idealistic youth organization in Stalino, \"Demo-
cratic Youth of Russia and Ukraine,\" was anti-Semitic,. In 1949 several Russian
and Ukrainian workers from the organization were arrested in S\037'llino for advo-

cating an \"active struggle against the Sl)viet government for the improvement

of workers' lives.\" One worker at Stalino Coal, I. V. Solzhenko, twenty, son of

a worker and war veteran., had turned against the government out of
sympathy

with fellow workers who lived in destitution: four years had passed since the

end of the war and their lives ought to have been better. Solzhenko and his

company, according to a police report, regarded the Jews as an Uunjust people'\037

who \"lived off Russians.\"J4 1

The group appears to be representative of a long

history of anti-Sen1itismin the Donbas worker movenlenL 142)

1]6Golda Meir, My Life (New York. 1975). pp. 250-51.

IJ7Quoted in Vaisberg. .'Novye istochniki:' p. 217.

1
\0378See.. for exanlple\037 DADO. f. 366-p,op. 2. spr. 924\037 ark. 44.. and RTsKhIDNI, f. 17,oP. 88, d.

688. I. 30.

!3QDALO, f. 2626sch\037 op. I. spr. 3. ark. 2, 24, and
spr. 5.. ark. 42; and f. P-179, op. 5, spr. 6,

ark. 44-45.
r4\302\260

Jerusalem Posl Anatoly and AI.'ila,! SIz(\037Jra,.a\"Jky:
The JounJey Ho,,,e (San Diego, 1986)\037 p. 9.

141
TsDAHO, f. 7,oP. 5, spr. 427. ark. 45-5 1 .

14 2
The report nlay have been fabricated. but one ought to consider the fact that the police knew

well at that time that anti-Semitism was an official policy and\037 therefore. the group.s anti-Semitism

was no state crime.)))
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Isaak Fefer's fears after the demonstration for Golda Meir proved correct

Stalin
began

to accuse the Jews as a group of \"cosmopf)litanism\" and \"Zion-

ism,\" or a lack of loyalty to Stalin and his government. All Jews became \"root-

less cosmopolitans\" and \"Zionists.\" Stalin sponsored the anticosmopolitanism

campaign as a
way

to reverse the wartime opening of Soviet society to the

outside world.
143

Already by January 1948 Stalin had had the EAK leader Mikhoels assas-
sinated under the guise of an accident. During 1948 Stalin had other EAK
leaders arrested (including Zhemchuzhina, Molotov's wife) and the EAK itself

was disbanded as an \"anti-Soviet organization
that had collaborated with for-

eign intelligence.\" Jews began to be arrested everywhere. In the Donbas, the

security police \"actively engaged\" in uncovering
\"Jewish nationalists, formerly

Trotskyites.\" Yet the Stalino police complained in 195 I that it had \"almost no

qualified agents\" on Jewish affairs, because the police itself had been purged of

Jews. l44
In 1952 fifteen EAK leaders were tried on fabricated charges of for-

e-ign espionage and nationalist activity. Of them thirteen, including Lozovskii
and Fe fer., were sentenced to be shot They were executed shortly after the
trial: 45

Their trial was followed in January 1953 by the announcement that a ter-
rorist

group
of doctors, nlany of whom were Jews, had been uncovered. The

group
of prominent doctors who worked at the Kremlin hospital was accused

of
foreign espionage

and the assassinations of Soviet dignitaries such as A. A.
Zhdanov and A. S. Shcherbakov.

[4 6
People feare-d that a new Great lerror was

imminent and that all Jews would be deported to Siberia. 147

The \"Doctors' Plot\" announcement officially encouraged anti-Semitism.

The Stalino police, for
example, reported e.xtreme, \"pogromJike\" moods in the

city: \"Jews live off the Russian people. They are parasites. don't want to 'work.

They have to be strangled.\" A hewer named Bazik at the Kochegarka Mine de-
clared that all Jews had to be beaten. 148 At Middle School 22 in Makiivka, fifth)

14.1
According to Sudoplatov\" alre-ady in 1947 Stalin prohibited Jews from being enlisted

U
as

officers in the state security organs.\"
See Sudoplatov and Sudoplatov\037 Sp\037ciai nl.'iks\037 p. 295.

t 44
TsDAHO, f. l,Op. 17, spr. 37, ark. 251-5 2 ,260. and 345.

'45 Reabilitatsiia.. pp. 322-26, and
Neprl1\\-r\037dnyi

sud. POL'i;lednii stalinJkii raJ.'ilrel. Slenogranuna

.5udeb11ogo prot.ressa nod chlenami
E\\'reLtkogo anrifa.shiJlskogo kom;teta (Moscow, 1994). At the

trial the '948 derllonstration in the Moscow synagogue was cited as a crime
(P+ 232).

14 6
For the so-called '\"'Doctors' Plot't\" see la. L. Rapoport, Na rubezhe dvukh epokh. Oelo \\;\037rachei

1953 goda (Moscow, 1988). Stalin sanctioned torture to get confessions out of the doctors. Stalin

to1d the state security chief S. D.
Ignafev,

Utf you don't obtain confessions from the doctors your
head wilJ be taken.\" ReabilitatJiia\037 p. 53.

1.$7Shapovat Ukra;na
2o-50\037kh rokh', pp. '289+ According to V. Nikol\"skii, .I>Osoba, priblizhen-

naia k imperatoru, zhila v Stalino't\" Ko'n\037'tomol'Jkll;a pra\\\037da (Donetskii vypusk), 8 May 1993, in
1952 -53, all the cases of the former political criminals stit] alive were reexamined Uowing to new

. ,..
CJrCUITIstances.

1 4
8DADO. f. 326-pl' op. 8. spr. 1030, ark. 2 and 24.)))
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graders beat a Jewish schoolgirl named Rozenbe.rg and chased after another,

Keifman\037 calling her \"Yid [zJ,id(}vka 1.\" The teacher Brino, a Jew, could not

give a lesson because some
pupils constantly disrupted the class, yelling \"Yid\"

at her. At Middle School I in Horlivka. however, when two boys tried to beat
their classmate, Gol'denberg, others protected the Jewish boy.

'49 There were

cases in which patients refused to be seen by Jewish doctors and parents kept
their children from being inoculated by Jewish doctors. In Alchevs'k, patients
beat Jewish doctors with sticks}SO In Kostiantynivka, people asked why the

Jews had not been deported like the Tartars and Germans\" 51 The engineer
I. A. Vitenburg at the Kirov Factory in Makiivka could not work because of

\"frightening
anti-Semitism..\"]

52

Many Jews refused to be intimidated. As Konev noted, people
had become

more courageous during the war than they had been before. For exanlple, when

the statement of the arrest of Kremlin doctors was read at a scie.ntific confer-

ence held at Hospital 3 ill Horlivka, F. D. Ostromukhova, a Jew, \"demonstra-

tiveJy left the auditoriunl. Hl53 Stalin terrorized the Jews, but the postwar era
was no longer 1937or 1938

when people were too terrorized to put up a fight.
At least the party withstood Stalin '5 onslaught well. War veterans, who com-
posed

a large part of the party membership, were able to defend themselves

by
their participation in the war. rS4

According to T. H. Rigby, \"the Jews have

continued to do well in the CPSU (Communist Party of the Soviet Union]

membership, in spite of the vicissitudes of the Soviet Jewish conlnlunity in the

postwar years.'\"

155)

After Stalin)

Although not immediately apparent to all, Stalin's death in March ]953 saved

the lives of many. At first Jews in Stalino, for
example\"

feared that pogroms

would follow Stalin's death: when the future Soviet dissident Anato,ly Shcha-

ransky (who grew up in Stalino) returned home on the day Stalin\"s death was

announced. he found his Inother crying.. and
\"only

later did I learn the real

reason for her teilrs: she was afraid of pogroms\":

Earlier that day, Mama had been in the [Stalino] town square, where people

gathered to listen to the news. As Mama watched in hOlTor a man walked)

1.\0379Ibid., ark. 3\037 25. and 49.

1,5\302\2601bid., ark. 3.7, and 34.
151

Ibid.. ark. 42.
r 52 Ibid. \037ark. 25.

'5) Ibid.

'54 Weiner has argued this
point convincingly (see n. 112).

J55T. H. Rigby., CO'flmullisl Part.v Me,nbe'Lfhip in the U.S.S.R., 1917-1967 (Princeton University
Press, 1968),p. 386.)))
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up to an old Jewish woman and slapped her in the face. \"Damn kjke.s 9
\"

he

shouted\037 \037\"You killed our Stalin and now you're crying?\" Nobody came to

her defense, and my brother and I weren't allowed to leave the apartment for

days.
15 6

On the other hand, Stalin's death brought relief to Shcharansky's father, a war

veteran. He told his sons t according to Shcharansky, that Stalin \"killed many

innocent
people\037'

and persecuted Jews: \"we were very fortunate that this ter-

ribJe butcher was de.ad. Papa warned us not to repeat these comments to any-

one. ttl57

Still pe.ople wept over the death of the dictator. In recent interviews in

Donets'k and Luhans\"k everyone has testified that the whole city appeared
to

be weeping at the news. According to one man, he had been horrified be-

cause he did not know what would happen to him and to the country with-

out Stalin. 158 Another, who had returned from forced labor in Germany, \"felt

sorry, because I had been accustomed to his rule.\"
159 Yet another interviewee,

who was a schoolgirl in 1953, admitted, UWe [kids] were very pJeased that we

would have an extra
holiday.\"J60

The subject of de-Stalinization in the Donbas requires a book of its own.
However, a few pages on the. post-Stalin era will suffice to complete this

story

,of freedom and terror in the Donbas.

In 1956,. Khrushchev's famous \"secret report\" on Stalin's crimes and
up-

risings in eastern Europe encouraged more vocal criticism than before. M\037 N\037

Skorvenko, a collier at the Irich Mine in Kadiivka, was reported to have openly

declared to his fellow workers, in connection with the Hungarian Revolution,
that \"over there Western democracy is probably being restored, as in America,
where

people enjoy ful1 freedom\037\" N. F. Dudellko, a barber in Luhans'k, noted,
according to a party repo\037 that \"this is the beginning of the end of the socialist

system\037 It's good that the Hungarians rose up. Let them beat the Communists.

Others will follo\\\\' the Hungarians.\" G. A. Ringer, a worker at the Voroshylov

Plant in Luhans'k, uttered to a group of workers:

The Soviet government impudently deceives the whole. world. So workers
and

peasants in Hungary have risen against Communism and are fighting
against

socialist society, because the workers and peasants have experienced
the Communist yoke. The

Hungarians
lived well before the Soviets came. but

when the Soviet Union
brought democracy to their country, this democracy

led the Hungarian people to poverty and ruin.)

\302\2675 6
Natan Sharansky\037 Fear No E1,'il, tr. Stefani Hoffman (New York, 1988), p. x.

1571bid.

1581nterview5. For similar testimonies,. see Siegelbaum and Walkowitz, Worker.s. PP+ 19 and

2fr. 2 7.

1591nterview 7.
160lnterv iew 8.)))
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People in the Donbas
gathered

infonnation by listening to the BBC. Remark-

ably, reports refer to suc.h comments as those just quoted simply as \"negative
views,\" not as \"co'unterrevolutionary agitation.\"16t

The postwar reconstruction of the Donbas attracted many people to the
free

steppe,
as was noted earlier. The population grew much more rapidly

in the Donbas than elsewhere. In 1945 the population of Stalino obla.'it' was
I .998,000, but it had more than doubled to 4,262,000 by 1959, and in the sam,e

period Voroshylovhrad (Luhans'k) ohlast
f

had also nearly doubled its popula-
tion from 1,244,000 to 2,452,000. The

population
of Ukraine (excluding the

Crimea) rose much less rapidly: 49 percent.
162

Peop1e
with nowhere to go

tested their luck in the Donbas. Such was the case with the father of Ana-

taly Shcharansky, who could not work in Odessa because of a quota imposed
on Jews and was told to go to the Donbas: \"Try your luck in Stalino.\" He
and his

family
moved to Stalino in ]947.

163
Many idealistic youths also came

to the Donbas to help in its reconstructi,on and development Alexei Nikitin

from Briansk was one such examp,le: \"With a gift for tools and
machinery,

Nikitin found himself drawn irresistibly to Donetsk and the mines.\"
16 4 Yet the

conditions in which they were forced to live and work eventually dampened

their enthusiasnl. The chief of KGB in Stalino ob/as\", S. A. Lukin, warned in

1957 that these idealistic youths \"with patriotic intentions\" turned to \"crime,\"

including anti-Soviet ,activity, in the Donbas: 65
In May-June 1957 many dis-

affected youths resorted to riots in several settlements in the Donbas.
166

Such was the case in Khrestivka (now Kirovs'k), Khartsyz'k district. Stal-

ino ()blast
t

, where a rebellion took place in June 1957. One day a hewer was
killed at a mine face. No coffin large enough was availabJe, so the body was
bent to fit a small coffin. The collier was buried in working clothes. The
mine officials drank the money appropriated for his funeral and apparel. They
took advantage of the funeral, set up stools, and so]d various things they had
stolen from the mines to people who gathered for the funeral. At the time, with)

161
DALO, f. p\037 179, op. 5, spr. 550, ark. 129-31. Note also the attack by the party leadership

against the police use of agents provocateurs in the Donbas. See TsDAHO, f. I, op. 17. spr. 67.

ark. 54-69.
162For 1945\037

see A. L. Perkovs'kyi and S. I. Pyrozhkov, uDenlohrafichni
vtraty

narodonaselennia

Ukrai'ns'koi RSR u 4o-kh rr.\037t.. Ukrllin\037f 'kyi istorych\"yi zhuma/\037 1990. no. 2.. p. 17, and for 1959.

see IloR; VJeJo;uzno; perep;s; naJeleniia 1959 goda. Ukrainskaia SSR (Moscow, 1963). p. 16.

163Jerusalem Post Anatoly and A\\'ital Shchara\"..ik)\\ p. 6.

164Kevin Klose, RIIJJia and the RIISsiatl,i: Inside lite Closed Society (New York. 1984)\037 p. 57.

Nikitin subsequently became a fan10us defender of workers' rights and died for his cause. This

wjll be discussed later in this
chapter.

16STsDAHO, f. I. op. 53, spr. 639\037
ark. 18 3.

Ih6Ibid., spr. 65 8 .. ark. 39. An indifferent attitude of mine administrators to workers' deaths and

their funerals had often cause.d strong indignation among
the miners\037 See, for example.. a 1953

case in Kadiivka in ihid.\037 op. 17, spr. 58, ark. 23 2 . Beatings of workers by the police were

common. See DADO, f. 326-p, op. 10. spr. 847, ark. 72-73.)))
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nearly twenty thousand youths living in crowded barracks, a second death was

enough to trigger
a rebellion. The police arrested a young Musco,vite Kom-

somol y who then died in custody. When it became known that he had been

be\037.ten to death by the police, the young men in Khrestivka, including Komso-
mol members, took ove.r the town. Women destroyed the local police station

completely. Some took weapons an(1 hid them. Several hundred rioters were

armed with iron bars. The police reinforcements sent from Khartsyz'k were

easily beaten back by a crowd of several thousands. After a platoon of so]diers

arrived, they shot into the crowd. Thirty people, including some women, were

wounded4 Even then the youths took care of the wounded, stopping
cars on the

road and having them carry the victims to hospitals. In the end, three hundred

youths were put on trial. They were accused of organizing a \"counterrevolu-

tionary uprising.\"16
7

Some of the riolers were \"those exiled from western Ukraine\" and former

\"counterrevolutionaries.\" The presumed leader of the riot, Boris Lugovoi (Bo-
rys Luhovyi), twenty-three, continued to fight from prison; he was accused of

organizing a Ukrainian \"nationalist organization'\037 in prison and was given an

extra term of imprisonment.
168

Whatever the case, soon after the Khrestivka

incident.. the KGB liquidated a number of \"anti-S,oviet\" youth organizations

in the Donbas. l69 The most prominent was the Realistic Worker
Group

of

Democrats (Realistychnyi robitnychyi hurtok demokrativ). allegedly organized

by the eighteen-year-old E. G. Donichenko,a fitter in Stalino. Donichenko, ac-

cording to Lukin, the KGB chief in Stalino, under the influence of anti-Soviet

Western radio broadcasts, organized the youth group after
coming to recognize

the lack of democracy in the Soviet Union. 170
The group distributed antigov-

ernment leaflets in many cities in the Donbas; Donichenko
boldly

sent letters

to Moscow, urging the government to release political prisoners. 11'

The Donbas, as before, attracted many sectarians. The case of M. M.
Levc.huk. in P,etrovs\"k district in Stalino\037 is instructive. In 1954, Levchuk,
a nineteen-year-old Pentecostal, was

consc.ripted into the Soviet army. Yet, on

grounds of his religious bclief, Levchuk refused to take an oath to the arnlY.
He was imprisoned for Uanti-Sovief'\037 conduct For his good behavior in prison,
Levchuk was released in [956. Working as a work brigade leader at Mine)

[67TsDAHO\037 f. I, op. 53, spr. 658\037 ark. 39, and spr. 655, ark. 23; DADO, f. 326-p, spr. 847, ark.

7 2-75; and an eyewitness account by Vadym Peunov t \037'Za mezheiu terpinnia:' Vitchyvza, 1990..
no. I. pp. 156--57.

I68.TsDAHO\037 f. J, op. 53, spr. 658t ark+ 39.. and
spr. 639, ark. 222-23.

169lbid., spr. 639. ark. 220-23.
17\302\260Ihid. According to Anatolii Rusnachenko, \037'Sprotyv robitnytstva ta robitnychi protesty v

Ukraini (kin. 5 0 - kh -poch. 8o-kh IT.):' Ro:.budova derzhavJ', 1996, n04 4, p. 55, the group fol-
lowed the exanlple of the 1956 worker uprising in Poznan in Poland.

1711bid. In the sum,mer of
1996\037 my request to consult the Donichenko case files was rejected by

AUSBUDO.)))
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4/2], he continued his religious activity. To the alarm of the local KGB.. in

March 1957, Levchuk even succeeded in being elected as deputy to the dis-

trict Soviet.. 172
In 1961, nlore than 20 percent of newborn babies were

baptize.tI

in Luhans'k ()l,last'. In 1980 the proportion of baptized newborn babies was
even higher: Ualmost one-third.\"173

The free steppe, however., was also a land of persecution. The
Bapti\037ts.

in

particular, continued to be persecuted \037'because they do not accept preachers

sent by an atheist plenipotentiary of the state, but prefer their own.\" In January

19 6 4 the local authorities put some Baptists on trial in Mykytivka., Donets'k

(fornlerly Stalino) Ob/CISt'. One of the defendants was \"Bazbei, father of nine

chiJdren, a miner who had never received any support from the Union commil-

tee at his pit because he was a Baptist\" The police is{}lated one of his daughters

from her parents and had her testify against him. At the trial, however\037 she re-

tracted her testimonies against her father: \"The interrogator dictated what I had

to say himself.\" Zhenya Khloponina closed her statement with the following:

Instead of going to the cinelna or to dances, I used to read the Bible and say

my prayers
- and just for that you are taking my freedom from me.. Yes.. to be

free is a great happiness, but to be free fronl sin is a greater still. Lenin said

that only in Turkey and Russia did such shameful phenomena as religious

persecution stiH exist. I\"ve. never been in Turkey and know nothing about it.
but how things are in Russia you can see for yourselves.

Khloponina was cut short. \"The defendants accepted their sentences [three to

five years in the camps]}o}fitll.v, and said a prayer:\"74

As for official anti-Senlitisrn, it becanle less explicit after Stalin. Even

though the Donbas attracted many Jews in the postwar years, their
population

was still smaller than before the war because of the Holocaust: the number

of Jews in Stalino (Donets'k) ob/ast' declined from
65\03755'6

in 1939 to 4 2
,5\302\2601

in 1959t while the Jewish population in Voroshy]ovhrad (Luhans .k) O/J/lIJt'

dropped
from 19,949 to 13..939' in the corresponding years.

J 75 Yet on a popular

level anti-Semitisnl persisted.

Anatoly Shcharansky's experience in Stalino (Do'nets\037k) is instructive:

Donetsk was a city that gave fu11 expressi10n to the endemic Russian suspicion

and hatred of Jews, which stenlnled froln the belief that Jews were the killers

of Jesus and were unrepentant heretics. Anatoly's moment of truth came at

seventeen r in 19 6 5] \"'hen some boys he had regarded as friends bear him up.

A year later, his best friend called him a Hdirty Yid.
n

. . . The second incident)

17 1
TsDAHO.. f. ',op. 53.. spr. 639, ark. 225- 26 .

'73Ibid.\037 spr. 2725\037 ark. 1219 and op. 54., spr. 56)8 1 ark. 3 8 .

174Aleksandr L Solzhenitsyn\037 The (;1l111KArchipelago, 1918-1956: All EJ:pe,.;ment in Literary

IfJ1/estigatioll, v\037 VII, IT. Harry Wills (New York 9 197 8 ), pp. 5) 5-17 (emphasis in the original).

175 V.te.'io;uZllaia perefJis' nasele\"iia 1939 goda. Osno'/Il)'e itoRi (Moscow, 1992). pp. 68-70.

and ftog; V.rtesoiuzfZO; perepis; Ilaselen;ia 1959 goda. Ukra;llskaia SSSR, p. 174.)))
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came as a particular shock\037 from someone he felt close to. It was an epiphany

of sorts: for at that mornent, Anatoly recognized that the Union of Soviet

Sociaiisl Republics was nol his home.176

In the Donbas, as e.lsewhere, even today one hears latent anti-Semitism in
pri-

vate conversations\037
177 In 1994, when Jews from the homeland of John Hughes

visited Donets'k with medical equipment and other humanitarian aid., two city
residents yelled at them: \"Yids, beat it!\" and then slung potatoes at the visi-

tors\037
11 8

Similarly, the Ukrainian issue in the Donbas was not done
away

with by

the rapid Russification process in the postwar years. As Yuri Slezkine has dis-

cussed, there was a fundame.ntal contradiction between rhetoric and substanc.e

or content in Soviet nationality p()licy.179 While the government acknowl-

edged nat.ional distinctions as if they were pennanent, it never ceased to pro-
mote Russification. In the 1960'5 this ambiguity prompted two Donbas miners,
N. V. Yankov'sky

and N. I. Pav]yuchenko, to ask the party daily Pra\\\"dll for

clarification. They inquired as to the. party's views on whether the Ukrainian

language should
develop

or disappear:

We would like to speak Ukrainian, but we don\037t know whether this win be

corre.ct Won'tt this be a survival of the past, won\"t we slow down the correct
march of development, won't we do hann to intemalionalist feelings? Yet we

love all nationalities, including our own Ukrainian one. ISO

The party
neve.r re.sponded to the two colliers. In the Ig60s and 19705loca]

intellectuals strove to promote the Ukrainian language in the Donbas only to be

arrested.
'8 [

As before, the Donbas lived between Ukraine and Russia without
comnlitment to either.

Two other sources of trouble continued to plague the Donbas, as if noth-

ing had changed since the revo1ution or even since the prerevolutionary years:)

176 Jerusalem Post, Analoly and A\037'ital Shcharansky, p. 16. See a1so Avital Shcharansky. with
lIaha Ben-Joseph, Next Year in JerUJaler\", tr. Stefani Hoffman (New York, 1979)., p. 26.

117Siege1baum and Walkowitz, Workers, p. 94, refer to the same point
'1 8

uGosti iz Bameta v Donetske,\" Ale! (Donets'k), no. 3 (26) (April 1994).

179Yuri Slezkine, \"The USSR as a Communa1
Apartmen\037

or How a Socialist State Promoted
Ethnic Particularism:' Sla\\tic Rev;eM-', 53:2 (Summer 1994).

r8\302\260Ivan Dzyuba, lnternationaJisnl or RII.\037.5ificat;()n: A Study in the Soviet Nationalities Problem,

2 nd ed. (London\037 1970), pp. 190 and 192.
sfh

See\" for examp1e. the case of o. I. Tykhyi in U

ILivi\037he sertsia - Ukraina!'
n

and his UDumky
pro ridnyi Donets\"kyi krai

H

in DOlJha.\037. 1991, no. I, and \"5hche raz pro IDumky . , .
'

Ole.ksy

Tykhoho,'\" ibid., 1993, nos. 1-2. (For the [977 trial in the Donbas of Tykhyi and Mykola Rudenko..

see Lesya Verba and Bohdan Yasen, eds., lne Hunton
Rights Movement in Ukraine: Documents

oJ'the Ukrainian Helsinki
G.roup, 1976-1980 [Baltimore, 1980], pp. 203-50.) For other cases,

see also Ukrains lka ;nteligelll.'tiia pid sudom KGB. Mllteriialy l protsesiv \037 Chornovola, M.

Mas;ulka, M. O'l.ernoho fa in. (Munich, 1970), pp. 194 and 231; Ukrail1s 'kyi \037t;.nlyk (Munich),

vol. 3 (October 197 0 ). pp. 37-38 and 70, and vol. 4 (January 1971), p. 156; and uPravo
zhyty..\"

DO'lha..r, 1993, n05+ 1-2. p. 35.)))
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poor living and working conditions and rude treatment by bosses. The, chronic

shortage of water, for example.. did not allow colliers even to wash
Up.182

In

1962-63 a wave of strikes assaulted the Donbas l83

(following the famous riot

in Novocherkassk, south of Shakhty in which twenty-three people
were killed

by the army.)18
4 A hike in food pric.es was one of the major causes of the

strikes. In Donets'k leaflets circulated and posters appeared
with the battle

cry: UThey cheated and still cheat us. Let's
fight

for justice.\"18
5 uJustice\"

(spravelilivost ') was a keyword. Not only workers, but also youngsters in the

D()nbas\" acted on it at the time: they were reported to organize unofficial (oon-

Pioneer) \"councils of justice:'I86 In th,e winter of 1963-64. because of the

strikes, according to a report frOITI the Donbas, white bread began to appear
there. In other areas of the

country where people did not strike, white bread

was not to be seen.'87 StilJ, food shortage remained a perennial problem in the

Donbas, causing the
hungry workers to \"grumble openly.\"

188

Nothing, not even violent strikes and
protests.

seemed to change the way

people were treated in their workplace.. Kevin Klose, an American correspon-

dent who observed the Donbas in the late '9705 and early I980s, has noted

some characteristic incidents:)

Tatiana Ivanovna [a coal sorter working in Butovka-Donets'k Mine for twen-

ty years whose husband also worked as a carpenter in the saIne mine) told us

how she had recently asked her shift supervisor in the coal-sorting department

at Butovka to give her an owed
day

off on her husband's birthday. \037'If you try

to take it.\" the supervisor replied, \"we\"l1 fire you. So go ahead and try it.\" She

said she later felt like a fool for even asking, since her request had given (he

supervisor an opportunity to humiliate her. 18q)

Klose has another story t\037
tell about Olga Grigorevna Famina, eighty, who

\"had worked for sixteen years as a coal-sorter and retired when she was 57.,\

J\037h
See, for example\037 TsDAHO, ( I,Op. 53, spr. 305 2 , ark. 42, 57, 84.

18-, Rusnachenko 9 u5protyv robitnytstva,\" pp. 53-54.

184\"Novocherkasskaia tragediia, 1962 .\" Istoriche.fkij arkhiv; 1993.. nos. I and 2+

I 'gs Nei:','(JJtflaia Ros.5i;a. XX vek. vol. 3 (Moscow,. 1993). pp. '48 and 152; and /storicheskii

arkhh r
, 1993, no, I, p. II 2.

J86TsDAHO. f. I, op. 53. spr. 2620. ark. 98.
18 7 PO.fiev (Frankfurt a.M.), 18 January 1963 and 5 March 1965. Cornelia Gerstenmaier, \037'<Jices

of the Silent (New York, 1972), pp. 97-9 8 . contends that there was an organizcd opposition in the

Donbas.

188
Note, for example, the food shonage problem in 1968, the year of the UPrague Spring:'

recorded by the Ukrainian Conlnlunist Party chief: P+ E\" Shelest Do fie sltdimy budete.

Dlle\\,tniko,r.ve zap;Ji, \"o..fponl;nalliia cl1lena Polibiuro TsK KPSS (Moscow 1 1995). p. 408, For

independent worker movements in the 1960s to 1980s. see Oleh Ba\037han. hZrostannia nevdov-

olennia sered ukrains'koho robitnytstva iak odyn z faktoriv formuvannia opozilsii radians'komu

totalitaryzmu v 6o-8o-kh rokakh (na materiialakh Pivdnia Ukrainy);' R(}:hlldova derzlJavy, 1996,
no. 3.

I 89 K
1

R
.

lose, IJJ.'ilQ\" p. 41.)))

should be HUkraine is fertile.\"
J6See her memoir in Priai.o,'skii raboclrii (Mariupor), 16 April 1989.)))
99TsDAHO. [ J, op. 22, spr. 511 t ark. 59.)))
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but was living in destitution with a meager pension. Famina

had gone
to the regional party committee and asked them for help, explaining

that she lived in someone e1se's apartlnent in the New Colony comlnunity
and

thoughl she deserved something better.

\"Do you have a table?\" the official asked her.

\"'I have:'

uDo you have a bed?'\"

hI have:'

\"That's enough for you! Gel out of here!\"

She fainted on the street outside and spent a month re.cuperating from

nervous strain in a city hospital.
'90)

In yet another st.ory, Klose relates how Donets' k authorities treated the labor

activist Alexei Nikitin. Nikitin was a former party member and mining en-

gineer
who had in the 1970S been expelled from the party and imprisoned in

psychiatric hospitals for criticizing the inadequate safety measures in the Don-

bas mines. The
city party chief, A. A. Kubyshkin, raged at Nikitin's activity:

\"So you defend the people, do you?' he screamed at Alexei. uWell, you're a

literate fellow, you've read your history and in the history books it\"s written

that those who tried to lead the masses - they lost their heads!U)

Kubyshkin equated Nikitin with Cossack rebel leaders such as Stenka Razin
and Elne1ian Pugachev who were executed by Moscow tsars. Yet Nikitin

fought bac.k: HI
grew up amid the people and if defending them means losing

nlY head, I'm readyr' Nikitin was further threatened by Vladimir Degryarev,
()blast'

party
chief: \"If you stick your nose into our business, 1'1] mix coal with

your blood and take your body and grind it into fertilizer!\"19 1

Luckily Nikitin

was not turned into fertilizer, but in 1980 he was again arrested and imprisoned

in a psychiatric hospital. In 1984 he was released only to die.
192

In the I970S the Donbas provided a large number of members of the Free

Trade Union Association of the Soviet Working People\037 composed of labor

activists from various parts of the country.1 93
Like Nikjtin, its leader, Vladimir

Klebanov, also a mining engineer in the Donbas, had since the late, 19605

fought for the betterment of the
mining community and was repeatedly impris-)

1901bid.,pp. 50-51. These and other episodes are also described in David Satte.r. Age of Delir-

;111n: The Decline and Fall
of't1ze

Soviet Union (New York, 1996)t pp. 124-47.
19 1

Klose, Ru.r;sia, p. 65. Degryarev was regarded by the Donbas
people

as a regional tsar.
U

4Whatever he wanted, he did\" and he built a European city\037' said one elderly woman who had
never been to Europe and who despised the Soviet regime. 'People trenlbled when they spoke of

hinl . . . he was a great chief; she acknowJedged with grudging respect\" (ibid., p. 60).
19 2

Washin.gton Post\037 J 9 April 1984, p. C6.
193V'ictor Haynes and OJga Semenova, Worker.v against the Gulag: Th\037 Nro.' Opposition in the

Soviet Union (London. 1979), pp. 45-72, which lists 16 members from Donets'k. Makiivka.. and

Luhans
t
k out of the total of

156.)))
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oned in psychiatric hospitals for his activity.194 How rnuch interest the Donbas
workers as a whole showed in organized action is not known, but every attempl
at

organization was crushed by the party and the p()lice. As one former Donbas

collier has recalled.. no one was interested in politics, because once interested

one would immediately be put behind bars (like Nikitin and Klebanov). 195
The

security police (KGB) and the Soviet government in Moscow considered it ex-

pedient not to publicize Klebanov's unions in any way at all in the country ()f

abroad. 196
They could have staged a defamation campaign but instead chose

to ignore him and his cause compJetely.
In both rhetoric and substance, Nikitin, Klebanov, and others merely de-

nlanded unormaf' (or \"just,\"
as they claimed) living and worl<Jng conditions,

obstinately refusing to poJiticize their
fights. KJebanov's straightforwardness

and single-mindedness did not impress political dissidents in the capitals. The

champion
of the Soviet human rights movemen\037 Andrei Sakharov, was said

to have refused to get involved in his movement. \"K.1ebanov's bitter con-

clusion\" was: \"He [Sakh'arov] knows ve.ry little about how average people
Jive.\" Sakharov and his wife, according to the Ne\",' York Tiff,es corresponden\037

David K\037 ShipJer who interviewed them, appe.ared to support the official pro-
paganda that Klebanov and others were nlentally i]l: \"Klebanov is not entirely
healthy.\"

197

In September 1979, as if to punish the Donbas, the government exploded\\
a nuclear bomb in the lunkom Mine in lenakiieve. All residents were tem-

porarily evacuated, but the day after the experiment, all colliers had to work)

194(\037hnnlh'le of Current E\\.I'''(L\037'' no. 48 (London\037 1978), pp. 164-66; V. Chalidze\037 ed., SSSR -

rahoc!ree d\\!izhenie? (New York, 1978)\" p. )0; and Walter D. Connor, 111eAccidental Proletarial:
\037'If)rkers. J'nlitics, and CriL\";S in Gorha('he\037\037..f RIIJ.filJ (Princeton University Press, 199 r). pp. 225\037

32. For Klebanov and Nikjtin. see also John Cunningham, Klebanov and Nikirin: The Story of

n,.o Ukrainian Miners' Fight again,\",,! the So\\';et Bureaucracy (Oxford, n.d.) (My thanks to Taras

Kuzio for a copy of this pamphlet) The court records of the Klebanov case are held at the Donets' k

ohlast' court. In the summer of 1996 the court did not nleet my request for permission to consult
the records.

' 95
Mykola Muratov. HOkrovavlene vuhillia Donbasu.'; Derz.ltllvn;st' (L-viv), 1993, no. 2\037 p. 3 I.

Those very few interested in politics included two
Mariupor

brothers (Y. N. Zerkartsev and A.

N. Zcrkal'tsev) who openly came out to criticize the Communist Party nIle in 198 L They were

declared mentally ill and confined in psychiatric hospitals and prisons. See P'rillZO\\,,\\-kii rahochii..

28 June 1995.
1(\0376

A,.k}u',\037y K re\",Jia ; Staro; plo.\037lzc\"adi. I 993\037 no. 3. p. 67.

ICJ7D..iVid K. Shipler, Ru&\"s;a: Broken Idols. Sole\"\", Dre(lm\037f (New York. 19HJ)\037 pp. 207-8.

Sakharov remained negative about Klebano\\l \037s n1ovemenl. See his interview in Der SpieRel (HalTI-

burg) 41:2 (5 June 19 8 7'), p. 99. (BoLh the Sakharov Archive at Brandeis University and the

Sakharov Foundation in Moscow have inforrned rne that no docunlent on the nlecting of Klebanov
and Sakharov can be found in their docunlent collections.) Anolher Ukrainian dissidenl Leonid

Pliushch, notcd in 1982 that he was not certain \\vhether a national f\037tct()f p\037aycd a role at al1 in

KJebanov's cause: uThe worst exploitation obtains in the Donhas - that was the basis I for the

Klebanov nlovenlent].\037t Karl
Schlogcl\037

De,. reni/c1lre Held: Arheiterprote.r;;t in tier S014:jetuftiotl

1953-J\037\0373 (Hamburg, 1984), p. 24).)))
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in the mine. Even twelve years later the radiation level of the city
was three

to four times higher than the natural level. 19 8

Similarly, the 1985 Chemobyl'

(Chomobyl') nuclear reactor explosion had a large impact on the Donbas min-

ers. Stalino ob/ast' had only 980 Afghan war veterans, but its Chemobyl veter-

ans, those miners and others who had been mobilize-d or volunteered to contain

radiation in Chernobyl and were exposed to
very high radiation while working

virtually without any protection, numbered as many as 22,000. 199

The explosion of the strike movement in 1989 appeared to contemporary
observe.rs as a surpri\037e, but with hindsight, it appears a natural reaction to
events after the loosening of the reins of the party and the government under

perestroika.
As early as 198 I, David Satter, Moscow correspondent for the

Financial Times who visited the Donbas with Kevin Klose in late 19,80, re-

ported:
\"In four days of conversations at bus stops, in the barren

parks
outside

mines and in communal flats with water dripping from the ceiling, the [Don-
basl

miners c1early indicated that a11 the conditions which led to worker unrest

[the Solidarity movement) in Poland exist in more extreme form in the Soviet

Union.\"2\302\260O The 1989 miners' strikes in the Donbas were spontaneous and ex-
,

tensive, with. for example. all the mines in the city of Donets'k joining in the

walkout.
201

Their main grievances were economic, ranging from the lack of
consumer

goods
to low wages to' poor housing. They rejected the Communist

Party, kicking out
party

cells here and there and forming strike committees,
but they showed no or little interest in Ufonning 'a second party' or an alter-

native trade union of the [Polish] S()lidarl1osc type.\" At the very beginning of
the strikes, various

political groups
sent representatives to the Donbas to in-

fluence the striking colliers for political gain. The Ukrainian groups were also

active. From the first
day

of the strikes, for examp1e, the Ukrainian Helsinki

Union worked in the Donbas. Rukh, or the Ukrainian Popular Movement for

Perestroika, did the same. Yet the anti-Moscow Ukrainian groups, like others,

were rejected by the Donbas miners.202
In 1990 a Rukh leader still found the

Don\037as
miners very indifferent to its cause and referred to them as

\"sausage)

1 9 8 U
lademyi vzryv v Donbasse

byl,H Izvest;ia.. 26 June 199 2 .

I99Vadim Peunov, UChto dal'shc:? ili zhe razmyshleniia 0 tom\" chto da1a nan} pervaia shakhter-
skaja zabastovka9\037\" Donha.{j 9 1990. no. 6, p. I 36.

200
Financial Times ( London). 9 January 19 8 1.

lor For the strikes, see A. N. Rusnache.nko. HStachka shakhterov na Ukraine v iiule 1989 goda:\037

Oteches/venllaia istoriia, 1993, no. I \037Theodore Friedgut and Lewis Siegelbaum\037s account in their
\"Perestroika from Below: The Soviet Miners' Slrike and Its Aftermath 1

\"\"

Neu' ufr Re\\l';eM\\ 181

(May-June 1990); and Stephen Crowle.y,
UB,etwecn Class and Nation: Worker Politics in the New

Ukraine,\" Co,,,,nllllisl and POJ1-COmnllinisf Stlillies, 28; I (J 995). See also a documentary film on

the strike Perestroika from Below,1 (1990, produced by Siegelbaum and Walkowitz with Barbara
Abrash).

201Rusnache,nko.. HStachka shakhterov na Ukraine v iiule 1989 goda:' p. 74, and Friedgut and

Siege.l bau m, UPerestroika;H pp\037 19-3\302\260.)))
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people\": one miner had declared, \"It's all the same to us what language we

speak, as long as there is sausage.\"20
3

By 1991 the mood of the Donbas workers, at least those in the Ukrainian /
,

Donbas, had shifted, swinging sharply in favor of Ukrainian sovereignty and I

eventually Ukrainian independence. Their sense of profound alienation from

Moscow, as well' as the feeling that M,oscow simply exploited the Donbas,
inclined the Donbas workers to think that they would be better off in an in-

dependent Ukraine -
that an independent Ukraine would not exploit the Don-

bas as much as Moscow had done.
204

In the referendum held in December

1991, against the background of the imminent collapse of the Soviet Union in \037'I
I

the wake of the August coup attempt in Moscow, a Russified Donbas with
a

large
Russian population voted overwhelmingly for the independence of

Ukraine. In Donetstk (fonnerly Stalino) ob/as!'.,the turnout was 76.7 percent,

and 84 percent of the voters supported independence. In Luhans'k (formerly

Voroshylovhrad) (}blast', the corresponding figures were 80.7 and 83.9 per-

cent.
2\302\2605

Independence did not lead to econolnic betterment, however. Euphoria
over independence was soon

replaced by profound disappointme.nt in the dis-

mal economic decline of independent Ukraine.
By 1993--94, the Donbas

swung sharply away from Kiev, which.. like Moscow,
appeared

to exploit the

Donbas. Now the Donbas den1anded regional independence and a free eco-

nomic Zl)ne ot voting
in the Coml11unists whom they had earlier kicked out of

the governnlent offices.

206
Yet there was little sign that the Donbas was against

an in,depe.ndent Ukraine, even though it pressed for closer ties with Russia. Nor

was it evident at all whether the Donbas constituencies subscribed to old-style
Communist econ()mic management;

in facL their demand for a free economic

zone was a rejection of the old, centrally planned economy.20
7 The disobe-

dience of the Donbas became one ()f the most serious political challenges to

Kiev.)

20JSatter\037 Age of Deli,.;unl, p. 3(14.

204See
'Crowley\037

UBetween Class and Nation.\" See also, Lewis II. Siegelbaunl and Daniel J.

Walkowitz\037
H

iWc
9

11 Remain in This Cesspoot for a Long Time.: The Miners of Donelsk Speak

Out:\" Oral History Rl',';e\\l'. 20: 1-2
(spring-faJl. 1992). In the summer of 1990 one uindependent

union leader for miners\037' said. \"Ukraine is ve.ry rich. It has enom10US potential. The Donhas

workers will support sovereignty and independence for Ukraine if it '11akes ecunomic sense.\"

Taras Kuzio and Andrew Wilson. Ukraine: Pere:r;troika to IndeptJlldence (Edmonton, Canada,

I 994 ) \037p. I I O.

2\302\2605Kuzio and Wilson, Ukraine.. pp. I R9 and) 98.

200S ee Crowley. UBetween Class and Nation.\037' and Andrew Wilson, uThe Growing ChalJenge to

Kiev fron1 the Donbas:. RFE/RL ReJearch Report.. 2:33 (20 August' 993).
207 For a very interesting analysis of local elcctions in the Donbas in [994, see HN0t11enklatura

ohoshla na mestnykh vyborakh
i \037Jcvykh' i ipravykh,'

\"

DOllerskii krill:'''. no. 77 (29 JuIY-4 August
] 994).)))
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The Donbas has renlained a problem child for both Moscow and Kiev. It

has retained the reputc1.tion and\037 to a degree, the substance of the free steppe
where people, far away

from the political metropolis of Moscow or Kiev,

fiercely defend their own interests , often behaving like opportunists or merce-

naries to
safeguard

their freedom. Paradoxically, the Donbas has also retained

elements of the wild field where a wild exploitation of people was the norm.

It is not accidental that the mining industry has played a central political
role in the Donbas. It is in this industry that a sense of e-xploitation, reinforced

by the deep division of the actual and symbolic world into the dark netherland

and the bright open field't has remained keenest among the workers. Life some-

how is not \"normal,'\" whatever Hnonnal'\" may Inean. According to a member of

the strike committee in Donets\"k, in the Donbas \"the average life expectancy
for the main occupations, tunnel cutters, machinists\037 coal cutters and other

miners, is about thirty-eight years. People Jive to be, just thirty-eight years

{)ld.''208 In recent strikes, the miners have repeatedly demanded a unormal\037 hu-

man life\" and showed a profound resentment for the lack of
respect, sympathy,

and care on the part of their bosses. 209
Their demands are a cry stemming from

their sense of moral order. True, as Stephen Crowley has demonstrated, \"they
themselves have proved unable to find a viable alternative'\" to the existing sys-
tem. 2lO

To some people the miners are simply '.muddled.\"211 Yet if the issue
concerns

nonneg,otiable
matters of respec\037 care. and human

dignity\037 they are

not at a]( muddled\037

Many observers have found it difficult to understand D'onbas politics.

Sakharov considered KJebanov, the protector of Donbas colliers, insane. In-

dee.d, there were (and are) many contradictions in the Donbas. The free
steppe

was also a lan,d of exploitation and intolerance. 11ad Trotsky lived to see the

recent events in the Donbas, he might have said again as he did earlier: \"One

can't go to the Donbas without a
{political] gas mask.\

loRSiegeJhauJTI and WaJkowitz.
U

'We'll Remain in This Cesspoo1,'\" p. 85- Similarly, the Don-

basts infant morta1ity rate was the highest in Ukraine. See Peunov\037 UChto darshe?\037t p. 122.

20qThis was what people in the Donbas, miners and nonrniners alike, told me again and
again.

See a1so the interviews in Siege1haum and Walkowitz, Workers in the Donba.f Speak. 1n July 1989,
(he miners at the lasinovskaia-Gluhokaia Mine in Makiivka closely followed the miners't slrike in

the Kuzbass in Russia. They did not intend to strike.. When problems arose with mine
transport

and nliners asked the director A. Siniavskii for assistance\037 he responded by yelling at the miners.
The miners

exploded
in anger and struck, demanding basic necessities of life, such as a regular

supply of water and gas. See Slroilernaia
\037azela (Moscow), 19 July 1989. p. 4.

21\302\260Crowley,
\037'Between Class and Nation.\" p. 65.

21 J U
'Liudci sbili s tolku . . . ;'

\"

Politika (Moscow)\037 no. 3 (April 1991), p. 5.)))
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\"CLASS
H

AND \"N A TION,H the two major concepts of poJitical thought that
arose in reaction to the Enlightenment,

I

did not and do not apply comfortably
to Donbas politics. The Marxists had a very difficult time in the Donbas even

at the time of
Uproletarian

revolution\" and civil war (or \"class war\") in ] 917-
20; so did nationalist parties at a time when they thrived elsewhere in the wake
of the

collapse
of both imperial Russia and the Soviet Union.

What has defined Donbas politics was (and still is) a fierce spirit of free-

dom and independe.nce. Independence did not preclude the possibility of a

pragmatic alliance with foes and outsiders, behavior that often appears to ob-

servers as unprincipled, merce.nary,
and lacking in perspective. This spirit is

a historical product. The Donbas belongs to an area that used to be called the

uwild field,\037' a no-man's-land. No-man's-land attracted freedom seekers, and

the wild fiel.d becarne a free, Cossack steppe land. Even after the free steppe
was conquered, the frontiers closed, the Zaporozhian Cossackdom abolished,

and the Don Cossacks incorporated into the Russian Empire, the metropolis's.

hold l)n the former frontier region remained weak, and the spirit of freedom

endured.

Industrial development from the latter half ()f the nineteenth century on-

ward\037 in particular, ()pened the region to massive migrati{)n.. thereby recreating
frontiers in a symbolic sense. The Donbas began to attract all sorts of free.dom

seekers, as well as fortune hunters, en masse.

Even in the Stalinist I930S and
beyond..

the Donbas never lost its reputation
as a safe haven for fugitives. Both before and after World War II\037 the Don-

bas attracted numerous people who sought to 1ive new lives there. Such was

the case with the nunlerous disenfranchised p,eople such as the ukulaks H

and

clergy as well as Jews such as Shcharansky's father who tried his luck in St\"1l-

ino. Moscow even helped the Donbas to remain the Hfree steppe\" by durnping)

I
For an excellent discussion on these two competing ideologies, see Roman Sz,porluk. COI1I-

\"\"I/,iSI1' alld Natio1J(l/is111: Karl Mllr_f '\037er.HIJ fried/ich List (Oxford University Press. 1988).)

335)))
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undesirable social elements there in an attempt to safeguard the metropolises
from them. Such 'was the case in 1939-40 when people from areas

newly
in-

corporated into the Soviet Union were sent to the Donbas as cheap lab,or and

in the postwar years when the Donbas accepted all sorts of
refugees, criminals,

POWs, and the like.

The Donbas was imagined by the Soviet
people

to be an \"exit,\" to use

Albert Hirschman's
concep\037

and it functioned to a large extent as such.

The free steppe was not free for everyone, however. Pernicious ethnic ten-

sion and wild economic
exploitation

were facts of life. As Shcharansky has

noted, for example, anti-Semitism, among other ethnic
prejudices,

had tough'

roots in the Donbas; and, as the post-Stalin labor movements 'in the Donbas

indicate, it was blatant economic exploitation and disregard for human lives,
and not nationalism or liberal democracy, that ignited the Donbas c,olliers in

political struggle. Yet the reputation of the Donbas for discrimination and ex-

ploitation did not discourage people from seeking freedom and fortune there.

ITIuch as the United States - the New World, a land of freedom and
opportuni-

ties - continues to, attract all kinds of immigrants, notwithstanding widespread

racism and crime.

Terror was another fact of life on the free
steppe.

The brutality of everyday

life in the Donbas astonished metropolitan visitors and other Hrespectable\"

people. In a sense, the prevalence of violence was a reflection of the weakness

of governmental authority and control from without. Violence was further

cornpounded by
modem industrial development which intensified traditional

anti-Se.mitism.. deepened old social rifts, and created new ones. In 1917 social

tension exploded into violence. The
disappearance

of any effective political

authority during the civil war unleashed a bacchanalia of political terror
by all

parties concerned.

Stalin used well the unhealed wounds of the terror for his own political

purposes. In this respect, the Donbas served Stalin's politics. Nevertheless,

because of its function as a refuge for freedom seekers, the Donbas remained
politically suspect and was indeed hit hard by Stalin's Great Terror. World
War II led to more waves of carnage, perpetrated by both sides. These turbulent

years brought about unimaginable human suffering and tragedy in the Donbas,
as this book has shown.

The German occupation of the Donbas made it all the more suspect in the

eyes of Moscow after the war. After liberation, terror was inflicted again upon
the people of the Donbas

by
the Soviet government. Still, the kind of massive

terror Stalin used in the ] 930S was no Jonger feasible. given the fact that the
whole

population,
who lived and worked under occupation, had beconle sus-

pect. Even though Stalin had the option of exercising! and the ability to exer-
cise, massive terror, the futility and danger of such an exercise had become ap-
parent. People, too, had learned to take stands against what they considered to)))
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be unjust. After the war, unlike in 19'37-38, people were not easily intimidated

and refuse.d, even under duress, to admit to crimes they had not committed.

The Donbas, which had experimented with political alternatives during World

War II and had attracted and
accepted

aJl kinds of \"undesirable elements\" (for-

rner Ostarbeitern, Soviet and foreign POWs, Ukrainian nationa1ists\037 as well as

criminals and fre.edonl seekers) after the war, played an important role in the

postwar de-Stalinization process.
The independence of the Donbas

posed
a dilemma not just for Moscow,

but for Kiev, the political metropolis
'of Ukraine, as well. In 1917-20, al-

tho'llgh Ml1SCOW'S grip loosened and then was los\037 Kiev never succeeded in

influencing the Donbas. When Moscow lost power again during World War

II, the Donbas assunled a special significance for Ukrainian nationalists. Yet

the population of the Donbas did not accept their narrowly defined national..

ist ideologies and influenced them instead to abandon their views in favor of

democratic ideals.

Postwar Donbas labor activists such as Nikitin and Klebanov remained

obstinately independent, refusing to politicize their cause, much to the dismay
of Moscow dissidents and Ukrainian nationalists.

When the Soviet Empire collapsed, the Donbas imnledialely became the

most troublesome spot for Kiev. The problem is not just that the Donbas has

a large Russian population or that it is highly Russified linguistically and cul-

turally. Whenever Kiev has attenlpted to build a nation, the Donbas has acted

like an anti metropolitan Cossack land, resisting Kiev's nation building. \"\"his

presents an ironic political difficulty for Kiev, inasmuch as the Cossack myth

is al the core of modern Ukrainian nation building and the Donbas appears' to

be the rnost \"Ukrainian\" of all the regions in Ukraine,.2

The situation may change in the next few years or in a few decades. Like
Peter Sahlins's Catalans in the. Cerdanya (\"a valley in the eastern Pyrenees
divided between Spain and France\,J")

the people in the Ukrainian Donbas

may in due course develop their own national (Ukrainian) identity, just as the

people in the eastern Donbas
may

have no choice but to beC0l11e good citizens

of Russia. But for now there is little sign that Kiev's or MOSCllW'S
difficulty

with the Donbas wi]1 disappear any time soon. 4
If, as some observers have

noted crilically, people in the Donbas have neve.r
developed

a large (nalional))

1For this
difficulty,

see Hiroaki KUfomiya. KlIchnlll, Kra\\'clruk, t1lld Ukrainian Natio1lbllilding:
All E.r.C:G.\\' (Washington, D.C.: National Council for Soviet and East European Research. 1995).

J Peter Sahlins, Boundaries: The Making of France llnd Spain in rl1e Pyrenee.fI (University of

California Press. 1989) (quotation fronl
p.

x v).

4 For a nl0re optimistic view. see Sarah Birch and Ihor Zinko. uThe Dilemma of Regional isnl,\"

Transition (I November 1996,), pp. 22-25 and 64. For a conlparison. note the case of rcgionalisnl
in

Italy.
a country that grew out of disparate regions, in Rudolf Lill. 'vrhe \037Iistorica] Evolutions

of the Ita I ian Regions:'t in Ma1colm Anderson, ed., Fn}lltier
R'eRioltJ

in W(Jst(.Jrn Europe (, London,

1\302\253)83), pp.
I 09\03722.)))
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perspective,
it is simply because they have rejected it or, at the very least, it has

not been their main concern.

This
history

of freedom and teITor is not entirely unique to the Donbas. It

may apply, in various ways\" to other parts of left-bank Ukraine that belonged
to the free, Cossack lan,d. 5 Yet during the Stalin ye.ars no other Ukrainian land

came even close to the Donbas as an attractive haven for freedom seekers.
While a close examination of other frontier regions in the former empire -

Siberia, for example
-

may yield a similar story, the vast and
inhospitable

Siberia was as inaccessible as it was inescapable and remained as much a land
of confinement as a land of freedom.

The present book is a product of regional studies, but I have also paid con-

siderable attention to the relations between the Donbas as the
political

frontier

and Moscow and Kiev as the p'olitical metropolises. My analysis of the Donbas

suggests several
important points of relevance to national politics.

First., Stalin enacted the Great Terror4 Many people around him in Moscow

as well as people, both
big

and small. in Kiev, t.he Donbas, and elsewhere,

were no doubt
partners

in his operationS4 Indeed, it was well-nigh impossible
to be a political outsider in a society in which political passivity was a crime.

Yet it was Stalin who ordered the terror explicitly or implicitly.

Second, the 1932-33 famine crisis was instrumental to the development of

Stalin's terror. From that time onward, the targets of enemy hunting
shifted

from \"class enemies'\" to class-neutral, or supraclass \"enemies of the people,\"
clearing the way for mass terror. The qu.estion of Who is the enemy? be-
came the focus of political discourse and practice both in Moscow and in the

provinces, including the Donbas. The Great Terror was a massive operation
enacted from above to eradicate any potential enemies, both Communists and
non-Communists alike.

Third\037 the terror operation revealed a weakness inherent in a mighty polit-
ical

dictatorship. Whether the Soviet system was \"totalitarian\" or no\037 the state

did aspire to a total control of society, including the last Hfrontier,\" the minds

of the people. Because the Stalinist system deprived itself of any independent

means by which to gauge (and verify) the mood of society (which was driven

underground), it institutionalized ubiquitous surveillance. 6 Yet the very lack
of any checking mechanism created much room for error and arbitrariness and
hence for uncontrollable terror. The terror ilself becanle self-defeating. Prob-)

'Charters Wynn, for example, has treated the Donbas and the
Dnieper

area together in his

WorkerJ, Strike.s, and PORrom,f.. The Dot1bass-Dtlepr Bend ill Late Imperial RU.f.5;a t 187G-/905

(Princeton University Press\037 1992).

6Historica1ly spcaking\037 the issue of surveillance is much more
comp1ex-and the Soviet practice

\",'as far from unique. See Peter
HoJqutst.,

U
\"lnfonTIation Is the Alpha and Omega of OUf Work':

Bolshevik Surveil1ance in Its Pan-European Contexl,\" Journal of Modem
History, 69 (September

'997), pp. 4 1 5-5().)))
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ably this lesson was n()t entirely lost on Stalin, who did not resort to terror

on this scale again (altllough, toward the end of his life, he may have been

contemplating a similar operation against
the Jews).

The state's wholesa1e intervention in society ultimately undermined the
state itself; by contrast Musl:im nations, with similarly weak civil societies

but without the wholesale intervention of the state in society (particularly in

the economic sphere), have proved more enduring as
political

entities.
7

It is not that the Stalinist regime enjoyed little social
support.

It was not

Inerely a terroristic regime. A generation of social historians has examined
how much support there was and exactly what kind of people supported the

regime. There were various reasons why people supported the regime. Sub-

scription
to the state ideology was one. In my previous work on industrial-

ization I myself discussed social support for terror against the uenenlies\" as
evidence of the

ideology's popularity.8

Historians have recently begun to examine the subjective side of individu-

als in detail (based on formerly inaccessible sources such as diaries)\" indicat-

ing how difficult or impossible it was for individuals under Stalin to
develop

a

subjective, private world apart from or independent of the official world.
9 This

may have been true of SOllle citizens, but the crux of the matter for Stalin and

his secret police (or, for that matter, historians) was that there was no sure 'way

of ascertaining this, because freedllnl of expression did not exist.
10

Popular SUpP()rt for terror was more than ideological. Many other factors

were involved: starvation, greed, fear, hatred, prejudice., anger, revenge - that

is, those factors which ideologies or world views can not easily subsulne into
themselves. This is

part
of the reason why the \"enemy of the

people,'\"
a concept

not constrained by any ideology, became so inclusive and hence so dangerous.
The present book on the Donbas has emphasized the importance. of re-

gional studies.. Works focused on Moscow or Leningrad tcnd to assunle that
the Soviet regime lasted for sevcnty-sonle years uninterruptedly. In the case

of the Donbas, and other western regions of the fortner Soviet Union, this was

not the case: the regime
did collapse during the war. At that t inle, people had

to decide their own fates, howe.ver few and unattractive available options (nay)

71 OYiC this poinl to Ernest Gellner. See his .'IsJam and f\\1arxism: Some Comparisons\037H Illter\037

,rat;ollnl Affairs (London), 67: J (January 1991), pp. 1-6, and Conditions of L;herl)!: Civil Society

and Its Rh'alJ (London, 1994).

8Hiroaki
KUrOflliya\037

Stalin's Industrial Re\\'ollltion: PnliticJ and n1orkerJ, 1928-1932 (Cam-

bridge University Press, r 9R8).

tlNote Jochcn Hellbeck\"s inlpnrtan. \\\\'ork, Tllgebuch ails AloJkall 193 / - '939 (Munich\037 1996).

InEven in the case of Stepan Podlubnyi, the author of the diary Hellbeck has edited (no 9)\037 he

canle to entertain doubts about the reginle with which he had identified himself. As the editor

en1phasizes. e\"'en then Pudlubnyi could not express himself except by official discourse\037 hut one

can imagine that this fact hardly mattered to the po\\vers that be. Indeed\037 he, tnn\037 was arrested,

a1beit not for a political crime. Ibid.\037 p. 279.)))
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have been. Moreover, there is no evidence to show that even at the peak of

the Great Terror, people did not imagine alternatives to Stalinism. Whether the

numerous \"counterrevolutionary remarks\" allegedly uttered by Soviet citizens

and recorded
painstakingly by Stalin's secret police, and quoted in profusion

in this book were real or not. at least someone (police agents, informers, in-

terrogators) imagined them. Stalin himself did not believe that people could

not imagine such possibilities. As Stalin intimated to Dimitrov in 1937, he

meant to extenninate all those who
appeared

to be against his regime, even

\"by thoughL'\" Stalin'5 terror was a trial of conscience. Because the Donbas

was a haven for the outlawed. there was every reason for him to believ,e that

anything was possible there. Stalin terrorized the Donbas because it symboJ-

ized freedom.)))
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Ukraine and Russia\037 I have not been able to have access to the most secretive of all

archives - the so-called Presidential Archive. and the fonner KGB archives in Moscow

and Kiev. However, I have been able to
gain

more than ample data in those open

harchive\037'1\037 in the capitals and in the Donbas, as wen as the fonner KGB archives in

Donets' k and Luhans' k.
The

pub1ished
sources are found in major libraries in lhe Wes\037 Moscow, or Kiev\037

except for many local publications, which can be consulted at provincial Hbraries in the

Donbas, the catalogs of whose \037'idd;l kraieZfla,...tva are treasure troves for the study of

the Donbas.)

Archival Sources)

Archives are mostly cited by their acronyms with the following notations: f. (font/),op.

(opis

\"

o/J)tJ), d. (delo) or spr. (.\\'pra\\ta). 1./11.
(listll;s\037v)

or ark. (arku.')hlarkll.\037hi)\037 and

ob. (oborot) or zv. (Z\\lorot) for Russian and Ukrainian archives.

AUSBUDO: Arkhiv Upravliniia Sluzhby bezpeky Ukrainy po Donets\037kii oblasti

(Donets'k, Ukraine). formerly the KGB archive in Donets\037k..

AUSBULO: Arkhiv Upravlinnia Sluzhby bezpeky Ukrainy po Luhans'kii oblasti
(Luhans'k. Ukraine). forolerly the KGB archive in Luhans'k.

DADO: Derzhavnyi arkhiv Donets'koi oblasti (Done.ts\"k.. Ukraine), which includes the

former Communist Party archive in Donets'k ohla.5t'.
DALO: Derzhavnyi arkhiv Luhans'koi oblasti (Luhans'k\037 Ukra;ne)\037 which includes the

former Communist
Party

archive in Luhans.k oblast'.

GARF: Gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Rossiiskoi Federatsii (Moscow, Russia), formerly

Tsentrarnyi gosudarstve.nnyi arkhiv Oktiabr\"skoi revoliutsii Soiuza Sovetskikh

Sotsial isticheskikh RespubJik (SSSR).
Neveu Docufllents: Archive.s of the Assumptionist General HOllse (Rome, Italy).
RF IMFE:

Rukopysni fondy Institutu nlystetstvoznavstva\037 for kloru ta etnohrafii AN

Ukrainy (Kiev, Ukraine)?

RGAE: Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv ekonomiki (Moscow. Russia), formerly

TsentraJ'nyi gosudarstvennyi arkhiv narodnogo khoziaistva SSSR.

RGVA: Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi voennyi arkhiv (Moscow, Russia), fonnerly Tsen-

trarnyi gosudarstvennyi
arkhiv Sovetskoi Arnlii SSSR.)
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RTsKhIDNI: Rossiiskii tsentr khraneniia i izucheniia dokumentov noveishei istorii

(Moscow, Russia).. fOffilerly the Con1munist Party archive (Tsentral'nyi partiinyi

arkhiv).

TsAMO: Tsentra]'nyi arkhiv Ministerstva oborony Rossiiskoi Federatsii (Podol'sk,
Moscow oblaJt\" Russia).

TsDAHO: Tsentrarnyi derzhavnyi arkhiv hromads'kykh ob't'tiednan't Ukrainy (Kiev.

Ukraine).. formerly the Communist Party archive (Partiinyi arkhiv Institutu istorii

partii pry
TsK Kompartii Ukrainy).

TsDAVO: Tsentral'nyi derzhavnyi arkhiv vyshchykh orhaniv vlady ta upravlinnia

Ukrainy (Kiev\" Ukraine), formerly Tsentrarnyi derzhavnyi arkhiv 'Zhovtnevoi re-
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TsDKFFA: Tsentrarnyi derzhavnyi k..inofotofonoarkhiv Ukrainy (Kiev, Ukraine), for-

merly Tsentrarnyi derzhavnyi ark.hiv kinofotofonodokumentiv URSR.

TsKhDM'O: Tsentr khraneniia dokumentov molodezhnykh organizatsii (Moscow, Rus-

sia), fonnerly the Komsomol archive (Arkhiv Tsentral'nogo komiteta Vsesoiuz-

nogo leninskogo kommunisticheskogo soiuza molodezhi).

TsKhSD: Tsentr khraneniia sovremmenoi dokumentatsii (Moscow\" Russia)\" the SQ-

called Staraia ploshchad', fonnerly the Communist Party Central Committee ar-

chive (Arkhiv Tsentrarnogo Konliteta Konlmunistichekoi partii Sovetskogo

Soiuza).
VMA:

Vrangel\" Military Archive, Hoover Institution Archive (Stanford\037 Calif.).

WKP: uRecords of the All-Union (Russian) Communist Party.. Smolensk District.. Re-

cord Group 1056.\" or the so-called Smolensk Archive. widely available on micro-

film from the U.S. National Archives (Washington, D.C.).
YIVO, Archives: YIVO Institute for Jewish Research Archives (New York).)

Interviews)

All interviews were conducted by the author in Russian and Ukrainian. The author

promised anonymity to all the interviewee.s. Many more inte.rviews were conducted in

Donets'k, Luhans'k, and Khartsyz'k in 198 9, 1990, 1991, '99 2 , 1993, 1994, and 1996
than listcd here.

Many
other attelnpts at intervie.ws failed because people often did not

wish to discuss their past Even those interviewees listed here declined to respond to
Tl1any questions posed to thenl.)

I = A Ukrainian couple in Donets.k on 22 October 1989. The husband was born in

193 T. as was his wife. Both lived in Donets'k under Gemlan occupation during
the \037tar. The husband was arrested in 195 T for \"anti-Soviet propaganda,\"

2: An elderly Russian man in Donets'k on 3 July 199 1 .

3: An elderly Russian woman in Donets'k on 5 July 1991. A fonner Kornsomol activist

in the
1930s\037

she wilhdrew to the Urals during the war.

4: A U'krainian man in Luhans'k on 28 July 1993. He was born in 1913 near Luhans.k,

dekulakjzed in 1929, then exiled to Penn', but soon fled back to the Donbas. He

fought in the war and became a party member in 194 2 .)))
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5: A Ukrainian man in Luhans'k on 28 July 1993. Born into a skilled construction
worker's

family
near Luhans'k in 1925, he lived in Luhans'tk during the German

occupation.
6: A 65-year-old man (ethnicity unknown) in Luhans\"k on 30 July 1993. He came to

the Donbas from Irkutsk in 1943-44 as a miner, studied in a technicum, and later

became a chief mechanic and mine director in various mines in the Donbas. He

boasted of having worked for the KGB.

7: A 66-year-old man (ethnicity unknown) in L,uhans'k on 18
July 1994. He was taken

10 Germany as a forced laborer in 1942, His father was killed in the war.
8: A 53-year-old woman (ethnicily unknown) with a Jewish husband in Donets\"k on

28 July 1994. Her father was ki lIed in the war.)
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